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Revision, which is commonly referred to as peninjauan kembali or PK in Indonesia, 
or herziening in Dutch, is a legal remedy to review criminal court decisions that have 
obtained permanent legal force based on very restrictive reasons. Revision consists of 
three pillars: formal conditions; material grounds; and procedures. Not only in practice, 
the legal framework also prescribes revision as an extraordinary legal remedy. 

However, the extraordinary traits of revision in Indonesia have been vanished. 
The number of incoming revision requests is high. Revision is seen as a fourth stage 
of litigation or a third level of appeal. It is sometimes seen as a substitute for ordinary 
appeals. As a result, even an already correct final judgment becomes susceptible to 
reopening, which could bring new errors in the judgment. Decisions resulting from 
revision also raise incoherencies and create perceptions of arbitrariness. 

With such background, this study tries to answer the following research questions: 
(1) What are the functions of the revision system in Indonesia and how have those 
functions been carried out in legal practice? (2) In what way does the elaboration 
of the theories of finality and fallibility of judicial decision and proceedings help the 
regulation and the legal practice of revision in Indonesia to perform its functions?

Through a doctrinal method and the use of interviews, this study suggests that 
revision must have two valid functions: (1) correcting factual errors in final judgments; 
and (2) maintaining the finality of a final court judgment. This study also offers ne bis 
in idem, to be the underlying doctrine in the design and the use of the revision system. 

In doing so, this study explains three levels of connection between ne bis in idem 
and the revision system, namely: regulatory; theoretical; and operational. In addition, 
this study explains that ne bis in idem is relevant to both detrimental and favorable 
revision.

Armed with all that, this study discovers that the various problems in the 
Indonesian revision system were caused by placing too much weight on the correction 
of error function. The function of revision to maintain the finality of the court’s decision 
has been disguised. The problems also occur because the elaboration of theories 
regarding the principle of finality and concerns for the fallibility of court’s decisions 
has been lacking. 

By elaborating the theories, and by approaching ne bis in idem as the underlying 
doctrine of the revision, this study recommends a new foundation for the revision 
system in Indonesia. Among the recommendations are the introduction of falsum into 
the material grounds and the emphasis on the role of the trier of facts (judex factie) in 
the procedures for revision
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I. Background

In many legal systems, the issues of “final judgment” and “judicial 
proceedings” (including appellate proceedings) are approached in light of the 
principle of “finality” and the idea of “fallibility”. The issues become more 
apparent when it comes to the controversy over the collateral review of final 
court decisions (revision or peninjauan kembali in Indonesian term). 

Finality is an attribute given to statements of the law by the court of last 
resort, which becomes final when the court has said it.1 Finality is considered 
to be paramount in the judicial process and has a high correlation with the 
“justice delayed is justice denied” maxim. When a judgment takes too long 
to become final, it is considered to be a failure. This is irrespective of how it 
determines the rights in question correctly, as its practical utility has been 
undermined.2 

The principle of finality is well reflected by the maxim lites finiri oportet. A 
judicial process must reach the end, and the court’s decision must be protected 
from being re-tested by the same or another judicial institution.

The theory of the finality of the judicial process and decision is based on 
two grounds, namely public policy and individual justice. On the public policy 
side, the government encourages finality. The rule of law principle requires 
that upon commencement, a state respects the output of its judicial process. 
If a court’s decision is not respected and considered final, the legitimacy of the 
state will suffer. While on the side of individual justice, a person cannot be re-
prosecuted for the same act after being found either guilty or innocent based 
on a final judgment.

Both civil and criminal law embrace the principle of finality. The most 
prominent doctrine regarding finality in criminal law is ne bis in idem, which 
is comparable to the double jeopardy doctrine in common law countries. 
Essentially, the doctrine of ne bis in idem prohibits the reexamination of a final 
conviction or acquittal in a criminal case.

Fallibility, on the other hand, is an idea that judges and the judicial process 
are fallible, or prone to error, a reasonable assumption about any legal system.3 

1 Herbert LioneL AdoLpHus HArt, tHe ConCept of LAw (1994).
2 Paul M. Bator, Finality in Criminal Law and Federal Habeas Corpus for State Prisoners, 76 

HArvArd LAw review 441–528 (1963). See also John N. Mitchell, Restoring the Finality of 
Justice, 55 JudiCAture 203 (1971). and A. A. S. Zuckerman, Quality and Economy in Civil 
Procedure. The Case for Commuting Correct Judgments for Timely Judgments, 14 oxford 
JournAL of LegAL studies 353–387 (1994). and Lord Dyson, Time to call it a day: some 
reflections on finality and the law, 21 (2011), https://www.supremecourt.uk/docs/
speech_111014.pdf (last visited Feb 24, 2015).

3 Stijn Franken, Finding the Truth in Dutch Courtrooms-How Does One Deal with Miscarriages 
of Justice, 4 utreCHt L. rev. 218 (2008).
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It guarantees the right of parties to receive a fair and correct judicial decision, 
including through appeal. A legal system should have sufficient means to 
review and correct cases if an error might have been made, particularly when 
this occurs at the court of last resort.4

No human-formed institutions are free from error. Judges can violate or 
contravene the law. Mistakes can occur even in the highest court, despite the 
(ambiguous) contention that its judgment is deemed to be free from error and 
close to perfection. To accept the fact that even judges in the highest court 
can violate or contravene the law does not mean questioning their honour or 
intelligence, but acknowledging the hard-to-debate fact that wrongdoing and 
making mistakes is part of being human.

Therefore, it is encouraging to know that a judge’s absolute discretion in 
making uncontested decision has passed. Appellate courts were formed to 
ensure the accuracy of a judgment, so that there were no more unchecked judges 
or courts. At the end of the day, no matter how a judge meets the prudence 
standards, mistakes or miscarriage can still occur, and the opportunity to 
object must remain open.

In principle, a judgment becomes socially acceptable upon the fulfilment 
of ordinary legal remedies or the expiry of the period on which to exercise such 
remedies. However, there has been a push to ensure that even a final judgment 
can still be corrected under strict conditions and on extraordinary grounds. To 
meet this need, the law allows for a special legal remedy called a revision.

The arguments defending the existence of revision reflect concerns about 
the fallibility of judicial process and decision. They range from correcting 
mistakes to protect justice seekers from being deprived of their property, life 
and freedom; restoring public confidence in the courts; up to maintaining a 
consistent application of the law.

Meanwhile, from a finality standpoint, there are arguments against 
revision. These range from the expensive cost of revision as it involves an 
investment of money and time that must be partially or wholly borne by the 
public; the potential of inaccurate result; as well as the potential that a revision 
would threaten the reputation of the justice system.

Apart from the above debate, many legal systems acknowledge revision 
with its attributes as a necessary evil. This is true not only in Indonesia and in 
The Netherlands, both of which adhere to the civil law system, but also in the 
United Kingdom and in the United States, which apply a common law system. 

In the Indonesian judicial system, the original function of revision was 

4 Lord Hope of Craighead, “Decision overruled”—facing up to judicial fallibility, 14 King’s 
LAw JournAL 121–136 (2003).
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to correct judicial error. This was reflected in Law no. 19 of 1964 on Basic 
Provisions of Judicial Power (Law 19/1964).5 Under Law 19/1964, the error is 
associated with the facts. Therefore, the first and primary ground for revision 
was novum, which literally means a new fact.6

The other function of revision in Indonesia, which is not obvious in the 
legal framework, but this study tries to proclaim, is to maintain the finality of 
a court’s judgment. Revision was designed as an extraordinary legal remedy, 
which could only be applied against a final court’s decision (often referred to 
as having become ‘final and binding’) after the ordinary legal remedies had 
been exhausted.7

Revision is supposed to be introduced in Indonesia to strike a balance 
between the idea of fallibility and the principle of finality of judicial decision 
and proceedings.8 This dual functions should have been reflected in Indonesia 
through various norms on pillars of revision, which include conditions, 
grounds, and procedures, all of which are to be regulated in procedural law.9

However, the lawmakers’ inability at that time to enact a procedural law 
opened the door for the Indonesian Supreme Court (Mahkamah Agung or MA), 
as the highest judicial body, to regulate the various norms on revision through 
its regulatory products, namely the MA Regulation (Peraturan Mahkamah 
Agung or Perma), the MA Circular (Surat Edaran Mahkamah Agung or SEMA), 
or the Chief Justice (CJ) Decree (Surat Keputusan Ketua MA or SK KMA). 

Perma was based on Law no. 1 of 1950 on Composition, Power and 
Procedure of the Supreme Court (Law 1/1950), particularly Article 131 that 
gave the MA the authority to resolve matters that are not regulated in the law 
in the course of the judicial process. Perma is primarily issued to supplement 
gaps in the procedural law. While SEMA refers to the MA’s authority to supervise 
courts and judges in the exercise of their professional duties. SK KMA is a 
decision (beschikking) issued by the CJ concerning particular organisational 
and administrative matters.

5 LAw no. 19 of 1964 on bAsiC provisions of JudiCiAL power, (1964). The Law was enacted on 
31 October 1964. This is in line with the theories on the most substantial reason for 
the introduction of revision. See Ryan W. Scott, In Defense of the Finality of Criminal 
Sentences on Collateral Review, 4 wAKe forest JL & poL’y 179, 188 (2014)., Steven Shavell, 
The Appeals Process as a Means of Error Correction, 24 tHe JournAL of LegAL studies 379–426, 
387 (1995)., and Cassandra Burke Robertson, Right to Appeal, The, 91 nCL rev. 1219, 33 
(2012).

6 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Elucidation of Art. 15.
7 Id.
8 In Scott’s words, to weigh and balance the finality interest implicated by revision request. 

See Scott, supra note 5 at 215–216.
9 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Art. 15. See also LAw no. 13 of 1965 on Court of JustiCe in generAL 

JurisdiCtion And supreme Court, Art. 34 (1965). 
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The MA added provisions regarding conditions and grounds for revision 
and also outlined the procedures for revision.10 Most of these norms were 
wider and went beyond those mandated by the laws. For example, apart from 
novum, the MA added judge’s mistake or egregious error (kekhilafan hakim atau 
kekeliruan yang nyata) and two other grounds to the grounds for revision.11 
Along the way, the functions of revision became blurred, because the way the 
MA and the MA judges approached revision, which were conceivably influenced 
by the potential interest to accumulate judicial power, created bias. 

Even when the Parliament finally enacted Law no. 8 of 1981 on Criminal 
Procedural Law (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Acara Pidana or KUHAP), MA’s 
conception of revision dominated the substance.

Notably, it became unclear whether revision was indeed still designed as a 
mechanism for correction of judicial errors, limited only to questions of fact.12 
Similarly unclear whether the norms on formal conditions, material grounds, 
and procedures for revision were intended to uphold the finality of a court’s 
decision.13 

The subsequent legislative products increasingly instituted such 
incoherency.14 Furthermore, the incoherency was augmented not only by 
further guidelines issued by the MA, but also by judicial review of legislations 
relevant to revision.15 As a result, the principle of finality and the consideration 
of fallibility becomes obscured.16 

The problem with revision is easily shown at the level of practice by the 

10 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1969 on revoCAtion of mA CirCuLAr no. 6 of 1967, (1969).
11 Id. Art. 3 a, b, and d.
12 LAw no. 8 of 1981 re. CriminAL proCedurAL LAw, Art. 263(2)(c) (1981). The judge’s mistake 

or egregious error as a ground for revision has often been confused with grounds for 
cassation, which adjudicate questions of law. See also LAw no. 14 of 1985 on supreme Court, 
Art. 30 (1985). 

13 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 264(3) in conjunction with Art. 268(1). There are two 
contradicting norms on the condition for revision in the Code, namely that there is 
no time limit for its submission and that it cannot suspend or cease enforcement of a 
judgment. 

14 See LAw no. 4 of 2004 on JudiCiAL power, Art. 23(1) (2004). The Article relaxed the condition 
of parties who can file a revision request. See also LAw no. 31 of 1997 on miLitAry Court, 
(1997). The Military Court Law contained specific provisions that may be interpreted 
as the correction to the abolition of prosecutor’s right in requesting revision under the 
KUHAP.

15 See MK Decision no. 34/PUU-XI/2013 (Antasari Azhar), 1 (2014). See also MK Decision 
no. 33/PUU-XIV/2016 (Anna Boentaran), 1 (2016).

16 See mA CirCuLAr no. 10 of 2009 on revision request, (2009). See also mA CirCuLAr no. 1 of 
2012 on revision in CriminAL CAses, (2012). And mA CirCuLAr no. 7 of 2014 on revision request 
in CriminAL CAses, (2014). All the guidelines tried to narrow down the norms on conditions 
of revision, but at the same time provided exceptions towards the explicit norms they 
introduced.
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increasing number of revision in criminal cases;17 the increasing number 
of revision against MA decisions;18 and the increasing use of grounds for 
revision other than novum.19 Those symptoms eventually drove the revision 
mechanism to function far beyond what had initially been outlined, in effect 
becoming the third stage of appeal.20

Also, at the level of practice, various norms concerning conditions, 
grounds, and procedures for revision become the sources of incoherency. This 
is reflected in the various case decisions provided as the sample of this study.21 
In the end, court decisions failed to clarify and contribute to the elaboration of 
the criteria and procedures for revision. 

At a theoretical level, the various theories associated with revision, or 
appeal system as a whole, were not adequately elaborated. Since the discourse 
on the theories have not been developed and disseminated, it could neither 
assist in determining the ideal functions of revision nor developing the 
revision system in a way that allows it to achieve its intended functions, which 
is correcting judicial errors by preserving the finality of the court decisions.22

As this study strives to prove, there can be a theoretical approach to 
help understand the problem surrounding revision in Indonesia in a more 
structured way, as well as to sketch out ideas to address such problem. This 
approach involves the uncovering and strengthening of lines that connect 

17 Lembaga Kajian & Advokasi untuk Independensi Peradilan (LeIP), Pengurangan Arus 
Perkara ke Mahkamah Agung 13 (2016). The incoming revision request in criminal cases 
in 2015 was 324, compared to 224 cases in 2008.

18 Asep Nursobah, 78% Objek PK adalah Putusan Kasasi (2016), http://kepaniteraan.
mahkamahagung.go.id/kegiatan/1272-78-objek-pk-adalah-putusan-kasasi (last visited 
Apr 12, 2016). In 2015, as many as 78.2% of revision requests were submitted against 
MA’s decisions at the cassation level. 

19 LembAgA KAJiAn & AdvoKAsi untuK independensi perAdiLAn (Leip), Konsep ideAL perAdiLAn 
indonesiA: menCiptAKAn KesAtuAn HuKum & meningKAtKAn AKses mAsyArAKAt pAdA KeAdiLAn 11–
12 (2010). The majority of revision requests were filed on the ground of judge’s mistake 
or egregious error. 

20 Marjanne Termorshuizen-Arts, Revisie en herziening; De continuïteit in de Indonesische 
rechtspleging, 150 biJdrAgen tot de tAAL-, LAnd- en voLKenKunde 330–356, 354 (1994).

21 In almost every criterion within the norms of conditions and grounds for revision, we 
can find contradicting decisions that interpret the criteria inconsistently. See, among 
others, MA Decision no. 183 PK/Pid/2010 (Nyayu Saodah), 1 (2011)., MA Decision no. 
12 PK/Pid.Sus/2009 (Joko Soegiarto Tjandra), 1 (2009)., and MA Decision no. 90 PK/
Pid/2008 (Devid Eko Priyanto), 1 (2008).

22 Kate Malleson, Appeals against Conviction and the Principle of Finality, 21 JournAL of LAw 
And soCiety 151–164 (1994). Malleson once observed that the balance might be in the 
form of bridging the highest court's role in correcting errors and its role in promoting 
consistency and uniformity in the application of law and procedure, which will, in turn, 
promote finality by reducing the incidences of appeal in the future. See also, Franken, 
supra note 3., and p.H.p.H.m.C. vAn Kempen, Heropening vAn proCedures nA veroordeLingen door 
Het eHrm: over redres vAn sCHendingen vAn Het evrm in AfgesLoten strAfzAKen ALsooK AfgesLoten 
CivieLe en bestuurszAKen (2003).
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the revision system and the relevant theories revolving around the finality 
principle and the idea of fallibility, including the ne bis in idem doctrine.

II. Research questions

This study aims to understand the functions of the revision system in 
Indonesia in light of the theories that elaborate the principle of finality and 
concerns of fallibility of judicial decision and whether those functions have 
been followed in the actual practice of revision. This study also seeks to 
establish how the elaboration of the underlying principles and ideas of revision 
through theories might help advance the regulation and practice of revision in 
Indonesia to perform its intended functions. More specifically, this study will 
focus on the following research questions:
1.  What are the functions of the revision system in Indonesia and how have 

those functions been carried out in legal practice?
2.  In what way does the elaboration of the theories of finality and fallibility 

of judicial decision and proceedings help the regulation and the legal 
practice of revision in Indonesia to perform its functions?

III. The relevance of the research

Several scholarly writings, both in Indonesia and in other countries, and 
in particular doctoral dissertations, discuss topics that are linked to the topic 
of this study. The first link lies in the discussion of the revision system itself, 
while the second link rests in the discussion of the ne bis in idem doctrine.

Although problems related to the revision system are frequently discussed 
in Indonesia, especially in the context of criminal cases, the majority of these 
writings are primarily focused on the problems related to the formal conditions 
of revision. These include the category of final judgment that can be subject to 
revision, as well as parties who have the right to file a revision request.

The first dissertation on this matter was written by Parman Soeparman, 
which has been published as a book.23 Soeparman maintains that the right to 
file a revision request should be reserved not only for the convicted defendant 
or the heir as stipulated in Article 263(1) KUHAP, but also for the crime’s victim 
under strict and limited grounds, namely in the form of novum. 

He contends that such interpretation can accommodate the interests of 
the criminal offender, victim of a crime, and the public. This will push judges 
to apply the concept of restorative justice, which requires a theoretical shift 

23 pArmAn soepArmAn, pengAturAn HAK mengAJuKAn upAyA HuKum peninJAuAn KembALi dALAm perKArA 
pidAnA bAgi KorbAn KeJAHAtAn (2007).
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from retributive justice. 
This idea, Soeparman asserts, was confirmed by Article 28(1) Law no. 4 

of 2004 on Judicial Power (Law 4/2004), where judges are obliged to explore, 
follow, and understand the legal values   and sense of justice that exist in the 
community. This obligation is in line with Article 16(1) Law 4/2004 that 
forbids the court from refusing to examine, hear, and decide a case because a 
law does not exist or is unclear.

Soeparman recommends that judges should not rely solely on the positivist 
approach in examining and adjudicating a criminal case. They should also use 
other approaches such as pragmatism to obtain restorative justice for both 
the convicted defendant and the victim. Furthermore, Soeparman states that 
Article 263(1) KUHAP should not be applied using formal legal thinking and 
must be afforded flexibility so that the victim or the family also has the right 
to file for revision.24

The second dissertation reviewing the problems related to Article 263(1) 
KUHAP, including the issue on who has the right to file for revision in a criminal 
case, was written by Andreas Eno Tirtakusuma. His dissertation is centered 
around the balance between judicial independence and accountability of 
the MA judges in interpreting Article 263(1) KUHAP in deciding a revision 
request.25 Tirtakusuma examines selected MA decisions between 2000 and 
2010. 

Tirtakusuma asserts that the wording of Article 263(1) KUHAP has led to 
practical problems, such as which court decision can be subject to a revision 
request and who is entitled to file a revision request. In response, the MA 
has handed down judgments to interpret the provision, some of which are 
contradictory. 

On the one hand, Tirtakusuma says, the MA employed various 
interpretation methods, which may lead to different outputs and results in 
inconsistent decisions. On the other hand, these decisions should be regarded 
as precedent, which is comparable to a binding law. Although Indonesian 
judges are not bound to follow other judges’ decisions on similar cases, 
Tirtakusuma nevertheless considers it to be strange if a similar case results in 
a different outcome. 

In applying their independence to interpret this provision, judges 
have discretion and may put forward different (dissenting) opinion. Judges’ 

24 Id. at 124.
25 Andreas Eno Tirtakusuma, Independensi dan Akuntabilitas Hakim Agung dalam Putusan 

Peninjauan Kembali: Kajian terhadap Interpretasi Pasal 263 Ayat (1) KUHAP dalam 
Putusan Peninjauan Kembali Perkara Pidana Periode 2000-2010, 2014.
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discretion and judicial independence needs to be balanced with accountability, 
and like two sides of the same coin, they cannot be separated. 

Tirtakusuma recommends that judges always give consideration in 
making decisions, including and especially revision decisions, to explain the 
method used to arrive at a certain conclusion and why they followed or not 
followed any previous decision on a similar case. Tirtakusuma also proposes a 
minimum standard of consideration that must be met by judges.

In Indonesia, scholarly writings that discuss revision in civil cases are rare. 
One of such writings is a dissertation by Herri Swantoro on the harmonization 
of justice and legal certainty in the revision process, which has been published 
as a book.26

Swantoro’s dissertation is worth mentioning because there are some 
common principles between the revision of criminal and civil cases, despite 
the fundamental differences that I convey in the Research Limitation section 
below. Moreover, the dissertation, together with other dissertations on 
revision, specifically discuss issues surrounding the formal conditions for 
revision, particularly the legal limitation that revision requests can only be 
submitted once.

According to Swantoro, the rationale behind the restriction that revision 
against final civil judgments can only be filed once is the realization of legal 
certainty. This limitation seeks to reduce the MA’s burden and avoid backlog 
of revision cases. He asserts that every case must end (lites finiri oportet). 
However, conversely, he says, the parties’ right to file revision requests will be 
impacted.

Further, he suggested that regulating revision requests in civil cases by 
only allowing parties to file second revision requests if such party has not filed 
the first one, can encourage the realization of justice and legal certainty. He also 
asserts that revision requests can only be filed against decisions of the trier of 
fact, where the admission for revision combines procedural and discretional 
models. This would minimize the misuse of discretion as the cases are selected 
by those who have no direct interest in the cases.

Swantoro also proposes the amendment of the regulation on revision, so 
that it does not only concern the MA, but also the lower level courts, including 
encouraging the revision panel at the MA to prioritize justice over legal 
certainty. In addition, he views that the MA needs to strengthen the first level 
and appellate courts, as the effort to limit the number of revision cases to the 
MA will depend on strong and reliable lower level courts.

26 Herri swAntoro, HArmonisAsi KeAdiLAn dAn KepAstiAn dALAm peninJAuAn KembALi (2017).
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By reviewing various dissertations regarding revision as noted above, I am 
confident in stating the relevance of this study. Of course, several crosscutting 
points make those dissertations worthy of mention and review, and in fact, 
most of them have been referred to in this study. However, what sets this study 
apart is the scope of the discussion. Unlike the various dissertations above 
that devoted a significant portion of the discussion to the formal conditions 
of revision, this study tries to proportionally discuss all of the pillars of the 
revision system, not just limited to the formal conditions, but also the material 
grounds and procedures.

In addition, this study examines the various pillars of the revision system 
from a doctrinal perspective based on the principle of finality and the idea 
of fallibility of the judicial decision and proceedings. In fact, the doctrinal 
perspective enables this study to reconcile the revision system with the ne bis 
in idem doctrine.

For precisely that reason, it is inevitable that this study contains a 
detailed discussion of ne bis in idem. Unfortunately, no scholarly writing that 
is specifically dedicated to analyzing ne bis in idem in Indonesia. Usually, ne 
bis in idem is only reviewed restrictively with other relevant principles and 
doctrines in the context of criminal law and criminal procedural law, most of 
which are also referred to in this study.

To state the relevance of this study in the discussion on ne bis in idem, 
I must compare it against other scholarly writings that specifically, or at 
least more comprehensively, review the doctrine of ne bis in idem. It is not a 
coincidence that most of the scholarly writings on this subject can be found 
in The Netherlands, a country whose legal system is the main focus of this 
study for comparison purposes, not only with respect to the revision system, 
but also on the origin and development of ne bis in idem.

The first dissertation that is worthy for comparison is written by Willem 
Bastiaan van Bockel, titled “The Ne Bis in Idem Principle in EU Law, a Conceptual 
and Jurisprudential Analysis.”27 Through his dissertation, Bockel raised the 
issue that globalization and the European integration pose new challenges for 
the legal system, as well as for the age-old legal principles that lie at the heart 
of such system. 

According to him, ne bis in idem in the European Union (EU)’s legal order is a 
clear example. Traditionally, the application of ne bis in idem within a country’s 
national legal system is limited to that country’s territory. In Bockel’s opinion, 
this limitation is no longer realistic within the supranational context of the EU. 

27 Willem Bastiaan van Bockel, The ne bis in idem principle in EU law, a conceptual and 
jurisprudential analysis, 2009.
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Therefore, Bockel views that the application of ne bis in idem must extend to 
cover the EU as a whole. The possibility of an internationally applicable ne bis 
in idem rule, as indicated by Bockel, deserves to be given serious consideration 
and merits further study.

Further, through his study, Bockel tries to contribute to the application 
of ne bis in idem in the EU’s legal order. He contributes not only by proposing 
legislative intervention, but also by further clarifying several important points 
of what must be seen as a single autonomous ‘European’ ne bis in idem doctrine 
that meets the specific needs and objectives of the EU community.28

In establishing idem, Bockel pays attention to the flaw in clearly 
distinguishing between ‘facts’ (material fact(s)) and ‘offences’ (legal 
qualification). These two approaches should not be seen as opposite or mutually 
exclusive, but rather as different points on a sliding scale of objectivity in 
considering the historical event that can lead to a prosecution. The interest of 
legal certainty, he says, demands an emphasis on the actual historical event 
rather than its legal qualification. If idem is determined predominantly by 
reference to the legal qualification of the historical event, the outcome becomes 
harder to predict or even random, offering less protection for the subjects.

As stated by Bockel, the criteria considered by EU courts in establishing 
idem are considerably less clear and precise. Bockel suggests that for a 
criminal proceeding, historical events should be forged into an artificial legal 
unity, which is primarily defined by result rather than by objective historical 
event. This means that in practice, the legal qualification of the conduct will 
and should always play some role in establishing idem. However, as much 
as possible, it should be applied as a guiding principle in determining and 
selecting the relevant facts, rather than as a decisive test for the application of 
ne bis in idem.29

Another dissertation that specifically addresses the development of 
ne bis in idem as a doctrine was written by W.F. van Hattum.30 Van Hattum’s 
research describes how the prohibition of repetition in criminal law has taken 
root and how it unfolded as a rule of law. In essence, this rule upholds the 
proportionality, legal certainty, and justice for both the individual and the 
community, while simultaneously balancing the rigidity of a definite final 
judgment and the possibility that new evidence in the future would throw a 
different light on the case.31 

28 Id. at 250.
29 Id. at 251.
30 W.F. Van Hattum, Non Bis in Idem: De Ontwikkeling van Een Beginsel, January 26, 2012.
31 Id. at 549.
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According to van Hattum, the prohibition of repetition applies to all 
final substantive decisions and is considered to reflect the doctrine of non bis 
in idem.32 However, van Hattum adds that certain circumstances would not 
recognize the authority of res judicata. These include the discovery of newly 
emerged evidence, nova, or the finding of a subsequently known serious 
defects to the conclusion of the sentence, falsa. Both could provide grounds to 
overcome the unshakeable nature of a judgment.33 

Furthermore, van Hattum contends that ever since the emergence of 
modern criminal procedure, many countries have deliberately refrained from 
providing a wide opportunity to open a closed court process. The criminal 
process must ensure the legal security of a former defendant.34

Van Hattum’s dissertation deals with the question of whether the 
absolute protection of a final acquittal, which excludes the possibility of 
revision, should be changed. Van Hattum concludes that there should be no 
absolute protection of an acquittal if the former defendants had committed a 
crime in securing a favorable judgment, and also if they had voluntarily and 
unmistakably admitted the fact afterwards. In the words of van Hattum, in 
these cases, the acquitted defendants themselves cause the second prosecution. 
Further, van Hattum implies that other fundamental defects in the conclusion 
of a judgment, such as bribery of the judge or the prosecutor, could be added 
to those grounds.35

Another dissertation by a Dutch scholar reviews how ne bis in idem 
intersects with the concept of concourse of offences. F.C.W. de Graaf’s 
dissertation addresses multiple liabilities towards more than one offence.36 
According to de Graaf, multiple liabilities will apply if a defendant is sentenced 
for more than one offence. As this concept is not restricted to a certain 
timeframe, the defendant, she adds, can be found guilty for two offences either 
in one trial or two separate trials. 

De Graaf’s dissertation describes the relationship between the legal 
concepts that regulate multiple liabilities in criminal law, namely on whether 
they form a system that is intrinsically consistent and acts as an effectively 
organized unity.37 In chapter IV of her dissertation, de Graaf focused on the 
doctrine of ne bis in idem as a legal concept that offers protection against 

32 Id. at 552.
33 Id. at 555.
34 Id. at 557.
35 Id. at 565.
36 F. C. W. de Graaf, Meervoudige aansprakelijkstelling: een analyse van rechtsfiguren die 

aansprakelijkstelling voor meer dan één strafbaar feit normeren, 2018.
37 Id. at 379.
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multiple liabilities. According to de Graaf, given the prohibition on repeated 
prosecution, multiple liabilities can also be prevented by the successful 
invocation of ne bis in idem. 

De Graaf examines the protection offered by ne bis in idem, as the idem (the 
question of the same offence) and bis (the question of the second trial) must be 
weighed up to assess whether a second trial is prohibited. The interpretation 
of idem and bis will establish the extent to which ne bis in idem protects against 
multiple liabilities. If an interpretation results in more idem, then the defendant 
would be better protected against a second trial. However, if the second trial 
is not considered as bis, then a defendant can be re-prosecuted and held liable 
for the same offence. Therefore, de Graaf stresses, the scope of bis is relevant.38

In the case of non-simultaneous prosecution, the ne bis in idem doctrine is 
an obstacle to a second trial if the defendant is charged with the same offence. De 
Graaf claims that the framework to assess the concept of concourse of offence 
within the meaning of Article 55(1) of the Penal Code of The Netherlands 
(Wetboek van Strafrecht or Sr) is similar, but not identical, to the same offence 
element under ne bis in idem. 

De Graaf contends that cases involving more than one offence constitute a 
realist concourse in the event of simultaneous prosecution. Non-simultaneous 
prosecution may result in the conflict of some of these cases with ne bis in 
idem. This situation could occur, for instance, in a case where the defendant 
is convicted for reckless or dangerous driving resulting in death and is 
subsequently prosecuted for driving under the influence of alcohol. The two 
criminal offences took place simultaneously, and the defendant could already 
have been charged with the second offence during the first trial. De Graaf 
insists that although the two offences are distinguishable, it is conceivable 
that a second trial prosecution will fail against ne bis in idem.39

Alternatively, de Graaf says, situations may occur in the case of 
simultaneous prosecution in which one offence includes another offence. In 
such event, idealist concourse must be assumed in the case of simultaneous 
prosecution, as a non-simultaneous prosecution may be compatible with ne 
bis in idem. For example, we take a situation where a defendant is charged with 
carrying out a preparatory act and the offence resulting from it. In the case 
of simultaneous prosecution, the completed offence includes the preparatory 
act, thus, it is fair to assume idealist concourse. De Graaf concludes that in the 
case of non-simultaneous prosecution, where the preparatory act is prosecuted 
first, followed by a new trial for the completed offence, reliance on the ne bis in 

38 Id. at 382.
39 Id. at 383.
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idem doctrine will not necessarily be successful.40

A review of various dissertations that discuss the ne bis in idem doctrine 
above reinforces the relevance of this study. As evident from the above 
discussion, the three foregoing dissertations do not specifically discuss the 
link between the ne bis in idem doctrine and the revision system. Even if 
there is a link, the relationship between the two is negated as stated by van 
Bockel, or is only limited to the discussion on detrimental revision as written 
by van Hattum. Conversely, this study tries to describe a more overarching 
relationship between the doctrine of ne bis in idem and the revision system, 
not only at the theoretical level but also at the legal framework level and its 
practical application. 

Nonetheless, the three foregoing dissertations, including the one written 
by de Graaf, are helpful in understanding the history and development of 
the ne bis in idem doctrine, not only in The Netherlands but also within the 
EU. The three dissertations are also helpful in developing a more nuanced 
understanding of the position occupied by ne bis in idem among various other 
doctrines/principles that are relevant in the context of criminal law and 
criminal procedural law.

IV. Methodology

A. Research limitation

Although revision is known and practiced in all fields of law, both criminal 
and civil (as well as state administration, which has a revision mechanism 
equivalent to a civil revision system in Indonesia), I deliberately chose to focus 
this study on criminal revision based on the following reasons.

First, it relates to the fundamental difference between criminal law as a 
public law and civil law as a private law and the procedural difference between 
the two. Public interest plays a more prominent role in criminal procedural law 
than in civil procedural law as its primary function is to balance the interest of 
one individual with another.

The purpose of criminal procedural law is also specific, which is to seek 
the material truth, preserve personal liberty, and maintain order under the 
law, as well as to ensure that the guilty party is punished, and an innocent 
party remains free. This implies a more substantial standard of proof of 
beyond reasonable doubt. In the Indonesian judicial system, this standard is 
manifested in the requirement that a judge must receive two pieces of evidence 
and utilizes sincere belief, as the defendant’s confession is considered to be 

40 Id. at 384.
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inadequate as a basis for the judge to decide.
Conversely, civil procedural law is concerned with the quest for the 

formal truth. Judges in civil cases can depend on formal evidence in making 
their decision. Further, the defendant’s recognition plays a crucial role in 
determining the outcome of the case.

Second, the various pillars in criminal revision and civil revision also have 
a different nature. For example, conditions in criminal revision are strongly 
characterized by the absence of a submission deadline, while civil revision 
generally imposes a strict submission deadline. Further, the grounds for a 
criminal revision are limited and distinctive from one another, while the 
grounds for a civil revision are more diverse and similar to each other. Of 
course, this affects the procedure for admitting a revision in civil cases, where 
the focus is to ensure that the deadline for submission is met, rather than 
whether the criteria of a specific ground have been met, which is the case for a 
criminal revision. 

Third, the moral questions involved in the discussion of civil revision also 
differ from that of criminal revision. Unlike criminal revision, civil revision 
does not involve a prominent debate about the state and the state apparatus 
versus the individual nor a discussion on public interest versus private justice. 
Because it applies to private interests, civil revision is not subject to strong 
public attention as criminal revision. Miscarriage of justice, for example, is 
more prominent in criminal revision, where it has a stronger spectrum.

 From the above, it can be seen that the underlying doctrine for civil revision 
is different from criminal revision. Even though they may have several cross-
cutting aspects, the doctrine that is most often referred to in the finality of a 
civil decision is res judicata, with its derivatives like issue preclusion and claim 
preclusion. Meanwhile, in criminal revision, the double jeopardy doctrine, or 
its equivalent doctrine, ne bis in idem, is used.

Even at a practical level, although the number of civil revision requests 
in Indonesia is approximately three times higher than the number of criminal 
revision requests, it receives less public attention. This is mainly because the 
pillars of civil revision do not contain an overly strict criteria and the contested 
interest is not too fundamental.

Thus, I choose to focus on the criminal revision system in this study 
because of the stronger consideration on public interest and the purpose to 
achieve the material truth, as well as the more substantive characters of the 
pillars of the criminal revision system, which involved more fundamental 
moral questions compared to civil revision. 

Apart from the above reasons, my decision to focus on criminal revision in 
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this study is also personal. Concurrently with this doctoral research, I continue 
to honor my professional and personal commitment and consequently, there 
is not enough time for me to research and write about revision in the broader 
field of the law. Moreover, my previous research and writing experiences have 
been focused more on issues related to criminal procedural law, as evidenced 
by my bachelor and master theses.

B. Doctrinal legal research with some interviews

This study constitutes mainly doctrinal legal research as it focuses on 
the critical and conceptual analysis of the revision system in Indonesia. This 
study analyzes and explains the problem areas, particularly incoherencies in 
the regulation and practice of revision, and foresees future developments.41 
Being a doctrinal research, this study focusses on reading and analysis of the 
primary and secondary materials.42 The primary materials are the actual 
sources of the law, namely the laws and regulations and court judgments. The 
secondary materials include reviews of the laws, regulations, and decisions in 
scholarly legal writings, as well as legal textbooks and journals. 

However, there have been criticisms of the doctrinal method. These 
criticisms argued that the doctrinal method is too descriptive, does not 
adequately consider the legal context, lacks a clear methodology, uses the same 
method to analyze the practice of law, too parochial, and is only discussed 
restrictively within a particular scientific community.43 Doctrinal legal 
research is considered as a strictly studying the law as a normative system and 
limiting the empirical data to the text of the law and court decisions. While 
other disciplines study the law in reality, which is the law as it is.44 Therefore, 
legal scholars began to think that doctrinal legal research would only be 
regarded as scientific if it is more inclined to empirical social science.45 In 
fact, doctrinal legal research also has its empirical aspects, although its core 
aspect is still the interpretation of the text.46 This study adheres to that view 
by conducting interviews with certain informants, which will be elaborated 
below.

41 terry HutCHinson, reseArCHing And writing in LAw 7 (3 ed. 2010).
42 Id. at 7.
43 metHodoLogies of LegAL reseArCH: wHiCH Kind of metHod for wHAt Kind of disCipLine?, 3 (Mark van 

Hoecke ed., 2011).
44 Id. at 2.
45 Id. at 3.
46 Id.
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C. Research sampling

In the study of criminal justice like this one, purposive sampling is 
popular because it allows researchers to use their knowledge and experience 
in choosing a typical sample of the population being studied.47 Purposive 
sampling, which is sampling conducted in a non-probability nature,48 is useful 
in situations where the researchers have to quickly obtain the target sample.

When a study is conducted in a big country like Indonesia, with a large 
population and an extensive court system that involves thousands of judges 
who manage a massive amount of cases, there would be constraints and 
presenting a representative sample may not be feasible. This study circumvents 
the ambition of accurately finding out what lies at the core of the real problem, 
and instead focuses on matters that are being perceived as probable quandaries 
that pose as the problematic aspects of the system by those who are close to 
the system.

Sampling in this study consists of sampling sources of data. The principle 
of purposive sampling is also applied to the documents.49 The sample is 
selected based on the criteria of the literature review or the experience that 
the researcher views as critical, and the selection criteria may be refined once 
data collection is commenced.50

I started my sampling process by explicating the component of the 
positive legal framework of the revision system. The literature review suggests 
that the prevailing legal framework on revision can be narrowed down to the 
following list:
1. KUHAP;
2. Law no. 14 of 1985 on Supreme Court;
3. Law no. 31 of 1997 on Military Court;
4. SEMA no. 10 of 2009 on Revision Request; 
5. SEMA no. 8 of 2011 on Cases that do not meet Requirements for Cassation 

and Revision;
6. SEMA no. 1 of 2012 on Revision of Criminal Cases;
7. SK KMA no. 112/KMA/SK/VII/2013 of 2013 on Guidance for the 

Implementation of the Chamber System at the Supreme Court;
8. Decision no. 34/PUU-XI/2013 on Judicial Review of Antasari Azhar;
9. Law no. 48 of 2009 on Judicial Power;

47 gerALd J. bAyens & CLiff roberson, CriminAL JustiCe reseArCH metHods: tHeory And prACtiCe 134 
(2nd ed ed. 2011).

48 ALAn brymAn, soCiAL reseArCH metHods 418 (4th ed ed. 2012).
49 Id. at 427.
50 Corrine gLesne, beComing A quALitAtive reseArCHer: An introduCtion 45 (2010).
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10. SEMA no. 4 of 2014 on Application of Formulation of Chamber Plenary 
Meeting Results in 2013 as Guidelines for the Implementation of Court’s 
Tasks;

11. Perma no. 4 of 2016 on Prohibition of Revision of Pretrial Judgment; and
12. Decision no. 33/PUU-XIV/2016 on Judicial Review of Anna Boentaran.

Despite my focus on doing doctrinal research of the above prevailing legal 
framework, I still needed to refer to other laws and regulations concerning 
revision in Indonesia. I also realize that the history of the laws and regulations 
can be an excellent resource to obtain a better insight of the long path that led 
to the legal problems, as the subject of the current study.

From there, I went to the level of practice of revision as the next foundation 
of my sampling. The literature review suggest that different rules were applied 
in different cases, which touched upon the issues of conditions, grounds, and 
procedures for revision, in balancing finality and fallibility. The decisions 
against revision requests are proposed and analyzed in this study and are 
classified based on their contribution to or reflection of the incoherencies 
of the practice, in relation to the different pillars of revision. Other reasons 
that made me chose the below case decisions as my sampling are: first, they 
are typical as such, in terms of showing paradoxical stances on finality and 
fallibility; and second, they have been cited and analyzed in different news 
articles or scholarly legal writings in Indonesia. 

These cases are as follows:
1. the cases of Nyayu Saodah, Joko S. Tjandra, and Pollycarpus Budihari 

Priyanto, which admitted multiple revision requests; 
2. the cases of Fabianus Tibo et al., Ibrahim bin Ujang, Amrozi, and Marten 

Apuy, which declared multiple revision requests as inadmissible;
3. the cases of Muchtar Pakpahan, Ram Gulumal, Soetyawati, Pollycarpus 

Budihari Priyanto, Syahril Sabirin, and Nyayu Saodah, which admitted 
revision requests by the prosecutor;

4. the cases of Mulyar bin Samsi, Anggodo Wijoyo, and Roedyanto, which 
declared revision requests by the prosecutor as inadmissible;

5. the cases of Tommy Soeharto, Joko S. Tjandra, and Sudjiono Timan, 
which admitted a revision request without the presence of the convicted 
defendant;

6. the cases of Setia Budi, Amrozi, Hendra Subrata, and Taswin Zein, 
which declared revision requests without the presence of the convicted 
defendant as inadmissible;

7. the case of Sudjiono Timan, which admitted revision requests by the heir 
of the convicted defendant;
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8. the case of Hendra Subrata, which declared revision requests by the heir 
of the convicted defendant as inadmissible;

9. the cases of the District Prosecution Office (DPO) in Bandung vs. Eddy 
Wirawan; the National Police vs. Toh Keng Siong, and the Jakarta Police 
vs. Ng Thin Po, which admitted revision requests against a pretrial ruling;

10. the cases of Eggi Sudjana vs. South Jakarta DPO, the Jakarta Police 
vs. Asmadja, and the Corruption Eradication Commission (Komisi 
Pemberantasan Korupsi or KPK) vs. Hadi Purnomo, which declared revision 
requests against pretrial rulings as inadmissible;

11. the case of Iskandar Hutualy, which admitted a revision request by an 
interested party;

12. the cases of I.G.B. Manuaba and Barani Sinaga, which declared revision 
requests by an interested party to be inadmissible;

13. the cases of Sengkon and Karta, Devid Eko Priyanto, Rolly Yendra and 
Yusman Telaumbanua, and Japin et al., which granted revision requests 
based on the ground of novum;

14. the cases of Lingah et al., Antasari Azhar, Mochamad Tarma Hantono et 
al., and Said Faisal Muchlis, which denied revision requests based on the 
ground of novum;

15. the cases of Sengkon and Karta, Scott Anthony Rush, Ferry Surya Prakasa, 
and Prita Mulyasari, which granted revision requests based on the ground 
of contradictory judgments;

16. the cases of Indar Atmanto and Fredi Budiman, which denied revision 
requests based on the ground of contradictory judgments;

17. the cases of Bambang Suprapto, Sarwanto, Fikri Pribadi et al., and Scott 
Anthony Rush, which granted revision requests based on the ground of 
judge’s mistake or egregious error; and

18. the cases of Lingah et al. and Antasari Azhar, which denied revision 
requests based on the ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error.

Again, although I had to limit the scope of the doctrinal legal research to 
the foregoing cases, the reference to court decisions in other cases was needed 
to enrich my analysis with analogy and comparison to the reasoning used in 
cases with comparable facts or legal issues.

Despite my method of doctrinal legal research as explained above, I still 
wanted to conduct focused interviews with selected informants. The idea was 
to get information regarding the practice of revision that cannot be found 
in the literature, legal framework, and case decisions, and also to get further 
information as indicated in the literature and case decisions. 
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Concerning interviews, this study also used purposive sampling. I was 
not looking for a random sample in this study. The idea of purposive sampling 
is to take a sample from the informants in a strategic way so that the entire 
sample range is relevant to the research questions.51 Since the sampling of this 
study uses a non-probability approach, I could not generalize the population,52 
and the sample being studied here does not represent the general population.

From the above case decisions, I compiled a list of persons who, in my 
opinion, have influenced the revision system in Indonesia. First, I deliberately 
chose a group of policymakers, consisting of former parliament members, 
government officials, and MA leaders, as the interviewees, as they are the 
ones who produced the various policies related to the revision system. Second, 
I also chose to interview several judges as they are continuously exposed 
to the dilemma of balancing competing interests in revision cases. Third, I 
interviewed a group of advocates and prosecutors. Their role in shaping the 
legal practice of the revision system is obvious, which reflects the opposing 
interests that they represent: that of the former defendant and that of the 
state in prosecuting crimes. Fourth, I interviewed several academics as they 
contributed to rendering scholarly opinions of how the legal provisions 
related to revision should be applied in practice. Last, I also asked the Judicial 
Commission (Komisi Yudisial or KY) for their view. They represent the external 
oversight mechanism of the judiciary, who has information on the challenges 
faced by the judges in examining cases, including revision, outside of the 
dilemma relating to the merits of the case.

The informants that I have interviewed are as follows:
1. M. Yahya Harahap, a procedural law expert, prominent legal writer, and 

former Deputy CJ for Civil Affairs of the MA, on 8 May 2017;
2. Andi Hamzah, a procedural law expert, prominent legal writer, and 

former senior prosecutor, on 9 May 2017;
3. Maqdir Ismail, a senior lawyer who served as the defense counsel of 

Antasari Azhar, on 9 May 2017;
4. Zein Badjeber, a former member of parliament who was involved in the 

deliberation of the KUHAP, on 10 May 2017;
5. Wicipto Setiadi, the expert staff to the Minister of Law and Human Rights 

and former Director General for Legislation of the Ministry of Law and 
Human Rights, on 10 May 2017;

6. Harifin A. Tumpa, the former CJ of the MA, on 11 May 2017;
7. R. Narendra Jatna, the Head of the DPO of East Jakarta, on 15 May 2017;

51 brymAn, supra note 48 at 418.
52 Id.
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8. Andi Samsan Nganro, a judge and member of the Criminal Chamber of 
the MA, on 17 May 2017;

9. Andi Matalatta, a former member of parliament who is also a former 
Minister of Law and Human Rights, on 19 May 2017;

10. M. Syarifuddin, the Vice CJ of the MA, on 27 May 2017;
11. Artidjo Alkostar, the Chairman of the Criminal Chamber of the MA, on 27 

May 2017;
12. Luhut M.P. Pangaribuan, a procedural law expert, prominent legal writer, 

and Chairman of the Indonesian Advocates Association, on 9 June 2017;
13. Chandra M. Hamzah, the head of the dispute resolution practice group 

at Assegaf Hamzah and Partners (AHP), one of the biggest law firms in 
Indonesia, and former commissioner of the KPK, on 13 July 2017;

14. M. Hatta Ali, the CJ of the MA, on 12 October 2017;
15. Arnoldus Johannes Day, a retired senior prosecutor and expert staff to the 

KY, on 8 March 2018; and
16. Jaja Ahmad Jayus, the Chairman of the KY, on 29 August 2018.

D. Methods of collecting data

1. Documents

The fact that many documents are available for study helped me in 
searching for the answers to my research questions and to complement the 
primary data. The documents concerned are materials produced by other 
studies that relevant to the focus of this study.53

In addition to the normative legal sources in the form of laws and 
regulations, and authoritative legal sources in the form of court judgments and 
scholarly legal writings, I also use the following secondary data or documents 
in carrying out this study: 
1. proceedings to deliberate various laws and regulations; 
2. official reports issued by state or government institutions (like MA’s 

Annual Report), including statistical data;
3. reports from other studies or research published by relevant institutions 

on relevant topics; and
4. media reports related to the topic of this study. 

53 Id. at 543.
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2. Interviews

Interview is the most widely-used method in a qualitative research, like 
this research.54 Interviews can be distinguished into two types: unstructured 
and semi-structured.55 This study deliberately chose to use semi-structured 
interview, for which I developed a list of specific questions or topics to be 
covered, in the form of interview guidelines, despite the freedom given to the 
informants in answering the questions.

The questions posed did not always follow the prepared interview 
guidelines, as follow-up questions that were not initially included in the 
interview guidelines had to be asked when further information is needed 
from an informant. However, in general, questions on specific topics were 
asked in the same language and were similarly used for each particular type 
of informants.

Although qualitative interviews are usually conducted face to face, budget 
and time constraints often lead to interviews that are less personal.56 There are 
two possibilities, namely a phone interview or an online interview via email. 
Only one phone interview was conducted out of all face to face interviews for 
this study.

Given that the interviews collected a wide variety of information from 
the informants, voice recordings and transcriptions were imperative. I had 
to focus on the information shared by the informants so that I could follow-
up on the essential points, including, if necessary, by prompting and probing. 
Audio recording meant that I was able to concentrate instead of taking notes 
throughout the interviews. I also had to spend time to transcribe the tapes, 
which in turn, made me more realistic in determining the number of interviews 
that I could have and how many of those interviews can be transcribed based 
on the available time.

3. Ethical issues

In conducting interviews, I applied the informed-consent mechanism. In 
such mechanism, the informants are aware of the voluntary nature of their 
involvement in this study, certain aspects of their participation in this study 
that could potentially affect them, and the option to stop their engagement 
in any phase of this study.57 The informed-consent mechanism was applied 
by using a form that contained a variety of terms and conditions, which I 

54 Id. at 469.
55 Id.
56 Id. at 477.
57 gLesne, supra note 50 at 166.
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explained in advance to secure the interviewee’s approval. 
However, I also understand that when studies become collaborative, 

cooperative and collegial, the need for informed-consent mechanism may be 
excessive. Cooperation and partnership become more relevant in assessing 
whether a qualitative research is ethical or not, rather than signing an 
informed-consent form.58

With respect to confidentiality, I took steps to protect the privacy of my 
interviewees, whenever they required me to do so. I had to take into account 
an inherent dilemma between the request for confidentiality and providing 
control to qualitative research conducted by me. Anonymity might be a 
suitable means to protect the interviewees based on their request, without 
disregarding the identification of their information for future verification. I 
integrated the anonymity measure in the informed-consent form. However, 
I have also noted that some interviewees who have spent their time and 
provided valuable information to the research might wish to be credited with 
their full name.59

As to the validity issue, each time I finished an interview, I put down 
notes or transcribed recording (depending on the agreed technique by the 
informant) by listening and typing what has been said.60 I distinguished on 
the transcription on what was said by the informant and my interpretation of 
it.61 Storing the recording and the transcript in an organized way for a period 
of time was also instrumental for future verification purpose.

E. Hypotheses 

Other principal results from my literature review are the general 
hypotheses, where I translated my research questions into a set of predictions 
of expected outcomes. The premises were deduced from theory, and they 
helped to streamline the process of gathering data and analysis so that I could 
focus on the central aspects of my study.62

In the end, the findings from my doctrinal research were fed back into the 
theory and the literature, which are associated with my general hypotheses.63 
I captured the lessons learned, to suggest whether the findings confirm or 

58 Id. at 166.
59 steinAr KvALe & svend brinKmAnn, interviews: LeArning tHe CrAft of quALitAtive reseArCH 

interviewing 73 (2nd ed. 2009).
60 Herbert J. rubin & irene rubin, quALitAtive interviewing: tHe Art of HeAring dAtA 203 (2nd ed. 

2005).
61 Id. at 204.
62 sotirios sArAntAKos, soCiAL reseArCH 123 (1993).
63 ALAn brymAn, soCiAL reseArCH metHods 24 (4th ed. 2012).
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diverge from the initial information that I had obtained, and if necessary, 
complemented by new questions that I do not foresee earlier from the data 
and my analysis.64

The general hypotheses are as follows:
1.  If the elaboration of the doctrines on finality and fallibility of judicial 

decision and proceedings is lacking, then the regulation on conditions, 
grounds, and procedures for revision in Indonesia cannot reflect its 
functions of correction of judicial error and preservation of finality of 
court decisions, because the lawmakers do not have reference in making 
the relevant laws that can balance their reference to the guidelines issued 
by the MA. 

2.  If the lawmakers predominantly refer to the MA’s guidelines in drafting 
the laws on revision, then the legal framework for revision will not reflect 
the functions of revision as the resulting laws would be influenced by the 
way the MA and the judges perceive the functions.

3.  If the elaboration of the theories on finality and fallibility of judicial 
decision and proceedings is lacking, then decision of revision request 
will not be able to correct judicial errors while preserving the finality of 
court’s decision as judges can only refer to incoherent legal framework in 
examining and deciding revision request.

4.  If the legal framework of revision does not reflect the functions of 
revision, then judges will have difficulties to correct judicial error while 
upholding the finality of court’s decisions in revision cases as there are 
no clear criteria to consider the conditions, grounds, and procedures for 
revision.

F. Data analysis

The legal system regulates and directs human behavior.65 Whether a 
legal provision can transform human behavior for the better will depend on 
the internal and external effectiveness of the legal system itself.66 Internal 
effectiveness relates largely to the consistency and clarity of the various legal 
definitions and norms contained in the legal system.67 Meanwhile, external 
effectiveness measures whether a legal provision is useful in real life, or the 

64 JoHn w. CresweLL, reseArCH design: quALitAtive, quAntitAtive, And mixed metHods ApproACHes 249 
(4th ed. 2014).

65 Wendy Schrama, How to carry out interdisciplinary legal research: Some experiences with 
an interdisciplinary research method, 7 utreCHt LAw review 147–162, 148 (2011).

66 Id.
67 Id.
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notion of the law in action.68

With regards to internal effectiveness, internal consistency and clarity is 
vital for any legal system.69 To achieve its goal, a legal product must contain a 
variety of clear and consistent definitions and norms.70 

Conversely, with regards to external effectiveness, we must ask whether 
a legal provision can achieve its aim in its application in society.71 Does a legal 
provision have any impact on human behavior?72 External effectiveness refers 
to the external consistency and the cultural context of the legal system.73

The distinction between internal and external effectiveness has several 
implications. One of the real consequences associated with legal research is 
the choice of the appropriate method.74 When the purpose of a legal research is 
to obtain a variety of legal answers based on legal data, then non-legal external 
viewpoints are not required.75 This legal problem is a pure legal issue that can 
only be answered by a legal database and various standards in the field of 
law.76 The research question is only concerned with the internal consistency 
of a legal system.77

However, when the research question also includes the external 
effectiveness of a law, then additional perspective is needed.78 External 
effectiveness will evaluate the differences between legal and social reality.79 
Then, non-legal qualitative empirical data will be needed to test the various 
aspects of social reality, for example, by asking questions to different 
informants about their experiences.80

To test the internal and external effectiveness of a legal system, we must 
first use a more rigorous methodology as it will involve the integration of legal 
data and other data, specifically empirical data, into a system to conclude 
whether a law is working effectively or not.81

68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.
74 Id.
75 Id.
76 Id. at 149.
77 Id.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
81 Id. at 151.
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1. Analysis of doctrinal legal data

Several analytical techniques are used in synthesizing various legal data. 
The process can be conceptual, evaluative, or explanatory.82 Application of 
these techniques typically uses deductive logic, inductive reasoning, and 
comparison/analogy, if necessary.83 

Deductive logic has often been reflected in a general rule under a law or 
regulation.84 It examines the legislative provision, examines the situation, and 
then decides if the situation comes within the rule.85 Inductive reasoning is a 
process of reviewing actual case law to argue the embodiment of a legal norm 
in a law or regulation.86 While comparison/analogy involves locating similar 
situations, and then arguing that similar cases should be governed by the same 
principle and have similar outcomes.87

The initial step of a doctrinal research is background research of secondary 
sources. In this respect, a research project requires a review of literature, that is, 
a critical analysis of the existing theoretical and empirical research literature 
related to the research topic, to identify the known and unknown elements of 
the subject.88 A review of literature includes the following steps: formulating 
research questions, selecting databases, picking up search terms, employing 
practical and methodological screening criteria, doing the actual review of the 
databases, and synthesizing the results.89 

I have gone through all of the foregoing steps and I have articulated the 
tentative findings and conclusions in the preliminary chapters of this study. 
In those chapters, I have located and described the normative legal sources, 
which include the text of the legislation and other forms of regulation.90 I have 
also located and described authoritative legal sources, which include court 
decisions and various legal scholarly writings, which are relevant to the topic 

82 Terry Hutchinson & Nigel Duncan, Defining and describing what we do: Doctrinal legal 
research, 17 deAKin L. rev. 83, 110 (2012).

83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Id. at 111.
86 Id. at 110.
87 Id. at 111.
88 Id. at 113.
89 Id. at 112.
90 metHodoLogies of LegAL reseArCH, supra note 43 at 11. In this regard, I have looked at the 

history of the regulation governing revision, the prevailing laws and regulations 
including the SEMA and the Perma from time to time, along with their elucidations, 
also the outcome of judicial review on revision along with their proceedings in the MK. 
I have also looked at any existing initiatives in amending or introducing new laws and 
regulations on revision. 
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of revision.91 
To start answering my first research question, I identified the theories 

related to finality, as well as fallibility, and examined their use in the context 
of revision. By doing so, I was equipped with a theoretical perspective to do 
my analysis on the issues surrounding revision in Indonesia. I obtained a 
firm understanding of the finality principle and fallibility concern of judicial 
proceedings, the theories that analyze them, and how they relate to the revision 
system, particularly on the functions of and reflection in the conditions, 
grounds, and procedures for revision. This is a fundamental basis for my study 
moving forward.

I also studied the legal framework of revision in Indonesia, particularly 
the grounds, conditions, and procedures for revision. I then identified which 
norms in the legal framework lean toward finality and which ones lean toward 
facilitating fallibility to get a clearer picture on how the legal framework tries 
to balance both ideas in the revision system. 

Subsequently, I analyzed the legal practice of revision in Indonesia, 
particularly to determine whether the grounds, the conditions, and the 
procedures for revision have been established, imposed and preserved in 
practice. This process was necessary so that I could envisage the implication of 
the problems at the theoretical and practical levels. Case decisions on revision 
in the criminal sphere served as a useful source.

Based on a theoretical perspective, I also investigated the theories that 
elaborate the principle of finality and the idea of fallibility in discussing final 
judgment and appeal, or more specifically, in the debate surrounding revision 
in Indonesia. This is important so that I can assess whether the theories are 
tied with the conception of revision in Indonesia.

In addition to referring to the doctrines, I have also examined how the 
normative framework and theoretical discourse in other legal systems, 
notably The Netherlands, approach the same issues. Looking at the history of 
the regulations on these matters was also important as the legal system may 
have encountered the same issues in the past.92

2. Analysis of interviews

The interviews are meant to clarify the doctrinal and conceptual 
confusion with regard to the revision system in Indonesia as it is perceived 
now. Conceptual clarity is a prerequisite to the debate on the future of the 

91 Id. at 11.
92  Hutchinson and Duncan, supra note 82 at 110.
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revision system and the interviews carried out in this study helped to create 
such conceptual clarity.

Some information cannot be obtained by merely reading the laws and 
regulations, court decisions, or legal references. One of the most obvious 
examples is the problem surrounding the revision procedure. Besides the 
various regulations on submission and examination of a revision request, 
there are practices that can only be referred to tradition. The distribution of 
revision cases in the MA is one of such examples. This practice is exercised 
with no basis under any regulation, even MA’s internal regulation.

Another example is the perception of key actors about the functions of 
revision and whether such functions have been met. Even the question of the 
functions of revision, which is a fundamental question, cannot be answered 
by the laws and regulations. Similarly, firm statements in court decisions on 
these matters are not easily obtained. As such, one of the ways to answer the 
questions is by reading the legal references, supplemented by information 
from the interviews.

V. Structure

The structure of this study is divided into chapters. Chapter 2 is my 
theoretical framework, where I elaborate the theories of finality and fallibility 
of judicial decision and proceedings. In such chapter, I describe the relevance 
of those theories to the revision system. 

In Chapter 3, I detail the legal history of the revision system in Indonesia, 
from the colonial period until the reform order. This chapter also presents the 
areas of inconsistency in the regulations governing the revision system based 
on various case decisions that were used as a sample for this study.

In Chapter 4, I present my analysis by applying the theoretical framework 
into the revision system in Indonesia. I analyze the functions of the revision 
system by referring to both proponent and opponent theories on revision 
and its manifestation in Indonesia. This chapter also illustrates the strong 
linkage between the ne bis in idem doctrine and the revision system and how 
this doctrine can be used to explain the incoherency, as well as to assess the 
achievements of Indonesia’s revision system. 

Lastly, I present my conclusion in Chapter 5. Here, I explain my view about 
the new incarnation of the revision system in Indonesia, based on conditions, 
grounds, and procedures that are in line with the ne bis in idem doctrine. I 
also give a strong consideration to the contributing factors that will serve as 
prerequisites for a new and well-functioning revision system in Indonesia.



Chapter 2
The Theories of Finality and 

Fallibility of Judicial Decision and 
Proceedings in relation to Revision
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I.	 The	finality	principle	and	the	ne bis in idem doctrine

The finality principle is well captured by the lites finiri oportet maxim, 
which states that a judicial procedure should somehow come to a conclusion.93 
After ordinary remedies in a judicial proceeding have been exhausted, res 
judicata should be obtained, and the finality principle excludes a final decision 
from being examined by the same or another judicial institution.94 The idea 
that a judicial determination should be conclusive between the parties is 
a fundamental principle that is recognized in many modern legal systems, 
despite the difference in the rules.95

The finality principle is founded on two grounds, namely public policy and 
private justice. In relation to public policy, the government has a keen interest 
in finality, which is derived from the state’s interest in preserving a judgment 
and ensuring that a litigation will end based on a final and conclusive judicial 
decision.96 The rule of law demands that a state respects the outcome of a 
judicial proceeding initiated by it.97 Based on this proposition, the legal system 
will function better if the courts have a final competence in deciding all cases 
and failure to respect the finality of a court’s decision will adversely affect the 
legitimacy of the state. 

Meanwhile, in relation to private justice, a judgment should be considered 
as final when a court has tried someone and the process of direct appeal has 
been exhausted.98 No person should be subjected to further aggravation by a 
subsequent suit or prosecution.99 A judicial decision has a ne bis in idem effect, 
which means that a person who has been convicted or acquitted in the past 
based on a final judgment cannot be prosecuted again for the same action. To 
forcefully subject a person to another trial for the same cause is unfair.100

The most prominent doctrine that elaborate the finality principle in the 
criminal sphere is ne bis in idem, which is a concept similar to double jeopardy 
in common law countries. 

93 Nineke Van der Toolen, Herziening ten nadele van de onherroepelijk vrijgesproken burger 
(Revision to the detriment of finally acquitted citizen), November 27, 2009.

94 Id. at 14.
95 Harvard Law Review, Developments in the Law, Res Judicata, 65 HArvArd LAw review 818–

887, 821 (1952).
96 I. H. Jacob, Review, 33 tHe modern LAw review 464–466, 464 (1970).
97 André Klip & Harmen Van Der Wilt, The netherlands non bis in idem, 73 revue internAtionALe 

de droit pénAL 1091–1137, 3 (2002).
98 Scott, supra note 5 at 184–185.
99 Jacob, supra note 96 at 464.
100 Matthew B. O’Donnell Jr, Public Policy and Private Peace–The Finality of a Judicial 

Determination, 22 miL. L. rev. 57, 57 (1963).
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A. History

Out of all of the procedural right guarantees, ne bis in idem doctrine is the 
most ancient and is often considered to be one of the oldest ideas in western 
civilization.101 For instance, this doctrine is found in the Digest of Justinian as 
a precept that “the governor should not permit the same person to be accused 
again of a crime for which he had been acquitted.”102

Almost anywhere in the world, even in jurisdictions where individual 
rights are least protected, the rule preventing the government from re-litigating 
a case where the defendant has been acquitted or convicted is obvious. This 
prohibition arises when there is no new evidence or when the evidence in the 
initial trial has not been tainted by perjury or corruption.103

In The Netherlands, Article 68(1) Sr establishes the principle that a 
defendant cannot be prosecuted again after an irrevocable criminal conviction, 
acquittal or dismissal of all legal proceedings. A predecessor of this rule was 
stated in Article 218 of the 1838 Netherlands Code of Criminal Procedure 
(Wetboek van Strafvordering or Sv). The ne bis in idem doctrine in the Sv 
arose from the desire to abolish the so-called “middle decision” (absolutio ab 
instantia). At that time, judges would take a middle decision if they cannot 
prove that the defendant is guilty or innocent. After a middle decision is 
handed down, a defendant could be re-prosecuted and convicted if there is 
new evidence against him. The introduction of Article 218 Sv brought an end 
to this practice. It contains an explicit prohibition of a new proceeding after a 
prior acquittal. Van Hattum argues that this provision not only recognized the 
authority of an acquittal, but also eliminated the middle decision.104

Afterwards, the ne bis in idem doctrine was transferred to the Sr and 
laid down in Article 68(1) Sr. This provision prohibits a prosecution after a 
judge has handed down a final judgment of acquittal, dismissal of all legal 
proceedings or conviction.105 In short, the prohibition of repetition was taken 
over from the code of criminal procedure and placed under the grounds for the 
expiry of a criminal prosecution in the criminal code.106 

The Indonesian criminal code in force in The Netherlands Indies, or 

101 Peter Westen & Richard Drubel, Toward a General Theory of Double Jeopardy, 1978 81–
169, 81 (1978).

102 Jay A. Sigler, A History of Double Jeopardy, 7 tHe AmeriCAn JournAL of LegAL History 283–309, 
283 (1963).

103 Saul Levmore & Ariel Porat, Bargaining with Double Jeopardy, 40 tHe JournAL of LegAL 
studies 273–293, 274 (2011).

104 Graaf, supra note 36 at 228.
105 Id.
106 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 419.
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Wetboek van Strafrecht voor Nederlandsch-Indië (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum 
Pidana or KUHP), was promulgated in 1915 and became effective in 1918.107 
KUHP was similar to the 1886 Sr.108 Under the colonial government of The 
Netherlands, the concordant principle was mandatory in Indonesia.109 The 
Indonesian codes and legislations followed The Netherlands’ codes and 
legislations mutatis mutandis.110 

After Indonesia proclaimed its independence in 1945, many laws enacted 
prior to the independence, most of which were in code form, remained effective 
with slight modification.111 The ne bis in idem doctrine is stated in the present 
Book I of KUHP under Article 76(1), which resembles Article 68(1) Sr. The 
translation of the article is as follows:112 “Except in cases where a judgment is 
subject to revision, no person may be prosecuted twice for an act for which a 
judge in Indonesia has rendered a final judgment.” 

Ne bis in idem is also regulated under the KUHAP. Article 109 KUHAP 
stipulates the staying of an investigation, while Article 140 stipulates the 
staying of a prosecution.113 Article 156 KUHAP also regulates the declaration of 
inadmissibility of a prosecution. Each of these articles imply that ne bis in idem 
is, inter alia, one of the reasons for staying an investigation and prosecution, as 
well as barring a prosecution.114 

However, a third party may contest in a pretrial proceeding and request 
for the judge’s interpretation about whether a case is an “idem”.115 In addition, 
Article 140(2)d KUHAP also provides that the prosecutor may re-prosecute a 

107 e. utreCHt, HuKum pidAnA i 49 (1965). The KUHP was promulgated in the Staatsblad 1915 
no. 732 (Criminal Code 1915). But its effectiveness was temporarily postponed as the 
colonial government was of the opinion that it was better if the Criminal Code becomes 
effective together with a new regulation on prison. Before 1918, there were also two 
criminal codes binding in the same territory, but not for the same persons. There was 
the Wetboek van Strafrecht voor Nederlandsch·Indië (Wetboek voor Europeanen), which 
was binding for Europeans and persons assimilated with them and the Wetboek van 
Strafrecht voor de Inlanders in Nederlandsch-Indië, which was binding for indigenous 
Indonesians. Based on the principle of unification, the KUHP was made effective from 
1 January 1918, for all population groups in the Netherlands Indies. See also HAn bing 
siong, An outLine of tHe reCent History of indonesiAn CriminAL LAw 18 (1961).

108 RM Surachman, Indonesia, “ne bis in idem”, or “double jeopardy” in Indonesia, 73 revue 
internAtionALe de droit pénAL 1009, 1009 (2002).

109 Id.
110 Id.
111 Id.
112 Id. at 1010. Before 1946, it included the language “or in the Netherlands or Suriname or 

the Netherlands Antilles.” 
113 Id. at 1015.
114 Id.
115 Id. See KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 77.
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defendant if there is a new reason to do so.116 The elucidation of this article 
states that the new reason can be obtained by the prosecutor from the 
investigator based on the subsequent testimony of the suspect, witness, goods 
or indications.

B. Objectives 

Without the double jeopardy or ne bis in idem doctrine, the government 
can bring charges against its citizens repeatedly.117 Ne bis in idem serves three 
distinct interests, namely: (i) an interest in finality, which can be recognized 
easily; (ii) an interest in avoiding double punishment, which comes with the 
presumption regarding the weaker position of the individual vis-a-vis the state 
in the context of law enforcement; and (iii) an interest in nullification, or an 
interest to allow the justice system to acquit an innocent person based on 
evidence, which is absolute in nature.118 These three interests are all connected 
to the notion of an end to a litigation.119

In addition, ne bis in idem involves three protective functions, namely: (i) 
the protection of individual freedom; (ii) the protection of social security; and 
(iii) the protection of the judicial power’s dignity. These three functions can be 
seen as a part of the need to terminate a judicial process, lites finiri oportet.120

The ne bis in idem doctrine upholds the respect for the finality of a court’s 
decision in the interest of the legitimacy of the state.121 It is linked to the 
respect for the finality of a first trial, which prohibits a second trial.122 From 
this, as well as based on the principal purpose of promoting legal certainty, it 
follows that the outcome of a first trial must be final (res judicata) to prohibit a 
second prosecution (bis).123

According to de Graaf, as stipulated in Article 68(1) Sr, ne bis in idem 
serves two functions. First is the function of warranting a legal certainty for 
individuals that they are protected against arbitrary and recurring prosecution 
if a judge has handed down an irrevocable decision through a substantive 
judgment.124 If no more ordinary remedies available against the judgment, 

116 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 140 d.
117 Levmore and Porat, supra note 103 at 274.
118 Westen and Drubel, supra note 101 at 84.
119 Id.
120 Piet Hein Petrus Hendrikus Mattheus Cornelius Van Kempen, Herziening ten Nadele van 

de Verdachte, August 18, 1995.
121 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 46.
122 Id. at 35.
123 Id. at 46.
124 Graaf, supra note 36 at 229.
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then legally, the judgment is incontestable as the government has processed 
its ius puniendi.125 Individuals must have the confidence that a procedure will 
not be re-started based on the same fact.126

Second is the function to protect legal certainty.127 The authority of 
res judicata means that the content of a judgment must be deemed to be 
legitimate against all collateral legal and judicial institutions (res judicata pro 
veritate habitur).128 When a judgment has become irrevocable, it must not be 
prejudiced by another judge or another government body.129 

Any prejudice may undermine the authority of the previous judge and 
thus the authority of the state as a whole.130 An unrestricted reopening of 
cases could cause social unrest in the long term, and the breakdown of the 
legal system.131 This is why a legal proceeding must come to an end: lites finiri 
oportet.132 It is imperative not only for the individual citizen involved in the 
criminal proceedings, but also for the legitimacy of the state.133

Van Hattum added that when prohibition of repetition was taken over in 
Article 68(1) Sr, it was widely accepted that the article served dual functions, 
namely the obligation to render a final decision and the recognition of the 
authority of that final decision.134 Ne bis in idem is a provision to protect against 
the arbitrary reopening of a criminal case that had been dealt with.135

C. Types

In continental Europe, the adage “ne (or non) bis in idem” is the most 
commonly used expression of the prohibition.136 Some other rules are regarded 
as belonging to ne bis in idem family, namely: res judicata (the rule of finality 
of a judgment), double jeopardy (which corresponds to ne bis in idem in Anglo-
American), autrefois acquit (the rule that an earlier acquittal bars a second 
prosecution), and autrefois convict (the rule that any earlier conviction bars a 

125 Id.
126 Id.
127 Id.
128 Id.
129 Id.
130 Id.
131 Id.
132 Id.
133 Id.
134 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431.
135 Id.
136 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 34.
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second prosecution).137 
There is also una via (the rule that all charges against a defendant that are 

based on the same behavior must be decided in one process).138 Based on una 
via, administrative penalties must not be imposed after a criminal prosecution 
and trial for a similar violation have been commenced.139 Conversely, a criminal 
prosecution cannot occur if an administrative fine has been imposed for the 
same violation.140 However, a second procedure is not always considered as 
such within the meaning of the ne bis in idem doctrine if the defendant is 
irrevocably convicted based on certain facts. There are ways to impose other 
sanctions, such as confiscation to follow a criminal case, or administrative 
sanction without punitive character in relation to a criminal conviction.141

Explicitly, ne bis in idem prohibits double prosecution, which is indicated 
by the maxim of nemo bis vexari debit. Implicitly, it also prohibits double 
punishment, as indicated by the maxim of non bis puniri.142 The second line 
lies in the first, as a punishment is only possible following a prosecution. 
This implies that the prohibition of double prosecution also prohibits double 
punishment.143 

D. Elements

Several scholars have described the elements of the ne bis in idem doctrine. 
According to Zulfa, prosecution of an individual can be precluded based on ne 
bis in idem if the following conditions are met:144

1. a judge’s decision has become final and binding;
2. the defendant receiving the decision is the same individual as the 

defendant in the second prosecution; and
3. the act that forms the subject for the second prosecution is the same act 

that was decided under the first prosecution.

Meanwhile, according to Tresna, in addition to the element of a final and 
binding court decision, there are two angles to the ne bis in idem doctrine, 
namely: (i) personality angle (subjective angle); and (ii) problem angle 

137 Id.
138 Id.
139 Graaf, supra note 36 at 272.
140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Van Kempen, supra note 120.
143 Id.
144 evA ACHJAni zuLfA, gugurnyA HAK menuntut: dAsAr pengHApus, peringAn, dAn pemberAt pidAnA 15 

(2010).
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(objective angle). The subjective angle is derived from the phrase “towards that 
person”, while the objective angle is derived from the phrase “event, against 
which a judge has delivered a final decision”. Thus, the application of the ne 
bis in idem doctrine must meet the “against the same person” and “within the 
same event” elements, in addition to “final judgment”.145

According to de Graaf, if a procedure has reached a definitive end, the 
accused cannot be punished again for the same offence. De Graaf said that the 
ne bis in idem doctrine protects an individual against repeated punishment 
for the same fact (the Anrechnungsprinzip) and against repeated prosecution 
for the same fact (the Erledigungsprinzip).146 De Graaf’s statement also implies 
that the application of ne bis in idem will depend on at least three elements, 
which are similar to the other opinions cited above, namely a final judgment 
(definitive end), the same person (accused), and the same act.

Similarly, in light of the interpretation given by the Court of Justice of 
the EU (CJEU), the following requirements must be taken into account in 
considering whether a situation is a “bis in idem”:147 
1. the “same person” requirement, which concerns “the same defendant”; 
2. the “bis” requirement, which concerns “a final decision”; 
3. the “idem” requirement, which concerns “the same act”; 
4. the “enforcement” requirement, which requires that “the penalty has 

been imposed, has been enforced, is in the process of being enforced or 
can no longer be enforced”; and 

5. the “criminal nature” requirement, which demonstrates the thin line 
between (punitive) administrative sanctions and criminal sanctions. 

The first three requirements are similar to the elements of the ne bis in 
idem doctrine that are accepted in Indonesia and in The Netherlands. The only 
difference is the last two requirements (points 4 and 5), which are related to 
the final decision concept referred to in point 2.

1. Final judgment

Generally, a judicial decision is final when there is no possibility of 
appeal.148 No possibility of appeal where no appeal is regulated under the law, 
all appeals have been exhausted, the time limit to file an appeal has expired 

145 r. tresnA, AzAs-AzAs HuKum pidAnA disertAi pembAHAsAn beberApA perbuAtAn pidAnA yAng penting 
170 (1959).

146 Graaf, supra note 36 at 225.
147 tHe prinCipLe of ne bis in idem in CriminAL mAtters in tHe CAse LAw of tHe Court of JustiCe of tHe 

europeAn union, 8 (2017).
148 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 46.
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(and no appeal was brought during that time), an appeal was withdrawn, or 
the right to appeal was waived.149

In The Netherlands, as is the case in other jurisdictions, a case tried in 
the first instance and then re-tried in a subsequent direct (ordinary) appeal 
is not regarded as a violation of ne bis in idem.150 The law regards the whole 
chain of proceedings (first instance, second instance, and Supreme Court) as 
an integral part of a single prosecution.151 

In addition, in The Netherlands, the ne bis in idem doctrine will only apply 
if the court has decided the substance of the facts through: (i) an acquittal; (ii) 
a dismissal of the charge; or (iii) a conviction.152 These three forms of decision 
preclude an additional proceeding based on the ne bis in idem doctrine, which 
becomes effective once the decision becomes final.153 

In these three forms of decision, the court must consider: (i) whether the 
alleged fact has been proven; (ii) whether that fact is a criminal offence; (iii) 
whether the accused is criminally liable; and (iv) the punishment that will 
be imposed.154 If the court declares the indictment as null and void, declares 
itself as incompetent to hear the case, declares the case to be inadmissible or 
suspends the prosecution, then any of these declarations will not be regarded 
as a final judgment in the sense of ne bis in idem.155

Similarly, in Indonesia, a judge’s decision (that has a permanent legal 
force) must be a decision in the form of: (i) an acquittal, as stipulated in Article 
191(1) KUHAP; (ii) a dismissal of all charges, as stipulated in Article 191(2) 
KUHAP; and (iii) a conviction, as stipulated in Article 193(1) KUHAP.156 These 
decisions on a criminal case already contain a determination of whether 
a criminal act or the fault of the defendant has been proven. The ne bis in 
idem doctrine stipulated in Article 76(1) KUHP does not apply to a judge’s 
decision that is unrelated to the subject matter, such as a decision related to 
the authority of the judge to examine the case or the inadmissibility of the 
prosecutor’s charge.157

149 Id.
150 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 3.
151 Id.
152 Id.
153 Surachman, supra note 108 at 7.
154 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 3.
155 Id.
156 zuLfA, supra note 144 at 15.
157 Id.
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2. Same person

The effect of double jeopardy or ne bis in idem is said to be limited in that 
it only applies to the same person.158 Thus, it does not apply to people who 
were involved in a previous prosecution or punishment and it means that 
anyone who assisted a person who was tried or punished for a crime cannot 
rely on this principle.159 Also, in this sense, the law distinguishes the criminal 
responsibility of an individual from those of a legal entity, with the result that 
a natural person may be prosecuted for the same act that was used to prosecute 
a legal entity and vice versa.160

Doctrines developed in Indonesia also recognize criminal responsibility 
as an individual responsibility (werkt personlijk). For example, in a case of 
participation, a lack of charge against a person does not mean a dismissal of 
the other perpetrator’s liability.161 Therefore, the prosecution of a criminal 
case is directed against each individual.

3. Same act

Whether the “same person” element is fulfilled can be determined quite 
easily. But, this may not be the case for the other elements of ne bis in idem, 
namely the “same act” element.162 The double jeopardy doctrine can only apply 
when the defendant or convicted defendant has been put in jeopardy twice 
based on the same act.163 The issue with the “same act” element is that it can 
be interpreted in many different ways, ranging from legal to historical fact.164 

The notion of fact plays an important role not only in ne bis in idem, but 
also in the concourse of offences (in the Dutch term, samenloop). For both 
doctrines, a “fact” means an “act”.165

It is a common belief that there are two ways of approaching the question 
of whether the basis for the prosecution is the “same”. First, by considering the 
historical facts (the “act”), and second, by considering the legal qualification 
(“offence”) of the relevant conduct in the first and second proceedings (the 
“natural” or “legal” unity of conduct).166

158 Van Kempen, supra note 120.
159 Id.
160 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 2.
161 zuLfA, supra note 144 at 18.
162 Van Kempen, supra note 120.
163 O’Donnell Jr, supra note 100 at 60.
164 Van Kempen, supra note 120.
165 Id. at 16.
166 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 48.
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In reality, no clear distinction between the historical facts and their legal 
qualification and these two approaches are not mutually exclusive.167 To assess 
whether there is one or more actions, we must consider the nature of the fact, 
the perpetrator, time, place, means, and victim.168

If all of these elements are the same for the first and second act, then it 
is a fact and the prosecution and punishment can only be imposed once.169 
However, if there are differences, then the facts can be prosecuted or punished 
separately.170 Even if the facts occurred during the same event, they may 
still constitute independent acts.171 Indeed, a fact could lead to a separate 
prosecution.172

For example, a person who attempted a murder during an illegal hunt 
could be prosecuted for both facts, namely the murder and the illegal hunt.173 
As long as an individual case has not been finalized, a separate prosecution can 
still be instituted.174

Indonesian literature on criminal law states that if an action that is 
prosecuted for the second time is the same as an action that has been decided, 
then both actions are the same act (feit). This is the objective aspect of ne bis in 
idem (objectieve identiteit), which is the most difficult aspect to determine, as 
the one found in the discussion on concourse of offences.175

Many literatures have discussed whether the meaning of the same act in 
Article 76(1) KUHP on ne bis in idem is the same as the one contained in Article 
63 KUHP on concourse. According to Zulfa, when a person committed several 
criminal acts, the acts can be categorized as multiple coincidence or ‘realist 
concourse’ (concursus realist/meerdaadse samenloop). In this case, each act can 
be prosecuted separately and there is no question of ne bis in idem. However, if 
a person has only committed one act that violates several criminal provisions, 
then the act will be categorized as a single coincidence or an ‘idealist concourse’ 
(concursus idealist/eendaadse samenloop). In this case, there can only be one 
prosecution against that person, and the final outcome would be protected by 
ne bis in idem.176

167 Id.
168 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 16.
169 Id.
170 Id.
171 Id.
172 Id.
173 Id.
174 Id.
175 zuLfA, supra note 144 at 18.
176  Id. at 19.
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a. The concept of ne bis in idem in The Netherlands' case laws

a.1. The doctrine of material behavior

The Netherlands is one of the countries that has a long history of applying 
ne bis in idem in its criminal justice system. In fact, the Dutch amended the 
interpretation of ne bis in idem in criminal law several times. Specifically, the 
dynamic occurs in attempting to understand the concept of fact, which is a 
crucial element of ne bis in idem. The case law of the Dutch Supreme Court 
(Hoge Raad der Nederlanden or HR) on the concept of ne bis in idem can be 
divided into three periods.

Between 1886-1932, the HR followed the so-called “doctrine of material 
behavior”.177 A fairly broad definition of the fact was used. Under this doctrine, 
the same fact exists if the different legal qualifications are based on the same 
material fact, action, or event.178 Every incident that leads to a criminal 
proceeding should be regarded as a fact.179 Fact is then understood as an event 
in everyday speech.180

According to the criminal justice dogma, the HR here used an actual or 
physical concept of action.181 The only requirement of the material act is the 
unity of time.182 Which and how many penal provisions are involved is not an 
issue.183

The defendant’s behavior is the starting point in answering the question 
whether the same fact has occurred. The –divergent– legal qualifications that 
a behavior could provide were irrelevant. This created a broad legal protection 
for the citizen.184

Based on practice, we can see that this view is not ideal.185 Over the years, 
this jurisprudence became increasingly unsatisfactory.186 Often, a suspect that 
had been convicted for a trifle could not be prosecuted again even if the action 
also resulted in a more severe crime.187

By interpreting the fact in this way, a person who had committed two 

177 mArC A. LotH, HAndeLing en AAnsprAKeLiJKHeid in Het reCHt 107 (1988).
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182 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 23.
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185 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 23.
186 LotH, supra note 177 at 107.
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offences at the same time but was only prosecuted for one offence could not 
be legally charged for the other offence.188 This is because the two offences 
were considered as one incident, and as such, the second prosecution would 
violate ne bis in idem.189 Despite this unsatisfactory situation and criticism of 
the literature, this doctrine prevailed for quite a long period.190

A judgment of the Court of Appeal in Arnhem that resulted in an 
unfortunate outcome was one of the reasons why the HR explained the concept 
of fact less broadly.191 This case involved an incident in Nederhemert in 1930. 
The defendant was driving from north of Brabant on the Draaibrug over the 
Heusdensch canal with a lorry loaded with cows. At that time, the transport of 
bovine animals was prohibited. Two field guards stood at the end of the bridge, 
on the Gelderse side, to check for compliance. They signalled to the defendant 
to stop, but he continued driving in full speed. Later on, the defendant was 
prosecuted for ‘at least threat of murder with heavy abuse’. However, he was 
already convicted for the custody of veewet (illegal transport of cows) by a sub-
district judge. As a result, the second prosecution was declared as inadmissible 
because of the ‘same material fact’ under Article 68(1) Sr.192

a.2. Aspects theory

In 1932, the HR applied the same test used by it in the context of concourse 
of criminal offences (called the “aspect theory”) for ne bis in idem.193 The HR 
turned to a definition of “act”, where the legal characteristics of the offence are 
decisive.194

The turnaround for Article 68(1) Sr was confirmed in the brakelse kermis 
judgment, where the assault of a policeman and public disturbance as a result 
of drunkenness were considered as two facts.195 In this case, the suspect 
disturbed the public order by being drunk at a fairground.196 At the same time, 
he also trampled and hit an officer. During the proceeding, the suspect was 
successfully prosecuted for assaulting a policeman.197 The prosecutor then 
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initiated a prosecution for the public disturbance.198 Here, the HR used similar 
arguments that were used in the Oude Kijk in t’ Jatstraat judgment,199 where 
the HR determined that driving under the influence and driving without lights 
by a motorist were considered as two facts.200

Under the material behavior doctrine, that would be impossible as it 
would be considered as one event.201 Under the aspect theory, the HR allowed 
the second prosecution because there were two different facts.202 

Based on this judgment, it is clear that the HR wanted to limit its opinion 
on “one act” and “multiple acts” not only to the concourse doctrine, but also 
to cover Article 68(1) Sr on ne bis in idem. This is understandable, as the 
most influential background for the introduction of this new doctrine was 
a criticism from one HR justice, Taverne, of the verdict in the Nederhemert 
incident as explained in the above section.203

It was, therefore, the case that every fact in itself would result in an 
independent breach of a different nature by violating various legal interests.204 
It was argued that facts could be considered and established independently of 
each other, that simultaneity is not essential (neither the one fact merges with 
the other nor is a circumstance under which the other occurs), and that the 
two facts are independent offences of a different character.205

Therefore, in the “aspect theory”, the actual event (material fact) is not the 
focus. Rather, the focus is on the criminal relevance (the fact from a criminal 
point of view).206 At the same time, this view came close to the view where a fact 
is considered as an act of indictment.207 When dealing with this explanation, 
a new prosecution can be instituted when the indictment is changed, as it also 
changed the fact. 208 

As a consequence, the ne bis in idem doctrine become virtually meaningless 
as a person could be prosecuted repeatedly for the same fact as long as the fact 

198 Id.
199 Id. See also J.m. vAn bemmeLen, HuKum pidAnA 1  HuKum pidAnA mAteriAL bAgiAn umum 325 
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is based on different criminal stipulations.209 This scary concept was applicable 
to a limited extent in The Netherlands.210

The narrow interpretation of the same act, which was only based on 
the legal qualification of the fact (offence) could destroy the ne bis in idem 
protection.211 This doctrine greatly reduced the possibility for a former 
defendant to obtain protection under the ne bis in idem.212 Protection against 
double prosecution could be circumvented by prosecuting under a different 
(but similar) charge if the identity of the facts is determined by reference to 
their legal qualification.213

a.3. Hybrid test

In the early 1960s, the HR changed to another test. This time, they tried 
to combine the legal aspects of the offence with the identity of the defendant’s 
conduct into one test called the hybrid test.214 At least concerning ne bis in 
idem, in many cases, the HR formulated a standpoint of a restrictive doctrine 
of material behavior and extensive aspect theory in determining “the same 
fact” in the sense of Article 68(1) Sr.215 Some referred to it as a middle-of-the-
road approach, which adhered primarily to the historical facts, but also (to a 
certain degree) considering the legal classification of those facts by requiring 
a “similar reproach of guilt”.216

A relaxation of the interpretation of the feit concept regarding ne bis in 
idem occurred in a case that led to the Emmense bromfietser case. Here, the 
defendant was convicted of public drunkenness, after which he was prosecuted 
for driving under the influence of alcohol.217 The same behavior became 
the basis for both prosecutions. The HR considered that the ratio of the two 
offences is different. In view of the kinship in the conduct punishable in both 
provisions, both offences can be committed under circumstances that show “a 
relationship with regard to the simultaneity of the conduct and the essential 
connection to the act and in the fault of the perpetrator”. Article 68(1) Sr (ne 
bis in idem) stood in the way of the second prosecution.218 
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In the end, the HR combined the historical facts with the legal qualification 
of the crime, for which the defendant was prosecuted twice.219 If a second 
crime based on the same historical facts protects a different value, then the 
accused would not enjoy the protection under Article 68(1) Sr.220

The second case is the van der Does de Willebois-single-arrest case, 
concerning an individual suspected of being drunk while driving a car at 
s’Hertogenbosch.221 The defendant crashed into a parked car on the right side 
of the road and a light pole, which caused damages. First, he was charged with 
drunk driving (Article 26 Wegenverkeerswet (WVW)). In this case, the judge 
decided to release him. Afterward, he was charged for violating Article 25 
WVW of endangering freedom and security of traffic in a local court.222 The 
defendant argued a defense under Article 68(1) Sr, but the local court and the 
appeal court rejected this defense.

In its arrest, the HR finally stated that: “Where it appears that a relationship 
exists with regard to the simultaneity of conducts and the essential link 
between the acts and the offender’s fault, then the scope of the article entails 
that, for that provision, it is to be regarded as the same fact.”223 The complicated 
wording established a link between: (i) the actual event, which is that the 
defendant acted at the same time and place; (ii) the guilt of the defendant, that 
is to say the accusation that can be made against him, and (iii) the purport of 
ne bis in idem, which seeks to prevent unfair repetition of prosecution.224

a.4. Same act in the HR's case law of 1 February 2011

After 2011, the interpretation of the ne bis in idem doctrine in The 
Netherlands was based on the judgment of the HR on an appeal in cassation 
against a judgment of the Court of Justice of Amsterdam dated 11 July 2008. 
The judgment was announced on 1 February 2011 with the panel consisted 
of Vice President of the HR, A.J.A. van Dorst as chairman and B.C. de Savornin 
Lohman, J. de Hullu, W.F. Groos and M.A. Loth as the members of the panel.

In this judgment, the HR admitted that in practice, there is a need to 
clarify the standard developed for the concept of the “same fact” in case laws 
for the application of Article 68(1) Sr (ne bis in idem), as well as Article 313 
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Sv.225 It also acknowledged that recent European court decisions on the ne bis 
in idem doctrine played a role in the background. According to the HR, all these 
factors were the reasons to further clarify the standard for the application of 
the ne bis in idem doctrine, by underlining that the exercise did not involve an 
intention to change the content.

The case examined in this judgment involved an offence committed on or 
about 29 September 2003 in Amsterdam of jointly and deliberately preparing, 
processing, selling, delivering, providing, transporting, manufacturing, or 
bringing outside the territory of The Netherlands one or more quantities of 
material containing heroin. The conduct was described in the indictment 
as, in short, the possession of materials and substances that are intended or 
suitable for use in, among other things, the preparation of substances referred 
to in list I of the Opium Act.

At the hearing in the Court of Justice, the Advocate General, based on 
Article 313 Sv demanded that the indictment be changed to add the following: 
“that he acquired, held, transferred or converted approximately €81,986.16 
in Amsterdam on or about 29 September 2003, knowing that this amount of 
money, immediately or indirectly, came from a crime”. The Court of Justice in 
Amsterdam upheld the claim to amend the indictment, because the resulting 
indictment was still related to the same material fact within the meaning of 
Article 68(1) Sr (in conjunction with Article 313 Sv).

In its consideration, the HR pointed out that the question of whether there 
is the “same fact” within the meaning of Article 68(1) Sr frequently arose, as 
in this case, in the context of the application of Article 313 Sv. In applying 
those provisions, the HR stressed that it must be assessed based on the same 
standard of whether the “same fact” exists. 

In this regard, the judge, as maintained by the HR, must make decision 
against the background of the interests protected by Article 68(1) Sr and 
Article 313 Sv, including, on the one hand, preventing a person from being 
prosecuted for the same fact, and on the other hand, preventing a person from 
being prosecuted for another offence during an ongoing prosecution. 

The HR declared that a principle in the criminal law prescribes that nobody 
can be prosecuted for the second time if a court has irrevocably ruled on the 
same fact as provided in Article 68(1) Sr. The HR added that this principle is 
also contained in Article 4 of the Seventh Protocol to the European Court of 

225 Art. 313 Sv provides that the prosecutor can change the indictment in a criminal case by 
submitting in writing the content of such change to the court and requesting that the 
change be admitted. It also provides that a change will not be permitted if the result is 
different, as referred to in Art. 68(1) Sr.
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Human Rights (ECHR). However, this has not been ratified by The Netherlands. 
Further, it is also stated in Article 14(7) of the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights (ICCPR), but as indicated by the HR, The Netherlands has 
made a reservation on this provision, which means that The Netherlands does 
not adopt wider obligations than the ones required under Article 68(1) Sr.

Based on the above, it means that no one may be punished twice for the 
same offence. If an individual commits two or more offences at the same time, 
he can be punished separately for both. It is, therefore, crucial in this context to 
clarify whether an action that violates two or more rules must be interpreted 
as: (i) a single infringement, where a punitive sanction can only be imposed 
once for the action; or (ii) two or more independent infringements that can be 
subject to separate penalties.

The HR implied that the case law of the HR with regard to Article 68(1) 
Sr finds that the “same fact” exists if “it appears” that there is a connection 
between the simultaneity of the conduct and the substantial coherence in the 
actions and the fault of the perpetrator.226 This criterion has both factual and 
legal dimensions. Violation of two regulations will result in only one offence if 
the violations are not only closely related in fact and if the relevant regulations 
protect similar interests. 

According to the HR, the second requirement was not met in the well-
known judgment concerning a person who was found drunk behind the wheel 
on a car-free Sunday during the first oil crisis.227 The scope of each of the two 
provisions (the then Article 26 of the Road Traffic Act and Article 1 of the 
then Motor Fuel Consumption Restriction Decree) prevailing at the time was 
so different that the suspect had committed two different offences and could, 
therefore, be prosecuted separately for each of them.

In the judgment, the HR further clarified the assessment standard 
developed by it. The HR again emphasized that no substantive change towards 
the standard was intended. Also, in the light of European case law, the HR 
considered that there was no basis for a substantive change. 

The HR maintained that after all, it cannot be said that the Dutch standard 
placed too much emphasis on the assessment of the legal elements, as this left a 
sufficient room for what is referred to as the factual component. Conversely, it 
also noted that the criteria used in the European case laws cannot be regarded 
as purely factual and that the HR thought that the Dutch case law at that time 
was adequately relinquished from a purely factual criterion as the application 

226 HR 21 November 1961, NJ 1962, 89; HR 5 February 1963, NJ 1963, 320.
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of such measure could lead to unacceptable outcomes.228

The HR proposed contrasting factors that must be taken into account in 
assessing whether the “same fact” exists in the original indictment and its 
modification. The first contrasting factor is the legal nature of the facts. If the 
offences charged do not fall under the same description, then the degree of 
difference between the two offences may be substantial, in particular with 
regard to: (i) the legal interests protected under the criminal offences; and (ii) 
the maximum sentences that may be imposed, including the expression of 
such maximum sentences, the nature of the reproach and the classification of 
the offence as a crime or a violation.

The second contrasting factor is the suspect’s conduct. If the conducts in 
the original indictment and the modified indictment do not describe the same 
conduct, then the degree of difference between the conducts is significant. The 
differences include the nature and apparent scope of the conducts in relation 
to the time, place and circumstances when the conducts were carried out.

In short, a distinction has to be made between: (i) the legal nature of the 
facts (the legal component of idem); and (ii) the behavior of the suspect (the 
factual component of idem). The legal nature of the facts must be compared 
based on the legal rights protected by the offence. The maximum sentences 
that may be imposed are also meaningful as they express the “nature of the 
accusation”.229

The HR acknowledged that the circumstances of the case may be the basis 
that define the concept of the “same fact”. However, it argued that, as a rule of 
thumb, the significant difference in the legal nature of the facts will lead to the 
conclusion that there is no same fact within the meaning of Article 68(1) Sr.

As to the 1 February 2011 case, the HR concluded that both the difference 
in the legal nature of the offences against the accused and the difference 
between the described material behaviors was so significant that there was no 
“same fact” within the meaning of Article 68(1) Sr. The HR finally concluded 
that the Court of Justice in Amsterdam had incorrectly upheld the claim to 
amend the indictment. 

From the jurisprudence of the HR after 1 February 2011, it can be inferred 
that a comparison of the alleged behaviors would only arise if the description 
of the scope of the offence is comparable.230 If the description of the scope of 

228 See HR 27 June 1932, NJ 1932, p. 1659 et seq.
229 A-G Bleichrodt correctly states in section 29 of his Opinion for HR 20 June 2017, ECLI: 

NL: HR: 2017: 1112 that in the maximum sentences the “seriousness” of the accusation 
appears to be expressed. Graaf, supra note 36 at 258.
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the offence differs considerably, then the HR does not need to compare the 
allegations.231 That does not mean, however, that the conduct charged does 
not play a role in determining whether the same fact exists.

The HR concluded that the court must compare the accusations set out 
in the indictments against one another to assess whether the same fact exists. 
The legal and factual components that are stated to make that comparison 
are related. The legal interests protected by the offence are often reflected in 
the description of the offence. Based on such description, the aspects of the 
material fact that can be charged can be determined.

b. European case laws on idem

In the case law of 1 February 2011, the HR referred to several European case 
laws on the same fact. The first case was based on Article 54 of the Convention 
Implementing the Schengen Agreement (CISA), which, incidentally, according 
to the HR, was not of direct importance for the application of Article 68(1) 
Sr or Article 313 Sv. The provision reads as follows: “A person who has been 
tried by a Contracting Party based on an irrevocable judgment may not be 
prosecuted by another Contracting Party in respect of the same facts, provided 
that, if a punishment or measure has been imposed, it has already been given 
or enforced or can no longer be enforced under the laws of the sentencing 
Contracting Party.”

In its judgment dated 9 March 2006 (Van Esbroeck case/C-436/04), 
the CJEU decided that the relevant criterion to apply Article 54 CISA is the 
similarity of the material fact(s), which is understood to be the existence of a 
body of facts that are inseparably linked, irrespective of the legal classification 
of these facts or the protected legal interest.

This case involved Van Esbroeck, a Belgian, who was convicted in 
Norway for importing drugs. After serving his sentence and being released 
conditionally, he was prosecuted and convicted in Belgium for exporting the 
same batch of drugs to Norway. At the CJEU, the central question was whether 
the same fact exist within the meaning of Article 54 CISA. 

Here, the CJEU had to determine the transnational application of the 
ne bis in idem doctrine. According to the CJEU, ne bis in idem implies that 
countries have a mutual trust in each other’s criminal justice system and 
that each country accepts the application of criminal law in other countries, 
even if an application of its own criminal justice system would lead to a 

231 For more information on the emphasis on legal qualifications, see J. de HuLLu, mAterieeL 
strAfreCHt 552 (2018).
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different outcome.232 Therefore, it is not possible to take into account the 
legal classification of the facts or the protected legal interests. If this were 
possible, then, in the absence of harmonization of all national criminal laws, 
an individual’s freedom to movement would be jeopardized.233 

The CJEU found that: “The only relevant criterion for the application of 
Article 54 CISA is equality of the material fact(s), which is understood as the 
existence of a set of concrete circumstances that are inextricably linked.”234 The 
facts must be “inextricably linked” to the “time and place and their object”.235 
The import and export of the same consignment of drugs, according to the 
CJEU, yielded the same fact.236

In addition, Article 4(1) of Protocol no. 7 to the ECHR implies as follows 
(which is also referred to by the Dutch HR): “No one shall be tried or punished 
again in a criminal proceeding within the same jurisdiction for a criminal 
offence for which he has already been irrevocably acquitted or sentenced in 
accordance with the law and criminal procedure of that State.”

Although The Netherlands has not ratified this Protocol, the HR admits 
that this does not alter the fact that the ECHR case law on that provision may 
be essential for the formation of ideas on the application of Article 68(1) Sr in 
The Netherlands.

In its judgment dated 10 February 2009 concerning Article 4(1) 
(Zolotukhin v. Russia), the ECHR decided that:237

“70. The body of case law that has been accumulated throughout the 
history of the application of Article 4 of Protocol no. 7 by the Court demonstrates 
the existence of several approaches to the question to determine whether an 
applicant was prosecuted for the same offence.”

“78. The court considers that the existence of a variety of approaches to 
ascertain whether an applicant can be prosecuted twice for the same offence 
is indeed the same issue as to whether the final conviction or acquittal of an 
applicant produces a legal uncertainty that is incompatible with a fundamental 

232 Van Esbroeck, 2351, par. 38 (2006), https://sherloc.unodc.org/res/cld/case-law-doc/
drugcrimetype/_irb/2006/case_c-43604_html/C436-04_Van_Esbroeck.pdf (last visited 
Jun 14, 2019).
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right, namely the right to not be prosecuted twice for the same offence. 
It is against this background that the court is now called upon to provide a 
harmonized interpretation of the “same offence” –the idem element of the non 
bis in idem doctrine– for Article 4 of Protocol no. 7. While it is in the interests of 
legal certainty, foreseeability and equality before the law, the court should not 
depart, without good reason, from precedents laid down in previous cases. A 
failure by the court to maintain a dynamic and evolutive approach would risk 
rendering the court as an impediment to reform or improvement.”

“81. The court further notes that the approach emphasizing the legal 
characterization of the two offences is too restrictive on an individual’s 
rights, for if the court limits itself to determining whether a person has been 
prosecuted for offences with different legal classifications, it could undermine 
the guarantee enshrined in Article 4 of Protocol no. 7, rather than making it 
practical and effective as required by the Convention.”

“82. The Court takes the view that Article 4 of Protocol no. 7 must be 
understood as prohibiting the prosecution or trial of a second “offence” insofar 
as it arises from identical facts or facts that are substantially the same.”

In its judgment in Zolotukhin vs. Russia, the ECHR tried to clarify the 
interpretation of idem to ensure protection against double prosecution and 
punishment. Initially, a great deal of weight was attributed to the actual 
behavior regardless of its legal qualification.238 Later on, more weight was 
attached to the legal qualification, and one behavior could lead to multiple 
criminal offences and facts that could be dealt with in several criminal 
proceedings.239 It was stated that the issue to be investigated was “whether or 
not the offences have the same essential elements.”240 An interpretation of idem 
that emphasizes the legal qualification (“legal characterization”) is, according 
to the court, too restrictive and detracts from the protection afforded by the 
doctrine. That is why the court believes that “Article 4 of Protocol no. 7 must be 
understood as prohibiting the prosecution or trial of a second ‘offence’ insofar 
as it concerns the same facts.”241

Next, the court stated: “The Court’s inquiry should, therefore, focus on those 
facts that constitute a set of concrete factual circumstances involving the same 
defendant and are inextricably linked together in time and space, the existence of 
which must be demonstrated in order to secure a conviction or institute criminal 

238 ECHR 23 October 1995, app 15963/90 (Gradinger vs Austria). See Graaf, supra note 36 at 
265.

239 ECHR 30 July 1998, application no. 25711/94 (Oliveira).
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proceedings.”242

The “statements of facts” underlying the two prosecutions must be 
compared against one another to ascertain whether they contain the same 
factual circumstances relating to the same suspect and are inseparably 
connected in time and place.243 These behaviors will vary more if the (intended) 
qualifications of the offences differ. This way, the legal qualification of the facts 
influences the “statement of facts”, as well as the question of whether there 
are “substantially the same facts”. Therefore, the legal component of idem still 
plays a role in the case law of the ECHR.244

The two most recent cases were the cases of Igor Tarasov against Ukraine 
and Milenkovic against Serbia.245 In the first case, the defendant had been 
subjected to an administrative sanction for “minor disorderly acts” resulting 
from the disruption of the public order in a pub by, among others, using obscene 
language against the bar staff, grabbing a chair leg, and threatening violence. 
Afterwards, he was prosecuted for the same factual conduct. However, in the 
second indictment, new aspects of the material fact complex were added, 
which included the actual swinging of the chair leg and inflicting damage to 
the bar and injuries to the bar staff.246 The ECHR concluded that there was the 
element of the “same fact”.247

In the case of Milenkovic against Serbia, the defendant had also been 
subjected to an administrative sanction of a maximum of 60-day detention 
for disrupting the public order by hitting and injuring the victim.248 The same 
behavior was subsequently charged as an assault under a criminal proceeding, 
which was punishable by imprisonment of one to eight years. The court in the 
case also concluded that both decisions were based on the same acts.249 The 
description of the scope of the offence does not differ significantly, despite the 
considerable difference in the maximum sentences.250

242 Id. at par. 84.
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c. The concept of ne bis in idem in Indonesian case decisions

It is not easy to find a criminal case that is decided based on the violation 
of the ne bis in idem doctrine in Indonesia. Similarly, it is also difficult to find 
criminal jurisprudence related to the application of the ne bis in idem doctrine. 
Jurisprudence regarding the application of ne bis in idem is more easily found in 
civil cases as admittedly, the civil realm provides a much greater opportunity 
and incentive for filing a second legal claim for the same event.

There are, nevertheless, a limited number of criminal case decisions 
regarding ne bis in idem. Most of these decisions dealt with the application of 
ne bis in idem that coincides with the debate on the issue of the concourse of 
offences. Criminal decisions related to ne bis in idem, other than those that 
coincide with the issues of concourse, tend to assess the fulfilment of the ne 
bis in idem elements in a limited manner, which consist of: (i) a final judgment; 
(ii) the same person; and (iii) the same act.

Utrecht reviewed a classic criminal judgment concerning ne bis in idem 
in his book. Utrecht revealed that The Netherlands’ HR doctrine before 1932 
had already been abandoned by The Netherlands Indies’ Supreme Court 
(Hooggerechtshof or HGH) many years before. At that time, there was a case 
where A violated one traffic regulation and concurrently hit B, who was 
seriously injured. A was first punished for violating the traffic regulation. 
A short time thereafter, A was charged under Article 360   KUHP for causing 
severe physical injury to another person, which was punishable by a maximum 
imprisonment of nine months. Appearing before the judge, A stated that 
under the HR doctrine and according to the ne bis in idem doctrine (Article 
76(1) KUHP), he could not be prosecuted for the second time based on the 
same criminal incident that had already been decided. 

However, in the decision dated 20 May 1930, the HGH argued that what 
had been done by A is not an idealist concourse based on Article 63 KUHP, 
which regulated that if an act falls within more than one penal provisions, only 
one of those provisions will apply and where there is a difference, the most 
severe primary punishment will be imposed.251 The HGH instead qualified A’s 
conduct as a realist concourse and as such, A’s conduct must be considered as 
two separate acts that formed more than one offences.

Afterward, the intersection of ne bis in idem with the concourse issue 
was also discussed in another decision by the MA. This time, the revision 
panel in the MA declared that the prosecutor’s charges were inadmissible due 
to violation of the ne bis in idem doctrine. In this case, the prosecutor filed a 

251  e. utreCHt, HuKum pidAnA ii 148 (1985).
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new charge for a criminal event that had been decided by a final and binding 
decision. The criminal event was a murder committed by siblings, Sri Handoko 
and Sri Suprihatin. The victims of the murder were also siblings, namely Tri 
Daryanto and Dedy Setiawan.252

Handoko filed a revision request against the decision of the Semarang 
District Court no. 718/Pid.B/2013/PN.Smg (Decision 718). In his request, 
Handoko claimed that the judge made a mistake in deciding that Handoko 
was guilty of murdering Setiawan based on Article 338 KUHP (taking the 
life of another person with intention) and alternative charge for violation of 
Article 351(3) KUHP (persecution resulting in the death of others). As a result, 
Handoko was sentenced to five years imprisonment.

The Semarang District Court handed down the above judgment on the 
same day as another decision, namely Decision no. 719/Pid.B/2013/PN.Smg 
(Decision 719). In this decision, Handoko was found guilty of a crime under 
Article 170(2) 3rd KUHP as together with Suprihatin, he committed an act of 
violence in public that resulted in the death of Daryanto. Under Decision 719, 
both Handoko and Suprihatin were sentenced to three years imprisonment.

According to the revision panel, Handoko’s action in both decisions have 
the same elements, namely:
1.  the perpetrator is the same person;
2.  the material behaviors carried out are the same and occurred in one event;
3.  both decisions regarding the action have already obtained a permanent 

legal force; and
4.  the time and place of the acts are the same.

In the revision panel’s view, as Handoko was already proven guilty 
under Decision 719 based on Article 170(2) 3rd KUHP, the elements of the act 
of violence against a person that results in death already included murder 
and persecution as determined in Articles 338 and 351(3) KUHP. Therefore, 
the charges brought by the prosecutor against Handoko for murder and ill-
treatment in Decision 718 must be declared to be in violation of ne bis in idem 
under Article 76(1) KUHP, because the same act in the same event cannot be 
prosecuted for a second time. According to the MA, the prosecutor should have 
indicted Handoko in the form of a subsidiary charge or with the alternatives 
in Article 338 in conjunction with Article 55(1) KUHP, Article 351(3) in 
conjunction with Article 55(1) KUHP, and Article 170(2) KUHP.

In addition, the revision panel also considered that even if the prosecutor 
considered Handoko’s action to be an idealist concourse, the second prosecution 

252  MA Decision no. 57 PK/Pid/2015 (Sri Handoko), 1 (2015).
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still cannot be justified. This was because the revision panel considered that 
the description of the charges brought by the prosecutor in both cases did not 
contain differences that require the cases to be separated as it involved the 
same time, place, perpetrators and victims. Thus, the revision panel granted 
Handoko’s revision request and overruled Decision 719.

Another case involving the same construction of the application of ne 
bis in idem can be found in a revision request filed by Edy where he argued 
that ne bis in idem should have precluded his case. This case involved the 
double sentencing by the Central Jakarta District Court of an act committed 
by Edy under Decision no. 1243/Pid.Sus/2013/PN.Jkt.st. (Decision 1243) 253 
and Decision no. 1254/Pid.Sus/2013/PN.Jkt.Pst (Decision 1254). 254 In both 
decisions, Edy was one of the defendants.

Decision 1243 was decided by the Central Jakarta District Court, which 
found that Edy and the other defendants had committed a criminal offence 
under Article 112(2) in conjunction with Article 132(1) Law no. 35 of 2009 
on Narcotics (Law 35/2009) (without rights and against the law to commit 
conspiracy to possess, store or control group I narcotics weighing more than 
five grams). 255 Edy and the other defendants were sentenced to nine years 
imprisonment and a fine of IDR 1 billion.

Edy filed an appeal to the Jakarta High Court against Decision 1243, which 
was rejected.256 Edy then submitted a cassation request, which was rejected by 
the MA.257

Meanwhile, Decision 1254 was decided by the Central Jakarta District 
Court on the same day as Decision 1234. In this decision, Edy and the other 
defendants were found to have committed a criminal offence under the same 
articles in Law 35/2009 (possessing, storing, controlling or providing class I 
non-plant narcotics), which was punishable by imprisonment of six months 
to seven years and a fine of IDR 1 billion. Because Edy and the other defendants 
did not file for legal remedies against Decision 1254, this decision obtained a 
permanent legal force.258

In the two cases, Edy only committed one act. As such, he should have 

253 MA Decision no. 23 PK/Pid.Sus/2015 (Edy), 1, 23 (2015).
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been prosecuted in one case only.259 The prosecution in two cases was wrong 
and unjust as it resulted in two sentences for one act, which violated the ne bis 
in idem doctrine.260 The revision panel granted Edy’s request and found that 
there was sufficient reason to cancel Decision 1254 specifically for Edy.261 The 
revision panel stated that the second prosecution against Edy could not be 
justified because it violated the ne bis in idem doctrine.262

In another case, the MA granted a request to cancel a decision based on 
the inadmissibility of the prosecution due to violation of the ne bis in idem 
doctrine. In this case, the cassation request was filed by the prosecutor against 
a decision of Jakarta High Court to release Tonny Widarma, a businessman 
engaged in the photography business, based on the ground that the prosecutor 
had violated ne bis in idem.263

Previously in his appeal, Widarma stated that he had been found guilty 
of a criminal offence of “intentionally and without any right using the same 
brand in principle with another party’s registered trademark”, based on the 
decisions of the Bandung District Court and MA at the cassation level,264 which 
carried a sentence of imprisonment of eight months.265 

Widarma was subsequently found guilty by the North Jakarta District 
Court for the same act of “intentionally and without rights using the same 
brand as a whole with the registered trademark of another party”.266 Widarma 
asserted that he had been sentenced twice for an act committed at the same 
time and place, namely the packaging and marketing of Fuji Film film rolls. 
Widarma claimed that this violated Article 76(1) KUHP.267

In his appeal, Widarma argued that the qualification of a criminal offence 
under the decisions of the MA and the North Jakarta District Court could be 
assessed as the same act, which is the utilization of the same brand. As such, 
Widarma should not have been prosecuted twice in the same case (ne bis in 
idem) and the prosecutor’s charges should be declared as inadmissible.268

The Jakarta High Court granted Widarma’s appeal and declared the 
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prosecutor’s charge to be inadmissible. As a result, the decision of the North 
Jakarta District Court was annulled and Widarma was released.

Subsequently, the prosecutor filed a cassation against the Jakarta High 
Court decision by arguing that if the indictment in the MA decision is read 
carefully, Widarma’s actions in using another party’s trademark were carried 
out with the locus delicti in Bandung, while the tempus delicti occurred in 
2006.269 In fact, Widarma did not cease his action. Based on the testimony of 
several witnesses, in 2007, Widarma continued to trade Fuji Film film rolls in 
North Jakarta without permission from the brand owner. Based on the search 
by the Jakarta Police investigators in August 2007, they found 4,160 Fuji Film 
film rolls that were packaged and distributed by PD Star Photographics Supplies, 
which is owned by Widarma. These actions were examined and decided by the 
North Jakarta District Court and were then appealed by the prosecutor.270

Thus, Widarma’s action of trading Fuji Film film rolls without permission 
from the brand owner in North Jakarta was not included in the merits of the 
earlier case decided by the Bandung District Court and the cassation decision 
at the MA level.271 In its consideration, the MA stated that the trier of fact 
(Jakarta High Court) was incorrect in considering Article 76(1) KUHP as the 
locus and the tempus delicti in this case were not similar to what had been 
decided. Therefore, Widarma’s actions were not protected by ne bis in idem.272

II. The idea of fallibility and the emergence of revision

Human judgments are fallible. Making mistakes and being erroneous is 
human. This fact is the reason why we sometimes accept bad decisions and 
reject good decisions.273 One aspect of fallibility is that typically, an individual 
can only extract part of a relevant information from the available raw data.274 
Another aspect of fallibility is that human is biased, which may not even be 
apparent to themselves or others.275

No human institution can be free from error. Even a court or a tribunal 
will, at times, make mistakes, and instead of enforcing the law, will issue 
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decisions that violate the law.276

The risk of placing too much trust in the infallibility of the judicial 
system has been demonstrated by the well-known case of Lucia de Berk in The 
Netherlands, which many said was a miscarriage of justice. This case involved 
a nurse who was accused of murdering children in a hospital.277 But, there was 
no direct evidence and the nurse never confessed to the crime. Nonetheless, 
she was convicted and sentenced to life in prison.278

Intriguingly, no one committed a murder in this case. Statistical evidence 
conveyed by an expert, which was used to convict the nurse in the first instance, 
was later precluded by the Appellate Court.279 The defense expert changed 
the testimony at the appeal proceeding by saying that de Berk consciously 
murdered one of the deceased children. De Berk’s diary, where she wrote that 
she had to stop her compulsion, had substantiated the allegation against her.280 
The judges in the first instance used the so-called ‘repeating proof’ when they 
relied on two evidence in convicting de Berk. There was no cogent explanation 
of the deaths of the six children, yet an expert was convinced that since de Berk 
had murdered one of them, she must have also killed the other childrens.281

Ton Derksen, a philosopher who scrutinized the case, asked The 
Netherlands’ Commission for the Evaluation of Closed Criminal Cases 
(Commissie Evaluatie Afgesloten Strafzaken or CEAS), which was established 
temporarily following the Schiedam Park murder, to reinvestigate de Berk’s 
case.282 He strongly referred to the opinion of a world-renowned expert on the 
natural death of sick children in the same type of situation.283 

As a result, the prosecution filed for a revision of de Berk decision as no 
murder had taken place.284 The HR ordered the revision based on new scientific 
insights. The Appellate Court then acquitted de Berk.285

The perception that the criminal justice system is more concerned to 

276 Everett V. Abbot, The Judicial Correction of Judicial Errors, 26 tHe yALe LAw JournAL 94–104, 
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protect the society has turned society to become imperceptive of dubious proof 
and ignorant of the ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ principle. This was evident in 
many cases, not just de Berk’s. Since there was so much smoke, there had to be 
fire. Here, a fallible instinct of human reasoning is taking place: where there is 
smoke, there must be fire.286 

Going back to de Berk’s case, she was convicted for murders despite the fact 
that no one saw her doing anything suspicious and there was no incriminating 
evidence.287 There were simply incidents that occurred during her shift, but 
then there were too many.288 Notwithstanding that the public was aware of 
the lack of evidence, the accusation persisted: de Berk must have committed 
at least some murders as there were so many suspicious incidents occurring 
during her shift.289 

In addition to the “smoke and fire instinct”, there was another basic 
human intuition that became the driving force of the process, namely the 
“small chance instinct”. The chance that all of these incidents occurring 
during de Berk’s shift was extremely small, that it was inconceivable for it to 
be a coincidence.290 

During de Berk’s trial, the “small chance instinct” was in full operation. 
This was the belief of the nurses, doctors, and managing director of the Juliana 
Children’s Hospital. It was also the belief of the prosecution, the court of the 
first instance and the court of appeal.291

Again, de Berk’s case demonstrated that a miscarriage of justice in The 
Netherlands could lie in the kernel of the Dutch judicial system as the people 
sufficiently trust the police, the prosecution, and other officials.292 Another 
factor is that the trial documents used by judges are often distorted from the 
facts based on the statements of the witnesses or suspects.293

According to Van Koppen, besides the fallibility of a human’s basic instinct 
that contributes to the fallibility of the judicial process, all evidence also has 
its own margin of error. Witness’ testimony also has this margin, in addition 
to fingerprints and DNA evidence. The trier of fact may want to be sure before 
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convicting anyone. With every criminal judgment, there is always a risk, which 
may be small or large, of convicting the innocent.294 

From the perspective of the accuracy of judicial decisions, judges in 
criminal cases may typically make two types of error: either in the form of 
convicting an innocent defendant, which is, of course, a severe injustice to the 
individual and leaves the real offender at a high risk of repeating the crime; or 
acquitting a guilty defendant, which is unjust for the victims or their relatives, 
which also leaves the real offender at a high risk of repeating the offence.295

Judicial error, according to Abbot, can also appear in the appellate courts, 
and even in the courts of last resort, although, he adds, the final decisions 
of the highest courts are always ambiguously seen as impossible of being 
erroneous.296 This is because, in any legal system, a judgment is perceived to be 
close to perfection when issued by the highest court.297 It is not because judges 
in the court of last resort have the perfect legal minds, but merely because the 
incoming cases at that level have absorbed substantial litigation time. As such, 
society demands a higher standard of arguments.298

Again, Abbot says that to accept the fact that even judges in the court of last 
resort can, and often do, act unlawfully is not a question of their respectability, 
intelligence, or efficiency. But, it merely recognizes the unquestionable fact 
that to err is human, which is in line with the idea of fallibility.299 A decision 
by the court of last resort may be erroneous, may not constitute the law, and 
may be affirmatively against the law.300

Consequently, Berman insists that more concerns should be placed on 
the fitness and fairness of the outcome rather than on finality.301 To protect 
the authority and respect of the justice system, a demonstrable error must be 
corrected. As stated by Craighead, if mistakes are made by the judges in saying 
what the law is, their mistakes must be corrected.302
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A. Revision system

Appellate courts were established to re-determine the merits of a legal 
issue and satisfy the search for accuracy. Thus, no judge or court can act 
alone and remain unchecked.303 Despite a judge’s careful and thoughtful 
consideration, mistakes can still happen, and therefore the opportunity to 
challenge a wrongful court decision must remain open. 

The difference between a good and bad criminal justice system does not 
lie in the fact that there is no miscarriage of justice in a good criminal justice 
system. The difference is that in a good criminal justice system, the occurrence 
of a miscarriage of justice can be mitigated and the risk is minimized as much 
as possible, although it cannot be avoided entirely.304

To deal with this situation, different legal systems adopt a range of methods 
to correct judicial errors. At a certain point, a judicial error was corrected by 
either amending the constitution or changing the laws. This happened in the 
United Kingdom when a decision by the House of Lords (the predecessor of 
the current UK Supreme Court) on a legal issue was to be considered final and 
binding and any remaining errors in a decision can only be corrected through 
the legislation.305 Nowadays, the common and most universal approach is to 
leave it to the court of last resort to correct the judicial errors, including its 
own errors. This has been adopted in the United Kingdom since 1966, when 
the highest court was even permitted to rule against itself if there was a 
significant change of legal perception on a decided point.306

However, out of all of the means to correct a judicial error, the judicial 
method has been considered as the most prudent, effective, and just method.307 
The courts are better fitted to deal with injustice than any other institution 
when there are facts that demonstrate errors, which reveal injustice.308 
Therefore, courts should always be prepared to apply their judicial method of 
correction, even against their own errors and injustice.309 

In principle, a socially acceptable decision can be achieved through an 
ordinary appeal. However, under strict conditions, the legislators may want 
to consider that based on necessity, a correction can still be made even after 
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a judgment has become final and irrevocable under strict conditions and 
only for exceptional cases, particularly where there are gross errors in the 
administration of justice. That is why an extraordinary remedy, namely 
revision, has been provided, which has also long been recognized as a mean to 
control and oversee the work of the trial courts.310

Particularly in the history of criminal procedure in The Netherlands, 
there had never been a debate about the existence of revision, only that the 
exceptional character and the conditions must be preserved.311 Hence, in The 
Netherlands’ legislative and literary history, revision is always referred to as a 
“necessary evil” and an “ultimate remedy”.312 

The procedure for revision only aims to restore the injustice that may 
result from the judgment irrespective of its execution. Revision is designed 
to deter or correct specific errors at a judgment, not as a covert method of 
obtaining a modification of the judgment.313 The social justification for the 
appeal lays in the correction of error. Namely, that society can benefit from 
information about erroneous decisions, which can be used to reduce the 
probability of future mistakes.314

However, Rossman states that in addition to correcting errors, there is 
another strong justification for revision of criminal convictions, which rests 
on institutional rather than individual interests. The 18th century courts 
articulated one primary justification for the existence of the various types of 
revision, which is the promotion of uniformity.315 Revision is believed as an 
effective means to check the consistent application of the law.

B. Revision in light of fallibility concerns-proponent arguments 
towards revision

Some arguments defend the existence of revision in a judicial system. 
These arguments are in line with the idea of fallibility that might occur in a 
judicial proceeding. The first argument, which has been regarded as the most 
substantial reason for introducing the revision system, is to correct an error. 
The law should offer the opportunity for parties involved in the judicial process 
to increase the chance of accepting a correct decision. 
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Apart from the fact that a correction of error can bring a final judgment to 
an unsettled situation, revision performs other essential functions, including 
the deterrence of constitutional errors.316 No matter how accurate the trial 
court was, it is still desirable to have the possibility to correct a possible error. 
This is the most legitimate reason for the existence of the appeal process, 
including revision.317 

Any attempt in improving a trial court’s accuracy to reduce the frequency 
of appeal still does not diminish the desirability for an appeal process, 
particularly when errors are made.318 The error-correction function of an 
appellate review protects the litigants from being wrongfully deprived of 
property or life and liberty without due process of law and gives rise to a strong 
presumption of validity.319

The second argument comes as a relevant outcome of the former. 
Correction of errors through revision is advantageous because it restores the 
public confidence in the justice system.320 Revision restores the authority and 
public respect towards the justice system at large by giving the possibility to 
correct a wrongful decision and miscarriage of justice.321 As stated by de Hullu, 
the maintenance of the prestige and authority of the criminal justice system in 
a society requires a procedure that offers the possibility of eliminating obvious 
inaccuracies.322 Such procedure, he adds, is of a safety net for exceptional 
cases, which offers sufficient guarantee that courts will create a correct and 
acceptable final judgment.323

In 2009, the Dutch HR ordered a revision of the Ina Post case. In one 
occasion, Post stated that although according to her defense counsel, a retrial 
of her case would not necessarily be granted, her confidence in the Dutch 
criminal justice system had increased.324 This is evidence, albeit anecdotal, 
that the ability of a criminal justice system to prevent a miscarriage of justice 
and to provide the opportunity to correct it dramatically influences the level 
of public trust in the court.325 
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The third argument is that a new trial after a judgment has become 
final will be able to not only correct errors, but also to enhance accuracy.326 
In adjudicating a case, a court needs to look retrospectively at the facts 
surrounding an act, as well as demonstrate a prospective view of the parties.327 
By reviewing the case, those attempts in collecting the facts can benefit from 
recent information about the facts.328 

Some also say that evidence presented in revision has “ripened.”329 The 
court will only need to use the finding of the initial proceeding, but at this 
stage, those finding can be supplemented by updates.330 Hence, a discussion in 
revision will involve more accurate questions, as we can expect an improvement 
of accuracy of the new court’s judgment from newly identified information.331

The fourth argument is the cost that a state might have to bear if miscarriage 
of justice is allowed to stand. It is likely that a state will suffer extensive, 
expensive, and exhausting negative campaigns/protests if a miscarriage of 
justice is left un-reviewed.332 The investment needed to establish a revision 
system is sensible if compared to the substantial cost that a state must bear if 
its judicial system lacks legitimacy. Even from a more pragmatic calculation, 
investing in the appeal process to anticipate that errors will be made is still 
much more efficient than investing in the means for the trial court to increase 
its accuracy and reduce errors. Investing a dollar incurred only when an 
error is found is better than investing a dollar to be incurred in every case.333 
This implies that there is an essential advantage to investing in assuring the 
capacity of the appeal process to correct errors over investing in the accuracy 
of the trial process.334

The last argument relates to the court’s institutional concern on the 
consistency/uniformity of legal interpretation by introducing the revision 
system. When the highest court corrects the errors of judges at the trial level, 
they are also promoting the consistency and uniformity of the application 
of law and procedure.335 This will help increase certainty by lessening the 
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likelihood of appeals in the future, which in turn promotes finality.336 As stated 
by Malleson, by evaluating the malfunction of the trial court and subsequently 
correcting it, the appellate court is increasing conformity, which in turn, 
promotes finality.337 In this sense, revision as a mechanism to accommodate 
fallibility concern of a judicial proceeding helps defend finality.

C.	 Revision	in	light	of	finality	principle-opponent	arguments	against	
revision

According to Scott, finality refers to three practical considerations, namely 
cost of re-litigation, inaccuracy of the new proceeding, and reputational 
damage arising from the re-litigation of a case after a final judgment.338 The 
government has a keen interest in preserving a judgment based primarily in 
those three practical considerations.339 Extended arguments in defending the 
finality of judicial decision and proceedings and criticizing the existence of the 
revision system depart from those three main arguments.

The first consideration is the pervasive modern view that the government 
and society at large have a keen interest in preserving a final judgment as a new 
trial is expensive and likely to be inefficient, or in Scott’s terms, costly, time-
consuming, and duplicative.340 A trial requires a substantial investment of 
money and time, not only by the courts themselves, but also by the prosecutors, 
defendants or parties and their counsels, investigators, witnesses, and jurors. 
Almost all of these costs are borne by the public.341 

A revision request against a judgment, if successful, forces the adjudication 
process to start over from square one, which requires new and substantial 
investment of resources.342 This investment may be particularly wasteful 
because, at least in theory, the trial court and the direct appeal process has 
already given the defendant a full and fair opportunity to defend himself 
against the charges and to raise claim of error.343 Respect for finality helps to 
conserve the scarce public resources available to the criminal justice system.344 

The judiciary also fears a slowdown of the judicial process due to appeal.345 

336  Id.
337  Id.
338  Scott, supra note 5 at 184.
339  Id. at 185.
340  Berman, supra note 301 at 169. See also Scott, supra note 5 at 185.
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343  Id. at 185–186.
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One reason for this is pragmatic, namely the fear of being swamped and the 
draining of resources.346 The maxim of “justice delayed is justice denied” is 
central to the due-process model and the right to be brought to trial quickly 
is recognized as a universal right.347 Judges argued that the establishment of 
the appellate court would open the floodgate and swamp the judiciary with 
costly appeals.348 This is adeptly described by the former United States (U.S.) 
Attorney General, John N. Mitchell, who cites examples from the U.S. federal 
court records that showed prisoners who have filed as many as forty or fifty 
petitions. Indeed, there was one case where a defendant filed 57 petitions 
alone.349 

The economy of the court’s time is one of the beneficial results from the 
principle of finality, and it becomes increasingly important when the court’s 
workload continues to increase up to the point of being overburdened.350 
Judges cannot spend unlimited time on cases, as other cases are in the queue. 
Delaying settlement would mean grinding the justice system to a halt.351

Moschzisker’s opinion is worth quoting to conclude the cost-related 
argument in opposing revision, particularly when it is entrenched to the 
social cost. The community has an equal interest and concern in preserving 
peace and quiet, which should not be disturbed by the individual’s desire and 
pleasure to satisfy their revengeful and litigious passion.352 Public attention 
and anxiety may run high, the argument goes.353 The broader and even more 
critical aspect of the public policy of res judicata is its promotion of peace and 
quiet in the community by creating certainty in human relationship.354

The second consideration is that revision may produce less accurate result. 
This is because often, a revision occurs years after the original judgment has 
become final.355 In the U.S., according to Scott, the average period between 
conviction and filing of a federal habeas petition by a defendant is 6.3 years.356 

346 Id. at 158.
347 Id. at 156. In some factual cases in Indonesia, justice is indeed delayed by the revision 

towards a final judgment, as it may factually cease its enforcement.
348 Id. at 157.
349 Mitchell, supra note 2 at 204.
350 Robert von Moschzisker, Res Judicata, 38 tHe yALe LAw JournAL 299–334, 300 (1929).
351 Van Dijk, supra note 295 at 7. Although van Dijk highlights in his article that the issue of 

delay is always problematic, considering that the quick disposal of a case on the one hand 
can promote arbitrary or production-line justice, but on the other hand could protect the 
right to a speedy trial.
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It takes another 9.4 months, on average, for the federal courts to resolve the 
petition. If relief is granted, more time will be incurred for the prosecution, 
defense, and state courts to commence a new trial.357 That passage of time can 
jeopardize the reliability of the new proceeding as over time, memories fade, 
evidence spoils, and witnesses become unavailable.358 

Passage of time may also degrade the reliability of the information used, in 
the sense that when a revision request succeeds and a new hearing takes place, 
the relevant parties such as the prosecutor, investigator, and defense counsel 
may no longer be available for a number of reasons, including change of job, 
relocation, illness, or death.359 Moreover, even if they remain accessible, their 
recollection of the details of a case may have faded.360 As a consequence, courts 
are more likely to make errors at a re-hearing than at the initial proceeding.361 
Postponed litigation of fact will often be less reliable in reproducing the facts.362

In addition to accuracy concern, revision, due to its passage of time, was 
not seen as the great protector of defendant’s right.363 One major reason for this 
was the idea that any revision would be too late to help the defendant.364 For 
example, if the sentence in a case was capital punishment, then revision would 
be useless as the judgment would have been executed before a decision is made 
at the revision stage.365 Even if it does not involve capital punishment, the 
defendant would still have gone through the entire or part of the punishment 
before a decision is made at the revision stage.366 While according to Rossman, 
in general, collateral review or revision, including those made through a writ 
of error, did not operate to suspend the execution of the judgment from the 
lower court.367

The third consideration is that revision threatens the public reputation 
of the justice system. Without some visible and conclusive resolution of 
cases, a justice system lacks legitimacy.368 The U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
John Marshall Harlan described it memorably when he stated that: “No one, 
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not criminal defendants, not the judicial system, not society as a whole is 
benefited by a judgment stating that a man shall tentatively go to jail today, 
but tomorrow and every day thereafter his continued incarceration shall be 
subject to fresh litigation on issues already resolved.”369 Scholars and judges 
who articulate this consideration typically focus on the public, warning that 
frequent re-litigation of settled cases will undermine public confidence in the 
justice system.370 

Appellate review, especially one involving a new trial, has always been 
viewed with suspicion as it could potentially limit the rights of a defendant 
due to the prospect that the government could re-prosecute in a new trial after 
an acquittal.371 Collateral review or revision is also seen as involving a serious 
misdirection of the justice system, particularly criminal justice. The process of 
rehabilitating offenders by the state is seriously impeded when offenders never 
reach the point of recognizing their guilt due to the filing of a revision request 
or an extraordinary writ.372 To defend this argument, Mitchell contends that 
justice must be fair, impartial, and protective of human rights, while at the 
same time preserving finality.373

The fourth and last consideration argues that a lack of finality of a 
criminal judgment and lengthy criminal litigation harms the victims.374 A 
victim may sense some finality once a defendant is convicted and sentenced. 
A lengthy sentence means that the victim feels more secure as they know 
that the perpetrator will be incapacitated for some time. A revision of either 
a conviction or sentence can upset this perception of finality and security. 
Also, the revision process itself often require the victim to recall the event, or 
even testify at an extra hearing despite the risk that the conviction may not be 
sustained.375 
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III.	 Reconciling	the	finality	principle	and	fallibility	concern	through	
the revision system

A. Conditions

Roscoe Pound wrote that an appellate review serves two functions, namely 
to correct and to prevent a misapplication of the law.376 He states that the scope 
of an appellate proceeding may be summarized as follows: (i) reviewing the 
process of ascertaining facts, (ii) reviewing the finding of the applicable law, 
(iii) reviewing the application of the law to the facts, and (iv) in the common 
law system, declaring a legal principle/precept for the reviewed case if none 
has been clearly promulgated before.377

However, it does not mean that all cases must be reviewed to achieve 
all those objectives. Even in cases where a review should be allowed, there 
must be some limitations, regulated procedure, and a knowledge that there 
is an end to the lawsuit.378 However appealing it may be in an individual case, 
a system in which courts routinely calibrated limits on collateral review or 
revision to specific cases would carry serious shortcomings.379 Implementing 
that approach would require that in every case on collateral review, the court 
weighs and balances the finality interest implicated by the particular claim 
and individual offender against competing objectives.380 As a consequence, 
rules governing the conditions or exceptions of revision have been established. 
The kernel of the argument is that if a litigant possesses information about the 
occurrence of error and the appeal court can frequently verify it, then litigants 
may be encouraged to file an appeal when errors are likely to have been made 
but not otherwise.381

One of the strongest conditions to revision is the rule for acquittal. In 
some jurisdictions, this rule is absolute, which accords absolute finality to 
an acquittal judgment, no matter how erroneous they may be.382 In a more 
general term, the ratio and the legal text of revision entail that revision can 
only be applied for the benefit of a convicted defendant. An acquittal should 
not be affected by revision, as the nature of revision mainly sees the individual 

376 California Law Review, Appellate Review in California with the Extraordinary Writs, 36 
CALiforniA LAw review 75–115, 75–76 (1948).
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interest of the convicted defendant.383

In 1967, the U.S. American Bar Association (ABA) Advisory Committee on 
Sentencing and Review recommended that an appellate review of sentences 
must meet two qualifications: (i) it must be filed by the defendant; and (ii) the 
appeal must not impose a more severe sentence and the trial court must not 
increase sentences on remand.384 The second qualification set forth by ABA 
leads to the second condition of revision, namely that a revision should not 
result in a more severe decision.

In The Netherlands, until 1886, a judgment of conviction by a Dutch judge 
was ‘naturally’ protected through ne bis in idem.385 A conviction was, therefore, 
not to be treated differently than an acquittal in that regard.386 However, a 
judgment of conviction could equally ‘naturally’ be revised if it arose from an 
error.387

However, in The Netherlands, the discussion of the need for revision to 
the detriment of the defendant (detrimental revision) has been concluded for 
a long time. Some of the reasons that came up were that:388

1.  justice requires the possibility of a detrimental revision (normative); 
2.  the sense of justice requires the possibility of a detrimental revision 

(finding);
3.   the ground of humanity and individual legal certainty must not lead to 

impunity; 
4.   the importance of truthfulness requires the possibility of a detrimental 

revision; 
5.  a disaster recovery can channel and remove unrest in society;
6.  the importance of society requires that criminals be punished;
7.  the ability to recover incorrect statements will be beneficial to the 

authority and increase respect to the criminal justice system; and
8.  a defendant should not benefit from an incorrect sentence resulting from 

their manipulation.

Hence, it must be acknowledged that the victim’s role in the criminal 
proceedings is only recognized briefly.389 

383 Van der Toolen, supra note 93 at 15.
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The next condition deals with the strict determination of the parties that 
are entitled to file a revision request. In The Netherlands for instance, it should 
immediately be noted that only the defendant, the advocate (defense lawyer), 
or the Procurator General at the HR (Procureur Generaal or PG) could file a 
revision request in a criminal case.390 As suggested by De Roos and Nijboer, if 
any other party wishes to file a revision request, then their only option is to 
request the PG to do so.391

The next condition is derived from a principle inherited mainly from 
common law, which is nowadays given a full effect by statute. This condition 
requires that an appeal on error will only exist after a final judgment.392 Bator 
observed that the term “final judgment” in criminal litigation refers to the end 
of all judicial proceedings concerning the conviction of the accused. But, Bator 
acknowledges that the end of a criminal process is not necessarily an end 
even with a “final judgment” for the conviction, as there is always executive 
clemency, as well as administrative decisions to parole, etc.393

According to Sunderland, the ratio behind the final judgment rule, which 
he believes is a just and wise rule, is the fundamental theory and the reason for 
the appellate court’s constitution, namely the correction of errors that might 
have been committed by the trial courts.394 In addition, Sunderland argues 
that it cannot be said that a lower court had committed an error when their 
judgment was never called into exercise and the point of law was never taken 
into consideration.395 

The other condition is that a revision of a case in the highest appellate 
court should not suspend the execution of the judgment by the court of origin. 
In common law, a writ of error, which is a writ coming from an appeal court 
to request a lower court to deliver files of a case to review for any alleged 
errors of law committed during the trial, does not suspend the enforcement 
of the judgment by the court below. Rossman explains that in the U.S., a 

390 Theodore A. De Roos & Johannes F. Nijboer, Wrongfully Convicted: How the Dutch Deal with 
the Revision of Their “Miscarriages of Justice”, 22 CriminAL LAw forum 567–591, 570 (2011). 
Based on Art. 111 of the Judiciary Organisation Act of the Netherlands, the PG headed an 
office at the HR. The PG at the HR is responsible for prosecuting serious and minor public 
office offences. The PG is also responsible for delivering opinions to be submitted to the 
HR on each of the cassation cases handled. The PG is also entrusted with responsibility 
for instituting appeals in cassation in the interests of the uniform application of the law 
and other responsibilities set out by the Law, including for filing a revision request.
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court would issue a writ of supersedeas and reprieve to prevent the suffering 
of the defendant as a result of the execution of the sentence. Both the writ of 
supersedeas and a reprieve is not a familiar concept in common law and it took 
a while for American judges to adopt them as a solution to the problem.396

B. Grounds

Last but not least, and the most critical condition to revision is the 
preservation of the grounds for revision. A case-by-case approach would prove 
complex and unworkable for courts, as it would create the perception of, and 
the reality of arbitrariness.397 Further, it is likely to result in an indeterminate 
standard.398 As such, to avoid a case-by-case approach to revision, some rules 
to determine the grounds for revision have been established.

In criminal cases, some legal grounds provide the basis for revising 
the terms of a res judicata decision. The first ground is when there is an 
inconsistency between two or more judgments given by different courts that 
are incompatible with each other.399 

The second ground is the existence of false writing or statements, or any 
other procedural flaws (called falsum) that can be pointed out by the defendant. 
In the U.S., the types of error that fall under this category are best illustrated 
by recalling the classic grounds for the issuance of a writ of habeas corpus. The 
error occurred when a particular criminal proceeding was dominated by mob 
violence, when the prosecutor knowingly made use of perjured testimony, or 
when the conviction was based on a confession extorted from the defendant 
by force.400 Errors of this kind justify collateral relief or revision no matter 
how long the judgment has become final and even if these grounds were not 
appropriately preserved in the original trial.401 

In Germany, it is believed that justice in exceptional circumstances may 
require an exception to ne bis in idem. Therefore, there are five grounds for a 
revision of a decision to the defendant’s disadvantage, namely if: (i) a false or 
misdirected writing was used during the trial; (ii) a false statement or expert 
report was used during the trial; (iii) a judge or layman has violated official 
duty; (iv) there exists a confession of the acquaintances; or (v) there are new 
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facts or evidence submitted.402

In The Netherlands, the debate over the consequences of a decision made 
by a judge that has been bribed has occurred quite some time ago. Some jurists 
stated that this situation was the reason to review a decision as such decision 
resulted in no case law.403 Other jurists, however, considered that the practical 
importance of the bribery was too small to justify an exception to ne bis in idem 
and that a criminal penalty for bribery should be sufficient.404

The third ground, or the most renowned ground, is the so-called novum.405 
Novum is a fact or a circumstance that only became known after a conviction, 
acquittal, or dismissal, which could have led to a different verdict if it was 
known during the trial. From this, it seems to follow that novum would exist 
if a later known fact or circumstance would render a former defendant as 
innocent, or if a lesser sentence would have applied.406 Franken argues that 
only a new fact would qualify as a novum. As such, a new argument based on 
the existing case file would not suffice.407

As for new evidence, the court does not usually consider new evidence 
that was clearly or reasonably available for presentation at the original trial.408 
Andrew contends that the guiding principles in determining whether a newly 
proposed evidence can indeed be qualified as novum are as follows: (i) the 
evidence could not have been obtained with reasonable diligence for use at 
the trial; (ii) the new evidence will probably have significant influence on the 
result of the case (although it does not need to be decisive); and (iii) the new 
evidence is credible (although it does not need to be incontrovertible).409

Jolowicz adds that in some countries, a court of appeal may admit new 
proof only if certain conditions are fulfilled. In general, a fault or lack of 
adequate preparation should not be the reason why the new proof was not 
presented at the first instance.410 This rule was introduced as in practice, 
there were tendencies that a court would allow a new proof, even if such 
proof is reserved for the appellate stage.411 In effect, this practice deprived the 
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character of novum judicium of the appeal, although only partially.412 Jolowicz 
emphasizes that this practice is restricted in some countries like Germany due 
to the objective of preventing the degradation of the proceeding at the first 
instance.413

C. Procedures
Two common practices of the appellate proceeding can be found in various 

legal systems in the world. The first one is an appeal by trial de novo, which is 
where the appellate court re-examines all of the legal arguments, including 
the evidence advanced in the original trial to reach its independent finding 
of the fact.414 The second one is an appeal on the record, which is where the 
appellate court reviews only questions of law (part of the record relevant to 
the trial court’s legal rulings) and leaves questions of fact to the trial court.415 

Civil legal procedure traditionally created an elaborate paper dossier that 
moved upward through the judicial hierarchy, where distinctions between trial 
and appeal were hardly drawn.416 A trial was not deemed to be concluded until 
the last appellate authority had reviewed the entire record and announced a 
final judgment.417

The appellate court will review the entire case more comfortably because 
they have a lighter case load than the trial court. Further, judges in the appellate 
court usually have more skill and can conduct the discussion on a level that is 
a little bit higher than at the trial court.418

However, this tradition only survives in the first appeal. Then, an abrupt 
disjunction occurs, by which appeal to the highest court is limited to specific 
questions of law.419 The court of cassation cannot re-try the case and can only 
find errors of law in the court of appeal’s judgment and remand to a different 
court of appeal, which then conducts another review de novo in light of the 
legal ruling by the court of cassation.420 In short, the civil appellate tradition 
was violently disrupted by the institution of cassation.421 

All in all, the court of appeal corrects errors, the whole system provides 
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catharsis, and the court of cassation ensures uniformity.422 Decisions of facts 
by the court of first instance are subject to scrutiny by the (higher) court of 
appeal (in the form of a re-trial) and points of law can be raised before the 
Supreme Court.423

Supposedly, this creates a high preventive effect against miscarriages 
of justice. In many cases, appellate courts acquitted defendants who are 
convicted by trial courts for good reason.424 The trial court knows that there 
can always be an appeal. A reversal of a trial court’s decision by the appellate 
court embarrasses the trial court, and it creates a preventive effect.425 

Moreover, finally, just in case this whole system should produce an 
untruth decision, there is revision before the Supreme Court: a case may be 
reopened if new evidence casts doubt on the original decision.426 A procedure 
is designed to prevent the Supreme Court from becoming a court of third 
(factual) instance.427 It must first establish the existence of new evidence 
(novum) that, if it had been known at the time, would have led the final fact-
finding court to a different qualification.428 If so, the case will be referred for a 
retrial by an appeal court.429

However, the distinction between appeal by trial de novo and appeal on 
the record is often clearer in theory than in practice. In reality, the term ‘appeal 
by a trial de novo’ and ‘appeal on the record’ may be spotted in the following 
ways:430

1. The appellate court holds an entirely new trial and takes no account of the 
evidence advanced in the first instance court.

2. The record of the trial court is submitted in the appellate proceeding, 
but the parties are given ample opportunity to advance both old and 
new evidence, against which the appellate court makes an independent 
assessment.

3. The record of the trial court is submitted, but opportunities to present 
evidence are restricted altogether.

4. The record of the trial court is submitted without opportunities to present 
new evidence and although the appeal court reviews the record, it takes 
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full consideration of fact-findings made by the trial court.
5. The appeal court sees only the record of the trier of fact (usually a jury) 

and may not replace it with its own findings of fact, but may order a re-
trial if it concludes that the weight of the evidence did not justify the 
verdict or rested on an erroneous finding.

6. The appeal court addresses only questions of law and not factual issues. 

According to Shapiro, the first, second and third categories stated above 
are an appeal by trial de novo, while the rest of the categories are an appeal on 
the record.431 Shapiro adds that each of these six categories is a combination of 
practices reflected from various legal systems, and some systems mix features 
from several categories. 

In most of the civil law systems, he says, the first appeal reflects the second 
or third categories, where the whole record goes up to the court of appeal, 
contributing to the impression that the case merely continues until that court 
finishes its review.432 Meanwhile, an appeal to the highest court reflects the 
sixth category, as an appeal here is limited to specific questions of law.433 The 
court of cassation cannot decide the case and can only find errors of law in the 
court of appeal’s judgment and remand to a different court of appeal, which 
then conducts another review de novo in light of the legal ruling by the court 
of cassation.434

Although Shapiro did not specifically discuss the extraordinary appeal of 
revision, interestingly, there is a merger between an appeal by trial de novo and 
an appeal on the record in the context of revision. During the selection phase 
of a revision request (so-called admission arrangement), the fifth category, 
which has the character of an appeal on the record, occurs. This is where the 
Supreme Court sees the record of the trier of fact and although it does not 
carry out fact-finding, it may order the trier of fact to conduct a retrial. Here, 
unlike cassation (where the Supreme Court only conducts the practice of the 
sixth category, which addresses only questions of law and not factual issues), 
the Supreme Court may also conclude that the weight of the evidence does not 
justify the appealed judgment or rested on an erroneous finding.

Meanwhile, as stated by Shapiro, at the stage of the substantive 
examination of the revision request, the second category occurs, which is the 
characteristic of an appeal by trial de novo. Here, the record of the trial court 
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is submitted in the appellate proceeding, but the parties are given a wide 
opportunity to advance new evidence, against which the appellate court will 
make an independent assessment. However, in the context of revision based 
on novum, the existence of new evidence is absolute, which often requires 
simultaneous assessment together with the old evidence. While in the context 
of revision based on a conflict of judgments, the existence of new evidence 
may not be very relevant.

In general, three principles regulate legal remedies in criminal cases. The 
following should apply to such arrangement:435 (i) the parties involved in the 
criminal proceedings –the defendant and the Public Prosecution Office – must 
have the possibility of bringing an incorrect decision for a new assessment, 
where there is room for new facts and arguments, which in turn would 
increase the chance of a correct and acceptable court decision; (ii) for the proper 
administration of criminal justice, it is crucial that there are procedures that 
promote consistent interpretation and application of the law and the proper 
conduct of criminal proceedings, in which context it is necessary, among other 
things, for an umbrella court to be able to rule; (iii) the status and authority of 
the criminal justice in society requires procedures that increase the chance of a 
correct judgment, which always offer the possibility of correcting an apparent 
inaccuracy.

With these three partly coherent principles, both ‘public interest’, as well 
as the ‘interest of the parties’ come into play, where it is essential for each of 
them to have a choice between ‘accepting’ or ‘opposing’. The interests of both 
parties to the proceeding cannot, however, be aligned. The defendant’s interest 
is much more personal, which is protected, especially in a special proceeding.436

Another point that can be raised in this context is the paradox that any 
further improvement of the defendant’s legal protection comes at the expense 
of the effectiveness of criminal justice.437 The improved regulation not only 
gives an innocent defendant a better coverage against possible injustice, but 
also gives a guilty defendant delay and the potential abuse.”438 De Hullu views 
that this problem may call for a certain degree of caution in opening up legal 
remedies, although the mere possibility or even established abuse should 
not automatically lead to the abolition or limitation of a well-founded legal 
remedy. The problem identified here, he asserts, must lead to attention being 
paid to provisions in the further elaboration of the regulation of remedies to 
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prevent and deal with abuse.439

De Hullu observes that there is one fundamental premise in designing the 
regulation for legal remedies, namely that legal remedies are only used to a 
very limited extent. De Hullu agrees that the frequent use of legal remedies 
would undoubtedly disrupt the criminal justice system.

In addition to the three principles mentioned earlier for the remedy 
arrangement, several conditions must, therefore, be met. First, the system 
must also be knowledgeable and aimed to handle the procedure within a short 
period. Second, it must be as consistent and straightforward as possible. Finally, 
the further legal regulation of legal remedies must keep an eye out for cost 
savings, minimizing the loss of time and combating abuse. These principles 
and conditions are based on an absolute presupposition about the practice 
of criminal justice, that the use of legal remedies must be so limited that the 
criminal justice system can handle it from a functional point of view.440

In Van Kempen’s words, as remedies may have adverse effects, some 
conditions will also have to be observed when an attempt is made to achieve 
the above three principles.441 Thus, the remedies system must be simple, 
consistent and not too expensive.442 Also, remedies must not delay the criminal 
proceeding and should be as few as possible for abuse to be susceptible.443 Based 
on these terms, a pyramid structure of the remedies system is required.444 This 
means that as the procedure progresses, the possibility decreases, particularly 
those of the prosecutor.445

439  Id.
440  Id. at 173.
441  Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 87.
442  Id.
443  Id.
444  Id.
445  Id.
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I. History of the regulation of revision in Indonesia

A. Colonial period

The criminal procedural law in the Dutch East Indies (Reglement op de 
Strafvordering or Indies Sv) was enacted in 1847.446 The Sv introduced the 
procedure for herziening. Meanwhile, the civil procedural law in the Dutch East 
Indies (Reglement op de Burgerlijke Rechstvordering or Indies Rv), which was 
enacted in 1849, introduced a comparable concept in the civil area, namely 
“request civiel”, or known as rekes sipil in Indonesian.447 Rekes sipil was defined 
as a “request to reiterate a case based on exceptional reasons”.448 However, both 
procedural laws were assigned only to the courts established for the Europeans 
group in the Indies (Raad van Justitie or RvJ), and not to the Landraad, which 
was the court set up for the indigenous people (inlander or bumiputera).

Herziening was only handled by the HGH,449 unlike rekes sipil, which must 
be submitted to the court whose decision was subject to the revocation. This 
might either be RvJ at the first level or the HGH at the appellate level.450

Indies Rv stated that a default judgment against which a legal remedy no 
longer applies could be withdrawn at the request of one of the parties based on 
the following grounds:
1.  if the judgment was made based on the opposing party’s fraud or deception 

in the proceeding, which became known only after the judgment;
2.  if the judgment granted compensation that were not claimed for;
3.  if the judgment exceeded the compensation that was claimed for;
4.  if there was an omission on judgment against any part of the claim;
5.  if against the same parties, based on the same reasons, and by the same 

judge, judgments made in the highest court were conflicting;
6.  if the judgment contained conflicting arrangements;
7.  Ii the judgment was made based on letters that were recognized or declared 

446 Sv was enacted through Staatsblad no. 57 of 1847 in conjunction with no. 40 of 1847. 
See also AdAmi CHAzAwi, LembAgA peninJAuAn KembALi (pK) perKArA pidAnA: penegAKAn HuKum dALAm 
penyimpAngAn prAKtiK & perAdiLAn sesAt 4 (Cet. 1 ed. 2010). Herziening in Indonesia had its 
provisions in title 18, Art. 356-360 Sv, which was in concordance with Wetboek van 
Strafvordering, Title 18, Art. 457-481. soedirJo, peninJAuAn KembALi dALAm perKArA pidAnA 
(Arti dAn mAKnA) 14 (I ed. 1986).

447 Rv was enacted through Staatsblad no. 52 of 1847 in conjunction with no. 63 of 1849. 
m. yAHyA HArAHAp, KeKuAsAAn mAHKAmAH Agung pemeriKsAAn KAsAsi dAn peninJAuAn KembALi 
perKArA perdAtA 331–333 (1 ed. 2008).

448 indonesiAn regLement op de reCHtsvordering, Art. 385. The rekes sipil in the RV was set forth 
in Book II of Title XI, Section 385-401, in accordance with Wetboek van Rechtsvordering 
(WVR), Book I, Title XI, Section 382-396. soedirJo, supra note 446 at 14.

449 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 15.
450 Id.
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to be false after the judgment; and
8.  if after the judgment, letters that were decisive but concealed by the 

opposing party were discovered.451

While according to the Indies Sv, a judgment convicting a defendant could 
be suspended and even annulled, including when the request for cassation 
against the conviction had been rejected by the high court, either at the request 
of the Attorney General (AG) or through a petition from the defendant, based 
on these three grounds:452

1. if two or more defendants in different (district or higher) court decisions 
had been convicted as perpetrators of the same crime or misdemeanor and 
those decisions could not be reconciled, and instead brought evidence of 
innocence for one of the defendants;

2. if, after the conviction of one of the defendants, one or more witnesses 
who had provided testimony against defendant were brought to court 
concerning false testimony in the relevant case and the statements that 
they had provided were evidence of a decisive nature for the conviction; 
or

3. if, after a conviction for manslaughter, documents were brought to the 
court, from which it was sufficiently apparent that the person whose 
presumed death led to the conviction, was still alive.

The three above specific grounds for revision, which fully resembled 
the provisions under 1838 Sv, were referred to as casuistic system.453 The 
casuistic system was criticized in The Netherlands, not only from a scientific 
perspective, but also from a social perspective, through which the Hogerhuis 
case played an important role afterwards.454 There were virtually no judicial 
decisions affected by the application of revision under the 1838 Sv.455 The 
opinion was that the scope for revision was too limited.456

Rules about revision, either in the sort of herziening for criminal cases or 
rekes sipil for civil cases, were absent in procedural laws governing the landraad 
and other lower courts for indigenous people, such as inlandse rechtbanken 

451 indies rv, supra note 448 at Art. 385.
452 regLement op de strAfvordering voor de rAden vAn Justitie op JAvA en Het Hoog-geregtsHof vAn 

nederLAndsCH-indie, Art. 356 (1847). See also p.A.f. LAmintAng, KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum 
ACArA pidAnA dengAn pembAHAsAn seCArA yuridis menurut yurisprudensi dAn iLmu pengetAHuAn 
HuKum pidAnA 542 (1984).

453 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 273.
454 Id.
455 Id. at 54.
456 Id. at 55.
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(Het Herziene Inlandsch Reglement or HIR,457 and Reglement tot Regeling van Het 
Rechtswezen in gewesten Buiten de Java en Madura or RBg).458 Only procedure for 
criminal and civil cases, which falls under the authority of the RvJ (currently 
the high court) was regulated in the Indies Sv and Indies Rv.459

However, the mechanism for rekes sipil had been implemented in landraad 
for the indigenous by referring to the Indies Rv, in as much as the HIR specified 
that whenever necessary, certain procedures other than those recognized in 
the HIR could be used in big cities such as Jakarta, Semarang, and Surabaya.460 
The HIR contained an exception that rules applicable to Europeans might be 
used if deemed beneficial to achieve a good administration of justice strictly 
in relation to matters that were not regulated in the HIR.461 Indigenous courts 
then used such opportunity to serve the interests of effective procedural 
law (process doelmatigheid), by instituting not only rekes sipil, but also other 
mechanisms that were absent in the HIR but prescribed in the Indies Rv, such 
as “guarantee” (vrijwaring), “merger” (voeging), and “mixing” (interventie).462 

Therefore, it might be said that the institution of revision, in the form 
of rekes sipil, was outlined in the jurisprudence.463 Subekti maintained that 
although the HIR did not contain rules regarding rekes sipil, the request for a 
legal remedy had long been accepted by the district courts by referring to the 
Indies Rv.464 Oemar Seno Adji pointed that the jurisprudence recognized the 
existence of rekes sipil in court, although it is not regulated in the applicable 
procedural law.465 

Prominent legal writers, like Soepomo, proposed several examples where 
rekes sipil was admitted by the Landraad, such as:466

1.  the decision of Landraad of Padang dated 29 April 1931, which was 
reinforced by the RvJ Padang. It involved a Mamak (head of heirs in 
Minangkabau, West Sumatera) who sold lands under an inheritance 
without consulting his people. The buyer filed a claim to the court 
demanding the handover of the land. The Mamak, being defendant, 

457 Enacted through Staatsblad no. 44 of 1941. Formerly known as Inlandsch Reglement (IR), 
Staatsblad no. 63 of 1849.

458 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 14. RBg was enacted through Staatsblad no. 227 of 1927.
459 Id. at 14.
460 retnowuLAn sutAntio & oerip oeripKArtAwinAtA, HuKum ACArA perdAtA dALAm teori dAn prAKteK 

193 (2009). See Herziene inLAndsCH regLement, Art. 393 (2).
461 HArAHAp, supra note 447 at 331–333.
462 sutAntio And oeripKArtAwinAtA, supra note 460 at 193.
463 oemAr seno AdJi, Herziening gAnti rugi, suAp, perKembAngAn deLiK 20 (2 ed. 1984).
464 Id. at 20.
465 Id.
466 Id.
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acknowledged the claim, and as a result, the court granted the claim. 
Against the judgment, the Mamak did not appeal until the decision of the 
Landraad obtained a permanent legal force. The Mamak was eventually 
dismissed from office and replaced by a new official due to fraud against 
his people. The new Mamak then requested the Landraad to re-examine 
the decision, which was admitted, with the consideration that the fraud 
gave sufficient ground for re-examination. The new Landraad’s judgment 
was then reinforced by the RvJ of Padang; and

2.  the admission of a rekes sipil by the Landraad of Purworejo, dated 4 
November 1937, which alleged that the final decision in question 
contained a striking error, as it declared that the defendant did not 
oppose, although the consideration of the case stated that the defendant 
expressed rejection against the plaintiff’s claim.

B. Post-independence

After the proclamation of Indonesian independence and with sovereignty 
restored, attention was directed to the formulation of laws governing the 
composition, power, and procedure for the Indonesian courts as mandated by 
the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia (Constitution).467 The first 
national legal framework for the Indonesian judicial system resulting from 
this process was Law 1/1950.468 While Law 1/1950 did not regulate revision, 
it provided that if matters concerning the courts’ operation were not regulated 
in the law, then the MA may regulate the matters.469 

The provision was intended as an interim approach to deal with the 
continued operation of the judicial system in the early years of Indonesia’s 
independence. However, it was then often used whenever the MA wanted 
to cover up the weakness of the judicial system and fill in a loophole in the 
procedural law. 

Shortly afterwards, the HIR and RBg were formalized as procedural laws 
of independent Indonesia through the enactment of Emergency Law no. 1 
of 1951 on Temporary Measures to Govern the Power and Procedure of the 
Civil Courts.470 This law stipulated that the composition, power, procedure 
and duties of the district courts and the prosecution offices established after 

467 Articles 113, 114 and 149 of the RIS Constitution. See soedirJo, supra note 446 at 15.
468 LAw no. 1 of 1950 on Composition, powers And proCedures of tHe supreme Court of repubLiC of 

indonesiA, (1950). This Law was promulgated on 6 May 1950.
469 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 15. See Art. 131 Law 1/1950.
470 LAw no. 1 of 1951 re. temporAry meAsures to govern tHe power And proCedures of CiviL Courts, 

(1951). This Law was passed on 13 January 1951.
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independence would be carried out with due regard to the existing rules that 
were applicable.471 

Consequently, legal mechanism of the Indies Rv was widely followed 
in practice by the virtue of the aforesaid principle of effectiveness (process 
doelmatigheid). One example was when the Surabaya District Court under 
Decision no. 21/1953 affirmed the needs of the society for rekes sipil, which 
was considered to be in line with the development of Indonesian procedural 
law.472 The Surabaya District Court used rekes sipil to annul a legally binding 
decision based on a finding of deception.473 Another example was the decision 
by the Jakarta District Court in January 1957, which argued that rekes sipil was 
required.474

Meanwhile, the Medan High Court, in the Decision no. 3375/1952, neither 
explicitly rejected nor accepted the use of rekes sipil based on the principle of 
effectiveness.475 Rather, the court opened the possibility to achieve a similar 
result by stating that any judicial decision, even a final one, might be cancelled 
based on the discovery of exceptional matters that were not known by the 
judges at the time of the trial and which would make it unfair if the absolute 
power of the decision is upheld.476 

Although the post-independence jurisprudence recognized that the HIR 
and RBg did not contain provisions concerning rekes sipil, at the same time, it 
recognized the importance of rekes sipil in the practice of law.477 There was no 
fundamental objection to the use of the procedure, even if it was effectively 
used as a guideline.478 

Contrary to rekes sipil, herziening was non-existent even after 
independence, as rules in the Indies Sv had never been referred to in practice, 
despite the recommendation by several legal writers like Oemar Seno Adji, that 
the practice of herziening should also be justified under the law of jurisprudence 

471 Id. Art. 5(1).
472 HArAHAp, supra note 447 at 331–333.
473 Id. at 331–333. The case involved a defendant who filed for divorce from his wife (who 

was the plaintiff in the rekes sipil) by telling the court that the domicile of his wife was 
unknown. Based on this proposition, the court made a public summon through the local 
authorities, and based on this process, divorce was granted. In the rekes sipil, the plaintiff 
proved that the defendant had actually known her domicile at the time of the divorce 
filing and thus that the granting of the divorce was based on fraud. Hence, there was 
enough reason for the court to uphold the claim in rekes sipil and annul the judgment in 
question.

474 AdJi, supra note 463 at 23.
475 HArAHAp, supra note 447 at 331–333.
476 AdJi, supra note 463 at 22.
477 Id.
478 Id. at 23.
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by using the Indies Sv as guidance.479 An explanation behind this situation 
was unknown.480

C. Old order 

The Indonesian government enacted Law 19/1964 as the first national 
law that recognized the need for revision of court decisions. This law laid out 
that court decisions were made by judges who are human and not infallible 
from mistakes and omissions.481 With the introduction of revision, the court 
was expected to deliver justice.482

Further, this law stated that a court decision that had obtained a permanent 
legal force might be subject to revision only if they concerned matters and 
circumstances that were determined by the law.483 It further elucidated that 
revision was a special legal remedy, which could only be requested after other 
legal remedies had been exhausted or used unsuccessfully.484 This law even 
began identifying the main ground for revision, namely nova, i.e. a fact or new 
circumstance that was not known or considered at the time of the trial.485

Subsequently, the Indonesian government enacted Law no. 13 of 1965 on 
Court of Justice in General Jurisdiction and Supreme Court (Law 13/1965),486 
which again referred to the concept of revision. This law stipulated that a 
decision by a district court that had obtained a permanent legal force might 
be subject to revision to the MA if it fulfilled the conditions prescribed by the 
law.487 Law 13/1965 also provided that the MA would hear and decide revision 
requests from different jurisdictions in accordance with the provisions of the 
law.488

Law 13/1965 also provided some guidance for subsequent regulations in 

479 Id.
480 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 19.
481 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 General Elucidation.
482 Id. General Elucidation.
483 Id. Art. 15.
484 Id. Elucidation of Art. 15.
485 Id. However, whether intentionally or not, the revision mechanism in Law 19/1964 

by the elucidation of Art. 15 was compared only with herziening, not with rekes sipil. It 
was unclear whether revision under this Law was only for the purposes of a criminal 
procedure or whether it also applied to civil law decisions.

486 LAw 13/1965, supra note 9. Passed on 6 July 1965.
487 Id. Art. 31. It is worth highlighting that the design of revision in Law 13/1965 was to 

correct the decision of a court of first instance (trial court) that has a permanent legal 
force, not against all legally binding court decisions. No clear explanation from the 
existing documents on why revision was only directed at correcting the decisions of the 
district courts.

488 Id. Art. 52.
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relation to the concept of revision.489 It provided some conditions for revision, 
such as: (i) that a revision request could be filed to the MA against all district 
court’s decisions other than acquittal and dismissal decisions in criminal 
cases; (ii) that revision can only be used when all ordinary legal remedies have 
been exhausted; and (iii) that revision can only be requested if a novum or new 
circumstances have surfaced.490

D. New order

Although Law 19/1964 and Law 13/1965 only contained a limited 
number of norms regarding revision, these norms impacted legal practice. 
By referring to these laws, parties in a civil case filed many revision requests 
directly to the MA or through the district courts despite having obtained a 
legally enforceable decision. For that reason, CJ Suryadi subsequently issued 
MA Circular no. 6 of 1967 on Request-Civiel (SEMA 6/1967), which directed 
the courts to declare a revision request submitted to the MA as “inadmissible”, 
or to state “no authority” to requests lodged at the district courts.491

The MA implied that since the law that would determine the circumstances 
and conditions of revision had not been issued, neither district courts nor 
the high courts were allowed to accept revision requests. SEMA 6/1967 also 
prevented the use of civil revision for parties to escape from the obligation 
of implementing a final decision by encouraging the courts to establish that 
rekes sipil was an extraordinary legal remedy, which would not suspend the 
enforcement of a legally binding decision.

Perma 1/1969

The succeeding CJ, R. Subekti, issued MA Regulation no. 1 of 1969 on 
Revocation of the Supreme Court Circular no. 6 of 1967 (Perma 1/1969) which 
revoked SEMA 6/1967 and added the revision mechanism to the procedural 
law of the MA.492 Chronic errors in the lower courts pushed the MA to lobby for 
the possibility to introduce revision procedures.493 The absence of mandated 
rules for almost four years after the enactment of Law 13/1965, combined 
with the high number of revision requests, forced the MA, being the highest 

489 Id. General Elucidation. Again, Law 13/1965, similar to Law 19/1964, paired revision 
with herziening, not with rekes sipil.

490 Id. General Elucidation. 
491 mA CirCuLAr no. 6 of 1967 on request CivieL, (1967). Issued on 28 September 1967. See 

soedirJo, supra note 446 at 16.
492 permA 1/1969, supra note 10. Issued on 19 July 1969. The Law 13/1965, the Law 19/1964, 

and the Law 1/1950 (particularly Art. 131), became the legal basis of the Perma.
493  sebAstiAAn pompe, runtuHnyA institusi mAHKAmAH Agung 349 (2012).
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state judicial body, to accommodate the problem by issuing Perma 1/1969 to 
regulate procedures for revision in civil and criminal cases, which resembled 
the procedures for rekes sipil and herziening.494 The MA feared that failure to 
address this situation would cause grievances and create a sense of injustice 
in society.495

Perma 1/1969 allowed the MA to reopen legally binding decisions, 
including the MA’s own cassation decisions. It laid out various grounds for the 
revision of a legally binding civil judgment, which are as follows:
1.  if the decision clearly showed the judge’s mistake or egregious error;
2.  if a compensation that was not demanded had been granted or the 

compensation granted was more than the one demanded;
3.  if any parts of the demand had not been concluded without considering 

the causes;
4.  if the same parties on the same matter and on the same basis by the 

same courts or by courts at the same level had received contradictory 
judgments;

5.  if the decision contained contradicting provisions;
6.  if the decision was based on the opposing party’s lies or deceptions that 

became known after the case was decided or based on a witness’ testimony 
or letters that was subsequently declared to be false by a criminal judge; 
or

7.  if letters of evidence that were decisive were found after the case was 
decided, provided that such letters could not be found at the time of the 
trial.496

Perma 1/1969 also outlined grounds for revision of a legally binding 
criminal judgment other than acquittal and dismissal, which are as follows:
1.  if the decision clearly showed the judge’s mistake or egregious error;
2.  if the decision deemed certain facts as having been proven, but these facts 

were contradictory to one another;
3.  if there were new circumstances, which instigated a deep consideration 

that if the circumstances had been known at the time of the trial, the 
decision that would have been made would acquit all of the charges on 
the grounds that the alleged action did not constitute a criminal offence, 
the prosecutor was not permitted to file the case to the court, or impose a 
lighter sentence; and

494  soedirJo, supra note 446 at 16.
495  CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 5.
496  permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 1.
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4.  if the decision contained an act that was allegedly declared as proven 
without the provision that the proven statement was followed by a 
criminal sentence.497

The Perma stated that the above grounds for revision both against civil 
and criminal judgments were mandatory. If none of the grounds were met, 
the MA would refuse the revision request.498 Perma 19/1969 also confirmed 
the condition that a revision request neither suspends nor impedes the 
enforcement of the judgment in question, and that it could only be made 
once.499

With respect to the right to file a revision request, Perma 19/1969 
specified that a revision request against a civil judgment could be filed by: (i) 
the litigating parties; or (ii) their heirs; or (iii) a person who was specifically 
granted the power of attorney to do so.500 Meanwhile, a revision request 
against a criminal judgment could be filed by: (i) the convicted defendant; (ii) 
the competent authorities; or (iii) the AG.501

Perma 1/1969 also established that the maximum period for filing a 
revision request against a civil judgment is three months for courts in Java 
and Madura or six months for courts outside of Java and Madura as of the 
date of discovery of the grounds. After the respective three and six months, 
the decision would become final and not subject to revision.502 Perma 1/1969 
does not set a maximum period to submit a revision request against a criminal 
judgment.503

As to the procedure, Perma 1/1969 stated that a revision request for both 
civil and criminal judgments must be submitted in writing to the registrar of 
the court that decided the judgment in question by clearly stating the grounds 
relied upon.504 In case the defendant could not provide a written submission, a 
verbal request could be read out before the Chief Judge of the district court, who 
would then make notes.505 Thereafter, within one month for a civil revision, 
or as soon as possible for a criminal revision, the Chief Judge must send such 
notes to the CJ of the MA, along with the dossiers of the original case and the 

497 Id. Art. 3. 
498 Id. Art. 5.
499 Id. Art. 7.
500 Id. Art. 2.
501 Id. Art. 4.
502 Id. Art. 2.
503 Id. Art. 4(2).
504 Id. Art. 2(4) & 4(3).
505 Id. Art. 2(5) & 4(4).
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opinion.506 Perma 1/1969 further stipulated that a revision against a criminal 
judgment would only be decided by the MA after hearing the opinion of the 
AG.507

Unlike Law 13/1965, which only allowed a revision against a legally 
binding judgment of a district court, Perma 1/1969 allowed a revision request 
against the final decision of a district court, high court, or the MA itself. 
Moreover, Perma 1/1969 regulated the impact of the revision request towards 
the status of the judgment. If the MA would grant the revision request against 
a judgment of the district court or high court (trier of fact), then it would 
overturn the judgment and order the ruling court to reexamine the case.508 
Conversely, if the judgment in question originated from the MA, then it would 
be annulled and the MA would either render a new ruling or correct the old 
ruling.509

Only three months later, CJ Subekti suspended the implementation of 
Perma 1/1969 through MA Circular no. 18 of 1969 on Postponement of the 
Implementation of Supreme Court Regulation no. 1 of 1969 due to Certain 
Reasons (SEMA 18/1969).510 Approximately 100 revision requests queuing 
at the MA were disregarded.511 The suspension was made following protests 
raised by many members of Parliament who viewed that the regulation of the 
revision mechanism through a Perma constituted a takeover of legislative 
power by the judiciary.512 The Parliament, which was captured by the New 
Order’s spirit of the rule of law, considered that the MA was sitting in the 
legislative seat, despite acknowledging MA’s good faith in wanting to meet the 
demand of justice seekers.513 Moreover, members of the parliament regarded 
the issue of revision to be too important to be handled solely by the MA.514 

When the parliament seriously questioned Subekti about his policy, 
he asserted that judge’s mistakes in the lower courts were too frequent. 
Subsequently, once the channels for appeal have been exhausted, the injustice 
inflicted by such mistakes could no longer be resolved.515

506 Id. Art. 2(6) & 4(5).
507 Id. Art. 4(6).
508 Id. Art. 6(1).
509 Id. Art. 6(2).
510 mA CirCuLAr no. 18 of 1969 on postponement of tHe impLementAtion of mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 

1969 due to CertAin reAsons, (1969). Issued on 23 October 1969.
511 pompe, supra note 493 at 350.
512 Kompas, 22 October 1980.
513 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 16.
514 pompe, supra note 493 at 349.
515 However, when a member of the parliament asked how many cases had arisen up to that 

point, Subekti’s answer did not appease the parliament, as it only concerned three flawed 
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A year after SEMA 18/1969, rules regarding revision re-emerged in Law 
no. 14 of 1970 on Basic Provisions of Judicial Power (Law 14/1970),516 which 
replaced Law 19/1964. Although this new law still contained a promise 
that revision would be regulated by the law,517 it restated that the law would 
determine the circumstances where a revision request could be filed to the 
MA against a judgment that had obtained a permanent legal force in civil and 
criminal cases.518 Virtually no new norms regarding revision were introduced 
by Law 14/1970, except for the use of the term “parties concerned”, which was 
later referred to by the Attorney General’s Office (AGO) as one of the legal basis 
for prosecutors to file a revision request. 

The next development was the formal revocation of Perma 1/1969 and 
SEMA 18/1969 by CJ Subekti through MA Regulation no. 1 of 1971 (Perma 
1/1971).519 The main consideration was that regulating revision through 
a Perma was a mistake, which conflicted with Law 14/1970 that mandated 
revision to be regulated in a specific law.520 In addition, the MA wanted to 
prevent doubts from emerging with regard the effective application of rekes 
sipil, being the revision mechanism against a civil judgment by the district 
courts.521 The MA wanted to show more support for rekes sipil. Furthermore, 
the MA had received confirmation that the bill on revision was under 
parliamentary deliberation.522

Perma 1/1971 was a shift back in that it directed the applicant of a 
revision request to apply for a rekes sipil claim based on the Indies Rv.523 For a 
revision request against a criminal judgment, the MA encouraged the courts to 
discontinue their processing, as there was no underlying legislation.524

The reimplementation of rekes sipil lasted for almost six years, until the 

decisions in 1970, but this was then presented by the MA as an important issue. See Id. 
at 349.

516 LAw no. 14 of 1970 on bAsiC provisions of JudiCiAL power, (1970). Promulgated on 17 
December 1970.

517 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 16.
518 LAw 14/1970, supra note 516 Art. 21.
519 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1971, (1971). Issued on 30 November 1971.
520 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 5.
521 permA 1/1971, supra note 519.
522 Id. There was hope that the new MA Law, as a follow up of Law 14/1970, where everything 

about the implementation of revision was to be stipulated, would come out soon, given 
that a Bill on this matter had been submitted to the House. See dJoKo prAKoso, upAyA HuKum 
yAng diAtur di dALAm KuHAp 178 (I ed. 1987).

523 permA 1/1971, supra note 519.
524 Id. Again, a question reappeared on why revision against criminal decisions could not be 

conducted by referral to the Indies Sv as revision against civil judgments was conducted 
by referral to the Indies RV. See also soedirJo, supra note 446 at 17.
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new CJ, Oemar Seno Adji published Regulation no. 1 of 1976 on Revocation 
of the Supreme Court Regulation no. 1 of 1971 (Perma 1/1976),525 which 
completely revoked all of the regulations and guidances issued by the MA 
related to revision based on the consideration that revision still had not been 
legislated.526 Even the rekes sipil was no longer known in the procedural law.527 
As such, a revision against a civil or criminal judgment that had obtained a 
permanent legal force was no longer possible.528 

The legal vacuum on revision created new problems considering that 
Law 14/1970 stated that the judges were not allowed to refuse to examine 
and adjudicate cases by reasoning that the law was unclear or less than 
clear.529 Judges were even required to create laws through their decisions 
(jurisprudence).530 Thus, between 1971 and 1976, it was clear that revision 
cases were still experiencing numerous challenges.531 Similarly, from 1976 
onwards, policy makers underestimated the importance of revision.532

As complaints of judicial mistake in the lower courts continued to surface, 
a case of a miscarriage of justice decided in 1980 in the Bekasi District Court 
triggered renewed attention for revision.533 In 1974, a robbery resulted in the 
murder of a shop owner, Sulaiman, and his wife, in the village of Bojongsari, 
Bekasi, West Java. Before passing away, Sulaiman whispered Sengkon’s name 
to the witness who rushed him to the hospital.534 Sengkon’s sandals were also 
found in the yard.535 In addition, Sengkon was already known as a notorious 
rogue in the area, where he usually operated with his partner, Karta.536 

The police arrested Karta and Sengkon and named them as suspects. In 
December 1977, Sengkon and Karta was sentenced to 12 and 7 years in prison, 

525 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1976 re. revoCAtion of supreme Court reguLAtion no. 1 of 1971, (1976). 
Issued on 31 July 1976.

526 Id. Art. 1. This resulted in a situation where the revision mechanism in Indonesia became 
totally in vacuum. No more revision institution in Indonesia.

527 R.H. Siregar, Kebebasan Kekuasaan Kehakiman dan Lembaga “Peninjauan Kembali,” sinAr 
HArApAn, November 5, 1980.

528 Id.
529 Andi HAmzAH & irdAn dAHLAn, upAyA HuKum dALAm perKArA pidAnA 124 (1987). See Art. 14 

Law 14/1970.
530 Id. at 124. See Art. 27(1) Law 14/1970.
531 pompe, supra note 493 at 350.
532 Id. at 350.
533 PA, Sengkon & Karta, III eKsponen, 1980. Marjanne Thermorshuizen said that the case 

caused the same great stir in Indonesia as the “Hogerhuizen” case in the Netherlands at 
the end of the nineteenth century. See Termorshuizen-Arts, supra note 20 at 352.

534 pompe, supra note 493 at 350.
535 Id.
536 Id.
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respectively. Sengkon appealed, but in vain, while Karta decided not to appeal, 
until the judgment became final and binding.537 

A few years later, Sengkon and Karta met Gunel, Sengkon’s cousin who 
was in jail for theft.538 To both of them, Gunel admitted that he was the one 
who killed Sulaiman in 1974.539 The confession was then reported to the police, 
which resulted in Gunel being brought before the Bekasi District Court, which 
found him guilty for the murder of Sulaiman and his wife in October 1980 and 
sentenced him to 12 years in prison.540

In November 1980, the MA and the House of Representatives held a 
working meeting to discuss, among others, the confusion revolving around 
cases of miscarriage of justice and revision as a possible solution. The CJ 
appealed to the government to consider enacting a Government Regulation 
in Lieu of Law (Peraturan Pemerintah Pengganti Undang-Undang or Perppu) to 
resolve cases such as the one involving Sengkon and Karta.541 However, from a 
formal perspective, a Perppu could only be issued if the government considered 
the situation to be extremely critical and an emergency. This is in line with the 
Constitution, which states that: “In the case of compelling crisis, the President 
has the right to stipulate a Government Regulation in Lieu of Law”.542

The question was whether the Sengkon-Karta case had created a 
“compelling crisis” to warrant the issuance of a Perppu.543 It was then 
considered that the situation was not sufficiently critical for the President to 
use emergency right.544 Presumably, the government also argued the same, so 
that the CJ’s appeal failed to get a response.545

Then, the Law Commission of the House of Representatives appealed 
instead to the MA to issue a regulation pending a legislation on revision in 
the field of civil and criminal procedures. The MA agreed, but regarded that 
Parliament’s approval was crucial to manage the potential opposition to the 
enactment of the Perma, which was what happened after the issuance of 
Perma 1/1969.546

537 Id.
538 Id.
539 Id.
540 Id.
541 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 17.
542 HAdAri dJenAwi tAHir, bAb tentAng Herziening di dALAm KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum ACArA 

pidAnA 12 (1982). See Art. 22(1) of the Constitution.
543 Id. at 12.
544 Id.
545 Id.
546 S-15/BS, Tanggapan-tanggapan Sekitar Lembaga “Peninjauan Kembali”: Keadilan Lebih 

Penting dari Sekedar Formalitas, sinAr HArApAn, December 3, 1980.
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The Civil and Criminal Division of the MA then prepared a draft regulation, 
which was subsequently discussed in a small committee. The draft was 
brought to the plenary meeting of the MA under the leadership of CJ Oemar 
Seno Adji, who approved it and issued a new Perma.547

Perma 1/1980

MA Regulation no. 1 of 1980 on Revision of a Final Judgment (Perma 
1/1980)548 was issued as a temporary measure whose main objective was to 
deal with the miscarriage of justice against Sengkon and Karta, who were 
eventually proven innocent.549 It was intended solely to restore justice and the 
rights of the convicted defendants, who had been wrongfully deprived of their 
freedom by the state.550

The most obvious difference between Perma 1/1980 and Perma 1/1969 
was that judge’s mistake or egregious error no longer constituted a ground for 
revision against either a criminal or civil judgment.

Other norms that distinguished Perma 1/1980 from Perma 1/1969 were 
as follows:
1.  there was no distinction between a final and binding judgment by the 

district court, high court, or the MA;551

2.  there was additional provision for parties to return compensation 
resulting from the enforcement of a judgment if such judgment is 
quashed;552

3.  a party can submit their revision request either directly to the MA or 
through the district court;553

4.  there was no distinction between courts within and outside Java and 
Madura and all courts were tied to the same timeframe for filing of a 
revision request, namely a maximum of six months after a civil judgment 
could no longer be challenged through appeal or cassation,554 or a 
maximum of six months as of the discovery of a forgery, lie, deception or 

547 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 17.
548 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1980 on revision towArds finAL Judgment, (1980). This was passed on 

1 December 1980.
549 BS, Ada Harapan Vonnis Sengkon & Karta Ditinjau: MA Tetapkan Lembaga “Peninjauan 

Kembali,” sinAr HArApAn, December 2, 1980. 
550 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 6.
551 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 6.
552 Id. Art. 6.
553 Id. Art. 2.
554 Id. Art. 3.
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any other matter and new evidence, as evidenced in writing;555

5.  the principle that a revision could only be requested once556 was stipulated 
as the norm of a revision against a civil decision in Perma 1/1980, while 
the same principle was set as a general rule in Perma 1/1969; and

6.  the principle that revision did not suspend nor impede the enforcement 
of a judgment in question557 was stipulated only as a norm of a revision 
against a civil judgment in Perma 1/1980, while the same principle was 
made as a general norm in Perma 1/1969.

Following Perma 1/1980, the Sengkon and Karta’s case was ordered for 
a retrial, where they both were acquitted, while Gunel was punished in a 
separate trial.558 Regardless of its factual truth, which raised its own debate, 
the case had an important influence on the practice of law by reviving the use 
of revision.559 Afterwards, a number of cases similar to the Sengkon and Karta 
case were brought to court.560

However, there were also criticisms of Perma 1/1980. The first criticism was, 
again, directed at the law-making aspect, which the MA was said to practically 
take on with the Perma and this was considered as unconstitutional and a 
violation of the principle of “separation of powers”.561 If considered in respect 
to the Decree of the People’s Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan 
Rakyat or MPR), who at the time was the highest state institution responsible 
to regulate the order of the laws and regulations of the Republic of Indonesia, it 
was obvious that the Perma was not included in that order as an implementing 
regulation of the provisions of a higher legislation.562

The second criticism concerned the exclusion of judge’s mistake or 
egregious error from the grounds for revision against a civil or criminal 
decision.563 

The third and final point of criticism was raised by the fomer CJ Surjadi, 
who questioned the process to issue Perma 1/1980, which was solely signed 
by CJ Adji, unlike previous Perma that were issued under the order of a panel 

555 Id. Art. 5.
556 Id. Art. 8.
557 Id. Art. 7.
558 pompe, supra note 493 at 350.
559 Id. at 351.
560 Id.
561 tAHir, supra note 542 at 19.
562 Id. at 19. See MPR Decree no. XX/1966. See also MPR Decree no. III/1978.
563 K. wAntJiK sALeH, peninJAuAn KembALi putusAn yAng teLAH memperoLeH KeKuAtAn HuKum yAng 

tetAp 19 (1st ed. 1980).
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of MA judges and signed by both the CJ and the Registrar.564

Despite criticisms from the legal community, in practice, Perma 1/1980 
was frequently used by justice seekers, both in applying for herziening and 
rekes sipil. In 1981 alone, the number of applications had reached as many as 
280 cases.565

At the same time as the promulgation of Perma 1/1980, CJ Oemar Seno 
Adji also issued MA Circular no. 7 of 1980 on Supreme Court Regulation no. 1 of 
1980 on Revision against a Final Judgment (SEMA 7/1980), which mostly just 
emphasized the norms of Perma 1/1980.566 No new norm was instituted by 
SEMA 7/1980, except that the prohibition of multiple revisions was reinforced 
to also include revisions in a criminal case.567

The enactment of the KUHAP

Having been anticipated for years, KUHAP was finally issued. KUHAP 
elaborated and significantly amended the provisions for revision from Perma 
1/1980. The most noticeable difference was found in the grounds for revision. 
The comparative table below shows that judge’s mistake or egregious error 
was reinstalled by the KUHAP as a ground for revision. 

Table 1: Grounds for criminal revision (Perma 1/1980 vs. KUHAP)

Perma 1/1980 The KUHAP

If there are circumstances that are deemed 
to be proven in different judgments, but 
evidently, they contradict each other.

If there are statements in various judgments 
stating that a matter has been proven, but 
the ground or circumstance that forms the 
basis and reason for the judgment that is 
declared to have been proven is evidently 
mutually contradictory.

If there is a situation that gives rise to a 
strong suspicion that if it had been known 
at the time of the trial, the judgment would 
be an acquittal of the defendant, a dismissal 
of the charges on the basis that the alleged 
act could not be convicted, a dismissal 
of the prosecution over the case, or the 
determination of a lighter criminal sentence.

If a new circumstance is found, which gives 
rise to a strong presumption that if it had 
been known during the trial, the outcome 
would be an acquittal or dismissal of all 
charges, refusal of the prosecutor’s charges, 
or a less severe criminal sentence.

564 Id. at 19. Saleh said that Perma 1/1980 was the tenth Perma established by the MA since 
independence. 

565 riduAn syAHrAni, beberApA HAL tentAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA 155 (1983). See Sinar Harapan, 
22 December 1982.

566 mA CirCuLAr no. 7 of 1980 on mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1980 on revision towArds finAL Judgment, 
(1980). Issued on 1 December 1980.

567 Id. This SEMA could serve as evidence on the problems with the capacity of the MA 
in making regulations. How could a regulation be amended only few months after is 
enactment, and in the form of addendum?
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Perma 1/1980 The KUHAP

On the basis of the same grounds the 
Supreme Court could review a criminal 
judgment that declared an alleged act as 
proven, but without the provision that the 
proved statement was to be followed by a 
criminal sentence.

–

–
If a judgment clearly shows a mistake by the 
judge or an egregious error.

The other notable differences are as follows:
1.  Unlike Perma 1/1980 and Perma 1/1969, the KUHAP does not clearly 

list a proven statement without a sentence (that is, a criminal judgment 
that declared an alleged act as proven, but was not followed by a criminal 
sentence) as a ground for revision. Article 263(3) KUHAP did accommodate 
the ground for revision, but not in equal status to the other three main 
grounds.

2. The AG can no longer apply for a revision. 
3.  A revision request can only be filed through the district court that decided 

the relevant judgment. The KUHAP no longer allows a revision to be 
directly filed to the MA.

4.  The KUHAP reinforces the condition that a revision request does not 
suspend the enforcement of the relevant judgment and that a revision 
request can only be submitted once.

5.  The KUHAP clearly states that there was no time limit to file a revision 
request against a criminal judgment. This was not explicitly stated in 
Perma 1/1980.

Following the implementation of the KUHAP, the succeeding CJ, Mudjono, 
published MA Regulation no. 1 of 1982 on Refinement of the Supreme Court 
Regulation no. 1 of 1980 (Perma 1/1982).568 The MA removed the provisions 
on criminal revision as they had been regulated in the KUHAP and moved the 
remaining provisions on civil revision into the new Perma.569 In addition, the 
MA also improved some of the mechanism of the revision of a civil judgment.

Perma 1/1982 replaced the term rekes sipil with the term revision 
(PK).570 It also provided that a revision request can be withdrawn prior to 
the judgment, but such withdrawal will prohibit the party from re-filing the 

568 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 1982 on refinement of supreme Court reguLAtion no. 1 of 1980, (1982). 
Enacted on 11 March l982.

569 Id.
570 mA reguLAtion no. 1 of 2014 re. eLeCtroniC doCument for petition of CAssAtion And revision, 

Art. 1 (2014).
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revision request.571 On statutory limitation, Perma 1/1982 contained more 
detailed clauses, each of which was associated with the different grounds for 
revision.572 The procedures for the revision of a civil judgment were detailed in 
Perma 1/1982, which stated that a revision request could only be filed through 
the relevant district court by paying the court fee.573

Law no. 14 of 1985 on Supreme Court (Law 14/1985)574, which was 
passed on 30 December 1985, superseded Perma 1/1982. This law prescribed 
the revision mechanism for civil cases in a more focused and complete manner 
to complement the revision of criminal cases under the KUHAP.575

Law 14/1985 abolished “contradicting provisions in one decision” from 
the grounds for revision and replaced it with “judge’s mistake or egregious 
error”. There were no significant changes other than the reaffirmation of 
the principles that had been established previously and a more detailed 
procedure. Moreover, Law 14/1985 determined that its provisions on revision 
are applicable not only to civil cases in courts of general jurisdiction, but also 
to cases in religious and administrative courts.

The introduction of Law 14/1985 was followed by the enactment 
of various laws related to the judicial system, among others, Law no. 2 of 
1986 on Courts of General Jurisdiction (Law 2/1986), Law no. 5 of 1986 on 
Administrative Court (Law 5/1986), and Law no. 7 of 1989 on Religious Court 
(Law 7/1989). No changes were brought by those laws to the legal regime of 
revision.

The comprehensive regulation for revision under both the KUHAP and 
Law 14/1985 did not mean that everything was now in order and streamlined. 
There was still plenty of problems in the field and many of them demanded 
MA’s intervention for their resolution.

In 1988, CJ Ali Said had to issue MA Circular no. 6 of 1988 on Lawyers 
who Represent in Absentia Defendant (SEMA 6/1988)576 to deal with a large 
number of defendants who had been convicted in criminal cases who, despite 
proper summon, failed to appear in court and yet granted a power of attorney 
to their defense counsels to represent them. The MA regarded the action as a 
deliberate strategy by these defendants to keep advancing their interest, while 
at the same time impeding the examination of the case and execution of the 

571 permA 1/1982, supra note 568 Art. 7.
572 permA 1/2014, supra note 570 Art. 8.
573 Id. Art. 9.
574 LAw 14/1985, supra note 12.
575 sutAntio And oeripKArtAwinAtA, supra note 460 at 196.
576 mA CirCuLAr no. 6 of 1988 on LAwyer representing in AbsentiA defendAnt, (1988). Issued on 

10 December 1988.
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court’s decision. Through SEMA 6/1988, the CJ asked all courts to refuse the 
involvement of defense counsels, without any exception.

Various provisions on revision under the KUHAP were replicated in 
Law no. 31 of 1997 on Military Court (Law 31/1997),577 although this law 
also brought about substantial change to some norms from the KUHAP. For 
instance, Law 31/1997 stipulated that the oditur (military prosecutor) could 
file a revision request with regard to a proven statement without a sentence. 
This was somewhat like a correction to the norm of Article 263(3) KUHAP 
that contained a similar provision but hiding the subject. This provision was 
supplemented with the definition of legal remedy in Law 31/1997, which 
included “the right of the oditur to file a revision request against a court’s 
decision that had obtained permanent legal force,” which is different from and 
further asserted to be a correction of the KUHAP.578 

E. Reform order

The experience of the judicial system under the reform era was marked by 
the introduction of Law no. 35 of 1999 on Basic Provisions of Judicial Power, 
which mandated the unification of the judicial power’s authority (penyatuan 
atap). Previously, the organizational, administrative, and financial affairs 
of judicial institutions were managed by the Ministry of Justice. Following 
the unification of authority, those affairs fell under the authority of the MA. 
However, this law did not affect the regime of revision in Indonesia.

The first legislative intervention in the reform era related to revision was 
Law no. 14 of 2002 on Tax Court (Law 14/2002).579 This law provided that 
the decision of the Tax Court is final and has a permanent legal force, but the 
parties to the dispute may file a revision against such decision to the MA.580 
Further, this law stated that the applicable procedure for the examination 
of the revision request is as stipulated in Law 14/1985, except regarding 
matters that are specifically governed by it,581 which included the grounds for 
revision.582 

Revision in tax cases is interesting to observe. Law 14/2002 was intended 
to rule the finality of the Tax Court’s decision by stating it as legally binding. 

577 LAw 31/1997, supra note 14 Art. 248(3).
578 Id. Art. 1(41). Compare with KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 1(12).
579 LAw (uu) no. 14 of 2002 re. tAx Court, (2002). Enacted on 12 April 2002.
580 Id. Art. 77. In the end, this is the provision that mostly influenced the swift of revision 

cases submitted to the MA up until now.
581 Id. Art. 90.
582 Id. Art. 91.
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Therefore, Law 14/2002 closes the appeal channel for the decision. Moreover, 
the Tax Court’s decisions only revolve around shortcoming and overpayment, 
which are formal and purely administrative.

However, to ensure that the taxpayers have the right to appeal, the 
Indonesian Tax Law allows a revision request to be filed against the Tax Court’s 
decision. Revision is stated as an extraordinary remedy, provided to reduce 
vertical re-examination of a tax decision. However, when revision became the 
only channel for an objection against the Tax Court’s decision, its extraordinary 
nature was diminished. For years, revision requests against the Tax Court’s 
decisions dominated the number of revision requests in the MA, and in 2017 
alone, there were 2,187 revisions requests against tax decisions.583

After the enactment of Law 14/2002, which gave a new dimension 
to revision, the MA did not issue any policy for revision in the early days 
of the reform era, especially under the leadership of CJ Bagir Manan. It was 
understandable because in those days, the MA was focused on organizational 
issues, notably the unification of authority under the mandate of Law 35/1999. 
Therefore, there were not that many policies on technical issues that could be 
taken, including on revision.

The new policy related to revision appeared instead at the level of 
legislation, namely with the enactment of Law no. 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy 
and Suspension of the Obligation for Payment of Debt (Law 37/2004).584 The 
provisions on the Commercial Court in Articles 295 to 298 also contain detailed 
provisions on the procedures for revision, including limitations and wording 
on the grounds for revision that differs from the wording in Law 14/1985. 
Article 295 Law 37/2004 recognizes novum and judge’s mistake and egregious 
error as the only two grounds for revision against bankruptcy cases.

A new policy was made after the appointment of a new CJ, Harifin A. 
Tumpa. As a result of its monitoring measures, the MA found that in practice, 
there were still revision requests that were filed repeatedly against similar 
cases. This situation forced CJ Tumpa to make another regulatory intervention 
for the sake of legal certainty and preventing a backlog of revision requests 
through MA Circular no. 10 of 2009 on Revision Request (SEMA 10/2009).585 

The MA contended that a revision request that was filed more than once 
against similar judgments, either in civil or criminal cases, is against the law.586 

583 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, LAporAn tAHunAn mAHKAmAH Agung ri 2017 34 (2018).
584 LAw no. 37 of 2004 on bAnKruptCy And suspension of obLigAtion for pAyment of debts, (2004). 

Enacted on 18 October 2004.
585 semA 10/2009, supra note 16. Issued on 12 June 2009.
586 Id.
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Therefore, the MA encouraged each chief judge of the district courts to issue 
stipulations stating that repeated requests would not be admitted and to cease 
sending the case files to the MA.587 

However, despite the clear prohibition on multiple filing of revision 
requests under various laws, the MA inserted an exception in the same 
circular. According to the MA, if there are two or more revision judgments 
against the same civil or criminal case that are conflicting to one another, the 
parties concerned can still file a second revision request against one of the 
judgments.588

The MA under Tumpa’s leadership then developed another fundamental 
policy, namely the implementation of the chamber system through the CJ 
Decree no. 142/KMA/SK/IX/2011 of 2011 on Guidance for the Implementation 
of the Chamber System at the Supreme Court.589 The chamber system grouped 
the judges at the MA into criminal, civil, administrative, religious, and 
military crime chambers based on their expertise.590 The intended outcome 
of the chamber system was to enhance consistency of decisions, improve 
professionalism, and streamline case handling.591 

Among others, the chamber system introduced the concept of a plenary 
meeting of the chambers to substantively deliberate cases.592 One of the 
functions of the plenary meeting was to deliberate revision requests, which 
could have overruled MA’s decisions at the cassation level.593

CJ Tumpa issued another circular in 2011, namely Circular no. 8 of 2011 
on Cases that do not meet the Requirements for Cassation and Revision to 
address the tendency of the district courts to allow ineligible revision requests 
and forwarding them to the MA.594 The MA maintained that revision requests 
against civil, religious, and administrative judgments that do not meet the 
conditions, for example by exceeding the time limit for filing, should have 
been declared as inadmissible by the chief judge of the district court.595

The problem of a revision request filed by the defense counsels without 
the defendant’ presence, particularly in cases that attracted huge public 

587 Id.
588 Id.
589 CHief JustiCe deCree no. 142/KmA/sK/ix/2011 of 2011 re guidAnCe for tHe impLementAtion of 

CHAmber system At tHe supreme Court, (2011). Issued on September 19, 2011.
590 Id.
591 Id.
592 Id.
593 Id.
594 mA CirCuLAr no. 8 of 2011 re. CAses tHAt do not meet requirements for CAssAtion & revision, 

(2011). Issued on 29 December 2011.
595 Id.
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attention, reemerged in 2012. This problem caused the next CJ, Muhammad 
Hatta Ali, to issue MA Circular no. 1 of 2012 on Revision in Criminal Cases 
(SEMA 1/2012).596 In this circular, the MA instructed the district courts to 
declare such requests as inadmissible and cease sending the dossiers to the 
MA.597 SEMA 1/2012 referred to the KUHAP, which required a revision request 
to be filed directly by the defendant or their heir.598 However, the MA included 
an exception to this prohibition by allowing revision requests filed prior to the 
enactment of SEMA 1/2012.599

Afterwards, there was a slight amendment by Hatta Ali to the chamber 
system through the CJ Decree no. 112/KMA/SK/VII/2013 of 2013 on Guidance 
for the Implementation of the Chamber System at the Supreme Court.600 This 
decree added a new criterion for revision requests that must be deliberated in 
the chamber’s plenary meeting, which is the presence of a dissenting opinion in 
the panel of judges that examined the case subjected to the revision request.601

In 2014, the Constitutional Court (Mahkamah Konstitusi or MK) issued 
a decision in judicial review filed by Antasari Azhar, the former Chairman of 
the KPK who was convicted for the murder of Nasrudin Zulkarnain.602 The 
criminal case was decided in 2010 by the South Jakarta District Court and 
became legally enforceable with the MA decision in cassation.603 

Pursuant to Article 268(3) KUHAP, Antasari had exhausted the legal 
remedy to clear his name, even if a new evidence supporting his innocence 
was discovered.604 Therefore, the main issue raised by Antasari was the 
constitutionality of the single submission rule under Article 268(3) KUHAP.

Several provisions of the Constitution were used by Antasari to support his 
judicial review petition, namely: Article 1(3), which states that “Indonesia is a 
State of Law”; Article 24(1), which states that “judicial power is an independent 
power to organize judicial administration to uphold law and justice”; Article 
28C(1), which states that “everyone has the right to develop themselves 
through the fulfillment of basic needs, the right to get education and to benefit 

596 semA 1/2012, supra note 16. Issued on 28 June 2012.
597 Id.
598 Id. Art. 263(1) KUHAP.
599 Id.
600 CHief JustiCe deCree no. 112/KmA/sK/vii/2013 of 2013 re. guidAnCe for tHe impLementAtion 

of tHe CHAmber system At tHe supreme Court, (2013). Issued on 10 July 2013.
601 Id.
602 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15. Decided on 6 March 

2014.
603 MA Decision no. 1429 K/Pid/2010, dated 21 September 2010.
604 Because Antasari had filed a revision against the decision at cassation which was turned 

down by the decision no. 117 PK/Pid/2011. Decided on 13 February 2012.
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from science and technology, art and culture, for the purpose of improving 
the quality of life and for the welfare of the human race”; and Article 28D(1), 
which states that “everyone has the right to recognition, security, protection 
and legal certainty and equal treatment before the law.”605

In the end, although Antasari only challenged the constitutionality of 
Article 268(3) KUHAP limited to the use of novum as a ground for revision, 
the MK in its decision stated that Article 268(3) KUHAP was contrary to the 
Constitution in its entirety, and therefore had no binding legal force.606

In response to the above decision, CJ Ali published MA Circular no. 7 of 
2014 on Revision Request in Criminal Cases (SEMA 7/2014), which was 
addressed to all chief judges of the courts of first instance and appellate levels 
in Indonesia.607 The MA stressed that although Article 268(3) KUHAP was 
invalidated by MK’s decision, the conditions of revision are also regulated in 
other laws, among others Law no. 48 of 2009 on Judicial Power (Law 48/2009), 
which asserts that a revision request cannot be filed against a revision 
judgment and Law 14/1985, which states that a revision request can only be 
filed once.608

Thus, according to the MA, the restriction against multiple revision 
requests would still prevail.609 As is now rather common, the MA again inserted 
an exception by adding to SEMA 10/2009 that if there are two or more revision 
judgments against the same civil or criminal case that are conflicting with 
one another, the parties can file a second revision request against one of the 
judgments.610 Therefore, the MA instructed the courts to declare multiple 
revision requests to be inadmissible except for the specification under SEMA 
10/2009.611

Prior to the controversy following MK Ruling no. 34/PUU-XI/2013, the 
MA had issued instructions relevant to revision through MA Circular no. 4 of 
2014 on Application to Formulate Results of Chamber Plenary Meeting in 2013 
as a Guideline for the Implementation of the Court’s Duties (SEMA 4/2014).612 
SEMA 4/2014 was issued to adopt the result of the MA Criminal Chamber’s 

605 mK deCision no. 33/puu-xiv/2016 (AnnA boentArAn), supra note 15 at 30.
606 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15 at 89.
607 semA 7/2014, supra note 16. Issued on 31 December 2014.
608 Id. Art. 24(2) Law 48/2009 and Art. 66(1) Law 14/1985.
609 Id.
610 Id.
611 Id.
612 mA CirCuLAr no. 4 of 2014 on tHe AppLiCAtion of formuLAtion of CHAmber pLenAry meeting 

resuLts in 2013 As guideLines for tHe impLementAtion of Court’s tAsKs, (2014). Issued on 28 
March 2014.
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plenary meeting, which agreed on the following norms:
1.  The prosecutors are not allowed to file a revision request as the right to do 

so has been clearly set out in the KUHAP, which could not be interpreted 
differently from the KUHAP’s principles in favoring the defendant’s rights.

2. The MA emphasized that a revision request against a pretrial ruling is not 
allowed except in cases that indicate a manipulation of law.

3.  It is possible to file a revision request against a decision that declared a 
previous revision request as inadmissible (niet ontvankelijk verklaard or 
NO), provided that the first decision was made before SEMA 1/2012 came 
into force and that the principal would be present before the court, even if 
only once.

4.  A revision against a misdemeanor case was not allowed, which is in line 
with Article 205(3) KUHAP.

5.  A person’s heir is allowed to file a revision request only if that person had 
died.

6.  A revision judgment cannot impose a heavier punishment than the 
original decision (compared to the provision of Article 266 KUHAP). 

7.  A former defendant is allowed to file a revision request against a revision 
judgment that was requested by the prosecutor, as it cannot be categorized 
as a second revision. 

8. A second revision is allowed where a convicted defendant and the 
prosecutor has simultaneously filed a revision request. 

9.  The Criminal Chamber’s plenary meeting would only deliberate a revision 
request that would invalidate the decision made at the cassation level, or 
if there is a dissenting opinion in the revision panel that examines the 
case. 

The next direction related to revision issued by CJ Ali was MA Regulation 
no. 4 of 2016 on Prohibition of Revision against a Pretrial Judgment (Perma 
4/2016).613 Perma 4/2016 was instigated by the decision of the MK no. 21/
PUU-XII/2014, which expanded the pretrial authority referred to in the 
KUHAP.614 Pretrial was no longer limited to only testing the validity of the 
arrest, detention, and termination of an investigation or prosecution, but also 
to test the decision to declare a suspect, seizure and search.615

In light of that decision, the MA, which earlier through SEMA 4/2014 

613 mA reguLAtion no. 4 of 2016 on proHibition of revision of pretriAL ruLing, (2016). Issued on 
20 April 2016.

614 MK Decision no. 21/PUU/XII/2014 (Bachtiar Abdul Fatah), 1 (2015).
615 Id.
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still allowed revision against a pretrial decision if there were indications of a 
manipulation of law, now fully prohibited revision against a pretrial ruling.616 
According to the MA, manipulation of law was interpreted differently in 
practice than its intended meaning and as a result, it potentially encouraged 
contradictory judgments and promote legal uncertainty.617 

In 2016, the MK issued another decision related to the mechanism of 
revision.618 The decision was made following a request for judicial review by 
Anna Boentaran, the wife of Joko S. Tjandra, a convicted defendant in a 1999 
corruption case. 

Tjandra was originally dismissed from criminal prosecution by the South 
Jakarta District Court in 2000.619 The MA upheld the decision in 2001, and 
as such, it became legally binding. However, eight years later, the prosecutor 
filed a revision request against the decision, despite their lack of authority 
under the applicable law and and although the decision being challenged was 
an acquittal.620 Finally, in 2009, the MA’s revision panel sentenced Tjandra 
with two years imprisonment for participating in corruption.621 Additionally, 
Tjandra had to pay a fine of IDR 15 billion and his asset of IDR 45 billion at Bank 
Bali was to be seized by the state.622 However, before the execution, Tjandra 
fled to Papua New Guinea.623

Boentaran was aggravated by the prosecutor’s legal action.624 She 
considered that the KUHAP only provided the right to file for a revision to 
a convicted defendant and the heir.625 In essence, she requested that Article 
263(1) KUHAP was to be interpreted that way.626

The MK finally declared that no one, including the prosecutor, could file 
for a revision except the defendant or the heir.627 The MK granted the judicial 
review and declared Article 263(1) KUHAP as contrary to the Constitution and 

616 permA 4/2016, supra note 613 Art. 3.
617 Id.
618 mK deCision no. 33/puu-xiv/2016 (AnnA boentArAn), supra note 15. Decided on 12 May 

2016.
619 Id. at 30.
620 Id. at 7.
621 Agus Sahbani, Akhirnya… MK Larang Jaksa Ajukan PK, HuKumonLine.Com, http://www.

hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt5734711a1fc21/akhirnya-mk-larang-jaksa-ajukan-
pk (last visited May 13, 2016).
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623 Id. Tjandra escaped on 10 June 2009.
624 Id.
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not legally binding to the extent that it is interpreted other than as explicitly 
expressed in such article.628 This means that the right to apply for a revision 
against a criminal judgment is solely held by the defendant and the heir and 
not by any other parties, including the prosecutor.

In its consideration, the MK affirmed that the formulation of Article 
263(1) KUHAP contained at least four basic foundations. First, a revision 
request could only be filed against a legally binding decision. Second, a revision 
request could not be filed against a judgment that acquit or dismiss all charges. 
Third, a revision request could only be filed by the defendant or the heir. Fourth, 
a revision request could only be filed against a criminal sentence.629

Moreover, in previous decisions, the MK had alluded that Article 263(1) 
KUHAP explicitly determined that the filing of a revision request in a criminal 
case is the right of the defendant or the heir, and not of the prosecutor.630 
The MK had contended that the filing of a revision request by the prosecutor 
violated two principles, namely the principle of the subject of revision, which 
is the defendant or the heir, and the principle of the object of the revision, 
which is a legally binding decision other than an acquittal or dismissal of all 
charges.631

The next guideline related to the revision made by the MA was MA Circular 
no. 4 of 2016 on Application of the MA Chambers Plenary Meeting’s Finding 
2016 (SEMA 4/2016).632 SEMA 4/2016 enacted another series of instruction 
formulated by the plenary meeting of the various chambers in the MA to serve 
as a guidance for case handling in the MA and the lower courts.

Through SEMA 4/2016, the MA’s Criminal Chamber agreed to relax the 
requirement that the defendant or the heir has to be present at the hearing 
examining the revision request.633 According to the Criminal Chamber, a 
revision request can only be filed by the defendant or the heir to the district 
court that decided the relevant decision.634 If such defendant is in prison, then 
the filing of the revision request, attendance at the formal conditions hearing, 
and signing of the resulting minutes of examination may be conducted by the 

628 Id.
629 Id.
630 Id. See MK Decision no. 16/PUU-VI/2008 (Pollycarpus Budihari Priyanto), 1 (2008).
631 mK deCision no. 33/puu-xiv/2016 (AnnA boentArAn), supra note 15 at 38.
632 mA CirCuLAr no. 4 of 2016 on AppLiCAtion of findings of pLenAry meeting of CHAmbers of mA 

2016, (2016). The plenary meeting itself was held on 23-25   October 2016 to discuss 
many legal issues faced in each chamber.

633 Id. at 3.
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proxy.635

In addition, even if the convicted defendant is in prison outside the 
jurisdiction of the original district court, the revision request must still be filed 
in that court. 636 However, the hearing examining the request can be held in a 
court located in the jurisdiction where the defendant is serving sentence.637 
The case dossiers, minutes of hearing, and minutes of opinion made by the 
delegated judge will be sent to the original district court, to be subsequently 
sent to the MA.638

In 2018, the MA issued another guideline, namely MA Circular no. 3 of 2018 
on Application of the MA Chambers Plenary Meeting’s Finding 2018 (SEMA 
3/2018). The content of this SEMA is still around the issues of the convicted 
defendant who is serving sentence outside the jurisdiction of the district court 
that decided the judgment in question but willing to file a revision request.

F. Recent initiatives

1. Bill on the amendment of the KUHAP

The Indonesian government is planning to amend the KUHAP. The current 
draft of the bill on KUHAP amendment also covers the revision mechanism. 
The draft states that there can only be two grounds for revision, namely 
novum and the rendering of contradictory judgments, which are the same two 
grounds for revision in The Netherlands.639 One of the similarities with the 
Dutch system is that a mistake in the application of the law (rechtsdwaling) by 
a judge does not constitute a ground for revision.640 The reason behind this is 
that such mistake is unlikely to occur at all three levels of the judiciary, ranging 
from the district court, high court and the Supreme Court.641 If a mistake in 
the application of the law occurs somewhere in the adjudication flow, then the 
correction would be made in the form of clemency (grace).642

The current draft also explains that the AG is entitled to apply for revision, 
but not against an acquitted defendant. Rather, a revision can only be applied 
against a convicted defendant if the decision convicting them was eventually 

635 Id.
636 Id. at 4.
637 Id.
638 Id.
639 Andi HAmzAH & et. AL., nAsKAH AKAdemiK rAnCAngAn undAng-undAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA 102 

(2009).
640 Id. at 102.
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reviewed as a result of contradictory judgments or novum.643 This provision 
is, again, the same as that of The Netherlands under the Sv, where the PG will 
act “on behalf of the public”, such as when a convicted defendant passed away 
and did not have any heir to file a revision.644 This amendment is based on the 
principle of equality of arms, which significantly clarifies the prosecutor’s 
position in filing a revision request.645

The draft also highlights the extraordinary character of revision, as it will 
review the work of at least nine judges at the three court levels.646

In a publication titled “Inventory of the List of Issues in the Draft of the 
Criminal Procedure Code”, issued by the Non-Government Organizations 
Committee for the Reform of Criminal Procedural Law (NGO committee), 
various points of the KUHAP draft were criticized. Regarding the grounds for 
revision, the NGO committee advised the inclusion of a new ground, namely 
when a crime is later known to have damaged the independence and integrity 
of the law enforcer that examined the case.647 The types of crime include, but 
are not limited to, bribery or threats to an investigator, prosecutor or judge.648 
The NGO committee suggested that if such crime is proven, the MA must 
order the court of first instance, which examined the case, to conduct a re-
adjudication with a different panel of judges.649

Further, the draft includes the same provision as the ambiguous Article 
263(3) of the current KUHAP. It still conceals the subject and does not 
clarify the party who can file a revision request against a proven statement 
without sentence.650 On this specific matter, the NGO committee re-instated 
the prosecutor’s right to file a revision request, either in case of the proven 
statement without sentence or where the prosecutor is exposed to a novum.651

The authority of the AG to file a revision request in the interest of a 
convicted defendant or the heir was drafted as if the AG could do so on its 
own initiative, without requiring a request from the convicted defendant or 

643 Id. at 103.
644 Id.
645 tim nAsKAH AKAdemiK ruu tentAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA, Laporan Kegiatan Tim Naskah 

Akademik RUU tentang Hukum Acara Pidana 72 (2010), http://www.bphn.go.id/data/
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the heir.652 This concept was criticized by the NGO committee, who propose 
that the provision be deleted, given that if the objective of the provision is to 
restore the right of a victim of a miscarriage of justice, then it has already been 
accommodated in the section on victim’s reparation. Moreover, if the relevant 
defendant is deceased, then their heir can represent them. The NGO committee 
was concerned that this concept could be misused to provide impunity for 
perpetrators of human rights violation and corruption.653

Another topic that was denounced by the NGO committee was the 
government’s endeavor to maintain the one submission rule.654 The NGO 
committee suggested that this provision be removed.

The NGO committee also objected to the absolute obligation of the 
applicant to attend the hearing, by stating that representation by a defense 
counsel should suffice.655 The NGO committee suggested that an absence 
should lead to the inadmissibility of the request only if, after an inquiry and as 
ordered by the court, the prosecutor could prove that the applicant has avoided 
obligation to serve sentence.656

With respect to the examination of a revision request at the MA level, the 
draft presented slight differences compared to the current arrangement. In 
the draft, the government proposes that a revision case should be examined in 
the plenary session led by the CJ.657 This proposal is in line with the view of the 
NGO committee, who in addition suggested that the Chairman of the Criminal 
Chamber should lead the plenary session.658

As to the implication of revision on the execution of the decision in 
question, the government recommended that a revision request should 
not suspend or impede the execution of the decision, with exceptions for 
capital punishment and an order to destroy and exterminate evidence.659 No 
reservation was raised by the NGO committee regarding these issues.

The rest of the government’s proposals relating to revision were identical to 
the current KUHAP. These included filing of the revision request, examination 
hearing of the formal conditions of the request, assistance to be provided by 
the clerk, and obligation of the applicant to attend the hearing.

Unfortunately, the government’s draft of the KUHAP amendment, 

652 Id. at 191.
653 Id.
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especially the section that governs revision, was not accompanied by an 
adequate explanation. Therefore, the basic considerations and objectives to 
be achieved by the government when proposing various reform formulations 
remain unclear. There are two research documents on the draft of the KUHAP, 
first, a document signed by Andi Hamzah, the chairman of the drafting team 
of the KUHAP in 2009,660 and second, a document signed by Didik Endro 
Purwoleksono, who served as the team leader in 2010.661 However, both 
documents contained the same explanation for the section on revision.

The presence of the NGO committee in the dynamics should, therefore, 
be acknowledged and be used to fill the gaps and to open the public’s eyes on 
regulatory aspects that need to be scrutinized more carefully. The alternative 
proposals by the NGO committee could also open up a space for more 
argumentative debates.

2. Draft government regulation on revision

The discussion on the draft government regulation (Rancangan Peraturan 
Pemerintah or RPP) on revision was conducted based on a verbal order from the 
Minister of Law and Human Rights, Yasonna Laoly, to his Directorate General 
of Legislation due to the abrogation of Article 268(3) KUHAP by the MK.662 The 
MK’s decision removed the one submission rule, which was disregarded by the 
MA through the issuance of SEMA 7/2014. 

The government had an interest to mediate both sides of the discourse 
by proposing the enactment of a government regulation. In addition, the 
government was also concerned with the long-delayed execution of some 
death-row inmates (which fall under the Ministry of Law and Human Rights’ 
responsibilities), due to, among others, their multiple requests for revision.663 
The government felt that a criminal case must have its end.664

To realize his intention, Minister Yasonna invited representatives from 
the MA and various institutions consisting of the AGO, National Police, 
and representatives from other agencies.665At the initial meeting, MA’s 
representatives were still present.666 But they eventually left the forum, as they 
considered that the drafting of the RPP was supposed to be the government’s 

660 HAmzAH And et. AL., supra note 639.
661 didiK endro purwoLeKsono, nAsKAH AKAdemiK ruu tentAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA (2010).
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affairs and not theirs.667 
This was then followed by a period of stagnation due to the difficulty 

in determining the conditions for revision and the longest debate was on 
novum.668 Finally, the Minister ordered that the deliberation of the RPP be 
discontinued.669

The team produced several drafts of the RPP, starting from the initial 
draft in January 2015, until the last draft issued in August 2015. The first draft 
contained a provision that a revision request could be submitted more than 
once, with an alternative provision that a revision request could be submitted 
at the most twice. Another provision stipulated that a second revision could 
be filed if substantial new evidence was found with the criteria of:
1.  having a direct relationship that can influence the revocation of the 

conviction; or
2.  serving as a basis to impose a lighter sentence.

The draft also suggested that the second revision could not be submitted 
by someone convicted of serious human rights violations, narcotics, terrorism, 
corruption, or money laundering, or by a former defendant, whose petition 
for clemency had been rejected by the President. Other than that, the RPP 
replicated the norms of the KUHAP, especially related to the types of revision 
judgments and the delivery of the decision to the applicant.

In the February 2015 draft, the prohibition to submit a revision request 
by a former defendant was removed in certain criminal cases. What emerged 
in the draft was a proposal to impose conditions for the submission of a second 
revision request within a specific time limit. In addition, the draft proposed 
that a second revision request could not be filed if the previous request was 
withdrawn by the applicant or denied by the MA.

In the April 2015 draft, several regulatory proposals emerged, such as 
a six-month time limit for a revision based on contradictory judgments and 
judge’s mistake or egregious error. There was also a suggestion that a second 
revision request should only be allowed if based on novum.

Lastly, in the August 2015 draft, the content of the RPP was shortened 
and stated that multiple revision requests could be filed if there are two 
contradictory revision judgments regarding a similar object of the case. In 
fact, this was already reflected entirely in SEMA 10/2009.

667 Id.
668 Nurul Adriyana, PP PK Terbentur Kualifikasi Novum, sindonews.Com, March 2, 2015, 
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II. The practice of revision in Indonesia

The above regulatory framework demonstrated obvious inconsistencies 
of the policymakers in approaching the different norms of revision, which not 
only relate to its conditions, but also relate to the grounds and procedure. These 
inconsistencies have major implication for the practice of revision, which itself 
is already convoluted with inconsistencies. The number of incoming revision 
requests to the MA is one of the most apparent indicators of this phenomenon.

Sebastiaan Pompe wrote that in the early 1990s, the number of revision 
cases had reached 650 per year (with a backlog amounting to 550).670 A 
furious judge in 1994 said that it was possible that half of MA decisions were 
re-examined in revision.671

According to Pompe, the revision procedure in the 1990s by itself had 
resulted in more cases than the entire line of court cases in the 1950s.672 The 
problem was caused not only by the increasing number of cases in the district 
courts, but also due to MA’s approach to the appeal system.673

Looking at more recent data, in 2015 for example, the MA received 2,755 
revision requests.674 Out of 2,755, as many as 1,351 cases (49%) were requests 
against tax court judgments.675 Out of the 1,404 non-tax revision requests, 
1,098 (78%) were revision requests against MA’s decisions at the cassation 
level.676 Only 113 requests (8%) were directed against decisions of the appellate 
courts, while 176 (12.5%) were requests against decisions of courts of first 
instance.677 Further, there were only 17 (1.2%) requests against revision 
judgments, or what is commonly known as a second or multiple revision 
request.678 Thus, the claim by the furious judge in 1994 was not exaggerated.

The figures in 2015 were not too different from the figures in 2014, where 
the MA received 2,617 revision requests.679 1,303 or 50% of the requests fell 
under the Administrative Court’s jurisdiction, where 1,162 (89%) of those were 
submitted against tax court judgments.680 The domination by administrative 

670 pompe, supra note 493 at 406.
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cases in incoming revision requests has been a recurring phenomenon since 
2004, especially since the effective implementation of Law 14/2002.681

A total of 1,180 (81%) of the incoming non-tax revision requests in 
2014 were filed against MA’s decisions at the cassation level.682 As many as 
78 requests (5%) were directed against decisions of the appellate courts and 
152 (10%) were directed against decisions of the courts of first instance.683 
Meanwhile, second or multiple revision requests amounted to 45 cases (3%).684

The incoming revision requests from 2014 to 2018 are illustrated by the 
graph below (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Incoming cases to the MA based on types of legal remedy685
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The annual average number of revision requests received by the MA 
against criminal judgments between 2008 and 2018 was 356 cases. This 
number consisted of 120 requests against a general criminal judgment and 
236 cases against a special criminal case (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The average number of criminal cassation & revision (2008-2018)686
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Out of the large number of incoming revision requests to the MA, less 
than 20% referred to the grounds under the prevailing law,687 which is why 
the success rate has consistently been below 20%.688

In 2015, only 12% of the revision requests were granted by the MA.689 
Most of the requests (78%) were declared as inadmissible and 270 requests 
(8.5%) were denied.690 In 2014, the MA declared the majority of the revision 
requests as inadmissible, i.e. 2,505 cases (79%).691 The granted requests only 
amounted to 373 cases (11,79%), and 270 cases (8.54%) were later denied.692

It is interesting to note that in 2014, out of the 95 admitted revision 
requests against a criminal decision, 11 requests (11.5%) were submitted 
against a pretrial ruling.693 In 2015, out of the 101 admitted revision requests 
against a criminal decision, 16 (16%) requests were directed against a pretrial 
ruling.694 It is also noteworthy that the majority of the revision requests were 
based on the ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error at cassation.695 These 
data were obtained from an analysis carried out by Lembaga Kajian & Advokasi 
untuk Independensi Peradilan (LeIP) on a sampling of revision judgments in 
the period of 2004-2007.696

III. Areas of inconsistency in the regulation and practice of revision in 
Indonesia

As mentioned earlier, the history of the regulation of revision in Indonesia 
is marked by many inconsistencies. As a result, the practice of revision has also 
been riddled by inconsistency and the character of revision as an extraordinary 
legal remedy has been increasingly eroded over time. 

The growing number of incoming applications for revision, most of which 
did not have solid grounds,697 evidenced the growing tendency that revision 
was regarded merely as an additional stage or venue of litigation. Similarly, the 

687 Asep Nursobah, MA Hanya Mengabulkan 20-an % Permohonan Kasasi/PK (2016), http://
kepaniteraan.mahkamahagung.go.id/kegiatan/1271-ma-hanya-mengabulkan-20-an-
permohonan-kasasi-pk (last visited May 16, 2016).
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large number of revision requests filed against MA decisions at the cassation 
level, the majority of which were based on judge’s mistake or egregious error, 
revealed that revision tends to be seen as a third legal remedy after cassation, 
filed on grounds similar to cassation. In practice, the grounds for cassation, 
particularly “incompetence or exceeding competency limits”, “incorrectly 
applying or violating the prevailing law”, or “failure to fulfill the conditions 
under the law that threatened the revocation of the judgment” grounds, were 
also used as grounds for revision under the loose category of “judge’s mistake 
or egregious error”.698 

However, the above statistics only exposed the general symptom of 
inconsistencies of the regulation and the application of revision in Indonesia. 
In fact, there are many other forms of inconsistent practice of revision that 
transpired through various cases, which could be presumed as a result of the 
inconsistencies of the regulation.

This section will try to explain, one by one, the manifestation of 
inconsistencies and ambiguities in the regulation and the application of: (i) 
conditions of revision; (ii) grounds for revision; and (iii) procedure of revision.

A. Conditions of revision

1. A revision request can only be submitted once

The Indies Rv, as the forerunner of the regulation of civil revision in 
Indonesia, stipulated that after a revision request is filed, whether admitted 
or not, a second request cannot be submitted.699 Perma 1/1969 subsequently 
copied this provision by stating that a revision request can only be submitted 
once.700

Perma 1/1980, which replaced Perma 1/1969, also regulated that a 
revision can only be conducted once.701 This norm continued to be regulated 
in Perma 1/1982, which stated that a revision request can only be filed once.702 
The substance of Perma 1/1982 was fully adopted by Law 14/1985, including 
and especially on the prohibition of multiple revision requests.703 Law 14/2002 
also recognized the same restriction.704

In criminal law arena, the KUHAP firmly set that a revision request 

698 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 99.
699 indies rv, supra note 448 Art. 400.
700 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 7.
701 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 8.
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against a decision can only be made once.705 The norm was followed by Law 
31/1997.706 More generally, the condition was also laid down in Law 4/2004,707 
and then reflected in Law 48/2009 that succeeded it.708

From the above regulations, one could say that the prohibition of multiple 
revision requests was firmly entrenched. There was hardly any opportunity 
for a different interpretation to this condition, namely that a revision request 
may only be filed once and that a decision resulting from revision should not 
be revisited.

But in practice, the firmness of the regulations did not function as 
intended. Many incidences revealed that both in civil and criminal cases, 
revision requests were filed more than once.

To cope with this empirical condition, the MA issued SEMA 10/2009. At 
first glance, SEMA 10/2009 seemed to reinforce a stronger restriction on the 
filing of a revision request. It stated that a revision request that is filed more 
once in a similar case (either civil or criminal) is contrary to the law.709 For that 
purpose, all courts of first instance were directed to neither admit nor forward 
such request to the MA.710

But at the same time, SEMA 10/2009 also provided an exception to the 
prohibition. The MA was allowed to admit a second revision request filed 
against two or more contradicting revision judgments on a similar subject 
matter (civil and/or criminal).711

The next exception was made in SEMA 4/2014 concerning a convicted 
defendant who applied for a revision against a revision judgment that was 
previously filed by the prosecutor.712 According to the MA, a request of this 
kind is not a second revision and therefore, it should be allowed.713 Likewise, 
there was also an exception for a simultaneous filing of revision by a convicted 
defendant and the prosecutor.714

The restriction on multiple revision requests, especially in criminal cases, 

705 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 268(3).
706 LAw 31/1997, supra note 14 Art. 253(3). The article stated that the request for revision of 

a decision can only be done 1 (one) time.
707 LAw 4/2004, supra note 14 Art. 23(2). The Article stated that the decision resulted from 

revision cannot be requested for revision.
708 LAw no. 48 of 2009 on JudiCiAL power, Art. 24(2) (2009).
709 semA 10/2009, supra note 16.
710 Id.
711 Id.
712 semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
713 Id.
714 Id.
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was officially eliminated by the decision of the MK in 2014.715 The MK granted 
a judicial review filed by Antasari Azhar, his wife and daughter based on the 
constitutionality of the one submission rule, especially when a novum was 
used as a ground for revision. The MK ruled that Article 268(3) KUHAP was 
fully contradictory to the Constitution and declared such article as not legally 
binding.716

In response to the decision, the MA once again confirmed its position 
through SEMA 7/2014, which stated that despite the invalidation of Article 
268(3) KUHAP by the MK, the prohibition on multiple revision requests still 
applies under Article 66(1) Law 14/1985 and Article 24(2) Law 48/2009.717 

Article 57(1) Law no. 8 of 2011 in conjunction with Law no. 4 of 2003 
on Constitutional Court states that an MK decision declaring the content of 
a paragraph, article, and/or part of a law as contradictory to the Constitution 
means that such content is not legally binding. Thus, only the specific content 
is affected by the judicial review. This means that MK’s decision on a particular 
paragraph, article, and/or part of the law does not apply mutatis mutandis to 
the paragraphs, articles, and/or parts of other laws even though they contain 
the same material.

However, the Institute for Criminal Justice Reform (ICJR) revealed that 
after the enactment of SEMA 7/2014, the MK received two judicial review 
requests relating to provisions that prohibit multiple filing of a revision 
request. The first review was against Article 66(1) Law 14/1985,718 which 
provides that a revision request can only be filed once.719 The second review 
was against Article 66(1) Law 14/1985 and Article (2) Law 48/2009, both 
of which provide that a revision request cannot be filed against a revision 
decision.720

The MK indeed stated that a revision request can only be filed once. 
However, the argument used by the MK is that the merit in the two judicial 
review applications had been decided by the MK in the judicial review of 

715 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15.
716 Id. at 89.
717 semA 7/2014, supra note 16.
718 Law 14/1985 that has been amended by the Law 5/2004 and further amended by the 

Law no. 3 of 2009 re. the Supreme Court (Law 3/2009).
719 ICJR, Berdasarkan Tiga Putusan Mahkamah Konstitusi, Mahkamah Agung harus segera 

mencabut SEMA No 7 Tahun 2014, iCJr (2016), http://icjr.or.id/berdasarkan-tiga-
putusan-mahkamah-konstitusi-mahkamah-agung-harus-segera-mencabut-sema-
no-7-tahun-2014/ (last visited Apr 23, 2019). See MK Decision no. 66/PUU-XIII/2015 
(Budiyono), (2015).

720 ICJR, supra note 719. See MK Decision no. 45/PUU-XIII/2015 (Muhamad Zainal Arifin), 1, 
3.12 (2015).
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Antasari Azhar.721 The MK stated that its decision applies mutatis mutandis 
to the merit of the two judicial review applications, namely Article 66(1) Law 
14/1985 and Article 24(2) Law 48/2009.722

According to the ICJR, the two MK decisions have broken the arguments, 
logic and basic considerations constructed by the MA in SEMA 7/2014.723 The 
MA should not be able to base SEMA 7/2014 on Article 66(1) Law 14/1985 and 
Article 24(2) Law 48/2009 as a one-time restriction against multiple revision 
requests.724

a. Admission of multiple revision requests

If within 2000-2010, the MA was consistent in not admitting a revision 
request against a revision judgment, this was no longer the case moving 
forward.725 After 2010, the MA began accepting a revision request against a 
revision judgment, as evidenced by the cases of Nyayu Saodah, Joko S. Tjandra, 
and Pollycarpus Budihari Priyanto.726

Nyayu Saodah was originally charged with falsification of a grant deed 
and utilization or encouragement of others to use the deed as a proof of 
ownership of certain land and buildings in Bandung, which caused losses to 
another party.727 Among others, the deed was used by Saodah in a civil suit at 
the Bandung District Court in 2004.728 

The prosecutor charged Saodah under Article 263(2) KUHP, which is 
punishable by one year imprisonment.729 However, the Bandung District Court 
dismissed all charges against Saodah in 2007.730

The Bandung DPO then filed a cassation against the dismissal, which 
was finally decided by the MA in 2007 by rejecting the cassation request.731 
The prosecutor then filed a revision request.732 The decision of the MA at the 

721 ICJR, supra note 719.
722 mK deCision no. 66/puu-xiii/2015 (budiyono), supra note 719. See mK deCision no. 45/

puu-xiii/2015 (muHAmAd zAinAL Arifin), supra note 720 at 3.12.
723 ICJR, supra note 719.
724 Id.
725 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 134.
726 Id.
727 Id.
728 Id. The case was decided by Bandung District Court with decision no. 74/Pdt/G/2004/

PN.Bdg, dated 10 March 2004.
729 Id.
730 Id.
731 Id. See MA Decision no. 1956 K/Pid/2007 (Nyayu Saodah), 1 (2007). Decided on 27 

November 2007.
732 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 135.
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cassation level was eventually overruled and the prosecutor’s revision request 
was granted in 2009.733 Saodah was found guilty of using forged letters and 
sentenced to one year in prison, which was decreased by the term of her prior 
detention.734

On 24 June 2010, Saodah applied for a revision against the revision 
judgment, which was decided by the MA in 2011.735 The second revision panel 
granted Saodah’s request and annulled the earlier revision judgment.736 She 
was essentially dismissed from all charges.

To arrive at their conclusion, the panel first explained the rationale 
for allowing a defendant to apply for a revision against an earlier revision 
requested by the prosecutor.737 The right of a person to apply for revision was 
based on the premise that in a criminal case, citizens are legally and politically 
weaker compared to the state.738 

Although in previous cases the prosecutor was allowed to apply for a 
revision, according to the panel, such right should be given as a final resort to 
a defendant that has been convicted.739 Consequently, this meant that every 
time the prosecutor filed a revision request, a convicted defendant was entitled 
to file the same against the resulting judgment.740

A revision request against a revision judgment was also found in the case 
of Joko S. Tjandra.741 The MA admitted the request by providing rationales. 
Formally, the revision request could be admitted because the KUHAP gave the 
right to a defendant to file a revision request against a court decision that has 
obtained a permanent legal force.742 In the case of Tjandra, it was the prosecutor 
who applied for a revision, resulting in Decision no. 12 PK/Pid.Sus/2009.743 
Therefore, to meet the principles of balance and justice for a defendant, it was 

733 MA Decision no. 41 PK/Pid/2009 (Nyayu Saodah), 1 (2009).
734 Id.
735 mA deCision no. 183 pK/pid/2010 (nyAyu sAodAH), supra note 21 at 21–23.
736 Id.
737 ASH, Ahli, Aturan PK Sekali Langgar Konstitusi, HuKumonLine.Com, http://www.

hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt51a5e64ebbade/ahli--aturan-pk-sekali-langgar-
konstitusi (last visited Mar 4, 2015).

738 mA deCision no. 183 pK/pid/2010 (nyAyu sAodAH), supra note 21 at 21–23.
739 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 137.
740 Id. at 137. Former MA Justice Bismar Siregar had also similar opinion on this specific 

issue, as he wrote in commenting the case of Muchtar Pakpahan. See Bismar Siregar, 
Sekali Lagi, Soal Peninjauan Kembali dalam Kasus Muchtar Pakpahan, repubLiKA onLine, 
February 27, 1997. 

741 MA Decision no. 100/PK/Pid.Sus/2009 (Djoko Soegiarto Tjandra), 1 (2012). Page 236.
742 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 139. See Art. 263(1) KUHAP.
743 mA deCision no. 12 pK/pid.sus/2009 (JoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), supra note 21. Revision 

against against Decision no. 1688 K/Pid/2000 dated 28 June 2001.
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deemed fair that a revision filed by the defendant be admitted by the court to 
consider its substance, even though this second revision request was not in 
line with SEMA 10/2009.744

Multiple revision requests were also filed in the case of Pollycarpus 
Budihari Priyanto, where Pollycarpus filed a request against the decision that 
granted the revision request made earlier by the prosecutor.745 The MA granted 
the second revision request filed by Pollycarpus, which reduced his sentence 
from 20 years to 14 years in prison.746

Then, there was a decision in 2013 that led to the interpretation that 
the one submission rule is a separate right for each of the defendant, his heir 
and the prosecutor in a criminal case.747 As a result, this decision led to the 
interpretation that a revision request against a revision judgment or a second 
or multiple revision requests were allowed.748

b. Inadmissibility of multiple revision requests

In 2006, a revision request against a revision judgment was declared as 
inadmissible in the case of Fabianus Tibo, Dominggus Dasilva and Marinus 
Riwu.749 To arrive at the decision, the MA referred to the one submission rule 
under the KUHAP and Law 14/1985.750 The MA also referred to Law 48/2009, 
which stipulated that a revision request cannot be filed against a revised 
decision.751

In another case in 2007, a second revision request filed by Ibrahim bin 
Ujang against the verdict of cassation that imposed capital punishment on 
him was declared as inadmissible.752 In this case, Ibrahim was sentenced to 

744 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 139.
745 Id. at 139. See MA Decision no. 109 PK/Pid/2007 (Pollycarpus Budihari Priyanto), 1 

(2008).
746 mA deCision no. 109 pK/pid/2007 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 745. Revision 

request against revision decision admitted by the MA was also found in civil case, such 
as in the decision of the dispute of bankruptcy, which was decided by the MA on 29 July 
2008. See MA Decision no. 17/PK/N/2006 (PT. Saka Utama Dewata v. PT. Salindo Perdana 
Finance et.al.), 1 (2008). Interestingly, there was the third revision request against the 
case, which was decided on 25 March 2009 (Decision no. 21 PK/Pdt.Sus/2009). See 
Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 141. The MA admitted and granted the third revision by 
annulling the decision of the second revision.

747 MA Decision no. 133 PK/Pid/2011 (Pollycarpus Budihari Priyanto), 1, 81 (2013).
748 Id. at 81.
749 MA Decision no. 27 PK/Pid/2006 (Fabianus Tibo, et.al.), 1 (2006).
750 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 131.
751 Id. See LAw 4/2004, supra note 14 Art. 23(2).
752 MA Decision no. 108/PK/Pid/2007 (Ibrahim bin Ujang), 1, 5 (2007). MA Decision no. 43 

PK/Pid/2002, 22 January 2003, in conjunction with Decision of Palembang High Court 
no. 32/PID/1998/PT.PLG., 17 April 1998, which reinforces Decision of Sekayu District 
Court no. 309/Pts.Pid/B/1997/PN.Sky., 19 February 1998.
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death for the premeditated murder of Soleh bin Zaidan.753 The revision panel 
stated that a revision request could only be filed once and that a revision could 
not be filed against an earlier revision judgment. The revision panel based 
its decision on Article 268(3) KUHAP, in conjunction with Article 66(1) Law 
14/1985, both of which stated that an application for revision can only be 
made once. The revision panel also referred to Article 24(2) Law 48/2009, 
which expressly determined that a revision request could not be filed against 
a revision judgment.754

Further, the revision panel also considered the fact that Ibrahim had filed 
a petition for clemency to President Abdurrahman Wahid before applying for 
a second revision. Ibrahim’s petition was rejected and as such, Ibrahim had 
exhausted all of his remedies.755 Therefore, the revision panel stated that 
Ibrahim’s second revision request was inadmissible.756

The second revision request that was declared inadmissible following the 
issuance of the decision of the MK that annulled Article 268(3) KUHAP, was 
the case of Marten Apuy, who was convicted of corruption under a decision 
of cassation.757 Apuy filed a revision request against the verdict, which was 
ultimately rejected by the MA.758

In July 2014, Apuy filed a second revision request to the MA with reference 
to the MK decision, stating that the provision of the KUHAP prohibiting a second 
revision request is not legally binding.759 However, the second revision panel 
considered that the regulation of revision as an extraordinary remedy under 
the KUHAP is also contained in several other laws. As such, the revocation of 
Article 268(3) KUHAP would not automatically remove the legal norm.760

The revision panel also considered SEMA 7/2014, which stipulated that a 
second or multiple revision request can only be made based on the ground set 
forth in SEMA 10/2009, namely if there are two or more contradicting revision 
judgments against the same object.761

Since there were no conflicting revision judgments against the same 

753 Id. at 1.
754 Id. at 6.
755 Id.
756 Id.
757 MA Decision no. 198 PK/Pid.Sus/2014 (Marten Apuy), 1, 2 (2015). See also MA Decision 

no. 549 K/Pid.Sus/2012, 25 September 2012.
758 MA Decision no. 203 PK/Pid.Sus/2013 (Marten Apuy), 1 (2014).
759 mA deCision no. 198 pK/pid.sus/2014 (mArten Apuy), supra note 757 at 64. See also mK 

deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15.
760 mA deCision no. 198 pK/pid.sus/2014 (mArten Apuy), supra note 757 at 64. Art. 24(2) Law 

48/2009 on Judicial Power and Art. 66(1) Law 14/1985 on Supreme Court.
761 Id. at 65.
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object in Apuy’s case, the second revision request filed by him was declared 
as inadmissible and the first revision judgment on Apuy’s sentence remained 
valid.762

2.  Revision request by the prosecutor 

The right of the prosecutor to apply for a revision in criminal case is 
almost as old as the ban on multiple revision requests. The Indies Sv provided 
that a court decision that convicted a defendant, even in cases where the 
appeal by the defendant was rejected, might be suspended or annulled based 
on a revision filed by the AG or the defendant themselves based on specific 
reasons.763

This provision was adopted by Perma 1/1969, which stated that a revision 
request against a criminal judgment having a permanent legal force must be 
filed by the defendant, the parties concerned, or the AG.764

Perma 1/1980 maintained the prosecutor’s right to file a revision.765 
Perma 1/1980 also stipulated that a defendant must be notified immediately 
if the AG requested a revision.766

The recognition of the prosecutor’s right to file for a revision began to 
weaken following the enactment of the KUHAP. This was quite surprising 
since the KUHAP’s section on revision was deeply influenced by Perma 1/1969 
and Perma 1/1980, both of which recognized the prosecutor’s right to request 
revision.

The weakening was first noticeable through the definition of “legal 
remedy” in the KUHAP as the right of the defendant to, “…[A]pply for revision 
in a case and manner as set forth by the Law”.767 Based on such wording, 
the lawmakers deliberately mentioned only the right of the defendant and 
excluded the prosecutor’s right. A related rule is found in Article 263(1) KUHAP, 
which provides that a defendant or the heir can file for a revision against a 
court decision that has obtained a permanent legal force to the MA, except if 
the decision is an acquittal or dismissal of all charges.768

Based on the reading of the two above provisions, one could say that the 
prosecutor has been completely disqualified from filing a revision request. 

762 Id.
763 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 356.
764 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 4(1).
765 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 10(1).
766 Id. Art. 11.
767 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 1 Number 12.
768 Id. Art. 263(1).
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However, Article 263(3) KUHAP regarding a proven statement of an offence 
without a sentence presents an ambiguity.769 Perma 1/1969 provided the same 
and even listed proven statement without sentence as the fourth ground for 
a revision in criminal cases. Perma 1/1980 also included the same provision, 
although not as a ground for revision. Yet, it is clear that the provision was 
written in a way that recognized the prosecutor’s right to file for a revision.

If the KUHAP ruled out the prosecutor’s right to request a revision through 
Article 1 point 12 and Article 263(1), then why does it contain Article 263(3), 
which many said is dedicated for the prosecutor? This ambiguity of norms in 
the KUHAP became one of the reasons why the prosecutor kept filing a revision 
request.770

The issuance of Law 31/1997 seemed to correct the lawmakers’ stance 
on the point of submission of revision by a prosecutor. This law defined 
legal remedy as, “…[T]he right of the oditur to apply for a revision against a 
court’s decision that had obtained a permanent legal force.”771 It also corrected 
the provision equivalent to the proven statement without a sentence in the 
KUHAP, by clearly stating that the oditur can file a revision request against a 
legally binding decision that held an offence as proven but not followed by a 
sentence.772

In umbrella laws like Law 4/2004, a revision by the prosecutor was 
neither permitted nor banned. Law 4/2004 only outlined a general rule that 
the parties concerned can file a revision request against a court’s decision that 
had obtained a permanent legal force to the MA.773 

The term “parties concerned” was blamed by some as the main cause for 
the continued filing of revision by the prosecutor.774 It was Pollycarpus Budihari 
Priyanto who challenged the provision of Law 4/2004 to the MK. He asserted 
that many revision requests from the prosecutor had been admitted because 
the MA adhered to a broad interpretation of the term “parties concerned” in 
that article, including in the case against him, where the prosecutor had filed a 

769 Id. Art. 263(3).
770 There were a number of competing drafts during the deliberation of the KUHAP, 

including from the government, from the police and from the AGO and the draft being 
deliberated changed dramatically a number of times during the process. It was likely 
that Art.  263(3) was debated separately or was included as a compromise over the 
restrictions on prosecutors’ rights to request for revision in the earlier provisions.

771 LAw 31/1997, supra note 14 Art. 1 Number 41.
772 Id. Art. 248(3). So the subject of the norm was exposed in the Art. 248(3) Law 31/1997, 

and no more hidden like in Art. 263(3) KUHAP.
773 LAw 4/2004, supra note 14 Art. 23(1). The Law 48/2009 that amended the Law 4/2004 

reintroduced the norm. See LAw 48/2009, supra note 708 Art. 24(1).
774 LAw 4/2004, supra note 14 Art. 23(1).
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revision request.775 Most of such decisions, he added, omitted that the KUHAP 
limited the parties entitled to apply for a revision request.776

The MK finally upheld that the provision of Law 4/2004 was not 
contradictory to the Constitution.777 According to the MK, the fact that many 
MA decisions admitted a revision request filed by the prosecutor was relevant 
to the implementation of revision and does not affect the constitutionality 
of the Law.778 The MK therefore declared the judicial review requested by 
Pollycarpus as unreasonable and rejected it.779

In reality, although the MA had been admitting revision requests by the 
prosecutor in several cases, its institutional attitude towards this matter was 
quite clear. Through SEMA 4/2014, the MA maintained that the prosecutor 
was not allowed to file a revision request.780 According to the MA, the KUHAP 
had clearly determined parties who are entitled to file a revision request and 
that norm could not be interpreted differently.781 The MA also suggested that 
the right of the defendant should be prioritized.782

In the end, the debate on whether the prosecutor can file a revision request 
was decided by the MK in a case involving a judicial review petition by Anna 
Boentaran, the wife of Joko S. Tjandra, which had been elaborated above.783 
From this case onward, the right of the prosecutor to request for revision is 
considered as unconstitutional. 

a. Admission of a revision request by the prosecutor 

The first case that allowed the prosecutor to file a revision request was 
Muchtar Pakpahan’s case. The decision in that case was made by considering 
the following rationales:
1.  that the law is established through, among others, judges’ decisions. 

The KUHAP banned cassation against an acquittal, but when it was 
interpreted differently by a judge, it gradually became law (permanent 

775 mK deCision no. 16/puu-vi/2008 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 630 at 3. 15 
August 2008. See also mA deCision no. 109 pK/pid/2007 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), 
supra note 745.

776 mK deCision no. 16/puu-vi/2008 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 630 at 3. See 
KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).

777 mK deCision no. 16/puu-vi/2008 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 630 at 54.
778 Id.
779 Id.
780 semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
781 Id.
782 Id.
783 Sahbani, supra note 621. See mK deCision no. 33/puu-xiv/2016 (AnnA boentArAn), supra 

note 15. Dated 12 May 2016.
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jurisprudence);784

2.  that Law 14/1970 allowed a revision request to be filed to the MA in civil 
and criminal cases by the “parties concerned” and in a criminal case, the 
“parties concerned” consist of two parties, namely the prosecutor, who 
represented the public/state’s interest and the defendant;785

3.  that based on the principle of legality, the application of the “balance of 
rights” principle means that in addition to the individual’s (defendant) 
right, there is also the public’s right, as represented by the prosecutor, and 
this includes the right to file a revision request;786

4.  that the KUHAP neither expressly permitted nor prohibited the prosecutor 
from filing a revision request;787

5.  that the prosecutor had the greatest interest towards Article 263(3) 
KUHAP, and as such, any decision that stated an offence as proven, but 
not followed by a criminal sentence, could be revised to impose a criminal 
sentence upon the defendant; and788

6.  that the MA is the highest judicial body responsible to make laws and 
safeguarding the proper and fair application of all laws, which means 
that the MA may create its own law (jurisprudence) to guarantee legal 
certainty if there is a legal vacuum in the KUHAP.789

The revision panel led by CJ Soerjono finally granted the prosecutor’s 
revision request, by stating that the panel of cassation led by Adi Andojo 
Sutjipto had committed a judge’s mistake or egregious error. As a result, 
Pakpahan was sentenced with a four-year imprisonment.790

A revision request filed by the prosecutor was also admitted by the panel 
of judges in Ram Gulumal’s case.791 In this case, the MA conveyed its rationale 
that the KUHAP does not explicitly prohibit the prosecutor from filing a 
revision request as it was logically impossible for the convicted or the heir 

784 MA Decision no. 55 PK/Pid/1996 (Muchtar Pakpahan), 1, 19 (1996). See KuHAp, supra 
note 12 Art. 244.

785 mA deCision no. 55 pK/pid/1996 (muCHtAr pAKpAHAn), supra note 784 at 20. See LAw 
14/1970, supra note 516 Art. 21.

786 mA deCision no. 55 pK/pid/1996 (muCHtAr pAKpAHAn), supra note 784 at 21.
787 Id. at 21. See KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).
788 mA deCision no. 55 pK/pid/1996 (muCHtAr pAKpAHAn), supra note 784 at 21. See KuHAp, 

supra note 12 Art. 263(3).
789 Marsudi Utoyo, Analisis Terhadap Putusan Peninjauan Kembali Mahkamah Agung 

Republik Indonesia (Studi Putusan PK MA Republik Indonesia No. 97 PK/Pid. Sus/2012), 
6 KeAdiLAn progresif, 41 (2015), http://jurnal.ubl.ac.id/index.php/KP/article/
view/558 (last visited Feb 26, 2016).

790 mA deCision no. 55 pK/pid/1996 (muCHtAr pAKpAHAn), supra note 784 at 36.
791 MA Decision no. 3 PK/Pid/2001 (Ram Gulumal), 1 (2001).
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to file a revision request against an acquittal or dismissal of the charges. The 
“party concerned” in this case was the prosecutor.792

The panel considered that a defendant or the heir is unlikely to exploit 
Article 263(3) KUHAP, as this article tends to be detrimental to the defendant. 
So, it is logical that this article grants the right to file a revision request to the 
prosecutor. According to the panel, the Indies Rv, Perma 1/1969, and Perma 
1/1980 also regulated that the AG may file a revision request.793

Based on the MA’s duty to maintain consistency in court decisions, 
the panel followed the opinion of the judges in the decision of the Muchtar 
Pakpahan case even though it did not adhere to the principle of “stare decisis” 
(the binding force of precedent).794 As a result, the MA canceled Decision no. 2 
K/Pid/1995 and granted the prosecutor’s revision request. The MA declared 
that Gulumal has been legally and convincingly proven to have committed 
a felony by including false information into an authentic deed, which was 
conducted on an ongoing basis. The MA sentenced Gulumal to imprisonment 
for 20 days.795

In the case of Soetyawati, the MA granted the prosecutor’s revision request 
and sentenced the defendant to four months imprisonment, reversing an 
earlier appeal that dismissed the defendant of all charges.796 The MA applied 
the “interests balancing model” principle by providing procedural protection 
to victims of a crime, which also realize social or restorative justice.797 Thus, 
the right to file for a revision belongs not only to the defendant or the heir, but 
also to the prosecutor, victims, and any interested third parties in pretrial.798

In the case of Pollycarpus, the MA granted the prosecutor’s revision request 
with a ruling that increased Pollycarpus’ sentence to 20 years imprisonment.799 
Similar to Soetyawati’s case, Pollycarpus’ case also considered Article 23(1) Law 
4/2004, which did not explain the terms of “parties concerned” and “interested 

792 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 165. See mA deCision no. 3 pK/pid/2001 (rAm guLumAL), 
supra note 791 at 143.

793 mA deCision no. 3 pK/pid/2001 (rAm guLumAL), supra note 791 at 143. The revision panel in 
their decision referred to Indies Rv instead of Indies Sv.

794 Id. at 143.
795 Id. at 144.
796 MA Decision no. 15 PK/Pid/2006 (Soetiyawati), 1, 14 (2006).
797 mA deCision no. 15 pK/pid/2006 (soetiyAwAti), supra note 796.
798 Id. Even in the decision, the MA relaxed the terminology of court decision so that it 

can also include court judgment (Art. 81 and 156 KUHAP), pretrial ruling (Art. 77-83 
KUHAP) and not just a legally binding criminal sentence.

799 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 168. Pollycarpus was originally sentenced only to two 
years imprisonment at the cassation. The high court upheld the verdict of court of first 
instance to punish Pollycarpus with 14 years in prison. See also mA deCision no. 109 pK/
pid/2007 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 745.
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party” in the filing for a revision.800 The revision panel in Pollycarpus’ case 
found that the previous cases of Mukhtar Pakpahan and Ram Gulumal had 
answered that “parties concerned” in a criminal case included the prosecutor, 
besides the defendant and the heir.801

Further, the MA based its decision on the Guidelines for the Implementation 
of the KUHAP as issued by the Minister of Justice, which stated that the purpose 
of the criminal procedure law was to seek and obtain, or at least get close to, 
the material truth.802 To optimally utilize the KUHAP in obtaining material 
truth, an extensive interpretation should be used, among others by enabling 
the prosecutor to apply for a revision.803

In the end, the MA came to the conclusion that a revision request by the 
prosecutor could be formally admitted.804 To reinforce this conclusion, the MA 
linked the provision of Article 263(1) KUHAP to other legislations.805 

In the Syahril Sabirin’s case, the MA gave a rather similar legal 
considerations as Soetyawati’s case, and exactly the same legal considerations 
in Pollycarpus’ case.806 The MA explained that the prosecutor’s revision request 
was filed in the interest of the state and the public, and not for the prosecutor 
nor the Public Prosecution Office’s personal gain.807 

The MA defined public interest as the interest of the nation and the 

800 mA deCision no. 109 pK/pid/2007 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra note 745.
801 Id.
802 minister of JustiCe deCree no. m.14-pw.07.03 of 1983 on suppLement of guideLines for tHe 

impLementAtion of KuHAp, (1983).
803 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 169.
804 Id.
805 Id. at 170. The other legislations include Article 357 of the Sv, Art. 21 Law 14/1970, Art. 

23(1) Law 4/2004, and Art. 248(3) Law 31/1997. The MA also linked the interpretation 
to the Art. 4(1) Perma 1/1969 and Art. 10(1) Perma 1/1980.

806 Id. at 170. See also mA deCision no. 109 pK/pid/2007 (poLLyCArpus budiHAri priyAnto), supra 
note 745 at 17–26.

807 MA Decision no. 7 PK/Pid.Sus/2009 (Syahril Sabirin), 1, 64–65 (2009). Other decisions of 
the MA that admitted the revision request filed by the prosecutor can be found in the case 
of Martinus Marta Jaya. The case recognized prohibition of revision by the prosecutor in 
the prevailing laws, but it also conceded the practice that had been allowing prosecutor 
to apply for revision. See Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 175. See also MA Decision no. 
16/PK/Pid/2008 (Martinus Marta Jaya), 1, 13 (2008). Decided on 28 July 2008. The 
consideration was corroborated in the case of Achmad Trisna Marseda which stated that 
revision requests by the prosecutor should only be admitted in exceptional cases as it 
touched upon the sense of justice. See Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 177. See also MA 
Decision no. 25 PK/Pid.Sus/2007 (Achmad Trisna Marseda), 1 (2008). Decided on 11 
February 2008. Different arguments could be found in the case of Jahnsen Halim. The 
MA had reasons to admit the revision request by the prosecutor that represented the 
interest of the victim, although it denied the request in its finding. See MA Decision no. 
15/PK/Pid/2009 (Jahnsen Halim bin Hendra Shaldy), 1, 9 (2009). Decided on 9 August 
2009.
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society, or the collective or development purposes.808 Such meaning, as applied 
by the MA, should have been a condition for the prosecutor in exercising its 
right to apply for a revision, which means that it would not be applicable in all 
criminal cases.809 In the end, the MA granted the prosecutor’s revision request 
and sentenced Sabirin with two years’ imprisonment plus a fine of IDR 15 
million.810

In another case involving a defendant named Saodah, the MA granted 
a revision request (which was also the first revision request) filed by the 
prosecutor without giving any specific consideration. The panel directly went 
into the substance of the case, without first assessing whether the prosecutor 
was entitled to file a revision request. In this case, the revision panel consisted 
of judges with civil law background assigned to a criminal case, which 
sometimes occurred prior to the implementation of the chamber system.811 
The second revision request filed by Saodah was admitted by Artidjo Alkostar 
based on the consideration that the first revision request by the prosecutor did 
not exhaust the ultimate right of the defendant to file for a revision.

b. Inadmissibility of revision request by the prosecutor

Despite its practice of admitting a revision request filed by the prosecutor, 
the MA also upheld its institutional standing that a revision request by the 
prosecutor was inadmissible. In the case of Mulyar bin Samsi, the prosecutor’s 
revision request was declared inadmissible based on the argument that the 
laws had explicitly determined the parties who can apply for a revision,812 
namely the defendant or the heir.813

808 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 171. The definition was referred to Art. 49 Law no. 5 of 
1986 on Administrative Court.

809 Id.
810 Furthermore, in the case of Joko S. Tjandra, the MA gave exactly the same legal reasoning 

as given in Sabirin’s case. Besides admitting and granting the revision request by the 
prosecutor, the MA even gave the same sentence of two years imprisonment plus a fine 
of IDR 15 million. Once again to strengthen its arguments, the MA associated Art. 263(1) 
KUHAP with different legislations and MA rules and guidelines. The MA also linked its 
interpretation to Article 8 of the Statute of the International Criminal Court. Id. at 172–
174. See also mA deCision no. 12 pK/pid.sus/2009 (JoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), supra note 21 
at 83–92. Against the decision, Joko S. Tjandra applied for second revision, which was 
decided by the MA in 2012. Although the MA admitted the revision request, it overturned 
the request in the holding. See also mA deCision no. 100/pK/pid.sus/2009 (dJoKo soegiArto 
tJAndrA), supra note 741. Decided on 20 February 2012.

811 mA deCision no. 41 pK/pid/2009 (nyAyu sAodAH), supra note 733.
812 MA Decision no. 84 PK/Pid/2006 (Mulyar bin Samsi), 1 (2007). Decided on 18 July 2008.
813 MA Decision no. 82 PK/Pid/2005 (Agustinus Kurniadi), 1, 11 (2007). The same finding 

and consideration could be found in the case of Augustinus Kurniadi. See mA deCision no. 
82 pK/pid/2005 (Agustinus KurniAdi), supra note. Decided on 23 August 2007.
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The MA used the same arguments in the case of Anggodo Wijoyo,814 where 
it concluded that the KUHAP had pointed out clearly and unequivocally that 
only the defendant or the heir can request for a revision. No mention of any 
other party.815

The revision panel also considered that the provision was a form of 
due process of law, intended to limit the state’s power in acting against its 
citizens.816 The provision is also normative and as such, it cannot be interpreted 
differently because by doing so, it will violate justice and legal certainty.817 
Based on this, the revision panel concluded that the prosecutor cannot file 
a revision request against a criminal decision that has already obtained a 
permanent legal force.818 Therefore, the prosecutor’s request was not in line 
with the implementation of procedural law, and thus, the request would have 
to be declared as inadmissible.819 

In some cases, the MA judges rejected the prosecutor’s revision request 
not because they disagreed with it, but because there was an insufficient 
representation of the public interest. This was evidenced in Roedyanto’s case,820 
where the MA adhered to Article 263 KUHAP, but at the same time felt that the 
provision could be relaxed if the revision request by the prosecutor was filed 
to protect the public interest and the larger interest of the state.821 In the end, 
the MA decided that the prosecutor’s revision request was inadmissible on the 
basis that the prosecutor could not demonstrate the public interest that would 
be protected.822

In the case of Ahmad Kudri Moekri, the prosecutor’s revision request was 
declared as inadmissible by the MA, as under the KUHAP, only a defendant or 
the heir was entitled to file a revision request.823 However, the revision panel 
also acknowledged that regardless of the provision, the question of whether 

814 MA Decision no. 152/PK/Pid/2010 (Kejaksaan Negeri Jakarta Pusat v. Anggodo Widjojo 
& Kepala Badan Reserse Kriminal Markas Besar Kepolisian RI), 1 (2010). Decided on 7 
October 2010.

815 Id.
816 mA deCision no. 84 pK/pid/2006 (muLyAr bin sAmsi), supra note 812 at 8.
817 Id.
818 Id.
819 Id.
820 MA Decision no. 57/PK/Pid/2009 (Roedyanto), 1, 10–11 (2009).
821 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 178.
822 Muh. Djaelani Prasetya, Analisis Yuridis Mengenai Keputusan Mahkamah Konstitusi 

terhadap Pasal 268 Ayat (3) Undang-Undang No. 8 Tahun 1981 (Putusan Mahkamah 
Konstitusi No. 34/PUU-XI/2013 tentang Peninjauan Kembali), 2015, http://repository.
unhas.ac.id/handle/123456789/13157 (last visited Feb 29, 2016). See also mA deCision 
no. 57/pK/pid/2009 (roedyAnto), supra note 820.

823 MA Decision no. 173 PK/Pid.Sus/2011 (Ahmad Kurdi Moekri), 1, 117 (2012).
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the prosecutor may file a revision request against an acquittal or dismissal of 
all charges will, in the end, be answered through judicial practice.824 The panel 
pointed out several cases decided by the MA that, while deviating from the 
KUHAP, had a big impact on the wider interests of the state and society.825

In practice, the prosecutor’s revision request was granted with strict 
conditions so that not all acquittal or dismissal decisions could be questioned 
by the prosecutor.826 The revision panel asserted that in Moekri’s case, there 
was no fundamental reason or significant public interest.827 The panel said that 
the KUHAP allowed the prosecutor to file a revision request, but only against a 
decision in which an alleged act was declared as proven, but not followed by a 
criminal punishment.828 It was logical to accept that if a decision has declared 
that a crime had been committed but did not state a penalty, the prosecutor 
should be given an opportunity to file a revision to correct it.829

Based on such arguments, the revision panel in the Moekri’s case 
considered that the prosecutor’s legal standing to file a revision request was 
weak.830 The revision panel declared the request as inadmissible and upheld 
Moekri’s acquittal from all charges.831

In some of the cases where a revision request by the prosecutor was 
declared as inadmissible, there was no legal consideration by the MA. One 
of them was the case of Kamaruddin, where the MA did not explain why the 
prosecutor’s revision request was not admitted. Instead, it merely focused on 
the considerations of the matters in the case.832

3. Revision by the defense counsel in the applicant’s absence 

Complementing the legal framework outlined above, in 1984, the Deputy 
CJ for General Crime Affairs of the MA, Adi Andojo Soetjipto, issued a letter.833 
This letter was originally addressed to the Chief Judge of the Central Jakarta 
District Court, but was subsequently distributed to the all chief judges of the 

824 Id. at 117.
825 Id.
826 Id.
827 Id. This statement indeed was problematic considering that this was corruption case 

and as such, the state has a major interest in it.
828 Id. at 118.
829 Id.
830 Id.
831 Id.
832 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 180. Decision no. 219 PK/Pid.Sus/2009 (Kamaruddin), 17 

September 2008.
833 MA Circular no. 4984/TU/84/3951/Pid. issued on 2 November 1984.
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district courts throughout Indonesia. The letter reinforced the provision of 
Article 265(2) KUHAP, namely that the presence of the defendant and the 
prosecutor in the hearing to review the fulfilment of the conditions for a 
revision request was imperative.834 The letter was circulated in line with SEMA 
6/1988, which instructed all courts to refuse the representation by the defense 
counsel in a criminal case where the defendant was not present despite being 
was properly summoned. 835 

This norm was reconfirmed by the MA through SEMA 1/2012, which 
stated that a revision request could only be filed by the defendant or the heir.836 
Thus, a revision request submitted by a defense counsel without the presence 
of the defendant must be declared as inadmissible and the case file should not 
proceed to the MA.837 However, despite its strong message, SEMA 1/2012 still 
carved an exception that if the request was filed by the defense counsel before 
28 June 2012, then the case files could be sent to the MA.838 

Furthermore, through SEMA 4/2014, the MA reaffirmed that the presence 
of the defendant in a hearing to review the fulfilment of the conditions for the 
revision request was compulsory, even if the defendant appeared only once.839

However, in 2016, a plenary meeting of the MA Criminal Chamber relaxed 
this requirement by considering the practical problems encountered in its 
application. They determined that a revision request by a defendant who is 
serving sentence in a prison may be submitted through the defense counsel. 
The defense counsel is also permitted to attend the hearing at the district court 
that will examine the revision request, as well as to sign the minutes.840

If a defendant is serving sentence outside the jurisdiction of the original 
district court, the revision request must still be filed in the district court of 
origin.841 But, examination of the request could be delegated to the local court 
where the defendant is serving sentence.842 The case files of the revision, 
together with the minutes of examination and the resulting opinion must 

834 Krisna Harahap, Putusan Majelis Hakim Agung Terkait Permohonan PK, HuKumonLine.
Com, http://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt4bb9e0a7b10fd/putusan-majelis-
hakim-agung-terkait-permohonan-pk--br-oleh-prof-dr-krisna-harahap-sh-mh- (last 
visited Oct 2, 2016). The letter, among others, gave guidance on how the clerk/bailiff 
should summon the applicants, both inside and outside of prison.

835 Id. See semA 6/1988, supra note 576. issued by CJ Ali Said on 10 December 1988.
836 semA 1/2012, supra note 16.
837 Id.
838 Id. 28 June 2012 is the date the SEMA entered into force.
839 semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
840 semA 4/2016, supra note 632 at 3.
841 Id.
842 Id. at 4.
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be sent by the relevant judge to the original district court, to be subsequently 
forwarded to the MA.843

a.	 Admission	of	a	revision	request	filed	by	the	defense	counsel

The issue of whether an attorney can file a revision request without the 
presence of the defendant briefly appeared in a corruption case involving 
Hutomo Mandala Putra, or commonly known as Tommy Soeharto. Tommy 
applied for a revision through his attorneys when he was a fugitive.844 Yet, the 
MA admitted and granted his revision request.845

Another example was the case of Joko S. Tjandra. The MA initially 
examined the revision request filed by the prosecutor and sentenced Tjandra 
to two years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 15 million.846 A day before the 
decision was made, Tjandra left Indonesia using a chartered plane.847 From his 
hideout abroad, Tjandra applied for a second revision through his attorneys.848 
The revision request was admitted formally by the MA, although eventually 
turned down materially.849

The most controversial example of the admission of a revision request 
filed by an attorney without the presence of the defendant was the case of 
Sudjiono Timan.850 The judges in that case cited Article 1(2) KUHP, which 
stated that if there was change of law after an act was committed, then the 
most favorable provision should be applied against the defendant.851 SEMA 
1/2012, which required a defendant to be present in the filing of a revision 
became effective in April 2012. The revision request for Timan was filed by 
his defense counsel in January 2012. As a result, the panel argued that the 
most favorable arrangement should be applied, namely to admit the revision 
request.852 However, one member of the panel, Sri Murwahyuni, dissented 
by implying the irony that a defendant who escaped from his obligation to 

843 Id.
844 Nay/Tri/APr, PK Mahkamah Agung Bebaskan Sang Buronan, HuKumonLine.Com (2001), 

https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/hol3809/pk-mahkamah-agung-
bebaskan-sang-buronan (last visited Sep 15, 2019).

845 Id.
846 Harahap, supra note 834. See mA deCision no. 12 pK/pid.sus/2009 (JoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), 

supra note 21.
847 Harahap, supra note 834.
848 Id.
849 mA deCision no. 100/pK/pid.sus/2009 (dJoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), supra note 741.
850 MA Decision no. 97 PK/Pid.Sus/2012 (Sudjiono Timan), 1 (2013).
851 Puteri Hikmawati, Polemik Putusan Peninjauan Kembali Sujiono Timan, V info singKAt 

p3di, 3 (2013).
852 Id. at 3.
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serve the sentence was allowed to benefit from his legal right to apply for a 
revision.853

b.	 Inadmissibility	of	a	revision	request	filed	(only)	by	the	defense	
counsel 

In the case of Setia Budi, the MA did not admit a revision request filed 
by the defense counsel due to the failure of the defendant to appear at the 
court hearing that examined his revision request.854 The argument behind the 
decision was to avoid a revision by a defendant who escaped from custody. 
Therefore, the defendant’s presence was made imperative and could not be 
substituted by the defense counsel, as their proper role was only to accompany 
the defendant, and not to represent them.855 In this case, the revision request 
against the decision of the Corruption Court at the Central Jakarta District 
Court was not admitted because it failed to fulfil this condition.856 Based on 
the minutes of the hearing, only the defense counsel was present.857 The MA 
asserted that a revision request without the presence of the defendant was 
contrary to the KUHAP, as well as conflicting with the other guidance of the 
MA.858 

The revision panel considered that a revision request, especially in 
corruption cases, should be treated properly and strictly to avoid abuse by 
a fugitive hiding in countries that do not have an extradition treaty with 
Indonesia.859

The panel referred to several incidents like the aforementioned case of 
Tommy Suharto where a defendant applied for a revision through his lawyers 
from abroad,860 or the case of Joko S. Tjandra who fled a day before the decision 
was announced and filed a revision request through his lawyers from abroad.861 
The panel also considered the case of Adelin Lis, whose judgment of cassation 
could not be executed as Lis had escaped and then filed a revision request 

853 Id.
854 MA Decision no. 74 PK/Pid.Sus/2010 (Setia Budi), 1 (2010).
855 Id.
856 Id. at 65. Decision of Corruption Court at Jakarta Pusat District Court no. 26/Pid.B/

TPK/2008/PN.Jkt.Pst., 23 March 2009.
857 Id.
858 mA deCision no. 74 pK/pid.sus/2010 (setiA budi), supra note 854. See KuHAp, supra note 12 

Art. 265(2) and (3). The panel referred to Instruction of Deputy CJ for General Criminal 
Division of the MA no. 4984/TU/84/3951/Pid, which was in line with SEMA 6/1988.

859 mA deCision no. 74 pK/pid.sus/2010 (setiA budi), supra note 854 at 67.
860 Id. at 66.
861 Id. at 67.
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through his attorney.862 There were also other examples, such as the case of 
Hendra Subrata, whose first revision request was declared as inadmissible, 
as it was submitted solely by his defense counsel. Based on the minutes of 
the hearing of the West Jakarta District Court, Subrata (being the principal) 
neither attended nor signed the minutes of the hearing.863

The most elaborate decision discussing the matter of revision submission 
without the presence of the defendant was the Taswin Zein case. The revision 
panel in this case was of the opinion that the applicant of the revision request 
must be the defendant and he/she must be present and submit an opinion on 
the hearing of the revision request. Further, the minutes of the hearing must 
be signed by the judge, the prosecutor, the applicant, and the registrar.864

The panel considered that based on the minutes of hearing, Zein was 
neither present nor signed the minutes, and was merely represented by his 
attorney.865 Further, the panel opined that under the Law no. 18 of 2003 on 
Advocate (Law 18/2003), an attorney’s duty in a criminal case is merely to 
accompany their client, and not to represent them.866 The revision panel further 
stated that the decision requested to be revised had already been examined by 
the district court and had gone through the proper judicial process.867

The panel negated the argument put forward by Zein’s attorney that 
according to a publication by Yahya Harahap, a revision request may be filed 
through a power of attorney, which is based on the Decree of the Minister of 
Justice.868 The panel referred to the Letter of the Deputy CJ on General Crime 
Affairs stating that the presence of the applicant in the examination of a 
revision request is mandatory.869 The letter was in line with SEMA 6/1988, 
which was issued a few years later, mandating the courts to avoid abuse of 

862 Id. See also MA Decision no. 6 PK/Pid.Sus/2010 (Adelin Lis), 1 (2011).
863 MA Decision no. 105 PK/Pid/2012 (Hendra Subrata), 1, 53 (2012). The same situation 

happened in the case of Edy Firdaus and M. Sahlan except that in the latter case, the MA 
also pointed out the fact that Sahlan’s absence was not accompanied by valid reasons. 
See MA Decision no. 29 PK/Pid.Sus/2012 (Edy Firdaus), 1, 27 (2012)., which referred 
to Article 265(2) KUHAP. See also MA Decision no. 82 PK/Pid/2013 (M. Sahlan), 1, 11 
(2013).

864 MA Decision no. 64 PK/Pid.Sus/2009 (Taswin Zein), 1, 272 (2010). See KuHAp, supra 
note 12 Art. 265 (3).

865 mA deCision no. 64 pK/pid.sus/2009 (tAswin zein), supra note 864 at 272.
866 Id. at 272. LAw no. 18 of 2003 on AdvoCAte, Art. 1 no. 2 (2003).
867 mA deCision no. 64 pK/pid.sus/2009 (tAswin zein), supra note 864 at 273.
868 minister of JustiCe deCree no. m.14-pw.07.03 of 1983 on suppLement of guideLines for tHe 

impLementAtion of KuHAp, supra note 802.
869 mA deCision no. 64 pK/pid.sus/2009 (tAswin zein), supra note 864 at 274. The panel 

referred to the Letter of Deputy CJ for General Crime Affairs no. 4984/TU/84/3951/Pid., 
2 November 1984.
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the revision mechanism.870 As such, Zein’s revision request was declared as 
inadmissible.871

4. Revision by the defendant’s heir

The KUHAP stated that a defendant or the heir can submit a revision 
request against a court decision that has obtained a permanent legal force to 
the MA, except if such decision acquits or dismisses the charge against the 
defendant.872 Moreover, the KUHAP provided that if the defendant passed 
away after the revision request has been admitted by the MA, then the heir 
will have the discretion whether to continue with the request.873 These two 
provisions are also mirrored in Law 14/1985 with respect to civil cases.

Based on such provisions, it was understandable that the prevailing 
interpretation was that a revision request could be filed by the heir of the 
defendant only if the defendant has passed away. Similarly, the continuation 
of a revision request would depend on the heir only if the defendant has passed 
away after filing.

This interpretation played a dominant part in the MA Criminal Chamber’s 
plenary meeting and was then subsequently applied as a guidance for the courts 
through SEMA 4/2014.874 Thus, when discussing the growing perception of the 
position of an heir in relation to a revision application, the MA’s attitude was 
that an heir may only file a revision request in a criminal case if the defendant 
has passed away.875

a. Admission	of	a	revision	request	filed	by	the	defendant’s	heir

In 2012, the above norms and interpretation were negated by the MA 
itself in the case of Sudjiono Timan.876 This case was examined by a panel of 
judges chaired by Suhadi and consisting of Sophian Marthabaya, Andi Samsan 
Nganro, Sri Murwahyuni, and Abdul Latif, who granted the revision request 
filed by Timan’s wife.877 The revision judgment annulled the decision at the 
cassation level, which had punished Timan to 15 years imprisonment.878

870 Id. at 274.
871 Id.
872 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).
873 Id. Art. 268(2).
874 The criminal chamber meeting itself was held on 19-20 December 2013 and attended by 

judges and registrars of the Criminal Chamber.
875 semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
876 mA deCision no. 97 pK/pid.sus/2012 (sudJiono timAn), supra note 850.
877 Id.
878 Hikmawati, supra note 851 at 2.
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Apart from the consideration of the judges on the substance of the case, 
one aspect that came into the public spotlight was the admission of the 
revision request submitted by the wife (heir) of the defendant even though the 
defendant was still very much alive (in fact, he was a fugitive). This admission 
was generally considered as being contrary to the provisions of the KUHAP, 
Law 14/1985, and various derivative rules and guidelines issued by the MA.

However, the justices argued that under the KUHAP, a defendant or the 
heir (which includes a defendant’s wife) could file a revision request.879 Sri 
Murwahyuni   was the only judge who rejected the decision and dissented with 
several considerations.880 She maintained that first, the applicant was not the 
convicted defendant as he had escaped from sentence, and second, although 
the applicant was indeed the heir, the defendant was still alive.881 According 
to the KUHAP, a revision request could only be filed by the defendant or the 
heir, and, if the defendant is still alive, the wife cannot apply for a revision 
request.882

b.	 Inadmissibility	of	a	revision	request	filed	by	the	defendant’s	heir

In the Hendra Subrata case, the first revision panel declared Subrata’s 
revision request as inadmissible because it was filed by Subrata’s defense 
counsel. Subrata was not present, either at the time of the filing or during 
the examination hearing of the revision request.883 The second revision panel 
then considered a second request, which was filed by Subrata’s wife, Linawaty 
Widjaja, as his heir.884 The panel referred to Article 263(1) KUHAP and stated 
that the term “convicted person” in this article should be interpreted as a 
requirement that the legal status of the applicant of the revision request must 
be that of a defendant who is serving a criminal punishment pursuant to a 
final and executed judgment. In this case, the whereabouts of the applicant 
were unknown as Subrata had escaped prior to the execution of the judgment 
against him.885

The second revision panel also referred to Article 265(2) KUHAP, which 
stated that the applicant and the prosecutor must be present and may submit 

879 mA deCision no. 97 pK/pid.sus/2012 (sudJiono timAn), supra note 850.
880 Hikmawati, supra note 851 at 3.
881 Id.
882 Id.
883 MA Decision no. 94 PK/Pid/2014 (Hendra Subrata), 1, 110 (2015). See mA deCision no. 

105 pK/pid/2012 (HendrA subrAtA), supra note 863. 
884 mA deCision no. 94 pK/pid/2014 (HendrA subrAtA), supra note 883 at 111.
885 Id.
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opinions and examination against the revision request in the district court.886 
The term “applicant” in this article referred to the “convicted person”, which 
means that the defendant must be present at the hearing to examine the 
revision request, where minutes will be signed by, among others, the applicant 
and the registrar.887 In this case, however, the convicted defendant, despite 
being summoned, had not attended the hearing.

Based on these considerations, the second revision panel held that the 
second revision request filed by Subrata’s wife did not fulfill the conditions 
under SEMA 1/2012, and as such, it must be declared as inadmissible.888 

5. Revision request against a pretrial ruling

In December 2013, the MA Criminal Chamber held a plenary meeting 
that agreed not to admit a revision request against a pretrial ruling, except 
in cases where there are indications of a manipulation of the law.889 This was 
then imposed as a guideline for the MA and the lower courts through SEMA 
4/2014. A pretrial is a mechanism stipulated under the KUHAP where the 
court, at the request of the suspect, the family, or any other party on suspect’s 
behalf, is given the authority to conduct an examination and decide on: (i) the 
legality of an arrest and/or detention; (ii) the validity of the termination of 
an investigation or prosecution based on the principle of upholding the law 
and justice; (iii) a request for indemnity or rehabilitation from a suspect, the 
family or another party on suspect’s behalf whose case has not been brought 
before the court.890

Subsequently, the MA published Perma 4/2016 as a follow-up of two 
decisions of the MK that, first, expanded the authority of a pretrial,891 and 
second, removed the right of appeal to the investigator and the prosecutor as 
referred to in Article 83(2) KUHAP, which led to the conclusion that a pretrial 
ruling could not be subject to an appeal.892

Perma 4/2016 also confirmed the prohibition of a revision against a 
pretrial ruling.893 A revision against a pretrial ruling should be declared as 

886 Id.
887 Id. Pursuant to Art. 265(3) KUHAP.
888 Id.
889 semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
890 supriyAdi widodo eddyono et AL., pretriAL HeAring in indonesiA: tHeory, History, And prACtiCe in 

indonesiA 3 (2014).
891 mK deCision no. 21/puu/xii/2014 (bACHtiAr AbduL fAtAH), supra note 614.
892 permA 4/2016, supra note 613. See also MK Decision no. 65/PUU/IX/2011 (Tjetje 

Iskandar), 1 (2012). See also LAw no. 5 of 2004 on supreme Court, Art. 45A (2004).
893 permA 4/2016, supra note 613 Art. 3 (1).
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inadmissible by an “order” of the Chief Judge of the district court and the case 
file should not be forwarded to the MA.894 To strengthen this norm, Perma 
4/2016 also stipulated that the “order” may not be challenged.895 In essence, 
Perma 4/2016 absolutely banned revision against a pretrial ruling.896 No 
more exceptions were allowed including prior exception due to indications of 
manipulation of law in the decision.

a. Admission of a revision request against a pretrial ruling

Admission of a revision request against a pretrial ruling was granted in 
the case of Bandung DPO vs. Eddy Wirawan.897 The MA overturned a pretrial 
ruling by the Bandung District Court in 2008 that declared the arrest and 
detention against Eddy Wirawan as unauthorized. 898

The MA concluded that the pretrial judge had made two mistakes. The 
first mistake was the examination and verification of the merits of the 
case. Commonly, a pretrial judge is not allowed to examine and incorporate 
considerations related to the substance of the case into a pretrial ruling. The 
second mistake was the violation of the administrative nature of a pretrial 
examination. In principle, based on its administrative nature, a pretrial hearing 
should focus on the process and procedure for detention, arrest, termination 
of the investigation, or prosecution. In this case, the pretrial examination was 
deemed to be invalid by the MA because it included considerations on matters 
that were beyond administrative matters.

The admission of a revision request against a pretrial ruling based on the 
manipulation of the law was reflected in the case of the National Police vs. Toh 
Keng Siong.899 It involved a report of embezzlement by Toh Keng Siong, a Hong 
Kong citizen, to the National Police.900 Due to insufficient evidence, the police 
ceased the investigation of the case.901 Siong then filed a pretrial petition to 
the South Jakarta District Court, which subsequently ordered the case to be 
re-opened.902 The police did not accept the verdict and filed a revision request 

894 Id. Art. 3(2).
895 Id. Art. 3(3).
896 Id. Art. 6.
897 MA Decision no. 18 PK/Pid/2009 (Eddy Wirawan), 1 (2009). Decided on 23 July 2009.
898 Decision of Bandung District Court no. 04/PID/PRE/2008/PN.BDG, 26 September 2008.
899 MA Decision no. 87 PK/Pid/2013 (Kepala Badan Reserse Kriminal POLRI v. Toh Keng 

Siong), 1 (2013). Decided on 23 December 2013.
900 Id.
901 Id.
902 Id.
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against the pretrial ruling.903

The panel of judges in the MA then granted the revision request. The 
presiding judge, Andi Abu Ayub Saleh, and a panel member, Sofyan Sitompul, 
agreed to grant the revision request filed by the police.904 Another member of 
the panel, M. Syarifuddin, firmly rejected the revision request. Syarifuddin 
dissented and opined that according to the KUHAP, a revision request should 
only be filed by the defendant or the heir.905 According to Syarifuddin, there is 
no defendant in a pretrial process, only a suspect as the substance of the case 
has not been examined.906 Therefore, a pretrial ruling was not included in the 
definition of a legally binding decision that is subject to revision.907

Another case where the MA admitted a revision request against a pretrial 
ruling is the case of the Chief of Jakarta Police vs. Ng Thin Po.908 By granting 
this the revision request, the MA essentially declared its competence to revise 
a pretrial ruling.

The case involved Po, a businessman, who reported a person to the police 
for an allegation of fraud and forgery. After the investigation by the police, the 
report was not considered as a criminal offence, but rather a civil issue. The 
Jakarta Police also issued a warrant for the termination of a case investigation 
(known as a Surat Perintah Penghentian Perkara or SP3).

Po did not accept the decision issuing the SP3 and submitted a pretrial 
petition to the South Jakarta District Court, who then ordered the police to 
revoke the SP3 and resume the investigation.909 The Jakarta Police rejected 
the decision and applied for a revision request against the pretrial ruling by 
including testimonies of several experts. The MA considered these experts’ 
testimonies in granting the revision request.

According to the MA, the police report filed by Po did not meet the 
elements of a criminal offence of either fraud or embezzlement, and rather, it 
was an issue of a breach of contract that should have been resolved through a 
civil lawsuit and not through a criminal prosecution.

The MA judges also stated that the MA, being the highest judicial body and 
supervisor of courts at all levels, needed to legally align every revision request, 
particularly those that challenged a pretrial ruling where a legal manipulation 

903 Id.
904 Id.
905 Id. at 65.
906 Id. at 66.
907 Id.
908 MA Decision no. 58 PK/Pid/2015 (Polda Metro Jaya v. Ng Thin Po), 1 (2015).
909 Decision of South Jakarta District Court no. 50/Pid.Prap/2014/PN.Jkt.Sel.
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was found. The parties must be given the opportunity to prove that a pretrial 
ruling had been mistaken or incorrect in applying the law. The MA annulled 
the South Jakarta District Court’s decision by reason of mistake or egregious 
error, and as such, the termination of the investigation by the Jakarta Police 
was valid.

b. Inadmissibility of a revision request against a pretrial ruling 

The MA took a strong stand in the debate of whether a revision request 
can be filed against a pretrial ruling through the case of Eggi Sudjana vs. 
the Head of the South Jakarta DPO.910 The revision panel led by CJ Harifin A. 
Tumpa declared a revision request against a pretrial ruling as inadmissible. 
The pretrial ruling in this case reinforced the termination of the prosecution 
of Chandra M. Hamzah and Bibit Samad Rianto, two former leaders of the KPK, 
who were allegedly criminalized by the police.911 

The revision request was filed by several non-governmental organizations, 
represented by Sudjana.912 The applicants questioned the validity of the 
termination of the investigation issued by the Head of South Jakarta DPO, as 
affirmed by the pretrial ruling of the South Jakarta District Court.913

The judges at the MA used several simple arguments in their revision 
judgment. Article 45A Law no. 5 of 2004 on Supreme Court (Law 5/2004) 
prohibited a pretrial ruling to be challenged in a cassation as it is an ordinary 
legal remedy. Based on the judges’ logic, if an ordinary legal remedy against a 
pretrial ruling is already prohibited, that means that an extraordinary legal 
remedy like revision must also be prohibited.914 According to the MA, that 
provision prohibiting an appeal against a pretrial decision “should apply 
mutatis mutandis to extraordinary legal remedy.”915 Therefore, a revision 
request against a pretrial ruling should be declared as inadmissible.916

910 MA Decision no. 123 PK/Pid/2010 (Eggi Sudjana et.al. v. Head of South Jakarta DPO 
et.al.), 1 (2010).

911 RFQ, Tidak Boleh Ajukan PK atas Praperadilan, HuKumonLine.Com, http://www.hukumonline.
com/berita/baca/lt4dd0e0d63eb6a/tidak-boleh-ajukan-pk-atas-praperadilan (last 
visited Oct 3, 2016). The criminalization was the climax of the confrontation between 
the KPK and the Police, which was famously known as the “crocodile and gecko” (cicak 
dan buaya) saga. The termination of the investigation process against Rianto and 
Hamzah was a response to the public’s strong demand against their prosecution.

912 Id.
913 Id.
914 Id.
915 Id.
916 Id. This ruling is reminiscent of earlier revision of pretrial decisions. Like when Udar 

Pristono applied for revision against pretrial ruling and the MA declared the petition 
inadmissible. See MA Decision No. 30 PK/Pid/2015 (Udar Pristono v. Jampidsus 
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Rejection of the application for a revision against a pretrial ruling is also 
found in the case of the Chief of the Jakarta Police vs. Asmadja.917 In this case, 
Asmadja filed a pretrial petition against the Chief of the Jakarta Police for 
terminating an investigation of a case reported by him.918 According to the 
police, the case had already expired and the accused had also fled abroad.

In October 2013, a single judge of the South Jakarta District Court granted 
Asmadja’s request and invalidated the termination. The judge ordered the 
police to resume the investigation of the two reported suspects. The police 
then challenged the decision through a revision by alleging that the pretrial 
judge had made a mistake in considering the statute of limitation.

Subsequently, the revision panel declared the revision request as 
inadmissible. Several considerations were used. First, according to the KUHAP, 
only a defendant or the heir can apply for a revision. In a pretrial procedure, 
there is no defendant as the suspect has not been convicted. This means that 
the merit of the case has not been examined. According to the panel, a pretrial 
hearing can only examine matters beyond the merits of the case.

Second, a revision request against a pretrial ruling is only allowed where 
there is a manipulation of the law, for example when the limits of a pretrial are 
exceeded, as elaborated in Article 77 KUHAP. 

Third, the judges referred to the considerations in the Eggi Sudjana case, 
which stated that a cassation could not be applied against a pretrial decision 
and this applies mutatis mutandis to a revision.

The most recent case involving the inadmissibility of a revision request 
against a pretrial ruling involved the KPK vs. Hadi Poernomo, in which the 
revision panel declared KPK’s revision request as ill-reasoned and therefore, 
inadmissible.919 Here, the same argument as the one used in Eggi Sudjana 
case was referred to, namely that since ordinary legal remedies like appeal 
and cassation cannot be used to challenge a pretrial ruling, it follows that an 
extraordinary legal remedy, like revision, is also unavailable. This time, the 
MA also referred to an additional legal basis, namely MK Decision of 2011920 

Kejaksaan Agung RI), (2015). Decided on June 9, 2015. Likewise, when former Mayor of 
Makassar, Ilham Arief Sirajuddin filed a revision request against pretrial decision and 
declared by the MA inadmissible. See MA Decision No. 204 PK/Pid.Sus/2015 (Ilham Arief 
Sirajuddin), (2016). Decided on 11 April 2016.

917 MYS, Ternyata, Polri Pernah Ajukan PK atas Praperadilan, HuKumonLine.Com (2015), http://
www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt55f7a4cf62781/ternyata--polri-pernah-
ajukan-pk-atas-praperadilan (last visited Oct 3, 2016). MA Decision no. 66 PK/Pid/2014 
(Kepala Kepolisian Daerah Metro Jaya v. Asmadja), 1 (2014).

918 MYS, supra note 917.
919 MA Decision no. 50 PK/Pid.Sus/2016 (KPK v. Hadi Poernomo), 1, 190 (2016). See also MK 

Decision no. 65/PUU-IX/2011.
920 Id. at 190. See also MK Decision no. 65/PUU-IX/2011.
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and Perma 4/2016.921

In addition, the revision panel also stated that a revision request filed by 
a defendant or the heir is limited to the conviction.922 Nevertheless, the MA 
believed that the decision of the South Jakarta District Court in the Poernomo 
case to invalidate the investigation, seizure, and determination of the suspect 
was inappropriate, false, and exceeded its limits of authority. Further, it 
might even be qualified as an attempt to prevent, interfere with, or directly or 
indirectly thwart the investigation, prosecution, and examination in court.923 
The MA considered that the South Jakarta District Court was not authorized 
to stop the investigation filed by the KPK against Poernomo.924 However, in 
the end, the MA declared that the revision request filed by the KPK was still 
inadmissible, which made the considerations above rather useless.925

6. Submission of a revision request by interested parties

Article 4(1) Perma 1/1969 stated that a revision request against a 
criminal decision that had obtained a permanent legal force must be filed by 
the defendant, an interested party, or the AG. This was echoed in Article 10(1) 
Perma 1/1980. In Article 263(1) KUHAP, the term “interested parties” was 
excluded, as well as the term “AG”. This means that interested parties and the 
AG were excluded from the list of parties eligible to apply for a revision and 
that only the defendant and the heir are eligible to apply for a revision.

The provision on interested parties, or the parties concerned, became the 
basis for victims who are dissatisfied with a judgment against their interest to 
file a revision request. The provision was also used as a reference by the MA in 
examining and deciding a revision request filed by the victims.

a.	 Admission	of	a	revision	request	filed	by	interested	parties

An admitted revision request filed by the interested parties was evidenced 
in the case of Iskandar Hutualy vs. the Head of the East Kalimantan Provincial 
Prosecution Office (PPO).926 The applicants of the revision were not victims in 
the traditional sense, but rather interested third parties who objected against a 
decision of the Samarinda High Court in 1999.927 These third parties consisted 

921 Id. at 191.
922 Id. Based on Art. 263(1) KUHAP.
923 Id. See also Decision of South Jakarta district court no. 36/Pid.Prap/2015/PN.Jkt.Sel.
924 Id. at 192.
925 Id.
926 soepArmAn, supra note 23 at 98. See MA Decision No. 4 PK/Pid/2000 (Iskandar Hutualy), 1 

(2001).
927 soepArmAn, supra note 23 at 98. Decision of the Samarinda High Court no. 30/Pid/1999, 
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of several organizations and were represented by Hutualy. In essence, they 
felt aggrieved by the decision of the East Kalimantan PPO to terminate the 
prosecution in the case of an alleged misappropriation of land and building 
taxes by officials of the city of Kutai Kartanegara.928 The termination was 
challenged in a pretrial in the Samarinda District Court, which ordered the 
prosecutor to resume the investigation. 

According to the revision panel, based on the principle of legality and 
horizontal oversight, as well as Law 14/1985, the MA was authorized to make 
rules to solve an issue that is not yet regulated by a law.929 To fill in the legal 
gap, it was deemed necessary to relax the stipulation of the KUHAP so that 
a “concerned third party” (under Article 80 KUHAP) or “other interested 
parties” (under Perma 1/1980) can also file a revision request, in addition to 
the defendant or the heir.930

In addition, the provision of Article 263(1) KUHAP, particularly concerning 
the term “court judgment”, also needed to be relaxed by the revision panel 
to include court decisions and pretrial rulings, in addition to the final and 
binding decision.931 Therefore, according to the judges, the request filed by 
Hutualy, either as an individual or as a representative of the organizations, can 
be admitted.932

The MA asserted that the legal considerations of the Samarinda High 
Court’s decision also contained an element of judge’s mistake or egregious 
error by stating that “the interested third parties” under Article 80 KUHAP 
must be a direct victim of a crime.933 To enforce law, justice, and truth, and to 
broaden community participation, the term “interested third parties” should 
not be limited to parties that are directly affected and should include anyone 
(natural or legal person) with an interest in the case.934

b.	 Inadmissibility	of	a	revision	request	filed	by	the	victim	as	the	
parties concerned 

The first example of a revision request filed by a victim was the case of 

30 June 1999.
928 Id. at 98.
929 Id.  See LAw 14/1985, supra note 12 Art. 79.
930 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 10(1).
931 soepArmAn, supra note 23 at 98. Court decision is provided in Art. 156(1) and Art. 81 

KUHAP. While pretrial decision is provided in Art. 77-83 KUHAP.
932 Id. at 98.
933 Id.
934 Id. at 99.
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I.B.G. Manuaba, who petitioned an MA decision at the cassation level.935 The 
case involved the filing of a false written complaint by Made Komia Karkata, 
which was read by other parties and adversely affect the reputation of Manuaba 
and I.B.G. Fajar Manuaba. For his action, Karkata was charged with violating 
Article 317 KUHP, as well as Article 310(2) KUHP as a subsidiary.936 The 
Denpasar District Court found Karkata to be guilty of committing “slander” 
and sentenced him to four months imprisonment, with eight months of 
probation.937

Karkata filed an appeal to the Denpasar High Court, which affirmed the 
decision of the Denpasar District Court.938 Then, Karkata filed a cassation to 
the MA, who overturned the decision of the Denpasar High Court on the basis 
that the defendant had expressed his grievances through a confidential official 
letter in his official capacity.939 Therefore, under Article 51(1) KUHP (official 
duty exclusion), the defendant could not be convicted.940 The MA eventually 
decided the case on its own and claimed that the defendant is guilty of the 
offence charged against him, but that the act was not a crime. As a result, the 
charges against Karkata were dismissed.941

One of the victims of the alleged crime, Manuaba, then filed a revision 
request against the MA’s decision, by arguing that being a victim, he had 
suffered physical and mental harm and felt aggrieved by the MA’s dismissal.942 
Manuaba referred to the guidelines of the MA, which confirmed that a revision 
request can be filed by parties other than the defendant or his heir, which 
included the complainant, witness or prosecutor.943

According to Manuaba, although the prosecutor does not have the right 
to file a revision request in the practice of criminal justice in Indonesia, in 
reality, the MA had granted several of such requests following the case of 
Muchtar Pakpahan.944 On that basis, victims have the same legal standing 
as a prosecutor in requesting a revision.945 In the end, the MA declared the 

935 Id. at 93. The decision of the MA no. 1991 K/Pid/2001, 2 July 2002.
936 Id. at 94.
937 Id. The decision of Denpasar District Court no. 105/Pid.B/2000/PN.Dps., 16 January 

2001.
938 Id. The decision of Denpasar High Court no. 41/Pid.B/2001/PT.Dps., 1 August 2001.
939 Id. MA Decision no. 1991 K/Pid/2001, 2 July 2002.
940 Id. at 95.
941 Id.
942 Id.
943 Id. “Practice of Civil and Criminal Procedure in the FAQ”, published by the MA in 2001, 

page 93.
944 Id.
945 Id.
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revision request as inadmissible on the basis that it was filed by the victim in 
the decision in question, who was not authorized to apply for a revision under 
Article 263(1) KUHAP.946

Another example was the case of Barani Sinaga, who was the widow 
of the deceased Alfa Tampubolon.947 Sinaga filed a revision request against 
the decision of the Kutacane District Court who imposed a light sentence to 
the murderer of Tampubolon. Sinaga accused the trial judges of not being 
objective.948 The MA declared the revision request as inadmissible as it was filed 
by the widow of the victim.949 According to the MA, the KUHAP had asserted 
that a revision request could only be filed by the defendant or the heir and as 
such, the applicant was not eligible to do so.950

B. Grounds for revision

1. Incoherencies in the regulation and the practice of novum

The first known rule on novum in Indonesia is provided under the Indies 
Sv, which states that: “If, after a conviction for manslaughter, documents are 
being produced to the court, from which it initially sufficiently appears that 
the person who is presumed dead in the conviction, is still alive.”951 Under the 
Indies Sv, the concept of novum was very narrow as it only applied to murder 
cases where subsequently it was known that the victim was still alive. This 
was why the initial rule of novum was said to be too constricted and therefore, 
was rarely used.

Oemar Seno Adji put forward the Dutch jurisprudence, which became 
the forerunner to the reform of novum.952 In this jurisprudence, three brothers 
of Hogerhuis were accused of burglary (inbraak) of a farmhouse in Britsum, 
The Netherlands.953 In this case, the evidence was not strong enough.954 
Immediately after the conviction of the three brothers, the general opinion 
pointed out that another person was guilty of the offence, which caused public 
outcry.955 

946 Id. at 96. MA Decision no. 11 PK/Pid/2003, 6 August 2003.
947 Id.
948 Id.
949 Id. at 97. MA Decision no. 1 PK/Kry/1981, 24 August 1984.
950 Id.
951 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 356.
952 AdJi, supra note 463 at 42.
953 Id.
954 Id.
955 Id. at 43. See also HuLLu, supra note 322 at 273.
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The finding generated a dissatisfaction against the unavailability of legal 
remedies that could save the Hogerhuis brothers from a miscarriage of justice, 
which in the public’s mind could someday happen to them.956 The feeling of 
dissatisfaction occurred uniformly throughout The Netherlands and was 
mainly instigated by the steps taken by the brothers’ lawyer, P. J. Toelstra, to 
acquit his clients due to wrongful conviction by the court.957 On 23 September 
1898, five members of the Dutch Parliament proposed the initiative to amend 
the Sv. This initiative was successful and the Staatsblad no. 159 of 14 July 
1899 was issued, under which the grounds for revision were refined including 
a new wording for novum.958

Article 457 of the 1899 Sv provided that: “If there is a fact, which was not 
known to the court during the trial, and which in itself or in connection with 
the previously submitted evidence does not appear to be consistent with the 
judgment to such an extent, it would give rise to a strong suspicion that if this 
fact had been known at the hearing of the case, it would have resulted in, either 
an acquittal of the former suspect, or dismissal of the charges, or a bar to the 
prosecution, or the application of a less severe penal provision.” In Indonesia, 
Law 19/1964 adopted this expanded concept by defining novum – which was 
said to be the main ground for revision – as facts or new circumstances that, at 
the time of the previous trial, were not known or considered.959 Law 13/1965 
also mentioned novum and defined it briefly as new circumstances.960

A clarified definition of novum that closely resembled the Sv was adopted 
in Perma 1/1969, namely: “If there were new circumstances instigating a deep 
consideration that if the circumstances had been known at the time of the trial 
the decision to be made would contain acquittal of all charges on the grounds 
that the alleged action did not constitute a criminal offence, inadmissibility 
of the case filed by the prosecutor to the court, or determination of a lighter 
criminal sentence.”961 This wording survived and was reintroduced by Perma 
1/1980, and then was subsequently adopted by the KUHAP. The same wording 
was even retained by the government in the draft amendment of the KUHAP, 
without any change at all.

956 LAmintAng, supra note 452 at 543.
957 Id.
958 Id. at 544.
959 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Elucidation of Art. 15. However, whether intentionally or not, 

revision mechanism in the Law 19/1964 by the elucidation of Art. 15 was only compared 
with herziening, not with rekes sipil. It was not clear whether the concept of revision that 
was introduced in the Law 19/1964 was designated only for criminal procedure, or also 
for civil procedure.

960 LAw 13/1965, supra note 9 General Elucidation. 
961 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 3. 
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a. Revision granted based on novum

The first successful criminal revision request based on novum was the 
decision in the Sengkon and Karta case. In this case, the prosecutor accused 
Sengkon and Karta of murdering Sulaiman and his wife, Siti Haya, in Jatiluhur 
Village.962 Sengkon and Karta were charged with murder in the primary 
indictment.963 The Bekasi District Court convicted Sengkon and Karta of 
murder under Article 338 KUHP based on the result of the autopsies (visum et 
repertum)964 on Sulaiman and Siti Haya and sentenced them to 12 and 7 years 
imprisonment respectively.965 Sengkon then appealed to the Bandung High 
Court, who reinforced the decision.966 Afterwards, neither of them filed for 
cassation and as a result, the decision of the Bandung High Court became final 
and binding.967 During their imprisonment, Sengkon and Karta met Sengkon’s 
cousin, Gunel, who confessed to the killing of Sulaiman and his wife. Gunel’s 
confession was then reported to the police and the Bekasi District Court 
subsequently found him guilty for the murders.

As a result, the MA went back and admitted the revision request of 
Sengkon and Karta and acquitted both of them.968 In doing so, the MA first read 
a written recommendation from the AG to admit the request and overturn the 
judgment in question, as well as to adjudicate by declaring an acquittal under 
Article 21 Law 14/1970, which was related to Article 12 Perma 1/1980.969

However, in requesting the revision, neither Sengkon, Karta nor their 
lawyers followed the procedure outlined in Article 21 Law 14/1970 and Perma 
1/1980.970 They did not specify the ground used in the revision request, namely 
novum or contradictory judgments or a combination of both.971 But, the MA 
acknowledged the confession of Gunel and accepted it as a novum under Perma 

962 MA Decision no. 6 PK/Kr/1980 (Sengkon bin Yakin & Karta), 1 (1981).
963 Id. As regulated in Article 338 in conjunction with 340 KUHP. Sengkon and Karta 

were charged with committing persecution, which led to the death of the person, as 
regulated in Art. 351(3) in conjunction with Art. 354(2) KUHP, in the subsidiary 
indictment, also theft by violent precipitation or severe abuse, resulting in the death of 
others, as regulated in Art. 365(2) sub. 1, 2, 3 in conjunction with Art. 355(2) 
KUHP, in the more subsidiary charges.

964 Id.
965 Id. The decision of Bekasi District Court no. 2/KTS/Bks./1977, 20 October 1977.
966 Id. The decision of Bandung High Court no. 38/1978/Pid/PTB, 25 May 1978.
967 Id.
968 Id.
969 Id.
970 Id.
971 Id.
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1/1980.972 As such, the MA overturned the decisions of the Bandung High 
Court and the Bekasi District Court against Sengkon and Karta and acquitted 
both of them.973

Another case where a proposed novum was accepted was the case of 
Devid Eko Priyanto.974 In this case, Devid was in a same sex relationship with 
Imam Chambali (Kemat), who was also involved in a special relationship with 
Mochammad Asrori. Kemat and Asrori had broken up as Asrori had found a 
new lover.975 At one point, Kemat conveyed his intention to Devid of killing 
Asrori on the ground of jealousy, which was allegedly approved by Devid.976 
Both of them then allegedly murdered Asrori in September 2007. The Jombang 
District Court found Devid to be guilty of participating in a premeditated 
murder and sentenced him to 12 years imprisonment.977

With lawyer’s assistance, Devid and Kemat filed a revision request against 
the decision of the Jombang District Court, which had become final on the 
grounds of novum. The first novum proposed by Devid was the confession by 
Very Idham Heriyansyah (Ryan) in August 2008, that one of the corpses buried 
in the backyard of his parents’ house in Jatiwates Village, Jombang, was Asrori, 
who he killed around October 2007.978 

Such novum was contrary to the conclusion of the investigators that in 
September 2007, the corpse found in the sugarcane field in Braan Village, 
Jombang, was Asrori.979 The police officers made this conclusion because of 
an incoming missing person report in September 2007 that reported Asrori as 
missing.980

Based on such report, the police, along with Asrori’s sibling, Agung 

972 Id.
973 Id.
974 mA deCision no. 90 pK/pid/2008 (devid eKo priyAnto), supra note 21 at 9.
975 Id. at 1–2.
976 Id.
977 Id. at 8.
978 Id. at 9. Ryan is one of the phenomenal killers in Indonesia. In addition to killing 11 

victims, Ryan also mutilated his last victim and lover, Heri Santoso. Ryan then disposed 
of the body in Kebagusan, South Jakarta. Ryan killed Santoso at Margonda Garden 
Residence, Depok, in 2008, out of jealousy. As part of the series of the investigation, the 
police took Ryan to his home in Jombang, East Java. It was revealed that a body (later 
known as Aril) had been buried behind the house. Because the police suspected that 
Ryan’s victims were not just Santoso and Aril, Ryan continued to be examined intensively. 
Finally, the police found 10 additional bodies buried behind Ryan’s house, all of whom 
were killed by Ryan. See Andi Saputra, Para Pembunuh Super Biadab yang Tak Kunjung 
Dieksekusi Mati, detiKnews, https://news.detik.com/read/2017/03/29/152120/3459382
/10/para-pembunuh-super-biadab-yang-tak-kunjung-dieksekusi-mati (last visited Nov 
1, 2017).

979 mA deCision no. 90 pK/pid/2008 (devid eKo priyAnto), supra note 21 at 10.
980 Id.
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Wibowo, went to Jombang Hospital to view the body.981 Wibowo believed that 
the corpse was Asrori based only on the corpse’s physical characteristics.982 
After having obtained this family statement, the investigators concluded the 
corpse in the sugarcane field as Asrori without making any DNA test.983 Back in 
June 2008, Devid made a statement neither to know about nor acknowledging 
the murder of Asrori. But, he was then beaten up by a police officer and as a 
result, he claimed that he was forced to admit to killing Asrori.984

After Ryan’s confession emerged, the police immediately took blood 
samples from Asrori’s parents (M. Jalal and Dewi Muntari) to be matched with 
the DNA from the corpse found in Jatiwates Village.985 With a verification value 
of more than 99.999%, that corpse was identified as Asrori.986 The DNA of the 
corpse found in the sugarcane field became the second novum.

In relation to the corpse found in the sugarcane field, another DNA test 
was conducted by comparing it against the DNA of Suyati, who had considered 
his son, Fauzin Suyanto, as lost since 2007.987 The DNA of the second corpse, 
which was proposed as the second novum, was identical to that of Suyati, 
which means that the corpse found in the sugarcane field was Suyanto.988

The MA believed that the ground for revision in the form of novum was 
justified based on the following considerations:989

1. There was evidence based on the result of the blood samples that the 
corpse found in Jatiwates Village is the child of Jalal and Muntari named 
Asrori. 

2. There was evidence that the second corpse found in the sugarcane field 
was Suyati’s son, Suyanto. 

3. The applicant (Devid) was charged with the murder of Asrori and a new 
suspect, Ryan, who admitted to the murder was later found.

4. It turned out that the corpse found in Ryan’s backyard was Asrori and the 
corpse found in the sugarcane field was Suyanto.

Thus, Devid and Kemat, who had been convicted of Asrori’s murder based 
on the corpse found in the sugarcane field, were acquitted as such corpse was 

981 Id.
982 Id.
983 Id.
984 Id. at 12.
985 Id. at 13.
986 Id.
987 Id. at 15.
988 Id.
989 Id. at 22.
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in fact Suyanto.990 The MA concluded that in such case, there had been an error 
in persona, an error of the defendant, and an error of arrest.991 

In this case, the revision panel said that the inclusion of new circumstance 
in the provision of Article 263(2)a KUHAP does not refer to a new condition, but 
rather it refers to a newly known circumstance.992 The relevant circumstance 
has already existed when the principal case was examined in the court.993

The panel maintained that based on the provision of the KUHAP, 
the definition of new circumstance is a real situation that already exists 
(materially), but whose existence was not proven when the case was being 
examined.994 The existence of such circumstance must be proven through 
evidence, which if it had been examined during the trial, would have made 
the situation apparent.995 By proving the existence of such circumstance, the 
holding of the case would be different from the current holding.996

Based on the existence of the novum, the MA declared Devid as not proven 
guilty and ordered his release.997 The MA believed that the ground for revision 
in the form of novum was justified and as such, the MA did not need to consider 
the other ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error presented by Devid.998 
The mistake of the trier of fact was the result of the evidence that had been 
convincingly presented as the basis of the criminal punishment. Therefore, a 
revision on the ground of judicial error could not be justified.999

The MA finally cancelled the decision of the Jombang District Court1000 
and reexamined the case.1001 The MA declared that Devid has not been proven 
as legally and convincingly guilty of having committed a crime, and acquitted 
him from all charges.1002

Another revision request granted based on novum was the Rolly Yendra 
case. In this case, Yendra was convicted for possession of methamphetamine 
weighing 4.83 grams. He was arrested at a house in Pekanbaru.1003 During a 

990 Id.
991 Id. The panel referred to is as “error in subjective”.
992 Id. at 9.
993 Id.
994 Id.
995 Id.
996 Id.
997 Id. at 22.
998 Id.
999 Id.
1000 Decision of Jombang District Court no. 49/Pid.B/2008/PN.JMB., 8 May 2008.
1001 mA deCision no. 90 pK/pid/2008 (devid eKo priyAnto), supra note 21 at 23.
1002 Id.
1003 MA Decision no. 148 PK/Pid.Sus/2015 (Rolly Yendra), 1, 9 (2015).
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search of the house, Yendra, who was ill, was supervised by the police and 
he was not able to follow and see the search process clearly until the police 
had found the methamphetamine.1004 Yendra and other neutral witnesses did 
not see where the police found the methamphetamine and only heard their 
claim to have found it.1005 After his conviction, Yendra filed a new evidence in 
the form of a room rental receipt (the novum), proving that he only rented a 
3x3 m2 room in the house where the police found the methamphetamine. In 
fact, the methamphetamine was found in the family room of the house. This 
novum was closely related to another novum of a witness’ testimony, who said 
that anyone could enter the family room, including guests of Warsidi, who 
was the owner of a workshop attached to the house, or the house owner.1006 
In essence, the methamphetamine did not belong to Yendra.1007 The finding of 
the evidence was questionable because it failed to comply with the KUHAP.1008 
The search process was vulnerable to manipulation and the size of evidence 
was miniscule and could not be seen with the naked eyes.1009

Yendra argued that compliance of the law in the search process of narcotics 
cases is important because there had been many examples of manipulation 
of evidence where an innocent person was accused as the owner of the 
narcotics.1010 Although Yendra’s colleague, Wasriadi, was present during the 
search, he did not see and follow the process that eventually led to the police 
finding the evidence.1011

Further, the fact that the search was conducted at 1.30 am also raised a 
big question mark because Yendra was neither a fugitive nor a target.1012 There 
was enough time to obtain a search warrant from the local district court as 
required by the KUHAP, and there was no compelling reason not to do so.1013 
The police did not mention where the methamphetamine was found or who 
found it, despite the importance of these matters to ensure that the judge 
would not have any doubt about the truth of the evidence.1014

Based on these considerations, the revision panel believed that Yendra was 

1004 Id. at 9.
1005 Id.
1006 Id.
1007 Id.
1008 Id. Art. 129 in conjunction with Art. 126 in conjunction with Art. 33(3) and (4) KUHAP.
1009 Id. at 10.
1010 Id.
1011 Id.
1012 Id.
1013 Id. Art. 32 and Art. 33 KUHAP.
1014 Id.
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not guilty of a criminal act under Article 112(1) Law 35/2009.1015 His revision 
request was admitted and there was sufficient ground to cancel the decision 
of the Pekanbaru District Court and for the MA to reexamine the case.1016 The 
MA declared Yendra as not having been legally and convincingly proven to 
be guilty of committing the crime charged against him1017 and acquitted him 
from all charges.1018

b. Revision request denied based on novum

An old case where a revision request based on novum was rejected was 
widely referred to by Indonesians as the second Sengkon and Karta case. In 
this case, Lingah bin Sentara, Pacah bin Sentara, and Sumir bin Perinding 
were accused of intentionally committing the premeditated murder of Pamor 
bin Gentali by shooting Pamor using a shotgun in Pangkalan Pakit Village, 
Ketapang District.1019 Lingah was Pamor’s foster son and was suspected of 
having the intent to kill Pamor for financial gain.1020

A few days before the murder, Lingah made a plan with Pacah and Sumir 
to kill Pamor and promised to share Pamor’s assets with both of them.1021 On 
the agreed day, they brought their guns and went to look for Pamor, who was 
fishing in a nearby river.1022

From a distance of less than 10 meters, Lingah shot Pamor on the back. 
Pamor screamed and rolled over in the water.1023 Seeing this, Pacah and Sumir 
fled in fear, leaving Lingah by himself.1024 Lingah then dragged and hide 
Pamor’s body in the bushes. Pamor’s body was subsequently found and he was 
found dead from his injuries.1025

Under Article 338 KUHP, Lingah, Pacah and Sumir were charged with 
the murder of Pamor.1026 In addition, they were also charged with accepting, 
receiving, carrying, and storing firearms with ammunition without a valid 
license under Article 1(1) of the Emergency Law no. 12 of 1951 on Firearms, 

1015 Id.
1016 Id. at 11.
1017 Id. at 10. The decision of Pekanbaru District Court no. 882/Pid.B.Sus/2014/PN.PBR, 18 

December 2014. 
1018 Id. at 11.
1019 MA Decision no. 11 PK/Pid/1993 (Lingah bin Sentara et.al.), 1 (1994).
1020 Id.
1021 Id.
1022 Id.
1023 Id.
1024 Id.
1025 Id.
1026 Id.
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Ammunition and Explosives.1027

The Ketapang District Court declared that Lingah, Pacah and Sumir 
were legitimately and convincingly guilty of premeditated manslaughter 
and unlawful possession of firearms.1028 Lingah was sentenced to 12 years 
of imprisonment, while Pacah and Sumir were each sentenced to 11 years of 
imprisonment.1029

In February 1988, the defendants appealed to the Pontianak High Court, 
who affirmed the decision of the Ketapang District Court.1030 Similarly, the MA 
decision in cassation requested by the defendants also upheld the decision of 
the Pontianak High Court.1031

In November 1992, the defendants, accompanied by their defense 
counsels, Alammuddin, M. Akil Mochtar, and M. Tamsil Syukur, filed a revision 
request against the MA’s decision, which had become final in October 1992.1032 
The ground used by the defendants was the confession of Asun bin Saing in 
another decision by the Ketapang District Court that had obtained a permanent 
legal force, stating that he was the one who murdered Pamor.1033

The consideration in the Ketapang District Court’s decision involving 
Asun contained his statement that he had murdered Pamor by using a shotgun 
based on a command from Murin, Tupan and Pangku, and not Lingah, Pacah, 
and Sumir.1034 Murin’s motive was to take Pamor’s assets and use the proceeds 
from the sale of such assets to pay for a wedding.1035 After shooting Pamor, 
Asun went straight to Pamor’s house to take Pamor’s money and handed it 
over to Murin who promised to share the money with him.1036

The MA contended that several matters need to be considered to determine 
whether Asun’s confession constituted a novum.1037 According to the revision 
panel, Asun’s confession was made when he was examined as a defendant in 

1027 Id.
1028 Id. See also Decision of Ketapang District Court no. 36/Pid/B/1987/PN.KTP, 15 December 

1987.
1029 Id.
1030 Id. See also Decision of Pontianak High Court no. 10/Pid/1988/PT.PTK, 23 February 

1988.
1031 Id. See also MA Decision no. 1472 K/Pid/1988, 15 September 1988.
1032 Id.
1033 Id. See also Decision of Ketapang District Court no. 34/Pid.B/1992/PN.KTP, 4 July 1992. 

It was the case of a murder of a woman named Simulan binti Pacah, who happened to be 
the daughter of Pacah, five years after the murder of Pamor.

1034 Id.
1035 Id.
1036 Id.
1037 Id.
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the murder of Simulan.1038 When the Ketapang District Court was examining 
the revision request submitted by Asun, Asun did not admit to killing Pamor. 
The judge then asked Asun why did he claim to have killed Pamor in the hearing 
for Simulan’s murder, to which Asun replied that he had received a letter from 
Sumir asking him to confess to killing Pamor.1039

Since Asun was illiterate, the letter was read out by Hermanto, who 
confirmed that he recited Sumir’s letter to Asun demanding Asun to admit to 
killing Pamor.1040 During the questioning by the judge and the prosecutor, Asun 
said that he did not kill Pamor.1041 However, when the defendants’ lawyers and 
the presiding judge asked the same question, Asun replied that he killed Pamor 
on Murin’s behest, which was denied by Murin.1042

Based on the continuing changes in his testimony, along with the 
testimony of other witnesses, the MA was doubtful of Asun’s statement about 
killing Pamor. 1043 Asun’s remarks were still “presumptions”, and under the 
presumption of innocence in the KUHAP, the MA stated that Asun, whom the 
defendants alleged to have killed Pamor, must be presumed as innocent before 
any court decision that declared his guilt obtained a permanent legal force.1044

Concerning the presumption, Asun was said to be entitled to an 
investigation against the allegation, which, according to the KUHAP, falls 
under the police’s authority.1045 Since no investigation has been carried out, 
the prosecutor who was responsible to prove Asun’s guilt had not been able to 
perform the duties either.1046

According to the revision panel, the examination of Simulan and Pamor’s 
murder was two separate and standalone cases.1047 Thus, Asun’s declaration 
that he killed Pamor during his examination for Simulan’s murder did not 
constitute a conclusion, let alone a valid evidence, that he committed the 
murder of Pamor.1048

Based on those considerations, the revision panel judged that the ground 
for the requested revision was not a new circumstance that led to a strong 

1038 Id.
1039 Id.
1040 Id.
1041 Id.
1042 Id.
1043 Id.
1044 Id.
1045 Id.
1046 Id.
1047 Id.
1048 Id.
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allegation that if the circumstance was known at the time of the trial, the 
outcome would have been a different verdict.1049 Thus, the panel rejected the 
revision request, and the decision in question remain in effect.1050

A rejected revision request based on novum was also found in the 2010 
high profile case involving Antasari Azhar, a former chairman of the KPK who 
was involved in a relationship that led to a murder. Antasari was found guilty 
of provoking the murder of Nasruddin Zulkarnaen, who was married to Rani 
Julianti, a golf caddy who allegedly had an affair with Antasari.1051

Antasari filed a revision request based on new evidence in the form of 
photographs of Nasruddin’s head, which showed several gunshot wounds.1052 
In the visum et repertum used to base the previous decision, Nasruddin’s 
death was caused by a gunshot wound with two bullet holes, while in the 
photographs, there were three bullet holes.1053 According to Antasari, based 
on such evidence, there was no causal relationship between his action and 
Nasruddin’s death, which was caused by more than two bullets.1054

However, the revision panel chaired by Harifin Tumpa stated that the 
difference in the number of bullet holes in the victim’s head was not a new 
and relevant evidence under Article 263(2) a KUHAP, as the number of the 
bullet holes did not affect the evidence. What needed to be proven was the 
consequence of Antasari’s order to the shooter, i.e. the death of the victim, 
because it demonstrated that the desired result had been achieved.1055 The 
differences in the number of bullet holes did not disconnect the perpetrator 
and the principal.1056

So, even if the differences were known at the beginning of the trial, 
it would not result in Antasari’s acquittal. As the death of Nasruddin was 
caused by gunshot wounds, where there was a causal relationship between 
the perpetrators and Antasari.1057 Thus, the new evidence was irrelevant and 
should be set aside.1058 What needed to be emphasized in the corroboration of 
the shreds of evidence was, according to the panel, whether there was a legal 
relationship between the death of Nasruddin with the provocation charged 

1049 Id.
1050 Id.
1051 See MA Decision no. 1429 K/PID/2010, 21 September 2010.
1052 MA Decision no. 117 PK/Pid/2011 (Antasari Azhar), 1, 188 (2012).
1053 Id. at 188.
1054 Id. at 35.
1055 Id. at 189.
1056 Id.
1057 Id.
1058 Id.
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against Antasari, not about how and where the murder was committed.1059

The new evidence of the photo of Nasruddin’s car was not a novum as 
referred to under the KUHAP as it only described the distance, angle, and the 
effect of the bullets being fired.1060 This was irrelevant since the main issue 
was the murder and its causal relationship with Antasari, not about how did 
the victim die as Antasari was not a direct perpetrator.1061 Moreover, when 
the issue was associated with the testimony of the witnesses and the other 
defendants, it was evident that there was a correlation or conformity of the 
relationship between Antasari and Nasruddin’s death.1062

The difference in the range and angle of fire was merely explaining how 
the perpetrators carried out the shooting, which was not necessarily explained 
in detail by Antasari, as the principal.1063 The main point was that Antasari’s 
order was successfully executed, which was exactly the correlation of the 
relationship between Antasari and the perpetrators.1064

Further, the revision panel determined that the evidence in the form of 
wiretapping by the KPK on   the absence of a text message from Antasari to 
Nasruddin was not a novum either.1065 This is because the absence of the text 
message did not indicate the absence of a relationship between Antasari and 
the victim.1066 Instead, according to the wiretapping by the police, there was 
no threat to Antasari from Nasruddin, but Antasari continued misusing his 
authority to order the tapping through his staff at the KPK. Therefore, the 
panel set aside the new evidence.1067

Another case where a revision request based on novum was overruled 
was the case of Mochamad Tarma Hantono. Hantono, together with his wife, 
Karsem, and Zainal Abidin were found guilty of provoking the manslaughter 
of Casmudi alias Bawon. The murder plan was made on the basis of Karsem’s 
claim to Hantono that Bawon had raped her. The killing was carried out by five 
individuals in August 2008. After paying them IDR 1.5 million, Hantono told 
them to run away. 

The Karawang District Court sentenced Hantono, Karsem, and Abidin to 

1059 Id.
1060 Id. at 190.
1061 Id.
1062 Id.
1063 Id.
1064 Id.
1065 Id.
1066 Id.
1067 Id. at 191.
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17 years of imprisonment each.1068 The Bandung High Court later revised the 
decision and sentenced Hantono, Karsem, and Abidin to 10 years, 8 years and 5 
years of imprisonment, respectively.1069 A cassation request by the defendants 
were also rejected by the MA.1070

The defendants then filed a revision request based on new evidence 
consisting of the testimonies of several witnesses in January 2010.1071 One of 
the new witnesses, for example, was the person who heard Karsem shouting 
when Bawon attempted to rape her.1072 Other pieces of evidence were clothes 
worn by Karsem during the incident, as well as a declaration by Renti binti 
Sanam, who was Bawon’s wife, which essentially said that she would not act 
against Bawon’s murderers.1073 In addition, Hantono also filed the result of an 
x-ray on his ears to show that he had been tortured by the police.1074

According to the defendants, the panel of judges who examined the 
formalities of the revision request at the Karawang District Court had assessed 
the proposed novum, namely all of the testimonies, during a hearing that was 
also attended by the witnesses for questioning directly under oath.1075 None 
of the witnesses had ever been presented to be examined, neither before the 
investigator, prosecutor, nor in front of the trial of the original case.1076

The revision panel declared that the new pieces of evidence did not meet 
the qualification as a novum. The witnesses’ testimonies did not qualify as 
a novum, as they were only made in 2000 after the occurrence of the case. 
Meanwhile, Karsem’s clothing was declared as not decisive. The remaining 
pieces of evidence were not considered at all by the panel. As a result, the 
revision request was turned down, and the decision in question remained 
valid.1077

1068 MA Decision no. 124 PK/Pid/2010 (Mochamad Tarma Hantono et. al.), 1, 16 (2010). See 
also Decision of Karawang District Court no. 596/Pid. B/2008/PN. Krw., 6 April 2009.

1069 Id. at 17. See also Decision of Bandung High Court no. 257/Pid/2009/ PT.Bdg., 6 July 
2009.

1070 Id. at 18. See MA Decision no. 1928 K/Pid/2009, 20 November 2009.
1071 Id. at 19.
1072 Id. at 30.
1073 Id. at 32–33.
1074 Id. at 20.
1075 Id. at 21.
1076 Id.
1077 Id. at 34.
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2. Incoherencies in the regulation and practice of contradictory 
judgments

Article 356 of Indies Sv of 1847 provided that one of the grounds 
for herziening was the existence of contradictory judgments (conflict van 
rechtspraak). The initial reference to contradictory judgments was only in 
criminal matters. Contradictory judgments occur when there are two or more 
criminal judgments against two or more defendants convicted of committing 
the same offence, but one verdict might be used as an evidence of the innocence 
of another defendant.

Following the amendment of the Sv in 1899, this ground was reintroduced 
in Article 457 with a broader scope. In the amended provision, there was no 
longer a mention that the contradictory judgments must be between criminal 
judgments. Instead, it simply stated that this ground applied to two or more 
final and binding judgments even if they were determined by different courts 
from different levels. The inconsistency was directed to not only the proving 
of crime, but more broadly, to the facts.

The contradictory judgments ground is also one of the grounds for 
revision in civil cases as regulated by the Indies Rv, which states as follows: “If 
between the same parties, based on the same reasons, and by the same judge, 
judgments made in the highest resort were conflicting.”1078

Neither Law 13/1965 nor Law 19/1964 explicitly specified contradictory 
judgments as a ground for revision, other than stating that following novum, 
the grounds for revision will be regulated in the procedural law. The inclusion 
of contradictory judgments as a ground for revision re-emerged in 1969, when 
the MA issued Perma 1/1969. Perma 1/1980 also reintroduced this ground.

The KUHAP then accommodated this ground by changing the wording, 
which made it a bit more complicated, i.e.: “If in various judgments there are 
statements that something has been proven, but the matters or circumstances 
which form the basis and reason for the judgment declared to have been 
proven, are evidently mutually contradictory.”

a. Revision granted based on contradictory judgments 

The Sengkon and Karta case might be the first case in the history of 
independent Indonesia where the convicted defendants were released at 
the revision level on the ground of contradictory judgments. The judgments 
alleged to be contradictory in this case were the verdicts of the same court, for 
the same criminal case, at the same time and place, and with the same victim, 

1078 indies rv, supra note 448 Art. 385.
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but against different defendants.
The revision panel at the MA, while referring to Law 14/1970 and Article 

12 Perma 1/1980, examined the Sengkon and Karta case based on the following 
ground: “If in different judgments there are circumstances that are deemed 
proven, but evidently contradict one to another.”1079

In the case filed to the MA and based on the conclusion of the AG, there 
were two decisions by the same district court, namely the Bekasi District Court, 
that contradicted each other. The decision against Sengkon and Karta1080 was 
subsequently reinforced by the Bandung High Court.1081 The other decisions in 
the case were also handed down by the Bekasi District Court, one of which was 
issued against Gunel, Siih, Wasmita,1082 and against Elli, Nyamang, M. Cholid, 
and Jabing, for the same crime.1083

Both of the later decisions by the Bekasi District Court, which became 
final, were handed down after the verdict against Sengkon and Karta.1084 In the 
end, the revision panel at the MA accepted the request of Sengkon and Karta 
by cancelling the decision of the Bandung High Court and the Bekasi District 
Court and acquitting them both from all charges.1085

A more recent case where a revision request was granted on the ground 
of contradictory judgments is the case of Scott Anthony Rush. In this case, 
there were two decisions handed down by the same court against the same 
crime that happened to contradict each other. The revision panel at the MA 
was of the opinion that there was a conflict between the decision of criminal 
cassation of Rush1086 and that of Michael William Czugaj.1087 The cassation 
panel imposed life imprisonment against Czugaj, while Rush was sentenced to 
death, despite the fact that the criminal acts proven in both decisions were the 
same, i.e. exporting of class-I narcotics in an organized way.1088

In addition, both Rush and Czugaj, based on the facts explicated in 

1079 mA deCision no. 6 pK/Kr/1980 (sengKon bin yAKin & KArtA), supra note 962. Art. 21 Law 
14/1970 & Art. 12 Perma 1/1980.

1080 Decision of Bekasi District Court no. 2/KTS/Bks/1977, 20 October 1977.
1081 Decision of Bandung High Court no. 38/1978/Pid/PTB., 25 May 1978.
1082 Decision of Bekasi District Court no. 6/1980/Pid/PN.Bks., 15 October 1980.
1083 mA deCision no. 6 pK/Kr/1980 (sengKon bin yAKin & KArtA), supra note 962. Decision of 

Bekasi District Court no. 7/1980/Pid/PN.Bks., 13 November 1980.
1084 Id.
1085 Id.
1086 MA Decision no. 1782 K/Pid/2006, 31 August 2006.
1087 MA Decision no. 28 PK/Pid.Sus/2011 (Scott Anthony Rush), 1, 134 (2011). MA Decision 

no. 1785 K/Pid/2006, 6 September 2006.
1088 Id. at 134.
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Czugaj’s District Court judgment,1089 together with the other defendants 
(Renae Lawrence and Martin Eric Stephens) were messengers tasked to pass 
heroin packages into Australia.1090 In Rush’s District Court judgment,1091 it 
was revealed that the smuggling of narcotics was done in an orderly, neat and 
secretive manner by Andrew Chan, Myuran Sukumaran and Tan Duc Thanh, 
all of whom arranged the itinerary, channeled the funds and recruited Rush 
and Czugaj by enticing them with a holiday to Bali.1092

Considering that Rush’s action and role was merely as a courier, the 
revision panel thought that Rush’s sentence should match his action and 
fulfill the sense of justice.1093 Therefore, the MA granted Rush’s revision request 
and the cassation decision against Rush was cancelled.1094 The revision panel 
then reexamined the case and declared that Rush was still proven as legally 
and convincingly guilty of having committed the crime, yet it decreased his 
punishment from death sentence into life imprisonment.1095

Another revision request granted on the ground of contradictory 
judgments was the case of Prita Mulyasari.1096 Prita was sued in a civil case 
and reported in a criminal case by Omni Alam Sutera Hospital and two of its 
doctors as a result of her complaints about poor health care while undergoing 
treatment in the hospital. Prita complained about the hospital in an email that 
she sent to her close friends.1097

The civil lawsuit had been decided by the Tangerang District Court,1098 
and its decision was upheld by the Banten High Court.1099 The essence of the 
decision was to grant the plaintiffs’ claim. Prita then filed a cassation against 
the verdict, which was finally granted by the MA.1100

Against the criminal report, Prita had undergone a trial process which 
declared that it could not be legally and convincingly proven that she had 

1089 Decision of Denpasar District Court no. 622/Pid.B/2005/PN.Dps., on behalf of Michael 
William Czugaj.

1090 mA deCision no. 28 pK/pid.sus/2011 (sCott AntHony rusH), supra note 1087 at 134.
1091 Decision of Denpasar District Court no. 628/Pid.B/2005/PN.Dps., on behalf of Scott 

Anthony Rush.
1092 mA deCision no. 28 pK/pid.sus/2011 (sCott AntHony rusH), supra note 1087 at 135.
1093 Id.
1094 Id. at 136. The revision was granted under Art. 266(2)b number 4 KUHAP.
1095 Id. at 137.
1096 Id. at 136.
1097 MA Decision no. 225 PK/Pid.Sus/2011 (Prita Mulyasari), 1, 9 (2012).
1098 Decision of Tangerang District Court no. 300/Pdt.G/2008/PN.TNG, 11 May 2009.
1099 mA deCision no. 225 pK/pid.sus/2011 (pritA muLyAsAri), supra note 1097 at 11. The decision 

of Banten High Court no. 71/PDT/2009/PT.BTN., 8 September 2009.
1100 Id. at 11. MA Decision no. 300 K/Pdt/2010, 29 September 2010.
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committed the crime charged against her.1101 The prosecutor filed a cassation, 
which was granted by the MA.1102 Through the verdict, the MA declared Prita 
as being proven legally and convincingly guilty of intentionally and without 
right distributing electronic information that contained an insult and/or 
defamation.1103 The MA sentenced Prita to six months imprisonment with a 
one year probation period.1104

In her revision request, Prita argued that the MA’s decisions in the civil 
and criminal cases were closely linked because the legal subject (Prita), legal 
issue (email containing the complaint), and same presented evidence (print 
out of the email) were all the same.1105 Both decisions had also become legally 
binding.1106

According to Prita, it was appropriate for the decision of the civil cassation 
to become the basis or consideration by the MA to overturn the verdict of the 
criminal cassation,1107 as both decisions contained a statement that something 
has been proven, but the matters or circumstances that form the basis and 
reason for the judgment that is declared to have been proven, are mutually 
contradictory.1108

In both decisions, there were legal considerations concerning insult and/
or defamation that contradicted each other. As a result, the findings of each 
decision was also contradictory.1109 The basis of the civil suit was Article 1365 of 
the Burgerlijk Wetboek voor Indonesië (Civil Code), which was an allegation that 
Prita had committed an insult and/or defamation against the plaintiffs.1110 To 
grant the claim in the form of compensation, the panel of judges should have 
first proven that a defamation had occurred.1111 In their legal considerations, 
the civil cassation panel stated that Prita’s action was:1112

1101 Id. The decision of Tangerang District Court no. 1269/PID.B/2009/PN.TNG., 29 
December 2009. Prita was charged with Art. 45(1) in conjunction with Art. 27(3) of LAw 
no. 11 of 2008 re. eLeCtroniC informAtion And trAnsACtion, (2008). Also Art. 310(2) and Art. 
311(1) KUHP.

1102 mA deCision no. 225 pK/pid.sus/2011 (pritA muLyAsAri), supra note 1097 at 12. MA Decision 
no. 822 K/Pid.Sus/2010, 30 June 2011.

1103 Id. at 12.
1104 Id.
1105 Id. at 13.
1106 Id.
1107 Id.
1108 Id. at 14.
1109 Id.
1110 Id. at 17.
1111 Id.
1112 Id.
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1.  not an act against the law (onrechtmatige daad);
2.  not an insult;
3.  still within the limits of reasonableness and in line with Article 28F of the 

Constitution; and
4.   has not been proven as a defamation. 

Based on the legal consideration of MA Decision no. 300 K/Pdt/2010, if 
the tort under the civil law has not been proven, then by law, the insult and/or 
defamation under the criminal law must also be declared as not proven, as the 
object of the two cases was the same, namely the insult or the defamation.1113 

The rationale for the ban on contradictory judgments was legal 
certainty.1114 This meant that two or more interconnected and final court 
decisions should not contain contradictory legal considerations.1115 Therefore, 
a decision of civil cassation could be used as a ground for a revision request to 
overturn a criminal cassation judgment.1116

The revision panel finally granted Prita’s request due to the judge’s mistake 
in the criminal cassation decision.1117 The ground of contradictory judgments 
was alluded in the consideration, but it was combined with the ground of 
novum. According to the panel, the civil cassation decision constituted a novum 
because it was contrary to the criminal cassation in question.1118 Therefore, the 
revision was deemed to have fulfilled the grounds for revision under Article 
263(2)b and c KUHAP.1119

The criminal cassation panel was also considered to have made a real 
mistake in improperly enforcing the law as it was established that Prita had 
absolutely no intent to defame and any unlawful act alleged against her 
could not be proven.1120 For that reason, the criminal cassation decision was 
cancelled. The revision panel declared that there was no legal proof that Prita 
had committed the criminal act charged against her and acquitted Prita from 
all charges.1121

1113 Id.
1114 Id.
1115 Id.
1116 Id. at 18.
1117 Id. at 39.
1118 Id.
1119 Id.
1120 Id.
1121 Id. at 40.
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b. Revision denied based on contradictory judgments

An example of the denial of a revision request based on contradictory 
judgments was the case of Indar Atmanto. In this case, an MA decision in a 
corruption case was considered to be contradictory to an MA decision in an 
administrative case. The Corruption Court held that Atmanto’s act fulfilled 
an element of corruption, namely “potential to damage state’s finance or 
economy”, based on a letter issued by Indonesia’s National Government 
Internal Auditor (Badan Pengawasan Keuangan dan Pembangunan or BPKP).1122 
Conversely, the decision of the Administrative Court stated that the BPKP’s 
letter was invalid.1123

The conflict between the two MA decisions occurred because of the 
different view taken by the Anti Corruption Court versus the Administrative 
Court of BPKP’s audit results. While the Administrative Court declared BPKP’s 
audit results as invalid, all levels of the Anti Corruption Court used BPKP’s 
audit results to prove the existence of state losses. According to Atmanto, if 
the decision of the Administrative Court had obtained a permanent legal force 
during the trial at the Anti Corruption Court, then the criminal judges would 
have decided otherwise.1124 The judges would presumably state that the letter 
made by BPKP and the expert statement regarding the letter were invalid. As a 
result, the letter and the expert statement could not be used as a consideration 
of the judgment, and therefore, the element of “potential to damage state’s 
finance or economy” would not be fulfilled.1125

However, the revision panel argued there were no contradictory decisions 
as the MA’s decision on the administrative case1126, which was used as the ground 
for the revision request in the criminal case, was cancelled in revision.1127 

Another example is the case of Fredi Budiman, the late high-profile drug 
dealer who was sentenced with the death penalty and executed in July 2016.1128 
The ground for the revision request was contradictory decisions, which was 
based on a comparison of Budiman’s punishment to the punishment imposed 
against another individual, namely Supriadi.1129 The revision panel determined 

1122 MA Decision no. 77 PK/Pid.Sus/2015 (Indar Atmanto), 1, 172 (2015).
1123 Id. at 172.
1124 Id. at 174.
1125 Id.
1126 MA Decision no. 263 K/TUN/2014, 21 July 2014.
1127 MA Decision no. 75 PK/TUN/2015, 13 October 2015.
1128 Dewi Suci Rahayu, Freddy Budiman Menjadi yang Pertama Dieksekusi Mati, tempo (2017), 

https://nasional.tempo.co/read/791514/freddy-budiman-menjadi-yang-pertama-
dieksekusi-mati (last visited Nov 1, 2017).

1129 High Military Court II Jakarta, no. 88 K/BDG/PMT-II/AU/IX/2013, 20 September 2013.
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that this ground could not be justified because although the two cases were 
the same, the roles and responsibilities of the respective defendants (Budiman 
and Supriadi) were different. Further, the revision panel was of the view that 
the roles and responsibilities of Budiman was considered appropriately and 
correctly in the decisions of the trier of fact and the trier of law.1130 Therefore, 
Budiman’s revision request was rejected and he was subsequently executed.1131

Meanwhile, in the case of Yunus Pasele, the revision panel determined that 
new evidence in the form of a civil judgment could not be used as a decisive 
proof because the substance of the two decisions were different. The criminal 
judgment was related to Pasele’s action in using false letters in filing a revision 
request, while the civil judgment was a ruling on the ownership of the object 
of a case.1132 Therefore, the ground could not be justified under the KUHAP.1133 

A rejected revision request based on contradictory judgments can 
also be found in the case of Dwi Agung Jatmiko, who was sentenced to 
imprisonment for 2 months and 15 days under the cassation decision.1134 
In his revision request, Jatmiko argued, among others, about the existence 
of MA’s jurisprudence of 1993, which punished a criminal act under Article 
335(1) KUHP with imprisonment for 3 months, with a probation period for 6 
months.1135 

Jatmiko argued that since MA’s jurisprudence was one of the sources of 
law, the cassation judgment that sentenced him on the basis of Article 335(1) 
KUHP was contradictory to this jurisprudence.1136 Jatmiko argued that if 
there were two contradictory legal provisions, then the most favorable to the 
defendant should prevail. In this case, he should have been sentenced with the 
six months’ probation.1137 In the end, the revision request was rejected by the 
revision panel, led by Artidjo Alkostar. 

3. Incoherencies in the regulation and practice of judge’s mistake or 
egregious error

Judge’s mistake or egregious error was not previously considered as a 
ground for revision in the Indies Sv nor in the two post-independence laws 

1130 MA Decision no. 145 PK/Pid.Sus/2016 (Fredi Budiman), 1, 80 (2016).
1131 Id. at 80.
1132 MA Decision no. 16 PK/Pid/2011 (H.M. Yunus Pasele), 1, 22 (2011).
1133 Id. at 22. Based on Art. 263(2)a, b, and c KUHAP.
1134 MA Decision No. 64 PK/Pid/2010 (Dwi Jatmiko Agung Subroto), 1, 8 (2010). See MA 

Decision no. 1196 K/Pid/2009, 28 October 2009.
1135 Id. at 8. MA Decision no. 1036 K/Pid/1991, 28 October 1993.
1136 Id.
1137 Id.
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that began to introduce the revision concept. Judge’s mistake or egregious 
error appeared for the first time in Perma 1/1969, which stated as follows: 
“If the decision clearly shows judge’s mistake or striking error”.1138 None of 
the literature explained the background and the source of inspiration on the 
reason why this ground for revision materialized in the Perma issued by the CJ 
Subekti.

However, this ground might be the result of the comparison made against 
the grounds for revision in civil cases under the Indies Rv. If each ground was 
compared one by one, with the exceptions of novum (which was identical 
to Article 385(8) Indies Rv),1139 and contradictory judgments (which was 
identical to Article 285(5) Indies Rv),1140 the various remaining grounds for 
revision in the Indies Rv could be generalized as judge’s mistake or egregious 
error, namely if the judgment:1141

1.  was made based on the fraud or deception of the opposing party in the 
proceeding, which only became known after the judgment;

2.  granted compensation that were not claimed;
3.  exceeded the compensation that were claimed;
4.  omitted a judgment on some of the claims;
6.  contained conflicting arrangements; or
7.   was made based on letters that were recognized or stated as false after the 

judgment. 

In the amendment of Indies Sv dated 28 April 1920, the grounds for 
revision were reduced into two, namely a broader formulation of novum and 
contradictory judgments. Falsum was taken out, as well as judge’s mistake, 
which had never been recognized at all by the Indies Sv.1142 

In addition to the ambiguity of the origin, confusion in the formulation 
of judge’s mistake or egregious error was also indicated by its abolition of the 
grounds for revision by Perma 1/1980. Another ambiguity arose when judge’s 
mistake or egregious error was reinstated under the KUHAP with a different 
terminology. While Perma 1/1969 used the term “striking” or “menyolok”, the 
KUHAP used the term “egregious” or “nyata”. The use of the connecting word of 
“or” also attracted different opinions and interpretations, namely whether the 

1138 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 3. 
1139 “If, after the judgment, letters that were decisive but concealed by the opposing party 

were discovered.”
1140 “If between the same parties, based on the same reasons, and by the same judge, 

judgments made in the highest resort were conflicting.”
1141 indies rv, supra note 448 Art. 385. Art. 358(1) and (7) Rv above, also identical with the 

falsum concept in criminal revision ground of Sv.
1142 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, stAAtsbLAd Art. 435 (1920).
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phrase “judge’s mistake” is a standalone and parallel to the phrase of “error”, or 
are both phrases equivalent with similar meaning and purpose.

However, the greatest ambiguity arises out of its practice as the scope of 
judge’s mistake or egregious error could ultimately be mixed with the grounds 
for criminal cassation. The Table below presents a comparison between the 
two grounds:

Table 2: Comparison between grounds for criminal cassation & revision

Grounds for criminal cassation Ground(s) for criminal revision
Article 253 KUHAP Article 263(2) KUHAP

a. Whether it is true that a legal rule has 
not been applied or has been applied 
inappropriately.

c. If a judgment displays a mistake 
of the judge or an egregious 
error.

b. Whether it is true that the method 
of adjudication was not conducted 
according to the provisions of law.

c. Whether it is true that the court 
exceeded the limits of its competence.

a. Revision granted based on judge’s mistake or egregious error

The first case where a revision request was granted based on judge’s mistake 
or egregious error involved a doctor named Bambang Suprapto. Suprapto was 
convicted and sentenced to imprisonment for 1.5 year through a cassation 
decision based on Articles 76 and 79 Law no. 29 of 2004 on Medical Practice 
(Law 29/2004). 1143 Prior to his conviction, certain articles of Law 29/2004 had 
been annulled under an MK decision issued in 2007.1144 In his revision request, 
Suprapto argued that the decision against him contained judge’s mistake or 
egregious error and as such, the decision should be revoked.1145

The cassation decision was contradictory to the MK decision. In its decision, 
the MK stated that the threat of imprisonment and incarceration of doctors 
was inappropriate and not proportional as criminal sanctions should consider 
the humanity aspect. Moreover, criminal sanctions should also relate closely 
to the applicable ethics code.1146 The threat of imprisonment and incarceration 

1143 MA Decision no. 1110 K/Pid.Sus/2012, 30 Oktober 2013, which overturned the 
decision of Kota Madiun District Court no. 79/Pid.Sus/2011/PN.Kd.Mn., 6 October 
2011.

1144 MA Decision no. 210 PK/Pid.Sus/2014 (Bambang Suprapto), 1, 61 (2015). See MK 
Decision no. 4/PUU-V/2007, 19 June 2007. There was something strange in the reference 
made by MA in the decision involving articles of Law 29/2004 that have been revoked 
and declared as having no binding force: Art. 79(1) and 76 insofar as the words “prison 
is maximum of three years or”; Art. 79 insofar as the words “a maximum of one year 
incarceration or”; and Art. 79c insofar as the words “or e”.

1145 Id. at 61. 
1146 Id. at 62.
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caused insecurity and fear in doctors due to the disproportionality between 
the offence and the penalty.1147

In addition, the threat of imprisonment and incarceration was also 
deemed to be incompatible with the philosophy of the criminal law, as well 
as being inconsistent with the intention of Article 28G(1) of the Constitution, 
which states that each person is entitled to a sense of security and protection 
from the threat of fear to do or not to do an action that is considered as a human 
right.1148

Based on these considerations, the MA considered that there was 
sufficient ground to grant Suprapto’s revision request and cancel the cassation 
decision.1149 The MA stated that the conviction of Suprapto provided that while 
he had indeed committed the alleged act, the act was not a crime.1150 Suprapto 
was then dismissed from all charges.1151

The second case where a revision request was granted based on judge’s 
mistake or egregious error involved a defendant named Sarwanto. Sarwanto 
filed a revision request against a decision of the Banjarmasin District Court, 
which had become final and binding, on the ground of judge’s mistake in the 
legal considerations of the decision.1152 Sarwanto argued that his sentencing 
by the Banjarmasin District Court was based on a law that had already been 
revoked.1153

The decision demonstrated judge’s mistake because the considerations 
were very brief, in fact a summary, and incomplete, as it did not determine 
whether the defendant was guilty of committing the crime charged against 
him, whether the prosecutor was correct in applying the law to the defendant, 
and whether there is a new law governing the act.1154 The legal considerations 
of the panel of judges at the Banjarmasin District Court were contradictory to 
Law 48/2009, which stipulated that other than reasonings, a court’s decision 
should also contain specific articles of the relevant legislation or other sources 
of law as the basis of the adjudication.1155

The MA believed that Sarwanto’s ground for revision was justified because 

1147 Id.
1148 Id.
1149 Id. at 65.
1150 Id. at 66.
1151 Id.
1152 MA Decision no. 180 PK/Pid.Sus/2014 (Sarwanto), 1, 4 (2015). As regulated in Art. 263(2)

c KUHAP.
1153 Id. at 6. Art. 50(3)h, in conjunction with Art. 78(7) Law 41/1999.
1154 Id.
1155 Id. at 6. Art. 50(1) Law 48/2009.
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the trier of fact was proven to have made a real mistake in applying the law by 
stating that there was legal proof that Sarwanto was guilty of committing a 
crime that violated specific provisions of Law no. 41 of 1999 on Forestry (Law 
41/1999) as amended by Law no. 19 of 2004 on Forestry (Law 19/2004).1156 In 
fact, the provisions charged against Sarwanto had been revoked and declared 
as null and void based on Article 112 Law no. 18 of 2013 on the Prevention and 
the Eradication of Deforestation (Law 18/2013).1157 

Based on the above considerations, the decision of the Banjarmasin 
District Court was cancelled, and Sarwanto was acquitted from all charges.1158

The third case where the MA granted a revision request based on judge’s 
mistake or egregious error involved Fikri Pribadi et al.1159 The revision 
panel acknowledged that the statements in the police investigation report 
were incompatible with the facts and had been denied and revoked by the 
defendants in court, as these were made under duress through intimidation, 
torture and without representation by a defense counsel.1160 According to the 
revision panel, the ground for revision could be justified because Pribadi and 
his accomplices were under the legal age and as such easily threatened, when 
they gave statements to the police. Moreover, no witness presented in the court 
directly heard, saw or experienced the alleged criminal incident.1161

Therefore, there was insufficient evidence to declare the defendants as the 
perpetrators of the murder of the victim.1162 Moreover, Pribadi’s accomplices 
were acquitted based on the statement of another convicted defendant, namely 
Iyan Pribadi, who stated that it was him, Brengos, and Jubai who actually 
committed the murder to seize a motorcycle belonging to the victim.1163 In 
addition, the evidence submitted by Pribadi et al. corroborated the ground of 
judge’s mistake or egregious error in the decision in question.1164 

1156 Id. at 7. Art. 50(3) h, in conjunction with Art. 78(7) Law 41/1999 as amended by Law 
19/2004.

1157 Id. Articles revoked by Art. 112 Law 18/2013 are as follows: Art. 50(1) and (3) a, f, g, h, j, 
and k; Art. 78(1) on the criminal provisions against Art. 50(1); Art. 50(2) on the criminal 
provisions against Art. 50(3) a and b, paragraphs (6), (7), (9) and (10) Law 41/1999, as 
amended by Law 19/2004. The norms contained in Art. 112 Law 18/2013 was that a 
forest crime that occurred after 6 August 2013 (the date when Law 18/2013 became 
effective), will be determined based on the new provision, namely Law 18/2013. In 
contrast, a forest crime that occurred before the enactment of Law 18/2013 can be 
adjudicated based on Law 41/1999, as amended by Law 19/2004. 

1158 Id. at 8.
1159 MA Decision No. 131 PK/Pid.Sus/2015 (Fikri Pribadi et al.), 1, 26 (2016).
1160 Id. at 26.
1161 Id.
1162 Id.
1163 Id. at 27.
1164 Id.
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In the verdict of cassation, there was another judge’s mistake in 
determining the date of notification of the High Court decision.1165 The decision 
of cassation stated that the High Court decision was notified on 3 December 
2013, and that the cassation was filed on 23 December 2013.1166 The petition 
for cassation was declared as inadmissible as it was assumed that it had passed 
the statutory limitation of 14 days.1167 In fact, according to the evidence in the 
cassation files, the date of notification was 10 December 2013, and the appeal 
was filed on 23 December 2013.1168 Therefore, the appeal was still within the 
time limit determined by the KUHAP.1169

Based on the above considerations, the panel of judges ruled that the 
revision request based on novum was justified.1170 According to the MA, there 
was enough ground to cancel the cassation decision.1171 The MA declared 
that there was no proof that Pribadi et al. was guilty of committing the crime 
charged against them and acquitted them from all charges.1172

In the case of Scott Anthony Rush, the panel of judges believed that the 
ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error could be justified. According to the 
panel, the trier of law at the cassation level was more focused in considering 
the nature of the act by Rush and his friends and its harmful impact to the 
Indonesian public.1173 However, the cassation panel did not consider the fact 
that Rush was merely a ‘courier’ used to export heroin from Bali to Australia by 
Myuran Sukumaran, Tan Duc Thanh Nguyen and Andrew Chan.1174

Although Rush was still liable for his action, a capital punishment against 
a 19 year old who was enticed by a promise of a holiday to Bali, and then 
subsequently used as a ‘courier’ to export heroin by a transnational syndicate 
was deemed to be contradictory to justice.1175 The fact that Rush was of a young 
age when he was arrested should juridically be considered as a mitigating 

1165 Id. MA Decision no. 188 K/Pid.Sus/2014, 14 February 2014.
1166 Id.
1167 Id.
1168 Id.
1169 Id. Art. 245(1) KUHAP.
1170 Id. Revision panel referred to it as “has fulfilled Article 263(2)a KUHAP”.
1171 Id. at 28. MA Decision no. 188 K/Pid.Sus/2014, 14 February 2014, in conjunction with 

decision of Jakarta High Court no. 360/PID/2013/PT.DKI, 28 October 2013, which 
reinforced the decision of South Jakarta District Court no. 1131/Pid.An/2013/PN.Jkt.Sel, 
1 October 2013.

1172 Id.
1173 mA deCision no. 28 pK/pid.sus/2011 (sCott AntHony rusH), supra note 1087 at 133.
1174 Id. at 132.
1175 Id. at 133.
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circumstance as prescribed under the KUHAP.1176 Moreover, Rush’s friend who 
also acted as a courier was sentenced to 20 years of imprisonment.1177 Another 
courier, Michael William Czugaj, was sentenced to life imprisonment.1178

An egregious error also occurred because the legally relevant matters were 
not adequately considered, namely the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
which could not be separated from the UN International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, which was ratified by Indonesia through Law no. 12 of 2005 
on Ratification of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.1179 The 
covenant required the death penalty to be imposed selectively.1180

Based on these considerations, the MA granted the revision request1181 
and overturned the decision at cassation. The MA adjudicated the case on its 
own and declared that there was proof that Rush is guilty of organizing the 
export of narcotics and sentenced him to life imprisonment.1182

b. Revision denied based on judge’s mistake or egregious error
In the case of Lingah, Pacah and Sumir, the defendants argued in their 

revision request that the Ketapang District Court had wrongfully punished 
them.1183 The 1987 judgment, according to the defendants, clearly indicated 
judge’s mistake or egregious error because the basis of the verdict contradicted 
one another.1184

The mistake could be seen in the legal considerations where, although 
the defendants denied their confession as recorded in the police investigation 
report, the judges still found that the minutes were accurate and regarded 
them as written evidence.1185 Meanwhile, according to the doctrine of criminal 
law, the minutes of investigation and the statements written in it do not have 
evidentiary value and are merely guidelines to be referred to in the trial.1186

The panel of judges was further convinced that the defendants were the 
perpetrators of the alleged act based on the testimony of witnesses, report of 

1176 Id. at 134. Art. 197(1)f KUHAP.
1177 Id. at 133.
1178 Id. at 134.
1179 Id. at 133.
1180 Id.
1181 Here the panel did not specify under which ground the revision was granted, by only 

referring to Art. 263(2) KUHAP.
1182 mA deCision no. 28 pK/pid.sus/2011 (sCott AntHony rusH), supra note 1087 at 137.
1183 mA deCision no. 11 pK/pid/1993 (LingAH bin sentArA et.AL.), supra note 1019.
1184 Id.
1185 Id.
1186 Id.
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visum et repertum and the shotgun.1187 However, according to the defendants, 
no witness saw Lingah directly, except for a speech-impaired witness, whose 
value of testimony was minimal because, in addition to his disability, the 
testimony was not given under oath.1188

The ground of judge’s mistake was rejected by the revision panel.1189 The 
revision panel merely declared that the trier of fact was not wrong in applying 
the law1190 because they had organized the trial and examined the evidence 
presented in the trial (the weapons, witnesses and other pieces of evidence), as 
well as considering the link between the shreds of evidence.1191 Thus, there was 
no judge’s mistake or egregious error that could be upheld in the verdict.1192

The ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error was also used in Antasari 
Azhar’s case, of which the discrepancy between the expert testimony and the 
conclusion of the panel of judges was not considered as a judge’s mistake. 
According to the revision panel, the expert testimony was not binding on the 
judges and is only referred to when considered as relevant.1193 Judges, according 
to revision panel, were more bound to the pieces of evidence presented and 
the facts outlined in the hearing.1194 Moreover, according to the revision panel, 
the expert presented by Antasari in the court of the previous judgment only 
explained the absence of the text message from Antasari to Nasruddin.1195

C. Procedures for revision

1. Incoherencies in the regulation and practice of a revision request

a. Receipt of the request

Under the KUHAP, upon receipt of the revision request, the registrar 
of a district court will ask the applicant the ground on which the revision 
request is based upon.1196 In the event that the applicant does not have a legal 
understanding, as described in Article 264(4) KUHAP, the registrar will prepare 
a deed by formulating the grounds based on the statement of the applicant.1197 

1187 Id.
1188 Id.
1189 Id.
1190 The ground for cassation, “wrongly enforcing the law”, appeared here.
1191 mA deCision no. 11 pK/pid/1993 (LingAH bin sentArA et.AL.), supra note 1019.
1192 Id.
1193 mA deCision no. 117 pK/pid/2011 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 1052 at 191.
1194 Id.
1195 Id.
1196 m. yAHyA HArAHAp, pembAHAsAn permAsALAHAn dAn penerApAn KuHAp pemeriKsAAn sidAng 

pengAdiLAn, bAnding, KAsAsi, dAn peninJAuAn KembALi 625 (2nd Edition ed. 2015).
1197 Id. at 625.
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This provision is considered to be problematic, as it increases the workload 
of the registrars by essentially requiring them to prepare revision request 
on behalf of the applicant and hinder them from conducting their primary 
tasks.1198 The registrars are also then put on a hot seat as they will have to 
specify the errors that were committed by the judges, who in fact are their 
superiors in the court.1199 The KUHAP does not mention any other possible 
assistance to the applicants of revision.1200

The chief judge of the district court would then appoint a judge who 
will conduct the examination.1201 To maintain neutrality and objectivity, 
the appointed judge will be a different judge from the one who previously 
examined the judgment in question.1202 

The law states “judge”, which allows the examination to be done by a 
single “judge”, as opposed to a panel of judges, although it does not reduce the 
authority of the chief judge to appoint a panel.1203 After reviewing the original 
case and the revision request, the appointed judge will then declare order. The 
order will designate the day to examine the revision request.1204

b. Scope of examination

The authority of the court of the first instance is to ensure whether the 
revision request can be admitted by the MA.1205 According to Article 265(1) 
KUHAP, the hearing will focus on whether the grounds for revision are 
satisfied in accordance to Article 263(2) KUHAP, and the judge is not allowed 
to examine any other matters.1206 

In the examination, the judge will assess whether the conditions to file a 
revision request have been fulfilled, namely whether:1207

1.   the judgment in question has obtained a permanent legal force and 
contained a conviction; and

2.   the applicant is the convicted defendant, the representative based on a 
special power of attorney, or if the defendant has passed away, the heir. 

1198 Id.
1199 Id.
1200 Id.
1201 Id. at 626.
1202 Id.
1203 Id. at 627.
1204 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 28.
1205 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 109.
1206 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627.
1207 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 29.
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If the two conditions are fulfilled, then the revision request will be 
formally admitted. Then, the judge will examine the matter presented by the 
defendant and the examination method will depend on the ground used to 
support the revision request.1208 

For a revision request based on novum, the judge will need to obtain 
information to support such request by hearing testimony from witnesses or 
experts, examining evidence, and hearing the opinions of the defendant and 
the prosecutor.1209

Conversely, the process for a revision request based on contradictory 
judgments is more straightforward.1210 If the contradictory decisions have 
not been submitted to the court, then the judge will order the defendant to 
file copies of the relevant decisions.1211 If the decisions are decided by another 
court, then the judge may request for assistance from the other court.1212

Meanwhile, if a revision request is based on judge’s mistake, then the 
judge will ask the defendant to submit the decision containing such mistake. 
Upon submission, the judge will assess the existence of judge’s mistake in the 
decision. The defendant and the prosecutor will also be asked to express their 
opinions.1213

c. Minutes of hearing

Article 265(2) KUHAP stipulates that a hearing to examine whether the 
conditions of the revision request have been fulfilled must be attended by the 
defendant and the prosecutor, both of whom may present their opinion.1214 
Taking into account the attendees in the examination, it is reasonable to say 
that the nature of the hearing is “official and publicly available”.1215 Further, 
all opinions and circumstances that arise in the hearing will be recorded by 
the registrar in the “minutes of hearing”, which will be signed by the judge, 
prosecutor, defendant, and registrar.1216

Article 265(3) KUHAP is a deviation from the general rule regarding 
minutes of examination under Article 202(4) KUHAP. Article 202(4) KUHAP 
states that it is sufficient of the minutes of examination of a case is signed by 

1208 Id. at 30.
1209 Id.
1210 Id.
1211 Id.
1212 Id.
1213 Id. at 31.
1214 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627.
1215 Id.
1216 Id. at 629.
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the presiding judge and the registrar.1217 The law does not explain why the 
prosecutor and the defendant are required to sign the minutes in the context 
of the examination of a revision request.1218 

In its application, this requirement may potentially slow down and 
becomes a bottleneck in the process of requesting a revision.1219 The 
examination procedure under Article 265 KUHAP is categorized as a regular 
examination.1220 This means that if there is a high number of revision request, 
then the waiting time for each applicant for their hearing will be longer.1221 
Moreover, the requirement that a judge, registrar, prosecutor and defendant 
be present in a hearing often becomes a barrier due to scheduling conflict 
between these parties.1222

d. Minutes of opinion

In addition to the minutes of hearing, the court has to prepare a “minutes 
of opinion”, to be signed by the judge and the clerk.1223 The minutes will 
contain an explanation and suggestion of the district court on whether the 
revision request should be admitted by the MA based on the fulfilment of 
the provisions under Article 263(2) KUHAP.1224 In preparing the minutes of 
opinion, the judge will depart from the minutes of hearing as stipulated under 
Article 265(3) KUHAP.1225

The wording used in Article 265(1) KUHAP, which states that the judge is 
“to check whether the revision request meets the grounds referred to in Article 
263(2)”, raises two opposite views on whether a judge is justified in declaring 
the truth of the grounds for the revision.1226 One view is of the opinion that 
the intent of the above wording is only for the judge to examine whether the 
revision request includes one or more grounds for revision. The assessment 
of truth should be left to the revision panel at the MA and the examination of 
the revision request by the district court should not result in a decision, but 
rather only the minutes of opinion.1227 The other view argues that the wording 

1217 Id.
1218 Id.
1219 HAdAri dJenAwi, pembAHAsAn tentAng upAyA HuKum 64 (1983).
1220 Id. at 64.
1221 Id.
1222 Id.
1223 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 629.
1224 Id.
1225 Id.
1226 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 109.
1227 Id.
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of Article 265(1) KUHAP authorizes a judge at the district court to assess the 
truth of the grounds for revision. However, the decision still rests with the 
revision panel, which is consistent with Article 266(2) KUHAP.1228

Article 266(1) and (2) KUHAP indicates that the findings of the district 
court do not guarantee that the MA will admit the revision request.1229 In fact, 
the nature of the district court’s finding is not decisive or determinant and is 
merely a suggestion that can be set aside.1230 However, SEMA 3/2018 provides 
that district court judges who examine the grounds of revision request are 
required to provide an opinion on the formal and material aspects of the 
grounds of revision in accordance with Article 265(3) KUHAP.

e. Forwarding the revision request to the MA

The examining judge has the power to determine whether a revision 
request meets the required conditions. If it does not, then the district court 
does not have to forward the case file to the MA.1231 The examining judge, 
through the chief judge of the district court, is also authorized to refrain from 
forwarding a case file of a revision request that is submitted more than once.1232 

The examining judge’s refusal to forward a revision request to the MA 
was evidenced in a case involving a Filipino inmate, Mary Jane, who argued 
that Article 268(3) KUHAP had been annulled by an MK decision. This 
argument was rejected by the Sleman District Court with reference to SEMA 
7/2014, which states that a revision request may only be submitted once.1233 
Another example is the second revision request submitted to the Denpasar 
District Court by Amrozi bin H. Nur Hasyim, who was the defendant in the 
Bali Bombing case. Amrozi’s second revision request was rejected by the court 
and the MA Registrar even issued a circular addressed to the Denpasar District 
Court, containing a direction that a revision request could only be submitted 
once.1234

If the court considers the revision request to be valid, then the Chief Judge 
of the district court will immediately forward the request, along with the files 

1228 Id. at 110.
1229 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 65.
1230 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627.
1231 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 108.
1232 Id. at 121.
1233 ADY, Simak 7 Temuan Hasil Eksaminasi Putusan Mary Jane - hukumonline.com, http://

www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt57fe3a586dd35/simak-7-temuan-hasil-
eksaminasi-putusan-mary-jane (last visited Apr 30, 2017).

1234 Tirtakusuma, supra note 25 at 134. Registrar’s Circular no. 257/PAN/VII/2008, dated 7 
July 2008.
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of the original case, the minutes of hearing, and the minutes of opinion, to the 
MA.1235 Moreover, if the decision in question was decided by an appellate court, 
the copy of the dossiers will be shared to the relevant court of appeal.1236

2.	 Incoherencies	 in	 the	 regulation	 and	 practice	 of	 fact	 finding	 in	 a	
revision

The role of the trier of fact (trial court) in the examination of a revision 
request was introduced in the beginning of the history of revision in Indonesia, 
including in the Indies Sv. The Indies Sv provided that in the case of novum, the 
Supreme Court (then HGH) will suspend the enforcement of the judgment in 
question and decide whether to conduct a judicial examination and render the 
judgment itself or ask another judicial panel to conduct the examination and 
render a judgment.1237 In the latter, the Supreme Court sent the documents 
to the High Court (then RvJ), which in both cases, depending on its findings, 
canceled the suspension, or annulled the conviction decision (as the defendant 
was not guilty and the victim is still alive) and, based on the AG’s statement, 
ordered a further investigation.1238

Unlike the Indies Sv, Law 13/1965 regulated that a trial court’s final 
judgment can be subject to a revision request filed to the MA. A revision was 
not possible against the MA’s decision. Perma 1/1969 further amended the 
provision by allowing revision against both the decisions of the trial court and 
the MA.

Perma 1/1969 did reintroduce the role of the trier of fact in examining a 
revision case. When the MA admitted a revision request against a judgment 
of the district court or the high court, Perma 1/1969 provided that the MA 
will order the original court to reexamine the case according to the applicable 
law.1239 The examination by the MA itself would only be done if the judgment 
in question originated from the MA.1240 However, in reality, Perma 1/1969 has 
never been effectively enforced.

The new regulation on revision (Perma 1/1980), which was effectively 
implemented for a limited period until the issuance of the KUHAP, did not 
distinguish between a revision request against a final and binding judgment 

1235 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 31. Art. 265(4) KUHAP.
1236 Id.
1237 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 359.
1238 Id. Art. 359.
1239 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 6(1).
1240 Id. Art. 6(2).
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of the trier of fact versus those of the trier of law.1241 Perma 1/1980 allowed 
the MA to directly accept a revision request, instead of waiting for a district 
court to forward such request.1242 This provision is maintained in the KUHAP, 
although it reinstated that all revision requests must first go through the 
district court.1243

The problem in the role of the trier of fact in examining a revision case 
arose as a result of Law 14/1985. This law stipulates that the MA has the 
authority to order the district court that examined the decision in question 
in the first place, or the court of appeal, to conduct additional examination, 
or to request any information and consideration from relevant courts.1244 In 
addition, this law stipulates that the court must immediately send a report of 
the additional examination and consideration to the MA.1245 

The problem arose because Law 14/1985 also stipulates that an 
examination of a criminal revision request must refer to the KUHAP.1246 As 
a result, this was interpreted to mean that the above provisions regarding 
additional examination only apply to civil revision. However, among the 
provisions regulating additional examination, one paragraph stipulates that 
if necessary, the MA may request information from the AG or other officials in 
charge of criminal investigation.1247

Based on such provision, some believe that additional examination by 
the trier of fact also applies to a criminal revision. Moreover, the title of the 
chapter containing the additional examination provision is “General Court”, 
which should be interpreted as applicable to both civil and criminal cases.

3. Incoherencies in the regulation and the practice of examination of 
revision in the MA

a. Procedure to examine a revision request in the MA

The KUHAP does not regulate the procedure for the MA in examining a 
revision request and only regulates the revision judgment.1248 According to 
Djenawi, the only provision that may be used as a guidance for revision is the 

1241 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 6.
1242 Id. Art. 2(2).
1243 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 264(1).
1244 LAw 14/1985, supra note 12 Art. 73(1).
1245 Id. Art. 73(3).
1246 Id. Art. 76.
1247 Id. Art. 73(2).
1248 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 631. Art. 266 KUHAP.
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cassation procedure as provided under Article 253(2) KUHAP. 1249 Harahap 
agreed with this and stated that, essentially there is no difference between the 
function and purpose of examination at the cassation and revision level.1250 
The MA in both levels carry out an “adjudicative function”, namely to examine 
and adjudicate the requests from the applicants.1251 For that reason, Harahap 
maintained that in terms of judicial function, the procedure and formalities 
do not need to be differentiated.1252 

The process to examine a revision request in the MA starts when the 
dossier, which includes the original case files, minutes of hearing, and minutes 
of opinion, is received and registered in the MA. The CJ will then appoint a panel 
of MA judges consisting of at least three members including the presiding judge 
to finalize the matter.1253 Following the examination of the case by the revision 
panel, the judges will hold a deliberation meeting to decide the outcome.1254 
The decision taken in the panel meeting will become the decision of the MA.1255 
While the deliberation meeting is closed to the public, the MA’s decision must 
be announced in a public hearing.1256

In examining a revision request, the MA will first ask formal questions 
to determine whether the revision request can be admitted. These questions 
asked whether the applicant has the right to file the revision request and 
whether the grounds for revision have been fulfilled.1257 If the MA receives 
a positive response to these formal questions, then the MA will proceed and 
examine the material aspects of the request.1258 At the end, the MA will impose 
a judgment that denies or grants the revision request.1259

If in its examination, the MA concludes that the request is unreasonable, 
then such request will be denied.1260 This means that the decision in question, 
which has obtained a permanent legal force, is considered to be correct.1261 

1249 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 67. See Art. 253(2) KUHAP. See also HArAHAp, supra note 1196 
at 631.

1250 Id.
1251 Id.
1252 Id.
1253 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 31. Following the implementation of the chamber system, 

this practice has changed. The assignment of cases to panels is now made by each of the 
chairmen of the chambers. 

1254 Id.
1255 Id.
1256 Id.
1257 Id. at 32. As stipulated in Art. 263(2) KUHAP, and so on.
1258 Id.
1259 Id.
1260 tAHir, supra note 542 at 54.
1261 Id.
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Conversely, if the revision request is considered to be reasonable, then the MA 
will grant the request.1262 In this case, the MA will render its own decision by 
initially cancelling the decision in question.1263

In addition to the procedural law, which applies equally to cassation, some 
known policies in the MA are relevant to a revision. An example is the policy 
that the MA can hold a plenary meeting to discuss a revision request against 
MA decisions. This policy has been part of the MA since Mudjono served as its 
CJ,1264 and they are reflected as the chambers’ plenary meetings.

b. Delivery of the revision judgment

The MA must send a copy of the revision judgment, along with the case 
files to the district court that forwarded the revision request within seven days 
after the MA has rendered its judgment.1265 After being recorded in the register 
book, the content of the decision will be notified immediately to the defendant 
and the prosecutor by the registrar of the district court, and subsequently, the 
notice will be recorded in the copy of the MA decision.1266

A copy of the MA decision will be given to the prosecutor and the 
investigator. Meanwhile, the defendant and the defense counsel will only be 
given a copy of the decision upon request.1267 

Based on the above provisions, the seven days deadline for the MA to send 
a copy of the revision judgment means that there should be no delay in the MA 
once a revision case has been decided.1268 Article 267(2) KUHAP specifies the 
delivery process of the revision judgment from the MA to the original district 
court by stating that: “The provisions referred to in the Article 243, paragraphs 
(2), (3), (4), dan (5) also applies to MA’s decision on revision”.1269 Such reference 
requires some further explanations.1270 First, Article 243(2) KUHAP regulates 
the notification of a high court decision to the defendant and the prosecutor. 
In the context of revision, the high court does not play any part at all. This 
means that the use of Article 243(2) KUHAP is incorrect.1271

Second, Article 243(3) KUHAP determines that the provisions concerning 

1262 Id. at 55.
1263 Id.
1264 pompe, supra note 493 at 423.
1265 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 32. Art. 267(1) KUHAP.
1266 Id. at 32. See Art. 267(2) in conjunction with Art. 243(2) KUHAP.
1267 Id. See Art. 267(2) in conjunction with Art. 243(3) and Art. 226(2) KUHAP.
1268 tAHir, supra note 542 at 63.
1269 Id.
1270 Id.
1271 Id. at 64.
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the decision of a district court as stipulated in Article 226 will also apply to the 
decision of the high court.1272 Article 226(1) itself determines that a copy of the 
decision must be given to the defendant or the defense counsel immediately 
after a verdict is made, whereas Article 267(1) gives the MA seven days after 
the date of the judgment .1273

Third, Article 243(2) KUHAP regulates that the decision must be notified 
to the prosecutor and the defendant irrespective of any prior request.1274 
However, Article 226(2), which is referred to in Article 243(3) provides that 
the decision must be given based on the request of the defendant or the defense 
counsel.1275 This means that the MA has no obligation to notify its decision.1276 

Fourth, the word “defendant” is used in Article 243(2) and Article 226(2). 
Meanwhile, in the revision judgment, the applicant is no longer referred to as 
the “defendant”, but rather a “convicted defendant”.1277 

In light of the above, there are many inconsistencies in the delivery of the 
revision judgment under Article 243 KUHAP.1278

1272 Id.
1273 Id.
1274 Id.
1275 Id.
1276 Id.
1277  Id. at 65.
1278 Id.
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I. Final judgment in Indonesia

A. Final court judgment in the context of a judicial proceeding

In Chapter 2, I have discussed the theoretical perspective of the finality 
of court decision as a fundamental principle that became the focus of this 
study, especially regarding its interaction with the fallibility of judges and the 
judicial proceeding. In this section, I will examine how the Indonesian legal 
system reflects this view. 

The term “final judgment” must refer to the end of all judicial 
proceedings.1279 What does “the end of judicial proceedings” mean in a civil 
law country like Indonesia? 

Shapiro indicated that legal procedure in civil law traditionally created an 
elaborate paper dossier that moved upward through the judicial hierarchy. As 
such, a trial was not considered as concluded until the last appellate authority 
had reviewed the entire record.1280 The appellate court was the court that 
announced the final judgment. 

This tradition survives in the first appeal, which is commonly referred to 
as “direct appeal” or “appeal as a right”.1281 The whole record goes up to the 
court of appeal, contributing to the impression that the case merely continues 
until that court finishes its review.1282

Meanwhile, the appeal system in Indonesia also embraces this tradition. 
The district court is authorized and must examine and decide criminal and civil 
cases in the first instance.1283 The high court has the authority to adjudicate 
the cases at the appellate level.1284 The processes at the court of the first 
instance and the court of appeal are regarded as continuation of the trial and 
the decision of the high court at the appeal stage is seen as a final judgment. 

The conclusion that the decision of the high court is a final decision is 
reaffirmed by Law 48/2009 by regulating the authority of the MA in that: “The 
Supreme Court has the authority to hear in cassation the decision awarded at 
the last level by the court in all jurisdictions under the Supreme Court”.1285 Any 

1279 Bator, supra note 2 at 441.
1280 Shapiro, supra note 414 at 647.
1281 Id.
1282 Id.
1283 LAw no. 49 of 2009 re. generAL Court, Art. 50 (2009).
1284 Id. Art. 51(1).
1285 LAw 48/2009, supra note 708 Art. 20(2)a. Art. 244 KUHAP does also use the same 

provision, “An accused or the public prosecutor may lodge a request for an examination 
in cassation to the Supreme Court with regard to a judgment in a criminal case rendered 
at the last resort by a court other than the Supreme Court, except with regard to an 
acquittal.”
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decision qualified for cassation by the MA has the attribute of a final decision. 
However, echoing Shapiro’s sentiment, it was precisely the emergence of 

cassation that created a “disjunction”.1286 Although a channel for appeal to the 
court of the highest level is provided, it is limited to specific questions of law. 
In the actual cassation concept, as maintained by Shapiro, the Supreme Court 
cannot decide a case, but can only find the errors of law in the judgment of the 
court of appeal and remand the case to a different court of appeal, which then 
conducts a review de novo.1287

The first MA law of 1950 reflected this concept by stipulating that the 
MA may conduct a cassation, which was defined as the cancellation of the 
judgment and order of a court of last resort that are contrary to the law.1288 This 
provision was additional evidence that the decision of the appeal court was 
legally considered as a final decision of a court of last resort, while affirming 
that the function of cassation was merely to cancel such final judgment. 

However, Shapiro admitted that even in the United States, an appeal 
court, which is supposed to only handle questions of law, managed to deeply 
extend its reach into factual issues.1289 The highest court is finally able to draw 
a fragile boundary between facts and law. But until then, almost all issues can 
be characterized as a question of law or a mixed between law and fact, and 
both are worthy of consideration by the court of appeal.1290

As a result, Shapiro argues, the difference between appeal as a right and 
further appeal at the discretion of the Supreme Court becomes vague. Even 
in The Netherlands, where according to Klip and Van Der Wilt, the cassation 
function of adjudicating questions of law remains closely guarded and appeal 
is referred to as a direct (ordinary) legal remedy, the Dutch law nevertheless 
regards each step in the whole chain of criminal procedure (first instance, 
second instance, and Supreme Court) as an integral part of one prosecution.

In Indonesia, even though the law only mandated the MA to examine and 
decide questions of law (thus the reference to it as a trier of law), in practice, 
the thin line between its authority to judge a question of law and hear the facts 
has long been obscured. The classification under the KUHAP that regards both 
appeal and cassation as ordinary legal remedies has obscured this line even 
further and results in a strong perception that a final judgment will only be 
reached through cassation. Therefore, even an appellate decision, except those 

1286 Shapiro, supra note 414 at 647.
1287 Id.
1288 LAw 1/1950, supra note 468 Art. 16.
1289 Shapiro, supra note 414 at 648.
1290 Id.
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that have exhausted the period to file a cassation, will not be regarded as a final 
judgment in Indonesia. 

In short, in the context of judicial proceedings, a final judgment in 
Indonesia is defined as a court judgment that has exhausted all ordinary legal 
remedies, including an appeal to the high court and cassation by the MA, or a 
judgment that was not challenged within the prescribed time limit.

B.	 Forms	of	a	final	criminal	judgment

Klip and Van Der Wilt defined a final criminal judgment as a judgment 
in the form of an acquittal, dismissal of the charges, or conviction.1291 With 
regards to its substance, a final judgment should consider: (i) whether the 
alleged fact has been proven; (ii) whether the fact is a criminal offence; (iii) 
whether the defendant is criminally liable; and (iv) the punishment that 
will be imposed.1292 Therefore, neither of them regard a court decision that 
declares that an indictment as null and void, that a case is inadmissible, or that 
a prosecution is suspended, as a final judgment.1293

The opinion of Klip and Van Der Wilt happens to be in line with the KUHAP, 
where a court’s decision is defined as a conviction, acquittal, or dismissal of 
all charges.1294 Similarly, the KUHAP also emphasizes that a judgment must 
include consideration of the facts, circumstances, and evidence obtained 
from the trial, all of which are used to base the defendant’s guilt.1295 The 
judgment must also consider the provisions of the law on which the judgment, 
determination of guilt, and the sentence are based upon.1296

In Chazawi’s words, a final judgment is a decision on the principal issue 
of the case, namely a decision for a criminal act charged in the indictment.1297 
The decision on other matters beyond the subject matter does not constitute a 
final decision, but rather a decision on the proceeding of the case.1298

However, although Klip and Van Der Wilt place conviction in an equal 
position as an acquittal or a dismissal, certain scholars such as Westen and 
Drubel focused on the degree of finality of an acquittal, which they deem to 
be much stronger than a conviction. Westen and Drubel asserted that the rule 

1291 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 3. See also Lensing, supra note 193 at 303.
1292 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 3.
1293 Id.
1294 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 1 no. 11.
1295 Id. Art. 197(1).
1296 Id.
1297 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 26.
1298 Id.
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prohibiting the retrial of a defendant is the most fundamental rule and as 
such, an acquittal has the nature of absolute finality.1299

The regime of Indonesia’s criminal law procedure also embraces this 
view, where an acquittal is deemed to have obtained finality as of its issuance 
by the court of the first instance. The KUHAP states that an appeal against 
the decision of a court of the first instance may only be sought against a non-
acquittal.1300 This rule is reinforced at the cassation level where the KUHAP 
states that cassation may be requested on any judgment except on a judgment 
of acquittal.1301 This guarantee continues all the way up to the level of revision 
request.1302

Indeed, this guarantee became stronger after the shifting of the 
inquisitorial system of the criminal procedural law to the accusatory 
(adversarial) system by the enactment of the KUHAP in 1981. The guarantee 
of the finality of an acquittal and dismissal is found in the KUHAP1303 and Law 
48/2009,1304 which is rooted in Law 1/1950.1305

The principle only changed temporarily during the period of guided 
democracy, as evidenced by Law 19/1964, that entitled the prosecutor to 
request an appeal against an acquittal, primarily when it was issued in cases 
that were against revolutionary interests, such as political and corruption 
cases.1306 Nevertheless, the arrangement only surfaced during the period when 
the court was proclaimed to be a tool of revolution by the government.1307 In 
that period, the President was even formally authorized to directly interfere in 
judicial matters. 

Presumably, an additional assurance that a revision should only benefit 
the convicted defendant as mentioned by Westen and Drubel can be derived 
from the same underlying principle as the rule of acquittal.1308

1299 Westen and Drubel, supra note 101 at 123.
1300 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 67.
1301 Id. Art. 244.
1302 Id. Art. 263(1).
1303 However, in 2013, the MK revoked a phrase in Art. 244 KUHAP that prohibits acquittal 

from being requested for cassation. See MK Decision no. 114/PUU-X/2012 (Idrus), 1, 30 
(2013).

1304 LAw 48/2009, supra note 708 Art. 26(2).
1305 See LAw 1/1950, supra note 468 Art. 16.
1306 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Art. 14(2). See also its elucidation.
1307 Id. Art. 3.
1308 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 266(3).
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C.	 Other	characteristics	of	a	final	criminal	judgment

Some scholars also mentioned that the finality of a decision is determined 
mainly by its executability. Sunderland pointed out that the function of 
revision in correcting an error in a final judgment will not be fulfilled as one 
cannot say that a court has made a mistake if its decision has never been 
enforced.1309 Moreover, Rossman emphasized that a review of a final verdict 
should not suspend the execution of the judgment in question.1310 The reverse 
logic is that only a final verdict that has been executed can be challenged 
through an extraordinary remedy (such as revision). 

This logic is in line with the KUHAP, which provides that a revision 
request against a decision does not suspend or terminate the execution of the 
decision.1311 The fact that a revision request cannot cease the enforcement of 
a judgment indicates the emphasis on the finality of the judgment in question 
by the KUHAP. 

D. Relevance

Discussion on how the Indonesian judicial system governs the finality 
of a court decision is important because the question of the scope of a final 
judgment is one of the most significant sources of inconsistency in the 
Indonesian revision system. The inconsistency culminates not only in the 
confusion over the finality of a judgment, but also in the function of revision.

Discussion of which judgments are categorized as a final judgment will 
be present in a deliberation of the revision procedure, of whether it should be 
characterized as a trier of fact or as a trier of law. In the context of the Indonesian 
justice system, this issue has become a great source of inconsistency in the 
regulation and practice of revision, particularly on the aspects of: (i) a revision 
against an acquittal; (ii) an assurance that the judgment resulting from a 
revision will not have a more severe consequences than the previous judgment; 
and (iii) the right of the prosecutor to request for revision.

Moreover, the correlation between the concept of final judgment and 
its enforcement also provokes inconsistency in the regulation and practice, 
especially in the context of capital punishment cases. The foregoing issues 
will be discussed more thoroughly in a separate section in this chapter.

1309 Sunderland, supra note 394 at 140.
1310 Rossman, supra note 315 at 544.
1311  KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 268(1).
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II.	 The	use	of	principle	and	theories	of	finality	in	Indonesia

A. Finality principle in Indonesia from the public policy side

As explained earlier in Chapter 2, the finality principle is well reflected by 
the adage lites finiri oportet (all litigation must come to an end). The principle 
is built on two sides, namely public policy and individual justice. On the public 
policy side, Jacob stated that the government has a keen interest in finality, 
which refers to the conclusive effect of a judicial decision.1312 Klip and Van der 
Wilt added that respect for the outcome of a judicial proceeding is an element 
of the rule of law.1313 When the court has finalized a decision, respect for the 
finality of the judgment is vital to the legitimacy of the state. 

The Indonesian legal system does not elaborate the finality principle. 
There is hardly any statutory provision that expressly affirms the importance 
of the final judgment by the courts and the enormity of the state’s interest (as 
representative of the public) in finality. 

The finality principle is merely embedded in the opening of the revision 
mechanism within the Indonesian justice system. The public policy side 
of finality arises if the legal framework is able to formally guarantee the 
individual right that will be protected from the potential mistake by judges in 
making final decisions.

Regardless of the motivation for introducing revision through Law 
19/1964 during the period of guided democracy, namely whether it was 
genuine attempt to safeguard the interests of the individuals or only a form of 
the government’s attempt to subdue judicial power, it nevertheless symbolized 
the recognition by the state of the finality principle and the authority of a 
court’s judgment. The final court judgment can only be challenged based on 
very exceptional reason, namely novum.

Despite the minimal consideration under the legal framework, finality 
was considered more widely in the opinions of Indonesian judges and scholars. 
For example, the former Deputy CJ, Asikin Kusumah Atmadja, stressed in a 
symposium at the MA that a judge’s verdict, which has a binding legal force 
cannot be put on retrial in light of lites finiri oportet principle.1314 He reasoned 
that every procedural law system upholds the principle that a dispute must 
end with a permanent judicial decision, without which, legal certainty nor 
respect for the judge’s ruling would exist.1315

1312 Jacob, supra note 96 at 464.
1313 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 3.
1314 z. AsiKin KusumAH AtmAdJA, beberApA CAtAtAn tentAng probLemA HuKum LembAgA peninJAuAn 

KembALi 6 (1992).
1315 Id. at 6. Atmadja in his paper referred G. Wyers ”Het gezag van gewijsde in burgerlijke 

landraadzaken”.
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Likewise, Soedirdjo stated that, in the Indonesian justice system, a case 
that ends with a permanent judgment should not be reopened for the sake of 
legal certainty and the authority of the judgment.1316 Although not every case, 
particularly if the case is intricate, can be satisfactorily resolved, Soedirdjo 
contended that judicial process in criminal or civil law should not continue 
indefinitely and a decision must definitively close the door to an everlasting 
process.1317

Meanwhile, Prakoso stated the prevailing principle in any legal system 
that a permanent judicial decision cannot be modified.1318 When a case that 
has been decided under a final judgment is brought before the court, both the 
prosecutor’s request (in a criminal case) or a new lawsuit (in a civil case) must 
be precluded.1319 There should be no multiple resolution for the same case 
between the same parties.1320

The finality of a court’s decision and the judicial process is also confirmed 
by Andi Hamzah. He stated that all cases must have an ending, and one of the 
core principles of criminal law is that a case must end at a certain point.1321

B. Finality in Indonesia from the private justice aspect

From the above explanation, one can conclude that the idea of the finality 
of a court’s decision becomes material when revision was introduced in the 
Indonesian judicial system.1322 The rights of an individual must be protected 
from errors that occurred in a judgment, including and in particular, in the 
final judgment. Guarantee of individual’s rights (private justice) is also the 
parallel goal of the lites finiri oportet principle.

As Scott implied, when a court has tried someone and the process of 
appeal has been undertaken, the judgment should be regarded as final.1323 
By recognizing finality, argued Jacob, anyone can be protected from being 
subjected to further aggravation by a subsequent prosecution or suit.1324

The ne bis in idem doctrine materializes precisely at this point, by forming 
a bridge between the public policy side of the finality of a court’s decision and 

1316 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 11.
1317 Id. at 11.
1318 prAKoso, supra note 522 at 176.
1319 Id.
1320 Id.
1321 Andi Hamzah, (2017).
1322 The concept of finality is also represented by the rule that revision can only be requested 

1 (one) time as provided in different Laws explained elaborately in Chapter 3.
1323 Scott, supra note 5 at 184–185.
1324 Jacob, supra note 96 at 464.
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its private justice side. A final judicial decision will have a ne bis in idem effect, 
which means that anyone convicted or acquitted by a final judgment cannot 
be prosecuted again for the same action.

Brants and Franken addressed the universality of ne bis in idem as a 
doctrine that is acknowledged in all legal systems, which is also referred to 
as the prohibition against double jeopardy in the common law system. They 
related the ne bis in idem doctrine to Article 14 of the ICCPR, which states that 
no one may be tried twice for the same offence after having been convicted or 
acquitted under the law and penal procedure of a country.1325

As maintained by Westen and Drubel, out of all the guarantees for due 
process, the prohibition against double jeopardy might be the most ancient and 
longstanding one.1326 Sigler referred the prohibition to the Digest of Justinian, 
which ruled that the government should not authorize a second accusation 
against a person for a crime that he was already acquitted from.1327

According to Levmore and Porat, the first objective of ne bis in idem or the 
double jeopardy principle is finality, without which a government can charge 
its citizens over and over again until it wins.1328 In the words of Westen and 
Drubel, the purpose of finality in the ne bis in idem doctrine is apparent.1329 
The second purpose of the principle is nullification, which is the idea that the 
justice system must be allowed to acquit innocent people based on evidence, 
which in turn, is absolute.1330 The third goal is to avoid double punishment, 
which comes with a presumption in favor of the defendant.1331 These three 
interests are all broadly connected to the notion of ending a litigation, lites 
finiri oportet.1332

Meanwhile, Jousse stated that the operation of ne bis in idem rests on 
three pillars (protection features) namely: protection of individual freedom; 
protection of social security; and protection of the dignity of the judiciary. 
These three pillars can also be seen as part of the need to end the judicial 
process, lites finiri oportet.1333

In Indonesia, the ne bis in idem doctrine is widely known. This principle is 

1325 Chrisje Brants & Stijn Franken, The protection of fundamental human rights in criminal 
process General report, 5 utreCHt LAw review 7–65, 35 (2009).

1326 Westen and Drubel, supra note 101 at 81.
1327 Sigler, supra note 102 at 283.
1328 Levmore and Porat, supra note 103 at 274.
1329 Westen and Drubel, supra note 101 at 84.
1330 Id.
1331 Id.
1332 Id.
1333 As quoted by Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 27.
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set out in the KUHP, which reads: ”Except for cases where the judicial verdicts 
are subject to revision, no person shall be prosecuted again because of an act, 
for which the verdict of an Indonesian judge concerning him has become 
final.”1334 The provision continues by saying that an Indonesian judge includes 
judges of the customary (adat) law tribunals in places where such tribunals 
exist.”1335

Adami Chazawi perceptively related the ne bis in idem doctrine under 
Article 76(1) KUHP with the discussion on the public policy and private justice 
sides of the finality of a decision, by stating that ne bis in idem starts with two 
premises:1336

1.  the enforcement and maintenance of legal certainty by limiting the 
state’s arbitrariness against its citizens, repeatedly and without limitation 
prosecuting someone (due process of law); and

2.  the preservation of the dignity of the state itself in fulfilling legal certainty 
for its citizens. 

Some Indonesian scholars put forward several elements of the ne bis in 
idem doctrine. According to Yahya Harahap, ne bis in idem applies to a person 
who has been acquitted or convicted and has served his/her sentence.1337 
Harahap proposed that the first element, i.e. the decision protected by ne bis in 
idem is a final judgment of either an acquittal, dismissal or conviction that has 
either been executed or become executable.

Prakoso stated that the ne bis in idem doctrine means that there should be 
no second judgment on a similar case between the same parties.1338 Prakoso’s 
opinion brought about the second element of ne bis in idem, namely the same 
act, as well as the third one, the party/the same person(s). Chazawi, who quoted 
Utrecht, qualified the same act as predicated by Prakoso, as a judgment on zaak 
(case) and feit (fact) which, after obtaining a permanent legal force, is subject 
to and bound to the principle of ne bis in idem as intended under Article 76(1) 
KUHP.1339

For purposes of this study, a more operational discussion of the ne bis in 
idem doctrine will take place in the next section, which, given its significance to 
the final judgment, will become the primary tool of analysis in this study. Ne bis 

1334 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA (KuHp), Art. 76(1).
1335 Id. Art. 76(1).
1336 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 13.
1337 M. Yahya Harahap, (2017).
1338 prAKoso, supra note 522 at 176.
1339 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 26.
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in idem will be used in considering how conditions, grounds, and procedure of 
revision in Indonesia contribute to the function of revision in maintaining the 
finality of a court’s decisions, as well as providing a framework for correcting 
errors.

III. The fallibility concerns of judicial decisions in Indonesia and the 
need for revision

A prominent scholar who extensively discussed the fallibility characteristic 
of human and its different consequences in various contexts is Raaj K. Sah. 
He stated that one aspect of fallibility is that an individual typically can only 
extract from the limited raw data available.1340 The other aspect, he added, are 
biases that an individual has, which may not even be apparent to themselves 
or others.1341 The idea of human imperfection was brought to the context of 
judicial proceedings by Abbot. He stated that to err is human, which is in line 
with the notion of fallibility, in that mistakes in the form of incorrect final 
decisions may even occur in the highest courts. 1342

Brants and Field brought up several cases involving a miscarriage of 
justice in The Netherlands as an example of courts issuing incorrect final 
judgments. The facts, they said, demonstrated the risk of institutional trust 
in the infallibility of the judicial system.1343 In their opinion, two of the most 
interesting cases are the Schiedam Park Murder and Lucia de Berk. 

Derksen and Meijsing drew from the Lucia de Berk case in illustrating the 
fallibility of the judiciary. Derksen observed that one could see how a human 
reasoning instinct of “where there is smoke, there must be a fire”, played a major 
role in a court, as depicted in the Lucia de Berk case.1344 Derksen also suggested 
that basic human intuition ran the show in de Berk’s trial through the “small 
chance principle”, namely that if the chance for something to happen is very 
small, then it is reasonable to believe that it did not occur.1345

A miscarriage of justice that shook the public also occurred several times 
in Indonesia, as in the case of Sengkon and Karta or Lingah and Pacah, which 
were discussed several times in Chapter 3 and will be specifically analyzed in 
this chapter. The miscarriage of justice against Sengkon and Karta was the 
case that subsequently provided an initial platform to establish a revision of 

1340 Raaj K. Sah, supra note 273 at 2.
1341 Id. at 2.
1342 Abbot, supra note 276 at 103.
1343 Brants and Field, supra note 277 at 34.
1344 Derksen and Meijsing, supra note 286 at 3.
1345 Id. at 4.
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decision mechanism in Indonesia.
The introduction of revision within the legal framework of post-

independence Indonesia was also based on a strong consideration of the 
fallibility of judges and court judgment. The framework reasoned that since a 
court judgment is handed down by judges who are ordinary human beings, it 
cannot be free from mistakes and errors.1346

The question of fallibility is also extensively covered in Indonesian legal 
literature. Tahir pointed out that the premise that judges are free from all 
mistakes in examining and deciding cases is a clear violation of natural law in 
which the principle that human beings cannot escape from mistakes is upheld. 
The principle of fallibility according to Tahir is strongly embedded even in 
Indonesian culture through, among others, the proverb of “tiada gading yang 
tak retak”, or “an ivory is never without cracks.”1347

Lamintang stated that the inclusion of revision as an extraordinary 
remedy within the KUHAP is a commendable policy of the lawmakers. They 
recognized that however detailed a judge examines a case or how well the 
rights of the defendant are guaranteed and regulated in the Code, errors can 
still occur. 1348 It was that consideration on fallibility, said Lamintang, that 
eventually opened the door for revision in the Indonesian criminal justice 
system.1349 

If we want to once again associate the consideration of fallibility of final 
judgment and the ne bis in idem doctrine, it is worth quoting Van Hattum, 
who underlined that a judgment based on error could be the justification for 
breaking the prohibition against the repetition of trial.1350 Crick added that 
even after a judgment has become final and irrevocable, a correction can still 
be made under strict conditions and only for exceptional cases through an 
extraordinary remedy like revision, which is also known as a means to control 
and oversee the work of the trial courts.1351

In the Indonesian context, Soedirjo stated that although the means to 
correct a judge’s oversight should be available, it must be accompanied by strict 
conditions to ascertain the evident power of final judgments.1352 This required 
the presence of an extraordinary remedy like revision, he confirmed.1353

1346 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 General Elucidation.
1347 tAHir, supra note 542 at 16.
1348 LAmintAng, supra note 452 at 542.
1349 Id.
1350 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 432.
1351 Crick, supra note 310 at 554.
1352 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 11.
1353 Id.
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Prakoso pointed out two essential purposes of revision, namely: (i) to 
correct the mistakes made by the previous judicial body; and (ii) to promote 
unity in the judiciary.1354 Revision in Indonesia, according to Prakoso, served 
as a warranty for both the defendant and the public that the judiciary, both in 
light of the fact and the law, is correct and as far as possible, uniform.1355

The discussion above shows that the notion of the fallibility of court 
decision and proceedings has been instilled stronger than that of finality in 
the Indonesian legal system. The fallibility concept is shared everywhere, 
not only in the legal literature, but also in the legal framework. The principal 
consideration behind the introduction of revision and the overall appeal 
mechanism is fallibility. 

Conversely, the idea of finality is recognized mainly in the opinions of 
experts. Finality is not part of the central theme in the discussion of court-
related laws and regulations. 

Although revision is always referred to as a “necessary evil” as it is always 
viewed from finality and fallibility perspectives, the responses from both sides 
have been reflected extensively in theory. In certain expert opinions, there 
are criticisms or supports that are specifically directed to “revision” being an 
extraordinary remedy. In the following section, I will attempt to contextualize 
such criticisms and supports of the Indonesian system, structure and situation.

A. The face of the Indonesian revision system in criticism 

We will discuss the various criticisms against the existence of revision, 
which are derived from the concern of the finality of judicial decisions and 
proceedings. Rossman pinpointed the first critique, which is the potential 
of revision in limiting the rights of the convicted and acquitted defendant. 
According to Rossman, the appellate review has always been suspected of 
possibly being used by the government to engage in re-prosecution after an 
acquittal.1356 Based on the elaboration of the legal framework and case decisions 
involving revision in Indonesia as discussed in Chapter 3, I would assert that 
this criticism has materialized in Indonesia. 

Convincingly, the laws related to revision in Indonesia guaranteed the 
finality of an acquittal. The notion that revision cannot be brought against an 
acquittal, as appeal and cassation shall not be brought against acquittal neither, 
is strictly stipulated in the law. However, there is a strong tension between the 

1354 prAKoso, supra note 522 at 252.
1355 Id. at 252. See, minister of JustiCe deCree no. m.14-pw.07.03 of 1983 on suppLement of 

guideLines for tHe impLementAtion of KuHAp, supra note 802.
1356 Rossman, supra note 315 at 551.
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finality and fallibility of a court judgment in the case of an acquittal, primarily 
if the tension presents a moral dilemma between the individual’s right and 
the public interest. This tension also arose strongly in The Netherlands, and 
was narrowed down during the debate on revision to the detriment of the 
acquitted, or in Dutch term, herziening ten nadele.

In Indonesia, the tension arises in the separation between a pure acquittal 
(or zuivere vrijspraak in Dutch) and a pseudo acquittal (niet zuivere vrijspraak).1357 
Surachman wrote that in Indonesia, an acquittal may not be appealed, unless 
the prosecutor is of the opinion that an acquittal is a “pseudo acquittal”. He 
defined “pseudo acquittal” as a dismissal of proceeding, which is announced 
by the judge as an acquittal.1358

The case of R. Sonson Natalegawa contributed to the debate over pure 
acquittal and pseudo acquittal.1359 Andi Hamzah said that these two terms 
are essential because they have evolved into a jurisprudence that the ban on 
challenging an acquittal should apply only to pure acquittal and that a pseudo 
acquittal could be questioned through legal remedies.1360 The holding in the 
Natalegawa case has continued to be referred to and was even strengthened in 
several revision cases. This, combined with the various inconsistencies in the 
legal framework, contributed to an extensive debate of whether the prosecutor 
can request for a revision.1361

The current practice of revision in Indonesia does not adequately 
protect the finality of an acquittal and dismissal. Therefore, concerns raised 
by Rossman about the downside of revision can be said to have (partially) 
materialized in Indonesia.

1357 Harahap, supra note 1337.
1358 Surachman, supra note 108 at 7. This definition is also held by Arnoldus Johanis Day, 

a senior retired prosecutor who is now working at the Judicial Commission. Arnoldus 
Johanis Day, (2018).

1359 See MA Decision no. 275 K/Pid/1983, 15 December 1983.
1360 ASH, Kisah Contra Legem Pasal 244 KUHAP, HuKumonLine.Com, http://www.hukumonline.

com/berita/baca/lt54a1d82fe8974/kisah-icontra-legem-i-pasal-244-kuhap (last 
visited Nov 10, 2017). This jurisprudence was considered by the MK when deciding on 
the petition for judicial review submitted by Idrus on the prohibition on cassation against 
acquittal in the KUHAP. The MK in its consideration stated that against several acquittals 
handed down by the courts under the MA, indeed appeals were not filed, but cassations 
were requested. The MA examined and decided the requests, even though according to 
the Art. 244 KUHAP cassation against acquittal cannot be made. This practice, according 
to the MK resulted in legal uncertainty. On the one hand, the Article prohibits cassation, 
but on the other, the MA admits and adjudicates cassation against acquittal imposed by 
the lower courts. Therefore, to guarantee fair legal certainty and equal treatment before 
the law, the MK needs to determine the constitutionality of Art. 244 KUHAP especially 
the phrase “unless against acquittal”. See mK deCision no. 114/puu-x/2012 (idrus), supra 
note 1303 at 28.

1361 See among others mA deCision no. 55 pK/pid/1996 (muCHtAr pAKpAHAn), supra note 784.
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The second criticism also came from Rossman. He argued that the 
usefulness of the verdict resulting from revision is minimal as it would be too 
late for the convicted defendant. If the sentence was capital punishment, then 
revision would be useless, as the judgment would have been executed before a 
decision is rendered.1362 Likewise, if the sentence was imprisonment, then the 
defendant would have suffered the whole or part of the term of imprisonment 
before the revision decision is made.1363

Although the prevailing laws regularly provide that a revision request 
should not delay the execution of a judgment, in practice, especially in capital 
punishment cases, execution of death sentences are often put on hold.1364 
Artidjo Alkostar insists that it is impossible for Indonesia to enforce a death 
penalty when the defendant has filed a revision request.1365 Thus, Rossman’s 
criticism has not fully materialized in Indonesia. At least in practice and 
socially, revision does benefit the defendant.1366

The third criticism is centered around the economic cost incurred 
by revision. According to Scott, a criminal trial involves a considerable 
commitment in the form of funds and time, not only by the court, but also 
by all parties involved, of which most are borne by the public. Accordingly, 
revision can be seen as a mechanism that legitimates the wasting of state’s 
resources.1367

Meanwhile, still in the context of economic cost, and in this case procedural 
price, Moschzisker considered the negative impact of revision as it can increase 
a court’s workload to the point of being overburdened.1368 The negative impact 
of revision on other institutional cost is highlighted by Malleson, in that by 

1362 Rossman, supra note 315 at 544.
1363 Id.
1364 Andi Samsan Nganro, (2017).
1365 Artidjo Alkostar, (2017).
1366 Art. 95(1) KUHAP provides that a suspect, an accused or a convicted defendant will 

have the right to demand compensation for the harm of having been arrested, detained, 
prosecuted and adjudicated or subjected to other acts, without reason founded on law or 
due to a mistake with regard to the identity or to the applicable law. The provision was 
narrowed down by MA Circular no. 11 of 1985 on Request for Rehabilitation of Acquitted 
and Dismissed Defendant (SEMA 11/1985) by saying that in essence, rehabilitation is 
a “right” of acquitted or dismissed defendant. Therefore, according to the SEMA, the 
judges should have included determination on rehabilitation in the acquittal or dismissal 
judgments. Art. 7(1) Government Regulation no. 92 of 2015 on Implementation of 
KUHAP (PP 92/2015) provides that claims for compensation as referred to in Art. 95 
KUHAP can only be filed within a maximum period of three months from the date 
of receipt of the final and binding judgment. Art. 9(1) PP 92/2015 stipulates that the 
amount of compensation based on the reasons referred to in Art. 77b and Art. 95 KUHAP 
is a minimum of IDR 500,000 and a maximum of IDR 100 million.

1367 Scott, supra note 5 at 185.
1368 Moschzisker, supra note 350 at 300.
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allowing for more appeals, either direct or extraordinary ones, the law is 
essentially slowing down the judicial process.1369 Malleson contended that 
the judiciary always has a pragmatic fear of being swamped and drained of 
resources.1370 

Table 3: Incoming criminal cases to the MA 2008-20181371

Year
General crime Special crime Total

Cassation Revision Cassation Revision Cassation Revision
2008 2,220 98 2,310 126 4,530 224
2009 2,360 116 2,774 180 5,134 296
2010 2,227 189 2,855 217 5,082 406
2011 2,310 145 2,658 281 4,968 426
2012 2,314 140 2,526 312 4,840 452
2013 1,672 107 2,558 230 4,230 337
2014 1,680 95 2,456 265 4,136 360
2015 1,750 101 3,016 223 4,766 324
2016 1,500 108 2,834 245 4,334 353
2017 1,446 99 2,904 287 4,350 386
2018 1,219 75 3,666 344 4,885 419
Average 1,948 120 2,689 236 4,637 356

However, such concerns are not well founded in the Indonesian context. 
In Table 3, we can see that the MA can still manage the number of incoming 
revision cases in each year. The average number of criminal revision cases 
per year between 2008-2018 was 356 and the most considerable proportion 
(66.3%) were against special crime decisions, of which the majority of the 
cases involved drugs trafficking and corruption and only 33.7% came from the 
general criminal cases division.

Table 4: Criminal cases outlook 2004-20181372

No. Year Carry-over Incoming Caseload Settled Remaining % Backlog
1. 2004 20,825 5,730 26,555 6,241 20,314 76.5%
2. 2012 7,695 13,412 21,107 10,995 10,112 47.91%
3. 2016 3,950 14,630 18,580 16,223 2,357 12.69%
4. 2017 2,357 15,505 17,862 16,474 1,388 7.77%
5. 2018 1,388 17,156 18,544 17,638 906 4.88%

The number of criminal revision cases also does not disturb the overall 
productivity of the MA. As shown in the data of cases between 2004-2018 
in Table 4 above, MA’s productivity as a whole continues to increase. This is 

1369 Malleson, supra note 22 at 158.
1370 Id.
1371 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 686. See also mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 583 at 23.
1372 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 686 at 24.
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evidenced by the fact that the number of remaining cases has been decreasing 
every year, to 7.77% in 2017 and 4.88% in 2018, respectively. This is a 
significant accomplishment when compared to the percentages in 2004 and 
2012, which reached 76.5 % and 47.91%, respectively (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Remaining cases (backlog) at the MA 2004-2018
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Table 5: The average time for settlement of criminal revision in 20161373

No. Types of cases
Length of the examination proses (in months)

Total
1-3 3-6 6-12 12-24 >24

1. General crime 126 5 1 0 0 132
2. Special crime 193 21 14 3 0 231
Total 319 26 15 3 0 363

% 88% 7.2% 4% 0.8% 0 100%

Similarly, the MA seems to have no difficulty with settling revision cases. 
As shown in Table 5, as many as 88% of criminal revision cases in 2016 were 
completed within 1-3 months. This fact was confirmed by the statements 
made by some MA judges interviewed in this study. No problem with the 
revision settlement process, and almost everyone thinks that revision cases 
are not burdensome.

However, it must be admitted that when the MK issued a decision that 
opened up the opportunity for revision to be requested repeatedly,1374 the 
concern that the MK decision will lead to a flood of revision requests – and 
consequently drained the resources of the MA, as indicated by Malleson – were 
publicly expressed. 

The fact that the current revision mechanism can be carried out efficiently 
in Indonesia might shape the perception that there is no problem at all with 
the current revision regime. Such perception may be a major stumbling block 
for recommendations on new initiatives that aim to enhance the accuracy of 

1373 Id. at 22.
1374 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15 at 89.
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the error correction in revision, which consequently increases the allocation 
of budget and time. In addition, efficiency of the current revision mechanism 
may be a massive disincentive for the MA to introduce new procedure, even if 
the benefits of such reform may outweigh the economic cost.

Another aspect of the cost of revision is the social cost. The main argument 
against the revision is that it may lead to civil unrest. According to Gratama 
as quoted by Van Kempen, a final court judgment will make that “the whole 
thing be forgotten, and the impression of the crime will disappear.” Resuming 
the case would rebuild the turmoil. Moschzisker added that the community 
is interested and concerned with preserving harmony and tranquility, which 
should not be disturbed by individual litigation strategy to fulfil vindictive 
desires.1375

Bator stated that the psychological benefit of a final judgment to the society 
comes from the feeling that “we have tried hard enough and thus may take 
that justice has been done.”1376 Therefore, he viewed that the revision system 
may potentially harm the society instead, which will lead to a “constant and 
unreasoned anxiety that there is a possibility that an error has been made in 
every criminal case.”1377

To test whether this criticism is relevant and valid in the Indonesian 
context, I tried to conduct some experiments. I decided to take two high-
profile cases that attracted the attention of the Indonesian public, namely the 
corruption case against Sudjiono Timan, which was one of the most prominent 
corruption cases in Indonesia, and a murder case colored by the romance story 
of the former Chairman of KPK, Antasari Azhar.

On 9 November 2017, I googled two phrases, “Sudjiono Timan” and “PK”. 
Within 1.1 seconds, Google presented 17,000 results. Then, I googled using 
different phrases, namely “Sudjiono Timan” and “Peninjauan Kembali”, which 
presented 4,290 results within 0.63 seconds.

Having viewed the top 10 news links from the first search results, I found 
many criticisms of the Sudjiono Timan’s revision judgment, including by 
the former CJ, Bagir Manan. Various news outlets also covered the complaint 
submitted by the public to the KY against the examining judges of the case.

I also conducted a similar exercise for the Antasari Azhar case. On the 
same date, I googled two phrases, “Antasari Azhar” and “PK”, and within 1.29 
seconds, I was presented with 82,100 results. When I typed “Antasari Azhar” 
and “Peninjauan Kembali”, I was presented with 47,100 news links within 0.93 

1375 Moschzisker, supra note 350 at 299.
1376 Bator, supra note 2 at 452–453.
1377 Id.
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seconds.
These two simple examples indicate that a revision case, as revealed by 

Moschzisker or B.J. Gratama, has a huge potential to instigate turmoil or social 
unrest in a criminal case, particularly a high-profile case, if the case has already 
been concluded by a final decision. If the revision system fails to carefully 
select the cases to be reviewed in the midst of frivolous requests, then one can 
predict in advance that a strong social unrest will occur.

The same tendency can be found in some miscarriage of justice cases, even 
cases that were subjected to revision proceedings before the internet became 
widely available. For example, the Sengkon and Karta case in the 1980s, or 
the case of Lingah and Pacah in the early 1990s. The two cases were covered 
by massive media coverage, which invited polemics not only among the legal 
community, but also the public as a whole.1378

The next critique of revision is directed at the accuracy of the process 
to fulfil its function, mainly the correction of error. It was Scott who raised 
the fact that revision might be carried out long after the original judgment 
had become final, which might produce a less accurate result.1379 According 
to Scott, a long delay can expose the infallibility of the new proceeding as a 
risk, with recollections gone, evidence impaired, and witnesses becoming 
inaccessible.1380

However, Scott’s criticism seems to be less reliable in questioning the 
rationale of revision. Although there is indeed a lapse between the occurrence 
of a criminal event, the factual judgment of the event by the court of fact, the 
revision process and the issuance of the revision decision, the interval is not 
significant enough to question the validity of the proof and negate the benefits 
of the revision system. I will discuss this further by taking two examples of the 
most famous miscarriage of justice cases in Indonesia.

In the first case, the Sengkon and Karta case, the criminal incident of 
robbery and murder took place around November 1974.1381 After going through 
the investigation and prosecution, the case was decided by the Bekasi District 
Court in October 1977, and reinforced on appeal by the Bandung High Court 

1378 See among others: Membunuh Saya Pelan-pelan? Tanya Sengkon, tempo, 1981. See also 
amd, “Tawaran” Ketua Mahkamah Agung: Empat Alternatif Selesaikan Kasus Sengkon-
Karta, KompAs, November 3, 1980. Alternatively, see this media article: BS, Albert Hasibuan 
SH ke LP Cipinang: Keluarkan Karta dan Sengkon Bisa Cara “Cuti” Menunggu Proses Hukum, 
sinAr HArApAn, November 4, 1980.

1379 Scott, supra note 5 at 186.
1380 Id.
1381 Decision No. 2/KTS/Bks./1977 (Sengkon & Karta), (1977).
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in May 1978.1382 In January 1981, MA decided the revision on Sengkon and 
Karta’s case, which acquitted them both.1383 Based on the above description, 
the total interval between the criminal event and the revision was less than 
seven years. 

In the second case, which is the case of Lingah and Pacah, the criminal 
incident occurred in March 1987. In December 1987, the case was decided by 
the Pontianak District Court, and then reinforced at the appeal level by the 
Pontianak High Court in February 1988.1384 Finally, the MA rejected Lingah 
and Pacah’s revision request in November 1994.1385 Similar to the Sengkon and 
Karta case, the total interval between the criminal event and the revision also 
amounted to approximately seven years. 

Recently, in the Rolly Yendra case, where a revision request was granted 
on the ground of novum, the total interval between the criminal event and 
the revision was only 1.5 years. The alleged crime of narcotics possession 
happened in May 2014, and Yendra was convicted by the Pekanbaru District 
Court in December 2014.1386 Since he did not file an appeal, the District Court’s 
decision became final and binding. This decision was then revoked in a revision 
by the MA in December 2015, where Yendra was acquitted.1387 

By way of a comparison, the interval in The Netherlands is even shorter. 
Let us take a widely publicized miscarriage of justice case, the Schiedam Park 
murder. The criminal incident occurred in June 2000, which resulted in a 
conviction at the first instance in May 2001, which was upheld in March 2002 
at the appellate level. In January 2005, the suspect was exonerated after the 
HR referred the case for a retrial.1388 The interval between the criminal event 
and the revision judgment was less than five years.

Another criticism regarding the accuracy of revision is the fact that the 
court with the authority to determine the outcome of revision is a distant court, 
in that it is usually the highest court. This means that it is centralized, which, 
according to Rossman, is far away, and sits infrequently.1389 However, with 
technological development, especially with the introduction of innovation like 
electronic court and electronic litigation, including in Indonesia, Rossman’s 

1382 Decision No. 38/1978/Pid./PTB (Sengkon & Karta), (1978).
1383 mA deCision no. 6 pK/Kr/1980 (sengKon bin yAKin & KArtA), supra note 962.
1384 budimAn tAnuredJo, LingAH-pACAH berJuAng menggApAi KeAdiLAn (1 ed. 1995).
1385 mA deCision no. 11 pK/pid/1993 (LingAH bin sentArA et.AL.), supra note 1019.
1386 mA deCision no. 148 pK/pid.sus/2015 (roLLy yendrA), supra note 1003 at 1–3.
1387 Id. at 11–12.
1388 Chrisje Brants, Wrongful convictions and inquisitorial process: the case of the Netherlands, 

80 u. Cin. L. rev. 1069, 1094 (2011).
1389 Rossman, supra note 315 at 544.
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theory is easier to dismiss.1390 The word “distant” becomes relative because the 
impact resulting from the physical distance of a court can now be mitigated by 
technology. 

The last theory that criticizes the existence of revision is the concern 
that the reputation of the judicial system may be disrupted. Scott stated that 
many scholars and judges who focused on society are concerned that frequent 
relitigation of settled cases will weaken the public trust in the justice system.1391 

This theory becomes relative when it is applied to the Indonesian context. 
Indeed, revision may cause the public to lose confidence in the judiciary, which 
affects the spirit of uniformity and validity. The arbitrary approach imposed 
by the MA in cases where the beneficiaries are those perceived to be members 
of the country’s powerful elite, such as in the case of Sudjino Timan or Joko 
S. Tjandra, have been devastating to public confidence in the justice system, 
especially when the arbitrariness was marked by weak cases and inconsistent 
arguments.

Conversely, public trust thrives when the MA corrects a decision containing 
a perceived gross error, such as in the Sengkon and Karta or Prita Mulyasari 
cases. In those cases, the beneficiaries were individuals with weak position 
who were fighting against the coercive power of the state, particularly when it 
was supported by substantial evidence and compelling arguments.

B. Theories supporting revision and their context in Indonesia

When associated with two major themes of this study, finality and 
fallibility, revision seems to receive a stronger support from fallibility, in that 
judges and judicial proceedings are fallible, not infallible. So, with strong 
fallibility, a verdict is highly likely to be false and therefore requires a correction 
mechanism even if the decision was handed down by the highest court in the 
judicial process. 

The first theory that supports the existence of revision is expressed by 
Robertson, who stated that the error-correction function of revision is a form 
of protection for litigants from being wrongfully deprived of property, life 
or liberty without the due process of law.1392 Shavel added that correcting 
errors is the most legitimate reasoning for the existence of the appeal process, 

1390 See the legal framework for electronic case filing in Indonesia: mA CirCuLAr no. 14 of 
2010 on eLeCtroniC doCument As requirement for CAssAtion And revision requests, (2010). See 
also Perma no. 3 of 2018 on Electronic Court Administration, which has recently been 
amended into Perma no. 1 of 2019. 

1391 Scott, supra note 5 at 187.
1392 Robertson, supra note 5 at 33.
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including revision.1393

Indonesian legal writer, Yahya Harahap, also stated that judges, as human 
beings, cannot escape the risk of making mistakes and that mistakes can happen 
at all levels of the court.1394 A mistake by the district court might persist at the 
appellate level and might not be visible in a cassation at the MA.1395 Harahap 
underlined that the objective of the appellate court is to straighten or correct 
errors that are made by the lower court.1396

Former Indonesian CJ Harifin Tumpa asserted that the function of 
revision is to correct abnormality in a legally binding decision.1397 This 
function, according to Tumpa, is to straighten what looks crooked in 
practice.1398 Similarly, former Deputy CJ Asikin Kusumah Atmadja specified 
that revision is a means to correct verdicts that have a permanent legal force, 
which, if left unchecked, cannot be tolerated by the public’s sense of justice or 
legal awareness and may even damage the image of the court.1399

Meanwhile, according to the Head of East Jakarta DPO, R. Narendra Jatna, 
revision must align any deviations that should be legally corrected, for example 
if an investigator used torture, but such fact is ignored by the prosecutor.1400 
Inadvertently, this statement is corroborated by the sample of revision cases 
in this study, which often raised the issue of torture by investigators as one of 
the bases for a revision request.1401 This study will discuss this in more detail 
in the examination of why falsum is not recognized as a ground for revision 
in Indonesia and whether its recognition is necessary. According to Jatna, the 
function of revision is to correct what goes on in the lower court and matters 
that could not be remedied solely through cassation.1402

Throughout the history of the implementation of revision in Indonesia, 
especially post Sengkon and Karta case, the MA could finally correct some 
miscarriages of justice through revision. The case of Sengkon and Karta was 
at the forefront, where the guilt of the convicted persons were eventually 
invalidated because of the confession of someone else, being the actual 

1393 Shavell, supra note 5 at 387.
1394 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 623.
1395 Id.
1396 Id.
1397 Harifin A. Tumpa, (2017).
1398 Id.
1399 KusumAH AtmAdJA, supra note 1314 at 7.
1400 Narendra Jatna, (2017).
1401 See mA deCision no. 11 pK/pid/1993 (LingAH bin sentArA et.AL.), supra note 1019. See also, 

mA deCision no. 90 pK/pid/2008 (devid eKo priyAnto), supra note 21., mA deCision no. 131 
pK/pid.sus/2015 (fiKri pribAdi et AL.), supra note 1159.

1402 Jatna, supra note 1400.
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culprit of the robbery and murder, whose confession had been confirmed by a 
permanent decision.

In his book, Sebastiaan Pompe expressed the doubts of one MA judge 
regarding the innocence of Sengkon and Karta. The judge was convinced that 
the evidence against Sengkon and Karta was substantial and clearly shown 
by the attitude of Karta in accepting the judgment. In her opinion, Gunel was 
merely a scapegoat who was scared to death in prison.1403 Indeed, if the revision 
judgment of the Sengkon and Karta case is carefully studied, the elaboration 
and ascertaining of facts in the decision were far from adequate. There was 
no comparison between the facts found in the determination of guilt in the 
Sengkon and Karta decision with the facts related to Gunel’s confession in the 
final judgment against Gunel. 

Sengkon and Karta’s revision verdict merely accepted the consideration 
and findings in the decision of the court of the first instance against Gunel 
as the foundation to acquit Sengkon and Karta. Therefore, as considered in 
the decision, the revision judgment against Sengkon and Karta was more 
accurately categorized as a decision based on contradictory judgments, rather 
than novum.

In the case of Lingah et al., the guilt of the convicted defendants was 
re-examined as a result of Asun’s admission of being the real perpetrator of 
the murder. Unfortunately, however, given that Asun’s confession was made 
in his trial against Simulan (which was a different and unrelated case), the 
revision requested by Lingah et al. was denied by the MA. According to the MA, 
Asun’s confession could only be considered as a basis for revision if a criminal 
investigation against Asun had been carried out. The MA also ruled that a 
judgment having a permanent legal force would confirm Asun’s confession.

The MA, in this case, used a comparative logic with that of Sengkon and 
Karta. Nevertheless, the case still left behind a question of the function of 
revision in correcting error in its real sense. Although Asun’s confession was 
made before the court and became the basis for the revision request, the MA’s 
revision panel felt that there was no proper pro-justicia inquiry as a follow-
up.1404 The revision process did not solve the question as to who killed Pamor.

Another miscarriage of justice case sampled in this study is the case of 

1403 pompe, supra note 493 at 351.
1404 National Police in a press conference in Jakarta confirmed, based on the investigation of 

the Ketapang District Police, after hearing the testimony of witnesses, it was concluded 
that Asun’s assassination of Pamor was engineered by Lingah and his friends. In fact, 
Asun admitted that he was lured by IDR 150,000. For this reason, the Ketapang Police 
Chief had issued warrant for termination of Investigation. See tAnuredJo, supra note 
1384 at 96.
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Devid Eko Priyanto, who along with his lover, Imam Hambali, was accused 
of murdering Mohammad Asrori based on a motive of jealousy. Asrori was 
previously in a relationship with Hambali, who went missing before his body 
was allegedly found in a sugarcane plantation in Jombang, East Java.

However, the guilt of Devid (and Kemat) were eventually disqualified 
because of the confession by Ryan. Ryan was already being investigated for 
a same sex murder in another area (Depok, West Java). This investigation 
revealed that Ryan had murdered his former lovers, whom he then buried in 
the backyard of his parents’ house in Jombang. Ryan confessed that one of the 
corpses in his yard was Asrori, who was initially thought to have been killed 
by Devid (and Kemat).

From a follow-up investigation on Ryan’s confession, it was discovered that 
the corpse in the sugarcane plantation field was Fauzin Suyanto. The acquittal 
of Devid (and Kemat) from the charge of murdering Asrori is considered by 
Artidjo Alkostar as a criminal revision case involving a fundamental correction 
of error.1405

The next theory supporting revision is reviewed by Russell, which stated 
that the passage of time between the initial judgment and the testing of the 
judgment by revision could improve the court’s capability to correct the 
sentence.1406 The court can use the findings of the initial proceedings anew and 
complements it with recently-discovered updates. One can expect that revision 
can advance the accuracy of a judgment as a result of new information.1407 
According to Russell, in this sense, the same evidence in a revision context has 
ripened, rather than decayed.1408

The court can indeed take advantage of various new information and even 
evidence that may arise after a judgment has been given. In the beginning of 
a case, evidence and information that formed the case may be vague. This is 
often cleared up by the judicial process and its evidentiary processes, including 
by exposing the different relationships and linkages between the various legal 
events and legal relationship.

Novum as the main ground for revision seems to have a strong significance 
here. Novum, which is decisive evidence that is not known at the time of the first 
trial, may be visible after the case has become final. Often, it is the judgment 
and proceedings that reveal all aspects of a criminal case, which may become 
incentives for the emergence of new information or evidence. 

For example, in Devid’s case, it was the relationship chronicle, first between 

1405 Alkostar, supra note 1365.
1406 Russell, supra note 374 at 148.
1407 Scott, supra note 5 at 207.
1408 Russell, supra note 374 at 148.
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Devid and Hambali, and second between Hambali and Asrori, that led to their 
convictions. In the end, however, it was precisely the interrelated chronicle 
that revealed their innocence, as maintained by the MA in its decision. After 
Devid and Hambali were convicted, Herry Santoso was murdered in a similar 
context of same sex relationship. Although Herry was murdered in Depok, West 
Java, he was murdered by Ryan, who originally came from Jombang, where the 
first murder of Asrori took place. The push for the police to conduct additional 
investigation and for Devid and Hambali’s defense counsels to file a revision 
request might have come from new information that was only obtained after 
the alleged murder of Asrori was exposed. 

However, in some cases, the revision panel at the MA did not optimize the 
use of new information that should be unearthed to find errors and conduct a 
correction. For example, in the case of Sengkon and Karta, the fact that Karta 
did not file an appeal, even until his decision became final and binding, was 
neither put forward nor considered, which in the end left a question about the 
accuracy of the determination in the revision decision.1409 

The same was true with the Rolly Yendra’s decision, where the revision 
panel did not take into account the fact that Yendra did not file an appeal against 
the judgment of the Riau District Court.1410 This fact was important because, in 
the case of Hamid Rizal, judge Krisna Harahap stated in his dissenting opinion 
that without using appeal and cassation, being the ordinary legal remedies, 
a convicted defendant would be deemed to have accepted and approved the 
court decision, and therefore no further challenge should be filed through 
revision, especially if the ground of the revision is judge’s mistake or egregious 
error.1411

Another theory stated that the establishment of revision in a judicial 
system is the right investment or proper application of efficiency. This 
statement can be seen from two points of view. First, is the perspective that an 
investment must be made to avoid negative campaign against the flaws of the 

1409 See deCision no. 38/1978/pid./ptb (sengKon & KArtA), supra note 1382. See also pompe, 
supra note 493 at 351.

1410 Yendra’s counsel admitted that it was merely their strategy to expedite the judicial 
process and to maximise the benefits of guarantee given by the law that revision will not 
bring harsher consequence to their client. See mA deCision no. 148 pK/pid.sus/2015 (roLLy 
yendrA), supra note 1003 at 4. See also Abdullah Sani, PK dikabulkan, Rolly Yendra minta 
diaktifkan menjadi polisi lagi | merdeka.com, https://www.merdeka.com/peristiwa/pk-
dikabulkan-rolly-yendra-minta-diaktifkan-menjadi-polisi-lagi.html (last visited Apr 
10, 2017).

1411 MA Decision no. 148 PK/Pid.Sus/2010 (A. Hamid Rizal), 1, 171–172 (2010). While 
in Yendra’s case, besides judge’s mistake or egregious error, he also filed novum as the 
ground for revision. See mA deCision no. 148 pK/pid.sus/2015 (roLLy yendrA), supra note 
1003 at 4.
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judiciary. As Malleson said, the cost that a state may have to bear in the form 
of widespread and tiring attacks if a miscarriage of justice is left un-reviewed 
would be too expensive to carry.1412

In general, when criticism and negative campaign against the Supreme 
Court and the judiciary peaked, triggered by various causes of corruption 
in court or arbitrariness of judgment (including in revision), earlier reform 
initiatives undertaken by the judiciary, which had absorbed significant 
resources, were often instantly forgotten in the public eye. The negative 
perception prevails. An indication of this was made by CJ M. Hatta Ali, who said 
that in 2016, many regulations and policies of the MA were pointed toward 
efforts to restore the declining public confidence due to several intolerable acts 
that happened in the judiciary.1413

The second point of view is that of pragmatic benefit calculation. As Shavell 
mentioned, investment in the appeal process to anticipate the occurrence of 
the error is still much more efficient than spending additional funds for the 
trial court to increase its accuracy and reduce errors.1414 He said that investing 
a dollar incurred only when an error is found is better than spending a dollar 
to be borne in every case.1415

Shavell’s opinion on the calculation of economic benefit also finds support 
in a country with a large population and vast territories, with a pyramid-
shaped judicial structure, like Indonesia. If supplementary procedure with a 
higher standard than those prescribed in procedural law is made in each trial 
court for the sake of accommodating concerns about the occurrence of errors, 
then it will burden the state’s resources.1416

The state should then, invest in the application of extra judicial measure 
at 352 district courts, where in 2016, their 3,199 judges dealt with 3,279,643 
criminal cases, both general and specialized crimes. This does not include the 
30 courts of appeal at the provincial level, with 653 judges handling 7,892 
cases.

We can easily compare this with the efficiency that would be achieved if 
the state only invests in a mechanism for correction if there is an indication of 
error. As proposed by this study, this approach would be much more efficient 
even if the ‘correction of error’ mechanism is made in a much more thorough 

1412 Malleson, supra note 22 at 156.
1413 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 686 at xxv.
1414 Shavell, supra note 5 at 387.
1415 Id.
1416 It is outside the deficiency that many trials might be carried out below the standards set 

out in the present criminal procedural law.
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procedure due to its ‘trier of fact’ character and emphasis on testing the facts. 
In this scenario, the application of extra judicial measure will be carried out 
by 14 judges of the criminal chamber, from the current total of 48 MA judges, 
with a total caseload of only 353 revision cases in 2016 (see Table 8).1417 

Table 6: Profile of criminal court & cases in Indonesia1418

1st instance Appellate Cassation Revision

#Courts 352 30 1 1

#Judges 3,199 653 14 14

#Examination cases 164,254* 7,892** 4.334*** 353***

#Summary examination cases 369 - - -

#Express examination cases 3,115,020 - - -

* including 258 fishery crime cases & 3,357 corruption cases 
** including 779 corruption cases *** covers general & special crimes

Another theory that supports the introduction of a revision system within 
the justice system is the perception that must be built within the community 
that criminal justice has a high validity, which will, eventually increases the 
public trust in the judiciary. Malleson asserted that a revision procedure could 
restore the authority and public respect towards the justice systems at large, 
by which every possibility of wrongful decisions and miscarriage of justice 
can be corrected.1419 Robertson emphasized that the error-correction function 
of appellate review would give rise to a strong presumption of validity.1420

A statement made by Ina Post, as quoted by Kooijmans in his article is 
worthy of attention.1421 Post, according to Kooijmans, said that her confidence 
in criminal justice had increased when she found out that the HR ordered 
a review of her criminal case, despite being informed that a retrial was not 
necessarily the intended outcome.1422 Relitigation may also play a role in 
improving the public trust towards the judiciary. 

In addition, according to MA judge Andi Samsan Nganro, the use of the 
revision system by the justice seekers by itself is already a form of public 
trust.1423 Nganro added that their confidence was even heightened when 
revision was empirically turned into an unwritten prerequisite before the 

1417 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 686 at 145. Although in the next section this study will 
propose revision procedure that is not just carried out by, and ended in the MA.

1418 Id. at 87–90, 143.
1419 Malleson, supra note 22 at 156.
1420 Robertson, supra note 5 at 33.
1421 Kooijmans, supra note 324 at 59.
1422 Id.
1423 Nganro, supra note 1364.
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execution of a death sentence.1424

The next theory raised by Malleson is that in itself, the correction of errors 
committed by judges at the trial level by the highest court will promote the 
consistency and uniformity of the application of the law.1425 According to 
Malleson, by evaluating the trial court’s malfunction to correct it, the appellate 
court can anticipate the rise of conformity, which will in turn, support 
finality.1426 

In my view, this theory is the most problematic when it comes to its 
contextualization in Indonesia. In Chapter 3, I have discussed the various 
inconsistencies that occur in all pillars of the revision system. First, with respect 
to the conditions, I gave examples of disparity between Pollycarpus Budihari 
Priyanto’s case where the second revision request was admitted, as opposed 
to the case of Fabianus Tibo, where the second revision request was declared 
as inadmissible. Another example is Tommy Soeharto, whose revision request 
was admitted, even after the President rejected his petition for clemency, unlike 
Ibrahim bin Ujang, whose revision request was not admitted due to, among 
others, the President’s refusal of his clemency petition. Unconformity can also 
be found in the case of Muchtar Pakpahan, where the prosecutor’s revision 
request against the acquittal was admitted, even though a similar application 
in the corruption case of Ahmad Kudri Moekri was declared as inadmissible.

The inconsistency of the application of conditions to the party entitled 
to file a revision request can be found in the case of Sudjiono Timan, where a 
revision filed by his wife (heir) and defense counsel while he was on the run 
was admitted. In another example, a revision request by the wife and defense 
counsel of a convicted felon, Hendra Subrata, who was also a fugitive, was not 
admitted. The next case study was the admission of a revision request filed 
by Iskandar Hutualy, who claimed to be a third party having an interest in a 
corruption case, which was a different outcome to the rejection of a revision 
request by Barani Sinaga, who was the wife of a murder victim.

The final example illustrating the inconsistency in the application of 
the requirements for a revision request is the admission of a revision request 
against a pretrial ruling in the case of the Jakarta Police vs. Ng Thin Po. While 
in the Asmadja case, which also involved the Jakarta Police, a revision against 
a pretrial ruling was declared as inadmissible for various reasons.

We can also find inconsistency in revision requests based on novum, which 
should have been carried out selectively. Let’s take the case of Lingah et al. as 

1424 Id.
1425 Malleson, supra note 22 at 160.
1426 Id.
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an example, which could be compared with the Devid Eko Priyanto case. In the 
former, the revision request was turned down because the proposed novum 
was in the form of an unqualified confession, which had not been decided by 
a final judgment of the court.1427 However, in the latter, although there was 
no court decision establishing the proposed confession, it was recognized as a 
novum and eventually became one of the grounds of Devid’s acquittal.1428

All in all, revisions conducted by the highest court in Indonesia have not 
promoted the consistency and uniformity of the application of the law.

Another opinion by Malleson regarding the role of revision in lessening 
the likelihood of appeal in the future is worth mentioning.1429 This opinion 
was shared by Narendra Jatna, who admitted that in addition to revision, there 
is another channel to correct an error, such as an abolition. According to Jatna, 
although a remedy like abolition can indeed correct mistakes in a case, its 
secretive and closed character may become a hindrance because the error that 
is corrected is not known by the public.1430 Only the openness of a mechanism 
like revision can prevent the recurrence of the same mistake in the future.1431

C. Functions of revision

While the theories, criticism (opponent), and support (proponent) for the 
introduction and institutionalization of revision may indeed be distinctive 
theories, they may also be the dialectic between the finality and fallibility 
points of view. As a result, the various opponent and proponent theories are 
worth considering in assessing and perfecting the existing revision system.

As elaborated in Chapter 3, Indonesia has chosen to institutionalize 
revision into its justice system. The choice was made consciously, which was 
reflected in the history of Indonesian exposure to the revision system from 
time to time. In addition, in different instances of its introduction, there was 
hardly any meaningful resistance shown by Indonesians to the revision system. 
Some discourses occurred, but they were merely directed to the technicalities, 
such as the right legal framework, as well as the proper grounds. As for the 
fundamental of revision itself, there was hardly any controversy at all.

Contemplation on the opponent and proponent theories of revision and 

1427 mA deCision no. 11 pK/pid/1993 (LingAH bin sentArA et.AL.), supra note 1019 at 13.
1428 mA deCision no. 90 pK/pid/2008 (devid eKo priyAnto), supra note 21 at 9 & 22. There was 

1 (one) additional factor that the confession of Ryan had been followed up with an 
investigation.

1429 Malleson, supra note 22 at 160.
1430 Jatna, supra note 1400.
1431 Id.
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the journey of regulation and practice of revision in Indonesia have led me to 
come up with a postulate that revision serves two valid functions, namely: (i) 
maintaining the finality of court decisions; and (ii) correcting errors in a final 
judgment. 

When I say maintaining the finality of court decisions, it should include the 
fulfilment of all concerns behind the notion of finality (promoting uniformity, 
restoring public confidence, efficiency etc.). Correspondingly, when I say 
correcting errors in a final judgment, it should be interpreted as redressing 
factual errors through factual examination, which advances accuracy.

Those two functions are the only ones that can be drawn unequivocally 
from the legal framework and case decisions on revision in Indonesia. 
Furthermore, as far as this study concerns, emphasis on the two functions 
could also brought the opponent and proponent theories of revision to the 
central debate of this study, namely the relationship between the finality and 
fallibility and its manifestation in the revision system. 

Moving forward, I will continue reflecting on the two functions in 
assessing the current state of the revision system in Indonesia. I will also 
reflect on these two functions in recommending improvement to the system 
through its three pillars, namely conditions, grounds, and procedure.

At first glance, the conditions of revision can be seen as a manifestation 
of the ‘maintaining finality’ function, while the grounds for revision are a 
realization of the ‘correcting errors’ function. However, the categorization 
is not that simple. The type and the scope of the grounds for revision, if 
determined correctly and effected consistently, can also maintain the finality 
of court decision.

The procedure for revision is supposed to facilitate the fulfilment of both 
functions, that is, to correct errors in a final judgment while preserving its 
finality. Hence, if the character of revision procedure is not strictly determined, 
imbalances between the two functions will follow. Even worse, improper 
procedure, when combined with loose conditions and vague grounds, can also 
lead to an altogether non-functioning revision process.

Then, is there a place for ne bis in idem in the next discussion? I think that 
ne bis in idem and its operational elements (i.e. final judgment, same person, 
and same act) should have become a prerequisite or an underlying doctrine of 
the revision system. Only final judgments that have passed the test of ne bis in 
idem protection should be categorized as a final judgment that can be subject 
to revision. 

Accordingly, in my opinion, the pillars of the revision system should be 
tied to the elements of ne bis in idem. This way, ne bis in idem will redefine the 
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right correlation between the doctrine of revision and the revision system in 
Indonesia. Correction of error (revision) will only occur after the protection of 
finality of a judgment by ne bis in idem has been precluded. 

I think that the pillars of the revision system, namely the conditions, 
grounds, and procedures, should be used and designed to operationalize the ne 
bis in idem doctrine and its elements, namely final judgment, the same person, 
and same act. That way, the revision system will be able to carefully select a 
legitimate error in a final judgment before correcting such error. This will be 
discussed more comprehensively in the following section.

IV. Application of ne bis in idem to the revision system

The finality of court decisions is a fundamental principle in any legal 
system with the goals of individual justice and public policy. Ne bis in idem is a 
doctrine built to preserve the individual justice aspect of finality.1432 However, 
just as its underlying principle (finality), ne bis in idem also aims to meet public 
policy.1433

There are three elements in ne bis in idem, the final judgment, the same 
person, and the same act. All three elements must be present for a final decision 
to be protected against a retrial. While it seems simple, each element of ne bis 
in idem has a number of criteria.

The final judgment element should be interpreted as the outcome of the 
whole judicial proceedings in the form of a conviction, acquittal, or dismissal 
of all charges.1434 A final judgment must also fulfil the character of acceptance 
by the relevant defendant, or at least as already having been enforced or served. 

The same person element is the easiest to interpret. If the individual 
justice aspect of ne bis in idem is used, same person means the defendant. The 
same person is one person, so those who assist someone in committing a crime 
is regarded as a different person.1435 Further, the legal entity to which a natural 
person belongs, is also regarded as a different ‘person’, and vice versa. The 
criminal liability of a legal entity must be differentiated from the person.1436 

1432 Lensing, supra note 193 at 299. One of the most fundamental principles of criminal law 
and procedure is that one may be only tried and punished once for an offence.

1433 Id. at 302. The need to preserve the authority of the courts by preventing the possibility 
of conflicting decisions is often mentioned as a separate rationale.

1434 Id. at 303. According to Article 68(1) Sr a person cannot be prosecuted for the second 
time after a final decision of the court on whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty. 
In Dutch law, this may be a conviction accompanied by a decision on the sentence, an 
acquittal or dismissal.

1435 Van Kempen, supra note 120.
1436 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 97 at 2.
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However, if the public policy side of ne bis in idem is also considered, the same 
person means the litigating parties in the criminal case, which consist of the 
defendant and prosecutor. Both are affected and bound directly to the final 
judgment.

The same act element is interpreted as the complex of facts of a criminal 
event, where consideration should by paid to the perpetrator, time, place, 
means, and victim.1437 There are different interpretations of the same act 
element based on different perspectives. The same act was once defined as the 
same material fact (doctrine of material behavior).1438 There was also a theory 
that defined the same act as the same legal qualification of facts (known as 
the aspects theory).1439 The latest doctrine defined the same act as a set of 
links between the material fact, the legal qualification (an accusation that 
can be made against such material fact), and the purport of the ne bis in idem 
doctrine, which seeks to prevent the unfair repetition of prosecution.1440 In 
The Netherlands, the latter doctrine (referred to as the hybrid test) prevails up 
to today.1441

Whenever a part of the ne bis in idem elements is not fulfilled, a final 
judgment cannot be protected from a second examination or a retrial. A 
judgment that has not been finalized, although made against the same person 
and the same act, cannot be protected by ne bis in idem yet, as it can still be 
retested through the ordinary legal remedies. A final judgment on the same 
act but having been reopened to involve a new or different person can lead to a 
new prosecution. Similarly, a final judgment against the same person cannot 
be used by that person to preclude from a new prosecution if it is directed 
against a different act or an entirely different complex of facts.

Unfortunately, the ne bis in idem doctrine has not been operationalized 
properly in the Indonesian procedural law. In Indonesia, ne bis in idem was 
merely introduced as material criminal law concept rather than procedural 

1437 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 16.
1438 LotH, supra note 177 at 107. See also Lensing, supra note 193 at 306. 
1439 In 1932 the HR changed to a definition of “act” in Article 55 and afterwards of “act” in 

Article 68(1) Sr, in which the legal characteristics of the offence or criminal relevance are 
decisive. See LotH, supra note 177 at 108. See also Lensing, supra note 193 at 306–307.

1440 In the early 1960s, the HR changed to another test. This time, it tried to combine legal 
aspects of the offence with the identity of the conduct of the defendant into one, hybrid 
test. See Lensing, supra note 193 at 307. See also LotH, supra note 177 at 108.

1441 LotH, supra note 177 at 108. Van Bockel referred to the rule as a middle-of-the-road 
approach, taken by the HR since 1963. This rule based the definition of same fact 
primarily on the historical facts, but also to certain extent, taking into account the legal 
qualification of the facts by requiring a “similar reproach of guilt” van Bockel, supra note 
27 at 50.
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law.1442 

A. Three levels of connection between ne bis in idem and revision

From the exposure of my theoretical review, I see a leeway for the ne bis 
in idem doctrine to operate in procedural law, which can be facilitated in the 
revision system. However, the strong connection between the ne bis in idem 
doctrine and the revision system must be proved. The revision system tends 
to be regarded as a separate and detached mechanism outside of ne bis in idem. 
The notion is corroborated by some Indonesian legal scholars (like Harahap, 
as well as Surachman, who did not see any relationship between the two1443). 
Some international scholars like Klip, Van der Wilt, and Van Bockel also share 
this opinion and said that theoretically, revision (herziening) is not regarded as 
being related to ne bis in idem.1444

1. Connection at regulatory level

Article 76(1) KUHP, which is similar to Article 68(1) Sr stipulates that, 
“except for cases where judicial verdicts are subject to revision, no person 
shall be prosecuted again because of an act that has been decided under a final 
verdict of an Indonesian judge. ‘Indonesian judge’ shall also be understood to 
mean judges at the Adat Law tribunals at places where such tribunals exist.” 
Many scholars see the above wording as a detachment between revision and 
ne bis in idem. However, the fact that both concepts are introduced in one 
provision is, in itself, an evidence of the connection between the two, which 
I strongly believe does exist. The most obvious connection reflected from the 
provision is that revision is an exception to ne bis in idem. 

Such opinion was confirmed by Van Hattum, who stated that despite 
the prohibition of repetition reflected by ne bis in idem, infringement of an 

1442 Ne bis in idem is also regulated under the KUHAP. Article 109 stipulates the stay of the 
investigation by investigators of the police or investigators of the prosecution service 
and Article 140 stipulates the stay of prosecution by a prosecutor. Those articles state, 
respectively, that the reasons for staying an investigation or staying a prosecution are, 
inter alia, ne bis in idem. Still, the third party may raise a contest in “Habeas Corpus 
Proceedings” (Praperadilan or, literally, “pretrial proceedings”) and ask a judge’s 
interpretation about whether or not the case is really “idem.” Unfortunately, the third 
party is rarely able to contest the police or the prosecutor, who uses discretion in staying 
an investigation or the staying of a prosecution for technical reasons. The technical 
reasons include the disposition of the police or the prosecutor on procedural grounds 
(lack of evidence, the statute of limitations, the death of the suspect or accused, and ne 
bis in idem principle). See Surachman, supra note 108 at 1015.

1443 Harahap, supra note 1337.
1444 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 55.
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irrevocable conviction based on error had to be allowed.1445 This reservation 
was given the status of ‘exception’ in the first paragraph of Article 68 Sr.1446 
According to Van Hattum, this exception must, therefore, be seen as an 
explanation that implies that the prohibition of repetition in favor of the 
convicted defendant can be overthrown if the conviction is based on error.1447

Utrecht also stated that several criminal law authors said that the opening 
sentence of Article 76(1) KUHP was an exception to the ne bis in idem doctrine. 
Some say that the exception is unnecessary, because revision is a legal remedy 
(rechtsmiddel), which, like other legal remedies, only continues the lawsuit 
that was carried out previously.1448 The conduct of a revision does not mean 
that the case in question is prosecuted for the second time.1449

2. Connection at theoretical level

Revision is a mechanism set up to uphold the protection of ne bis in idem. 
But, revision also presents a way to avoid ne bis in idem based on extraordinary 
reasons (grounds). Despite its function to preserve the finality of a court’s 
decision, the revision system is also mandated with correction of error 
function. The dual functions of the revision system are rooted in the fact that 
the principle of finality is always followed by a concern on fallibility, which is 
the central dilemma this study discusses. 

The error to be corrected through revision must be determined carefully 
so that the final judgment against the same person and the same act, to the 
extent possible, maintains its finality nature. Errors should be identified and 
arose from the factual aspect that may influence the legal aspect of the case. If 
errors are solely reviewed on the legal aspect, this leads merely to the clashing 
legal opinions, which already has its own correction channels.1450 

That way of interpreting the same act is in line with the hybrid theory 
developed in The Netherlands, which was preserved with some additions to the 
criteria by 2011 HR jurisprudence in interpreting the same act. If scrutinized, 
the HR raised several points on how the same act should be interpreted, 
namely: (i) the existence of new material fact(s); (ii) the existence of different 
legal qualifications; and (iii) the purport of finality of judicial decision. 

1445 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431–432.
1446 Id.
1447 Id.
1448 utreCHt, supra note 251 at 218.
1449 Id.
1450 The channels range from the direct appeal to the High Court and cassation to the Supreme 

Court before the decision in question becomes final, or cassation in the interest of law 
being the post-finality channel.
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These points are also contained in the definition of novum stipulated in 
the Sv (and KUHAP), where it consists of: (i) new evidence (new material fact) 
that can give rise to (ii) either an acquittal, dismissal, bar to prosecution, or 
lesser criminal sentence (different legal qualification), to be proposed as (iii) a 
ground of an extraordinary remedy (purport of finality).

The 2011 Dutch jurisprudence provided some criteria that can be 
borrowed in determining the scope of the new material fact and the different 
legal qualification. In the 2011 jurisprudence, material fact is acknowledged 
as the nature of the defendant’s conduct, by considering the time, place, and 
circumstances when the conduct was carried out.1451 The degree of difference 
between the conduct of the defendant in the judgment in question and the 
conduct referred to in the revision request is important. Legal qualification is 
recognized as the legal nature of the facts, in particular with regard to: (i) the 
legal assets protected by the description of the offence; and (ii) the criminal 
offence applied to the facts in which a maximum sentence is expressed.1452 
Thus, the degree of difference between the legal nature of the facts in the 
judgment in question and the facts stated in the revision request is also 
important.

The determination of errors in a final judgment as required under the 
revision system must be done carefully to maintain the protection of the 
decision under the ne bis in idem doctrine. The prudent approach in the 
determination of error does reveal a strong linkage between the revision 
system and the ne bis in idem doctrine.

Therefore, I think it is correct to say that doctrinally, ne bis in idem 
converges with the revision system through its public policy side, which 
is the preservation of the finality of a court’s decision. On the one hand, in 
addition to protecting individual justice, ne bis in idem tries to maintain the 
state’s legitimacy by ensuring the finality of a court’s decision. Conversely, 
the revision system, in addition to correcting errors, also serves to protect the 
finality of a court’s judgment. Other theoretical connection between ne bis in 
idem and revision obviously lies in the “same act test”, that determines the 
content of the same act element of ne bis in idem, which happened to be quite 
similar with the elements of novum.

1451 de HuLLu, supra note 231 at 559.
1452 Id.
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3. Connection at operational level

In practice, the conditions for revision can be seen as criteria in 
determining the traits of a final judgment, categories of the same person, and 
similarities between the subsequent case (revision request) and the original 
case (judgment in question). Taken together, those criteria are similar to the 
essential elements of ne bis in idem. The conditions for revision are used to 
screen out a revision request against a final judgment by referring to those 
criteria. The grounds for revision are applied to closely examine whether 
the material fact(s) of an act questioned in the revision request are similar to 
that in the final judgment in question, and as such, the act must be given a 
different legal identity. The purpose of the revision procedure at this stage is 
to ascertain whether the above conditions and the grounds related to a final 
judgment would lead to a preclusion (where ne bis in idem is preserved) or an 
admission of revision (where ne bis in idem is set aside). The latter will lead to 
a legitimate suspicion of the existence of error in a final judgment. 

When it comes to correction of error, the grounds for revision indicate 
the errors in a final decision that would justify setting aside the protection 
under ne bis in idem. Further, novum with its attribute as an extraordinary 
ground for revision, refers to the material fact of an offence established only 
after a judgment has become final, which, if known beforehand, could lead to a 
different legal qualification of the fact, and consequently constitute a different 
offence. 

Again, I would say that the idea behind the current hybrid rule of defining 
the same act as applied in The Netherlands,1453 is a reflection of novum as the 
primary ground for revision. The wording of novum reflects the link between: 
(i) the material fact; (ii) the corresponding legal qualification; and (iii) the 
purport of protection of finality.1454 This means that at the theoretical level, 
the link between ne bis in idem and revision is reflected in the legal framework, 
namely in the provision of novum.

As far as I am concerned, the same rule can be applied to defend 
the introduction of the other three grounds for revision, namely falsum, 
contradictory judgments, and proven statement without conviction.

Falsum occurs when there is a likelihood that the material fact(s) and legal 
qualification of a criminal act have been manipulated due to bribery or any 
other crime against the judicial office and process. When a judicial process is 
convoluted by legal defects, then the ne bis in idem effect of a final judgment 

1453 LotH, supra note 177 at 108.
1454 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(2)a.
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issued by it can be legitimately questioned. This situation may require a 
second look of the material fact(s), as well as the legal identity applied to the 
fact(s) through revision.

Meanwhile, contradictory judgments as a ground for revision can be seen 
as a remedy to resolve potential errors indicated by the existence of two or more 
contradictory final decisions against the same act and/or the same person. 
The finality of the decisions should be reviewed so that the material fact(s) 
of the case, including the legal qualification of the facts, can be repudiated 
accordingly.

Last, proven statement without conviction shows that a legal qualification 
has not been determined against the tested material fact(s), which factually 
proved that a criminal event has occurred.

So, the key in determining factual error, which could subsequently break 
the protection of ne bis in idem towards a final judgment, lies in the identification 
of material fact(s) and their legal qualifications. Protection under ne bis in idem 
is negated whenever a new material fact is found in a final judgment against 
an act, which may lead to a different legal qualification for the act (different 
offence). In that situation, the act decided in the final judgment is not the 
same as the act that may be claimed based on the newly found material fact(s). 
The situation can be described as: “ne bis in idem protection fails following 
discovery of factual error.”

If a new material fact does not lead to a different legal qualification, then 
it is not strong enough to release a final judgment from the protection under 
ne bis in idem. A different legal qualification based on the same material fact(s) 
should have been addressed before a judgment becomes final by the rule of 
concourse (samenloop),1455 or by remedies of the questions of law, such as 
cassation or cassation in the interest of law, after the decision becomes final.

The emphasis on material fact(s) in applying the rule to define the same 
act requires the revision procedure to allow a thorough factual review of the 
material fact(s) of the case. The procedure should also allow reconsideration of 
the legal qualification based on the result of the factual review. Both endeavors 
should be facilitated by the revision procedure based on the motivation of 
preventing unfair repetition. 

1455 As what is maintained by Lensing that ne bis in idem as provided in the Art. 68(1) Sr 
does not concern the subject of double or multiple punishments for offences for which 
a defendant is prosecuted at the same time. This is covered already by Art. 55 Sr. See 
Lensing, supra note 193 at 302. 
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Figure 4: Connection between ne bis in idem and revision
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B. Ne bis in idem and revision in favor of the defendant
There was a view that the ne bis in idem doctrine is only relevant if the 

revision is detrimental to the defendant. This view was reflected in the history 
of debates regarding the idea of introducing detrimental revision into The 
Netherland’s criminal procedural law, as exposed by de Hullu. He revealed that 
the majority of the participants of the debates rejected the idea by pointing out 
the ne bis in idem doctrine.1456 

De Hullu himself was of the view that a detrimental revision was 
necessary and desirable.1457 In expressing his agreement, he also stated that 
the recent introduction of the exceptional possibility of a detrimental revision 
had created a procedural effect of the ne bis in idem doctrine.1458

Other scholars who upheld this view were Kooijmans and Mevis, who 
implied that the revision of criminal cases to the detriment of an acquitted 
defendant challenged the old adage of ne bis in idem. By introducing detrimental 
revision, they contend, the Dutch government effectively set aside the doctrine 
for an extremely limited number of cases.1459 

Conversely, both of them saw the idea of introducing favorable revision 

1456 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 55.
1457 Id. at 132.
1458 de HuLLu, supra note 231 at 546.
1459 Tijs Kooijmans & Paulus Antonius Maria Mevis, Herziening ten nadele, nederLAnds 

JuristenbLAd 1935–1936, 1936 (2008).
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as merely granting a correct ruling in the interest of the convicted defendant 
and reviewing an unjustified conviction in the interest of society.1460 They did 
not opine on the relationship between favorable revision and the ne bis in idem 
doctrine.

The connection between ne bis in idem and revision as indicated by Article 
68(1) Sr is also negated by some scholars. It was Remmelink who promoted the 
view that the exclusion of revision from the ne bis in idem doctrine under Article 
68(1) Sr is not necessary as it does not affect the application of the principle. 
He implied that the revision referred to in Article 68(1) Sr is favorable revision. 
Favorable revision is not a new prosecution against the same criminal offence, 
which is precluded by the ne bis in idem doctrine. Instead, favorable revision 
is merely an extraordinary legal remedy for the benefit of the convicted 
defendant to investigate the possibility of an error in an irrevocable judgment 
and then to correct it.1461 Likewise, Van Kempen suggested that the exclusion 
of revision from ne bis in idem under Article 68(1) Sr is entirely unnecessary 
since it refers to favorable revision. Favorable revision cannot be considered 
as an infringement of ne bis in idem.1462 Favorable revision cannot be regarded 
as a new prosecution and as one of its outcomes is the cancellation of the first 
judgment, then the possibility of double punishment is also excluded.1463

The view to distinguish detrimental revision from favorable revision 
when it comes to the relation to ne bis in idem is also found in the opinions of 
several common law scholars such as Sigler. He stated that there is a tendency 
to confuse the double jeopardy (ne bis in idem) principle as a policy to put an 
end to litigation, with the principle that prohibit the multiple punishment of 
a defendant for one criminal act.1464 He emphasized that these principles are 
quite different and they rest upon separate policies designed to accomplish 
different objectives.1465

The principle of ne bis in idem is prescribed in the present Book I of 
KUHP under Article 76(1): “Except in cases in which judgments are subject to 
revision, no person may be prosecuted twice for an act against which a judge 
in Indonesia has rendered a final judgment.” This is similar to Article 68(1) Sr. 

The article contains a reservation, in that an infringement of the 

1460 Id. at 1935.
1461 JAn remmeLinK, HuKum pidAnA: KomentAr AtAs pAsAL-pAsAL terpenting dAri KitAb undAng-undAng 

HuKum pidAnA beLAndA dAn pAdAnAnnyA dALAm KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA indonesiA 
425–426 (2003).

1462 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 19.
1463 Id. at 22.
1464 Sigler, supra note 102 at 308.
1465 Id.
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irrevocability of a judgment based on error has to be permitted despite the 
prohibition of repetition enshrined by the ne bis in idem doctrine.1466 This 
reservation was given the status of “exception” in the first paragraph, which 
must, therefore, be seen as an explanation.1467 This explanation implies that 
the prohibition of repetition can be waived if the judgment is based on error.1468

This study is offering an important, but often overlooked approach, to 
viewing the relationship between the ne bis in idem doctrine and revision. This 
view is not new, as it has been reflected in the wordings of Article 68(1) Sr, 
which is similar to Article 76(1) KUHP.

Therefore, the role of this study is to reemphasize the perspective on the 
relationship between the ne bis in idem doctrine and revision, either favorable 
or detrimental, which has been ignored by the majority of the view that 
deny such relationship. Moreover, this study also seeks to further elaborate 
the relationship not only at the theoretical and policy levels, but also at the 
operational level. 

In my opinion, if a statutory exception had not been provided in Article 
68(1) Sr, then the rule of ne bis in idem could have prevented the application of 
the revision process. I see that the exception is needed, because, without such 
exception, there is a high probability that the ne bis in idem doctrine would 
preclude revision from applying, at least in practice. If it was unnecessary, then 
what was the motive of the jurists in drafting the Criminal Code to exclude ne 
bis in idem in case of an error? 

Ne bis in idem protects the finality of a final judgment through the 
“prohibition of repetition”, while revision is designed as a repetition through 
the reopening of a final judgment to correct errors. A favorable revision is not 
precluded by ne bis in idem, which has been the case ever since the introduction 
of the favorable revision procedure through the Sv and the adoption of the ne 
bis in idem doctrine in the Sr. Therefore, a final judgment that contains factors 
that manifest themselves as grounds for a favorable revision is not protected 
by the ne bis in idem doctrine due to its consequential defect.

Conversely, detrimental revision was entirely precluded by the ne bis in 
idem doctrine in The Netherlands as there was no comparable exception as 
in the case of favorable revision. A final acquittal, in whatever condition and 
regardless of whether it was convoluted with particular defects or not, was fully 
protected by the ne bis in idem doctrine. However, following the amendment of 
the Sv in 2013, detrimental revision was allowed in very limited grounds. This 

1466 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431–432.
1467 Id. at 431–432. See also remmeLinK, supra note 1461 at 425–426.
1468 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431–432.
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amendment, in my opinion, can be seen as a new statutory exception to the ne 
bis in idem doctrine, which is comparable to the previously existed exception 
in 1899 Sv against the first sentence of Article 68(1) Sr quoted above.

In the context of The Netherlands, the situation can be summarized in 
the following description: a final judgment either in the form of an acquittal, 
dismissal of the charges, or conviction deserves the protection of ne bis in 
idem.1469 Thus, in The Netherlands, a conviction was ‘naturally’ protected by 
ne bis in idem and in that regard, is not treated differently from an acquittal or 
dismissal.1470 However, from 1899 onwards, exactly when favorable revision 
was introduced, a conviction could be revised if it arose from an error.1471 This 
means that the finality character of a conviction became less than an acquittal 
or dismissal. However, in 2013, detrimental revision was introduced and from 
that point, the finality trait of an acquittal, dismissal, and conviction, were back 
on equal footing. Based on the 2013 Sv, an irrevocable acquittal or dismissal 
can be revised to the detriment of the former defendant in the interests of the 
proper administration of justice. 

As a result, while the finality of a conviction, acquittal, and dismissal is 
still acknowledged and protected by ne bis in idem, a correction can be made 
if there is an error (as a ground for revision). A final judgment that contains 
ground(s) for revision or a judgment that does not meet all the elements of ne 
bis in idem (mainly through the same act test) can be revised. 

In short, if ne bis in idem protects a final acquittal and a final dismissal, 
then a final conviction should receive the same treatment. However, if there is 
a new fact that may lead to a different legal qualification and that is proposed 
as an extraordinary reason in light of maintaining the finality of a decision, 
then some element(s) of ne bis in idem in the final judgment may be missing. 
This means that the protection is void and the final judgment must be 
corrected. Such correction must be made through a favorable or detrimental 
revision as an extraordinary legal remedy, for the final judgment to reacquire 
its finality trait and reclaim the ne bis in idem protection. By undertaking 
the correction, the court judgment in question will no longer fall under the 
statutory exception to the ne bis in idem doctrine. Following the correction 
through revision, the judgment in question will be a correct final judgment to 
which ne bis in idem will take effect. Such judgment cannot be reopened again 
for any reason whatsoever unless another factual error is found.

Unfortunately, such systematic explanation of the relationship between 

1469 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 3.
1470 Van Hattum, supra note 30.
1471 Id.
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ne bis in idem and revision cannot be applied in the Indonesian context. When 
the KUHP was promulgated and declared valid for the indigenous people, it also 
contained a provision on the principle of ne bis in idem, as well as an exception to 
revision (Article 76(1)). However, there was no applicable statutory reference 
to revision, as at that time the applicable procedural law was the HIR, which 
did not recognize revision. Favorable revision was only provided under the 
Indies Sv, which applied only to European and any other persons who were 
assimilated as Europeans. Therefore, an exception to a decision that can be 
subject to revision as contained in the first sentence of Article 76(1) KUHP 
was practically meaningless. It was quite understandable that the wording of 
Article 76(1) KUHP caused confusion as to the relationship between ne bis in 
idem and revision.

The analysis above strengthened my opinion that the ne bis in idem doctrine 
is relevant not only to detrimental revision, but also to favorable revision. In 
addition, the following arguments support the existence of a relationship 
between ne bis in idem and revision, both favorable and detrimental: 
1. The public policy side of ne bis in idem. As maintained by Jousse, the 

operation of ne bis in idem rests on three protective features, namely: 
protection of social security, protection of the dignity of the judiciary, and 
protection of individual freedom. These three protective features can be 
seen as part of the need for a clear end to a criminal process, lites finiri 
oportet.1472 The finality objective is an important issue here. Ne bis in idem 
protects against the arbitrary reopening of a criminal case that has been 
decided,1473 while revision, either favorable or detrimental, is a procedure 
to reopen a criminal case on the basis of substantial grounds. 

2. The literal meaning of ne bis in idem. Ne bis in idem consists of the following 
words: no (ne); second procedure (bis); for the same fact (idem).1474 While 
it does not contain a specific reference to a second prosecution, it does 
refer to the second procedure that may be regarded as the second trial or 
the reopening of the case in the general sense. 

3. The general meaning of ne bis in idem. In referring to ne bis in idem, some 
Dutch scholars like Van Hattum interchangeably used a more general 
term like “prohibition of repetition”, as well as a more restrictive term 
like “ban of a second prosecution”. She also stated that the prohibition 
of repetition to all substantive final decisions reflects the non bis in idem 

1472 As quoted by Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 27.
1473 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431.
1474 Graaf, supra note 36 at 227. See also Sigler, supra note 102 at 309.
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principle.1475 Meanwhile, common law scholars like Sigler admitted that 
the wordings of the double jeopardy (ne bis in idem) doctrine permit 
various interpretations that lack clarity.1476 He described that the 
principle is defined as a protection “against private prosecution” and 
simultaneously also as a protection “against all repeated suits”, civil or 
criminal.1477 A more general meaning of ne bis in idem is also referred to in 
addressing the universality of ne bis in idem as a doctrine acknowledged 
in many legal systems.1478 This can be found in Article 14(7) ICCPR, which 
states that no one may be “tried” (instead of “prosecuted”) twice for the 
same offence after having been convicted or acquitted under the law and 
penal procedure of each country.1479

4. The historical evidence of intention to generalize the scope of ne bis in idem. 
In the early formation of The Netherlands’ criminal code and procedure, 
there were records that showed a deliberate policy to generalize ne bis 
in idem as a prohibition to repetition from previously being a doctrine 
introduced under the realm of the ban of prosecution. It was Minister of 
Justice Godefroi who returned ne bis in idem and its exception to a more 
general application in 1861. Hence, ne bis in idem was moved to the first 
title of the General Provisions, which states that, “of criminal proceedings 
in general”, from its previous place in the section regarding suspension 
of criminal proceeding and the expiry of the right to prosecute in the Sv 
of 1838.1480 Subsequently, ne bis in idem was deemed to deserve a general 
recognition in the material law and it was moved again to the first 
paragraph of Article 68 Sr of 1886.1481 The generalization of ne bis in idem 
certainly affected its exception to revision and as a result, the exception 
was valid not only in the context of banning re-prosecution (revision 
against an acquittal), but also generally banning the reopening of cases 
(revision against a conviction). 

5. The presence of the conditions of revision. Despite the notion that 
favorable revision is merely a promotion of individual justice in the 
interest of the former defendant that is unrelated to ne bis in idem, the 

1475 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 552.
1476 Sigler, supra note 102 at 308.
1477 Id.
1478 Brants and Franken, supra note 1325 at 35.
1479 united nAtions, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), 14668 

(1976), https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/unts/volume%20999/volume-999-i-
14668-english.pdf (last visited Apr 8, 2019).

1480 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 407.
1481 Id. at 422.
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conditions that have to be met operate in the same manner as ne bis in 
idem. The similarity lies in the fact that the conditions of revision would 
preclude the reopening of a final judgment guaranteed by ne bis in idem 
if there is no waiver granted for a revision. Based on such similarity, it is 
hard to deny the connection between revision and ne bis in idem. 

6. The perceived relationship between the revision procedure and ne bis 
in idem. Some scholarly opinions see a clear relationship between the 
revision procedure and ne bis in idem. Harvard Law Review states that it 
sees the exercise of revision as a waiver of the double jeopardy principle 
(which is a comparable concept to ne bis in idem), which should be allowed 
as it does not harm the defendant and may even be advantageous as it 
opens the possibility for an acquittal. Therefore, there is no public policy 
reason that would forbid the exercise of revision.1482

7. The role of the state in favorable and detrimental revision. In The 
Netherlands, a defendant who was convicted of a gross offence that 
deeply disturbed the legal order, which is punishable by imprisonment 
of at least 12 years, may apply to the PG to investigate whether a novum 
exists as a ground for a favorable revision.1483 In this case, the PG may 
receive assistance of an investigation team composed of police officers, 
members of the Public Prosecution Service, and experts.1484 Similarly, 
in a detrimental revision, the role of the PG in filing a revision request, 
investigating and submitting the grounds for revision, and evidence 
gathering is crucial as it will determine the success of the remedy.1485 
The investigation opportunity for the PG, although conducted in favor 
of the defendant, illustrates that the character of favorable revision 
and detrimental revision is quite similar. Rossman stated that concern 
that reopening a final and irrevocable decision can become a second 
prosecution has been getting stronger, which means that the relevance 
of ne bis in idem to the two types of revision has become increasingly 
important.1486 

Above all, as concluded by Sigler, history alone cannot determine the 
ideal content of double jeopardy or the ne bis in idem doctrine. He suggested 
that each generation must resolve the conflicting needs of the society and 

1482 Double Jeopardy, 18 HArvArd LAw review 216–217, 217 (1905).
1483 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering (sv), Art. 461(1) (1921).
1484 Id. Art. 463(2).
1485 (sv Herziening ten nAdeLe), stb Art. 482b (2) (2013).
1486 Rossman, supra note 315 at 551.
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the individual, which are inherent in the principle and anticipated that a 
reconsideration of the policy may reveal whether its basis still exist. There is 
also a possibility, he wrote, that continued neglect of reconsideration will lead 
to the concept becoming obsolescent.1487 This study endeavors to conduct that 
task and map out a path towards an increased relevance for the ne bis in idem 
doctrine.

C. Ne bis in idem and conditions of revision in Indonesia

In the previous section, I have maintained that ne bis in idem intersects with 
the revision system not only at the operational level, but also in the theoretical 
level and the legal framework. At the operational level, the elements of ne bis 
in idem are matched with the various pillars of the revision system, namely 
the conditions, grounds, and procedure. Before discussing the grounds and 
procedure of revision, let us first discuss the conditions of revision and the role 
played by the conditions in connecting revision with ne bis in idem. 

The conditions of revision ensure that the judgment subject to revision 
does fulfil the various traits of a final judgment. The conditions also ensure 
that the party submitting the revision request is authorized to do so. Lastly, the 
conditions determine whether the act or complex of facts in the original case 
(judgment in question) and the subsequent case (revision request) is similar.

In relation to ne bis in idem, it can be said that the main role of the 
conditions is to ensure that the traits of a final judgment are fulfilled, in that 
the person and the act or the complex of facts are the same. In fact, this is 
the main element of ne bis in idem. Therefore, the conditions of revision are 
a manifestation of the finality aspect of ne bis in idem. As Westen puts it, the 
finality principle is at the “heart” of the double jeopardy clause.1488

Not all cases can be reviewed. Even in cases where a revision can be 
admitted, the court must ensure that proper procedure is implemented and 
maintain that there is an end to the lawsuit.1489 In Indonesia, conditions of 
revision can be found either in the KUHAP or in any other laws. These conditions 
are manifested at the minimum by the following elements: (i) a revision 
request can only be filed against a permanently enforceable judgment;1490 
(ii) a revision request cannot be filed against an acquittal or dismissal of all 

1487 Sigler, supra note 102 at 309.
1488 Peter Westen, The Three Faces of Double Jeopardy: Reflections on Government Appeals of 

Criminal Sentences, 78 miCHigAn LAw review 1001–1065, 1033–1034 (1980).
1489 California Law Review, supra note 376.
1490 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).
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charges;1491 (iii) the criminal sentence imposed in the revision must not 
exceed the original penalty;1492 (iv) a revision request can only be submitted 
once;1493 (v) a revision request does not suspend or cease the execution of the 
decision;1494 (vi) a revision request may only be filed by the defendant or the 
heir;1495 (vii) the filing of a revision request should not be limited to a certain 
period of time;1496 and (viii) a revision request may only be filed by stating the 
grounds determined under the law.1497 The conditions of revision are the first 
instrument that carries out the function of revision in maintaining the finality 
of the decision. 

But, there is another way of looking at the conditions of revision, which 
is commonly referred to as a leave system (system of admission). Like stated 
by Barendrecht, limitations on access to appeal in a criminal procedure are 
less favorable due to the imbalance between the interests of the defendant 
and the prosecution.1498 In discussing legal remedy, the individual justice 
side is often more prominent than the public policy side, especially in the 
context of criminal procedure law, where the power of the state gives rise to 
the perception of imbalance.1499 The right to appeal in a criminal procedure 
is seen as an extra safeguard against the abuse of power by the police and the 
prosecution.1500 Therefore, any provision that attempts to limit the right of 
appeal always tends to be seen as contrary to the interests of the individual 
against the state. 

However, as concluded by Galic, conversely, regardless of the theoretical 
or programmatic proclamations are, if the door to the Supreme Courts is 
opened wide, it will inevitably diminish the public function of the Supreme 
Court’s adjudication.1501

The Netherlands legal system also recognized the conditions of revision. 
The Sv determines that a revision request must state the grounds on which 

1491 Id. Art. 263(1).
1492 Id. Art. 266(3).
1493 Id. Art. 268(3).
1494 Id. Art. 268(1).
1495 Id. Art. 263(1).
1496 Id. Art. 264(3).
1497 Id. Art. 264(1).
1498 Maurits Barendrecht, Korine Bolt & Machteld W. De Hoon, Appeal procedures: Evaluation 

and reform, tiLburg LAw & eConomiCs Center disCussion pAper, 5 (2006), http://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=942289 (last visited Feb 18, 2015).

1499 Id. at 5.
1500 Id.
1501 Aleš Galič, A Civil Law Perspective on the Supreme Court and Its Functions, 10, http://

colloquium2014.uw.edu.pl/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2014/01/Ales-Galic.pdf (last 
visited Mar 6, 2015).
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the claim is based, together with the evidence supporting such grounds and a 
copy of the decision subjected to revision.1502 If these three conditions are not 
met, then the HR will declare the revision request as inadmissible. A revision 
request will also be declared as inadmissible if the application does not concern 
an irrevocable final judgment of a judge in The Netherlands.

The case law on HR’s revision clearly shows that the revision regulation 
provides everything except the forum for a repeated and more convincing 
defense.1503 A good reason supporting the strict conditions of revision is to 
prevent revision from being misused for this purpose.1504 In this context, 
however, there is a dilemma as revision generally requires a reconstruction of 
the judgment of the trial judge even though the HR is not a trier of fact.1505 
No scope under the revision procedure at the HR for an investigation into the 
facts.1506

It is of great value that the HR provides for strict ‘access control’. A 
disadvantage, however, is that it does not allow for further investigation. Some 
revision cases could have benefited from further fact-finding investigation.1507 
This seems to be a characteristic of revision, which would compel the applicant 
to submit the most convincing and concrete possible substantiation of their 
application. 

1.	 Revision	request	can	only	be	filed	against	a	final	judgment

One of the conditions of revision is that the judgment subjected to the 
revision has become final and binding.1508 Whether a decision is a final decision 
can be established by several criteria. The first criterion is the end of the 
proceeding. Adami Chazawi said that a final decision is a decision that cannot 
be altered through an ordinary legal remedy.1509 According to Van Bockel, 
generally, a decision is final if there is no possibility of an appeal under the 
law, the channels for appeal have been exhausted, the period to file an appeal 
has expired and during such period no appeal was brought, the appeal was 
withdrawn, or the right to appeal was waived.1510

1502 Art. 42b Sv.
1503 M. J. A. Duker, Commentaar op de herzieningsregeling, art. 457-481 Sv (2007), https://

research.vu.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/2703479 (last visited Apr 16, 2018).
1504 Id.
1505 Id.
1506 See the note from T.M. Schalken under HR 26 June 2001. Id.
1507 Id.
1508 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).
1509 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 81.
1510 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 46.
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The requirements for filing an appeal and cassation are largely identical. 
While an appeal may only be filed within seven days after a judgment is 
informed to a convicted defendant who was absent during the proceeding,1511 
a cassation petition must be filed by the defendant to the clerk of the court 
that examined the case in the first instance within 14 days after the judgment 
is informed to the defendant.1512 If no appeal or cassation is filed within the 
prescribed period, then the defendant will be deemed to have accepted the 
judgment.1513 Once filed, an appeal or cassation petition may be withdrawn at 
any time prior to being decided by a high court or the MA, respectively.1514 If it 
is withdrawn, then no appeal or cassation petition against the same case can 
be filed again.1515

The discussion on the finality of a decision as the first condition for 
revision (as well as on ne bis in idem) will ultimately lead us to consider the 
other conditions for revision, which are highly interrelated with the final 
decision element. As the determination of whether a decision is a final decision 
can be based on its form, I will also discuss the condition that a revision should 
not be filed against an acquittal. Likewise, as this determination can also be 
based on the content of the decision, I will also discuss whether the formalities 
of a revision against pretrial ruling have been fulfilled. Both of these will be 
analyzed by examining their conformity with the elements of ne bis in idem.

Revision of the pretrial ruling

According to Klip and Van der Wilt, based on its content, a final criminal 
decision is a decision where the court considered: (i) whether the alleged fact 
has been proven; (ii) whether the fact is a criminal offence; (iii) whether the 
defendant is criminally liable; and (iv) the punishment to be imposed.1516 
A court decision that declare the indictment in a case to be null and void, 
incompetency of the court to hear the case, or inadmissibility or suspension 
of the proceeding, is not regarded as a final decision.1517

According to Bockel, a decision to suspend a proceeding does not trigger 
the application of ne bis in idem.1518 Generally speaking, such decision is not 

1511 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 233(2).
1512 Id. Art. 245(1).
1513 Id. Art. 234(1).
1514 Id. Art. 235(1).
1515 Id.
1516 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 3.
1517 Id.
1518 van Bockel, supra note 27 at 48.
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necessarily final.1519 Surachman also mentioned that the types of decision that 
prohibit the conduct of additional proceeding on the basis of ne bis in idem are: 
(i) a conviction; (ii) an acquittal; and (iii) a dismissal of all criminal charges.1520

Armed with an understanding of final decision based on its content, there 
should be an answer to the debate of whether a pretrial ruling is included as an 
object of revision. As such, based on the above opinions on content, a pretrial 
ruling is not categorized as a final decision because it has not touched upon the 
substance of the case. 

The debates in Indonesia on whether a revision can be filed against a 
pretrial ruling cover the following elements:
1.  Under the law, only a convicted defendant can file a revision. This means 

that a revision can only be filed against a conviction and there is neither a 
conviction nor a convicted defendant in a pretrial ruling.

2.  A pretrial ruling cannot be appealed nor challenged through cassation. 
Many Indonesian judges interpret this to apply mutatis mutandis to 
revision. This means that a revision request cannot be filed against a 
pretrial ruling. 

3.  The prevailing legal framework provides that the authority of a pretrial is 
only on:1521

(i)  the legality or illegality of an arrest, detention, termination of 
investigation or prosecution, determination of suspect, search and 
seizure of goods; and

(ii)  the compensation and/or rehabilitation of a person whose criminal 
case is terminated at the investigation or prosecution stage.

In addition to the above debate, the MA asserted that revision against 
pretrial ruling could not be filed and should be declared as inadmissible by the 
determination of the chief judge of the relevant district court.1522

Based on the above explanation, the prohibition of revision against 
pretrial ruling is in line with ne bis in idem, as well as with the function of 
revision to maintain the finality of a court decision. A pretrial ruling only 
examines the formal aspects of a case and does not discuss the merits of the 
case. Thus, it can be said that a pretrial is a trier of law, which does not touch 
upon the examination of facts. Furthermore, revision is an extraordinary 

1519 Id. at 47.
1520 Surachman, supra note 108 at 1014.
1521 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 77. See also mK deCision no. 21/puu/xii/2014 (bACHtiAr AbduL 

fAtAH), supra note 614. 
1522 permA 4/2016, supra note 613 Art. 1 & 3.
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mechanism and, in line with ne bis in idem, it will test the material fact(s) and 
legal qualification, while maintaining the finality of the decision. Thus, the 
correction of a pretrial ruling, which in its nature is the trier of law, should be 
done through another trier of law.

However, considering that a pretrial ruling cannot be challenged through 
an appeal1523 nor a cassation, coupled with the assertion that a pretrial ruling 
cannot be filed with a revision request, there is no opportunity to correct a 
wrongful pretrial ruling. To anticipate this, the MA regulates the oversight of a 
pretrial, which, although not a legal remedy, may serve as a conduit to correct 
a pretrial ruling that is considered to be fundamentally misguided.1524

2. Revision of an acquittal and dismissal of charges

A decision in the form of either an acquittal, dismissal of the charges, or 
conviction is considered as a final judgment that is protected under ne bis in 
idem.1525 In The Netherlands, conviction was ‘naturally’ protected by ne bis 
in idem and not treated differently than an acquittal and dismissal in that 
regard.1526 However, according to Van Hattum, from 1899 onwards, when the 
revision system was introduced, a conviction could be revised if it arose from 
an error.1527 Thus, from then on, the finality of an acquittal prevailed over a 
conviction in The Netherlands.

Such viewpoint is also embraced in Indonesia. The KUHAP limits revision 
to only apply against a final decision, except for an acquittal or dismissal of 
charges.1528 Although in practice there were revisions against an acquittal, the 
basic norm to date rules that revision cannot be requested against an acquittal 
or a dismissal.

In The Netherlands, the finality aspect of an acquittal, dismissal, and 
conviction is back on an equal footing since the introduction of detrimental 
revision under the amendment of Sv in 2013. At the request of the PG, the HR 
may revise an irrevocable acquittal or dismissal to the detriment of the former 
defendant in the interests of the proper administration of justice. Although 
the finality of a conviction, acquittal, and dismissal is acknowledged and 
protected, it does not mean that a correction cannot be made if there is an 
extraordinary ground.

1523 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 83(1).
1524 permA 4/2016, supra note 613 Art. 4.
1525 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 3.
1526 Van Hattum, supra note 30.
1527 Id.
1528 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(1).
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If a conviction is protected by ne bis in idem, then an acquittal and a 
dismissal should be protected as well. However, if a revision showed that there 
is a new fact that may lead to a different legal qualification, then one element 
of ne bis in idem (same act) is not met. Therefore, its protection is void and the 
conviction, acquittal, or dismissal must be revised.

3.	 Revision	only	benefits	the	former	defendant

The KUHAP provides that a revision judgment should not impose a 
more severe penalty than the original judgment.1529 Many interpret this as 
an additional norm to the prohibition of revision against an acquittal or 
dismissal of charges because logically, there is no lighter verdict than acquittal 
or dismissal.1530 The two KUHAP provisions agree with the rule of acquittal, 
which upholds the ban of re-prosecution following an acquittal as the “most 
fundamental rule in the history of double jeopardy”.1531 The rule attributes 
absolute finality to an acquittal.1532 Therefore, a revision can only benefit the 
former defendant.1533

An appeal by the state may cause hardship against the defendant. It would 
be unfair if the state, after already dragging the defendant through the previous 
judicial process, could maintain an indictment for an indefinite period.1534 
This argument is persuasive when it concerns an innocent defendant.1535

In common law, the rule of acquittal is commonly known as the criminal 
collateral estoppel doctrine. Although often associated with the double 
jeopardy clause, this doctrine provides distinctive protections.1536 Even in 
cases where a new prosecution is permitted under the double jeopardy clause, 
the collateral estoppel prevents the government from relitigating facts that 
have been decided in favor of the defendant.1537

The doctrine of criminal collateral estoppel provoked several ideas. First, 
it reduced the chance that a relitigation of an acquitted act could result in the 

1529 Id. Art. 266(3).
1530 Id. Art. 263(1).
1531 Westen and Drubel, supra note 101 at 122.
1532 Id. at 123.
1533 Id.
1534 Justin Miller, Appeals by the State in Criminal Cases, 36 tHe yALe LAw JournAL 486–512, 

500–501 (1927).
1535 Id. at 500–501.
1536 Harvard Law Review, The Due Process Roots of Criminal Collateral Estoppel, 109 HArvArd 

LAw review 1729–1746, 1729 (1996).
1537 Id. at 1729.
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conviction of an innocent defendant.1538 Second, it permitted an acquitted 
defendant to rely on the finality of a prior adjudication.1539 Third, it improved 
the judicial economy by barring relitigation of issues that had already been 
determined.1540 Fourth, it reduced the possibility of prosecutorial harassment 
and denied the prosecution the opportunity to improve its case for a second 
trial.1541

Further, this doctrine effectively gave more weight to an acquittal. 
Although an acquittal is merely a finding that a defendant has not been proven 
guilty, as opposed to being innocent, criminal collateral estoppel barred 
the relitigation of the acquitted act.1542 This doctrine also means that the 
government only has one chance to litigate the given facts against a defendant 
and cannot rely on multiple chances to perfect its case.1543

Meanwhile, in The Netherlands, initially, the court cannot impose a 
heavier penalty than the penalty under the original judgment.1544 The former 
defendant cannot be disadvantaged by the revision.1545

This approach corresponds to the doctrine of “material behavior” in 
interpreting the same act element of ne bis in idem. This means that if a criminal 
act based on certain material fact(s) has been prosecuted, then it cannot be re-
prosecuted even if there is proof that the act could have led to a more severe 
consequence. The Netherlands HR followed the doctrine of material behavior 
until 1932.1546 Under this doctrine, two offences describe the same material 
event and are therefore regarded as one fact even within the meaning of ne bis 
in idem1547 and the meaning of concourse of crimes.1548 The HR here uses an 
actual or physical concept of action.1549

However, from the conception of the same fact within the meaning of 
ne bis in idem, the doctrine was considered as undesirable. In some cases, a 
defendant that was convicted for a trifle violation could not be reprosecuted 
when their actions appeared to have also resulted in more severe crimes.

1538 Id. at 1732.
1539 Id.
1540 Id.
1541 Id.
1542 Id. at 1733.
1543 Id.
1544 D.J.C. (Diederik) Aben, Herziening 11 (2013).
1545 Id. at 11.
1546 LotH, supra note 177 at 107.
1547 Art. 68(1) Sr.
1548 Art. 55 Sr.
1549 LotH, supra note 177 at 107.
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The material behavior doctrine is no longer upheld as it was considered to 
be unfair. If the discovery of new evidence leads to a different legal qualification 
either from an acquittal and dismissal to a conviction, or the application of a 
heavier criminal sentence, then it would be unfair to preclude a revision that 
could bring proper legal consequences.

Although Levmore and Porat strongly conveyed that the rule preventing a 
government from re-litigating a case in favor of the defendant applies almost 
universally, they put forward two strict conditions. First, there must be no new 
evidence; or second, the evidence was messed up in the first trial due to perjury 
or corruption.1550

Under the same view, Miller said that a total protection against an 
acquitted defendant is not persuasive if considered in the context of a crook or 
a murderer who managed to escape justice by fraud and intimidation.1551 The 
famous Dutch scholar, J.M. van Bemmelen, also pleaded for the possibility of a 
detrimental revision against a former defendant in cases where the defendant 
was acquitted or its prosecution resigned as a result of bribery of witnesses or 
other fraudulent acts.1552

The adoption of detrimental revision took quite a long time in The 
Netherlands, from formerly only allowing a revision against a conviction based 
on an error.1553 The HR or the court of appeal were finally able to impose a more 
severe punishment or measure than the punishment imposed in the quashed 
final judgment. At the request of the PG, the HR may revise an irrevocable 
final judgment of a judge in The Netherlands that acquit or dismiss all legal 
proceedings to the detriment of the former defendant if it is in the interest of 
the proper administration of justice.1554

4. Revision does not delay the execution of a decision

The traditional definition of a “final” decision means a decision that ends 
the litigation on the merits, leaving nothing for the court except to execute the 
judgment.1555 According to Adami Chazawi, a final decision is a decision with 
executorial power.1556 The condition that revision does not delay execution is 
also in line with the interpretation of the final decision by some scholars, as 

1550 Levmore and Porat, supra note 103 at 274.
1551 Miller, supra note 1534 at 500–501.
1552 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 37.
1553 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 431.
1554 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, supra note 1142 Art. 482a.
1555 Martin H. Redish, The Pragmatic Approach to Appealability in the Federal Courts, 75 

CoLumbiA LAw review 89–128, 90 (1975).
1556 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 81.
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well as the KUHAP. Therefore, considering that final decision is the primary 
requirement of ne bis in idem, and that one of the characteristics of a final 
decision is its executability, the condition that revision does not delay the 
execution of the judgment under the KUHAP is in line with ne bis in idem, and 
is therefore, worthy of defending.1557 

Based on this provision, the extraordinary nature of revision can be 
maintained. The motive of applying for a revision solely to postpone execution 
can also be ruled out. This is because the filing of a revision does not postpone 
the execution of the judgment in question. In addition, this ascertain the 
executability trait of a final decision as the convicted defendant would still 
have to serve sentence. 

This theory is in line with the attitude of many judges in the Indonesian 
courts. According to M. Syarifuddin, all of the revision requests in criminal 
cases were filed by the convicted defendants from inside prison.1558 In fact, 
according to Syarifuddin, a revision request filed by a convicted defendant 
outside of prison will be declared as inadmissible, which means that there will 
be no more case like the Sudjiono Timan case.1559 This means that a revision in 
criminal case can only be filed against a judgment that has been executed and 
by the convicted defendant who is serving the sentence. 

The debate over the execution of the final judgment as a condition for 
revision is also part of the debate of whether an heir can file a revision request 
if the convicted defendant is still alive. This debate arose in at least two 
cases, namely the cases of Sudjiono Timan and Hendra Subrata. MA judge Sri 
Murwahyuni gave a dissenting opinion in the Sudjiono Timan case by saying 
that neither a fugitive who ran away from their obligation to serve a criminal 
sentence nor the heir should have a right to file a revision.1560 Afterwards, Sri 
Murwayhuni led a revision panel stating that the second revision request of 
Hendra Subrata was inadmissible as the defendant was a fugitive who has not 
served his sentence.1561 I agree with her opinion.

Revision,	clemency,	capital	punishment,	and	the	time	limit	to	file	a	revision	
request

In the context of capital punishment, we need to use a different paradigm 
because empirically, a revision request would delay the execution. Moreover, a 

1557 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 268 (1). “A request for revision of judgment shall not postpone 
or discontinue the execution of said judgment.”

1558 M. Syarifuddin, (2017). 
1559 Id. 
1560 mA deCision no. 97 pK/pid.sus/2012 (sudJiono timAn), supra note 850 at 166.
1561 mA deCision no. 94 pK/pid/2014 (HendrA subrAtA), supra note 883 at 111.
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defendant can also apply for a clemency (grace or grasi).
Clemency is an exoneration by the President of the Republic of Indonesia 

in the form of a change, alleviation, abolition or elimination of a criminal 
sentence granted to a convicted defendant.1562 Clemency can be applied 
against a final decision in the form of capital punishment, life imprisonment, 
or imprisonment of at least two years.1563 Although a clemency petition, like 
a revision request, is not supposed to delay the execution of a judgment, the 
Grace Law expressly states that a clemency petition will cease the execution of 
capital punishment.1564

In addition, the Grace Law regulates that in case a clemency petition is 
filed shortly before or after a revision request, the court will decide the revision 
request first.1565 The clemency petition will be decided by the President no later 
than three months after the President receives a copy of the revision decision.

Thus, although a revision request normatively does not delay an execution, 
given the legal relationship between revision and clemency under the Grace 
Law, it can be indirectly said that filing of a revision request will delay the 
execution of capital punishment. The convicted defendants who filed revision 
request and clemency petition will not be executed to death before they receive 
decision with respect to their revision request. 

The norm becomes more problematic if it involves an MK’s decision, 
which revokes the period for filing a clemency petition. Initially, the new 
Grace Law limited the period to file a clemency petition to a maximum of one 
year as of the date when the criminal court’s decision obtained a permanent 
legal force.1566 This limitation was made to address the tendency of death row 
inmates to file a clemency petition to postpone their execution. 

In the old Grace Law, there was no time limit to file a clemency petition.1567 
Moreover, in case of rejection or if a clemency reduced a death sentence to life 
imprisonment, the defendant could file a second clemency petition provided 
that two years had passed since the date of rejection or the date of the first 
clemency, respectively.1568 

It can be said that the execution of capital punishment under the old 
Grace Law was complicated.1569 Therefore, for the sake of legal certainty, the 

1562 LAw no. 22 of 2002 re. grACe, Art. 1 no. 1 (2002).
1563 Id. Art. 2(2).
1564 Id. Art. 3.
1565 Id. Art. 14(1).
1566 LAw no. 5 of 2010 re. grACe, Art. 7 (2010).
1567 grACe LAw 2002, supra note 1562 Art. 7(2).
1568 Id. Art. 2.
1569 grACe LAw 2010, supra note 1566 General Elucidation.
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government and the Parliament felt that it was necessary to set a deadline 
for the filing of a clemency petition,1570 which manifested in the rule that a 
clemency petition can only be filed once without any exceptions1571 and that 
a clemency petition must be submitted no later than one year as of the date 
when the criminal decision became final and binding.1572

However, both rules were subsequently struck down by the MK as they 
were contradictory to the Constitution, and consequently, had no binding legal 
force.1573 The MK ruling was made in the judicial review filed by Su’ud Rusli, 
a death row inmate in a murder case.1574 In its consideration, the MK stated 
that the time limit to submit a clemency petition potentially eliminates the 
constitutional right of a convicted defendant, especially death row inmates.1575 
The MK was also of the view that the time limit eliminates the right of the 
convicted defendant to file a revision request based on novum, as the period to 
discover a novum cannot be ascertained.1576

The MK also prevented the use of the right to clemency by a convicted 
defendant or the family, in particular, death row inmates, to delay the execution 
of their judgment. The prosecutor will not be bound by the absence of a time 
limit if the convicted defendant or the family do not exercise their rights or 
opportunity to apply for clemency.1577

Based on the construction of the provisions on revision in criminal 
cases and the regulation on clemency following the attestation of their 
constitutionality by the MK, one can conclude that there has been a shift of 
perspective regarding capital punishment in Indonesia. The KUHAP provision 
regulating that a revision request can only be filed once has been revoked by 
the MK.1578 This means that as long as a revision is based on a firm ground, 
which is when a novum is found, it can be filed more than once.1579 Besides, 
the rule that the filing of a revision request should not be limited to a certain 
period still survives as a positive norm, or at least has not been questioned 
with respect to its constitutionality.1580

1570 Id. General Elucidation.
1571 Id. Art. 2.
1572 Id. Art. 7(2).
1573 MK Decision no. 107/PUU-XIII/2015 (Su’ud Rusli et.al.), 1 (2016).
1574 Id. at 77.
1575 Id. at 79.
1576 Id.
1577 Id.
1578 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15.
1579 Id. at 88.
1580 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 264(3).
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Conversely, the provision that limits the period to file a clemency petition 
was revoked by the MK.1581 This is in line with the norm that the filing of a 
revision request should not be limited to a certain period. In fact, in rendering 
the decision to revoke the time limit, the MK considered the right to file a 
revision request based on novum.1582

Based on the above arguments, it is feasible that the regulation on capital 
punishment in Indonesia will face a re-questioning. The finality of a decision 
is determined by, among others, its executability. An exception to the finality 
of a decision must always be permitted, because there is a possibility that 
the judge had made the wrong decision or relied on the wrong evidence. The 
door for correcting errors should always be open, especially when the errors 
are extraordinary. Under legal logic and humanitarian considerations, there 
should be no final judgment whose finality acts like a capital punishment, in 
that if it is executed, it can no longer be corrected.

Under human rights consideration, grievances and aspirations concerning 
the due process of law in the Indonesian law enforcement and judicial process 
are worthy to be considered as the basis to question capital punishment. As 
stated by advocate Luhut Pangaribuan, misguided justice occurs in the judicial 
system. Judges sometimes hear and decide cases without mastering them.”1583

Meanwhile, The Netherlands has abolished capital punishment for all 
crimes, including war crimes, since 1983.1584 Although the penal climate as 
such is a recurring theme in the Dutch Parliament and many parties clamor 
for harsher punishment, the death penalty has never been on the public 
agenda. None of the political parties (except for one minor party) mention 
the death penalty in their political programs, let alone express a desire to 
reintroduce it.1585 As such, due to social, political, and cultural circumstances, 
the reintroduction of the death penalty in The Netherlands, as well as in most 
other western European countries that have abandoned it, is believed to be 
highly unlikely.1586 By abolishing capital punishment, the norms not to limit 
revision based on substantial grounds, become a lot more relevant in the Dutch 
context.

1581 mK deCision no. 107/puu-xiii/2015 (su’ud rusLi et.AL.), supra note 1573.
1582 Id. at 79.
1583 Luhut M.P. Pangaribuan, (2017).
1584 Dick J. Hessing, Jan W. de Keijser & Henk Elffers, Explaining capital punishment support in 

an abolitionist country: the case of The Netherlands., 27 LAw And HumAn beHAvior 605, 606 
(2003).

1585 Id. at 606.
1586 Id.
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5.	 Revision	can	only	be	filed	once

The KUHAP stated that a revision request against a judgment can only 
be filed once.1587 This provision had been declared as contradictory to the 
Constitution by the MK, and thus it no longer has binding legal force.1588

According to the MK, it is unfair to limit the filing of a revision request 
as it is the constitutional right or human right of the convicted defendant.1589 
An extraordinary legal remedy aims to find justice and material truth,1590 and 
new circumstances (novum) can be found at any time.1591 It is possible that 
new substantial evidence is discovered even after a revision request had been 
filed and decided.1592

The MK acknowledged that the effort to achieve legal certainty can be 
reasonably limited, but this is not the case with the achievement of justice. 
Compared to legal certainty, justice is a fundamental human need.1593 The 
MK also acknowledged the principle of lites finiri oportet in law, in that every 
case must have an end. But, this principle relates to legal certainty. Conversely, 
justice, especially in criminal cases, cannot be applied in a rigid manner, 
especially when a novum is found.1594

Instead of revoking the provisions restricting the revision request based 
on novum as requested by Antasari, the MK revoked the entire Article 263(3) 
KUHAP. This means that regardless of whether a revision request is based on 
novum or not, a revision request can be filed more than once.

However, in its application, the MA continued limiting the number of filing 
of a revision request even though Article 263(3) KUHAP had been revoked.1595 
The MA chose to refer to other laws where limitation of the filing has survived. 
Nevertheless, the MA allows three exceptions to such limitation:1596

1.  if the revision request is filed against a judgment that decided a previous 
revision request filed by the prosecutor;

2.  if the revision request is filed by the convicted defendant at the same time 
as the filing of the revision request by the prosecutor; and

3.  if the revision request is submitted against two revision judgments that 

1587 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 268(3).
1588 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15 at 89.
1589 Id. at 85.
1590 Id. at 86.
1591 Id. at 85.
1592 Id. at 86.
1593 Id. at 87.
1594 Id. at 88.
1595 semA 7/2014, supra note 16.
1596 semA 10/2009, supra note 16. See also semA 4/2014, supra note 612.
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decide on the same object.

The rejection of the MK decision was also shown by the MA revision panel 
in the Marten Apuy case. Here, in addition to referring to the laws, the revision 
panel also referred to the various Supreme Court circulars, which affirmed the 
stance that a revision request can only be filed once.1597

On the contrary, in The Netherlands, as long as the conditions of revision 
have been met, a revision request may be submitted to the HR.1598 This can 
be done at any time and there is no limit to the number of applications that 
can be submitted.1599 While The Netherlands does have a restriction on the 
filing of a revision request, such restriction is part of the system of admission 
for revision. In this restriction, a revision request will not be admitted if it is 
based on the same facts as the revision request that has already been requested 
before.1600 So, the emphasis here is on the same fact.

This approach will then lead us to a discussion of ne bis in idem and how 
it relates to the revision request. Even without the restriction on the number 
of filing of a revision request, a final judgment will be protected (lites finiri 
oportet) as long as the elements of ne bis in idem are fulfilled. If any part of 
the elements is not met, particularly the same act element, a revision request 
against a final judgment should not be limited.

As explained before, the interpretation of the same act in The Netherlands 
post-1962 had resulted in a complicated formula. The formula established a 
link between: (i) the actual event, or the manner in which the defendant acted at 
the same time and place (material fact(s)); (ii) the guilt, namely the accusation 
that can be made against the defendant (legal qualification); and (iii) the aim 
of ne bis in idem, which seeks to prevent unfair repetition of prosecution.1601 
Such interpretation, as explained in the previous section, is the result of an 
extensive search on how to apply the ne bis in idem doctrine more precisely and 
distinguish it from the meaning of the same act in the context of the concourse 
of crimes (samenloop).

Thus, in cases where the entire material fact(s) are identical, there is no 
probability of having different legal consequences. A revision request must, 
therefore, be declared as inadmissible if it might undermine the finality of 
the relevant decision. Conversely, where new material fact(s) exist and such 

1597 mA deCision no. 198 pK/pid.sus/2014 (mArten Apuy), supra note 757.
1598 NCH Nicole Vleeshouwers, Gemakkelijker toegang tot de noodrem?, 2010.
1599 Id. at 14.
1600 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, supra note 1142 Art. 482b.
1601 LotH, supra note 177 at 108.
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facts may lead to a different legal consequence, it is inappropriate to limit the 
number of filing of the revision request.

This viewpoint is used by the MK in its consideration by repeatedly stating 
that novum could be found at any time. Unfortunately, such perspective was 
not reflected in the MK’s final holding that fully revoked the condition in filing 
the revision request. Out of the three grounds for revision in Indonesia, only 
novum contains an element of the interpretation of the same fact as adopted in 
The Netherlands, namely, new material fact(s), different legal consequences, 
and extraordinary character to maintain the finality of the court decision (aim 
of ne bis in idem). 

The	finality	of	a	decision	on	admissibility

None of the legal framework that restrict a revision request clarifies 
whether it applies only to a previously turned down request or also to a request 
that was declared as inadmissible. Even SEMA 7/2014 did not provide any 
clarity on this matter.1602

M. Syarifuddin pointed out the general understanding among Indonesian 
judges that the decision not to admit the first revision request dealt only with 
the conditions of revision and would not have touched upon the merits of the 
case. 1603 In such situation, the second revision request should be allowed.1604 
For that reason, according to Syarifuddin, some judges are not willing to state 
openly that a final judgment subject to a revision request that is declared to be 
inadmissible remain in force, although factually it does.1605 There is a growing 
concern among judges that this statement may become an impediment if the 
defendant then files a second request.1606

With regards to this specific issue, some MA judges have established 
a strong standing through their decisions. For example, in the decision of 
the Emmy Mardiana case, the MA admitted the second revision request.1607 
Mardiana did not attend any of the hearings for her first revision request, 
which led the court to decide that the request was inadmissible.1608 She then 
submitted the second request, which contained several new facts, including 

1602 semA 7/2014, supra note 16.
1603 Syarifuddin, supra note 1558.
1604 Id.
1605 Id.
1606 Id.
1607 MA Decision no. 1 PK/Pid/2016 (Emmy Mardiana), 1 (2016).
1608 Id. at 15.
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a forensic laboratory result.1609 Following the consideration of the new facts, 
the revision panel decided that although the act alleged against Mardiana 
was proven, it did not qualify as a crime. As a result, she was dismissed of all 
charges.1610

However, there is still a widespread confusion about the difference in 
status of a decision on admissibility versus a decision on merits. In addition 
to the absence of clarity in the regulatory framework, this confusion is also 
reflected in practice through the numbering of decisions in revision cases 
without referring to the types of decision being rendered. By way of example, 
if we take the following three decisions: (i) Decision no. 74 PK/Pid.Sus/2010, 
which was the decision that declared the revision request of Setia Budi as 
inadmissible, (ii) Decision no. 124 PK/Pid/2010, which was the decision 
rejecting the revision request of Mochamad Tarma Hantono et al., and (iii) 
Decision no. 148 PK/Pid.Sus/2015, which was the decision that granted the 
revision request of Rolly Yendra, we can see how all three decisions contain 
the same numbering components, namely a case number (74, 124, and 128), 
the type of case (revision (PK), jurisdiction (general crime (Pid) or special 
crime (Pid.Sus)), and the year when the request was registered (2010, 2010, 
and 2015). However, none of these numbering elements indicate whether the 
revision request was inadmissible, rejected, or granted.

Confusion also arose in the case of Ibrahim bin Ujang, where the revision 
panel displayed a normative attitude.1611 Here, the MA stated that the revision 
request submitted by Ujang was a second request filed against a revision 
judgment that had obtained a permanent legal force1612 in reinforcing the 
decision of the Palembang High Court,1613 which in turn, upheld the decision 
of the Sekayu District Court.1614 In addition, the second revision panel also 
mentioned that before Ujang submitted the second revision request, he had 
filed a clemency petition. His clemency petition was turned down, which 
means that there was no more legal remedy available to him.1615 Unfortunately, 
until now I have not managed to obtain the first revision judgment of Ujang. 

1609 Id.
1610 Id.
1611 mA deCision no. 108/pK/pid/2007 (ibrAHim bin uJAng), supra note 752.
1612 MA Decision no. 43 PK/Pid/2002 dated 22 January 2003.
1613 Palembang High Court Decision no. 32/Pid/1998/PT.PLG. dated 17 April 1998.
1614 The decision of Sekayu District Court no. 309/Pts.Pid/B/1997/PN.Sky. dated 19 February 

1998.
1615 Nay, MA Tetap Periksa PK Terpidana Mati yang Ditolak Grasinya, HuKumonLine.Com, http://

www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/hol7474/ma-tetap-periksa-pk-terpidana-mati-
yang-ditolak-grasinya (last visited Mar 18, 2018).
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However, based on information made available by the ICJR, Ujang’s revision 
request was declared as inadmissible in the previous revision judgment.1616

In approaching this issue, we can consistently refer to the ne bis in idem 
doctrine. The first element that must be met in order for the ne bis in idem 
protection to apply is the presence of a final decision. Some experts say that 
a decision that declares a case as inadmissible does not constitute a final 
decision.1617 For that reason, a decision that declares a revision request as 
inadmissible should not be treated as a final decision and as such, ne bis in 
idem has not functioned in the case. 

If a new revision request is supported by new facts, then it can be submitted 
against the case at any time. It would highly undermine the function of 
revision if the door to correct a final judgment is closed despite the existence of 
a substantial ground that supports the revision. This is especially if the door is 
closed solely because an earlier revision request was declared as inadmissible.

6.	 Revision	request	can	only	be	filed	by	the	convicted	defendant	or	the	
heir

a. Convicted defendant

The same person element of ne bis in idem gives protection to an individual 
from multiple prosecution for the same crime if such crime has been decided 
by a final decision. The guarantee under ne bis in idem applies to the same 
person who is at risk of being prosecuted or punished again for the same act 
(idem).1618 This is in line with the wording of ne bis in idem in the KUHP, “except 
for cases where the judicial verdicts are subject to revision, no person shall 
be prosecuted again because of an act for which the verdict of an Indonesian 
judge has become final.1619

But, the same person test does not apply to a person who was a participant 
in a criminal act. Anyone who assist a person who was tried or punished for a 
crime will not be able to rely on this test.1620

Further, the application of same person test should not be confused with 

1616 Ajeng Gandini Kamilah, Ibrahim bin Ujang, Sopyan bin Abdul Manap, dan Muhammad 
Dani bin Abdul Manap, portAL HuKumAn mAti indonesiA (2015), http://hukumanmati.web.
id/ibrahim-bin-ujang-sopyan-bin-abdul-manap-dan-muhammad-dani-bin-abdul-
manap/ (last visited Mar 18, 2018).

1617 See Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 3.
1618 José Luis De Lacuesta, Concurrent national and international criminal jurisdiction and 

the principle? Ne bis in idem: General report, 73 revue internAtionALe de droit pénAL 707, 710 
(2002).

1619 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA (KuHp), supra note 1334 Art. 76(1).
1620 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 3.
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the distinction between a natural person and a legal person (legal entity). In 
this sense, the Dutch law distinguishes between individual responsibility 
and criminal responsibility of a legal entity in a crime, with the result that a 
natural person can be prosecuted for the facts used against a legal person and 
vice versa.1621 In a system where the criminal prosecution of a legal entity is 
possible, a prosecution of both of the individual and the legal entity for the 
same fact is generally not deemed to be a breach of ne bis in idem. But, in some 
“exceptional circumstances”, it could “violate the principle of an equitable 
appraisal of interests.”1622

This means that the same person is an essential element to protect the 
final decision. If the same person element is not met, then any attempt to re-
open and re-prosecute a criminal case will only result in a new case with a 
different defendant either in the context of participation or in the separation 
of criminal liability between the corporation and the individual.

By focusing on the same person element, the ne bis in idem doctrine can 
be interpreted that no one has the right to re-open a final decision on criminal 
charges against a convicted defendant. This interpretation is in line with the 
first function of revision, which is to maintain the finality of the court decision.

If the same person element is brought into the context of the second 
function of revision, which is the correction of error, then ne bis in idem can 
be interpreted that no one, other than the convicted defendant, can reopen a 
final decision on a criminal charge against him/her, even for the purpose of 
correcting the verdict.

b. The concept of heir and “interest of the convicted defendant”

In the context of revision request, the duration between the date when a 
decision becomes final and the discovery of the ground for revision may take 
years. There is a strong likelihood that when the ground is found, the convicted 
defendant has no more capacity to reopen the final decision. This is why the 
meaning of the same person can be expanded from one single person, namely 
the convicted defendant, to “the interest of the convicted defendant.”

If there is a strong reason, then parties other than the convicted defendant 
can act for and on behalf of the defendant in reopening a final decision. The 
most legitimate party to represent the interests of a convicted defendant is, of 
course, the heir.

The next question is then who would be considered as the heir, especially 

1621 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 2.
1622 De Lacuesta, supra note 1618 at 710.
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in the context of a criminal revision? Yahya Harahap states that the law does 
not determine a priority between the defendant and the heir. He says that even 
though a convicted defendant is still alive and is serving a sentence, the heir 
can directly file a revision request as the right of the heir is not a “substitution 
right” that is only obtained after the death of the convicted defendant. Rather, 
it is an “original right” given to the heir in the interest of the defendant.1623 
Harahap insists that his opinion is sound because even if a convicted defendant 
is still alive, it is likely that the heir is more capable and resourceful to deliberate 
and control the revision request.1624

Yahya Harahap’s opinion was embraced by the revision panel that 
examined the revision request filed by Fanny Barki, the wife of Sudjiono 
Timan.1625 The revision panel considered that the applicant was the legal 
partner of Timan and according to the Indonesian legal system, she is his 
heir.1626 According to the revision panel, the meaning of “heir” in the KUHAP 
is not intended to cover the relationship based on the inheritance of the 
convicted defendant’s property. Rather, it is intended to cover any person that 
holds a legal status as the heir of the convicted defendant.1627 Based on such 
opinion, according to the panel, both the convicted defendant and the heir 
have an equal right to file for a revision irrespective of whether the convicted 
defendant is still alive or not.1628 MA judge Sri Murwahyuni   filed a dissenting 
opinion in the case. According to her, an heir can only file a revision request if 
the convicted defendant has passed away.1629

In The Netherlands, an heir may file a revision request only after the 
defendant has passed away. From the beginning, the Sv has always maintained 
that a revision is possible after the death of the defendant. But, there are not 
so many justification in the parliamentary documents for this provision. 
De Ranitz considers that the basis of such provision is that the legislators 
wish to allow the possibility of a complete or partial clearing of the deceased 
defendant’s name.1630 The motive for such ‘clearing of the name’ was evident 
from the prevailing legislation until 1926, because at that time, a revision 
request concerning a deceased defendant was designed “to restore the 

1623 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 618.
1624 Id.
1625 mA deCision no. 97 pK/pid.sus/2012 (sudJiono timAn), supra note 850 at 161.
1626 Id.
1627 Id.
1628 Id.
1629 Id. at 165.
1630 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 271–272.
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condemned in the honor”.1631 The current Code only allow for “the lifting of 
the conviction”.1632 

A revision request may be filed by the defendant’s surviving spouse or 
registered civil partner.1633 In the absence, inability, or unwillingness of the 
aforementioned person, any relative by consanguinity in the direct line may 
take the role of an heir, followed by relatives by consanguinity in the collateral 
line up to and including the second degree.1634

c. AG and the interest of the convicted defendant

Another party who may be authorized to file a revision request for the 
interest of the convicted defendant would be the AG. The initial regulation 
on revision in Indonesia was familiar with this arrangement. Perma 1/1969 
adopted the provision of Sv, which stated that a revision request against a 
criminal judgment that has obtained a permanent legal force must be filed 
by the convicted defendant or parties concerned, or by the AG.1635 The right 
of the AG to file a revision request was maintained in Perma 1/1980,1636 and 
emphasized by SEMA 7/1980.1637

However, the KUHAP formally abolished the right of the prosecutor to file 
a revision request in the interest of the defendant. The lawmakers deliberately 
excluded the prosecutor from having this right. 

Subsequently, the bill on the amendment of the KUHAP reintroduced the 
concept that the AG is authorized to file a revision request in the interest of 
a defendant who has been criminally charged, but the decision requires a re-
examination due to novum or contradictory judgments.1638 Here, the AG acts 
“on behalf of the public”, especially when the defendant has passed away with 
no heir.1639 This approach is in line with the regulation in The Netherlands, 
where a revision request can only be filed by the PG for the benefit of a defendant 
if the defendant has passed away.1640

In addition, the PG can also act for and on behalf of the defendant if the 

1631 Id. at 272.
1632 Id.
1633 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, supra note 1142 Art. 458.
1634 Id.
1635 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 4(1).
1636 permA 1/1980, supra note 548 Art. 10(1).
1637 semA 7/1980, supra note 566 Number 11.
1638 Hamzah and et al., Naskah Akademik Rancangan Undang-Undang Hukum Acara Pidana, 

103.
1639 Id. at 103.
1640 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 458(1).
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defendant has been convicted for an offence punishable by imprisonment of 
at least 12 years and such offence has deeply disturbed the legal order. In this 
case, the defendant can instruct defense counsel to apply to the PG to institute 
a further investigation on whether a ground for revision exists.1641 Such 
instruction must be submitted in writing and signed by the defense counsel. 
It must contain a statement of the investigation that needs to be undertaken, 
accompanied by a copy of the judgment for which a revision is sought. 

In practice, a claim for revision by the PG in the interest of the defendants 
is not common as the defendants would usually already file a revision request 
themselves if there is a good reason to do so.1642 In his book, de Hullu states that 
despite the constant inclusion of the PG’s authority in the Dutch legislation, he 
was not aware of any case where the revision request was filed by the PG.1643

d. AG and the interests of the state and the victim

The wording of ne bis in idem and the interpretation of the “same person” 
as merely covering the “convicted defendant” and the “interest of the convicted 
defendant” was made within the scope of the individual justice aspect of the 
doctrine. This wording was contained in the KUHP in the spirit of protecting 
the interests of the convicted defendant. Ne bis in idem was introduced to put 
the defendant on an equal footing with the state. I have analyzed this problem 
quite thoroughly in the previous section.

The spirit was also used by lawmakers when they enacted the KUHAP. The 
KUHAP reinforced the wording of ne bis in idem in the KUHP by stating that a 
revision should not be filed against an acquittal or dismissal of charges and 
the sentence in a revision decision must not be more severe than the original 
sentence.

This approach was also known in the Sv, where it was stipulated that in 
no event can the HR or the court of appeal impose a punishment or measure 
that is more severe than the ones imposed in the quashed appeal judgment, or 
apply a more severe penal provision.1644

According to Westen, the spirit that of the defendant’s interest in finality 
is almost absolute and hence, the prosecution should be confined to having a 
single opportunity to obtain the judgment and sentence sought by it.1645 Once 
convicted and sentenced, a defendant would be entitled to immunity from a 

1641 Id. Art. 461(1). The grounds as referred to in Id. Art. 457(1)(c).
1642 Duker, supra note 1503.
1643 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 270–271.
1644 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 478(1).
1645 Westen, supra note 1488 at 1035.
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review of the initial sentence, however illegal the sentence might be.1646

The other extreme, according to Westen, is the legal system that believes 
that the society’s interest in “ensuring that the guilty is punished” is almost 
absolute and hence, the society should have a “full opportunity to convict 
those who have violated its laws.” The state would always win.1647

The American doctrine of double jeopardy eschews both of the 
aforementioned extremes. The double jeopardy clause represents a “balance” 
between the defendant’s interest in finality against the society’s interest in law 
enforcement.1648 To find a meeting point between the two extremes, the same 
person element of ne bis in idem in the context of litigation, even for a criminal 
case, should be interpreted as any person who is directly involved in the case, 
not just “one” of the litigants. Borrowing the wording and understanding of 
ne bis in idem in the civil realm, the same person element is directed to both 
parties, namely the plaintiff and the defendant. The protection under ne bis in 
idem only applies when the plaintiff and the defendant in the new lawsuit is 
the same as the plaintiff and defendant in the case that has been decided by a 
final judgment.1649

This interpretation should be applied in the criminal context. The same 
person in a criminal case should be viewed not only from the defendant’s side, 
but also from the state’s side through the prosecutor. This way properly reflects 
the same person element, as it reflects both the individual justice side of ne bis 
in idem, as well as its public policy side.

In interpreting the same person element, we cannot exclude the existence 
of the prosecutor because, in addition to working on behalf of the public 
interest or more specifically, the interests of the state, prosecutors also work to 
represent the interests of the victim. Therefore, it would be fairer if the same 
person element in the ne bis in idem doctrine is interpreted to mean that no one 
except the former defendant or the prosecutor is entitled to reopen the final 
decision on a criminal charge to correct the verdict based on a strong reason.

That interpretation applies in The Netherlands. The absolute character 
of the rule of acquittal has been abandoned and the prosecutor may file a 

1646 Id.
1647 Id. at 1036.
1648 Id.
1649 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum perdAtA (burgerLiJK wetboeK voor indonesie), Art. 1917. 

The same person(s) is also a requirement of ne bis in idem validity in civil cases. The 
Indonesian Civil Code states that: “The authority of the legal judgment is not extending 
any further than the subject of the judgment.” Then in the next paragraph, it states that: 
“To invoke such authority, it shall be required that the case be the same; that the claim is 
based upon the same grounds, and is made by and against the same parties having the 
same relationship.” 
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detrimental revision request as long as they are able to meet certain rigorous 
grounds. The introduction of the possibility of a detrimental revision amounted 
to an infringement of ne bis in idem, which used to be almost sacrosanct in the 
Dutch legal culture. According to De Roos, be that as it may, the aforementioned 
improvement to the original revision procedure is without any doubt an 
advancement.1650

Meanwhile, Indonesia has always been more accepting of the detrimental 
revision. In the verdict of Joko S. Tjandra for example, the MA revision panel 
stated that the relevant party that can file the revision is the prosecutor.1651

The grounds used by judges for allowing the prosecutor to file a revision 
request were as follows: (i) there are already rules about the prosecutor’s right 
to file a revision, albeit unclear; (ii) a judge may interpret the meaning of an 
unclear wording in the provisions of the law; (iii) although procedural law is 
imperative, it can be flexed, developed, or removed; (iv) the balancing of the 
different interests (the interests of the state, public interest, the individual, the 
defendant, and the victims).1652

Of course, the imbalance between the positions of the defendant and the 
state remains a valid concern. Therefore, the grounds for detrimental revision 
must be formulated as tightly as possible and must be met by the prosecutor. 
Concerns of an imbalance can also be solved through specific procedures, 
as is the case in The Netherlands, which will be discussed in the section on 
procedure. 

e. Defense counsel

Discussions about the role of defense counsel in the context of revision 
are always linked to situations where a fugitive files a revision request with the 
assistance of the defense counsel, which occurred in cases of Joko S. Tjandra, 
Sudjiono Timan, Taswin Zein, and Hendra Subrata. 

The norms concerning revision in the KUHAP, Law 14/1985, and other 
statutory provisions do not expressly define the role of the defense counsel 
in the process of filing a revision request and there is no obligation for the 
defendant to be represented or accompanied by a defense counsel in such 
process.

However, this lack of obligation is interesting, especially if we examine 
the various grounds for revision. Arguably, these grounds should require the 

1650 De Roos and Nijboer, supra note 390 at 588.
1651 mA deCision no. 12 pK/pid.sus/2009 (JoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), supra note 21 at 84. Referring 

to LAw 14/1970, supra note 516 Art. 21.
1652 mA deCision no. 12 pK/pid.sus/2009 (JoKo soegiArto tJAndrA), supra note 21 at 87.
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assistance of a defense counsel. How can a defendant that has been convicted, 
drained of resources both physically and mentally, and is in prison has the 
resources to find, strengthen, and propose the grounds for revision without 
the help of a defense counsel?

In this context, the right of a person to obtain legal assistance in a criminal 
case plays an important role. A suspect or a defendant has the right to obtain 
legal assistance from a defense counsel of own choice during the period of and 
at every stage of the examination.1653 All officials in each stage of the criminal 
justice process are obliged to assign a defense counsel free of charge for a 
suspect or a defendant subject to the death penalty or imprisonment of at least 
15 years, or for a suspect or a defendant subject to imprisonment of at least 5 
years who does not have their own defense counsel.1654

Notwithstanding these provisions, it does not automatically mean that 
a defense counsel must accompany the revision request filed by a defendant 
charged with imprisonment of five years or more. The construction of the 
provision in the KUHAP requires the clerk in the relevant court to help a 
defendant that does not understand the law, as if denying the role of the 
defense counsel.1655

Unlike Indonesia, in The Netherlands, a defendant can only file a 
revision request to the HR through the defense counsel. The idea behind 
this provision was raised by D.J. Veegens who advocated in the NJV meeting 
of the Dutch Lawyers’ Association (Nederlandse Juristenvereniging or NJV) of 
1938 that the primary role of the defense counsel is to prevent the abuse of 
the revision system.1656 The application for a revision request must be made in 
writing, signed by the defense counsel, and state the grounds relied on for the 
revision request. In addition, the application must be filed with documents 
evidencing these grounds, as well as a copy of the judgment for which revision 
is requested.1657

In The Netherlands, a defendant’s right to legal aid is also guaranteed if 
the defendant is accused for an offence punishable by imprisonment of at least 
12 years and the offence has deeply disturbed the public order. In this case, 
the appointed defense counsel will apply to the PG, requesting it to institute 
a further investigation to ascertain whether there is a ground for revision.1658 

1653 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 54 & 55.
1654 Id. Art. 56.
1655 Id. Art. 264(4).
1656 See HuLLu, supra note 322 at 270.
1657 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 460(2).
1658 Id. Art. 461(1).
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The Netherlands’ Legal Aid Council may also arrange the assignment of a 
defense counsel to a defendant if such defendant is a minor (below 16 years 
old) or has been placed under a guardianship for reasons other than prodigality. 
Lastly, defendants who suffer from mental disease or defect such that they 
are incapable of deciding for themselves whether it is in their interest to file 
revision request may also have defense counsel appointed for them based on 
the instruction of their legal representative.1659

D. Ne bis in idem and the grounds for revision

There is always a dilemma between ensuring that an incorrect decision is 
subject to revision versus protecting the goal of revision by barring a defendant 
from challenging their conviction based on arbitrary grounds.1660 A case-by-
case approach to the finality of decisions would be complex and unworkable 
for courts, as it would create the perception of, and the reality of arbitrariness. 
In the interest of avoiding a case-by-case approach to any revision request, the 
grounds for revision are established. 

The grounds for revision are designed to ensure a closer examination into 
the question of whether the material fact and the legal qualification of the fact 
contained in the revision request are similar to that of the final judgment in 
question.

1. Contradictory judgments

In the past, the Indies Sv regulated contradictory judgments as one of 
the grounds for revision: “if two or more defendants, in different (district or 
higher) court decisions, have been convicted as perpetrators of the same crime, 
and those decisions may not be reconciled but brought evidence of relevance 
from one or others of the convict.”1661

Based on the wording, we can draw the following norms:
1.  both judgments must be legally enforceable in the form of a conviction of 

the same offence; 
2.  both judgments must punish two or more persons as perpetrators of the 

same offence; and
3.  one judgment is an evidence of the innocence of a convicted defendant in 

the other judgment. 

This wording had never been applied because the rules concerning 

1659 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, supra note 1142 Art. 458.
1660 Vgl. Reijntjes 2006, p. 489. Duker, supra note 1503.
1661 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 356. See also LAmintAng, supra note 452 at 542.
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criminal revision in the Indies Sv had never been implemented in Indonesia.
Therefore, it was not surprising that although contradictory judgments 

were included as a ground for revision based on Perma 1/1969, its wording 
was completely changed. In Perma 1/1969, the ‘contradictory judgments’ 
ground was formulated as follows: “where in a decision there were statements 
considered as proven, but which apparently contradicted each other.”1662 The 
elements contained in the formulation are as follows:
1.  in a decision;
2.  there are statements considered as proved; and
3.  contradict each other.

It could be assumed that the drafting of Perma 1/1969 was predominantly 
motivated by the attempt to seek solutions for complaints related to the 
mistakes and errors of judges as indicated by Law 19/1964.1663 In practice, 
revision was a measure to correct the mistakes and errors of the judges, who 
are “ordinary people”. 

Based on my reading, Perma 1/1969 was based on the logic that the 
mistakes and errors of judges are the outcomes of various causes.1664 These 
causes included: (i) the presence of an egregious error or judge’s mistake; (ii) the 
presence of statements that are considered to be proven but are contradictory 
to one another; (iii) the existence of new conditions that were unknown 
during the trial; and (iv) the presence of allegations that have been proven but 
were not followed by a prosecution. All of these causes became the ground for 
revision under Perma 1/1969, and all of them can be found in “one” decision. 

That was why Perma 1/1969 directed the definition of contradictory 
judgments to conflicting statements in one decision, similar to other grounds 
for revision, which can be found in one decision. The contradiction does not 
have to occur between two or more decisions.

However, as I have explained in Chapter 3, Perma 1/1969 was never 
implemented at all. As a result, its version of contradictory judgments was 
never used in practice.

The concept of contradictory judgments reappeared in Perma 1/1980, 
which asserted that the conflict must occur between two or more decisions. It 
stated that: “where in different decisions statements are taken as proved, but 
apparently contradict each other.”

1662 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 3. 
1663 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Art. 15 and General Elucidation.
1664 Although unfortunately, Perma 1/1969 has confused the norm it was about to uphold, 

by inserting the outcome (the judge’s mistake or egregious error) as one of the grounds 
for revision.
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The wording of contradictory judgments in Perma 1/1980 was explicitly 
made to resolve the miscarriage of justice in the Sengkon and Karta’s case. 
Besides novum, the ground used by the MA to acquit Sengkon and Karta was 
contradictory judgments.1665

The lawmakers then adopted the wording of contradictory judgments 
in Perma 1/1980 in the KUHAP, with certain adjustments. The KUHAP itself 
stipulates contradictory judgments as the second ground for revision, with the 
following wording: “if in various judgments, there are statements that have 
been proven, but the matters that form the basis and reason for the judgment, 
which have been declared as proven, are evidently mutually contradictory.”1666

Some Indonesian legal writers try to formulate the elements of 
contradictory judgments as a ground for revision in the KUHAP. Yahya Harahap, 
for example, stated that contradictory judgments could be established if more 
than one decision contain:1667

1.  a statement that something has been proven; 
2.  that statement is used as the basis and ground for the decision in the case; 

and
3.  another decision states that the condition that is stated to have been 

proven in the first decision is contradictory to the second decision. 

Another Indonesian scholar, Adami Chazawi, stated that the elements of 
contradictory judgments are as follows:1668

1. there are two or more court decisions;
2. each decision states that something has been proven; and
3. the things or circumstances used as a basis or reasons for the two court 

decisions turned out to be contradictory to one another. 

According to Chazawi, this ground for revision is based on the primary 
objective of law enforcement, namely legal certainty to be followed by 
justice.1669 For the sake of legal certainty, he said, decisions having a permanent 
legal force should not be contradictory.1670

Chazawi added that the two or more court decisions used as a ground 
for revision must have a close relationship.1671 The close relationship must 

1665 mA deCision no. 6 pK/Kr/1980 (sengKon bin yAKin & KArtA), supra note 962.
1666 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 263(2)(b).
1667 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 622.
1668 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 80.
1669 Id. at 83.
1670 Id.
1671 Id. at 80.
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be in the form of a statement stating that something has been proven, which 
constitutes the consideration and basis for the decision.1672 As to the thing has 
been proven, this may vary according to the case.1673

The contradictory judgments by Soedirjo are said to come from different 
courts against the same defendant who was convicted for committing 
different crimes at the same time but in different locations that were not 
adjacent to each other.1674 Simanjuntak gave an example of a decision made 
by the Pacitan District Court, which sentenced K to 8 years imprisonment for 
murdering C at a particular time on 8 March 1985, in the city of Pacitan.1675 
Then, the Kebumen District Court sentenced K to two years imprisonment for 
theft in the city of Kebumen at the same time on 8 March 1985.1676 Pacitan 
and Kebumen were far away from each other and based on the transportation 
facilities and infrastructure available during that time, it was impossible for K 
to commit both of these crimes at the same time.1677

Contradictory judgments can also come from the same court against 
several defendants regarding the same case.1678 A perfect example of this 
construction is the Sengkon and Karta case as described above. 

a. Contradiction between a criminal decision and other decisions

According to Chazawi, it is not necessary that the two or more decisions 
are all criminal decisions. The decisions can be criminal, civil or administrative 
decisions.1679 What is important is that the non-criminal decision must have 
a close relationship with the criminal decision against which a revision is 
requested, such that the non-criminal decision may influence the criminal 
decision.1680

For this reason, Chazawi gave an example of a criminal decision where 
a person was convicted of buying a car that was known or was reasonably 
suspected to have been obtained by theft.1681 The element of guilt was proven, 
so the defendant was convicted.1682 However, the buyer sued the seller in a civil 

1672 Id. at 81.
1673 Id.
1674 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 26.
1675 osmAn simAnJuntAK, teKniK penuntutAn dAn upAyA HuKum 186 (1995).
1676 Id. at 186.
1677 Id.
1678 Id. at 187.
1679 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 80.
1680 Id. at 81.
1681 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA (KuHp), supra note 1334 Art. 480(1).
1682 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 82.
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case, asking the court to declare the sale and purchase of the car as legal.1683 In 
the civil case, it was proven that the documentation for the car was complete, 
the price was market standard, the transaction was conducted in a showroom, 
and there was a police statement about the legal status of the car.1684 As a result, 
the court found in favor of the plaintiff by endorsing the sale and purchase of 
the car and declared the plaintiff as a buyer with good faith, eligible for legal 
protection, even though it had been proven that the car was stolen.1685 As a 
good faith buyer, the plaintiff was deemed not to know nor suspect that the car 
was the proceed of a crime.1686 These considerations were, of course, contrary 
to the considerations in the criminal judgment.1687

When both decisions are legally binding, Chazawi said that considerations 
in the civil decision can be used as a ground to submit a revision request against 
the criminal decision.1688 Here, there were two decisions and each stated that 
something had been proven. However, the matter or condition forming the 
basis and reason for one decision that contains the statement of something 
having been proved is contradictory to the other decision.1689

Yahya Harahap gave an example of a conflict between a criminal 
decision and a civil decision.1690 In his example, a person was convicted for 
embezzlement.1691 As a director of a bank, he executed an underhand sale of a 
land and house guaranteed under a loan agreement. That was contrary to the 
loan agreement and the law.1692

The loan agreement expressly stated that if the debtor does not repay the 
loan at a specified time, the bank has an irrevocable right to sell the collateral 
through an auction based on the law.1693 This means that any sale should be 
made through an official auction authority, not underhand.1694

Meanwhile, a civil court found that the sale of collateral by the director 
was made in accordance to the loan agreement, and as such, it did not conflict 
with the law.1695 Thus, the civil court conclude that the underhand sale of the 

1683 Id.
1684 Id.
1685 Id.
1686 Id.
1687 Id.
1688 Id. at 83.
1689 Id.
1690 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 622.
1691 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA (KuHp), supra note 1334 Art. 374.
1692 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 622.
1693 Id.
1694 Id.
1695 Id.
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collateral was legal.1696 In this example, there is a clear conflict between the 
criminal and civil decisions.1697

A conflict between a criminal and civil decisions also occurred in the 
Prita Mulyasari case. Prita was sued in a civil case and reported in a criminal 
case related to her complaints about poor health care provided by Omni 
Alam Sutera Hospital, which she had sent via an email addressed to her close 
friends.1698 In her revision request, Prita stated that it was appropriate for the 
civil cassation decision to be used as the basis for the MA’s consideration in 
overturning the judgment in the criminal cassation.1699 In both decisions, 
there were legal considerations concerning insult and/or defamation that 
contradicted each other and as a result, the findings in each decision were 
also contradictory.1700 Although the basis of the civil suit was Article 1365 
Civil Code, the civil cassation panel stated in their legal considerations that 
Prita’s action did not amount to an act against the law (onrechtmatige daad), 
an insult nor a defamation, and it was still within the limits of reasonableness 
and in line with Article 28F of the Constitution. Thus, there was no proven 
defamation.1701

If the civil law tort was declared as not proven,1702 then by law, the 
insult and/or defamation under the criminal law should also be declared as 
not proven because the objects of the two cases were the same, namely the 
insult and defamation.1703 Here, there was a close relationship between the 
two cases.1704 For that reason, the criminal cassation decision was annulled 
and the court declared that there was no legal proof that Prita had committed 
the crime charged against her.1705 Prita was subsequently acquitted from all 
charges by the MA revision panel.1706

Claims regarding the conflict between criminal and civil decisions were 

1696 Id.
1697 Id. Unreal and unclear conflicts can be seen in the MA decision no. 8 PK/Pid/1983, 13 

June 1984. The applicant argued that there was a conflict between civil decisions no. 
1438 K/Sip/1983 and criminal decision no. 8/1980 which punished the applicant with 
embezzlement. Whereas between the two decisions there was no mutual conflict, instead 
of supporting each other. Therefore the MA rejected the revision request.

1698 mA deCision no. 225 pK/pid.sus/2011 (pritA muLyAsAri), supra note 1097 at 9.
1699 Id. at 13.
1700 Id. at 14.
1701 Id. at 17.
1702 MA Decision no. 300 K/Pdt/2010 (Prita Mulyasari v. PT. Sarana Meditama International 

dkk.), 1 (2010).
1703 mA deCision no. 225 pK/pid.sus/2011 (pritA muLyAsAri), supra note 1097 at 17.
1704 Id.
1705 Id. at 40.
1706 Id.
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also found in the Azmy Chatib’s case.1707 Here, Chatib filed a revision request 
against the criminal decision, which had obtained a permanent legal force, by 
arguing that it conflicted with a civil court decision, which had also obtained 
a permanent legal force.1708

In his criminal cassation decision, Chatib was found guilty of embezzling 
a land certificate owned by Amiruddin Tanjung and was ordered to return it 
to Tanjung’s heir.1709 Meanwhile, in the civil cassation decision, Chatib was 
declared as the valid owner of the land based on the certificate.1710 Due to the 
aforementioned civil decision, the alleged embezzlement by Chatib was not 
proven, and he was released by the revision panel.1711

The opinion that contradictory judgments do not have to occur between 
criminal decisions is also shared by Nganro. He pointed out that in Article 3 of 
the Law no. 20 of 2001 on Eradication of Corruption Crimes (Law 20/2001), 
which would subject the defendant to a criminal punishment, an individual 
has to prove an element of abuse of authority. Assuming that this element is 
fulfilled, a ruling by a civil court, such as an administrative court, that stated 
that there has been no abuse of authority by the same individual, could be a 
ground for revision based on contradictory judgments. Because the matter of 
abuse of authority is not explained in criminal law, the meaning of an abuse of 
authority can be borrowed from state administrative law.1712

b. Discrepancy of sentences

In practice, conflict between criminal decisions, which is when one 
decision sentenced more than one perpetrator for the same crime in the context 
of participation in a criminal act, is also used as ‘contradictory judgments’ to 
form the ground for the revision request.

In the case of Scott Anthony Rush, there were two judgments decided by 
the same court. These two judgments contained different convictions that are 
contradictory to one another for the same crime. The cassation panel sentenced 

1707 MA Decision no. 121 PK/Pid/2010 (Azmy Chatib), 1, 11 (2010).
1708 MA Decision no. 3438 K/Pdt/2002 in conjunction with the decision of Medan High Court 

no. 175/Pdt/2001/PT-Mdn in conjunction with the decision of Medan District Court no. 
282/Pdt.G/1999/PN-Mdn.

1709 MA Decision no. 977 K/Pid/2009 in conjunction with the decision of Medan High Court 
no. 829/Pid/2008/PT-Mdn. in conjunction with the decision of Medan District Court no. 
922/Pid.B/2008/PN-Mdn.

1710 mA deCision no. 121 pK/pid/2010 (Azmy CHAtib), supra note 1707 at 11. In this section, we 
can see different certificate numbers allegedly embezzled from Amir Tanjung (395) from 
that requested to be returned to the heir of Tanjung (359). I assume this difference is a 
typo.

1711 Id. at 11.
1712 Nganro, supra note 1364.
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Czugaj to life imprisonment, while Rush was sentenced to death, although the 
criminal act proven in both decisions was the same, i.e. the unlawful export 
of class I narcotics in an organized manner.1713 Both Rush and Czugaj were 
messengers recruited to pass heroin packages into Australia.1714

The revision panel thought that Rush’s sentence should fulfil the sense 
of justice and must be measurable to his deeds.1715 Therefore, Rush’s revision 
request based on contradictory judgments ground was granted, and the 
cassation decision against Rush was amended accordingly.1716 The revision 
panel reexamined the case by declaring that although Rush was still proven 
as legally and convincingly guilty of committing the crime, his punishment 
should be reduced to life imprisonment.1717

A similar decision can also be found in the case of Ferry Surya Prakasa, 
who was convicted for murdering a singer, Alda Risma. Ferry submitted a 
revision request on the ground that there was a conflict between his criminal 
sentence,1718 and the sentences imposed against Indra Dunianda and Zen 
Wirman.1719 Ferry, being the revision applicant, was declared guilty of “jointly 
committing premeditated murder”1720 with Indra and Zen, and was sentenced 
to 15 years in prison. However, the criminal judgment against Indra and 
Zen declared them as guilty of “jointly committing manslaughter”,1721 and 
sentenced them only to eight years in prison.1722

Ferry argued that based on these two decisions, as if legally, there were 
two murders. The first murder was premeditated, while the second murder 
was not.1723 This legal construction was illogical. Therefore, both decisions 
were worthy of being declared as “contradictory”.1724 The conflict was shown 
by the great disparity among the convicted defendants, which is contrary to 
the principles of “due process of law” and “fair trial” in the KUHAP.1725

1713 mA deCision no. 28 pK/pid.sus/2011 (sCott AntHony rusH), supra note 1087 at 134.
1714 Id.
1715 Id. at 135.
1716 Id. at 136. The revision was granted under Art. 266(2)b number 4 KUHAP.
1717 Id. at 137.
1718 Consisted of Decision no. 537/Pid/B/2007/PN.Jkt.Tim which was upheld by the Decision 

no. 327/Pid/2007/PT.DKI in conjunction with Decision no. 913 K/Pid/2008.
1719 MA Decision no. 72 PK/Pid/2010 (Ferry Surya Prakasa), 1, 25 (2011). See Decision no. 

888/Pid/B/2007/PN.Jkt.Tim (which then become final and binding).
1720 As provided in Art. 340 in conjunction with Art. 55(1) KUHP.
1721 As provided in Art. 338 in conjunction with Art. 55(1) KUHP.
1722 mA deCision no. 72 pK/pid/2010 (ferry suryA prAKAsA), supra note 1719 at 26.
1723 Id. at 27.
1724 Id.
1725 Id.
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The revision panel considered that the contradictory judgments ground 
submitted by Ferry could be justified and found that there had been a conflict 
between the criminal judgment against Ferry and the criminal judgments 
against Indra and Zen.1726 Without considering the other grounds for revision, 
the revision panel granted the revision request by Ferry.1727

A similar revision request was submitted by Harisuandi against a criminal 
decision that had obtained a permanent legal force, which sentenced him to 16 
years imprisonment. The ground for the revision request was contradictory 
judgments based on an acquittal judgment in favor of Iriansyah bin Umar Tani 
(a defendant on the same case, but in a separate file).1728

According to Harisuandi, the conflict between the two MA judgments 
against both of them had caused an injustice.1729 Both him and Iriansyah were 
indicted by the prosecutor for the same charge, namely jointly committing 
theft with violence that resulted in the death of a person.1730 However, 
Harisuandi’s revision request was rejected by the panel, which stated that the 
acquittal of Iriansyah, who was charged together with Harisuandi, could not 
be considered as contradictory judgments under the KUHAP.1731

Likewise, in the case of Fredi Budiman, the defendant filed a revision 
request based on contradictory judgments by comparing his sentence with 
the penalty imposed against another defendant, Supriadi.1732 The revision 
panel stated that the contradictory judgments ground could not be justified 
because although the cases were related to the same offence, the roles and 
responsibilities of each defendant were different.1733

The tendency to confuse revision based on contradictory judgments 
ground with the discrepancy in sentencing can be found in many cases, 
including in the opinion of experts.

c. Arbitrary use of the contradictory judgments ground

An example of a case where a revision request based on contradictory 
judgments ground was rejected is the case of Dwi Agung Jatmiko, who was 

1726 Id. at 53.
1727 Id.
1728 See MA Decision no. 389 K/Pid/2009, 7 April 2009 and MA Decision no. 1633 K/Pid.

Sus/2008, 25 July 2008. Both decisions were proposed as novum.
1729 MA Decision no. 61 PK/Pid/2010 (Harisuandi), 1, 11 (2010).
1730 Id. at 11. Art. 365(4) KUHP or Art. 339 in conjunction with Art. 55(1) KUHP.
1731 Id. at 13.
1732 High Military Court II Jakarta, no. 88 K/BDG/PMT-II/AU/IX/2013, 20 September 2013.
1733 mA deCision no. 145 pK/pid.sus/2016 (fredi budimAn), supra note 1130.
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sentenced to 2.5 months imprisonment based on a cassation judgment.1734 
In his request, Jatmiko put forward, among others, the existence of the MA’s 
jurisprudence of 1993, which punished a criminal act under Article 335(1) 
KUHP with three months’ imprisonment, which included a probation period 
of six months.1735

Jatmiko argued that the MA’s jurisprudence was a source of law and 
the cassation judgment that sentenced him to three months imprisonment 
was not in line with this jurisprudence.1736 Jatmiko argued that based on the 
legal principle, if there are two contradictory legal provisions, then the more 
favorable provision should apply. In his case, he should have been sentenced 
to probation.1737 In the end, his revision request was rejected by the revision 
panel led by Artidjo Alkostar, as his proposed ground for revision was not one 
of the available grounds for revision stipulated in the KUHAP.1738

d. Contradictory judgments as a ground for revision in The 
Netherlands

In The Netherlands, the wording of contradictory judgments as a ground 
for revision is as follows: “on the grounds of the fact that the judicial findings 
of facts announced in various appeal judgments or Supreme Court judgments, 
which have become irrevocable or were rendered in absentia, are not consistent 
with each other.”1739

The elements of the wording are as follows:
1.  various appeal judgments that have become irrevocable or were rendered 

in absentia;
2.  the judicial findings of facts announced in the judgments; and
3.  are not consistent with each other.

This contradictory judgments ground, according to Hirsch Ballin, does not 
occur often.1740 There are two possibilities for the occurrence of contradictory 
judgments. The first possibility is when the same person for whatever reason 
is punished twice by two different decisions for facts relating to two or more 

1734 mA deCision no. 64 pK/pid/2010 (dwi JAtmiKo Agung subroto), supra note 1134 at 8. See MA 
Decision no. 1196 K/Pid/2009, 28 October 2009.

1735 Id. at 8. MA Decision no. 1036 K/Pid/1991, 28 October 1993.
1736 Id.
1737 Id.
1738 Id.
1739 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 457(1)(a).
1740 emH HirsCH bALLin, Amendment to the Code of Criminal Procedure in connection with a 

reform of the regulation concerning revision in favor of the former suspect (2009).
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criminal acts, which are impossible to be done together.1741 
The second possibility is when two people are punished independently 

as the perpetrator of the same crime committed by a single person.1742 In 
this situation, the joint involvement must be explicitly ruled out and it is not 
reasonably possible to consider both as a suspect,1743 as the case of complicity 
does involve more than one perpetrator, at least consisting of a maker (dader) 
and an aide (mede dader), in one criminal act. In the context of complicity, a 
convicted defendant cannot rely on the acquittal of his co-perpetrator as a 
ground for a revision request.1744 The HR explicitly considered that in the case 
of an acquittal of a co-defendant, there is neither a contradictory judgments 
ground nor a novum. 

If there are two proven statements, namely that A is convicted of theft, and 
B is extorted, relating to the same robbery committed by the same person, then 
the elements of contradictory judgments are satisfied because two persons 
have been convicted for precisely the same act performed by one person.1745

The jurisprudence in The Netherlands have introduced several criteria 
related to the application for revision based on contradictory judgments 
ground. The first criterion is that contradictory judgments can only be 
established for criminal judgments. This means that a revision based on 
contradictory judgments ground cannot occur between a criminal judgment 
and a civil or administrative judgment.1746 Their incompatibility does not 
result in contradictory judgments.1747

A decision of another (non-criminal) judge cannot, in principle, constitute 
a ground for revision as different judges would explain legal concepts differently 
for different reasons.1748 Theft can still occur even if a later civil law judgment 
declared that the property was not owned by the plaintiff. In criminal law, the 
concept of ‘goods belonging to someone else’ is interpreted differently from 
the civil law concept.

Therefore, the judgment of another judge (civil or administrative) can 
only be used as a novum if new facts and circumstances that emerged from 

1741 Duker, supra note 1503.
1742 Id.
1743 Id.
1744 In HR 26 April 1983, NJ 1983, 650. See Id. 
1745 For a case in which two different persons, one person four years later than the other 

person, were convicted of the same attempt manslaughter: HR January 11, 2005, LJN 
AR3663. See Id.

1746 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 275.
1747 In HR 13 June 2000, LJN ZE0005 and HR 6 February 2001, LJN ZD2529. See Duker, supra 

note 1503.
1748 HR 14 October 1997, NJ 1998, 210. See Id.
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that judgment raise doubts about the correctness of a criminal judgment. A 
judgment can only result in a novum if the judgment reveals new facts and 
circumstances.1749 The role of the judgment is that it can confirm the credibility 
of the new facts and circumstances.

Another criterion is that the revision request based on contradictory 
judgments ground can only be made between convictions. This immediately 
implies that the incompatibility cannot arise from an acquittal and a 
conviction.1750 The incompatibility of a proven statement with an acquittal 
does not constitute contradictory judgments.1751 However, Dutch legal 
literature pointed out that an acquittal could provide a ground for revision as 
a form of novum.1752 

The next criterion is that the judgment against which a revision is 
requested must be irrevocable. According to the Sv, only an irrevocable judicial 
decision is eligible for revision.1753 This means that the decision is no longer 
subject to appeal, nor opposition in the ordinary terms or cassation. Once a 
decision becomes irrevocable, the protection under ne bis in idem will apply. 

No requirement that both judgments must be irrevocable as long as the 
decision against which revision is requested is irrevocable.1754 This was agreed 
because a conviction may take a long time before it becomes irrevocable.

Lastly, Dutch law only allows the contradictory judgments ground for a 
revision to be aimed against the merits of a case, and not to its admissibility. 
The incompatibility must result from proven statements, and admissibility 
is not linked to a punishment.1755 In claiming contradictory judgments, the 
examination will be against the evidence and not only the final qualifications.

e. Contradictory judgments and ne bis in idem

If associated with the ne bis in idem doctrine, the contradictory judgments 
ground for revision can be defended quite easily due to its suitability with such 
principle. The use of contradictory judgments as a ground for revision rests 
on the principle that a decision having a permanent legal force regarding a 

1749 In HR 14 October 1997, NJ 1998, 210. See Id.
1750 Annelies Verstraete, A plea for reform of the system of final appeal. A critical reflection on 

the current revision of the regulation basis of a comparative study with the Netherlands, 
2008.

1751 HR 30 September 1935, NJ 1936, 87; HR 26 April 1983, NJ 1983, 650. Vgl. ook HR 18 
December 2001, LJN AD9358. See Duker, supra note 1503. See also HuLLu, supra note 322 
at 275.

1752 Verstraete, supra note 1750 at 29.
1753 Art. 443(1), Sv.
1754 Verstraete, supra note 1750 at 17–18.
1755 Id. at 20.
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particular criminal act, namely a criminal act based on certain material fact(s) 
and specific legal qualification, committed by a particular person, should be 
protected by ne bis in idem.

However, the protection under ne bis in idem can be waived if there is 
another decision with permanent legal force that has a close relationship but 
is contradictory to the first decision. The close relationship itself is indicated 
by a similarity between the complex of facts, which include time, place, and/
or victim of the crime, or a similarity of the perpetrator of a crime as decided 
by both judgments.

The contradiction lies in the difference of certain material fact in the two 
decisions. The difference of material fact(s) indicates that the defendant that 
was found to be guilty may not be the real perpetrator of the crime for which 
he was convicted. The difference in material fact(s) can also indicate that a 
criminal act for which a person was convicted may not have been committed by 
him/her. Thus, the differences in material fact(s) can relate to the perpetrator 
of the crime or to the criminal act itself. Also, different material fact(s) relating 
to a criminal event will lead to a different legal qualification for the criminal 
event.

As explained earlier, based on the wording of the ne bis in idem doctrine, 
the existence of a new material fact and different legal qualification can waive 
the protection under ne bis in idem for a final decision. This means that such 
final decision and the final decision used to question the element of ‘deciding 
on the same act or the same person’ are contradictory and the ne bis in idem 
protection is invalid for that reason.

The contested decision must be legally binding because not only is the 
finality of the decision is a central element for the operation of ne bis in idem, 
it is also a condition prior to the implementation of the revision mechanism. 
Likewise, the contradictory judgments must be legally binding, as both 
decisions will be re-examined through revision to ascertain which decision is 
correct and which one is incorrect. 

In addition, it can be argued that a revision request should not impede 
a defendant from exercising the right to benefit from any applicable legal 
remedies.1756 A revision request should not erode the defendant’s right to 
defend the case.1757 A person whose conviction is not yet in force of res judicata 
may be innocent.1758

The right to file revision request belongs to defendants whose conviction 

1756 Id. at 17–18.
1757 Id.
1758 Id.
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has already become res judicata. They will, of course, try to reason that their 
rights follow from the incompatibility and the guilt of the other convicted 
defendants, who may still be able to challenge their conviction. Hence, it is 
appropriate to require that both convictions have the force of res judicata.

It can also be argued that if the Supreme Court finds an incompatibility 
during its assessment of the revision request, then the Supreme Court can 
annul those convictions and refer the cases to a court of appeal. Thus, the 
annulment of the decisions by the court benefits all convicted defendants. 
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the right of the relevant defendant 
to use any available legal remedies has been removed. This right cannot be 
replaced by another right, namely a new trial following the annulment of the 
conviction by the Supreme Court.1759

Both decisions must be a criminal decision because the question will 
center around the material fact(s), as well as the legal qualification in criminal 
law. The material fact(s) and legal qualification in a civil or administrative 
decision are, of course, not comparable, let alone contradict the material fact(s) 
and legal qualification in a criminal decision.1760 Further, the contradiction 
between the decisions must be shown concurrently by the consideration and 
the holding as the material fact(s) and legal qualification are stated there.

Lastly, both decisions must also be a conviction. A conviction is likely to 
conflict with another conviction, especially if the two convictions are based on 
the same material fact(s). If one of the two decisions that are contested is an 
acquittal, then the issue of contradiction will not arise except in the context 
of participation, which is when two or more people commit the same crime, 
but only one is found to be guilty. However, participation is set in a different 
term from ne bis in idem. Likewise, if both decisions are acquittals, there is 
no conflict. Even if it is necessary to review the acquittal, the ground for that 
review would not be contradictory judgments.

2. Novum

The Indies Sv defined novum as follows: “if, after a conviction for 
manslaughter, documents are produced before the court, from which it is 
initially and sufficiently appear that the victim who was presumed to be dead, 
is still alive”.1761 In fact, the initial regulation on novum was particular. It was 

1759 Id.
1760 For this reason, for example, in the Prita case, contradictory judgments argued by Prita 

was referred to as novum and ultimately became the reason for the judge’s mistake. 
Maybe this was done by the revision panel because of the contradiction that was used as 
the ground for the revision was between criminal and civil judgments.

1761 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 356.
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directed only at murder cases, and only when the victim was later unexpectedly 
found to still be alive. That was why the initial rule of novum was said to be too 
tight and therefore rarely used.

The wording was amended in the 1899 Sv, which regulated novum as: 
“a fact that was not known to the court during the trial and which in itself 
or in connection with a previously submitted evidence does not appear to 
be consistent with the judgment, to such an extent that this gives rise to the 
strong suspicion that if this fact had been known at the hearing of the case, it 
would have resulted in either an acquittal of the formerly accused, or dismissal 
of the charges, or a bar to the prosecution, or the application of a less severe 
penal provision.”

Law 19/1964 began to adopt the new provision under the 1899 Sv, by 
defining novum, which was said to be the main ground for revision, as new facts 
or circumstances, which was not known or considered during the previous 
trial.1762 Law 13/1965 also mentioned novum, which was interpreted briefly 
as new circumstances.1763 However, the two laws did not give any indication of 
the legal qualification (let alone the implication) for a revision based on novum, 
namely, whether a novum would mitigate or aggravate the outcome of the 
reviewed decision/case. Instead, the two laws only emphasized the existence 
of new material fact(s). Perma 1/1969 subsequently clarified the definition 
of novum, which closely resembled the 1899 Sv.1764 The formulation survived 
when it was reintroduced by Perma 1/1980, and it was finally adopted by the 
KUHAP. The same wording was retained by the government in the draft of the 
KUHAP, without any change. The drafters of the KUHAP position novum as the 
primary and first ground of a revision.1765

a. New facts or circumstances

Based on the various wordings found in the history of the regulations of 
novum in Indonesia, there are two main elements in the definition of novum. 
The first element is new facts or circumstances that were not visible, unnoticed, 
or not yet known by the sentencing judge during the trial. 

Article 15 Law 19/1964 emphasizes that a revision can only be conducted 
if there are nova, being new facts or circumstances, which at the time of the 

1762 LAw 19/1964, supra note 5 Elucidation of Art. 15. However, whether intentionally or not, 
revision mechanism in the Law 19/1964 by the elucidation of Art. 15 was only compared 
with herziening, not with rekes sipil. It was not clear whether the revision was introduced 
in the Law only for criminal procedure, or also about civil procedure.

1763 LAw 13/1965, supra note 9 General Elucidation. 
1764 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 3. 
1765 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 21.
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previous trial, were not present or considered.1766 The general elucidation of 
Law 13/1965 also stressed that herziening can only be requested when there 
is a “novum” or new circumstances. Meanwhile, the general elucidation of Law 
14/1970 asserted that a revision can be conducted if there are new facts or 
circumstances that are not yet known at the time of the trial.1767 The emphasis 
is on the phrase invisible, not getting attention, or not yet known.

According to Andi Samsan Nganro, in practice, a novum used as a ground 
for revision is usually evidence that has been proposed before.1768 In this regard, 
in his book, Senoadji referred to an old jurisprudence of HGH’s verdict dated 
7 May 1940, which declared a revision request as inadmissible because the 
applicant neglected to mention the new situation (nieuwe omstandigheid).1769 
This case involved a revision request against RvJ’s decision dated 28 December 
1939, which was an appeal against the decision of the Landraad of Poerwokerto 
dated 13 December 1932.1770 Both of these decisions sentenced the applicant 
for embezzling state’s funds.1771 The applicant presented evidence that the 
testimony of one of the witnesses was incorrect, even though this evidence 
had been filed before and applied by Landraad.1772 By HGH, such evidence was 
not recognized as a novum and the herziening request was not admitted.1773

The same situation was found in the corruption case against Said Faisal 
Muchlis. The revision panel turned down the novum proposed by Muchlis in 
the form of a decree by the Governor of Riau by considering that the decree 
was already submitted or shown before the trial as one of the evidence. Thus, 
it was not a new fact or condition.1774

In addition, Nganro added that in many situation, novum was only made 
after the fact, for example in the form of a notarial deed.1775 The rejection of such 
kind of novum is contained in one of the jurisprudences.1776 In the judgment, 
the proposed novum was a statement of witness outlined in a notarial deed.1777 
The witness’ testimony contained a statement that a Chinese word that should 

1766 Id.
1767 Id.
1768 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1769 AdJi, supra note 463 at 42.
1770 Id.
1771 Id.
1772 Id.
1773 Id.
1774 MA Decision no. 22 PK/Pid.Sus/2016 (Said Faisal Muchlis), 1, 27 (2016).
1775 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1776 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 634. See MA Decision no. 15 PK/Pid/1983, 13 April 1984.
1777 Id. at 634.
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have been translated as “borrowed” was translated as “deposit” instead.1778 
The MA stated that the proposed novum was merely an “interpretation” of the 
applicant after the fact and not an authentic fact that is relevant to negate the 
already strong facts of the original decision.1779 Therefore, the MA declared that 
the new fact presented by the applicant was not valuable under the provision 
of Article 263(2)a KUHAP.1780

Another revision panel also rejected novum in the form of evidence made 
after the fact. Former CJ Harifin Tumpa questioned five written statements 
of the testimony made by five different people in January 2010. According to 
the revision panel, the five written testimonies were not qualified as novum 
because they were only made in 2010, after the cassation judgment against 
the case had become legally binding.1781 

This practice is considered inappropriate because novum is supposed to 
be a new condition or evidence that was never proposed nor mentioned in the 
previous trial.1782 In a civil case, novum is classified as a matter that existed 
before the case was brought to court and which was not found during the 
trial.1783 

b. Strong suspicion

This will lead us to the second element of the novum definition, namely 
raising a strong suspicion that if the facts or circumstances were known by 
the judge at the time of the trial, the outcome would have been different. 
According to Nganro, novum must be decisive in that if it was revealed in the 
previous hearing, it may result in a different finding.1784

A novum must have a juridical nature or meaning, i.e. facts that can be 
proved by ordinary evidence, such as a witness’ testimony, documentary 
evidence, and so on.1785 By presenting the novum, a evidence that had been 
proven previously in the hearing before a district court, high court, or the MA 
might be invalidated.1786

Based on the two elements of the KUHAP’s wording of novum, not all new 

1778 Id.
1779 Id.
1780 Id.
1781 mA deCision no. 124 pK/pid/2010 (moCHAmAd tArmA HAntono), supra note 1068 at 19.
1782 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1783 Harahap, supra note 1337.
1784 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1785 simAnJuntAK, supra note 1675 at 184.
1786 Id.
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evidence can be used as a basis to file a revision request.1787 To be qualified as 
a novum, the new evidence must have a real evidentiary value in influencing 
the decision (having the nature and quality of “raising strong suspicion”) that 
if the new fact had been known, discovered, and presented at the time of the 
trial, it might have led to one of these decisions:1788

1.  an acquittal (vrijspraak);
2.  a dismissal of all charges (ontslag van alle rechtsvervolging);
3.  a bar to prosecution (niet ontvankelijk verklaring); or
4.  a decision to impose a lighter criminal sentence. 

The Sengkon and Karta’s case is an example where a novum can lead to 
an acquittal. Sengkon and Karta were initially sentenced to 12 and 7 years in 
prison, respectively, by the Bekasi District Court. This sentence was upheld by 
the Bandung High Court, before Sengkon and Karta was acquitted. The novum 
in this case was the confession of Gunel and his friends before the Bekasi 
District Court that they were the real perpetrators of the murder (and robbery) 
charged against Sengkon and Karta.1789

The acquittal should be the result produced by a court if it is of the opinion 
that based on the result of examination in a hearing, the charges against the 
defendant have not been legally and convincingly proven.1790 According to 
Wirjono Prodjodikoro, there are two possible causes for such finding:1791

1.  the absence of the minimum evidence as stipulated by the law, which is 
when there is only the confession of the defendant, a single witness, or an 
indication, all of which are not corroborated by any other evidence; and

2.  the element of the minimum evidence has been fulfilled, but the judge 
was not convinced of the defendant’s guilt. 

A novum that may result in a dismissal of all charges must relate to Article 
191(2) KUHAP, which states that: “if the court is of the opinion that the act 
indicted against the defendant is proven, but that the act is not a crime, then 
the defendant is dismissed from the prosecution.”1792 According to Andi 
Hamzah, a verdict of dismissal (ontslag van alle rechtsvervolging) can be decided 
by a judge against a defendant who was convicted but the conviction failed to 

1787 LAmintAng, supra note 452 at 545.
1788 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 620. See also dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 55.
1789 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 23.
1790 Id. at 23. See Art. 191(1) KUHAP.
1791 Id.
1792 Id. at 24.
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stand due to a legal justification or legal excuse.1793 
A revision granted based on novum that resulted in the dismissal of all 

charges occurred in the case of Djunaedy Santoso, who was convicted of forging 
a sale and purchase deed. In his revision request, Santoso submitted a novum 
in the form of statements of two witnesses who attempted to demonstrate 
that there was no mens rea in him to commit the forgery. Santoso managed to 
convince the revision panel that the series of actions committed by him in the 
said case were not based on bad faith, but rather a reasonable effort to protect 
his rights from potential losses arising out of the loan agreement between 
himself and the victims.1794

For this reason, the revision panel was convinced that the origin of the 
criminal case, namely the loan agreement, should have fallen under the realm 
of civil law and be resolved through a civil proceeding. The panel of judges at 
the cassation level was considered to be incorrect in adjudicating the case as a 
criminal case.1795 Thus, the revision panel decided that although Santoso has 
been proven to have committed the forgery as charged by the prosecutor, the 
forgery was not a criminal act, and Santoso was dismissed from all charges 
(ontslag van alle rechtsvervolging).1796

The narrowed down provisions on novum that may result in a bar to 
prosecution cannot be found in the KUHAP. According to Andi Hamzah, 
the court can issue such bar to prosecution if a trial satisfies the following 
elements:1797

1. the crime charged against the defendant has expired (verjaard); 
2. the first decision is protected by ne bis in idem; 
3. the AG applies the principle of opportunity (the prosecution was 

terminated); 
4. the defendant dies during the process of examination; or
5. the Indonesian criminal law did not apply when the crime was committed.

The decision to bar a prosecution is a statement from the judge that 
there is insufficient reason to continue the examination of the prosecutor’s 
charge.1798 This statement would be made at the beginning of the trial, unlike 
an acquittal or dismissal.1799 Further, the decision to bar a prosecution would 

1793 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
1794 MA Decision no. 54 PK/Pid/2016 (Djunaedy Santoso), 1, 32 (2016).
1795 Id. at 32.
1796 Id. at 33.
1797 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
1798 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 56.
1799 Id.
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arise mainly from the differences of opinion between the prosecutor and the 
judge regarding the basis of the prosecution.1800

An example of a case where a revision request based on novum resulted 
in a bar to prosecution is the Japin and Vitalis Andi case. In this case, both 
defendants were sentenced to 1.5 years imprisonment based on Article 47(1) 
Law no. 18 of 2004 on Plantations (Law 18/2004). The prosecutor alleged that 
together with residents from Silat Hulu village in Ketapang, West Kalimantan, 
the defendants carried out actions that disrupt the palm oil plantation business 
activities managed by PT Bangun Nusa.1801

The convicted defendants then filed a revision request based on novum in 
the form of an MK Decision no. 55/PUU-VIII/2010, which revoked Article 21, in 
conjunction with Article 47(1) Law 18/2004, which formed the basis of their 
indictment, prosecution and conviction.1802 Based on the novum, the revision 
panel considered that the actions regulated by Article 21 in conjunction with 
Article 47(1) Law 18/2004 were no longer deemed as a criminal act.1803 As such, 
the revision panel declared that the prosecutor’s charge was inadmissible.1804

However, it is not always the case that every novum that led to the 
application of a lighter punishment is strong enough to be a ground for 
revision.1805 According to Soedirdjo, there should be a legal basis in the law to 
reduce a sentence.1806 A person, previously punished with Article 340 KUHP, 
was sentenced to imprisonment of 17 years, but then a novum was found 
which could prove that the murder was committed spontaneously and which, 
as provided in Article 338 KUHP, would reduce the sentence to 15 years.1807

The most recent example of a revision judgment based on novum that 
was granted and resulted in a lighter criminal penalty was the case of Yusman 
Telaumbanua.1808 Initially, the Gunungsitoli District Court declared that 
Telaumbanua has been legally and convincingly proven of having committed 
a “jointly premeditated murder” and sentenced Telaumbanua to the death 
penalty.1809 This decision subsequently obtained a permanent legal force 

1800 Id.
1801 MA Decision no. 63 PK/Pid.Sus/2014 (Japin & Vitalis Andi), 1, 19 (2014).
1802 Id. at 19.
1803 Id.
1804 Id.
1805 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 25.
1806 Id.
1807 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
1808 MA Decision no. 96 PK/Pid/2016 (Yusman Telaumbanua), 1, 18 (2017).
1809 Id. at 18. See also Decision of Gunungsitoli District Court no. 08/Pid.B/ 2013/PN-GS, 21 

May 2013.
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status. Telaumbanua then filed a revision request by arguing that, among 
others, at the time the crime occurred, he was 16 years old, which means that 
Law no. 11 of 2012 on Juvenile Criminal Justice System (Law 11/2012) should 
have applied. The submitted novum was a statement made by a competent 
institution that Telaumbanua’s age on 17 November 2015 was estimated to 
be between 18.4 to 18.5 years old. If the finding is related to the tempus delicti, 
i.e. 24 April 2012, Telaumbanua’s age at the time of the crime was 16 years old. 
The statement was made through scientific testing based on several methods 
having a 95% accuracy rate.1810

The MA accepted the new evidence and qualified it as a novum.1811 The 
revision panel also believed that if the fact had been submitted, examined, 
and considered by the trier of fact, the Gunungsitoli District Court would have 
made a different decision.1812

Therefore, the revision panel re-adjudicated the case based on the Law 
11/2012, where the maximum imprisonment is 10 years. The revision panel 
granted the revision request by annulling the decision of the Gunungsitoli 
District Court, although the MA still found that Telaumbanua has been 
legally and convincingly proven to be guilty of “participating in premeditated 
murder”, and sentenced him to five years imprisonment.1813

According to CJ M. Hatta Ali, in practice, it is often the case that while 
a novum is indeed new or newly found, the facts/circumstances are not 
significant enough to counter an existing evidence.1814 The opinion of a 
revision panel stating that the proposed novum was not relevant can be found 
in the case of Mochamad Tarma Hantono in relation to a Batik dress worn by 
the victim, Tarsem, when she was raped by Bawon.1815 

The same opinion can also be found in the case of Antasari Azhar. The 
revision panel determined that the proposed novum in the form of photos that 
showed three bullet holes in the victim’s head, which was different from the 
post-mortem result that claimed that the victim’s death was caused by two 
bullets, was irrelevant and must be ruled out.1816 According to the revision 
panel, the difference in the number of holes in the victim’s head was not a 
novum, because such difference did not negate the legal facts that described 

1810 Id. at 42.
1811 Id.
1812 Id.
1813 Id.
1814 M. Hatta Ali, (2017).
1815 mA deCision no. 124 pK/pid/2010 (moCHAmAd tArmA HAntono), supra note 1068 at 20.
1816 mA deCision no. 117 pK/pid/2011 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 1052 at 188–189.
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the relationship between the principal and the perpetrator.1817 Thus, even if 
the difference was already known from the beginning of the trial, it would not 
result in the acquittal of Antasari, as it would still result in the death of the 
victim and the causal relationship between the result, the perpetrators and the 
defendant would still exist.1818

c. Novum in The Netherlands

In The Netherlands, novum is defined as a new circumstance that appears 
or already exists before the court rendered its decision, but which was unknown 
or not considered by the judge during the trial. According to the provisions of 
the existing law, a new circumstance that arises after a trial has occurred but 
before the judgment is rendered, can also be recognized as a novum. Therefore, 
a novum could have appeared during the period (commonly, of two weeks) 
between the last hearing and the reading of the verdict.1819

In the past, there was a tendency to interpret a judge’s lack of awareness of 
a circumstance based on the minutes of the trial, documents read out during 
the trial, or the court decision. If a circumstance did not appear in one of those 
documents, then the judge would be considered as not aware of it. However, 
this trend was heavily criticized and as a result, has not been maintained by 
the HR. Case files can contain other information outside of the minutes of the 
trial, documents read out during the trial, or the court decision, and it must 
be assumed that a judge is familiar with the case files.1820 To limit a revision 
more strictly, it is logical to state that information that was already available 
to the judge and the suspect cannot, in any event, independently generate a 
novum.1821

In principle, whether a circumstance was known by the sentencing 
judge at the court hearing must always be answered on the basis of the case 
files submitted to the court, as well as the issues discussed at the hearing.1822 
Therefore, the starting point is that the judge was aware of the entire 
content.1823 The applicant of revision will have to make it conceivable that 
the alleged novum concerns a circumstance with which the judge was not 

1817 Id.
1818 Id.
1819 Duker, supra note 1503.
1820 Id.
1821 Id.
1822 Aben, supra note 1544.
1823 Id.
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aware.1824 Although at first sight, a new circumstance may seem emerge, a 
further examination of the procedural documents may show that the judge 
did take that circumstance into account.1825

On the other hand, the intention to correct an unjust conviction through 
revision also materialized in The Netherlands. The failure to pursue certain 
defenses does not block the possibility of challenging a supposedly incorrect 
conviction in revision.1826 Likewise, if a circumstance was not used during the 
trial, but then used in the revision requests, it does not automatically mean 
that the defendant has accepted the conviction without challenging it.1827 
Obvious deception and apparent negligence to challenge an unjustifiable 
conviction are no reason to reject a revision request.1828 

Therefore, the HR will not deny a convicted defendant who fails to 
institute a certain defense from submitting a revision request.1829 It is essential, 
however, that when a convicted defendant claims to have misled the judge of 
a fact or when they have been negligent in carrying out a valid defense, the 
defendant knows that they will have a more significant burden of convincing 
the HR to review the credibility of new circumstance invoked by them.1830 

For example, if the applicant puts forward a ground for revision that he 
was attacked by the victim and acted in an emergency situation, this would not 
immediately lead to an admissibility of the request because it will be difficult 
to establish the credibility of the new circumstance and to explain why those 
circumstance had not been invoked previously.1831

What is clear is that a novum exists only when a new factual circumstance 
detracts from the conviction. Consequences, opinions, guesses or arguments 
are not grounds for revision. One might think that an (apparent) misapplication 
of the law is also a ground for a revision of a conviction. But, that is not the 
case. A legal error is not a ground for revision as it was deliberately excluded 
from the original 1899 Sv revision arrangement. The novum must relate to the 
(actual) circumstances by which a conviction has been announced. A revision 
is possible if new circumstances of a factual nature lead to the conclusion that 
the law should have been applied differently, such as when the circumstances 
show that a less severe penal provision should have been applied. In that case, 

1824 Id.
1825 Duker, supra note 1503.
1826 Id.
1827 Id.
1828 Id.
1829 Id.
1830 Id.
1831 Id.
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the error concerns the facts, not the law. 
As a result of the recent amendment, novum is no longer a ‘circumstance’, 

but a ‘given’ or gegeven in Dutch. This allows a revision to be filed not only 
based on a new fact, but also based on a new expert insight. Expert statement 
plays an important role in the evidence of a criminal case. It is also able to be 
presented as a ground for revision, and indeed, is sometimes qualified as such. 
However, the HR applies the rule strictly in this case. In the ‘Putten murder’ 
case, the HR considered that an expert opinion can, in principle, applies as 
a novum if such opinion is based on facts and/or circumstances of a factual 
nature that were not known or could be considered as not having been known 
to the judge who issued the judgment.1832 

As a result of the expansion of the scope of novum, the restriction of novum 
becomes more problematic. Besides the question of how to assess whether the 
sentencing court was aware of any circumstance of a factual nature, there is 
also the question of how to determine whether a judge was aware of a different 
understanding of the significance of evidence that had already been known.1833 
The case files will not always be able to clarify the information that can be 
derived from the facts.1834 

In principle, an expert opinion can only be regarded as a novum “insofar 
as it is based on facts and/or circumstances of a factual nature that were not 
known or could not be deemed to have been known to the ruling court”.1835 
In the Putten murder case, however, the HR found room for an amendment, 
partly because during the revision process, the expert had stated that he had 
not been aware of the specific facts concerning the discovery of sperm traces. 
The HR had to force itself (legally) into legal bends.1836 The text of Article 457(1) 
Sv refers to “any circumstances that are not revealed to the judge”, and not “a 
circumstance that was not revealed by the expert”.1837 In the Putten murder 
case, the HR granted a revision request based on a modified expert opinion, 
which were not found in any other cases.1838

As long as there is no new information (for example, new expert evidence), 
the reopening of a criminal case is inappropriate as the society has an interest 
in stopping a process at a given moment. Revision is an extraordinary remedy 

1832 HR 14 September 1987, NJ 1988, 615. In Id.
1833 Aben, supra note 1544.
1834 Id.
1835 bALLin, supra note 1740.
1836 Id.
1837 Id.
1838 Id.
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that must also remain exceptional. For this reason, the mere fact that there has 
been a change in the understanding of the validity of an expert statement is 
not sufficient for a revision.1839

Another new circumstance that, strictly speaking, does not affect the 
evidence but may raise doubts regarding the persuasiveness of the evidence 
and thus the defendant’s guilt such that it constitutes a ground for revision, is 
the confession of a fact by a third party.1840 The case law for this circumstance 
involved an armed robbery where the applicant tried to refute the evidence 
against him in cassation without success. Outside of the case, there were 
rumors that the applicant was not the actual perpetrator. At the same time, 
the municipal police received a confession from a third party. That confession 
was so credible, for example, he was able to point out where the weapon used 
was found, that the application was declared as well-founded.1841 

A third party’s confession also played a decisive role in the so-called 
‘Schiedam park murder’ case.1842 Here, two years after the applicant’s 
conviction, a third party was arrested in connection with another criminal 
offence. He was then held in pretrial detention, during which he confessed 
that he had committed the murder in question. This confession prompted the 
defendant and the PG to file two separate revision requests. Additional DNA 
examination supported the confession and refuted the involvement of the 
applicant in the murder. 

In The Netherlands, as in Indonesia, a new circumstance submitted as a 
novum must produce a “serious suspicion” that if the judge had been aware of 
the existence of the new circumstance from the outset, the judge would have 
arrived at a different outcome. This different outcome may be in the form of 
an acquittal, dismissal of all legal charges, bar on prosecution, or a less severe 
punishment. 

Novum in a detrimental revision 

Following the 2013 amendment of the Dutch Sv, an applicant can also 
propose a novum if there is “a given fact” for the judge that was not known at 
the hearing and there is a serious suspicion that if this fact had been known, 
the case would have ended in the conviction of an acquitted defendant 
for deliberately committing a murder that results in the death of another 

1839 Id.
1840 HR 15 June 1931, NJ 1931, p. 945; HR 29 February 1932, NJ 1932, p. 676 and HR 27 June 

1938, NJ 1939, 52. In Id.
1841 See HR September 28, 1976, NJ 1977, 224 in Id. 
1842 HR 25 January 2005, LJN AS1872. In Id.
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person.1843 A revision is only allowed in the case of a deliberately committed 
crime resulting in a fatal outcome, to ensure justice is done fairly since it 
concerns grave offences.1844

This allowance was made because the legislator wanted to allow 
detrimental revision based on novum, which is far-reaching and may cause 
serious drawbacks. As such, it would only be possible for grave crimes and the 
taking of someone’s life that is regarded as the most serious and irreversible 
degradation of the highest legal right, which is the right to live.1845 Such right 
must, in principle, be regarded as the ‘highest legal good’.1846 

The initial criterion in the original bill was more strict and a detrimental 
revision would only be possible in cases involving the death of a person that 
was punishable by life imprisonment.1847 Eventually, the current criterion was 
proposed in the Dutch Parliament’s Second Chamber and was accepted.1848 The 
current criterion only allows a detrimental revision for a completed crime. The 
legislator considered that an attempt at, the preparation of, and the complicity 
in one (completed) crime are not severe enough to qualify as a ground for 
revision.1849 This is based on the norm stated earlier that a detrimental revision 
is only desirable for a grave crime that resulted in death. 

Data that can qualify as a novum for a detrimental revision is quite 
limited.1850 First, a credible confession by the defendant can be considered as a 
novum. When a former defendant makes a credible confession about the offence 
for which he was acquitted or dismissed from prosecution, such confession 
can be regarded as a novum. This confession can only be disclosed through 
a statement, a written document (such as an autobiography of a defendant 
where he confessed the fact) or an official report made by an investigating 
officer.1851

But, a witness statement is deliberately excluded. It is not possible for 
a confession to amount to a novum if it is merely a statement by a witness 

1843 Art. 482a paragraph 1 sub a Sv. See Melanie van Helmond, De Wet Herziening Ten Nadele 
en de Toepassing van Private Opsporingshandelingen (Revision in Detriment and the 
Application of Private Tracking Activities).

1844 Flora Bogaerts, Curtailment of the rights of the accused in the Dutch criminal law (procedure), 
http://dare.uva.nl/cgi/arno/show.cgi?fid=346803 (last visited Jan 24, 2015).

1845 Parliamentary Papers II 2009-2010, 32 044, no. 6, p. 9. See van Helmond, supra note 1843 
at 15.

1846 Parliamentary Papers II 2009-2010, 32 044, no. 6, p. 9. See Id.
1847 Kessler 2013, p. 695. See Id.
1848 Id.
1849 Art. 482a Sv.
1850 Id.
1851 van Helmond, supra note 1843 at 16.
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claiming that he heard the defendant confessing the fact. A testimony is 
also excluded, not only because memories fade over time, but also because 
the legislator wants to protect an acquitted defendant against unjustified 
accusation and unwanted private investigation.1852 

Second, the result of a technical research can also be regarded as a novum.1853 
A technical research must concern a ‘hard’ evidence to qualify as a novum. It 
is irrelevant whether such technical research is regulated under the laws or 
not.1854 By stating that a technical research can qualify as a novum, it is possible 
that new techniques that were not yet available in criminal investigation be 
created or applied.1855 This way, detrimental revision ensures that the right to 
file a revision request would respond to new technological developments. 

Finally, while newly found evidence can be considered as a novum by 
technical research, this practice is becoming outdated.1856 For example, a new 
expert insight is not sufficient to be regarded as a novum.1857 The results of 
the technical research should be such that it leads to a severe suspicion that 
based on the results, the judgment in question would have convicted the 
defendant.1858 

d. Novum and ne bis in idem

From the various descriptions above and in the previous sections, it can be 
concluded that novum is always treated as a ground of extraordinary character. 
Even at the beginning of its history, novum was determined to be restrictive.

There have always been attempts to limit the scope of novum to ensure 
that it will not lose its extraordinary traits. Thus, the restrictive character of 
novum is in line with one of the functions of the ne bis in idem doctrine, which 
is to maintain the finality of a decision. 

Conversely, it is novum that can open up the protection of ne bis in idem to 
the finality of the decision. The acceptance of novum means that the same act 
element of ne bis in idem is not fulfilled in decision to be regarded as final. Such 
decision no longer deserves the protection of ne bis in idem and a revision or a 
second look against this decision can be requested.

Further, the acceptance of novum indicates the presence of new material 

1852 Parliamentary Papers II 2009-2010, 32 044, no. 6, p. 8-9; Parliamentary Papers II 2008-
2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 8. See Id. at 16.

1853 Art. 482a(3)b Sv. In Id. at 17.
1854 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 32. In Id. at 17. 
1855 Corstens & Borgers 2014, p. 970 in Id.
1856 Cologne & Knigge 2016, p. 686 in Id.
1857 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 32 in Id.
1858 Parliamentary Papers II 2009-2010, 32 044, no. 6, p. 7 in Id.
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fact(s) that were not present during the determination of the legal qualification. 
This new material fact(s) are able to change the details of the complex of facts of 
the case, which results in a different legal identity to the facts. The law requires 
that the new material fact(s) must be sufficiently proven by commonly known 
evidence under the criminal procedural law, such as a witness statement, 
document, indication, and confession from the defendant.1859

The factual character of novum that corresponds with the ‘same act’ 
element of ne bis in idem has naturally ruled out argument or opinion from the 
category of material fact that can be proposed as a novum. Therefore, according 
to a lawyer like Chandra Hamzah, an expert statement should not amount 
to a novum as it is not a fact, but rather an opinion.1860 Moreover, argument 
or opinion can indeed obscure factual and legal issues. A view, opinion or 
inference cannot generally be considered as a fact.1861 Only a new fact, and not 
a new argument based on the existing case file, qualifies as a novum.1862

However, in some instances, this limitation makes it difficult to reveal the 
truth. This was shown in The Netherlands by the Putten murder case and the 
Schiedam Park murder case, while in Indonesia, there were the cases of Devid 
Eko Priyanto and Yusman Telaumbanua. In these cases, an expert statement 
played an essential role, and only an expert statement can ultimately reveal 
the truth while correcting the errors.

For this reason, restriction on expert statement as a material fact of a 
novum needs to be relaxed. To uphold the factual character of novum, an expert 
statement must be based on the result of a technical research on the facts or 
circumstances that exist in a case. Essentially, the expert statement must be a 
“hard evidence”. 

By way of example, in the cases of Devid and Yusman, Indonesian 
court, which rarely play a role in shaping the scope of novum, have accepted 
a novum with an expanded scope. In addition, we cannot deny technological 
developments and their implications to law enforcement and the revelation of 
the truth cannot be prevented.

Further, the material fact(s) must also be new. The definition of “new” 
here relates to the concept of law and is not based on common sense, which 
is auspiciously provided in the regulation regarding novum. Here, the term 
“new” means that the judge has only learned of the fact after the decision has 
obtained a permanent legal force and that such fact was not known or was not 

1859 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 184.
1860 Chandra M. Hamzah, (2017). 
1861 Aben, supra note 1544 at 14.
1862 Franken, supra note 3 at 224.
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considered at the time of the trial. The formal indicator used for the element 
of “new” is whether the facts or circumstances have previously appeared in 
any files that the judge should have known. Alternatively, in Andrews’ words, 
“new” means that the facts could not have been obtained with reasonable 
diligence for use at the trial.1863 

Despite being newly discovered and/or submitted after a decision has 
obtained a permanent legal force, the facts or circumstances must be directly 
related to the complex of facts of the criminal event decided by the decision in 
question. The same requirement applies if the new fact or circumstance is in 
the form of a testimony of a new witness. If this requirement is not satisfied, 
then the new material fact(s) or circumstances cannot waive the protection 
under ne bis in idem. 

In this context, the decision by the revision panel in the case of Mochamad 
Tarma Hantono, which rejected the written testimonies of five witnesses 
simply because these testimonies were made after the decision became legally 
binding, needs to be supplemented with other reasonings. These additional 
reasoning could be the assessment of the direct relationship between those 
testimonies and the complex of facts of the murder of Bawon, which may 
help to clarify the event. Another substantial reason is needed to override the 
testimonies, such as its relevance to the conviction, similar to the situation 
when the revision panel rejected the victim’s clothes as a novum because it was 
considered as irrelevant.

The new material fact(s) will have no meaning in denying the existence 
of the same act, which is a requirement for the operation of ne bis in idem 
protection, if it does not result in the application of a different legal qualification. 
As expressed by Aben, novum must contain exceptional circumstances that 
could lead to a different outcome.1864 

In the wording of the novum provision, the criterion that it should lead to 
a different legal qualification is represented by the phrase “serious suspicion”. 
The data should be such that a different outcome of the criminal case is not 
only a possibility, but a high probability.

The different legal qualification can be in the form of an acquittal, 
dismissal of all charges, a bar to prosecution, or the imposition of a less 
severe sentence. It can also be in the form of a conviction in the context of 
a detrimental revision. The new material fact(s) will be irrelevant or merely 
acts as an additional fact of a criminal event if it does not lead to a different 
legal qualification. Likewise, the application of a different legal qualification 

1863 Andrews, supra note 306 at 112.
1864 Aben, supra note 1544 at 15.
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without being based on new material fact(s) will merely result in a question of 
law or legal error that cannot be resolved through revision.

Both of these criteria, the new material fact(s) and the different legal 
qualification, coupled with the importance of maintaining the finality of the 
decision, are the most appropriate method, in my opinion, of interpreting 
the ‘same act’ element of ne bis in idem. This interpretation is in line with the 
current interpretation of ne bis in idem in The Netherlands.

In relation to my previous theory, the strongest meeting point between 
ne bis in idem and revision lies in the way of interpreting the same act in a 
manner that closely resembles the definition of novum. The only question that 
remains is whether the different legal qualification must be limited only to 
legal qualifications that favor the defendant. Furthermore, the question on the 
types of final judgment that can be subjected to different legal qualifications 
must also be raised. I feel that a conviction, acquittal or dismissal are all 
worthy of the protection under ne bis in idem, but that all of them should also 
be corrected if they contain any factual errors as proven by novum.

In The Netherlands, although an acquittal and conviction were both 
protected by finality since 1899, a stronger finality seemed to be given to an 
acquittal. However, various events in the Dutch criminal law that forced The 
Netherlands to revise its legal politics has led to the possibility of a revision 
against an acquittal. 

Meanwhile in Indonesia, although the legal framework afforded a much 
stronger finality to an acquittal compared to a conviction, a revision against 
an acquittal is no longer a surprise since the Mukhtar Pakpahan case. In fact, 
this practice has occurred repeatedly throughout the history of revision.

Doctrinally, there is no difference between the finality of an acquittal and 
a conviction and the chance to correct errors should be present in both. As long 
as there is a new material fact that can result in a different legal qualification, 
which is submitted in light of preserving the finality of the court decision, 
a revision should be made possible, regardless of whether it is favorable or 
detrimental to the defendant.

3. Judge’s mistake or egregious error

The inclusion of judge’s mistake or egregious error as a ground for revision 
has caused a lot of debate, especially among jurists.1865 The Indies Sv did not 
recognize this ground.1866 However, Perma 1/1969 introduced this ground 

1865 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 57.
1866 Id.
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along with other grounds.1867 CJ Oemar Senoadji took out this revision ground 
from Perma 1/1980, precisely in the middle of the heated debates relating to 
the Sengkon and Karta’s case, which was recognized as a case where judge’s 
mistake or error was manifestly evident.1868 

The promulgation of Perma 1/1980 was considered as a setback of the 
MA.1869 It received a strong reaction from jurists, who accused the MA of 
refusing to admit the possibility that its judges can make mistakes or errors 
in their decisions, which was different from the stance of the MA during the 
issuance of Perma 1/1969.1870 The MA was accused of making the judges 
appear as perfect human being without defects, whose faults in the judicial 
duties are untouchable.1871

In those days, many considered the inclusion of judge’s mistake as a 
ground for revision to be indispensable, given the number of court rulings that 
were perceived by justice seekers as false or incorrect.1872 When the KUHAP 
included the ground again, the step was considered as returning the missing 
child.1873

However, in its development, this ground caused the public to view 
revision less seriously.1874 Vice CJ M. Syarifuddin, acknowledges that this 
burdened the MA.1875 Andi Hamzah also states that the judge’s mistake or 
egregious error ground has been mocked.1876 That is why he always suggests 
that this ground be deleted.1877 Former CJ Harifin A. Tumpa agrees with 
Andi Hamzah. In light of the consistency of judicial decisions, he argues that 
there are too many grounds for revision, which should be limited to only two 
grounds, namely novum and contradictory judgments.1878 The judge’s mistake 
or egregious error ground, he thinks, is merely a sought after excuse.1879 Legal 
practitioner Chandra M. Hamzah also agrees that it would be better to remove 
judge’s mistake from the grounds for revision.1880

1867 Id.
1868 Id.
1869 Id.
1870 Id.
1871 Id.
1872 Id. at 58.
1873 Id.
1874 Alkostar, supra note 1365.
1875 Id.
1876 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
1877 Id.
1878 Tumpa, supra note 1397.
1879 Id.
1880 Hamzah, supra note 1860.
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Generally, those who support the exclusion of judge’s mistake or 
egregious error are well aware of the Dutch regulation on the same issue. Andi 
Hamzah firmly states that he adheres to the approach of the regulation in The 
Netherlands.1881 MA justice Andi Samsan Nganro is confident in referring to 
the regulation in The Netherlands, which does not recognize judge’s mistake 
or egregious error.1882

The idea of removing judge’s mistake from the grounds for revision has 
also been reviewed and discussed internally in the MA.1883 According to M. 
Syarifuddin, the high number of revision requests instigated the discussion 
on limiting the grounds for revision to only novum.1884 However, he wondered 
what would be the alternative entry point for the MA to correct a judgment if 
there is indeed a judge’s mistake.1885 

There are alternative opinions, including by Yahya Harahap, who sees 
that this ground is worth retaining.1886 Harahap exemplifies that if there is 
a decision stating that a crime has been proven without any argumentation 
or without confronting the facts or evidence, then such decision contains a 
mistake and that can be classified as a defective judgment.1887 According to 
Harahap, like many other countries, the definition of a defective judgment in 
Indonesia is extensive. It includes a decision that is contrary to the law and a 
decision that complies with the law, but such law is not sufficiently applied 
against the facts, or a decision containing a contradiction in its consideration 
or between the consideration and the holding.1888 Harahap then raises the 
question on whether such decision should be maintained, which is the same 
as allowing injustice to become law in the society.1889 That is why Harahap 
argues that the ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error must continue to 
exist.1890

1881 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
1882 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1883 Syarifuddin, supra note 1558.
1884 Id.
1885 Id.
1886 Harahap, supra note 1337.
1887 Id.
1888 Id.
1889 Id.
1890 Id.
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a. The criteria of judge’s mistake or egregious error

According to MA justice Andi Samsan Nganro, the formulation by the 
lawmakers of what a judge’s mistake or egregious error means is unclear.1891 
Nganro says that the wording is like an enlarged rubber band and it can 
consequently cancel any decisions.1892 The law also gives a relaxed boundaries 
to the practice of judge’s mistake or egregious error, as reflected in the legal 
reasoning of various decisions.1893

One thing to avoid, says Harifin Tumpa, is labelling the interpretations of 
judges at cassation or lower level courts that differ from the opinions of revision 
judges at the MA as a judge’s mistake.1894 This approach may ultimately lead to 
an endless case, as each person will have a different opinion.1895

The word ‘mistake’ according to Adami Chazawi, is derived from the word 
khilaf, which means a mistake or fault that is not intentional.1896 A mistake is 
an unintentional fault by a party, who in this case is the judge.1897

Because Perma 1/1969 uses the term “judge’s mistake or striking error”, 
while Article 263(2)c KUHAP states “judge’s mistake or egregious error”, it is 
the judge who can clarify the difference between the word “striking” versus 
“egregious” in the decision.1898 However, Chazawi interprets egregious to mean 
bright, easily visible or known, without having to examine carefully or without 
having to use the power of thought and reasoning specifically intended to test 
its truth.1899

The sentence of judge’s mistake or the egregious error is separated by 
the connecting word “or”.1900 It indicates two forms of situations. First, the 
decision clearly shows a mistake by a judge, and second, the decision shows an 
egregious error.1901 According to Chazawi, the word “or” contains the meaning 
of the phrase before the word “or” has the same meaning as the phrase after 
it.1902

Besides, the judge’s mistake or egregious error ground can only be brought 

1891 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1892 Id. Nganro uses the term “out”.
1893 Id.
1894 Tumpa, supra note 1397.
1895 Id.
1896 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 83.
1897 Id.
1898 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 58.
1899 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 84.
1900 Id. at 83.
1901 Id.
1902 Id.
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against facts or circumstances, not against misappropriation of the law.1903 The 
MA affirms this in one of its decisions, where it rejected a revision requested 
filed by a convicted defendant on the basis of an incorrect application of the 
law by the district court and the high court.1904 Since every decision must be 
based on at least two pieces of evidence and the judge’s sincere belief on the 
guilt of the defendant, a judge’s mistake or egregious error may occur when 
the judge only bases the verdict for a conviction without the support of at least 
two pieces of evidence.1905 

Adami Chazawi also emphasizes the importance of legal considerations 
in determining the criterion of judge’s mistake or egregious error. He says 
that the most critical point in filing a revision request based on judge’s 
mistake or egregious error is a mistake on the part of the legal considerations 
and the holding, which are the soul of a court’s decision, or the crown of a 
judgment.1906 The quality of a court’s decision can be measured from its legal 
considerations and from the fact that the holding is drawn from the legal 
considerations.1907 The decision must be based on legal considerations and not 
deviate from them.1908 The content of the holding must have the basis in the 
legal considerations.1909

Another way of understanding judge’s mistake, according to Chazawi, 
is by looking at the KUHAP, where a criminal decision contains 12 different 
parts.1910 Out of the 12, 10 parts are imperative, which, if not included, could 
cause the decision to be declared as null and void.1911 Therefore, a verdict that 
does not contain any of the 10 sections, Chazawi insists, is a decision containing 
a judge’s mistake.1912

b. Types of judge’s mistake or egregious error

Unclear boundaries and definitions can lead to a diverse category of 
decisions containing a judge’s mistake or egregious error. The Head of the East 
Jakarta DPO, R. Narendra Jatna, referred to a judge’s mistake in the Pollycarpus 
Budihari Priyanto decision. In that case, the prosecutor believed that a forgery 

1903 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 21. 
1904 MA Decision no. 6 PK/Kr/1980. In Id. at 22. 
1905 simAnJuntAK, supra note 1675 at 187.
1906 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 84.
1907 Id. at 84.
1908 Id.
1909 Id.
1910 Id. See KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 197(1).
1911 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 84.
1912 Id.
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had been committed to carry out the murder.1913 However, the judge tried to 
fragment the accusation in order not to be burdened by the murder allegation, 
separating the forgery and the murder, so that there was a common forgery and 
a proven falsification of a letter, without considering the murder.1914 According 
to Jatna, this was a real mistake, which led the prosecutor to eventually compile 
a cumulative indictment.1915

Another example, according to Jatna, was the decision in the Mukhtar 
Pakpahan case. The decision in that case said that while the indictment was 
proven, the defendant’s act could not be charged based on colonial passages.1916 
That decision should, of course, be seen as a real mistake, and if the prosecutor 
would not oppose it, Jatna asserts, then in the future, the KUHP, as inherited 
from the colonial era, will become invalid.1917

Andi Samsan Nganro also points out a decision that does not meet the 
formalities as an example of a judge’s mistake.1918 He says that sometimes 
cassation judges missed the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of the 
defendant before making the decision.1919 This negligence is then subjected 
to a revision and is categorized as a flaw in the consideration.1920 The KUHAP 
governs the consequences of such negligence, where a decision can be declared 
null and void. However, in the end, the revision panel only completed the 
decision because it would have been too risky to set aside an earlier decision 
solely based on the reason of discarding a formality.1921

Another example can be found in case decisions. On 27 October 1983, a 
convicted defendant (M. Taslim) filed a revision request on the ground that the 
underlying considerations of the decision of the Baturaja District Court – on 
the proven guilt – were mistakes as they were solely based on indications.1922 
Based on Article 188(2) KUHAP, an indication can be used as evidence if it 
is obtained from a witness statement, documentary evidence, or statement 
of the defendant, which show that there is no proof that the defendant had 
committed a crime.1923 For this reason, the convicted defendant argued that 

1913 Jatna, supra note 1400.
1914 Id.
1915 Id.
1916 Id.
1917 Id.
1918 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1919 Id.
1920 Id.
1921 Id. See KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 197(1)e.
1922 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 623.
1923 Id.
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the ruling clearly consisted of a judge’s mistake.1924

The revision ground was justified by the MA because: (i) from the 
beginning, the defendant had denied the indictment; (ii) there was no witness 
who saw the victim being pushed by the defendant from the train, which led 
to his death; and (iii) not a single witness saw the defendant taking the victim’s 
clothes and money with the intention of obtaining them illegally.1925

The MA also assessed the fact that the victim’s clothes and money in the 
defendant’s bag was placed for safekeeping, as they were friends. This means 
that the defendant did not take the clothes and the money from the victim’s 
body.1926 The defendant moved the victim’s body before making a police report 
because he did not have the heart to see his friend’s corpse exposed to direct 
sunlight and to protect the body from wild animals.1927

The MA further assessed that the victim’s parents, as well as the police 
and the prosecutor, suspected that the defendant had killed the victim solely 
based on their conclusions and the law does not justify putting a person on 
trial based on inferred conclusions rather than on legal evidence.1928 Based on 
the considerations above, the revision request was granted on the grounds 
of judge’s mistake or egregious error.1929 On the annulment of the decision in 
question, the MA declared that the fault of the defendant had not been legally 
and convincingly proven, and he, therefore, must be acquitted.1930

In the above case, the earlier judges only based their judgment on 
assumption without adjusting it to existing evidence, such as the result of 
visum et repertum, which stated that there was a mark resulting from a blunt 
collision on the victim’s body that had not been examined, thus causing a 
contradiction of one consideration to another.1931

An example of revision based on judge’s mistake or egregious error can 
also be found in another case.1932 Originally, the applicant in this case was 
sentenced for using false letters based on MA’ decision in cassation.1933 The 
defendant then filed a revision request against the decision and one of the 

1924 Id.
1925 Id.
1926 Id.
1927 Id.
1928 Id.
1929 Id. at 624.
1930 Id. The annulled decisions consist of MA decision no. 199 K/Pid/1983, 29 August 1983, 

the decision of Palembang High Court no. 130/1981, 15 December 1981, and the decision 
of Baturaja District Court no. 463/1980, 28 March 1981.

1931 simAnJuntAK, supra note 1675 at 188.
1932 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 635. MA Decision no. 6 PK/Pid/1982, 9 June 1983.
1933 Id. at 635. MA Decision no. 161 K/Kr/1978, 22 December 1979.
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grounds for the revision was judge’s mistake or egregious error, because the 
MA in cassation had ordered a house, which was seized as evidence in the 
principal case, to be returned to a witness named Karamah.1934 Based on the 
previous decision, the witness’ right to the house was not known.1935

The defendant argued that the return of the house should be based on the 
KUHAP, in that an evidence must be returned to the person who is deemed to 
have the most right or who was the last holder of the evidence and from whose 
hands the evidence was seized.1936 Any person questioning that provision can 
file a lawsuit to the civil court.1937 For that reason, the MA declared that there 
was no mistake in the decision.1938

c. Judge’s mistake or egregious error and cassation grounds

In practice, the ambiguity of the definition and criteria of judge’s mistake or 
egregious error ground leads to a more significant problem, namely the overlap 
of grounds for revision with grounds for cassation.1939 According to Vice CJ M. 
Syarifuddin, the meaning of both is almost the same, and the difference is only 
the language.1940 In cassation, the ground is that the judge fails to apply the 
law appropriately, while in revision, this is referred to as judge’s mistake.1941 
Syarifuddin maintains that there is no difference between the two and in the 
end, a party who filed for cassation will also file for a revision, as the ground 
for cassation could be raised again as judge’s mistake.1942 Former CJ Harifin 
Tumpa also acknowledges that the ground for the incorrect application of the 
law and any others can indeed fall into the category of judge’s mistake.1943

Interestingly, Chazawi has a generalizing opinion while trying to 
distinguish judge’s mistake from the ground for cassation. Theoretically, he 
says, there is a striking difference between the two.1944 In cassation, the grounds 
are a misapplication of the laws, failure to carry out the trial according to the 

1934 Id.
1935 Id. The decision of South Jakarta district court no. 316/1976.
1936 Id. Art. 194(1) KUHAP.
1937 Id.
1938 Id.
1939 AC Waller, one of preadvisers to the Netherlands NJV of 1873 did also assert that the 

possibility of revision based on legal error would become a second cassation and would 
unduly promote legal uncertainty. See HuLLu, supra note 322 at 133.

1940 Syarifuddin, supra note 1558.
1941 Id.
1942 Id.
1943 Tumpa, supra note 1397.
1944 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 99.
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law, and excess of authority by the court.1945 In practice, however, there can 
be confusion, especially related to the ground for revision of judge’s mistake, 
which may contain one out of the three cassation grounds, but with different 
wording.1946

He argues that judge’s mistake can occur in many ways, including in the 
incompetence or excess of authority, incorrect application or violation of the 
law, and failure to fulfil the legal conditions required to revoke a judgment.1947 
But, the line between revision and cassation is clear because the conditions 
of revision are apparent.1948 While a cassation can be filed against a decision 
that has not yet legally enforceable, a revision may only be sought after a 
permanent court decision that has been announced.1949

Andi Samsan Nganro mentions another difference between revision and 
cassation in that the revision request is an inseparable part of the grounds for 
revision. This means that the judge, and consequently the revision ruling, are 
fully bound to the grounds that have been requested.1950 Meanwhile, a cassation 
decision can be separated from its petition.1951 The cassation petition and 
cassation memorandum are two separate things, and each are tied to different 
statutory limit periods.1952

d. Judge’s mistake in The Netherlands

Traditionally in The Netherlands, the system of ordinary remedies, i.e. 
appeal, was considered sufficient to restore legal errors. The rules on ordinary 
remedies are stringent, emerging from the idea that with two full trials 
on the facts and another trial on points of law, mistakes as to the outcome 
of a case will be redressed.1953 The cassation procedure is the last resort in 
redressing judgments based on legal errors. Therefore, adding legal error as 
a ground for revision would undermine this principle.1954 As Van Bemmelen 
said, establishing legal error is difficult. Further, a legal opinion is a valuation 

1945 Id.
1946 Id.
1947 Id.
1948 Id.
1949 Id. This may also mean that he classifies revision by itself as a second chance of casation, 

or cassation against a final judgment.
1950 Nganro, supra note 1364.
1951 Id.
1952 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 626. See Art. 245(1) and Art. 248(1) KUHAP.
1953 Nico Jörg, "Wrongful Convictions in the Netherlands and in Aruba," 6, accessed January 

22, 2015, http://www.isrcl.org/Papers/2006/Jorg.pdf.
1954 Duker, supra note 1503.
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judgment that can be argued upon infinitely.1955

Thus, revision should only be possible in exceptional cases, such as if there 
is severe doubt as to the factual accuracy of the res judicata.1956 The exceptional 
nature of revision requires that only new facts or circumstances that reveal 
inaccuracies can be used to base a revision request against a judgment that 
has already obtained the res judicata. The facts or circumstances must have 
such weight that reasonably, it would have led to a different judgment if it was 
considered by the judge in the previous trial. The judgment must be based on 
an error, and it must concern issues of a factual nature, as significant legal 
errors must be filtered out in cassation.1957 

A legal error cannot be a novum. Only factual errors can be subject to 
revision, not legal errors. The novum must relate to the (actual) circumstances 
by which a conviction has been pronounced. An incorrect interpretation of the 
applicable legal rules is insufficient.1958

When the revision scheme was amended in 1899, it was not the intention 
of the drafters that revision would be a form of appeal without a specific time 
frame.1959 Likewise, there is no indication that the drafters intended differently 
in the amendment of Sv of 2013.1960 This is grounded on the idea that litigation 
has to stop somewhere, which in turn, is the reason why the rules on revision 
are quite strict.1961

However, de Hullu recognized that the boundary between law and fact 
is not always clear, in the sense that sometimes, we can argue that there is a 
novum in situations that are considered as a legal error. Then, that boundary 
can somewhat be interpreted. A mistake about an individual’s right amounts 
to a misapplication of the law. In that case, there is no new circumstances of a 
factual nature, other than the circumstance that the error was discovered.1962

Thus, revision is possible if a new circumstance of a factual nature leads 
to the conclusion that the law should have been applied differently, such as 

1955 See HuLLu, supra note 322 at 133.
1956 Aben, supra note 1544 at 6. 
1957 See Strijards, op cit, p. 164 et seq, and HR February 16, 1931, NJ 1931, p. 1108; HR January 

13, 1976, LJN AD7424, NJ 1976/339 and HR July 6, 1999, LJN ZD1603, NJ 1999/800 
annotation de Hullu. In Id. at 7.

1958 Duker, supra note 1503.
1959 See the explanatory memorandum to the Law of July 14, 1899, Acts of Parliament, House 

of Representatives, attachments, from 1898 to 1899, 78, no. 3, p. 2. See also Strijards, op 
cit, p. 5, p. 69-70 and p. 108. Moreover, de Hullu ever proposed to allow revision by an 
error of law. See HuLLu, supra note 322 at 280–282. Aben, supra note 1544 at 7.

1960 Aben, supra note 1544 at 38.
1961 Nico Jörg, "Wrongful Convictions in the Netherlands and in Aruba," 6.
1962 Duker, supra note 1503.
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when a circumstance shows that a less severe penal provision should have 
been applied.1963 In that case, there is no error regarding the law, but rather, 
the error relates to the facts.1964

De Hullu, however, states in his thesis that the prohibition of revision 
after a legal error cannot be defended in every respect.1965 He says that although 
a clemency can prevent some consequences arising from an unjustified 
conviction based on legal error, he does not think that is sufficient.1966 Moreover, 
it is difficult to apply for clemency after an execution. De Hullu considers that 
the solution promoted by Van Bemmelen to allow revision after a successful 
cassation in the interest of law is too dependent on the ‘accidental’ action of 
the PG at the HR.1967

In any event, the current law in The Netherlands still appears to prohibit 
revision if the new circumstance involves nothing more than a mere finding 
that the law was incorrectly applied at the trial.1968

e. Judge’s mistake or egregious error and ne bis in idem

The term ‘judge’s mistake or egregious error’, as a ground for revision in 
Indonesia has also led to some confusion. As I explained earlier, the terminology 
should be used more precisely to describe the outcome of the discovery of 
grounds for revision, which would make a final decision worthy of revision.

However, for some reason, in the history of the regulation on revision, the 
outcome became the ground for revision, in addition to other grounds such as 
novum and contradictory judgments. Thus, so far based on practice, the most 
appropriate way to interpret judge’s mistake or egregious error as a ground for 
revision is “error of law” or “legal error”.

Indeed, in practice, judge’s mistake or egregious error ground tends 
to be obscured by the grounds for cassation, all of which involve a question 
of law. Another form of judge’s mistake or egregious error that is reflected 
from practice is a mistake by the judge in writing the decision. Therefore, 
the discrepancy between judge’s mistake or egregious error, as a ground for 
revision, with ne bis in idem is quite straightforward.

Judge’s mistake or egregious error is an error of law, which manifests in a 
question of law and error in the written judgment. Therefore, it is not based on 

1963 Id.
1964 Id.
1965 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 281.
1966 Id.
1967 Id.
1968 Duker, supra note 1503.
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new material fact(s). Rather, it is predominantly based on the push to arrive at 
a different legal qualification based on the same material fact(s).

Of course, as a ground for revision, judge’s mistake or egregious error 
is not significant enough to waive the protection of ne bis in idem for a final 
decision. As a result, revision should not be possible because no element of ne 
bis in idem element is affected by such ground.

A revision request and the judgment subject to the revision still concern 
the same act. The two factors that can cumulatively invalidate the ‘same act’ 
element of ne bis in idem are not met, namely (i) new material fact(s) (ii) that 
lead to a different legal qualification. Without both, it is not enough for a 
revision request to interfere with the finality of a decision.

Doctrinally, because of its incompatibility with the ne bis in idem doctrine, 
it is appropriate for judge’s mistake or egregious error to be removed from the 
ground for revision. No reason to preserve it, especially considering that this 
ground is one of the most significant sources of arbitrariness in the practice of 
revision in Indonesia. Indeed, many judges in the MA share this aspiration.1969 
The bill on the amendment of the KUHAP has accommodated the abolition of 
judge’s mistake or egregious error from the grounds for revision. 

Even if judge’s mistake or egregious error serves specific functions, other 
mechanisms can be used to fulfil these functions. The cassation mechanism 
should be used as the ultimate channel to resolve questions of law or error of 
law. Of course, there is a time limit for filing a cassation petition. However, 
revision should not be a route of escape for a defendant who wishes to avoid 
the time limit to file a cassation.

If there is a question of law or error of law, which has the potential to 
disrupt the legal order if it continues to be upheld, then the mechanism of 
cassation in the interest of law can be used. Since the error of law that is raised 
through a cassation in the interest of law is not supplemented by an error of 
fact or factual error, there would be no implications whatsoever to the tangible 
case, other than the restoration of legal order. If there are implications that 
are expected to be obtained by the defendant, then the clemency mechanism 
can be used for this purpose, either independently or as a follow-up to the 
cassation in the interest of law.

Of course, clemency is part of the political domain. Political considerations 

1969 Former Vice CJ Abdul Kadir Mappong in a National Working Meeting between the MA 
and the courts underneath stated that serious deliberation among MA justices was 
conducted in 2010 regarding the possibility to have only 2 (two) grounds for revision, 
namely novum and contradictory judgments. While the other (judge’s mistake or 
egregious error) was proposed to be included in the grounds for cassation. A. Kadir 
Mappong, Tentang Peninjauan Kembali, 11, 10–11 (2011).
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and processes involved in it, not merely juridical. As I explained earlier, almost 
all revision requests in criminal cases have been complemented by a clemency 
petition. An example of a successful clemency petition after a failed revision 
was in the case of Antasari Azhar, the former chairman of KPK.1970

Meanwhile, in relation to an error in the written judgment, it should 
also be resolved through the corrigendum mechanism, without having to 
go through a revision. This is because there are no questions of law, let alone 
questions of fact involved in this situation.

Both cassation in the interest of law and corrigendum will be explained in 
more detail in separate sections. Clemency has already been explained in the 
section regarding elaboration of the conditions or revision. 

The elaboration in the previous section about novum showed that some 
of the challenges in processing a revision request based on judge’s mistake 
or egregious error can be solved by using an alternate approach to novum, 
especially where a revision request based on novum results in the bar to 
prosecution. The fact or condition that a criminal provision does not apply in 
certain tempus delicti, which was unknown or did not receive the attention of 
the judge during the trial, can result in a bar to prosecution. Concrete examples 
of this can be found in the cases of Bambang Suprapto and Sarwanto, which 
could have been rectified through a revision grounded on novum, rather than 
judge’s mistake or egregious error.1971

4. Falsum

Falsum is a procedural irregularity and falsity that occurred in a procedure 
and discovered after a decision became legally binding.1972 Others say that 
falsum manifests in procedural flaws and the presence of false writing or 
statements.1973 If falsum is present, then the judgment in question requires 
substantial revision. 

In the common law system, the types of error that fall under this category 
are best represented by the classic grounds for a writ of habeas corpus, where 
a criminal proceeding was dominated by mob violence, intentionally used a 
perjured testimony, or extorted the defendant by using force.1974 Errors of this 

1970 Ed., Isi Lengkap Grasi Antasari, KumpArAn (2017), https://m.kumparan.com/@
kumparannews/isi-lengkap-grasi-antasari (last visited Sep 20, 2018).

1971 mA deCision no. 210 pK/pid.sus/2014 (bAmbAng suprApto), supra note 1144. See also mA 
deCision no. 180 pK/pid.sus/2014 (sArwAnto), supra note 1152.

1972 Bogaerts, supra note 1844 at 9.
1973 Viviën Schoonbrood, Herziening ten nadele (Revision detriment), May 16, 2011.
1974 Lay, supra note 400 at 1039–1040.
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kind justify a revision no matter how long a judgment has become final.1975

During the Dutch East Indies era, rules such as falsum were contained 
in the Indies Sv. However, the falsum rule only covered testimonies and was 
applied as a ground for revision to benefit a defendant against a conviction.1976 
The wording was identical with certain falsum concepts that became the 
grounds for civil revision:1977 “If, after the conviction of one defendant, one 
or more witnesses who had testified against the defendant, was brought to 
court concerning false testimony in the concerned case, while the statements 
they had provided were evidence of a decisive nature for the conviction of the 
person who was convicted.”

However, in line with the amendment of Sv in 1920, the grounds for 
revision were amended to only cover novum (with a broader scope) and 
contradictory judgments.1978 Falsum was abolished,1979 and since then 
Indonesia does not recognize the falsum concept in criminal revision, even in 
the field of criminal procedural law. No falsum concept in the KUHAP.

The only rule that comes close to falsum and its impact on a re-examination 
of a case is the rule on the right of refusal. The Law 48/2009 provides that if 
there is a conflict of interests between a judge or a court clerk and the relevant 
case and the judge or the clerk does not resign, then the decision will be 
declared as invalid and the case must be reviewed again with a different panel 
of judges.1980 Unfortunately, the rule only applies to cases with ongoing trial. 
The law does not allow a re-examination under this ground for a decision that 
has obtained a permanent legal force.

Therefore, the NGO committee recommended the inclusion of a concept 
similar to falsum as an additional ground for revision, which should cover 
crimes that have damaged the independence and integrity of law enforcer 
who examined the decision in question.1981 This ground would cover crimes 
such as bribery or threats to the investigators, prosecutors or judges.1982 They 
also proposed that if such crime is proven, then the MA must order the court 
of first instance that initially examined the case to conduct a re-adjudication 

1975 Id.
1976 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 356. See also LAmintAng, supra note 452 at 542.
1977 As provided in Art. 358(1) and (7) Indies Rv.
1978 wetboeK vAn strAfvordering, supra note 1142 Art. 435.
1979 Id. Art. 435.
1980 LAw 48/2009, supra note 708 Art. 17(5), (6) & (7).
1981 dAftAr inventArisAsi mAsALAH (dim) rAnCAngAn tentAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA, supra note 647 

at 189.
1982 Id.
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with a different panel of judges.1983 This proposal is yet to be accommodated by 
the drafting team of the KUHAP. 

Then what about the situation in Indonesia? Based on the data from the 
KPK, the number of judges involved in corruption cases up to 2017 was as 
many as 20 judges, including 2 constitutional court justices.1984

Table 7: List of judges prosecuted by the KPK

1. Setya Budi Tejo Cahyono Vice chief judge of Bandung District Court
2. Ibrahim Judge of Jakarta High Administrative Court
3. Imas Diansari Ad hoc judge of Bandung Industrial Relations Court
4. Syarifuddin Judge of Central Jakarta District Court
5. Heru Kusbandono Ad hoc judge of Pontianak Anti-Corruption Court
6. Kartini Marpaung Ad hoc judge of Semarang Anti-Corruption Court
7. Pragsono Judge of Semarang Anti-Corruption Court
8. Asmadinata Judge of Semarang Anti-Corruption Court
9. Ramlan Comel Ad hoc judge of Bandung Anti-Corruption Court
10. Pasti Serefina Sinaga Judge of Bandung High Court
11. Akil Mochtar CJ of the Constitutional Court
12. Tripeni Irianto Putro Judge of Medan Administrative Court
13. Dermawan Ginting Judge of Medan Administrative Court
14. Amir Fauzi Judge of Medan Administrative Court
15. Janner Purba The chief judge of Kepahiang District Court
16. Toton Ad hoc judge of Bengkulu Anti-Corruption Court
17. Patrialias Akbar Justice of the Constitutional Court
18. Suryana Judge of Bengkulu District Court
19. Sudiwardono The chief judge of Manado High Court
20. Wahyu Widya Nurfitri Judge of Tangerang District Court

Let’s take a look at one of the corruption cases committed by a judge. In 
2013, a judge at the Bandung High Court, Pasti Serefina Sinaga, was convicted 
of receiving a reward or accepting a promise in the form of a bribe to influence 
the decision of a case submitted to her for trial.1985 The bribe was received 
from the former Mayor of Bandung (Dada Rosada), Edi Siswadi, and Herry 
Nurhayat.1986 They bribed Sinaga, who was a member of the appellate panel 
of judges, to ensure that she would uphold a 2012 decision of the Bandung 
District Court in a corruption case related to the Bandung City government’s 
social assistance fund.1987 In the 2012 case, the panel of judges at the Bandung 
District Court, chaired by Setyabudi Tejocahyono,1988 convicted several 

1983 Id. at 190.
1984 Aji Prasetyo & Aida Mardatillah, Suap Hakim Masih Marak, Salah Siapa?, HuKumonLine.

Com (2018), http://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt5aaa9f87ec045/suap-hakim-
masih-marak--salah-siapa (last visited Aug 18, 2018).

1985 MA Decision no. 1835 K/Pid.Sus/2015 (Pasti Serefina Sinaga), 1, 2 (2015).
1986 Id. at 2.
1987 Id. at 3.
1988 Tejocahyono was finally convicted of taking bribes with other members of the panel of 

judges, Ramlan Comel, and indicated to be involved in the bribery process against Pasti.
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defendants and sentenced them each to imprisonment for one year and a 
fine of IDR 50 million.1989 The same panel also acquitted Rosada, Siswadi and 
Nurhayat from the charge that they had participated in the corruption.1990

Subsequently, both the prosecutor and the convicted defendants filed 
an appeal to the Bandung High Court.1991 In relation to that, Rosada asked 
Tejocahyono to ensure that the appellate judges would uphold the District 
Court’s decision.1992 In early 2013, together with two other judges, Sinaga was 
appointed as a member of the panel of the appellate judges,1993 and at the end of 
the appeal, Sinaga and one member of the panel agreed to sustain the Bandung 
District Court’s decision.1994

A few years later, the case was investigated by the KPK, where they found 
evidence of a bribe during the trial at the high court level. As a result, Sinaga 
was prosecuted and found guilty by the Bandung Anti Corruption Court for 
corruption. Sinaga was sentenced to four years imprisonment and a fine of 
IDR 200 million.1995 This decision was then upheld by the Bandung High 
Court.1996 In cassation, the panel of judges stated that Sinaga had accepted a 
promise from the defendants that they would increase the rating of a hotel 
run by her family from two stars to three stars, which indeed did happen. Also, 
Sinaga received IDR 500 million out of the IDR 1 billion that was promised.1997 
Therefore, the panel turned down Sinaga’s cassation request.1998

Violations of judicial duties can also be found in cases where judges were 
only subjected to disciplinary proceedings. At the end of 2012, the public was 
shocked and outraged by a case involving an MA judge who manipulated the 
decision of a narcotics case.

The case began with a decision by the Surabaya District Court, whereby 
Hanky   Gunawan, a major narcotics producer from Surabaya was sentenced 
to 15 years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 500 million.1999 The Surabaya 
High Court then corrected the verdict in relation to the sentence, which was 

1989 mA deCision no. 1835 K/pid.sus/2015 (pAsti serefinA sinAgA), supra note 1985 at 3.
1990 Id.
1991 Id.
1992 Id. at 4.
1993 Id.
1994 Id. at 8.
1995 Decision no. 9/Tipikor/2015/PT.Bdg (Pasti Serefina Sinaga), 1, 124 (2015).
1996 Id. at 229–230.
1997 mA deCision no. 1835 K/pid.sus/2015 (pAsti serefinA sinAgA), supra note 1985 at 262.
1998 Id. at 263.
1999 The decision of Surabaya District Court no. 3412/Pid.B/2006/PN.Sby, 17 April 2007. In 

MA Decision no. 39 PK/Pid.Sus/2011 (Hanky Gunawan), 1, 31 (2011).
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increased to 18 years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 600 million.2000

Then, the cassation panel at the MA increased the sentence to capital 
punishment as the MA considered Gunawan to be a large-scale narcotics 
producer.2001 Afterward, a revision request was filed, where it was heard by a 
panel of judges consisting of Imron Anwari, M. Hakim Nyak Pha, and Ahmad 
Yamani, and as a result, Gunawan’s sentence was reduced again to 15 years 
imprisonment and a fine of IDR 500 million.2002 The reduced sentence was 
based on the ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error, which relate entirely 
to a question of law.2003

When the prosecutor was about to enforce the sentence, it was discovered 
that   Gunawan’s sentence had been changed to 12 years instead of 15 years.2004 
It was alleged that Yamani modified the decision with the assistance of two 
MA employees.2005

In the disciplinary proceeding against him, Yamani defended himself 
by saying that the order for the modification came from the presiding 
judge, Anwari. Yamani only admitted to have written –by hand on the legal 
consideration section of the draft decision – the sentence “about the duration 
of the sentence, the decision will be corrected.”2006 He did not acknowledge the 
handwriting that altered the duration of the imprisonment from 15 years to 
12 years to be his.2007

The Judges Honorary Council established jointly by the MA and the KY 
rejected Yamani’s defense and stated that there was proof that he had violated 
the Judicial Code of Ethics and the Code of Conduct, which is subject to a 
severe sanction in the form of “disgraceful dismissal from the position as a 
MA judge.”2008 Based on that, CJ M. Hatta Ali proposed the disgraceful dismissal 
of Yamani to the President for violating the Code of Ethics and Judicial Code 

2000 The decision of Surabaya High Court no. 256/PID/2007/PT.Sby, 11 July 2007. In Id. at 36.
2001 MA Decision no. 455 K/Pid.Sus/2007, 28 November 2007. In Id. at 37.
2002 Id. at 56.
2003 Id. at 53.
2004 Agus Supriyanto, Jaksa Enggan Batalkan Eksekusi 12 Tahun Hanky Gunawan, tempo 

(2012), https://nasional.tempo.co/read/445062/jaksa-enggan-batalkan-eksekusi-12-
tahun-hanky-gunawan (last visited Aug 23, 2018).

2005 Idea Islami Parasatya, Efektivitas Majelis Kehormatan Hakim (MKH) dalam 
Menegakkan Kode Etik dan Pedoman Perilaku Hakim (Studi Kasus Keputusan Majelis 
Kehormatan Hakim (MKH) Nomor 04/MKH/XII/2012 dan 03/MKH/VI/2013), 
2013, https://dspace.uii.ac.id/bitstream/handle/123456789/8797/IDEA%20FIX.
pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y (last visited Aug 22, 2018).

2006 Id. at 119.
2007 Id. at 120.
2008 Id. at 137.
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of Conduct.2009 The President dismissed Yamani dishonorably through 
Presidential Decree no. 4/P of 2013.2010

Both cases are examples of corruption or perjury by judges in relation 
to their position and function in examining and deciding cases. During my 
interview with the Chairman of the KY, Jaja Ahmad Jayus. He said that there 
have been 49 trials carried out by the Judges Honorary Council, since the 
establishment of the KY. Out of the 49 cases, 22 were related to bribery or 
gratification, besides 1 decision on falsification by Yamani and another case 
regarding forgery of court document.2011 As to the sanctions imposed, out of 
the 49 accused judges, 31 were dismissed from their office and 1 resigned prior 
to the decision being handed down by the Judges Honorary Council.2012

Corruption or bribery does not only occur among judges. Law enforcers 
are also exposed to the same temptation. Police investigators and prosecutors 
are vulnerable to corruption in relation to the cases handled by them.

A good example of this situation is the case of Syamsir Yusfan, a court 
clerk at the Medan State Administrative Court, who was sentenced to three 
years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 150 million for receiving a bribe from 
a lawyer.2013 Another example is the 2009 case of Urip Tri Gunawan, who 
was a prosecutor at the AGO that was found guilty for accepting bribes 
in the prominent case of Bank Indonesia Liquidity Support. Tri Gunawan 
was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 500 million.2014 
Likewise, Suparman, a police officer who once served as an investigator at the 
KPK, was sentenced to eight years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 200 million 
for misusing his authority as an investigator in a corruption case.2015

A further question that might be raised is whether corruption and bribery 
are the only two crimes that can potentially influence the objectivity of judges 
and law enforcers in handling a case. Based on the history of law enforcement 
in Indonesia, the answer is “no”. There have been threats, both in the form of 
terror and acts of violence, experienced by judges and law enforcers, which 
potentially pollute the case handling process entrusted to them.

A well-known case involving an act of violence against a judge is the 
murder of the Deputy CJ Syafiuddin Kartasasmita on July 2001. The murder 

2009 The proposal was made through Letter no. 118/KMA/HK.01/XII/2012, 26 December 
2012. See presidentiAL deCree no. 4/p re. disrespeCtfuL dismissAL of AHmAd yAmAni, (2013).

2010 Id.
2011 Jaja Ahmad Jayus, (2018).
2012 Id.
2013 Yadyn, Korupsi Sektor Hukum oleh Oknum Aparat Penegak Hukum di Indonesia 17 (2017).
2014 Id. at 7.
2015 Id. at 19.
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could not be separated from the decision made by the cassation panel led by 
Kartasasmita in the Hutomo Mandala Putra (Tommy Soeharto) corruption case. 
Kartasasmita convicted Tommy of jointly and continually having committed 
corruption and sentenced him to 18 months imprisonment, a fine of IDR 10 
million, and compensation of state’s losses of more than IDR 30 billion.2016

Tommy was eventually charged and convicted, among others, for 
inducing a premeditated murder against Kartasasmita. The Central Jakarta 
District Court sentenced Tommy to 15 years imprisonment, even though his 
final sentence at the MA was reduced to 10 years.2017

Lower level judges also experienced terror, such as the three judges 
at the Anti Corruption Court, Andi Bachtiar, Dudu Duswara and Edward 
Pattinasarany, who heard Artalyta Suryani’s bribery case.2018 Three of them 
claimed of being intimidated in July 2008.2019 The former Vice Chief Judge of 
the Manado High Court, Siswandriyono, also claimed of being intimidated 
after he read out the verdict against former regent of Bolaang Mongondow, 
who was convicted for corruption.2020

Again, as expressed by Reda Manthovani from the Indonesian Prosecutors 
Union in June 2018, all law enforcement officers, not only judges, but also 
prosecutors and the police are in a susceptible situation in terms of safety 
of themselves and their family.2021 Mantovani cited the example of the 
prosecutor Ferry Silalahi who was shot dead in his car in relation to a case that 
he handled.2022 The latest incident was the kidnapping of the four-year old 
son of Kundrat Mantolas, a prosecutor at the North Central Timor DPO, by a 
defendant in a corruption case handled by Mantolas.2023

2016 MA Decision No. 1 K/Pid/2000 (Hutomo Mandala Putra), 1, 332 (2000).
2017 Iswara N. Raditya, Pembunuhan Hakim Syafiuddin yang Dirancang Tommy Soeharto, tirto.

id (2018), https://tirto.id/pembunuhan-hakim-syafiuddin-yang-dirancang-tommy-
soeharto-cPVT (last visited Aug 23, 2018).

2018 Kompas Cyber Media, Tiga Hakim Tipikor Diteror, KompAs.Com , https://nasional.kompas.
com/read/2008/08/19/0814479/Tiga.Hakim.Tipikor.Diteror (last visited Sep 16, 
2019).

2019 Id.
2020 Faiq Hidayat, Hakim PT Manado Mengaku Diteror Pascavonis Ibu Aditya Moha, detiKnews, 

https://news.detik.com/read/2018/03/28/171312/3941729/10/hakim-pt-manado-
mengaku-diteror-pascavonis-ibu-aditya-moha (last visited Aug 21, 2018).

2021 mediaindonesia.com, Aparat Penegak Hukum Rentan Ancaman (2018), http://
mediaindonesia.com/read/detail/164221-aparat-penegak-hukum-rentan-ancaman 
(last visited Aug 23, 2018).

2022 Id. See also Darlis, Penembakan Jaksa Ferry Silalahi Bermotif Dendam, tempo (2010), 
https://nasional.tempo.co/read/220691/penembakan-jaksa-ferry-silalahi-bermotif-
dendam (last visited Aug 25, 2018).

2023 mediaindonesia.com, supra note 2021. See also Thomas Mbenu Nulangi, Kundrat 
Mantolas: Ini Resiko Pekerjaan, pos KupAng (2018), http://kupang.tribunnews.
com/2018/05/30/kundrat-mantolas-ini-resiko-pekerjaan (last visited Aug 25, 2018).
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Based on the various cases above, which may only be the tip of the iceberg 
in Indonesia, the discussion of falsum becomes relevant in light of potential 
errors in criminal decisions caused by crimes against judges and other law 
enforcement agencies, as well as crimes against the law enforcement process. 
They may become easy targets of the former, yet may turn into the perpetrators 
of the latter. The manifestation of such crimes is not limited to only corruption 
and bribery, but also in threats of violence or even acts of violence.

a. Falsum in The Netherlands 

The issue of detrimental revision and falsum has long been a discussion 
topic in The Netherlands. It was B.J. Gratama, one of the scholars in the NJV 
meeting of 1873 who thought that detrimental revision should be possible 
when the judgment itself is a crime or was obtained through a crime.2024

Detrimental revision was continually discussed until the introduction 
of the current Sv.2025 However, the Dutch government pointed out that no 
consensus could be achieved on whether the extraordinary remedy had to be 
limited to cases of acquittal or whether it should also include cases of excessive 
punishment.2026 There was also no consensus on whether the means should 
only apply if the suspect had been found guilty of a criminal offence against a 
judge, or merely after a reliable confession had been given by the suspect.2027

So, the proposal to include falsum was rejected in The Netherlands. Up 
until the introduction of the Sv in 1926, falsum and detrimental revision 
were continuously discussed. Bastiaan Ort, the then chairman of the State 
Committee in charge of drafting the Sv, had designed an arrangement for a 
detrimental revision.2028 Ort suggested that a detrimental revision should be 
allowed against an acquittal, dismissal of all charges, and bar of the prosecution 
if judgment in a case was made based on a fake evidence, or if it was found out 
that a criminal judge has violated official duty based on a credible confession.2029

Finally, in the amendment proposal, Ort deleted detrimental revision. The 
minutes stated that “the need for this and the urge to do so in this country has 
not been proven”.2030 The idea of   regulating the consequences of a bribery of 

2024 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 30.
2025 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 488.
2026 Id. at 489.
2027 Id.
2028 Id. at 488.
2029 Id.
2030 Id.
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judges was rejected merely because it had not occurred in The Netherlands.2031 
The government did not consider the issue to be urgent enough to investigate 
further the possibility for implementation. 2032

However, along the way, the reasons for not introducing detrimental 
revision were all in all more than just ‘practical’.2033 The objection also relates 
to the likelihood that such arrangement would be too arbitrary and could put 
the personal freedom of the citizens at stake.2034 Moreover, there was a strong 
consideration that “the consciousness of the nation in the case of unfounded 
acquittal is not as shocking as convicting a non-guilty.”2035

Then, in the NJV meeting of 1938, J.M. van Bemmelen argued for the 
possibility of detrimental revision ‘within a relatively short period’, namely 
‘half or a third of the limitation period.’2036 The grounds, in his opinion, could 
be contradictory judgments and novum under which falsum could be included 
later on.2037 

Another scholar, D.J. Veegens, advocated a proposition in which 
detrimental revision could be requested on the same grounds as favorable 
revision.2038 He considered it to be unacceptable that the former defendant 
remain undisturbed despite his criminal behavior.2039 Not the least because 
the authority of the law was severely affected.2040 Veegens argued that legal 
uncertainty is sometimes a lesser evil than the certainty of injustice.2041 

The majority of the 91 attendees of the NJV meeting rejected the idea.2042 
They voted against the introduction of the special remedy.2043

Again in 1989, a monograph titled ‘Revisie’ by G.A.M. Strijards was 
published, whereby the author defended detrimental revision in cases where 
the judge had made an incorrect decision due to bribery, deliberate concealment, 
or deception by the suspect. It was more or less the same grounds as named by 
the pre-advisors for the NJV Meeting in 1873, including Gratama.2044 

2031 Id. at 489.
2032 Id.
2033 Id.
2034 Id.
2035 Id.
2036 Id. at 490.
2037 Id.
2038 Id. at 490–491.
2039 Schoonbrood, supra note 1973 at 14.
2040 Id.
2041 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 490–491.
2042 Id. at 492.
2043 Id.
2044 Id. at 493.
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However, the vast majority of lawyers considered that there was no 
urgent need for a statutory regulation, probably due to the lack of practical 
importance.2045 In politics, the subject did not attract particular attention until 
2001.2046

In short, as of 1 October 2013, detrimental revision was included in the Sv, 
as well in the grounds for revision that involve certain deceit or falsehood that 
underlie the acquittal or dismissal of all charges against a defendant, which 
are grouped under a collective name, falsum.2047 Falsum is known as falsities 
in the procedure or other shortcomings that require substantial revision.2048 
It may arise from the criminal conduct of the defendant that led to the false 
writing or statements, or any other procedural flaws.2049

Four kinds of falsum were included as grounds for detrimental revision 
and these are as follows: false pieces; a perjured testimony; certain crimes 
against the public authorities or personal freedom concerning a criminal case; 
and a bribed judge.2050

The four types of falsum are listed in the Sv.2051 A criminal case against an 
acquitted defendant can only be revised when one of the four falsum has been 
established, namely:2052

1.  False pieces 
 False pieces result from the forgery of a piece used to base the judicial 

decision.2053 Falsity can be found in an official report, bank statements or 
any other documents included in the criminal file.2054 There has to be a 
serious suspicion that the case would have ended in a conviction if the 
judge had been aware of the forgery of the piece.2055

2.  Perjured testimony
 A perjured testimony can be established if a witness or expert in a criminal 

2045 Id. at 494.
2046 Id.
2047 Id.
2048 J. P. Breugel, Herziening en nadele van bewijs-en strafbaarheidsbeslissingen (Revision 

and burden of proof and criminality decisions), May, 2008, http://dspace.ou.nl/
handle/1820/1393 (last visited Mar 6, 2015).

2049 Schoonbrood, supra note 1973 at 14.
2050 Id. at 14.
2051 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482a(1)bcd & (2).
2052 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 14-15. van Helmond, supra note 

1843 at 18.
2053 Art. 482a(1)b Sv. Id. at 19.
2054 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 1. Id.
2055 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 1. Id.
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case is found guilty of perjury.2056 There must be a serious suspicion that 
the suspect would have been convicted if the judge had been aware of the 
perjured declaration.2057 The judge must have been inadequately informed 
at the time of the decision.2058

3.  Certain crimes against public authorities or personal freedom concerning 
a criminal case 

 Detrimental revision was first made possible if it has been established 
that the defendant has committed one of the crimes referred to in Articles 
177 to 178, 179, 284, 284a, 285 and 285a Sr. These articles regulate 
serious offences against public offices either by: (a) giving a gift, making 
a promise, or providing a service; or (b) an act of violence or threat of 
violence. The offences must be committed to affect the officials to act 
or refrain from certain acts in the performance of their office.2059 The 
falsum in this category includes also affecting a person’s freedom to make 
a true statement before a judge, court or a public official.2060 Similar to 
the other grounds, there has to be grave suspicion that if the suspect had 
not committed some of these offences, the case would have ended in a 
conviction of the former defendant.2061

 One of the offences enshrined here is the (attempted) bribery of a judge. 
When the suspect tries to bribe a judge, then by definition, it does not 
mean that the judge has actually been bribed.2062 This ground for revision 
is distinguished from the ground of bribed judge as referred below, 
although these grounds can overlap in practice.2063

4.  Bribed judge 
 The last falsum is a judge that has been bribed in relation to a criminal 

case.2064 Both the bribed judge and the defendant bribing the judge 
may each form a ground for detrimental revision.2065 Unlike the other 
grounds, this ground does require an irrevocable judgment. The content 
of the judgment is not relevant. It is therefore possible for a revision to 

2056 Art. 482a(1)c Sv. Id.
2057 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
2058 Bogaerts, supra note 1844 at 9.
2059 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. van Helmond, supra note 1843 at 

19.
2060 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
2061 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
2062 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 30-31. Id. at 20.
2063 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 30-31. Id.
2064 Art. 482a(2) Sv. Id.
2065 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482a(1)d.
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occur when the defendant is already convicted. The requirement for this 
ground is more lenient than with the other falsum grounds because the 
damage to the authority of the case law in the case of a bribed judge is so 
extreme.2066 To date, there has been no case law of a bribed judge.2067

Unlike detrimental revision based on novum, a revision of a final acquittal 
decision based on falsum is possible regardless of the severity of the offence 
for which the defendant was initially tried.2068 Detrimental revision based on 
falsum is not limited to offences subject to life imprisonment and can apply to 
all criminal offences.2069 

However, the falsum must be beyond reasonable doubt and therefore 
requires more than a ground of evidence.2070 The minimum legal proof of the 
Sv serves as guidance, namely that the falsum can be established if at least two 
means of evidence prove that the offence have been committed.2071 According 
to de Graaf, the first detrimental revision request was rejected by the HR on 8 
November 2016.2072

b. Falsum and ne bis in idem

In principle, I agree with the statement of the Dutch scholar, G.A.M. 
Strijards, who argued that a defendant who ‘misleads’ loses the right to ne bis 
in idem.2073 In other words, “the appeal to ne bis in idem does not apply to those 
who had deceived the state.”2074

Due process of law, fair trial, and integrity of the judicial process are 
principles that must be upheld by any judicial system, including Indonesia. 
The proper administration of justice also needs to be maintained by weighing 
various interests, of which the foremost is honesty of the process.2075 

When a process that leads to a final decision against a criminal offence 
is tainted by forgery, bribery, violence or threats of violence, then the process 

2066 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. van Helmond, supra note 1843 at 
20.

2067 Parliamentary Papers II 2009-2010, 32 044, no. 6, p. 11. Id.
2068 Verstraete, supra note 1750 at 65.
2069 Schoonbrood, supra note 1973 at 12.
2070 Rechtsmiddelen.
2071 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 30-31. van Helmond, supra note 

1843 at 18.
2072 See HR 8 november 2016, ECLI:NL:HR:2016:2520. In Graaf, supra note 36 at 232.
2073 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 493.
2074 Id.
2075 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 17-18. In van Helmond, supra note 

1843 at 13.
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merits a second look. When an offender is acquitted or obtains a favorable 
sentence that is unsuitable to the action, the actual role of that person is also 
worthy of being re-examined, even though a final decision has determined 
the status. Likewise, when material fact(s) proven by pieces of evidence in 
court, including their legal qualification, are based on an illicit investigation or 
prosecution, the need for revision shows its significance. Alternatively, when 
a final assessment of the material fact(s) and the final determination of their 
legal qualification at the trial is convoluted with obstruction, a second look 
should be considered.

The lines of the argument above bring us to the view that the existence of 
falsum in a final criminal judgment may undermine its ne bis in idem protection. 
This is because in such situation, some or all of the elements of ne bis in idem 
are attacked by the falsum for the principle to be able to grant protection. As 
said by Remmelink, the prosecutor might be out of debt, betting on the wrong 
horse, through false confessions and scammed papers. This situation should 
lead to a “nuanced passing” of the ne bis in idem doctrine in the Criminal Code, 
an application in which the second prosecution does not need to stop on “the 
same fact”.2076 Van Bemmelen was of the opinion that the same should apply if 
the court’s “error” was a result of lies and deceit on the part of the defendant.2077

Falsum raised serious doubt about the appropriateness of a decision 
to obtain a final attribute, the correctness of the naming or rejection of the 
perpetrator, and the truth of the occurrence of the criminal event, including 
its details, which in the end are determinant in shaping the outcome in the 
eyes of the penal law. 

Therefore, the introduction of falsum as a ground for revision is relevant 
to the operation of ne bis in idem. The absence of falsum in a criminal case that 
has been decided by a final judgment allows ne bis in idem with its various 
functions to work in protecting its finality. Conversely, the presence of falsum 
necessitates revision to correct the resulting errors. The protection under ne 
bis in idem becomes void if some or all of the elements of the principle was not 
fulfilled due to falsum. 

I think the idea behind the prevailing rule in The Netherlands in defining 
the ‘same act’ element of ne bis in idem, which extends “the material behavior 
doctrine” while concurrently restricts the “aspects theory”,2078 is reflected 
through the wording of falsum. Falsum exists if there is a likelihood that the 
material fact(s) and the legal qualification of an act can be manipulated by 

2076 Van Hattum, supra note 30 at 506.
2077 Id. at 507.
2078 LotH, supra note 177 at 108.
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bribery or any other crime against the judicial office. When a judicial process 
that results in a final judgment is found to be compromised by legal defects, 
then the ne bis in idem effect of such judgment can be legitimately questioned. 
The situation may necessitate a second look of the material fact(s), as well as 
the legal identity applied to the facts through revision.

For that reason, I am of the opinion that falsum should be included as 
one of the grounds for revision. The scope of falsum should not only cover 
corruption and bribery, but also threats and acts of violence.

In relation to the pervasiveness of corruption in the law enforcement 
sector in Indonesia, the introduction of falsum can serve as a strong incentive 
for the public to refrain from using unlawful means in defending their 
interests. The same thing should apply to the frequent incidents of illicit 
investigation and evidence gathering by law enforcers, because even if the 
effort is successful, it can adversely impact the finality of the judgment and 
subject it to re-examination. 

Judges, prosecutors, investigators, the suspect and the suspect’s attorney 
or other parties acting in the interests of the suspect should all be target of 
falsum.

The action forming the falsum must be substantial enough to obscure the 
real perpetrator of a criminal action and confuse the material fact(s) presented 
at the trial, which lead to an incorrect legal qualification for that criminal event. 
In addition to the provisions on corruption and bribery, provisions regarding 
the threat of violence or coercion in the KUHP can also be used as guidelines. 

Revision based on falsum grounds can be essential in upholding the 
proper administration of justice, while protecting the rights of victims and 
the public, which is in line with the public policy purpose of the ne bis in idem 
doctrine. However, I agree with the idea of including additional restrictions, 
similar to The Netherlands, to ensure that the other objective of ne bis in idem, 
namely the maintenance of the finality of a decision, is protected. Additional 
restrictions will also protect the private justice goal of ne bis in idem as it would 
prevent multiple prosecution against a citizen. 

If in The Netherlands falsum is only applied in a detrimental revision 
against an acquittal and dismissal of all charges, I think that in the case of 
Indonesia, favorable revision based on falsum against a conviction should also 
be possible. As I have indicated earlier, there was a certain stage in the history 
of revision in Indonesia where falsum was recognized as a ground for favorable 
revision. The primary consideration is the fact that the KUHAP does not 
strictly regulate the procedure for law enforcers on how to obtain evidence. 
For example, the KUHAP is silent on whether evidence that is obtained by the 
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investigator through intimidation, pressure or torture, can be used as evidence 
in court. To strengthen the protection of a former defendant, favorable revision 
based on falsum should have been included in the KUHAP.

5. Proven statement without conviction

a. Ambiguous ground of revision

The fourth ground for revision of a legally binding criminal judgment 
other than acquittal is provided in Perma 1/1969:

“4.  If in the decision there is an act that is allegedly declared as 
proven, but without the provision that the proven statement is followed by a 
criminal sentence.”2079

In the course of my research, none of the accompanying documents from 
the promulgation of Perma 1/1969 that explained the intent behind each 
of its provisions. Therefore, my guess is that the fourth ground of revision 
in Perma 1/1969 above was adopted by Subekti, the then CJ, from the 1899 
Indies Sv. Article 435 of the 1899 Indies Sv regulated that: “Op gelijke gronden 
kan herziening worden aangevraagd, indien bij het gewijsde een telastegelegd feit 
als bewezen is aangenomen, zonder dat ter zake eene veroordeeling is gevolgd. 
Onder “veroordeelde” wordt in dezen begrepen hij tegen ‘wien zoodanig gewijsde 
is gegeven; de bepalingen daarvan werden te zijnen aanzien overeenkomstig 
toegepast, met dien verstande dat het eerste lid van article 459 geene toepassing 
vindt.”

The simple translation of the above provision is as follows: “On the same 
grounds, revision can be requested if at the verdict the accused fact has been 
regarded as proven without conviction. Under the “convicted” in this title is 
considered he against whom such verdict has been rendered; the stipulations 
of this are regarded similarly applicable towards him, with the understanding 
that the first paragraph of article 459 is not applicable.”

When we compare Perma 1/1969 and 1899 Indies Sv, few differences in 
the concepts are used for the same matter. In Perma 1/1969, the concept used 
was a proven statement without sentence, while the concept used by the Indies 
Sv was a proven statement without conviction. This difference of concepts is 
visible, which implied that Perma 1/1969 only targets errors in a narrow sense, 
namely the missing determination of a sentence against the proven statement, 
while the Indies Sv was targeting a more extensive error, namely the missing 
determination of a conviction against the proven statement. However, the 
probability is that the application of the two provisions will most likely be the 

2079 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 3. 
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same, as a conviction will include a sentence, and a sentence is not supposed 
to be made without a conviction.

Under CJ Omar Senoadji, there were only two grounds for revision, namely 
contradictory judgments and novum. However, Perma 1/1980 contained 
Article 9(2), which provided that: “On the same grounds the Supreme Court 
can review a criminal decision stating an alleged act, but without a provision 
that the proven statement was followed by a conviction.” Once again, what is 
meant by that provision, and why it is no longer stated as a material ground 
for revision, is unknown because of the absence of supporting documents on 
the enactment of Perma 1/1980.

Under the KUHAP, as Perma 1/1980, a criminal judgment that declared 
an alleged act as proven, but not followed by a criminal sentence was no longer 
listed as a ground for revision ground. However, Article 263(3) KUHAP does 
accommodate the provision, although not in equal status as the other three 
main grounds (novum, judge’s mistake or egregious error, and contradictory 
judgments).

Subsequently, the Law 31/1997 also regulated a special revision 
mechanism dedicated to military crimes. This law stipulated that the oditur 
can request for a revision against a final and binding judgment if that judgment 
contains an alleged act that has been declared as proven, but not followed up 
by the imposition of a sentence.2080 It was a correction to the norm of Article 
263(3) KUHAP, which contained a similar provision, but hid the subject.2081

In effect, this means that the government maintains the existence of a 
proven statement without sentence as one of the grounds for revision, despite 
the lack of clarity on its status compared to the other three grounds. Again, 
an adequate explanation of what is meant by the said provisions, including 
their scope and their relationship with the other three grounds, is absent both 
in the KUHAP deliberation document and the document for Law on Military 
Court discussion. Moving forward, this provision only serves as a reference for 
the prosecutor to defend their right to file a revision request.

The government’s attitude continues to persist in the existing bill of the 
KUHAP. The government still maintains the same provision as Article 263(3) 
KUHAP in the draft without any change. It still conceals the subject and does 
not clarify who can file a revision request against a judgment that states an act 
as proven, but not followed by a sentence.2082 However, on this specific matter, 

2080 LAw 31/1997, supra note 14 Art. 248(3).
2081 Id. Art. 1(41). Compare with KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 1(12).
2082 dAftAr inventArisAsi mAsALAH (dim) rAnCAngAn tentAng HuKum ACArA pidAnA, supra note 647 

at 189.
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the NGO committee that monitors the deliberation of the KUHAP bill agrees 
with the government’s attitude. They affirm the assertion of the prosecutor’s 
right to file a revision, either in the case of the absence of a sentence in a 
proven statement or in the case where the prosecutor is exposed to a novum 
and falsum.2083

b. Proven statement without conviction in The Netherlands

The rules regarding a proven statement without conviction in Article 435 
no longer applied in The Netherlands since the amendment of Sv. In 1926, an 
overall restoration of the Sv was realized. Article 457(1) Sv was amended as 
follows:2084

“Revision of a definitive final judgment with regard to sentencing can be 
requested: 
1. Based on the ground that ‘proven’ statements issued by various lower or 

high court judgments in the form of res judicata or pronounced in absentia, 
are contradictory to each other; 

2.  Based on the ground of any circumstances that were not present during 
the investigation at the court hearing and which, by itself or in connection 
with the evidence previously provided with the judgment, does not 
appear to exist, and there is a serious suspicion that had it been known, 
the investigation of the case would have resulted either in the acquittal of 
the convicted defendant or the dismissal of the prosecution on the ground 
that he was not punishable, or the inadmissibility of the prosecutor’s 
charge, or declaration of a less severe criminal provision.” 

Comparison of both legal texts shows that the above provision is derived 
from 1899 Sv. According to the Explanatory Memorandum, it was a takeover 
of the old Article 375.2085

In addition to contradictory judgments, novum as a ground for revision 
has remain unchanged since 1 October 2012.2086 On 1 January 2003, a third 
ground for revision was added, which allowed a revision request to be filed if a 
revision is necessary to realize the restoration of rights following a conviction 
in The Netherlands by the ECHR.2087

The law on detrimental revision, which was enacted on 11 April 2013, 

2083 Id. at 189–190.
2084 Aben, supra note 1544.
2085 Id.
2086 Id.
2087 Id.
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has added nine articles to the Sv. The core of the statutory regulation can be 
found in Article 482a Sv.2088

c. Proven statement without conviction and ne bis in dem

In my opinion, the ground of the proven statement without conviction 
under Article 263(3) KUHAP means that a final decision does not fulfil the 
same act element of the ne bis in idem doctrine. Therefore, such decision is 
worth revising, and proven statement without conviction deserves to be one 
of the grounds for revision.

Within a final judgment that contains a proven statement without a 
conviction, there was material fact(s) that had been assessed by the panel of 
judges, but which was not followed by a legal qualification. This circumstance 
is worthy of being a ground for revision as it satisfies the two essentials of the 
same act element of ne bis in idem.

Indeed, there might be an impression that this circumstance is a matter of 
a question of law, as in the case of judge’s mistake or egregious error. However, 
I can explain the difference between the two. In a proven statement without a 
conviction, the legal qualification of the material fact(s) regarding a criminal 
event that has been assessed by the judge does not exist at all because there was 
a likelihood that it was missed. For this reason, revision is needed to allow the 
judiciary to determine the legal qualification for the already assessed material 
fact(s), to fulfil the same act element of ne bis in idem.

While in judge’s mistake or egregious error ground, the legal qualification 
already exists or has been determined, but based on the same material fact(s), 
a revision request is submitted to change the original legal qualification. 
Therefore, judge’s mistake or egregious error should not be retained as a 
ground for revision because it only relies on the demand for a new or different 
legal qualification, which merely constitutes a question of law.

I may conclude that the circumstance of a ‘proven’ statement without a 
conviction as known in Article 263(3) KUHAP and Article 435 Indies Sv should 
be retained as a ground for revision in Indonesia because despite the lack of 
jurisprudence or case law so far, this ground is needed to anticipate the future 
occurrence of such situation. However, the wording can, of course, be adjusted 
by altering the concept from a proven statement without a sentence as used in 
the KUHAP, to a proven statement without a conviction as known in the 1899 
Sv. The applicant of the revision must also be revealed, similar to the stance in 
the Law 31/1997. 

2088 G Knigge, Herziening ten Nadele (Revision at the Expense) (2016), https://uitspraken.
rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:PHR:2016:904.
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This conclusion is relevant because in the previous section, this study 
also re-opened the door for the prosecutor to submit a revision request under 
specific extraordinary grounds.

E. Ne bis in idem and revision procedures in Indonesia

A good reason why strict conditions are imposed on revision scheme is 
to prevent it from being used as a forum for repeated and more convincing 
defense. In revision, the starting point is the authority of the final court’s 
decision. The investigation is shaped by the question of whether there is a 
serious reason to doubt the factual correctness of the final judgment?

As the reviewing judge is bound to the grounds raised in the application, 
a revision request must show the serious factual error in the judgment. After 
examining the validity of the claims in the request, the judge will determine 
whether a novum or any other grounds as stated in the application exist. If 
there is indeed a sufficient legal basis for breaking res judicata, then the court 
will admit the request for a factual examination by a criminal judge.2089

Subject to the substantive value of the grounds raised, the judge will 
then determine whether the final judgment should be upheld or revoked. 
Afterwards, the judge will decide the final legal qualification to the relevant 
criminal event.

Ideally, the revision procedures should facilitate those whole processes. 
Although the level of details in the procedure can vary from one legal system 
to another, I will describe the three most essential processes in the revision 
procedures, which are substantiation of the revision requests, admission for 
the revision, and material examination.

I think these three processes exist in any legal system, including in 
Indonesia and in The Netherlands, with certain divergence. I determined the 
three processes by presenting them as connecting factors between the revision 
system in general and the ne bis in idem doctrine. Each of the three processes 
are discussed below.

1. Substantiation of the revision request

a. Limitations to the substantiation of a revision request in Indonesia

The KUHAP stipulates that upon receipt of a revision request, the registrar 
of a district court must ask the applicant to specify the grounds used for the 
request.2090 If the applicant lacks a legal understanding, as described in Article 

2089 Aben, supra note 1544.
2090 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 625.
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264(4) KUHAP, the registrar will prepare a deed by formulating the reasons for 
the revision based on the description given by the applicant.2091 

However, the KUHAP does not state any other possible assistance that 
could be given to an applicant who lacks a legal understanding.2092 While the 
KUHAP does provide the right to obtain legal assistance from one or more 
defense counsels at every stage of the examination, such right is available only 
to a suspect or a defendant.2093 No clarity on whether a former defendant also 
has such right.

The need for assistance in substantiating a revision request manifested 
itself in the case of Lingah, Pacah and Sumir. The three defendants were serving 
time in Ketapang Prison since December 1987 for murdering Pamor.2094 In 
1992, Pacah met Asun, who lived in the same village.2095 It turned out that 
the Ketapang District Attorney had detained Asun for the rape and murder of 
Simulan, Pacah’s daughter.2096 

Upon seeing Pacah in prison, Asun was shocked not just because he had 
killed Simulan, but also because he knew that Pacah, Lingah and Sumir should 
not be in prison for killing Pamor.2097 They were innocent and were wrongly 
accused because Pamor was actually killed by Asun.2098

Asun finally admitted that he killed Pamor to one of the prison officers. 
The prison officer then brought Lingah, Pacah, and Sumir to meet with 
Asun.2099 However, during the meeting, Asun revoked his confession as he was 
afraid of the consequences.2100 

After the meeting, Sumir wrote a letter asking Asun to admit that he 
killed Pamor and not to victimize other people. Since Asun was illiterate, 
someone named Hermanto read out the letter to him.2101 Asun again admitted 
to Hermanto that he had killed Pamor.2102

Because he could not bear the moral burden, during his examination as 
a defendant in the murder case of Simulan, Asun admitted that he had killed 

2091 Id.
2092 Id.
2093 KuHAp, supra note 12.
2094 tAnuredJo, supra note 1384 at 23.
2095 Id. at 36.
2096 Id.
2097 Id. at 37.
2098 Id.
2099 Id.
2100 Id.
2101 Id. at 38.
2102 Id.
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Pamor.2103 In the hearing, Asun also said that due to his action of killing Pamor, 
Lingah and his friends had been falsely imprisoned.2104 On this basis, the panel 
of judges increased Asun’s sentence from four years to five years.2105

Asun made his confession in an open trial, where he was well aware of the 
consequences and risks of his admission.2106 Asun’s confession was included in 
the decision for the Simulan case, which became immediately legally binding 
because Asun had accepted it.2107

Page 9 of the decision states: “It is true that the murder of Pamor was 
not committed by Pacah, Lingah and Sumir, but by the defendant who used 
a rifle.”2108 The panel of judges also took Asun’s confession as one of the 
aggravating factors: “The defendant admitted that he had committed a murder 
about five years ago against another person by using a rifle. However, he had 
never been convicted, and as a result, Pacah, Sumir, and Lingah were held 
responsible and until this verdict is pronounced, they are still in prison.”2109 
Asun’s confession was also included in several other parts of the 20 pages 
judgment.2110

The new evidence was shocking, especially for the law enforcement 
agencies in Ketapang.2111 However, the new evidence would not mean much 
for Lingah, Pacah and Sumir, if there was no help in substantiating it as a 
ground for revision.

Help then came from Alamuddin, Akil Mochtar and Tamsil Sjoekoer, 
lawyers who were interested in helping Lingah, Pacah, and Sumir, after 
receiving information from the judges who tried the Asun case.2112 The journey 
to fight for justice began with collecting relevant court decisions and any other 
available documents.2113 The lawyers also met the three defendants in prison 
and explained the intention to seek justice through revision. Lingah signed 
the power of attorney and was content because there are people who wanted 
to fight for his legal interest.2114

2103 Id.
2104 Id. at 39.
2105 Id. The decision of Ketapang District Court no. 34/PID.B/1992/PN.KTP, dated 4 July 

1992.
2106 Id.
2107 Id.
2108 Id.
2109 Id.
2110 Id.
2111 Id. at 48.
2112 Id.
2113 Id. at 49.
2114 Id.
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Deciding the course of action to take was not easy. Consultations were 
carried out with many parties.2115 Some stated that before applying for a 
revision, Asun had to be tried first in the Pamor murder case, reflecting from 
the Sengkon and Karta case, where Gunel had already been tried, and the 
judgment had a permanent legal force.2116 Others said that Asun does not need 
to go through a new trial.2117

From the case above, we can see that legal assistance plays an important role 
in substantiating the claim. The court also played a prominent role here, from 
the willingness to reveal Asun’s confession in the judgment, to the active role 
of the judges in discussing the case with individual lawyers. Although in this 
case the need for substantiation was simple as it only required a compilation of 
arguments and not too much focus on proof, it was inconceivable that Lingah, 
Pacah and Sumir – who had run out of resources – should fight alone.

The importance of legal assistance for substantiation can also be found 
in the Yusman Telaumbanua case. Yusman was sentenced to death by the 
Gunungsitoli District Court, who found him to be guilty of committing 
premeditated murder of three people on April 2012.2118

After 1.5 years in prison, Yusman was visited by a team of lawyers from 
Komisi untuk Orang Hilang dan Korban Tindak Kekerasan (Kontras), a civil 
society organization focusing on human rights issues.2119 Kontras had received 
information about Yusman’s fate from a priest who served in prison.2120

Kontras then investigated Yusman’s case and found some irregularities. 
First, Yusman and Rusula, another defendant, were detained and investigated 
since 14 September 2012, but a defense counsel for them was only appointed 
after the panel of judges had been appointed on 29 January 2013.2121 Second, 
Yusman and Rusula were sentenced to death on 21 May 2013, even though 
Yusman was only 16 years old at that time. The baptism deed of the Indonesian 
Bethel Church stating Yusman’s birth year of 1996 (not 1993), proved 
Yusman’s age. Therefore, the sentence was contrary to the Law 11/2012, as 
a minor (a person under the age of 18) who commits a premeditated murder 
should only receive a maximum sentence of 10 years.2122 Third, there was no 

2115 Id.
2116 Id. at 50.
2117 Id. at 49.
2118 Yusman Tak Jadi Mati, detiKx, https://x.detik.com/detail/crimestory/20171103/

Yusman-Tak-Jadi-Mati/index.php (last visited Aug 27, 2018).
2119 Id.
2120 Id.
2121 Id. This was contrary to Art. 56 KUHAP and Art. 340 KUHP.
2122 Id. Art. 6 Law 11/2012.
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corroborating fact that Yusman was indeed involved and had committed a 
murder, considering that none of the witnesses saw the incident. The four 
other suspects had run away and have been fugitives since 2012.2123 Fourth, 
during the trial, Yusman was not accompanied by an interpreter, even though 
Yusman was not fluent in Indonesian. Yusman only found out his death 
sentence after entering prison.2124

Therefore, Yusman agreed when Kontras offered to assist in filing a revision 
request. Dental forensic examination was conducted to assess Yusman’s actual 
age.2125 In December 2015, the results of the dental forensic examination came 
out stating that Yusman’s age had entered 18 years. Counting back to the time 
of the criminal event against which he was charged, and its trial in 2012-2013, 
Yusman’s age was between 15-16 years. The result of the examination was 
presented as a novum for the revision process.2126

Again, legal aid played a meaningful role against the miscarriage of justice 
and substantiation of a revision request. This case also shows the inability of 
a convicted defendant to substantiate a revision request without the help of a 
third party. In Yusman’s case, the need for assistance to substantiate was even 
more evident as the revision request was filed based on a novum that had to be 
proven by scientific examination.

b. Substantiation of a revision request in The Netherlands

In The Netherlands, a former defendant could only file a revision request 
through defense counsel to the HR. This prohibition was implemented to 
ensure that the request contains the correct formulation.2127

A revision request must be made in writing, signed by the defense counsel 
and state the grounds on which it is based, accompanied by the documents 
evidencing those grounds, as well as a copy of the judgment in question.2128

Meanwhile, a defendant that has been convicted can assign a lawyer to file 
a revision request. If the defendant does not have the financial means to pay 
the lawyer, legal aid can be applied for.2129

In addition to reducing the influx of pointless applications, compulsory 
legal aid also means that the substantive quality of the requests is better. A 

2123 Id.
2124 Id.
2125 Id.
2126 Id.
2127 Duker, supra note 1503.
2128 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 460 (2).
2129 Duker, supra note 1503. The provisions related to legal aid relate only to “the suspect”, 

not specifically to the convicted.
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revision request must contain clear points of reference for cast a serious doubt 
about the correctness of a conviction.2130

An application must contain more than the mention of a novum and a 
single document stating the novum. There must be reasons for the novum. As 
such, it would be wise for the applicant to substantiate the new circumstance 
with documentation, such as letters, reports or signed witness’ statements.2131 
Legal knowledge and experience is necessary to present new facts and 
circumstances in a convincing way. A more substantiated revision requests 
would also improve the quality and authority of revision cases.2132

The Role of the PG and the ACAS

A former defendant who was convicted of an offence punishable by 
imprisonment of at least 12 years and which crime deeply rocked the legal order 
may instruct defense counsel to apply to the PG to conduct further investigation 
into whether there is a ground for revision in the form of a novum.2133 The PG 
is not a member of the prosecution service. The PG is independent, appointed 
for life, with primary function is to advise the HR as to the applicable law and 
the interests of justice in specific cases.2134 The application must contain a 
statement of the investigation that needs to be conducted, along with a copy 
of the judgment against which a revision is sought.2135

If the application does not meet the conditions, the PG will declare it as 
inadmissible.2136 Conversely, if the application meets the conditions, the PG 
may only reject it if there are insufficient indications of a possible novum or 
if the requested investigation is unnecessary.2137 The PG will give a reasoned 
decision and will notify the applicant in writing.2138 If the application is 
granted, the decision will state the actions that must be conducted.2139

Before deciding, the PG may forward the application to the Permanent 
Advisory Commission on Concluded Criminal Cases (Adviescommissie 
Afgesloten Strafzaken or ACAS). ACAS is responsible to advise on the desirability 
of a further investigation. ACAS (which replaces the temporary commission, 

2130 Id.
2131 Id.
2132 Id.
2133 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 461(1).
2134 Brants and Field, supra note 277.
2135 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 461(2).
2136 Id. Art. 461(3).
2137 Id.
2138 Id. Art. 461(4).
2139 Id.
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Commissie Evaluatie Afgesloten Strafzaken or CEAS) has five members and a 
secretary, all of which are nominated by the PG and appointed by the Minister 
of Justice. Members of ACAS are members of the Bar, academia, or any others 
with knowledge of criminal cases, such as ex-police officers. Only one member 
(who cannot be the chairman) is a member of the prosecution service. ACAS 
must advise ‘independently and impartially’ and it has limited powers.2140

ACAS’ advice will be issued in writing and will be publicly available.2141 If 
the PG’s decision on the application deviates from ACAS’ advice, the PG must 
state the reason for that deviation.2142

Upon the granting of the application, the PG will conduct further 
investigation.2143 If necessary, the PG may assign that investigation to the 
examining magistrate charged with the handling of criminal cases in a district 
court that has not yet tried the case.2144 

The PG may appoint a team to assist in the investigation.2145 The team will 
be composed of police officers, as well as members of the Public Prosecution 
Service or experts who were not involved in the original case.2146 The PG will 
be responsible for the activities of the team.2147

If any witness or expert will be questioned during the further investigation, 
the former defendant and the defense counsel may be given the opportunity 
to be present at the questioning and submit questions.2148 After completion of 
the further investigation, the resulting documents will be added to the case 
file, and a copy of those documents will be sent to the applicant.2149

Detrimental revision 

Substantiation is necessary not only for a favorable revision, but also in 
a detrimental revision. As with favorable revision, a request for a detrimental 
revision must be submitted by the PG through a written request to the HR. 
The application must state the grounds on which the request is based upon, 
together with the evidence from which those grounds can be found, along a 

2140 Brants and Field, supra note 277.
2141 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 462(3).
2142 Id. Art. 462(3).
2143 Id. Art. 463(1).
2144 Id.
2145 Id. Art. 463(2).
2146 Id. Art. 463(3).
2147 Id. Art. 463(4).
2148 Id. Art. 463(5).
2149 Id. Art. 463(6).
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copy of the decision against which a revision is requested.2150

The HR will only order an investigation on whether grounds for revision 
exist and impose coercive measures against a former defendant if the HR 
considers a revision request to be well-founded and there is a urgent need for 
the investigation. This is to prevent a former defendant from being exposed to 
unlimited investigation after an irrevocable acquittal or dismissal of all legal 
proceedings. This, according to the Minister of Justice would be against the ne 
bis in idem doctrine, while compromising the legal peace.2151

The prohibition against the power to investigate only applies before 
the HR issues its decision on the revision request. A general ban on the 
deployment of powers and coercive measures against a former defendant 
in the substantiation phase was not considered to be desirable because such 
prohibition could lead to the consideration of evidence that “spontaneously” 
came to light in the revision request.2152

It should be noted that the prohibition on powers only applies when 
the powers are exercised against the former defendant. According to the 
Explanatory Memorandum, this means that powers can be exercised against 
other parties, even in cases where there is no indication of a ground for 
revision. For example, trace material collected earlier can be re-examined on 
the basis of the regular powers by using new techniques, as well as the arrest 
and interrogation of the former defendant, the search of the home, and the 
removal of the fingerprints or the cell material for DNA testing.2153

2. Admission for revision 

a.	 Superfluous	admission	for	revision	in	Indonesia

As explained in Chapter 3, after a revision request is registered by a 
district court, the chief judge of that court will appoint a judge to examine the 
conditions of the request.2154 The appointed judge must be different from the 
judge who previously examined and decided the case to maintain neutrality 
and objectivity.2155 The law only states “judge”, although it does not reduce the 
authority of the President of the court to appoint a panel of judges.2156

After reviewing the original case files and the request, the judge will order 

2150 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482b (2).
2151 Knigge, supra note 2088 at Par. 5.5.
2152 Id.
2153 Knigge, supra note 2088.
2154 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 626.
2155 Id.
2156 Id. at 627.
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the day for the examination, as well as requiring the prosecutor to summon 
any applicant and witness.2157

The authority of the district court is to help ensure that the revision request 
can be admitted to the MA.2158 The district court does not have the authority 
to assess and consider whether the grounds presented by the applicant are 
proven or not, and are true or not. This is the authority of the revision panel at 
the MA.2159 The district court judge will examine that the grounds for revision 
have been properly submitted,2160 as well as the fulfilment of the conditions 
for filing a revision request.2161

The applicant and the prosecutor must attend the hearing of the 
examination of conditions of the revision request, where they can present 
their opinions.2162 Considering the attendees and the participants of the 
examination, it is sufficient to say that the nature of the hearing is “official 
and publicly open.”2163

All opinions and circumstances that arise in the hearing are recorded 
by the registrar in the minutes of hearing.2164 The judge, the prosecutor, the 
applicant, and the registrar must sign the minutes.2165

In addition to the minutes of hearing, the court has to make a minutes of 
opinion to be signed by the judge and the clerk.2166 The minutes must contain 
the explanation and suggestion of the district court on whether the revision 
request can be admitted to the MA.2167 In preparing the minutes of opinion, the 
judge will depart from the minutes of hearing.2168

The KUHAP does not indicate whether the findings of the examination 
can influence the admissibility of the revision request.2169 Its nature is not 
decisive and it is merely a suggestion that can be set aside by the MA.2170 As 
stated by CJ Hatta Ali, in examining a revision request, the KUHAP regulates 
the presence of opinion, where the parties (the defendant, the prosecutor, and 

2157 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 28.
2158 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 109.
2159 Id.
2160 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627.
2161 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 29.
2162 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627. Art. 265(2) KUHAP.
2163 Id. at 627.
2164 Id. at 629.
2165 Id.
2166 Id.
2167 Id.
2168 Id.
2169 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 65.
2170 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 627.
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the presiding judge) are summoned to give their views.2171 There is neither a 
decision making nor a determination.2172 The result is an assessment, which 
is not binding on the MA judges.2173 At this phase, revision requests will be 
admitted and should not be precluded, except if this is the second revision 
request, the conviction was for a crime punishable by imprisonment of less 
than a year, or the request is for a revision against a pretrial ruling. 2174

According to Chazawi, through the chief judge of the district court, the 
examining judge can determine that a revision request does not meet the 
conditions and does not need to be forwarded to the MA, such as when a 
revision is requested against a judgment that does not have a permanent legal 
force.2175

In the Lingah, Pacah, and Sumir case, armed with a confession and 
evidence from Asun’s trial in court, the three lawyers submitted a revision 
request through the Ketapang District Court in November 1992. The revision 
request hearing was chaired by a panel of judges, as opposed to a single judge. 
There were two prosecutors present and around 300 people consisting of 
ordinary citizens and public officials attended the hearing.2176 These people 
followed the trial based on various motivations.2177 Some were related, others 
wanted to observe the proceedings.2178

In Yusman Telaumbanua case, the defendant accompanied by Kontras, 
submitted a revision request to the MA through the Gunungsitoli District 
Court in June 2016.2179 A panel of judges led the revision request examination 
hearing at the Gunungsitoli District Court in August 2016.2180 Telaumbanua 
was present in the hearing and as a result, he was transferred to Gunungsitoli 
Prison.2181

During examination, Kontras called upon a dental forensics expert from 
the Faculty of Dentistry of Padjajaran University to explain the method used 

2171 Ali, supra note 1814.
2172 Id.
2173 Id.
2174 Id.
2175 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 108.
2176 tAnuredJo, supra note 1384 at 40.
2177 Id. at 50.
2178 Id.
2179 Yusman Tak Jadi Mati, supra note 2118.
2180 Kontras Hadirkan Ahli Forensik Pada Sidang PK Terpidana Mati – Sanuria, http://sanuria.

com/kontras-hadirkan-ahli-forensik-pada-sidang-pk-terpidana-mati/ (last visited Aug 
27, 2018).

2181 Id.
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in determining Telaumbanua’s age.2182 After listening to the testimony of the 
expert witness, the panel of judges suspended the hearing to prepare and sign 
the minutes of hearing on the same day.2183 Before closing, the panel of judges 
informed the applicant that the judges would deliberate to determine the 
opinion after the trial.2184 The results of the deliberation would be made in the 
form of a minutes of opinion and sent to the MA.2185 The panel confirmed that 
the revision judgment was to be issued by the MA.2186

From the description of the two cases, several notes can be taken. The 
revision request examination hearing process can utilize considerable 
resources, not only from the applicant/convicted defendant, but also from the 
prosecutor, the court itself, witnesses and experts, and the public. Thus, it is 
unfortunate if the process does not have any binding power and its finding 
can be ignored. Indeed, in the revision judgment of Lingah, Pacah and Sumir, 
Asun’s statement in the revision request examination was considered by the 
revision panel. However, in the revision judgment of Yusman Telaumbanua, 
the minutes of opinion, as well as the record for the hearing of the revision 
request in the Gunungsitoli District Court, was not mentioned at all.

b. Admission for revision in The Netherlands

The revision procedure starts with the submission of the application. 
Since its establishment in 1838, the HR has been assigned the task of acting 
as the judge to be approached with this application.2187 The HR decides the 
admissibility of the application and states the application is manifestly 
unfounded.2188 The Sv stipulates that if the HR admits a revision request to 
proceed, it is not to be decided by the judge who had decided the cassation 
proceeding.2189

The HR will declare a revision request as inadmissible if the application does 
not meet the conditions.2190 First, all ordinary remedies have been exhausted. 
Second, there must be a conviction or a resignation of all prosecution. Third, 
the final judgment must have the force of res judicata. Fourth, the application 

2182 Id.
2183 Id.
2184 Id.
2185 Id.
2186 Id.
2187 Aben, supra note 1544.
2188 Antoinette Roos, Wet Hervorming Herziening ten Voordele, July, 2011, https://core.ac.uk/

download/pdf/55536279.pdf (last visited Aug 11, 2018).
2189 Rechtsmiddelen, supra note 2070.
2190 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 465(1).
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must be based on one of the three grounds for revision.2191 In addition, the 
request must be in writing, signed by the defense counsel, contain a statement 
of the investigation that has to be conducted, accompanied by a copy of the 
judgment in question, and be reasonable.

Meanwhile, for a detrimental revision, the HR will declare a revision 
request as inadmissible if it does not meet the above four conditions. It must 
also be submitted in writing, signed by the AG, contains the grounds on which 
the request is based, together with the evidence forming such request, and 
accompanied by a copy of the judgment in question. A detrimental revision 
request will also be declared as inadmissible if: (i) at the time of the application, 
the right to prosecution has lapsed due to the prevailing statute of limitation 
or the death of the former defendant; (ii) the revision request is made on the 
ground of novum (given) that has already been requested before; and (iii) the 
revision request does not concern an irrevocable final judgment of a judge in 
The Netherlands.2192

Sometimes, a request is submitted repeatedly based on the same grounds 
but with the addition of one or more new pieces of evidence. That practice is 
allowed. However, the assessment of the request will then be limited to the 
grounds that have not been presented in the previous request. If the applicant 
considers that the new grounds are colored by or related to the previous 
grounds, it is essential to clarify the connection between the grounds and 
what the new novum is. If there is no other explanation that can reasonably be 
expected, then the new grounds will strengthen the previous grounds if the 
HR considers the new request in its entirety.2193

Repeated requests in which the HR has to look for new elements would lose 
persuasiveness and give rise to the risk that the HR ignores the circumstances 
because it regards them as previous grounds that are not sufficiently connected 
with the new grounds. Application of factual grounds that conflict with the 
previous requests must also be avoided as this may indicate an abuse of the 
appeal process if there is no reasonable explanation for that conflict. This may 
result in the inadmissibility of the request.2194

A request that does not relate to a conviction nor indicate which conviction 
is requested for a review will, of course, be declared as inadmissible by the 

2191 Roos, supra note 2188 at 22.
2192 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482b(3).
2193 Duker, supra note 1503.
2194 Id.
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HR.2195 The HR will also dismiss a revision request if it is ill-founded.2196 This 
is when the groundlessness is so apparent that it can be established without 
research, for example, in the case of a revision request based on a previously 
rejected request.2197

The HR will order a further public hearing, which is a guarantee for a 
thorough investigation of the nature and weight of the facts invoked.2198 The 
PG and the defense counsel will present at such hearing.2199 

If the HR considers it as necessary, it will instruct the PG to conduct a 
further investigation or to seek ACAS’ advice.2200 The HR may also assign a 
further investigation to an examining magistrate to be appointed from its 
midst or an examining magistrate charged with the handling of criminal cases 
in a district court that has not tried the case.2201

No evidence from an investigation that was not conducted in accordance 
to the legal requirements and which breached the right of the former defendant 
can be used. These requirements are cumulative, and this is the strict evidence 
of exclusion.2202

If the submitted document is to be regarded as a revision request, the 
criminal clerk of the HR will request the file from the previous court that 
handled the case.2203 If the HR declares the revision request to be well-founded, 
the case is referred to a court of justice for another review.2204

3. Material examination of the revision request

a. Non-factual nature of the revision material examination in 
Indonesia

In Chapter 3, I have explained that when revision was introduced 
in Indonesia by the Dutch colonial government, it was designed as the 
responsibility of the trier of fact. In the case of novum, the colonial Supreme 
Court will suspend the enforcement of the judgment in question and decide 
whether to carry out the judicial examination and render the judgment itself 

2195 Id.
2196 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 465(3). See also LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 

482b(4).
2197 Roos, supra note 2188 at 22.
2198 Duker, supra note 1503.
2199 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 468(1).
2200 Id. Art. 469(1).
2201 Id. Art. 469(2).
2202 Rechtsmiddelen, supra note 2070. Art. 482a(4).
2203 Duker, supra note 1503.
2204 Roos, supra note 2188 at 23.
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or request another judicial panel to conduct the examination and render a 
judgment.2205 In the latter case, the Supreme Court will send the documents 
to a high court who, depending on their finding, will cancel the suspension, 
annul the conviction (as the defendant is not guilty and the victim still alive), 
or, based on the AG’s statement, order a further investigation.2206

However, once again I affirm that Sv was never applied in the Indonesian 
judicial system, especially for the indigenous people. The first national legal 
framework governing revision, Perma 1/1969, attempted to divide the role of 
the MA as the trier of law with the role of the courts under the MA as the trier 
of fact. It stated that when the MA admitted a revision of a final judgment by 
the district court or high court, the MA would order the original ruling court 
to reexamine the case according to the applicable law.2207 The examination by 
the MA itself is only done if the judgment in question also originated from 
the MA.2208 However, like the Sv, in factual reality, Perma 1/1969 was never 
enforced in Indonesia. 

Thus, what is in effect in Indonesia is the full role of the MA, being the trier 
of law, as the final determinant of material revision requests. As I explained 
in Chapter 3, the Law 14/1985 stipulates that the MA has the authority to 
order the district court that examined the case in the first place or the court 
of appeal to conduct additional examination or to request any information 
and consideration from the respective courts.2209 This law also stipulates 
that after undertaking the order of the MA, the court will send the additional 
examination and consideration report to the MA.2210 Although there is still the 
question on whether such provisions are applicable to criminal revision, many 
judges that I have interviewed said that none of them ever use such provision 
in a criminal revision. 

Back to the examination of the revision request, after the dossier, which 
includes the original case files, minutes of hearing and minutes of opinion, 
reach the MA and have been registered, the CJ will appoint a panel of judges 
consisting of at least three members including the presiding judge.2211 Following 
the examination of the case by the panel of judges, a deliberation meeting will 

2205 indies sv, supra note 452 Art. 359.
2206 Id. Art. 359.
2207 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 6(1).
2208 Id. Art. 6(2).
2209 LAw 14/1985, supra note 12 Art. 73(1).
2210 Id. Art. 73(3).
2211 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 31. Following the implementation of the chamber system, 

this practice has changed. The assignment of cases to panels is now made by each of the 
chairmen of the chambers. 
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be held to decide the revision request.2212 The decision taken at such meeting 
will become the decision of the MA.2213 The deliberation meeting is closed to 
the public, although the resulting MA’s decision would be pronounced in a 
public hearing.2214

The KUHAP does not regulate the procedure for the MA in examining 
the revision request.2215 Instead, the KUHAP only regulates the revision 
decision.2216 The only provision that may serve as a guidance is the procedure for 
cassation,2217 in addition to several mechanisms related to the distribution of 
cases under the chamber system and unwritten precedent on the management 
of conflict of interest, as elaborated in Chapter 3.

In examining the revision request, a formal question like admissibility 
of the request is first asked, to determine whether the applicant has the right 
to file the request and whether the grounds for the request have fulfilled the 
conditions.2218 If the revision request is declared as admissible, then the MA 
will move to examine the material aspects of such request.2219 

The MA will impose a judgment that either rejects or grants the revision 
request.2220 If the MA examination concludes that the request is unreasonable 
in the examination, then it will be rejected and the MA will provide its 
underlying arguments.2221 This means that the decision in question, which 
had obtained a permanent legal force, is considered as correct.2222 Conversely, if 
the revision request is considered to be reasonable, then the MA will grant the 
request.2223 In this case, the MA will give its own decision by initially annulling 
the judgment in question.

In the Lingah, Pacah and Sumir case, their revision request was finally 
turned down by the revision panel chaired by Mohammad Djaelani, the then 
Vice CJ.2224 The Secretary-General of the MA announced the decision to the 
media in December 1994. 

2212 Id.
2213 Id.
2214 Id.
2215 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 67.
2216 HArAHAp, supra note 1196 at 631. Art. 266 KUHAP.
2217 dJenAwi, supra note 1219 at 67. See Art. 253(2) KUHAP. See also HArAHAp, supra note 1196 

at 631.
2218 soedirJo, supra note 446 at 32. As stipulated in Art. 263(2) KUHAP, and so on.
2219 Id.
2220 Id.
2221 tAHir, supra note 542 at 54.
2222 Id.
2223 Id. at 55.
2224 tAnuredJo, supra note 1384 at 67.
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The revision panel expressed its doubts about Asun’s confession and 
considered it as inconsistent. They said that when Asun was questioned 
by the judge and the prosecutor at the hearing, he did not admit to having 
murdered Pamor. It was only when the defense counsel of Lingah et al. 
questioned him, Asun admitted that he had killed Pamor.2225

The revision panel also considered the potential that Asun might have 
confessed of killing Pamor based on Sumir’s order. According to the MA, Sumir 
had told Asun to claim to be Pamor’s killer through a letter.2226

In prison, before the examination hearing of the revision request, Asun 
became doubtful. An investigator had approached him and asked Asun not 
to admit to killing Pamor. The investigator threatened Asun if he confessed 
and promised to give a reward if he did otherwise.2227 In the midst of such 
psychological pressure, Asun faced a revision request examination hearing, 
which was attended by a large crowd and police officers. In the end, Asun 
admitted to killing Pamor under oath.2228 However, in its judgment, the 
revision panel stated that Asun’s candid acknowledgements before the judges 
in the Simulan murder case and the panel of judges examining the revision 
request were not acceptable.2229 

The MA’s reason was straightforward, stating that “Asun has not been 
examined.”2230 Asun’s confession was doubtful because the admission was 
only in the form of a “suspicion”, which legally and according to the principle 
of presumption of innocence, had not yet obtained a permanent legal force.2231

The decision making on the revision request of Lingah, Pacah and Sumir 
was considered for more than two years after the examination of the revision 
request by the Ketapang District Court. There was no involvement whatsoever 
of the applicant nor the district court in the process. All was done quietly, far 
away at the MA. There even were allegations that the MA ignored the revision 
request of Lingah et.al. The team of the counsel at that time had to conduct 
some advocacy, together with advocates in Jakarta, to call the attention of the 
MA to this case.2232

2225 Id. at 73.
2226 Id.
2227 Id. at 74.
2228 Id.
2229 Id.
2230 Id.
2231 Id. at 67.
2232 Id. at 61.
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b. Material examination of revision in The Netherlands

In The Netherlands, with the principal procedure following the referral 
by the HR to the court of appeal, the investigation in the criminal case is 
reopened. The authority has fallen away from the disputed res judicata, and 
the presumption of innocence is revived from the moment that it was decided 
to be revoked.2233 

The judge of the facts to whom the referral has been made must take into 
account the legal limits and any restrictions for reference. The judge has to 
investigate and do justice to the basis of the indictment, replacing the contested 
decision.2234 The judge who had investigated the case previously must not sit 
at the court hearing.2235

The judges to whom reference is made is not bound by the findings of the 
referring court (the HR) or by the grounds that led to the revision.2236 They will 
examine whether the disputed res judicata must be maintained or annulled. 
In the latter case, they have to decide which of the legal result is most suitable 
based on their conclusion.2237

For reasons of efficiency, the HR can even decide the case by itself, although 
the law does not provide it.2238 This would only happen in cases where the 
request can only be followed by a bar to prosecution,2239 for example if the 
applicant had already been convicted for the same offence and the HR itself 
announced the bar to prosecution.2240

Decisions of the HR and the court of appeal on the merit of the request 
are given in a reasoned judgment, which will be publicly announced in the 
presence of the clerk to the court and the PG.2241 

The court of appeal will announce which judgment was being quashed in 
the referral. In relation to judgments that are not quashed in the referral, the 
court of appeal will uphold the said judgment and wholly or partially adopt, 
supplement or amend its grounds or announce the judgment again and wholly 
or partially quash the judgment.2242 

In case where there is a concourse of several offences that was punished 

2233 Aben, supra note 1544.
2234 Wilhelmina, Wetboek van Strafvordering (SV), Art. 476(2).
2235 Ibid. See also LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482g(3).
2236 Aben, supra note 1544.
2237 Id.
2238 Duker, supra note 1503.
2239 Id.
2240 HR 25 May 1993. NJ1993.699 In Id. 
2241 Wilhelmina, Wetboek van Strafvordering (SV), Art. 471(3).
2242 Id. Art. 476(5).
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by one principal sentence and a revision is only requested in relation to one 
or more of those offences, if the judgment is quashed, the punishment for 
the other offences will be determined in the revision judgment.2243 The 
punishment previously served for the offence under the quashed judgment 
and the time spent in pretrial detention will be deducted in the judgment.2244

Although in principle the procedures regarding revision are the same 
for the various grounds of revision, several mechanisms are distinguished 
depending on the ground. I deliberately excluded the revision request on the 
ground of ECHR from my narrative, considering that the ground is not relevant 
to be a learning point in analyzing Indonesia’s revision system.

Contradictory judgments

In the case of a revision request based on contradictory judgments, if 
the HR finds the revision request to be well-founded, it will quash the final 
judgments through which a recovery may be offered for the miscarriage of 
justice.2245 The HR then refers those cases, even when it has been finalized in 
the first instance, to a court of appeal that has not yet taken cognizance of 
them.2246 In the exceptional case that all courts have already taken cognizance 
of the cases, the HR will appoint one regardless.2247

If the HR has rendered an irrevocable judgment as the court of the first 
instance, then the case will be referred to the court session of the HR, which 
will consist of ten judges.2248 If the votes are tied, a judgment will be made in 
favor of the former defendant.2249 In the equally exceptional case of a conflict 
of jurisdiction in connection with a case brought before the HR by the HR, the 
case will be referred to a plenary session.2250

The convicted defendant who was deprived of liberty under the annulled 
judgment is legally free and must be released immediately.2251 The status 
of the convicted defendant becomes a suspect. However, the HR has the 
authority to order the imprisonment of the suspect and thus to continue the 
deprivation of liberty. This warrant will be valid for an indefinite period, but 
may be suspended or revoked by the court of appeal.2252 This detention may 

2243 Id. Art. 478(2).
2244 Id. Art. 478(3).
2245 Verstraete, supra note 1750 at 21.
2246 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 471(1).
2247 Id. Art. 471(1).
2248 Id. Art. 471(2).
2249 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 at Art. 482h(2).
2250 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 472.
2251 Id. Art. 471(3).
2252 Id. Art. 473(1).
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not last longer than the non-completed custodial sentence, which the former 
defendant must serve in the annulled judgment.2253

The cases that are referred to the court of appeal will be examined again 
and decided in the same judgment. The court of appeal is not bound by certain 
statements, although it may not impose a more severe punishment than the 
quashed judgment.2254 

Novum

If the HR finds a revision request based on novum to be well-founded, 
it will order the suspension of the enforcement of the judgment in question 
and will refer the case to a court of appeal that has not taken cognizance of 
the case. The court of appeal will either uphold the irrevocable judgment, or 
while annulling it: (i) declare a bar to prosecution; (ii) acquit the defendant; 
(iii) dismiss the charges as the defendant is not criminally liable; or (iv) convict 
the defendant again and apply a less severe penal provision or impose a lower 
sentence.2255

Pending the decision on the revision request, the HR may suspend the 
enforcement of an irrevocable judgment at all times.2256 However, the HR does 
not annul the irrevocable judgment as it does in a well-founded application 
based on a conflict of jurisdiction.2257 The applicant, therefore, retains position 
as a convicted defendant and does not go back into the position as a suspect.2258

In the case of a referral, the HR may issue a warrant of arrest against 
the former defendant.2259 This warrant will be valid for an indefinite period, 
but may be suspended or revoked by the court of appeal.2260 This remand of 
detention may in no event exceed the length of the non-completed custodial 
sentence that the former defendant must serve under the judgment.2261 

The only impediment in a repeated conviction is that the court cannot 
impose a more severe penalty than that which was imposed in the annulled 
judgment. Therefore, the convicted defendant cannot be disadvantaged by the 
revision.2262

After the irrevocable judgment has been quashed, compensation may be 

2253 Duker, supra note 1503.
2254 Vleeshouwers, supra note 1598 at 43.
2255 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 289.
2256 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 473(4).
2257 Duker, supra note 1503.
2258 Id.
2259 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 473(1).
2260 Id.
2261 Id.
2262 Aben, supra note 1544.
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awarded if no punishment or measure is imposed and on the application of the 
former defendant or the heir.2263

Detrimental revision

If the HR considers the revision request to be well-founded, it will refer 
the case to a court that has not yet taken cognizance of it, situated outside of 
the jurisdiction of a court that has taken cognizance of the case to render a 
final decision.2264 The case will now go through a new trial, which may lead to 
the continued irrevocability of the judgment.2265 

A search-out investigation can also be carried out without restrictions.2266 
The referred case will be treated based on the corresponding procedure in 
the Sv related to acceptance of documents, determination of the date of the 
court session, summons, role of the victim or the surviving relative in court 
session, submission of witness and expert, documents, or other convincing 
items as evidence, focus of the hearing, and investigation by the examining 
magistrate.2267 The investigation will be carried out under the applicable 
provisions insofar as the revision section does not contain any deviating 
provisions.2268

In the context of a detrimental revision, if no penalty or measure is 
imposed after the annulment of the final judgment, then the judge may, at the 
request of the former defendant, ordered compensation from the State for the 
damage suffered by the former defendant as a result of the pretrial detention 
under this section.2269

4. Revision procedures and ne bis in idem

As I explained in the previous section, one of the functions of the ne bis 
in idem doctrine is to maintain the finality of court decisions. On the other 
hand, revision, in addition to correcting errors, is designed to protect the 
finality of court decisions. In this aspect, ne bis in idem and the revision system 
correspond to one another as revision provides the procedure to operationalize 
the functions of ne bis in idem.

Revision provides the procedure for ne bis in idem to fortify a final decision 

2263 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 480(1).
2264 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482g(1).
2265 Rechtsmiddelen, supra note 2070.
2266 Id.
2267 sv, supra note 1483 Art. 476(1).
2268 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482g(2).
2269 Id. Art. 482g(5).
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from any attempt to reopen it. If a final decision fulfills all the elements of ne bis 
in idem, then any attempt to reopen it will be blocked by the revision system. 
This is where the individual justice of the ne bis in idem doctrine appears. No 
one may be prosecuted or tried again for the same case.

However, if it turns out that certain elements of ne bis in idem are defective 
due to extraordinary grounds, then revision will correct it. This is where the 
correction of error function of revision operates. The revision system works 
to determine, and attest material fact(s) related to a criminal case that have 
been decided by a final decision and to rearrange the legal qualification to 
ensure that all elements of ne bis in idem have been fulfilled properly. The goal 
is to make the finality of the decision perfect, and ne bis in idem plays a role in 
protecting it.

Thus, revision procedure operates to bridge the finality of the decision 
with correction of errors. This operationalization is carried out through at least 
three processes, namely substantiation, admission for revision, and material 
examination.

Substantiation is needed to indicate and substantiate the errors in a 
final decision so that the errors could be grounds for the revision request. 
Admission for revision is where the court ensures that all of the conditions 
for revision are met. Admission for revision is also where a preliminary 
assessment is conducted to decide whether the indicated errors that have 
been substantiated are material enough to form the grounds to reopen a final 
decision. The material examination is needed to test and determine whether 
there are factual errors in a final judgment and how the decision should be 
maintained (if it turns out that there are no errors) or corrected (if there are 
real errors).

Indonesia also implements these three processes in its revision system. 
However, the legal framework and practice so far have not narrowed down 
these three processes into detailed criteria that are in line with their respective 
objectives.

Substantiation of revision requests in Indonesia is minimal and only 
exists in the form of an assistance from court clerks as I have elaborated in 
Chapter 3, which is inadequate and no longer relevant to the context of the 
current judicial practice. It may be difficult to compare the revision system in 
The Netherlands, which gives major support for the substantiation of revision 
requests, with the revision system in Indonesia. It is similarly difficult to look 
for comparisons between the PG in The Netherlands, which has a vital role in 
the revision system, and the equivalent institution in Indonesia. Even the AG 
would not be a suitable comparison to the PG. 
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Besides, according to Chandra M. Hamzah, Indonesia’s criminal justice 
system still puts forward a win or lose approach, instead of seeking for the 
material truth. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine that the Indonesian Public 
Prosecution Service would be willing to support a process that will ultimately 
question and even negate the result of their work in a criminal case.

However, that does not mean that there is no modality to provide 
substantiation support for a revision request in Indonesia. The potential for 
assistance in substantiating requests − and perhaps the only venue − lies in 
the hands of the defense counsel. Advocates have the expertise and authority 
to provide the substantiation.

Therefore, I am of the opinion that the current practice in The Netherlands 
that requires a revision request to be submitted through a defense counsel 
is worthy to be implemented in Indonesia. For a convicted defendant who 
has already exhausted all the available revenues and been depleted of their 
resources, the assistance to substantiate needs to be included in the legal aid 
framework and the resources allocated by the state should be accessible for 
this purpose. This option makes the most sense while awaiting significant 
policy reform to the revision system.

Many revision requests are declared as inadmissible because the 
applicant fails to make their request plausible. This is the characteristic of a 
revision system that requires an applicant to provide the most convincing 
substantiation of their request.

Admission for revision in Indonesia is also unsuitably run by the district 
court, which is at the bottom of the judicial hierarchy. Apart from being the 
lowest court, the district court status which is a trier of fact is not supposed to 
determine the admission of revision request, particularly the district court of 
which the case was originally heard and decided.

Indeed, a court that is given the responsibility of maintaining legal unity 
should not be the trier of fact. It should be the MA, which is responsible for 
encouraging and preserving the unity of the law by – among other things 
– keeping the finality of the decision. Therefore, as in The Netherlands, it 
would be more appropriate if the MA handles the initial hearing to determine 
admission for a revision.2270 If necessary, the MA can use the mechanism 
provided under Law 14/1985 to support its examination, such as assigning a 
district court to find facts and asking for an opinion from the AG. This is where 
the character of appeal on the record, as referred to by Shapiro, is established. 

Material examination of a revision request by the MA is also inappropriate 

2270 I share the same idea with de Hullu. See HuLLu, supra note 322 at 294.
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and brought about fundamental problems. Instead, material examination by 
the MA, as a trier of law, has been done by referring to the cassation procedure, 
which is a procedure for addressing questions of law.

The MA, being the central institution, is far from the locus delicti and 
therefore has many limitations in conducting a material examination, which 
is factual in nature, because it must test and assess new material fact(s) to 
determine the legal qualification of a criminal event. Here, the MA sees the 
record of the trier of fact and does not examine the fact, although it may order 
the trier of fact to conduct a retrial.2271 The material examination is supposed 
to be carried out by the trier of fact, which is closer to the locus delicti and is 
authorized and has the competence to examine the facts (fact-finding judge).

Through this approach, the attitude of the revision panel in the Sengkon 
and Karta case, which chose only one of the two contradictory judgments 
without re-examining the case due to the MA’s limited ability to obtain facts, 
can be avoided. Likewise, the rejection of the revision request of Lingah et al. 
because the lack of examination and permanent judgment of Asun’s confession 
on killing Sumir could also have been avoided.

In my opinion, the appropriate trier of fact to carry out the material 
examination is the high court, which has a low case burden compared to the 
MA and the district court. High court is also be the chosen venue based on the 
character of the appeal of revision, which can only be fulfilled by the appellate 
court, not the first level court. It is where the characteristic of appeal by trial 
de novo manifests. Here, the record of the trial court is submitted, but the 
parties are given an opportunity to advance both previous and new evidence 
in the appellate proceeding, against which the appellate court will make an 
independent assessment.2272

As in The Netherlands, referral of revision requests to a different high 
court from the initial court who handled the case could be considered. De Hullu 
says that the court of appeal choice eliminated the possibility of appeal against 
the decision resulting from the revision request.2273 Although in Indonesia, 
the system of transferring judges is more dynamic than in The Netherlands, 
which may reduce the likelihood of conflict of interest, this arrangement is 
still quite reasonable considering that the essence of revision is to re-evaluate 
a case, which means reassessing the work of the judge who previously handled 
the case. Moreover, this study proposes that falsum is to be included as one of 
the grounds for revision. 

2271 Shapiro, supra note 414 at 636.
2272 Id.
2273 HuLLu, supra note 322 at 292.
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I. The overall assessment of the revision function performance in 
Indonesia

A. Doctrinal point of view

1.	 Primary	 sources	 of	 the	 arbitrariness	 of	 revision	 against	 final	
judgments

In Indonesia, the finality principle of court decision and judicial 
proceedings is only articulated to a limited extent. Almost no rules expressly 
state the importance of finality of a court decision, and the degree of the state’s 
interests in finality. The norm only represents finality in some regulations, 
where a court decision is legally binding in certain situations.

Finality is also known in the rule on acquittal. An acquittal and dismissal 
cannot be contested. However, the guarantee is offset by the jurisprudence 
itself, primarily when it considers a pure or pseudo acquittal.

The finality principle has only been introduced more structurally in 
Indonesia, in line with the introduction of the revision system, which is a 
system that works on the basic premise of fallibility. A judge is fallible and 
could be wrong. Thus, a system to correct errors must be established, even if a 
decision has become final.

As I have explained in the early section of Chapter 4, the fallibility 
consideration in the Indonesian legal system is more strongly rooted than the 
finality principle. The fallibility concept is known in many places, not only in 
legislation (especially regarding appeal mechanism), but also in various court 
decisions.

When the tendency to prioritize fallibility is used in assessing the 
revision, the function to correct errors becomes more dominant. The doctrinal 
understanding that revision also has another function, namely maintaining 
the finality of court decisions, is weak by comparison.

As the dominant perceived function of revision is the correction of error, 
revision is easy to propose and conduct in Indonesia. The premise is that 
judges are ordinary people who can make mistakes. Therefore, decisions made 
by judges, even those with permanent legal force, contain a possibility of error. 
For this reason, a system that can correct such error needs to be provided. To 
work optimally, the gateway of the system should not be set too narrowly, and 
the processes should not be complicated.

Indeed, the informants in this study agree that the primary function of 
revision is the correction of error. Former CJ Harifin Tumpa stated that the 
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function of revision is to correct the decision.2274 Legal scholar Andi Hamzah 
stated that the function of revision was to correct a wrong decision.2275 Former 
lawmaker Zein Badjeber stated that the function of revision is to correct a 
decision that has a permanent legal force in case there is new evidence.2276 
What is interesting is that prominent lawyer Maqdir Ismail firmly stated that 
the function of revision is to act as a fourth court level, as well as a mechanism 
to correct errors.2277

Meanwhile, the attribution of importance to the finality of a judicial 
decision is not openly shared among judges, including by the legal community. 
The link between the revision system and the finality principle has not been 
reviewed much. There is hardly any review in the Indonesian literature that 
asserts that a wrong but final decision must be corrected, and concurrently, 
the finality of a correct final decision must also be protected.

The dominant view of the concept of fallibility and ‘correction of error’ 
function makes the conduct of revision in Indonesia relatively effortless. As I 
have argued in Chapter 3, even though there are conditions to the admissibility 
of revision requests, these conditions are regulated and applied loosely, 
besides being full of inconsistencies. Likewise, the regulation of the grounds 
of revision requests, and their application in the jurisprudence are also loose 
and full of inconsistency. In addition, the whole revision process is centered 
on the MA, making it an easy procedure that is almost as easy as cassation, 
which is the third stage of a trial.

The ease of revision can be seen from the ability of the MA to manage the 
burden of revision cases properly. The number of criminal revision cases does 
not disturb the overall productivity of the MA. According to the data in 2016, 
88% of criminal revision cases were completed within 1-3 months.

Moreover, there is no significant consequences for the state in rejecting or 
granting a revision request. If a revision request is rejected, then the decision 
will prevail and any part of the sentence that has not been served must 
be completed. Conversely, if the revision request is granted, the state only 
needs to release the defendant from imprisonment. No consequential rules 
to rehabilitate if the defendant has undergone a sentence that was wrongly 
applied. The rehabilitation lawsuit filed by Sengkon and Karta failed.2278 Prita 
Mulyasari’s revision judgment contained a holding that her reputation should 

2274 Tumpa, supra note 1397.
2275 Hamzah, supra note 1321.
2276 Zain Badjeber, (2017).
2277 Maqdir Ismail, (2017).
2278 pompe, supra note 493 at 350–351.
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be restored, but to make it a rehabilitation, a new lawsuit should have been 
launched.2279 

As a result, revision also functions as the fourth stage of the judicial 
process. Indications of this were conveyed by CJ M. Hatta Ali.2280 Chandra M. 
Hamzah agreed with this and stated that revision’s real function has been 
replaced by the function as a fourth court level.2281 In fact, in its development, 
the revision also functions as the only legal remedy that would only benefit 
the interests of the applicant.

The dominant function of the ‘correction of error’, causes risks to the 
finality principle. An easy revision system can: (i) make a right decision seems 
wrong; or (ii) presents a new error in a final decision. The latter was evident in 
the case of Hanky   Gunawan, where the revision process, which should have 
corrected an earlier error, contained a new mistake in the form of a verdict 
falsification by a member of the revision panel.

As the finality principle of a decision does not receive significant attention, 
the elaboration of the ne bis in idem doctrine that operationalizes the finality 
has not been developed in Indonesia, at least not in the same pace as in The 
Netherlands. In the criminal sphere in Indonesia, ne bis in idem is only provided 
in Article 76(1) KUHP and is only regulated to a limited extent in Articles 109 
and 140 KUHAP. The MA has only issued a regulation regarding ne bis in idem 
once and the content of such regulation was minimal.2282

Elaboration on the potential elements of the ne bis in idem are found in 
Indonesian literature. The ‘final decision’ and ‘same person’ elements of ne 
bis in idem are properly elaborated. But, in the elaboration of the ‘same act’, 
Indonesia is still far behind The Netherlands.

The most recent reference for the meaning of the ‘same act’ is still based 
on an Arrest of HR regarding the material fact in 1932.2283 This can be found 
in one of the cassation decisions in the MA,2284 as well as in an article written 
by Surachman in 2002.2285 While the latest HR doctrine distinguishes the 
‘same act’ in the ne bis in idem doctrine from the ‘same act’ in samenloop and 
combines material fact with legal qualification in interpreting the ‘same act’.

2279 mA deCision no. 225 pK/pid.sus/2011 (pritA muLyAsAri), supra note 1097.
2280 Ali, supra note 1814.
2281 Hamzah, supra note 1860.
2282 mA CirCuLAr no. 3 of 2002 re. tHe HAndLing of CAses reLAted to ne bis in idem, (2002).
2283 In the Arrest, feit is meant merely as a legal qualification, which is the same meaning of 

feit in the concept of concourse (samenloop in Dutch). This view was revised by the HR in 
The Netherlands in 1960 and further refined in 2011.

2284 Decision No. 1553 K/Pid/2012 (Agus Priyanto), (2013).
2285 Surachman, supra note 108.
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Since the elaboration of the ne bis in idem doctrine is limited, there is 
almost no review linking ne bis in idem to the revision system. The indication 
made by the drafters of KUHP by regulating ne bis in idem and revision in one 
provision is not enough to provoke critical review.

Ne bis in idem is not seen as a doctrine that can underlie the regulation and 
development of the revision system in Indonesia. In fact, some people see no 
connection at all between ne bis in idem and the revision system.

Other theories that constitute thorough discourse on the support as well 
as opposition of revision system are not also given with enough room to provide 
influence in the Indonesian revision system. As the result, the Indonesian 
revision system is developed pragmatically to solve interim problems, which 
ended up in huge incoherencies. I have shown the various inconsistencies 
that occur in each pillar of the revision system, with the conditions exhibiting 
many of these inconsistencies.

Similarly, the character of revision in Indonesia has become filled with 
trier of law characters rather than those of trier of fact. The emergence of judge’s 
mistake or egregious error as one of the grounds is one of its manifestations. 
The revision procedure is also centralized in the MA, with minimal involvement 
of the courts of facts. As a result, revision in Indonesia has limitations to reveal 
the material truth, namely by testing new material fact(s) to determine a 
different legal qualification for a criminal event.

All in all, revision by the highest court in Indonesia does not promote the 
consistency and uniformity of the application of the law. In turn, arbitrariness 
in revision makes it difficult for revision to carry out its most notorious 
function, correction of errors.

2. Modalities for the correction of errors

However, that does not mean that the revision system has never corrected 
miscarriages of justice. In several high-profile cases such as Sengkon and Karta 
and Devid Eko Priyanto, the impression that errors have been corrected by 
revision is very strong. 

But these cases can be counted using one hand. In interview with Artidjo 
Alkostar, he claimed that Devid’s case was one involving an essential correction 
of error, identified/applied during his career as a criminal judge in the MA.2286 
However, even in those cases, the scope of the correction achieved by revision 
was still minimal. This was influenced by the character and limitations 
surrounding revision, which is more inclined to be seen as part of the trier of 

2286 Alkostar, supra note 1365.
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law in Indonesia. 
For example, in the Sengkon and Karta case. Both of them were acquitted 

because they did not acknowledge their actions, even though only Karta had 
filed an appeal against the decision of the Bekasi District Court. The conviction 
against Gunel by the Bekasi District Court for the same criminal case was 
sustained at the revision level because Gunel acknowledged the murder. Upon 
re-reading of the decision, the MA’s decision at the revision level did not reflect 
a reassessment of the material fact(s) of the case. The revision panel in the MA 
only selected one of the two final decisions regarding the same criminal case, 
with different defendants. There was no other evidence tested in the revision 
process, other than Gunel’s confession. The elaboration and ascertaining of 
facts in the decision was far from adequate.

That is why the revision in the Sengkon and Karta case leaves a question 
mark, which was revealed by one of the MA judges in Sebastiaan Pompe’s 
book.2287 There were also questions on the possibility of criminal complicity. 
All the remaining question marks surfaced because the character of the 
examination of Sengkon and Karta’s revision request was that of a trier of law. 
The revision panel did not directly touch upon the facts.

The trier of law character also prevented the revision panel from 
correcting errors in the case of Lingah et.al. The revision panel finally turned 
down their request for several reasons. Among other things, Asun’s confession 
was considered to be constantly changing, including during the formal 
examination session. Asun’s confession was also not accompanied by other 
evidence. In addition, Asun’s confession of killing Sumir was stated only in 
Asun’s verdict in a different criminal case for Simulan’s murder. However, the 
most substantial reason was the fact that Pamor’s killing by Asun had not 
been investigated and examined in court, nor sentenced by a decision having 
a permanent legal force.

All the reasons used by the revision panel in rejecting the revision request 
of Lingah et al. were factual. The revision panel, which sat on the chair of the 
trier of law, found it difficult to verify the facts. In the end, what could be done 
was to reject the application, while throwing the ball to the investigator to 
further investigate the confession.

Thus, it can be said that modalities for revision in Indonesia to carry out 
the correction of error function exist. Public support for this function has also 
been solid. Public trust thrives when the MA corrects a decision containing a 
perceived gross error, mainly when the beneficiaries are individuals with weak 

2287 pompe, supra note 493 at 351.
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position, confronting the coercive power of the state, as in the cases of Sengkon 
and Karta, Devid Eko Priyanto, or Prita Mulyasari. However, these modalities 
are inadequate for the revision system in Indonesia to genuinely correct errors 
if its strong character as the trier of law is still maintained.

B. Institutional point of view

1. Issues in the lawmaking process and content 

Revision’s strong character as the trier of law, which weakened the revision 
function of correcting errors, is established by the law. The regulation of 
conditions and grounds for revision, including the presence of judge’s mistake 
or egregious error, is contained in the KUHAP, as well as the perfunctory 
regulations on substantiation of revision requests. The KUHAP also regulates 
that the admission for revision is to be given by the district court with a non-
binding output, as well as the role of the MA that is fully authorized to examine 
and decide a revision request.

Thus, revision system in Indonesia is strongly determined by the KUHAP. 
Indeed, other laws complement the provisions of the KUHAP on revision, 
like the Law 4/2004 and Law 14/1985. However, the primary legal basis for 
revision in the criminal law is the KUHAP. In addition, there is also the role of 
the MK, which through its judicial review authority can also determine norms 
related to revision. 

Of course, the MA still plays a vital role, starting from issuing regulations 
and circulars regarding revision, as well as enacting jurisprudence that 
introduced norms related to revision. Although the regulatory products of the 
MA are not explicitly listed in the legislation hierarchy, the actual role of the 
MA cannot be undermined.2288 

In fact, it could even be said that the MA forms the revision system in 
Indonesia. Since Indonesia’s independence, the MA had indeed functioned as a 
lawmaking body despite its core function as the highest adjudicative body. The 
political base was strong. In the early days of independence, when Indonesia’s 
legislative system was far from perfect, the MA was indeed encouraged to 
participate in shaping and completing laws and regulations that contained 
numerous shortcomings. The legal basis was also strong, namely Article 
131 Law 1/1950. As I have described in Chapter 3, this provision was always 
referred to by the MA when it was called upon to develop rules to fill the legal 

2288 Art. 7 Law No 12/2011 on the Establishment of Laws and Regulations does not explicitly 
include regulations of the MA in the hierarchy of laws and regulations. However, Art. 
8(2) of the Law mentions that the rules of the MA have the binding legal force to the 
extent that it is ordered by higher legislation or established by authority.
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vacuum.
To date, the MA continues to have this role. As the legal basis is 

complemented by the political basis in providing context, apart from revision, 
some regulations have been issued by the MA concerning legal aspects that 
would ideally be regulated by laws. Examples of this are Perma no. 2 of 2015 
on Small Claims Court2289 and Perma no. 13 of 2016 on Procedure to Handle 
Corporate Crimes.2290

In Chapter 3, I have explained the dependence of the parliament and the 
government on the MA to fill the legal vacuum in the revision of criminal cases. 
Through a parliamentary hearing, the House of Representatives encouraged 
the MA to draft and enact Perma 1/1980 concerning revision to serve as the 
legal basis to settle the miscarriage of justice in the Sengkon and Karta case. 
The government also approved this measure. That dependence has evidently 
continued until recently. In carrying out the ‘ease of doing business’ agenda, 
for example, the government expects the MA to provide a legal framework 
for the introduction of a small claims’ settlement procedure, given that the 
government’s efforts to enact a civil procedure law have not been successful.

However, the most decisive fact is the influence that various regulations 
produced by the MA have on the content of the law. As I have explained 
previously, the content of the KUHAP concerning revision, namely Part Two 
of Chapter XVIII KUHAP, was strongly influenced by the content of Perma 
1/1980 and Perma 1/1969. Likewise, Perma 1/1982 strongly influenced the 
regulation regarding revision in Part Four of Chapter III Law 14/1985.

This demonstrates that despite their somewhat weak status in the 
legislation hierarchy, the regulations issued by the MA are factually needed for 
the legislative duties of the parliament and the government because they are 
ready to use and have been tested in the field. This indicates the weak legislative 
capacity of the parliament and the government. The two institutions had no 
idea about the best way to approach concrete issues in the justice sector. 

Various documents on the deliberation of the laws regulating revision 
are minimal in the debate, not to say nonexistent. It is difficult to imagine an 
elaborate and visionary discussion on the revision function. It is even more 
difficult to imagine debates about the connection between ne bis in idem and 
the revision system.

Two senior politicians who had long served as members of the 
parliamentary law commission confirmed that the approach used in discussing 

2289 mA reguLAtion no. 2 of 2015 re. smALL CLAims meCHAnism, (2015).
2290 mA reguLAtion no. 13 of 2016 re. meCHAnism for tHe HAndLing CorporAte Crimes, (2016).
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laws in the Parliament was full of political consideration and compromise.2291 
Various conceptual arguments did not appear in it.

I did not get the answer, which I expected from Andi Matalatta as the 
former Chairman of the Special Committee for the Bill on Military Court. The 
Law 31/1997 seemed to be a major correction to the KUHAP regarding the 
authority of the prosecutor to file a revision request, as explained in Chapter 3. 
However, apparently, there was no debate at all about this provision. At first, I 
suspected, Mochtar Pakpahan’s case greatly influenced the content of the law.

Matalatta’s response to the discussion of the Law 31/1997 in the 
Parliament was relatively normative and referred more to the then political 
situation. Proceedings of the bill’s discussion did not explain anything. There 
was no portrait of deep and substantive debate in it. But, in practice, the Law 
31/1997 is often referred to by the prosecutor to strengthen the argument 
that they have the authority to file a revision request.

The government’s legislative capacity is not better. This was at least 
indicated by the discussion of the government regulation draft that was 
attempted to be developed after the issuance of the MK decision and the MA 
circular regarding multiple submission of a revision request. The government’s 
interest in the issue was clear, which was to smooth the execution of capital 
punishment. However, as I explained in Chapter 3, the draft of such government 
regulation only ended up in one provision, where the norm was entirely the 
same as the one introduced by SEMA 10/2009.

The weak legislative capacity of the government and the Parliament, 
their lack of awareness of the principles and doctrines relevant to revision, 
and their dependence on the lawmaking role of the MA, mean that the various 
regulatory products produced by the MA prevail. Even if seen in their history, 
the number of regulations issued by the MA is massive. From the introduction 
of the revision system in Indonesia in 1969, the MA had issued at least 6 (six) 
regulations and 12 (twelve) circulars related to revision.

There has never been any significant resistance shown by other state 
institutions. There was indeed an accusation that the MA had taken over the 
legislative power of the Parliament, but this was simply an instantaneous 
reaction to the issuance of Perma 1/1969, which in the end diminished in 
time. There was no battle between the branches of the state regarding the 
issue of power sharing, although there is a potential violation of the principle 
of separation of power as a result of the MA’s legislative role. 

Considering that the MA is not a law-making institution, the legislative 

2291 Badjeber, supra note 2276. See also Andi Matalatta, (2017).
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capacity of the MA itself is not perfect. SEMA 7/1980 showed MA’s weak law-
making capacity. SEMA 7/1980 was issued on the same date as Perma 1/1980 
and based on its content, was aimed at amending Perma 1/1980, albeit covertly.

MA’s regulatory products also intricately laced with compromise on some 
topics. Certain MA regulations and circulars ordered or prohibited certain 
norms, but provided exceptions. Examples are SEMA 10/2009, SEMA 4/2014, 
and SEMA 7/2014, all of which contain exceptions. This creates the impression 
of ambiguous regulation and also showed MA’s vested interest in its policies.

Because it is not a legislative institution, the MA has no plenty room to 
ask for stakeholder’s input on issues that need to be regulated. No space for the 
public, including the legal community, to contribute. The support system is also 
inadequate. It is difficult to find an MA regulation or circular that is supported 
by an academic draft, research document, or minutes of deliberation.

Ideally, the MA contributes to the details of, and directs the revision 
system through jurisprudence. Moreover, in its history since the HIR period, 
many aspects of revision were indeed institutionalized through jurisprudence, 
as opposed to laws or regulations issued by the MA. Jurisprudence does exist 
in Indonesian law practice, despite not being consistently applied. Pakpahan’s 
decision, for example, is a jurisprudence that was followed by many judges 
in deciding revision request filed by the prosecutor. Pakpahan’s decision was 
followed in the decisions of Gulumal, Soetyawati, Pollycarpus, and Joko S. 
Tjandra.

The function of the MA in shaping jurisprudence is different from the 
law-making practice performs by it today. Jurisprudence is derived from 
case law, which is a genuine product of the judiciary. Although it can have 
a general validity if it produces norms that can be referred to generally, the 
concrete meaning of the norm in a case must still be contextualized based on 
the underlying facts of the case. Its application can be tested from time to time 
by other case decisions. The underlying documents (decisions, minutes, etc.) 
are complete and available to the public. However, as Sebastiaan Pompe said, 
MA decisions have completely lost their regulating power, which is why the 
MA ultimately developed regulatory instruments that are separate from its 
decisions. 2292 

The law-making products of the MA have been generally applicable. It is 
more difficult to interpret their meaning or criticize their norms for certain 
concrete situations as in case laws that are the main work of the court. Its 
application is also conclusive as other law-making products. Without adequate 

2292 pompe, supra note 493 at 629.
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infrastructure and an excellent legislative process, matters such as motives, 
objectives, and process of the deliberation of the regulations will sink behind 
the series of general norms provided. Vested interests are more challenging to 
read. 

To complicate things, when the MA carries out the role as an adjudicator, 
as well as lawmaker in its revision function, two fundamental issues must be 
addressed. First, the MA’s institutional capacity to be able to approach revision 
appropriately. Second, the MA’s vested interests and how the institution 
manages potential conflict of interest.

2. Institutional capacity and interest of the judiciary

A fundamental issue related to institutional capacity and the interest of 
the judiciary in the revision system is the misconceptions that have indeed 
been made by the MA. Some of these misconceptions persist because they have 
been institutionalized through laws. Others survive because they are being 
maintained through practice by the MA.

The first example of this misconception is the inclusion of judge’s mistake 
or egregious error as a ground for revision under Perma no. 1 of 1969. Because 
it was not supported by a research document nor a discussion of proceedings, 
it was unclear where the idea of ‘  judge’s mistake or egregious error’ as a ground 
for revision came from.

Even if general logic is used, judges’ oversight should be seen as an 
outcome, not a reason. On a simpler term, the judges’ oversight is the result, 
namely the miscarriage of justice itself, not a specific matter that can become 
the cause. Judges may be mistaken and erroneous because there was a major 
evidence that did not receive proper attention. They may also appear mistaken 
and erroneous because it turns out that there is another final decision 
regarding the same complex of facts that contradicts their decision. Or, they 
may be mistaken and erroneous because it turns out that they were under 
threat, afflicted by bribery, or because the evidence that forms the basis of 
their decision, turned out to be false or was obtained through malicious ways.

The MA itself tried to rectify the misconception through Perma 1/1980. 
In Perma 1/1980, CJ Omar Senoadji deliberately eliminated judge’s mistake or 
egregious error from the grounds for revision. However, because the deletion 
was not based on strong and argumentative concept, the MA became confused 
when protests arose from the legal community against the deletion. In the 
end, judge’s mistake or egregious error was reinstated in the KUHAP.

The second example of this misconception was the way the MA defined 
contradictory judgments as conflicting statements in one decision, similar to 
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other grounds that only involved one decision. Referring to Perma 1/1969, the 
contradiction does not have to occur between two or more decisions.

The third example of this misconception is the practice at the MA that 
equates decisions regarding the (in)admissibility of a revision request with 
decisions regarding merits. Even the numbering of both is the same. Likewise, 
the way the MA handles them is also entirely the same. The decision whether 
to grant or refuse a revision request is made by the MA at the same stage, by a 
panel of judges having the same composition.

The MA would issue a decision after it receives the minutes of opinion and 
the case files from the district court that first examined the conditions of the 
revision request. Since this example of misconception is not institutionalized 
by the law, differentiation between these decisions can be made in practice 
through policy of the MA itself. Because there is no such distinction, eventually 
confusion arose among the MA judges, for example regarding whether the 
prohibition on repeated filing of revision requests applies only to requests 
that have previously been turned down materially, or including requests that 
were previously declared as inadmissible. No answer for this in the various 
MA policies, including in SEMA 7/2014, which was issued to address the MK’s 
decision to revoke the ban on multiple filing of revision requests in the KUHAP.

These misconceptions have significant impact on inconsistencies, 
including in decisions regarding inadmissibility. These inconsistencies turn 
out to become the subsequent problem related to institutional capacity and the 
interest of the judiciary. Inconsistency is the central theme in my discussion 
in Chapter 3.

Inconsistencies occur in almost all aspects of revision. Many 
inconsistencies relate to the conditions of revision, for example, the prohibition 
to file multiple revision requests and that only a convicted defendant can file a 
revision request. In Nyayu Saodah’s case, the revision was asserted as the right 
of a convicted defendant, namely a citizen who is in a weak position compared 
to the state. Therefore, the revision request submitted by the prosecutor did 
not block the right of the defendant to submit a revision request in the same 
case. The judgment in Nyayu Saodah’s case stated that each time the prosecutor 
filed a revision request, the defendant has the same right to do so as well. The 
same consideration was also found in the decision for Joko S. Tjandra. On the 
other hand, the decision in Pollycarpus’ case in 2011 stated that each party has 
the right to file one revision request.

Inconsistencies are also noticeable in the material grounds. In the Scott 
Anthony Rush’s case, the decision was considered to be contradictory because 
of the different sentences between one perpetrator and another in complicity. 
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Whereas, according to Andi Samsan Nganro, the problem of the differences in 
sentences is a matter of disparity in decisions, not a matter of proof that could 
lead to contradictory judgments.2293

Inconsistencies are also found in the way the revision procedure is 
applied. For example, although reference to minutes of opinion as issued by 
the district court can be found in some revision judgments, the majority of 
revision judgments do not mention it at all.

According to CJ M. Hatta Ali, he dedicates his term to focus on institutional 
issues in the MA. He also focuses on fixing various inconsistencies in revision, 
primarily related to the imposition of conditions of revision through various 
policies, as elaborated in Chapter 3.2294

The next problem related to institutional capacity and the interest of the 
judiciary is the quality of decisions. It must be admitted that the presence of 
judge’s considerations in the decision was minimal. Data from a study states 
that out of 50 criminal decisions at cassation and revision level that were 
randomly selected, the thoughts of MA judges that were articulated in the 
consideration constituted only 14% of the body of the decisions.2295

As examined from the various decisions that became the sample of this 
study, the problem has become more intricate in some decisions. For almost 
each aspect of inconsistency (mainly concerning the conditions as elaborated 
in Chapter 3), I found a decision that did not contain an adequate consideration 
to explain the particular position taken by the revision panel.

The problem can be illustrated by the first Nyayu Saodah decision. No 
consideration accompanied the attitude of the revision panel in admitting the 
prosecutor’s request.2296 Likewise, in the Fabianus Tibo case, the MA rejected 
the second revision request with a normative view by only referring to the 
laws.2297 It did not consider whether the first revision request was merely 
declared as inadmissible, which according to some judges, did not block its 
possibility for resubmission.

The primary reference for judges in making their decision are the laws 
and regulations, especially various relevant rules and guidelines issued by the 
MA. It is quite uncommon for jurisprudence to be referred to in a decision. 
Likewise, it is rare for doctrines to be referred to. When I asked Deputy CJ M. 

2293 Nganro, supra note 1364.
2294 Ali, supra note 1814.
2295 dio AsHAr wiCAKsAnA, rAmdAni wAHyu & beLA AnnisA, Laporan Penelitian Penyederhanaan 

Format Putusan 13 (2015).
2296 mA deCision no. 41 pK/pid/2009 (nyAyu sAodAH), supra note 733.
2297 mA deCision no. 27 pK/pid/2006 (fAbiAnus tibo, et.AL.), supra note 749.
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Syarifuddin about his reference in deciding the revision request for the pretrial 
ruling of Toh Keng Siong, as it was quite argumentative, the answer was that 
he just followed the norms of the SEMA.2298 Jurisprudence and doctrine, as long 
as they are relevant, can indeed be referred to, but that hardly ever occurs.2299 
Former CJ Harifin Tumpa even stated that he did not follow any particular 
doctrine in deciding revision requests.2300

Challenges with the institutional capacity and the interest of the 
judiciary can also be seen in the MA’s attitudes through its policy towards MK’s 
decisions related to revision. Basically, distinct MK decisions should have the 
same power when compared to each other. However, the effectiveness of the 
implementation of the norms introduced by each decision may vary, which in 
many times, depends on its suitability with the MA’s concern.

When the MK’s decision is in line with the concerns of the MA, it will be 
effective in judicial practice as the MA either directly or indirectly partakes in 
ensuring its implementation. The most obvious example is the MK’s decision 
that outlawed the filing of a revision request by the prosecutor.2301 The MA 
supported this decision. Although initially opposed by the AG, the MK’s 
decision has been effectively implemented in practice ever since.

Conversely, an MK’s decision that is not in line with the priorities of the 
MA will be overlooked and even dissented institutionally. The clearest example 
is the MK’s judgment that overturned the KUHAP provision that a revision can 
only be filed once.2302 In this case, the MA even issued a circular to confirm 
its refusal.2303 The MA judges also showed the attitude of rejecting the MK’s 
decision in the judgment against Marten Apuy. In addition to referring to the 
laws, the revision panel referred to the circular and assessed whether Apuy 
fulfilled the exceptions outlined in such circular.2304

The impression of a particular interest is found not only at the institutional 
level through policy, but also at the judges collectively in a panel or individually 
through their decisions. The existence of these interests, of course, cannot 
be proven through this study, but the impression created is quite strong, so 
it is difficult to refute. The various decisions that were sampled in this study 
indicate that the admission of revision requests by fugitives only occurred 

2298 Syarifuddin, supra note 1558.
2299 Id.
2300 Tumpa, supra note 1397.
2301 mK deCision no. 33/puu-xiv/2016 (AnnA boentArAn), supra note 15.
2302 mK deCision no. 34/puu-xi/2013 (AntAsAri AzHAr), supra note 15.
2303 semA 7/2014, supra note 16.
2304 mA deCision no. 198 pK/pid.sus/2014 (mArten Apuy), supra note 757.
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in prominent cases with high profile applicants. These include the cases of 
Tommy Soeharto, Joko S. Tjandra, Adelin Lis and Sudjiono Timan. Generally, 
even after being admitted, most of these revision requests were granted. Only 
the requests of Joko S. Tjandra and Adelin Lis were eventually overruled.2305 
Meanwhile, for a less influential applicant like Hendra Subrata, the request was 
declared as inadmissible almost immediately.2306 Subrata’s wife had referred to 
the norms in Timan’s revision request, which involved a similar scenario of 
a revision request filed by the wife of a fugitive. In Timan’s case, his revision 
request was declared as admissible and was eventually granted.2307

3. The role of the lawyers and the prosecutors

It is interesting that almost all of the informants interviewed in this 
study, who brought different perspectives of the Indonesian legal community, 
stated that the revision function is (only) to correct errors. None of them 
stated explicitly that revision should also function to maintain the finality of 
court decisions. A small percentage tried to link revision with the finality of 
judgment. However, no one concluded that maintaining finality is an actual 
function of revision too. 

As to the only revision function that they are aware of, the correction 
of error, most informants stated that the function has not been fulfilled in 
Indonesia. Unsurprisingly, they also listed, at the same time, the side functions 
of revision, including revision as the fourth level of the court and revision as a 
means to delay the enforcement of a sentence. 

We cannot deny that advocates play a significant role and that role even 
led to the surfacing of the side functions of the revision process. Since 1980, 
advocates had argued that with the existence of revision, the Indonesian 
judiciary had developed from a three-level structure to a four-level structure.2308 
Many of the revision requests are ridiculous but must nevertheless be reviewed 
again. Yahya Harahap, as quoted by Pompe, estimated that the ratio of the 
requests that were inherently strong compared to requests that were made up 
or “unreasonable”, was about one in a thousand.2309

The view that revision is the fourth level court is maintained, for instance, 
by Maqdir Ismail. He said that in Indonesian legal practice, revision is carried 
out distinctly from the judicial process at the first, second and third levels. 

2305 mA deCision no. 6 pK/pid.sus/2010 (AdeLin Lis), supra note 862.
2306 mA deCision no. 105 pK/pid/2012 (HendrA subrAtA), supra note 863.
2307 mA deCision no. 94 pK/pid/2014 (HendrA subrAtA), supra note 883.
2308 pompe, supra note 493 at 352.
2309 Id. at 352.
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Therefore, revision can be referred to as the fourth judicial process, where the 
facts of a case are re-examined for the purpose of making a correction.2310

The revision in Indonesia served as a fourth “common” instance when 
appeal and cassation failed.2311 If a defendant is dissatisfied (rightly or wrongly) 
with the judgments of the court and the MA in cassation, they can turn to the 
MA for revision with the possibility of reopening them, even if judgments of 
res judicata have been made.2312

Although in practice, the MA does not appear to accept repeated revision 
requests, this does not prevent litigants from repeatedly filing for a revision. 
The use of revision can, therefore, be considered as one of the many inventive 
ways in which the litigants try to obtain their right.2313

The side function of revision in postponing execution has also been the 
case since 1967, which triggered the enactment of SEMA 1/1967 by the MA. 
However, this trend is more prevalent in revision of civil cases. Therefore, 
according to Vice CJ M. Syarifuddin, all revision requests have to be filed from 
prison.2314 This would ensure that a revision request cannot be used to delay 
execution. Delay would only occur for the execution of capital punishment, as 
I explained in the previous section. 

Later, another revision function also surfaced. Revision is no longer 
functions as the fourth court process, but only as a channel for appeal. Revision 
is used as the only choice of legal remedy because of the legal guarantee that 
revision will not impose a more severe sentence than the original decision, 
which has been preserved consistently in practice. This fact increases the 
motivation of a convicted defendant to file a revision request as if it is an 
ordinary appeal.

In Rolly Yendra’s case, this strategy was advocated by his defense counsel. 
Yendra was advised not to appeal to the Pekanbaru High Court, and instead, 
he was told to first accept the decision of the court of the first instance, so 
that no ordinary appeal would be possible. Afterwards, when the decision had 
obtained a permanent legal force, Yendra would file a revision request.2315

According to his lawyer, this step would shorten the judicial process as 
a request for an appeal and cassation would take a long time.2316 Whether 

2310 Ismail, supra note 2277.
2311 Termorshuizen-Arts, supra note 20 at 354.
2312 Id.
2313 Id. at 355.
2314 Syarifuddin, supra note 1558.
2315 Sani, supra note 1410.
2316 Id.
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admitted or not, the guarantee that a revision judgment will not impose a more 
severe legal consequence is, of course, the main incentive for this strategy.

From these two phenomena, it can be concluded that the emergence of 
various side functions of revision cannot be separated from the role of lawyers. 
The strategy adopted to defend the client’s legal interests, if it is not based on 
an understanding and appreciation of the principles and doctrines that live 
in the relevant field of law, will make any litigation, including at the revision 
level, merely an arena of fortune. This, of course, is departing from the purpose 
of criminal procedural law in seeking the material truth.

The strategy adopted by Yendra was in fact also followed by many other 
parties with similar motivations, although possibly different calculations, for 
example Hamid Rizal in his corruption case, and even the former DKI Jakarta 
Governor, Basuki Tjahaja Purnama, in his blasphemy case.2317

A more volatile strategy is to file a revision request while the convicted 
defendant is on the run. This, of course, must be carried out by the defendant’s 
lawyers as without a lawyer, such strategy will not work.

A weak understanding and appreciation of the principles and doctrines 
related to revision among lawyers are not only manifested in legal practice, but 
also in the development of law. Lawyers are a community that is considered in 
the law-making process, especially those related to judicial issues. When they 
speak, their voices will be heard.

It was a weak understanding and appreciation of the principles and 
doctrines that cause the inaccurate response by lawyers to the inclusion of 
judge’s mistake or egregious error as one of the revision grounds. When CJ 
Omar Senoadji removed judge’s mistake or egregious error, lawyers were 
strongly against it. According to Pangaribuan, a revision request at the MA 
based on the ground of judge’s mistake or egregious error is the one that is 
likely to be rejected by the MA.2318

In addition to lawyers, the prosecutor has an equally important role in 
helping to shape the revision system in Indonesia. The persistence of the 
prosecutor in the Muchtar Pakpahan case was the beginning of a series of 
practical inconsistencies regarding the issue of whether the prosecutor could 
file a revision request. Inconsistency does not only occur in the MA, which 
indeed must respond to the revision filed by the prosecutor, but also among 
the prosecutors themselves.

One of the norms outlined in the Mukhtar Pakpahan decision is that the 
prosecutor must represent a public interest in filing a revision request in a 

2317 MA Decision no. 11 PK/Pid/2018 (Basuki Tjahaja Purnama), 1 (2018).
2318 Pangaribuan, supra note 1583.
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criminal case. The public interest can be found in the Syahril Sabirin decision, 
which stated that the prosecutor must act in the capacity as the public and 
state’s representation in the settlement of criminal cases, not for the personal 
benefit of the prosecutor or the Prosecutor’s Office. Revision requests must 
represent the interests of the nation and the state, as well as the wider public. 
Revision requests, therefore, must have exceptional properties.2319

However, the Prosecutor’s Office was sometimes trapped in pragmatism 
in strategizing revision. The public interest of exceptional nature represented 
by the prosecutor is unclear in the submission of revision requests of criminal 
cases that originated from a civil dispute, such as in the Nyayu Saodah and 
many other cases.

II. Towards a new foundation of revision system in Indonesia

There is always an exciting interface between the finality principle and the 
idea of fallibility when it comes to the revision system. The interface reveals 
in the theoretical discourse on revision, from either the proponents or the 
opponents in light of the finality and fallibility perspectives. The theoretical 
discourse affords us the opportunity to look at the revision system from a 
comprehensive view.

Such comprehensive look at revision has led me to consider two 
interrelated functions served by the revision system. The first function is the 
correction of errors in judicial decisions, while the second is the preservation 
of the finality of judicial decisions.

Through the years, the preservation of the finality of judicial decisions 
has been somewhat hidden in Indonesia. The former function has been more 
pervasive than the latter. That is because the effect of fallibility weighed 
heavier than that of finality in Indonesia’s revision concept. 

Correction of errors is not seen as a function that will perfect the 
maintenance of finality.2320 While in fact, correction of errors in a decision will 
enhance the finality of the decision. No one may interfere with the authority 
of the decision unless an error has been carefully determined.

In a revision system that lacks an appreciation for finality, even a correct 
judgment can be transformed into a wrong one, or at least be afflicted with a 
new error, for the sake of correcting errors. Therefore, the finality principle 
should be given a greater weight as revision is an extraordinary appeal 
mechanism carried out against a final decision. The function of revision in 

2319 mA deCision no. 7 pK/pid.sus/2009 (syAHriL sAbirin), supra note 807.
2320 Malleson, supra note 22 at 160.
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maintaining the finality of a decision should be a bigger focus, even though 
the correction of the error function is equally important.

Without devoting precedence to the preservation of the finality function, 
revision can be carried out arbitrarily. Revision can be misused to fulfil 
different purposes, which might even be frivolous. The use of revision merely 
as an extra venue for litigation or as part of a strategy to suspend the execution 
of a criminal sentence are some of the anomalies. Respectively, revision may 
disrupt the credibility of court decisions, which in turn, can disrupt the 
legitimacy of the court and the state. 

The preservation of finality function happens to be the meeting point 
between the revision system and the ne bis in idem doctrine, which elaborates 
the finality principle and has the primary purpose of maintaining the finality of 
court decisions with two considerations: First, the public policy consideration 
of safeguarding the finality of court decisions to uphold the authority of the 
courts and the state; Second, the individual justice consideration that no one 
should be prosecuted and tried for the same act that has been decided by a final 
decision. These two considerations are also found in the revision function to 
maintain the finality of the decision. 

The meeting point between the revision system and the ne bis in idem 
doctrine is not only found at the theoretical level. The Criminal Code drafters 
had suggested the meeting point in the legal framework. The Indonesian 
Criminal Code stipulates ne bis in idem in the same provision as the revision.2321 

Although the relationship is quite apparent, it has not materialized in 
reality. Based on the legal references, including the interviews with various 
informants in Indonesia, not so many people can explain the relationship 
between revision and ne bis in idem. Not even as an exception. 

It was not without intent that the lawmakers pointed out the interface 
between revision and ne bis in idem in the legal framework. The provision 
signals a deeper relationship, namely at the operational level.

Revision consists of three pillars, namely conditions, grounds, and 
procedures. Conditions operationalize the revision’s function to maintain the 
finality of decisions. Revision may only be requested against a final decision, 
which have to meet criteria set out in the conditions.

The grounds for revision operationalize the correction of errors function. 
The discovery of extraordinary circumstances indicates a factual error in a 
final decision and revision is provided as a remedy to correct that error.

The revision procedure operationalizes entire revision functions, both 

2321 KitAb undAng-undAng HuKum pidAnA (KuHp), supra note 1334 Art. 76 (1).
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correcting errors and maintaining finality. On one side the procedure ensures 
the fulfilment of conditions to justify subjecting a final decision to revision. 

If it turns out that a revision request does not meet the conditions or is 
unable to indicate the existence of acceptable grounds, then the procedure will 
prevent the final decision from entering into the revision process. At this stage, 
the revision procedures operationalize the function of maintaining finality. 

On the other side the revision procedure tests the truth of the grounds for 
revision. When the grounds appear to be truthful, the procedure will annul 
a final decision because it is proven to contain errors. The revision procedure 
will then correct the errors through a new decision, which in turn will be 
final. However, when the grounds are examined and not proven, the revision 
procedure will maintain the finality of the original judgment. At this stage, 
the revision procedure operationalizes the correction of errors function, while 
maintaining the finality of the decision.

The three pillars of revision have strong links with the three elements 
of ne bis in idem, namely the final judgment, the same person, and the same 
act. The conditions of revision relate closely to the final judgment, the same 
person, and the same act (in the sense of the same complex of facts), which are 
relatively formal. The grounds for revision relate closely to the components 
of the same act element of ne bis in idem, namely material fact(s) and legal 
qualification, which are more material in nature. 

The revision procedure relates closely to the assessment of whether or 
not the elements of ne bis in idem, namely the final judgment, the same person, 
and the same act in the sense of a complex of facts, are met for a decision to 
legitimately enter into revision. If the final judgment element is not met, then 
the revision procedure will preclude a revision request and other channels, 
such as ordinary legal remedies, may facilitate the request more appropriately. 
If the same person element is not fulfilled, then the revision procedure will 
preclude a revision request and the opening of a new case might be the 
appropriate channel. If the same act element is not fulfilled, then the revision 
procedure will characterize the request as a new and different case from the 
one decided previously by the judgment in question. 

If the revision request fulfills all elements of ne bis in idem, then the 
revision procedure will recognize revision as the right means to address the 
issues presented in the request. The presence of the grounds for revision will 
open up a gateway to allow a factual examination of whether the historical 
fact and the legal fact under the same act element of ne bis in idem are met or 
not. 

If the historical and legal facts presented in the revision request are found 
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to be the same as that of the judgment in question, then the revision procedure 
will turn down the request and state that the finality of the judgment in 
question remains valid. The protection of ne bis in idem towards a final 
judgment manifests in this process. However, if it turns out that the historical 
and legal facts are not the same, the revision procedure will revoke the final 
judgment in question, as its finality is flawed and accordingly does not deserve 
the protection of ne bis in idem.

The revision procedure will then make the necessary correction to perfect 
the same act element of ne bis in idem contained in a final decision regarding a 
criminal event, by completing and adjusting the material fact(s), as well as the 
legal qualification. When this has been done, the procedures will give a finality 
attribute to the decision because all elements of ne bis in idem are complete and 
perfect. That way, the revision system through its conditions, grounds, and 
procedures will function to maintain the finality of the decision.

This description of the revision system and the way it works, coupled with 
the ne bis in idem doctrine, is what I mean by the new foundation of the revision 
system. The revision function must be in line with ne bis in idem. Likewise, 
each element of the revision system must be related to and compatible with 
the elements of ne bis in idem.

The new foundation of the revision system in Indonesia that I am aiming 
for in this study is a principled one, which can balance the finality principle 
with the concern on fallibility, and in addition can operationalize ne bis in 
idem. Such new foundation will consist of the following pillars. 

A. The functioning conditions of revision

1.	 Conditions	derived	from	a	final	judgment

The final judgment is the first element of ne bis in idem. The final judgment 
is narrowed down to several conditions, which when taken together, constitute 
the first element of the revision system.

Final judgment in Indonesia is defined as a court judgment that has 
undergone all ordinary legal remedies, including an appeal to the high court 
and cassation to the MA. It is also a judgment that has exhausted the time limit 
to be challenged through ordinary legal remedies. Only decisions in these 
criteria that can be submitted for a revision.

From its form, ne bis in idem will only apply in cases where a defendant has 
been granted an acquittal, a dismissal from all charges or a conviction.2322 A 
revision request can only be submitted against these three forms of decisions.

2322 Id. Art. 76(2).
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From the content, a final judgment should have considered: (i) whether 
the alleged fact has been proven; (ii) whether the fact is a criminal offence; (iii) 
whether the accused is criminally liable; and (iv) the punishment to be imposed. 
The final judgment is a decision on the principal issue of the case, namely a 
decision on the crime charged in the indictment.2323 So, a final judgment must 
contain a judicial statement about the occurrence of an event, whether or 
not the event is qualified as a criminal event, whether or not a person is the 
perpetrator in the criminal event, and whether or not criminal sanctions are 
imposed on the perpetrator, including the severity of the criminal sanction.

The final judgment is not a judgment that declares that an indictment 
is null and void, a case is inadmissible, or a prosecution is suspended.2324 A 
decision on other matters beyond the subject matter does not constitute a final 
decision, but rather a decision on the proceedings of the case.2325 A pretrial 
ruling is a decision of this nature and does not constitute a final judgment. 
A pretrial ruling is rendered only to examine the formal aspects of events 
occurring before a trial and does not enter into the merits of the case.

Therefore, the prohibition of revision against a pretrial ruling is in line 
with ne bis in idem. This is because a pretrial ruling is not a final judgment in 
the sense of ne bis in idem and any challenges related to a pretrial ruling should 
not enter into the revision system, which is dedicated to taking a second look 
at a final judgment. 

This elaboration will also enhance the importance of distinguishing the 
declaration of admissibility from the decision on the merits of the revision 
request. The decision regarding admissibility is made only to examine the 
conditions for revision and not to enter into the merits of the revision request.

Figure 5: Final judgment
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2323 CHAzAwi, supra note 446 at 26.
2324 Id.
2325 Id.
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Another aspect of the final judgment is the execution of the verdict. 
The challenged court cannot be said to have committed a mistake if the final 
judgment it rendered has never been enforced. Executability has provided the 
logic that a revision request against a final decision is not supposed to cease 
the execution of the judgment. Since a revision can only be requested against 
a final judgment, and a final judgment is defined as an executable decision, the 
filing of a revision request will not put off its enforcement.

With this provision, the motive of filing for revision solely to postpone 
execution can be eliminated. Because even if the revision is filed, the execution 
of the judgment in question can still be affected. This means that the revision 
request in criminal cases can only be filed against a judgment that has been 
executed. The defendant must have served or is serving the sentence. Neither 
fugitive nor the heir of the fugitive should be given the right to file a revision 
request.2326

Theoretically speaking, the protection of ne bis in idem applies to a 
decision that has fulfilled all of its elements. Therefore, even without the 
norm restricting multiple filing of a revision request, as long as the ne bis in 
idem elements can be warranted, a final judgment will be protected (lites finiri 
oportet).

If one or more elements of ne bis in idem is not met, particularly the same 
act element, then a revision request against a final judgment should not be 
limited. That is why the condition that a revision request can only be filed once 
is contrary to ne bis in idem. There should be no restriction on multiple filing 
if the request has successfully indicated (with some degree of substantiation) 
that there is an unfulfilled element of ne bis in idem. Where new material fact(s) 
exist that may lead to the application of a different legal consequence, it is not 
appropriate to limit the filing for revision.

The absolute application of the rule of acquittal is also inconsistent 
with ne bis in idem. Where new material fact(s) exist, which may lead to the 
application of different legal consequences, even a detrimental one, it is not 
appropriate to disregard the facts and ban its use in a revision request.

Revision requests submitted against decisions that do not meet the final 
judgment traits elaborated above will be declared as inadmissible because of 
several possibilities: (i) the request should have been submitted as an ordinary 
legal remedy; (ii) the request should have been directed at mechanisms other 
than revision; and (iii) the request is not eligible to be filed.

2326 mA deCision no. 97 pK/pid.sus/2012 (sudJiono timAn), supra note 850 at 166.
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2. Conditions derived from the same person

Same person is the second element of the ne bis in idem doctrine. This 
element is narrowed down to the conditions concerning parties who can file 
a revision request. In criminal cases, the same person consists of the former 
defendant and the prosecutor.

The same person element does not encompass an accomplice in the 
context of complicity in a crime. It does not apply to those involved in a 
previous prosecution or punishment. Also, the same person element should 
not confuse a natural person with a legal person. Criminal responsibility of an 
individual and that of a legal entity in a crime must be distinguished, which 
results in the situation that a natural person may be prosecuted for the facts 
used against the legal entity and vice versa.2327

With the focus on the same person element, the ne bis in idem doctrine 
reads as follows: “No one has the right to request the reopening of a final 
decision on a criminal charge by the prosecutor against a former defendant”. 
Such reading of ne bis in idem is in line with the first revision function of 
maintaining the finality of court decisions. 

However, if the ‘same person’ element is brought into the context of the 
second revision function of correcting errors, then the ne bis in idem doctrine 
reads that: “No one may request the reopening of a final decision on a criminal 
charge against a former defendant, even for the purpose of correcting the 
verdict.” The norm to add is: “Only the former accused having new material 
fact(s) that may lead to a different legal qualification from what was previously 
decided has the right to do so.”

If the scope of the revision is expanded to include detrimental revision, 
then the ne bis in idem doctrine reads: “No one may request the reopening of 
a final decision on a criminal charge against a former accused, even for the 
purpose of correcting the verdict.” The additional norm becomes: “Only the 
former suspect or the prosecutor having new material fact(s) that may lead to 
a different legal qualification from the one previously decided have the right 
to do so.” 

Since there is a strong likelihood that at the time the ground is discovered, 
the former defendant has no more capacity to file a revision request, the 
meaning of the same person can be expanded from the former defendant in the 
sense of one and a single person, into “the interest of the former defendant”. 
Other parties, such as the heir and/or the defense counsel, may act for and on 
behalf of the former defendant in filing the revision request.

2327 Klip and Van Der Wilt, supra note 155 at 2.
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The heir, consistent with its legal definition, may file a revision only if the 
defendant has passed away. Neither the former defendant nor the heir may file 
a revision request without assistance from a lawyer.

With the above discussion, the applicants of revision are as follows: (i) the 
former defendant; (ii) the heir following the death of the former defendant; 
and (iii) a defense counsel whose assistance in filing a revision request is 
mandatory. The determination of those legitimate applicants constitutes part 
of the conditions of revision and is in line with ne bis in idem.

The right of the state (prosecutor) to file a revision request for the benefit 
of the former defendant seems less relevant in Indonesia, even though in the 
history of the revision regulation, it was initially known. In The Netherlands, 
although the prevailing law still allows the filing of revision by the PG for the 
benefit of the former defendant, the provision is not useful. This is because 
where there is a good reason for filing such request, the former defendant 
would have already filed it.2328

In addition to that, revision of a final decision in a criminal case may 
also be filed by the prosecutors, who due to their position have the interest 
in obtaining a verdict that is detrimental to the defendant. The prosecutor’s 
interest is derived from either the sovereignty of the state to uphold criminal 
law, or from the interest of the victim, which necessitates a strict limitation to 
the filing of revision requests by the prosecutor. 

Other parties besides those mentioned above have no right to file a revision 
request. A request submitted by other parties, along with the interests they 
represent, should be declared as inadmissible.

3. Conditions derived from the same act

By upholding the above two conditions for revision, the conditions for 
revision derived from the same act will also be fulfilled as the fulfilment of the 
two conditions above ensures that both the revision request and the judgment 
in question discuss the same complex of facts, namely the person, time, place, 
means, and object (person or goods) against which a criminal offence was 
committed.

Revision is carried out to attest whether or not new material fact(s) claimed 
by a revision request exist under the complex of facts surrounding a criminal 
event. The revision subsequently examines whether or not the new material 
fact(s) can result in a different legal qualification for the former defendant. A 
revision request that meets the conditions leads to a strong suspicion that the 

2328 Aben, supra note 1544.
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respective complex of facts, which has been decided by a final decision, should 
have been imposed by a different category of criminal sentence.

There is a discrepancy between a final judgment and a revision request 
against such judgment in categorizing a complex of facts as a criminal act. The 
discrepancy consists of new material fact(s) that can bring about a different 
legal qualification, which is in line with the definition of the same act under ne 
bis in idem. This discrepancy can annul the ne bis in idem protection towards 
the final judgment in question as it materializes as a ground for revision. 
Considering that new material fact(s) can be found at any time, the condition 
that there should be no deadline for the filing of a revision request should be 
maintained.

B. The functioning grounds for revision

Under the new foundation of the revision system in Indonesia, grounds 
for revision should consist of at least novum, contradictory judgments, falsum, 
and proven statement without conviction. Those are the grounds that are 
agreeable with the ne bis in idem doctrine. Judge’s mistake or egregious error 
should be excluded because it is not aligned with the ne bis in idem doctrine. 
The argumentation and explanation to support the various grounds above, 
as well as the elimination of judge’s mistake or egregious error, are presented 
below. 

1. Novum

Novum is a ground for revision that is most consistent with ne bis in idem. 
The current hybrid rule that contains a legal and a factual part in interpreting 
the same fact under the same act element of ne bis in idem in The Netherlands2329 
can be fully reflected by the wording of novum in both The Netherlands’ Sv 
and the Indonesian’s KUHAP. The wording shows the links between: (i) the 
material fact(s); (ii) the corresponding legal qualification; and (iii) the purport 
of the finality of decisions.

Novum is new material fact(s) that differ from the facts that was initially 
referred to as the basis in determining the legal qualification of a criminal act 
in the judgment. The new material fact(s) must come from the same complex 
of facts, which may include the person, time, place, means, and the victim.

The material fact(s) consist of facts or circumstances, which according to 
various jurisprudence, are sufficiently proven by commonly known evidence. 
The material fact(s) can be in the form of witness’ testimony, document, 

2329 Lensing, supra note 193 at 324.
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indication, and defendant’s confession, as recognized in the criminal 
procedural law. 

Indeed, the factual character of novum has traditionally ruled out 
arguments or opinions from the type of evidence that can deliver novum. 
However, along the way, expert opinion is needed. To preserve the factual 
character of novum, the expert statement in question should be limited to the 
result of technical research or hard evidence.

The material fact(s) must be new. The term “new” must be related to the 
concept of law, not to common sense. The term “new” means that the judge 
only found out about the material fact(s) after the decision had obtained a 
permanent legal force. The judge did not know when the original trial took 
place. It did not receive sufficient attention in the original trial. The formal 
indicator used regarding this “new” attribute is whether the facts or the 
circumstances had previously appeared in the case files such that the judge 
should have been aware of it during the trial.

Although it has only been discovered and/or submitted after the decision 
has obtained a permanent legal force, the facts or circumstances must directly 
relate to the complex of facts of the criminal event decided by the judgment. 
The direct relationship can be in the form of changing or negating the set of 
evidence that formed the basis of the previous judgment.

The new material fact(s) will not deny the same act element and thus 
precluded by ne bis in idem if it does not cause the application of a different legal 
qualification. The data must lead to a grave suspicion that another outcome 
of the criminal case is not only an option, but rather a high probability. The 
different legal qualification can be in the form of an acquittal, dismissal of all 
charges, a bar to prosecution, or a less severe sentence.
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Figure 6: Novum
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An acquittal means that the criminal act indicted by the prosecutor has 
not been legally and convincingly proven according to the law. The principle 
of minimum proof of at least two solid pieces of evidence, accompanied by a 
judge’s sincere belief (keyakinan) has not been fulfilled. The proposed novum 
can negate some or all of the available evidence, which means that the principle 
of minimum proof is not fulfilled.2330

Dismissal means that all charges against the act allegedly committed by the 
defendant in the prosecutor’s indictment have been legally and convincingly 
proven according to law, but it was not followed by a criminal sentence. Novum 
resulting in a dismissal must show the reasons to justify or excuse the criminal 
act such that the former defendant could not be held responsible.

Novum resulting in the bar to prosecution must show that there is 
a statutory limitation, a re-prosecution in the sense of ne bis in idem, an 
application of the opportunity principle (the termination of prosecution), and 
the death of the defendant at the time of the submission of the prosecution 
against the offence. In addition, the novum must also show the inapplicability 
of the Indonesian criminal law at the time when the offence was committed.

Novum resulting in the imposition of a less severe criminal sentence is 
not meant to challenge the severity of the imposed criminal penalty, as this is 
a question of law. Novum in this category must be interpreted as new evidence 

2330 KuHAp, supra note 12 at Art. 183.
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that shows the basis for the mitigation of the criminal penalty in the case 
concerned. It can also be interpreted as new evidence that negate the existence 
of aggravating factors for criminal penalties or new evidence that may lead 
the judge to impose a different criminal provision with a lighter sentence.

In the context of detrimental revision, the direct relationship between 
the new material fact(s) and the complex of facts of a criminal event lies in 
the insertion of the novum into the evidence that previously became the basis 
for the acquittal or the dismissal of the former defendant. The different legal 
qualification in the detrimental revision is a conviction.

In a conviction, the criminal act indicted by the prosecutor has been proven 
legally and convincingly according to the law. In other words, the principle 
of minimum proof is fulfilled, namely by the presence of two solid pieces of 
evidence, accompanied by the judge’s sincere belief. The discovery of novum 
can present or complete the evidence regarding the guilt of the defendant or 
refute the reasons for justification or excuse that were previously referred to 
by the judge in acquitting or dismissing the former defendant of all charges.

The new foundation of the Indonesian revision system must advance 
the goal of individual justice in the principle of ne bis in idem. No one should 
be put into embarrassment, expense and ordeal, and be compelled to live in a 
continuing state of insecurity about their innocence. However, the correction 
of error function of the revision process, which in the end will enhance the 
finality of court decisions, must also be promoted. Revision functions to correct 
factual errors in the final decision, to complete the elements of ne bis in idem 
in a decision, so that its finality can be protected perfectly by the principle of 
ne bis in idem. 

A conviction, acquittal, and dismissal are forms of a final decision that 
deserve protection under ne bis in idem. Conversely, they also deserve correction 
if they contain factual errors indicated by the presence of a novum. Error in 
this context means the discovery of new material fact(s) that were not known 
or did not receive the attention of the judge which, if known at the time of the 
trial, would have brought serious suspicion that it would lead to a different 
legal qualification.
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Figure 7: Possible outcome of revision in favor and detrimental revision
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Thus, a dilemma emerges between the goal of ne bis in idem in protecting 
individual justice of a former defendant who had been acquitted and the 
function of revision in correcting factual errors, which in turn fulfils the goal 
of ne bis in idem to protect the finality of the decision. To mediate the dilemma, 
I agree with the approach used in The Netherlands, which opened the door to 
detrimental revision with some restrictions. Therefore, the novum that may be 
used in the context of detrimental revision must also be vigorously restricted. 
The necessity for such strict restrictions is discussed below.

In The Netherlands, detrimental revision based on novum is limited only 
to a former defendant who had been acquitted or was dismissed from the 
charge of deliberately having committed a crime that caused another person’s 
death.2331 The data that can be qualified as a novum for detrimental revision 
is also restricted to the following: first, a credible confession of the former 
defendant, or second, the results of technical research or so-called ‘hard’ 
evidence.

These restrictions are very important of being applied in Indonesia. 
Novum may only be used as a basis for filing a detrimental revision against 
a former defendant who had been acquitted or dismissed from the charge of 
deliberately having committed a crime that caused another person’s death. 
The same restriction as applicable in The Netherlands is worth considering, 
namely novum that may be used as the ground for detrimental revision should 
be limited only to a credible confession of the former defendant, and the 
findings of technical research, or hard evidence.

2331 Rechtsmiddelen, supra note 2070.
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2. Contradictory judgments

Contradictory judgments as a ground for revision can be adequately 
defended because of its compatibility with the ne bis in idem doctrine. The 
premise of this ground is that the ne bis in idem protection towards a final 
judgment can be waived if there is another closely related final decision, yet 
contradictory to the decision in question.

The close relationship between the two decisions must be indicated by the 
similarity of parts of the complex of facts, either the time, location, or victim, 
or the similarity of the perpetrator of a criminal act decided by both decisions.

The decision in question must be legally binding because the final 
decision is an element of ne bis in idem and a condition for revision. Likewise, 
the decision claimed to be contradictory must be legally binding. The revision 
mechanism cannot exclude a person’s right to apply for a legal remedy as long 
as such legal remedy remains available. It is unfair if a decision that is not final 
is subjected to revision even though only to contradict a final decision. This is 
because revision may end up with annulment of both judgments.

Both decisions must constitute a criminal decision, as revision will 
contradict the material fact(s), as well as the legal qualification under 
the criminal law. The material fact(s) and legal qualification in a civil or 
administrative decision is not comparable, let alone able to be contradicted 
against a criminal decision. A conflicting decision from another jurisdiction 
may be brought to the criminal revision as a novum only if the decision is 
based on new material fact(s) that is recognized as a fact in criminal law, and 
if its introduction necessitates the imposition of a different criminal legal 
qualification. The judgment of another court against the material fact(s) will 
sufficiently strengthen its legal validity because it has been tested in a judicial 
forum.

The contradiction between these decisions must be shown by the 
consideration and the holding because these are parts of the decisions that 
corroborate the material fact(s) and state the legal qualifications. In addition, 
both final judgments must be conviction. A conviction is likely to contradict 
another conviction if both are confused by or based on the same material 
fact(s).
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Figure 8: Contradictory judgments
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To fulfil all elements of ne bis in idem, contradictory judgments can only 
be used by or against the same person, not for an accomplice in a criminal 
act. This will prevent parties from confusing revision based on contradictory 
judgments with the discrepancy of sentencing for participation in a punishable 
act, which had happened in many cases.

Contradictory judgments cannot be resolved through novum because in 
contradictory judgments, the new material fact(s) may not yet materialize for 
examination. What is available is only a judicial declaration about the material 
fact(s) of a criminal event or the guilt of a person in a final judgment, which 
is contradictory to another final judgment. Revision mechanism based on 
contradictory judgments will subject the facts referred to by the final judgment 
to a factual test to determine whether the new material fact(s) can be used to 
apply a different qualification to the criminal act and/or the guilt of the former 
defendant that was previously decided by the contradictory judgment.

Contradictory judgments cannot be used in a detrimental revision. Two 
criminal sentences that apply towards two criminal events or two accused 
parties are contradicting in this case. Thus, the principle in dubio proreo 
applies: if there are doubts about something, the court must decide to the 
defendant’s benefit. Therefore, contradictory judgments can only be used as 
a ground for favorable revision. Detrimental revision can only be based on the 
limited ground of novum as explained in the previous section or the ground of 
falsum as explained below. 

3. Falsum

When a process that leads to a criminal event being decided by a final 
decision is tainted by practices of forgery, bribery, acts or threats of violence, then 
such process merits a second look. When an offender is acquitted, dismissed 
or obtains a favorable or lenient sentence unbefitting to the seriousness of the 
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crime, the actual role of that person is worthy of re-examination regardless 
that the status has been determined through a final decision. 

Likewise, when the material fact(s) proven by pieces of evidence are 
gathered by a malicious investigation or prosecution, the need for revision 
shows its significance. Similarly, when the examination of the material fact(s) 
and the determination of their legal qualification at the trial is compromised 
by the aforesaid obstructions of justice, a second look is worth conducting.

Anything can be manipulated in that situation. All elements of ne bis in 
idem in a final decision, starting from its finality, the same person, to the same 
act, may be fulfilled due to the manipulation. 

Therefore, although previously not known in criminal revision, falsum 
deserves to be proposed as a new ground in the new foundation of the 
Indonesian revision system. The introduction of falsum is consistent with the 
ne bis in idem doctrine. 

The existence of falsum may undermine some or the entire basis of the 
ne bis in idem protection towards a final decision. Also, keep in mind that one 
of the goals of ne bis in idem is the public policy where the state’s legitimacy is 
inherent in the notion regarding the finality of court decisions. The existence 
of falsum in a final decision undermines the state’s legitimacy. Therefore, by 
correcting the final decision through revision, the state will be able to restore 
its credibility as it must guarantee that every final court decision has been 
appropriately made and deserves the protection of ne bis in idem.

The scope of falsum should consist not only of corruption and bribery 
against or by judicial officers, but also the threats and the acts of violence 
against judicial officers and other participants in the judicial process. But, due 
to the public policy objective of ne bis in idem, I agree that some restrictions, 
like in The Netherlands, should be imposed.

Total protection against a former defendant is not persuasive at all 
if it involves a person who has cheated justice through bribery, fraud or 
intimidation. Detrimental revision of a former defendant should be possible 
in cases where the defendant obtained an acquittal or dismissal of charges by 
using bribery or other fraudulent means.2332

2332 Van Kempen, supra note 120 at 37.
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Figure 9: Falsum
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Systematically, I suggest introducing four broad categories of falsum that 
are applied in The Netherlands. The details of each category, of course, will 
depend on the applicable criminal provisions, either under the KUHP or under 
Law 20/2001. The four categories include:
1.  Falsified fact
 This is the falsification of a fact or the forgery of a document on which 

the judicial decision is based.2333 There has to be a grave suspicion that the 
defendant would have been convicted if the judge had been aware of such 
falsification.2334 Articles 263 and 264 KUHP provide forgery of document.

2.  Perjured testimony
 A perjured testimony will be established if a witness or expert in the 

criminal case is found guilty of perjury.2335 There must be a severe 
suspicion that the defendant would have been convicted if the judge had 
been aware of the perjured declaration.2336 Article 242 KUHP, as well as in 
Article 22 in conjunction with Article 35 Law 20/2001 provide perjured 
testimony.

3.  Certain crimes against the authorities or personal freedom concerning a 
criminal case 

 These crimes will be established if the former defendant: (a) give a reward, 
make a promise, or provide a service; or (b) committed an act of violence 
or made a threat of violence, against a public official. The offences must 
be committed so that the official acts or refrains from acting in the 
performance of official duty.2337 There has to be grave suspicion that if 

2333 Art. 482a (1)b Sv. van Helmond, supra note 1843 at 19.
2334 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 1. Id.
2335 Art. 482a (1)c Sv. Id.
2336 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
2337 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
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the defendant had not committed these offences, he would have been 
convicted.2338 Crimes against authorities or personal freedom with regard 
to a criminal case can be found under Law 20/2001 (Article 5(1)a and b; 
Article 5(2); Article 6(1)a; Article 11; Article 12a, b, e, and g; and Article 
13). These crimes can also be found in the KUHP (Article 211 concerning 
violence or threats of violence; and Article 242(2) concerning false 
information in a criminal case). 

4.  A bribed judge
 Both a bribed judge and a defendant guilty of having bribed a judge can 

form a ground for a detrimental revision.2339 Article 6(2) and Article 12c 
Law 20/2001, which are derived from Article 420(1) KUHP can be used in 
this category.

As a restriction, falsum as a ground for detrimental revision must be 
decided by a final decision before being proposed in a revision request. The final 
decision of falsum concerns judges, other judicial officers, or other parties, who 
were bribed, committed bribery, used or threatened violence in the process 
of investigation and adjudication of the offence decided by the judgment in 
question. The final decision on falsum may also concern the former defendant, 
who committed criminal acts that may fall into the categories of falsum as 
described above in the process of investigation and adjudication of a criminal 
offence.

This is different from the restriction in The Netherlands, where a proven 
statement is not required to establish falsum, but that the occurrence of such 
should be beyond reasonable doubt.2340 However, corruption, more specifically 
judicial corruption, is not a common occurrence in The Netherlands, unlike in 
Indonesia. Thus, in Indonesia, it is not possible to allow a detrimental revision 
based only on a substantial allegation of the occurrence of falsum, as it could 
make the revision process chaotic. 

Regardless of whether a detrimental revision is submitted based on 
falsum or novum with strict limitations, it must be filed by the prosecutor 
who initially prosecuted the case. This requirement is intended to meet the 
same person element of ne bis in idem. The restriction that there has to be a 
final judgment regarding the falsum may serve as a mechanism to control the 
prosecutor’s subjectivity in deciding on whether to file a detrimental revision 
request against a former defendant. 

2338 Parliamentary Papers II 2008-2009, 32 044, no. 3, p. 15. Id.
2339 LAw revision to tHe detriment, supra note 1485 Art. 482a(1)d.
2340 Knigge, supra note 2088 at 5.1.2.
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4. Proven statement without conviction

Although there has been no case law on this particular ground, and even 
though this has been considered as the most controversial ground for revision 
in Indonesia, the new foundation of the Indonesian revision system needs to 
maintain the proven statement without conviction as one of the grounds for 
revision. This ground is in line with the ne bis in idem doctrine. This ground 
will exist if a final decision contains an imperfect element of the same act, in 
which the material fact(s) have been tested and assessed but was not followed 
by the determination of a legal qualification.

Revision is used to correct this error, namely by perfecting the same 
act element of a final judgment so that it can be protected by ne bis in idem. 
The revision will complete the material fact(s) in the final decision with the 
omitted legal qualification.

Here, the judge will determine a different legal qualification for the 
material fact(s) that have been assessed, as it was previously omitted in the 
judgment in question. This way of determining the ‘proven statement without 
conviction’ will distinguish this ground from judge’s mistake or egregious 
error. This specific ground of revision reveals the factual error in a final 
judgment, as it indicates the proven material fact(s) that were not followed 
by a legal qualification, both of which are the essentials of the same fact under 
the same act element of ne bis in idem. In judge’s mistake or egregious error, the 
proven material fact(s) was followed by a legal qualification in the judgment in 
question, but a revision request is filed to demand a different one. That is why 
this ground has been considered as involving only a question of law.

Of course, to make this ground more effective, some changes need to be 
made. The wording needs to be slightly expanded from “proven statement 
without sentence”, to “proven statement without conviction”. By using the 
term “conviction”, consequently, the criminal sentence has been included. The 
next change is to clarify the subject who can submit the revision request based 
on this ground, namely the prosecutor.
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Figure 10: Proven statement without conviction
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Proven material fact No legal qualification

5. Judge’s mistake or egregious error

The new foundation of the Indonesian revision system excludes judge’s 
mistake or egregious error from among its grounds. No new material fact(s) 
involved in a revision request filed under judge’s mistake or egregious error 
ground. The request mainly demands a different legal qualification against 
similar material fact(s) in the judgment in question, which conflicts with the 
ne bis in idem doctrine, mainly the meaning of the same fact under the same 
act element of ne bis in idem.

In practice, judge’s mistake or egregious error is merely a form of legal 
error that is often confused with the grounds for cassation, namely: (i) the 
incompetence of the judge or the judge exceeded the competency limits; (ii) 
wrongful application or violation of the prevailing law by the judge; and (iii) 
failure of the judge to fulfil the conditions required by the law, which may 
revoke the judgment.2341 Judge’s mistake or egregious error have also appeared 
quite often in practice as errors in the writing of the judgment.

There are neither doctrinal nor practical reasons to preserve judge’s 
mistake or egregious error, mainly because this ground has been the most 
significant source of arbitrariness in the practice of revision in Indonesia. 
For legal error, cassation should be the last channel whose decision must be 
accepted by its finality.

Under certain conditions and for specific objectives, cassation in the 
interest of law can also be used as an extraordinary remedy to address questions 
of law regarding final decisions rendered at the first and appellate levels. I will 
elaborate the issue of cassation in the interest of law in the next section.

The problems surrounding the incorrect application of the law by a judge, 
which was previously resolved through revision based on judge’s mistake or 

2341 LAw 14/1985, supra note 12 Art. 30.
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egregious error ground can also be approached by using novum that may result 
in the bar to prosecution. An example is the case of Dr. Bambang Suprapto.2342 
If there is evidence showing that at the time the crime was committed, the 
applicable criminal provisions had been revoked and the judge did not know 
of such revocation, then it can be used as a novum resulting in the bar to 
prosecution.

While for the incidents of errors in the writing of the decision, which has 
been qualified as judge’s mistake or egregious error, a specific channel must be 
made in the form of the corrigendum mechanism. I will elaborate this error 
and the working of the corrigendum mechanism in the next section.

C. The functioning procedures for revision

The new revision system in Indonesia must cover at least three stages, 
namely substantiation, admission for revision, and material examination. 
These three essential stages will balance the revision function of maintaining 
the finality of a decision with its function in correcting errors.

1. Substantiation

Substantiation of a revision request can generally be obtained from the 
defense counsel. The rule requiring a revision request to be submitted only 
through the defense counsel will help to fulfil the conditions of revision, while 
concurrently completing and substantiating the proposed grounds, along with 
the underlying arguments. Therefore, the scope of the defense counsel’s role in 
this context should not be limited to the preparation of the legal opinion, but 
also include conducting the investigation and other actions that are deemed 
necessary, similar to the roles of a defense counsel in the ordinary criminal 
justice process.2343

A former defendant who is significantly incapacitated should be able to 
access defense counsel’s assistance under the legal aid scheme. The scheme 
should also include various types of assistance needed in addition to the 
preparation of the legal opinion, such as conducting a DNA test.

In The Netherlands, a defendant convicted of a criminal offence that is 
punishable by imprisonment of more than 12 years and which crime disturb 
the public order can request for a more substantial support for revision 

2342 MA Decision no. 1110 K/Pid.Sus/2012 (Bambang Suprapto), 1 (2013).
2343 The recommendation happens to be in line with De Ranitz, who also called the obligation 

to have a defense counsel as “indispensable” because, based on his research of all revision 
decisions in The Netherlands in 1899-1974, a defense counsel can make a policy decision 
on the submission and the grounds for a revision request. HuLLu, supra note 322 at 270.
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request. The request must be submitted through the defense counsel to the 
PG, in which the novum should be indicated. The PG will then consult the 
ACAS on the desirability of a further investigation. If approved, the PG will 
conduct further investigation and may form an investigation team consisting 
of prosecutors and experts.

It is rather difficult to imagine this arrangement being applied in Indonesia 
as it requires the assistance of a third party outside the defense counsel to work 
on the side of the former defendant to substantiate the revision request. The 
most likely party is the state, more specifically the Prosecutor’s Office.

However, as maintained by some of the informants, the characteristic of 
the Indonesian criminal justice system is still highly influenced by the win-
lose attitude, and is not yet oriented towards seeking the material truth. The 
prosecutor and the defendant occupy opposite end of the spectrum in the justice 
system. Thus, it is difficult to imagine that the state will provide impartial 
assistance to a process that will ultimately delegitimize their previous work in 
prosecuting a criminal offence. 

The substantiation for a detrimental revision may be not that problematic. 
The interest of the state as represented by the prosecutor is evident and the 
same in this context, which is proving the guilt of the former defendant.

What is clear is that the new foundation of the Indonesian revision 
system must provide an advanced legal framework for substantiation than the 
current framework, which only provides a bare minimum assistance in the 
preparation of a revision request for applicants who lack a legal understanding. 
The need for substantiation must be guaranteed, regardless of whether in the 
future Indonesia will establish a more sophisticated system for substantiation 
of revision requests as in The Netherlands, such as the establishment of 
institutions that resemble the role and the functions of the PG and the ACAS, 
which in my opinion, is essential.

The current modalities must be optimized, namely the role of the defense 
counsel whose rights and authority in helping the process of finding the 
material truth are guaranteed by the laws, including in the submission and 
substantiation of revision requests. In the new foundation of the Indonesian 
revision system, a revision request may only be filed through a defense counsel. 
Therefore, the other modality, namely the existing legal aid scheme for those 
in need, must be optimized to fulfil various necessities for submission and 
substantiation of revision request.
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2. Admission for revision

In the new foundation of the Indonesian revision system, the role in 
granting admission for a revision request must be bestowed in the hands of 
the MA, unlike the current position where this role is performed by the district 
court that lacks an authority over its output. Giving this role to the MA is in 
line with its function to promote legal unity through, among other things, the 
preservation of the finality of court decisions, as well as corresponding to the 
purport of the finality of the judicial decision under the ne bis in idem doctrine. 
The MA will decide whether there is a substantial ground for revision, as well 
as various other conditions, to reopen a final decision. The MA, as the guardian 
of the unity of the application of the law, can ensure the consistency in the 
treatment of revision requests through the strict application of conditions of 
revision.

Giving this role to the MA is also in line with the character of the MA as a 
trier of law. Admission for revision has not yet assessed the material fact(s). 
The admission stage is rife with legal arguments, including arguments 
about whether the new material fact(s) –that will result in the imposition of 
different legal qualifications– exist. Moreover, making a decision based on legal 
argument is the competence of a trier of law like the MA.

The admission for revision only opens the gateway for the re-examination 
of the facts of a final decision. Therefore, the defense counsel’s role in 
submitting a revision request and various efforts to substantiate the request 
is instrumental for the decision-making process in the admission for revision 
by the MA.

Admission for revision can be examined and decided by a single judge or 
by a panel of judges if deemed necessary. The procedure must be open to the 
public and the MA must be able to hear the relevant parties’ opinions, either 
the former defendant, prosecutor, witnesses or experts, at least in writing.

The MA has access to do so. Law 14/1985 stipulates that the MA has the 
authority to order the district court, which examined the decision in the first 
place or the court of appeal to conduct an additional examination. The MA 
may request information and considerations from the respective courts.2344 
If necessary, the MA may also request information from the AG or any other 
officials in charge of the criminal investigation.2345

At this stage, the MA will decide whether or not the revision request should 
be admitted. This will provide a particular position for the decision regarding 

2344 LAw 14/1985, supra note 12 Art. 73(1).
2345 Id. Art. 73(2).
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the admissibility of a revision request. So far in Indonesia, the decision on the 
merit conceals the decision regarding the admissibility of revision request. 
The particular status is vital because, in the decision on admissibility, the MA, 
being the highest judicial institution in charge of promoting legal unity, states 
its legal reasoning for admitting a request or not. The current inadequate 
treatment of decisions on the admissibility of revision requests has made this 
stage of the revision system convoluted with the most inconsistencies and 
arbitrariness.

If the revision request is declared as admissible, the MA will determine 
the status of the judgment in question. The status may vary, depending on the 
ground proposed.

In an admitted revision request based on novum, the validity status of the 
judgment in question will not be changed both in a favorable revision, as well 
as in a detrimental revision. The decision is referred to the high court which 
will, later on, determine its status.

In a revision request based on contradictory judgments, both the judgment 
in question and the judgment used to question will be declared null and void 
and referred to the high court, which will decide the case in one decision.

In a revision request based on proven statement without conviction, 
the MA may directly conduct the material examination by completing the 
final judgment in question with conviction and sentence. It is also worth 
considering, as in The Netherlands, that the material examination of a revision 
request based on novum that results in the bar to prosecution, must be done by 
the MA. As Barendrecht stated, in the admission for appeal, it may be possible 
to select cases that are allowed to proceed to appeal, but also to establish what 
cases can be decided under a fast track mechanism due to a high likelihood of 
a successful appeal.2346

In a revision request based on falsum, the validity of the judgment in 
question will not change and the judgment will be referred to the high court, 
which will determine its status.

Along with the admission for revision, the MA will determine whether 
the former defendant will remain in custody, be released from custody, or be 
put into custody. Such determination will depend on the MA’s determination 
on the status of the decision above and the interest of a material examination 
of the revision request. The MA will determine the custodial status until the 
relevant revision request is taken over entirely by the panel of judges at the 
high court. At that time, the authority will be fully transferred and the high 
court will determine the continuation of the custodial status.

2346 Barendrecht, Bolt, and De Hoon, supra note 1498 at 46.
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3. Material examination

In the new foundation of the Indonesian revision system, material 
examination of revision requests is carried out by a trier of fact, in this case, 
the high court. This is where the revision function that corrects factual error is 
exercised. This is also where the same act element of ne bis in idem is thoroughly 
attested.

Prior to material examination, the MA will forward the admitted revision 
request to the high court. Although rarely used, this referral mechanism was 
known and is still applicable. Perma 1/1969 once provided that if the MA 
admitted a revision request against a judgment of the district court or the 
high court (trier of fact), then the MA would annul the judgment and order the 
court that first rendered the decision to reexamine the case.2347 

The current appeal and cassation process also recognize referral 
mechanism. The KUHAP’s appeal section provides that if the high court is of 
the opinion that a negligence in the application of procedural law had occurred 
in the examination at first instance, then the high court may order the district 
court to make the correction or do so itself.2348 

The KUHAP’s cassation section provides that if a judgment is annulled 
because the adjudication was not conducted pursuant to provisions under the 
law, then the court that decided the case must reexamine the annulled part. 
The MA will stipulate and give instructions to that effect. The MA may also 
stipulate, for specific reasons, that another court of the same level examines 
the case.2349 Meanwhile, if a judgment is annulled because the court or the judge 
concerned is not competent to adjudicate the case, then the MA will stipulate 
another court or judge to adjudicate such case.2350

There are several considerations as to why the high court should be 
entrusted with the material examination. The first consideration is in line 
with the ne bis in idem doctrine. The high court’s character as a fact examining 
court is appropriate to test and assess proposed new material fact(s). The high 
court judges have the competency as the trier of fact and it is closer to the locus 
delicti. Hence, the high court is more competent to examine any factual issues 
raised.

The second consideration is the workload of the high court in Indonesia, 
which is far less than the workload of the MA, and even significantly less than 
the workload of the district courts. The MA’s latest annual report shows that 

2347 permA 1/1969, supra note 10 Art. 6(1).
2348 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 240(1).
2349 Id. Art. 255(2).
2350 Id. Art. 255(3).
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the number of criminal cases handled by the thirty high courts in Indonesia 
in 2017 was 8,569 cases.2351 This figure is a lot lower than the number of 
criminal cases handled by the MA, being a single centralized institution in 
Jakarta, which was 5,823 cases throughout 2017.2352 The high court’s figure is 
also significantly lower than the 4,776,291 criminal cases handled by the 352 
district courts throughout Indonesia.2353

The third consideration is the high court’s position as an appellate court, 
which places the court in the right position to carry out a material examination 
(that is factual in nature) towards the revision request (which is appellate in 
nature).

However, granting the material examination role of a revision request 
to the high court certainly requires adequate procedural law at the appellate 
level. Since 1981, at least, the procedural law at the high court has only been 
briefly regulated in the KUHAP under Articles 233-243 KUHAP. The appeal 
procedure in the KUHAP relies heavily on documents even though the high 
court is regarded as a trier of fact. The documents consist of a statement of 
appeal, counter statement of appeal, and case files received from the district 
court (consisting of minutes of investigation, minutes of hearings, along with 
all letters arising in the hearings related to the case and the district court’s 
decision).

Only one provision that regulates the opportunity for a direct interface 
between the panel of judges at the high court and the relevant facts, namely 
in the hearing of the statements of the defendant, witnesses, or prosecutors 
if deemed necessary. For this reason, the high court needs to explain briefly 
on what the information would be, as sought for in the summons to those 
parties.2354

Whereas in The Netherlands, almost all procedures that apply in the 
district courts are also applied mutatis mutandis at the high court, including in 
the context of the material examination of a revision request. Various aspects 
ranging from the public nature of the trial, the composition of the panel, the 
role of the former defendant and the prosecutor, the examination of witnesses 
and experts, general verification, and reading of decisions, are applicable in the 
high court. Different authorities of the trier of fact to present various pieces of 
evidence are also guaranteed in this process.

I have no pretention to explain in detail how the material examination 

2351 mAHKAmAH Agung ri, supra note 686 at 40.
2352 Id. at 13.
2353 Id. at 48–49.
2354 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 238(4).
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procedure for revision requests by the high court takes place. However, like in 
The Netherlands, in fact, some procedural provisions related to the examination 
of cases that apply in the district court can also be applied mutatis mutandis 
in the high court, selectively and proportionally, subject to their respective 
purposes and significance.

The most important point is that the character of the trier of fact must 
be instilled optimally in the material examination of the revision request.2355 
That way, the purpose of the material examination of a revision request is in 
line with the ascertaining the ‘same act’ aspect in the ne bis in idem doctrine, 
namely to examine new material fact(s) to determine whether a different legal 
qualification should apply.

The high court will make the final decision on whether a revision request is 
to be granted or rejected. The high court will also determine any compensation 
for either the formerly defendant or the victim and the family. A former 
defendant benefiting from the revision request should be compensated for any 
losses incurred under the corrected judgment. Likewise, a former defendant 
who had to undergo detention during the revision submission process can be 
compensated if the innocence is confirmed in the revision decision.

To manage potential conflict of interest, it might be wise to refer the 
revision request to a high court other than the high court that initially handled 
the case, as is the case in The Netherlands. Referral should be made to the 
closest high court to the court that initially decided that judgment in question. 
This provision is optional, depending on where the greatest urgency lies, that 
is between managing potential conflict of interest or ensuring better access to 
the court for the parties involved, or the court’s distance from the locus delicti.

Figure 11: Procedure for revision
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2355 According to A.J. Day, the most substantial ground for filing revision is novum, which 
means new evidence/fact. When a judicial process examines evidence/facts, the court in 
charge of it is a trier of fact. Therefore, he asserts, the court for revision is a trier of fact. 
Day, supra note 1358.
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III. Consideration of contributing factors

As explained previously, the revision system is built not only through 
the legal framework, but also institutionalized through practice. This study 
has demonstrated that the problems in the revision system, especially the 
incoherencies and the arbitrariness, ultimately hamper the achievement of 
its functions. The incoherencies and the arbitrariness are caused mainly by 
pragmatism in the regulation and the practice of revision. One influences the 
other. For that, promotion of principled regulations and practice of revision in 
Indonesia is a must.

Revision is part of the broader appeal system. Of course, revision is also 
a sub-system of the overall justice system. Therefore, revision cannot work 
alone to be able to achieve its functions, namely the maintenance of the 
finality of court decisions, as well as the correction of errors. Channels must 
be provided to keep achieving those two objectives, especially when revision 
with its various characteristics is not able to meet specific demands.

A. Promotion of principled regulation and practice of revision

In the regulation and practice of the revision in Indonesia, there has 
been minimal reference made to the underlying principles, especially the 
principle of finality and the idea of fallibility. Ne bis in idem, being the doctrine 
that elaborates the principle of finality, should have been referred to more to 
provide answers to the fundamental and practical problems related to the 
regulation and the practice of revision. Various theories that review the appeal 
system, more specifically the revision system, should have also been referred 
more in the introduction, design, and refinement of the revision system. The 
deep concerns over fallibility instigate those theories. 

Reflection towards the ne bis in idem doctrine has been minimal, and 
similarly the introduction of the doctrine in the legal framework has also 
been minimal. For instance, ne bis in idem is only found as a single provision 
in Book I of the KUHP, which is a legacy of the Dutch colonial period. The 
operationalization of ne bis in idem either in the KUHAP or in the MA’s rules 
and guidelines is minimal. Throughout its history, the MA has only regulated 
ne bis in idem in one circular.2356

Due to this limited introduction into the legal framework, one can 
imagine that the influence of ne bis in idem to practice has also been limited. 
Even though it is recognized as one of the most basic doctrines in criminal law, 
there is limited elaboration of such doctrine.

2356 semA 3/2002, supra note 2282.
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Ne bis in idem is recognized and applied in the formality of the criminal 
justice process specifically to prevent the retrial of the same case. The 
outcome of its application is limited only to the interlocutory regarding bar to 
prosecution. No more and no less.

In fact, the final judgment concept relates closely to the ne bis in idem 
doctrine. Likewise, the determination of criminal responsibility of a legal 
subject, and the way to interpret the ‘fact’ in a criminal event, also closely 
relates to ne bis in idem.

Promotion of increased referral to the doctrine must be encouraged. 
Lawmakers and judicial actors must be made aware of the breadth of the ne 
bis in idem doctrine and its potential influence on coherent and principled 
regulation and practice of the revision system, as well as the overall appeal 
system.

In the regulation and practice of the revision system in Indonesia, 
references to various theories that scrutinize the revision system on either 
the proponent or the opponent sides are also minimal. Whereas as a dialectic, 
these theories elaborate the principle of finality and the idea of fallibility not 
only from the legal perspective, but also from social and institutional point of 
view.

Inevitably, revision continues to be considered merely as a mechanism 
to correct errors, both in regulation and practice. The fallibility concerns 
increasingly prevails.

The ‘maintaining finality’ function of revision does not appear 
substantially in the doctrinal discourse, regulation, or practical contestation. 
After the introduction of revision mechanisms in the legislation, revision has 
been seen as something given, that must exist in the justice system, without 
critical awareness of its advantages and disadvantages.

Moreover, the elaboration of the relationship between ne bis in idem and 
the principles of the revision system, and their influence on each other, is not 
found materially, either in regulations or in practice. Whereas, the regulatory 
framework has demonstrated the proximity between the two, which should 
have been developed into a doctrine, up to the operational level. However, 
that did not happen. Indications of a relationship between the two concepts 
seemed to be denied or received no attention at all. 

Finally, almost everything is approached pragmatically. Revision exists 
because it is mandated by the law, without any operating rules provided by the 
lawmakers. The MA, as the principal implementing agent of the revision system 
was prompted to step in to fill the legal vacuum by establishing the operational 
rules, driven by pressures from the litigants, either those motivated by the 
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interests of seeking justice or those forced by the pragmatism of litigation.
While in fact, the MA has difficulty in playing the role of implementing 

agent and regulator at the same time. As an implementing agent of the 
revision system, of course, the MA has vested interests that, whether realized 
or not, influence the content of the rules and guidelines made by it.2357 These 
vested interests exist not only be in the form of accumulation of power as the 
highest judicial institution, which through revision mechanisms can reopen 
decisions even those that have permanent legal force, but also be in the form 
of the judges’ individual preferences based on their official position or cases 
that they handled. These vested interests have opened up the space for the 
incoherent approaches in various rules and guidelines issued by the MA. 

On the other hand, because the MA plays a prominent role as a regulator, the 
demand for the MA to play the role in shaping jurisprudence related to revision 
is not too strong. After all, the norms can already be provided through the rules 
and guidelines, so whatever norms are needed for the settlement of cases, or 
whatever norm the MA thinks should be withdrawn from the settlement of 
the cases, their introduction and application can be entrusted to the rules and 
guidelines. Jurisprudence thus becomes increasingly underdeveloped and 
lacks the power of lawmaking.

More extensive regulations are used by the MA to fill the legal vacuum, 
including to advance its institutional interests. The massive regulations 
cannot be set aside by the Parliament and the government, which from the 
outset were indeed weak in exercising their own legislative capacity.

Moreover, the MA, apart from the vested interests that it may have, is 
the most technically competent institution regarding the regulations related 
to revision. The rules and guidance issued by the MA, considering that they 
are more detailed and closer to the dynamics of practice, have created the 
impression that they are ready to use and have been tested in the field of 
practice.

The pragmatic approach induces the parliament and the government to 
merely adopt the rules made by the MA into their legislative products without 
adequately screening the aspects of such rules that have been tainted with the 
MA’s vested interests. Therefore, it is not surprising that the law contained 
many incoherencies and, in the end, still leaves a wide legal vacuum.

The incoherencies and loopholes are approached pragmatically by the 

2357 pompe, supra note 493 at 339. Pompe stated that the MA actively increased the flow of 
cases to the institution in two ways. First, the MA makes certain types of procedure 
to give the parties incentives to appeal. Secondly, the MA creates new procedures that 
bypass the lower courts and handles them directly.
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litigating parties, either by the former defendant and the defense counsel or 
by the prosecutor. They have all the flexibility to advance erratic litigation 
strategies, including the malicious ones. The incoherent legal framework 
causes more incoherencies in practice.

Because the legislative system is unable to straighten out such 
incoherencies, the MA again intervenes through more rules and guidelines. 
Attitudes stimulated through these regulations continue to mix with attitudes 
stemming from case decisions, which sometimes reinforce each other, 
resulting in the birth of new incoherencies.

A new player, MK, has also been pushed into the chronicle. The MK has its 
limitations, so it sometimes contributed to the incoherencies. The legislative 
capacity of the Parliament and the government that has not improved, still 
makes it difficult for the two institutions to get out of the trap of pragmatism to 
merely adopt the rules introduced by the MA. The various new incoherencies 
(will) be re-institutionalized in the form of laws. The incoherent laws continue 
to be used as a reference in practice and result in another series of incoherence 
practices.

That is how the regulation and the practice of revision without principles 
will influence a situation that is incoherent and full of arbitrariness. As a result, 
the only realized revision function, namely correction of error, has not been 
accomplished either. No adequate mechanism to correct decisions containing 
factual errors.

The same situation applies with another hidden revision function, 
maintaining finality, which has not yet been achieved. Even the finality of the 
correct final judgment is not protected as a result of an arbitrary approach in 
correcting the error.

The roles of doctrine, developed through theoretical discourse among 
scholars and doctrinal references in the legislative process, and the formation 
of jurisprudence by judges, are instrumental in encouraging principled 
regulation and practice of revision in Indonesia.

In the future, jurisprudence should be able to fill that space by becoming a 
guidance in approaching the revision system, especially the grounds, in a more 
detailed and dynamic manner. This is because jurisprudence comes from case 
law, where norms are formed based on concrete cases. Jurisprudence can be 
followed, refined, and even denied by other jurisprudence.

Although it can become the source of law, the application of jurisprudence 
is voluntary, which is followed when it is considered appropriate or can be set 
aside, as long as supported by persuasive arguments. In jurisprudence, various 
vested interests that influence certain norms are possible to be screened out. 
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Legislation cannot be expected to have such vibrancy.
The various rules and guidelines made by the MA should be aimed at filling 

the legal vacuum related to conditions for revision and revision procedures 
that the laws do not provide. The MA’s rules and guidelines can be a middle 
ground between the rigid provisions of law and the needs for a dynamic 
general norms (primarily related to conditions and procedures).

The MA’s rules and guidelines can reflect on various lessons learned 
from case decisions even though they are issued not as jurisprudence. The 
MA’s rules and guidelines can be a piloting mechanism of a general norm 
that will be applied in the revision system, to be formulated and tested for 
implementation, before the general norm is adopted by law.

While the legislative system is full of limitations in setting narrow 
corridors for the various aspects of revision, its capacity needs to be improved. 
It might be too ambitious for this study to make specific recommendations for 
improvement of recruitment in the legislative institutions. However, the need 
for improvement is explicit, because the damage it causes is also undeniable. At 
least the future legislative process for judicial issues needs to be accompanied 
by adequate research, which opens up opportunities for the development of 
various principled and doctrinal debates about matters that will be regulated, 
to complete political considerations and compromises.

However, the contributing factors above can only make a tangible impact 
on the achievement of the functions of revision under a transparent judicial 
culture. According to De Roos and Nijboer, the structure and culture of a justice 
system that favors a closed setting may lead to a situation where miscarriages 
of justice exist.2358

B. Provision of additional channels for legal error

The new foundation of the Indonesian revision system requires the 
abolition of judge’s mistake or egregious error from the grounds for revision as 
it is contrary to the ne bis in idem doctrine. The abolition will, of course, bring 
consequences. Alternative channels are needed to address legal errors that 
have long been raised as judge’s mistake or egregious error. These legal errors 
include errors found in the final decision (other than cassation) that qualifies 
as questions of law, or legal errors in the form of editorial errors in the decision.

For legal errors in the final decision, cassation in the interest of law, 
which is regulated under the KUHAP, can be considered as a channel to correct 
them. Law 14/1985 also allows the AG to file a cassation in the interest of 

2358 De Roos and Nijboer, supra note 390 at 590–591.
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law, especially for civil and administrative cases. Even the bill of the KUHAP 
maintains this provision.2359

The legal framework suggests that cassation in the interest of law can 
only be filed against any decisions that have obtained a permanent legal force 
from a court other than the MA. The legal framework also suggests that the AG 
should be the one filing this cassation to the MA. Lastly, the laws provide that 
the decisions in the cassation in the interest of law must not harm the interest 
of the parties concerned.

In its history, this legal instrument has only been used a few times by the 
AG. Not more than 10 requests for cassation in the interest of law have ever been 
filed, generally in criminal cases, and mostly were applied before the 1970s.2360 
This legal instrument was last used in 1989 for a pretrial ruling that granted 
pretrial for seizure.2361 The MA granted the cassation and then overturned the 
pretrial ruling.2362 The MA emphasized that the scope of pretrial should not 
include the validity of the seizure.2363 Even so, the MA decision did not cancel 
the legal consequences of the pretrial ruling itself, but only preceded the 
potentially similar application in the future.2364

In The Netherlands, cassation in the interest of law is also seldomly used, 
not only because the PG and the HR are busy with regular appeals, but also 
because the eligible rulings do not always come to the attention of the PG.2365 
As explained earlier, the PG in The Netherlands is not a prosecution institution 
as the AG in Indonesia, but merely as Parquet bij de Hoge Raad. In addition to 
submitting cassation in the interest of law, the PG has the authority to provide 
legal opinions to the MA in every cassation petition, as well as prosecute cases 
of alleged gross violations by judges that may result in the termination of 
office.2366

Cassation in the interest of law in The Netherlands is a unique form of 
appeal, on the ground that a ruling of a lower court has violated the law, against 
which none of the parties has appealed to the HR. If the HR quashes the ruling 
on the appeal of the PG, this decision cannot in any way influence the position 

2359 Arsil & Yura Pratama, Kasasi Demi Kepentingan Hukum, Penunjang Fungsi Mahkamah 
Agung yang Terlupakan, mAJALAH tempo, 26 July-1 August 2010 edition.

2360 Id.
2361 Id.
2362 Id.
2363 Id.
2364 Id.
2365 Marc A. Loth, Repairing the Engine of Cassation: Form and Function of the Adjudication of 

the Hoge Raad and Its Parket 10.
2366 Arsil and Pratama, supra note 2359.
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of the parties involved.2367

Cassation in the interest of law is only made in the interest of the 
development of the law.2368 The foundation lies in the highest court’s 
supervisory and judicial tasks, including legal development. This remedy 
is needed to create legal unity where cassation or other legal remedy is not 
available. Cassation in the interest of law may provide a solution to the errors 
in the final decision that is beyond factual, which cannot be addressed through 
revision.

Meanwhile, for legal errors in the form of typographical errors in a 
decision, these should be addressed by the corrigendum mechanism. The MA 
often receives revision requests on the ground of judge’s mistake in the form 
of typographical errors.2369 The attitude towards typographical errors is still 
confusing. For instance, according to former CJ Harifin A. Tumpa, the mistake 
found in his decision on the Supersemar Foundation case should be seen as 
a real mistake made by a judge, and the correction must be made through 
revision, not through corrigendum.2370 On the contrary, CJ M. Hatta Ali, said 
that the revision of a mistyped verdict in the Supersemar case took too long 
and should have been corrected through corrigendum.2371 However, because 
the AGO had submitted a revision request, in addition to the sensitive nature 
of the case which involved a former president, revision was undertaken to 
avoid future polemic.2372

Until now, there are still no specific rules regarding corrigendum 
procedure in the MA. If a typographical error is found, then the practice in the 
MA is to follow the corrigendum procedure for a notary deed as stipulated in 
the Law on the Notary Office.2373 Practices at the MA also rely heavily on habits. 
Usually, textual correction of the decision in the MA is done by waiting for the 
erroneous decision to be sent to the MA, and then the decision will be forwarded 

2367 Loth, supra note 2365 at 10.
2368 C. H. van Rhee, Recourse Against Judgments in the Netherlands, 240, http://arno.unimaas.

nl/show.cgi?fid=1038 (last visited Feb 18, 2015).
2369 Nganro, supra note 1364.
2370 Tumpa, supra note 1397. Quotes from the revision decision that corrected the cassation 

decision are as follows: the calculation of compensation in the form of Rupiah currency is 
mistaken because based on facts revealed before the court, it was not IDR 185,918,904.75 
(one hundred eighty-five million nine hundred eighteen thousand nine hundred and 
four Rupiah seventy-five cents) but IDR 185,918,048,904.75 (one hundred eighty-five 
billion nine hundred eighteen million forty-eight thousand nine hundred four Rupiah 
seventy-five cents). See MA Decision No. 140 PK/Pdt/2015 (Yayasan Supersemar), 89 
(2015).

2371 Ali, supra note 1814.
2372 Id.
2373 LAw no. 2 of 2014 re. notAry offiCe, Art. 48-50 (2014).
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to the panel of judges who decided the case for the correction. There has been 
no guidance from procedural law on the corrigendum mechanism, and there 
is not even a clear rule if a member of the panel of judges which examined the 
case had retired.2374

Therefore, on the one hand it is necessary to make a policy to regulate the 
corrigendum mechanism on the procedure for judges to correct decisions that 
contain typographical errors.2375 However, on the other hand, the concerns of 
the CJ M. Hatta Ali that the existence of a corrigendum mechanism would lead 
to a reduced incentive for judges to be more prudent and careful, of course, 
must be taken into account.2376 

C. Preservation of ne bis in idem as a bar to prosecution 

Ne bis in idem is also regulated under the KUHAP. Article 109 KUHAP 
stipulates the stay of investigation, while Article 140 stipulates the stay 
of prosecution.2377 Article 156 KUHAP also regulates the declaration of 
inadmissibility of the prosecution by the district court, including the 
opportunity for the prosecutor to object to the decision by submitting a 
challenge to the high court. Those articles implied, respectively, that the 
reasons for staying an investigation and a prosecution, as well as a bar to 
prosecution by the trial court are, inter alia, ne bis in idem.2378 

Still, a third party may raise a contest in pretrial proceedings and ask for 
the judge’s interpretation about whether or not the case is “idem”, based on 
Article 80 KUHAP.2379 Article 140(2)d KUHAP also provides that if a new reason 
becomes evident afterward, then the prosecutor may conduct a prosecution 
against the suspect.2380 The Article’s elucidation stated that the new reason 
is obtained by the prosecutor from the investigator, which originates from 
the testimony of the suspect, witnesses, goods or indications, which are only 
subsequently found or learned of.

The provisions above should have been maintained as a matter of course, 
because they would serve as the initial screening in determining whether or 
not a prosecution against an offence should be barred based on ne bis in idem. 
But going forward, the link to those provisions needs to be emphasized in the 

2374 wiCAKsAnA, wAHyu, And AnnisA, supra note 2295 at 56.
2375 Id.
2376 Ali, supra note 1814.
2377 Surachman, supra note 108 at 1015.
2378 Id.
2379 Id. at 1015. See KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 77.
2380 KuHAp, supra note 12 Art. 140 d.
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revision procedures. For example, when a prosecutor found a new ground to 
re-prosecute a case that was previously stopped due to ne bis in idem, what is 
meant by the new ground, what distinguishes the new ground from novum 
or falsum, and whether the new ground should be followed up with new 
prosecution or a detrimental revision? Linking various provisions related 
to the bar to prosecution with those of the revision procedures will help to 
provide clearer answers to these questions.

IV. Closing

This study asserts that the two functions of revision, namely the 
maintenance of the finality of court decisions and the correction of errors in 
final judgments, along with the notions that substantiate each of the functions, 
have not been met in their entirety in Indonesia. This situation is triggered 
by the legal framework of revision that is not set out coherently to reflect the 
functions of revision. 

Lawmakers predominantly refer to the rules and guidelines issued by 
the MA in making the laws related to revision. Lawmakers do not have other 
references, particularly doctrinal references, that can complement their 
references to the regulations and guidelines issued by the MA. Therefore, the 
way the MA and the judges (along with their underlying interests) perceive 
and approach the functions of the revision, heavily influences the substance 
of the legal framework.

Judges can only refer to the incoherent legal framework in examining and 
deciding revision cases. The legal framework does not provide the judges with 
sufficient criteria for careful consideration of the use of conditions, grounds, 
and procedures for revision. The reference to the legal framework is not strong 
enough for the justices to neutralize their inherent conflict of interest over 
revision being a valuable means to accumulate power, and neither is it strong 
enough to get rid of the temptations coming from the litigating parties, which 
can induce the judges to act arbitrarily when examining revision requests. 

This situation creates difficulties for the MA judges to correct judicial 
errors while upholding the finality of court decisions in cases of revision, which 
are the very functions of revision. This situation by itself further decreases the 
jurisprudential quality of judicial decisions in revision.

All this could happen because the elaboration of the theories on the 
finality and fallibility of judicial decisions and proceedings has been lacking 
in the design and the use of the Indonesian revision system, including in legal 
scholarship. Ignorance of the underlying principles and goals of revision is 
spread broadly among the members of the Indonesian legal community. The 
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lack of awareness fosters the pragmatic approach in dealing with the revision 
system everywhere, not just in the legislation and judicial process.

The elaboration and the reference to the doctrines and theories of finality 
and fallibility as suggested by this study may not provide answers to all issues 
encountered in the introduction and the use of the revision system. However, 
the doctrinal and theoretical elaboration and reference may help encourage 
the development of a better system, which through its carefully designed 
conditions, grounds and procedures provides enough room for an orientation 
towards the common good and principled reflection to outweigh any possible 
vested interests and pragmatic calculations.
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Revision as an extraordinary legal remedy

What do you think about when you hear the word “extraordinary”? 
Undoubtedly, some of the following qualifications will come to mind: (1) 
uncommon, unusual, rare or exceptional; (2) impressive, breathtaking, or 
fantastic; and (3) important, prominent, or distinguished.

Therefore, one envisions that anything called extraordinary must meet 
the above qualities. This also applies to the judicial process. When there is a 
judicial process emblazoned with the word “extraordinary”, the following 
situations are certainly expected:
1.  the process is rare or uncommon;
2.  even if it is undertaken, the reason for doing so must be exceptional;
3.  the process must be important; and
4.  the output from the process must be impressive or outstanding.

At this point, I will introduce the concept of revision. This is a legal remedy 
reviewing decisions of the court that have obtained a permanent legal force 
based on very restrictive reasons.

In Indonesia, the process is referred to as peninjauan kembali, or PK. Not 
only in practice and in the opinions of jurists, even laws and regulations clearly 
prescribe revision as an extraordinary legal remedy.

Revision, in particular criminal revision, consists of three pillars. The first 
pillar is formal conditions. These are the various requirements that must be 
met for a revision request to be admitted by the court. The conditions range 
from the prerequisites of the applicant, the judgment to be questioned, the 
filing period, and the frequency of submission.

The second pillar is material grounds. These are the reasons that must 
be proven for a revision request to be granted. In Indonesia, these material 
grounds currently consist of: (1) contradictory judgments (putusan saling 
bertentangan); (2) new facts or novum (keadaan baru); as well as (3) judge’s 
mistake or egregious error (kekhilafan hakim atau kekeliruan yang nyata).

The third revision pillar is procedures. These are the series of stages that 
will guide the assessment of a revision request, starting from whether it 
can be formally admitted or declared as inadmissible, up to the substantive 
examination of whether it should be granted or rejected. Revision procedures 
in Indonesia are centralized in the Supreme Court (Mahkamah Agung or MA).

Does the reality truly reflect the extraordinary nature of revision? What if 
I demonstrate that instead of being an extraordinary judicial process, revision 
actually results in a situation that is completely the opposite of the various 
qualities listed above?
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The practice of revision in Indonesia

Let’s look at the situation in Indonesia. Rather than being rare or 
uncommon, the MA is, in fact, faced with numerous incoming revision requests 
every year. In 2015 for example, 2,755 revision requests were submitted to the 
MA for various cases. Specifically in criminal cases, between 2008-2018, the 
average number of revision requests that entered the MA each year was 356 
cases.

Rather than being based on exceptional reasons, it turns out that only 20% 
of incoming revision requests are based on the determined material grounds. 
Therefore, the success rate for revision requests over the years is only around 
12%.

The material ground for revision that is widely used is judge’s mistake 
or egregious error. This ground is very elastic and as a result, any reason can 
fall under this ground. A typo in a final judgment can be introduced as judge’s 
mistake that warrants the submission of a revision request. Anyone can also 
repeat the grounds for cassation, if rejected, to be repackaged under judge’s 
mistake or egregious error. 

It can be understood if 78% of revision requests were filed against the 
MA’s own verdicts at the cassation level. Only 8% and 12.5% were directed 
against the decisions of the High Courts and the district courts, respectively.

Rather than being considered as an important process, revision is seen as 
a fourth judicial process, or a third appeal process. Some even treated revision 
as a substitute for ordinary appeal. As there is a guarantee that its verdict 
would not impose a harsher consequence than the original verdict, litigants 
often forego appeal and cassation and prefer to directly file for revision.

What is clear is that submission of revision in Indonesia is also relatively 
easy. In fact, it is as easy as filing a cassation. The MA also has no difficulty 
with the backlog of criminal revision cases. In 2016, 88% of criminal revision 
requests were settled by the MA within 1-3 months. Moreover, revision 
requests, if granted, are not directly linked to the state’s obligation to carry out 
rehabilitation and provide compensation.

Rather than being impressive or outstanding, the output of revision can 
actually bring new errors in the relevant judgment. Further, the ease of filing 
a revision request means that an already correct final judgment is susceptible 
to review.

Decisions resulting from revision can also raise incoherencies and the 
perception of arbitrariness. Inconsistencies occur in the application of almost 
all of the pillars of revision.

Regarding formal conditions, there are many inconsistencies. For 
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example, some decisions admitted a second revision request, while others 
declared a second revision request as inadmissible. Further, some decisions 
admitted a revision request by heirs of the defendant regardless of the fact that 
the convicted defendants themselves are fugitives, while others declared such 
request as inadmissible. Lastly, some decisions admitted the revision request 
by the prosecutor, while others declared the requests as inadmissible.

In relation to material grounds, some decisions require the confession 
of the actual criminal offender to be stated in a court decision before being 
able to be submitted as a novum in wrongful conviction cases. Meanwhile, 
some decisions do not require this. Some decisions also define contradictory 
judgments broadly, while others define it narrowly.

Related to procedures, some decisions of the MA in revision cases 
thoroughly consider the district court’s opinion, while some do not consider it 
at all. Likewise, some decisions are critical of revision requests that are directly 
filed without having gone through an appeal or cassation stage. While in other 
decisions, a similar strategy was not criticized at all.

The quality of decisions at the revision level is also problematic. A study 
revealed that judge's consideration constitute only 12% of the whole decisions 
at the cassation and revision levels. This study also found that in almost all 
categories of decisions, there are always decisions that do not contain sufficient 
judge's consideration. In fact, the substance of revision decisions is sometimes 
not very different from other decisions and can sometimes be worse.

Research questions, methodology and hypotheses

Then why does this happen? Given this background, this study tries to 
answer two research questions, namely:
1. What are the functions of the revision system in Indonesia and how have 

those functions been carried out in legal practice?
2. In what way does the elaboration of the theories of finality and fallibility 

of judicial decisions and proceedings help the regulation and the legal 
practice of revision in Indonesia to perform its functions?

This study, through a doctrinal method that qualitatively uses interviews 
as one of data collection techniques, has proposed and corroborated several 
hypotheses.

The legal framework of revision in Indonesia is not made coherently 
to be able to clarify the functions of revision and to reflect those functions, 
in the established system. Lawmakers do not have doctrinal references in 
elaborating the revision system. Consequently, legislators are very dependent 
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on the judiciary in making rules about revision.
The judiciary, being the implementing agent of the revision system, 

does indeed actively play a role in filling the legal vacuum through regulatory 
products, either in the form of MA regulations (Peraturan MA or Perma) and 
circulars (Surat Edaran MA or SEMA). That is why the legal framework on 
revision is very much influenced by the perspective of the MA.

On the other hand, the MA has a difficult-to-deny vested interest in the 
revision system, namely the accumulation of power. Revision undeniably gives 
an extraordinary power to the MA to reopen any court decisions, including 
its own decisions at cassation, which have already obtained permanent legal 
force.

At the same time, the MA has a weakness in the form of conceptual 
fallacies regarding revision. These fallacies arise because revision was 
introduced into the Indonesian legal system through transplantation by the 
colonial government.

The situation certainly affects judges and other judicial actors such 
as advocates and prosecutors. They can only refer to the incoherent legal 
framework in filing, advocating, examining and deciding revision cases. 
Judges find it difficult to carry out the functions of revision, including the 
most notorious one, correction of errors.

All of these problems occur because the elaboration of theories regarding 
the principle of finality and concerns for the fallibility of court’s decisions is 
lacking in the design and use of revision. Ignorance of the underlying principles 
and theories spread broadly among the Indonesian legal community, including 
the legal scholars.

Theories	on	finality	and	fallibility

The appeal system of court decisions, especially extraordinary appeal like 
revision, is strongly supported by various theories that raise a strong concern 
about the fallibility of the judicial process and decision. These theories suggest 
that the appeal system, especially revision, is important in order to correct 
errors found in court decisions and to achieve accuracy in applying the law to 
the facts being questioned in the final decision. 

In addition, revision also plays an important role in restoring public 
confidence, which will collapse if there is a miscarriage of justice that is not 
addressed. Revision can be used to avoid exhausting negative campaigns against 
the courts. Finally, revision can also promote consistency and uniformity of 
judicial decisions by examining a consistent application of the law.

There are also a set of theories that oppose the appeal system, specifically 
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revision. According to these theories, revision is a costly, time-consuming and 
duplicative procedure. Some view it in the term of economic cost. Others see it 
in the term of social cost. The community has the right to enjoy tranquility and 
a procedure like revision may lengthen and heighten public anxiety around a 
controversial case. 

Revision is also considered to produce less accurate results, given the often 
lengthy time period between revision and the actual event. Revision is also 
considered to threaten the reputation of the justice system because it openly 
reveals the court’s mistake to the public. The last concern is that revision is 
considered to be harmful to the interests of crime victims, especially if the 
case has identifiable victims and if revision leads to the release of the former 
defendant.

Consideration of these theories has led me to come up with my first 
theoretical contribution, namely to suggest that revision must have two valid 
functions: (1) correcting factual errors in final judgments; and (2) maintaining 
the finality of a final court judgment.

In Indonesia, the former function of revision is more renowned. This is 
found not only in various regulations on revision but also in the opinions of 
different judicial actors. The latter function is somewhat concealed.

Connection between ne bis in idem and revision

My next theoretical contribution is to offer ne bis in idem as an underlying 
doctrine to the design and use of the revision system. Ne bis in idem is the most 
prominent doctrine on finality. In practice, ne bis in idem protects a final court 
decision against reopening by a second suit. 

Ne bis in idem has three elements. The first element is the final judgment. 
The protected judgment must be a final judgment regarding the merits of a 
case. The second element is the same person. The protected person must be 
the same person convicted or acquitted in both the judgment in question and 
in the second suit. The third element is the same act. The protected act must 
contain the same material facts referred to in both the judgment in question 
and in the second suit.

How then does ne bis in idem become the underlying doctrine for revision? 
Before answering that specific question, I will first explain the three levels of 
connection between ne bis in idem and the revision system.

The first connection is at the regulatory level. Ne bis in idem is regulated in 
Article 76(1) of the Indonesian Criminal Code (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum 
Pidana or KUHP), which has similarities to Article 68(1) of the Dutch Criminal 
Code (Wetboek van Strafrecht or Sr). In these Articles, revision is provided 
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as an exception to the validity of ne bis in idem. Only decisions that cannot 
be submitted for revision are absolutely protected by ne bis in idem. Both 
regulations demonstrate the initial proof of a connection, namely that at least 
revision is an exception to the validity of ne bis in idem.

The second connection is at the theoretical level. Theoretically, in 
addition to protecting individual justice, which prevents someone from 
being prosecuted/sued again for the same act, ne bis in idem also protects the 
legitimacy of the state by maintaining the finality of the court’s ruling. On the 
other hand, besides functioning to correct errors in a final decision, revision 
also functions in maintaining the finality of court’s decisions.

Also, theoretically, the way to interpret the same act element of ne bis in 
idem as upheld by the hybrid theory that is still adhered to in The Netherlands 
is apparently the same as the definition of novum, which is the main material 
ground for revision. The same act element of ne bis in idem in The Netherlands 
was once interpreted by the Dutch Supreme Court (Hoge Raad or HR) merely as 
material fact(s) or behavior in a common sense. 

So, when a behavior that has been sentenced in a final judgment is the same 
behavior raised in the second suit, the final judgment cannot be contested. This 
interpretation was used in The Netherlands until 1932 through the doctrine 
of “material behavior”. However, this perspective was later considered to be 
unsatisfactory. If there is an act that was initially considered to have a trifling 
impact and was sentenced as a minor crime, but it later turned out to cause far 
greater impact, then the act could not be sued again as this would  violate ne 
bis in idem, because the same act here means the same material fact.

In 1932, the meaning of the same act element of ne bis in idem was 
changed through “aspect theory”. In this theory, the same act in ne bis in 
idem is interpreted in the same way as the same act in the concourse of crime 
(samenloop). The behavior (material fact) no longer becomes the focus. The 
focus is instead placed on the legal qualification. As long as the prosecutor 
can formulate different legal qualification for the act that has been sentenced 
by a final judgment, then a new suit can be filed because the same act here 
meant the same legal qualification. This scary theory lasted for some time 
(1932-1962) until it was discarded because it made the ne bis in idem doctrine 
virtually meaningless. Prosecutors could waive the protection of ne bis in idem 
as long as they could use a different legal basis in their new suit.

From 1962 onwards, The Netherlands changed the way they interpret 
the same act element of ne bis in idem based on the hybrid theory. Here, the 
meaning of the same act must consider the link between (1) the actual event 
(the material fact); (2) the legal qualification (the guilt of the defendant); and 
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(3) the purport of ne bis in idem (preventing unfair repetition/reopening of a 
final judgment). 

Within the scope of this theory, a case that has been decided by a final 
judgment can only be reopened if there are: (1) a new/different material fact; 
which impacts on the application of (2) a different legal qualifications (criminal 
offence); and (3) that they are all filed with due regard to the importance of the 
finality of the court’s decision.

In 2011, the meaning of the same act element of the ne bis in idem that was 
introduced in hybrid theory was supplemented by the following additional 
criteria: (1) the difference in the actual event must be indicated in the nature 
and scope of the event related to the time, place, and circumstances when the 
event happened; and (2) the difference in legal qualification must be determined 
by the differences of the protected legal interests and the maximum sentence 
that can be imposed.

With the additional criteria of the 2011 HR jurisprudence, a final decision 
can only be reexamined if there are: (1) a different material fact, in the context 
of the time, place, and circumstances of the occurrence of an act; which may 
affect the imposition of (2) a different legal qualification (offence) of the act, 
namely in the context of protected legal interests and the maximum sentence 
that can be imposed; and proposed with (3) the attitude of maintaining the 
finality of the judgment in question, under the purport of ne bis in idem.

Inadvertently, that way of interpreting the same act element of ne bis 
in idem is similar to the definition of novum under Article 263(2)a of the 
Indonesian Criminal Procedure Code (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Acara 
Pidana or KUHAP) and Article 457(1)c of the Dutch Criminal Procedure Code 
(Wetboek van Strafvordering or Sv). Under the definition of novum, a final 
decision can be re-examined if: (1) there are new circumstances that were not 
known at the time when the trial was still in progress (new material fact); (2) 
a strong presumption that if such circumstances had been known during the 
trial it would have resulted in either an acquittal, a dismissal of the charges, a 
bar to prosecution, or the application of a less severe penal provision (different 
legal qualification); and (3) it is submitted as an extraordinary ground of 
revision (purport of finality). Therefore, I can confirm my opinion that the 
connection between ne bis in idem with revision at the theoretical level is very 
strong, which is even reflected in the legal framework.

The third connection is at the operational level. Here, I try to draw a link 
between: (1) the pillars of revision; and (2) elements of ne bis in idem. 

Formal conditions of revision can be seen as criteria for assessing whether 
or not the elements of ne bis in idem are met in admitting a revision request. The 
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formal conditions of revision will ascertain that the judgment to be reviewed 
is final, the applicant of revision is the same as the person sentenced in the 
final judgment, and the questioned act (in the sense of complex of facts) is the 
same between the revision request and the final judgment. 

The material grounds of revision can be seen as criteria for substantive 
examination of the same act element of the ne bis in idem. The grounds will 
attest whether materially, the act (in the sense of both historical and legal 
facts) that was decided in the judgment in question is different from the act 
that is requested to be reviewed in the revision request. 

The procedures of revision can be seen as a way to determine whether 
a revision request is admissible (where ne bis in idem is ruled out) or 
inadmissible (where ne bis in idem is preserved) in the admission process. The 
revision procedures can also be seen as a way to determine whether there is 
substantively new material fact that makes the act in the judgment in question 
need to be corrected by assigning different legal qualification, as enhanced by 
the revision request.

I also try to explain that ne bis in idem is not only relevant to detrimental 
revision, but also to favorable revision. I believe that the provision regarding ne 
bis in idem in Article 76 (1) KUHP and Article 68(1) Sr are designed to stipulate 
that revision, both favorable and detrimental, is an exception to ne bis in idem. 
The exception to ne bis in idem rule by favorable revision has been regulated 
in The Netherlands since 1899 in Article 457 Sv. The exception to ne bis in 
idem rule by the detrimental revision was newly set out in 2013 through the 
amendment to Sv.

I raise this opinion with the arguments that I took from: (1) the history of 
the regulation of ne bis in idem in The Netherlands that excluded the ne bis in 
idem rule from merely the prosecution setting; (2) the general understanding 
of ne bis in idem as reopening in universal norms (treaties) that are not 
limited to re-prosecution; (3) the opinions of some experts who neutralize 
the meaning of bis into the ban of reopening, rather than a standalone ban 
of re-prosecution; (4) the inclusion of the role of the state in both favorable 
revision and detrimental revision in the current regulation regarding revision 
in The Netherlands; (5) the existence of the leave (admission) system in both 
favorable and detrimental revision; as well as (6) the call to always resolve the 
conflicting needs of the society and the individual in considering the scope of 
the concept of ne bis in idem.

The comparable arguments are difficult to get from the Indonesian 
context, considering that when the ne bis in idem rule was introduced in the 
Dutch East Indies, revision as an exception to ne bis in idem was non-existent in 
the procedural law applicable to the natives. Besides, since the beginning of the 
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regulation of favorable revision in the KUHAP, the prohibition of detrimental 
revision has been set aside through different court decisions. Therefore, the 
distinction between favorable and detrimental revision concepts in Indonesia 
has been blurred from the start.

The new foundation of revision system

Armed with all that, I discovered that the various problems in the 
Indonesian revision system were caused by placing too much emphasis on the 
fallibility of court decisions and processes. Therefore, the correction of error 
function of revision has been prioritized. The principle of finality is not given 
sufficient attention, and therefore the function of revision to maintain the 
finality of the court’s decision has often been overlooked.

By elaborating on theories regarding finality and fallibility, and by making 
ne bis in idem the underlying doctrine of the revision system, I propose a new 
foundation for the revision system in Indonesia to be as follows:
1. A revision can only be requested against a final judgment that considers: 

(a) whether the alleged act has been proven; (b) whether the act is a 
criminal offence; (c) whether the defendant is criminally liable; (d) the 
sentence to be imposed. A revision can only be filed against a conviction, 
acquittal, or dismissal as all three are forms of a final judgment, which is 
the first element of ne bis in idem.

2. Decisions regarding admissibility of a revision request do not fall into 
the category of final judgment and are therefore not protected by ne bis in 
idem.

3. Pretrial (praperadilan) rulings do not fall into the final judgment category 
because they do not consider question of facts. Rather, they only consider 
questions of law, primarily on the application of procedural law. Therefore, 
revision cannot be requested against pretrial rulings.

4. The provision that revision requests do not delay execution is worth 
maintaining because executability is one of the criteria of a final judgment.

5. The condition that a revision request can only be submitted once does not 
need to be regulated per se, as the finality of a decision is protected by ne 
bis in idem. However, if the same act element of ne bis in idem is missing, 
which indicates the presence of factual error in a final court judgment, 
then the filing of revision request should never be limited.

6. The applicant of revision is a former defendant. An heir can only file a 
revision request on behalf of the former defendant if such person has 
passed away.

7. A revision request, both by the applicant and the heir, can only be filed 
with the assistance of a defense counsel. The defense counsel will assist 
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the substantiation of the request so that the formal conditions and 
material grounds can be met appropriately.

8. The state, via the prosecutor, can only file a detrimental revision on behalf 
of the state’s interest and the interests of the victims based on very strict 
conditions. A revision request by the prosecutor can only be filed against 
crimes that result in the loss of another person’s life. A detrimental 
revision by the prosecutor in such case can only be based on novum, which 
is limited to: (a) credible confession of the acquitted defendant; and (b) 
the result of technical research, or so-called hard evidence.

9. The state, via the prosecutor, can also submit a detrimental revision 
request based on falsum (including, among others, the occurrence of 
bribery to the judges and law enforcement officers), where the falsum 
must have been decided by a court with permanent legal force to be 
submitted as a material ground of detrimental revision.

10. The material grounds for favorable revision consist of: (a) novum; (b) 
contradictory judgment; (c) falsum; and (d) proven statement without 
conviction.

11. Judge’s mistake or egregious error is removed from the grounds for 
revision because they only contain legal questions and do not include 
factual questions.

12. Admission of a revision request is submitted to and decided by the MA. 
The MA will subsequently refer the revision request for substantive 
examination to the trier of fact.

13. The revision applicant’s custody status should be determined temporarily 
by the MA following the proposed material ground until the case has been 
fully handled by the trier of fact.

14. The material examination of the revision request is conducted by the 
closest High Court to the court that first decided and examined the case. 
The High Court will conduct a factual examination, with the procedural 
law applicable mutatis mutandis for the district court. The High Court 
will make a final judgment on whether the revision request is granted 
or rejected. The High Court will also determine rehabilitation and 
compensation for the former defendant or victims.

I propose all of this by encouraging several preconditions, among others: 
the principled regulation and practice of revision in Indonesia, the provision 
of additional channels for the correction of errors of law, also preserving the 
ne bis in idem as one of the main reasons for the bar to prosecution in the 
procedural law.
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Revision, which is commonly referred to as peninjauan kembali or PK in Indonesia, 
or herziening in Dutch, is a legal remedy to review criminal court decisions that have 
obtained permanent legal force based on very restrictive reasons. Revision consists of 
three pillars: formal conditions; material grounds; and procedures. Not only in practice, 
the legal framework also prescribes revision as an extraordinary legal remedy. 

However, the extraordinary traits of revision in Indonesia have been vanished. 
The number of incoming revision requests is high. Revision is seen as a fourth stage 
of litigation or a third level of appeal. It is sometimes seen as a substitute for ordinary 
appeals. As a result, even an already correct final judgment becomes susceptible to 
reopening, which could bring new errors in the judgment. Decisions resulting from 
revision also raise incoherencies and create perceptions of arbitrariness. 

With such background, this study tries to answer the following research questions: 
(1) What are the functions of the revision system in Indonesia and how have those 
functions been carried out in legal practice? (2) In what way does the elaboration 
of the theories of finality and fallibility of judicial decision and proceedings help the 
regulation and the legal practice of revision in Indonesia to perform its functions?

Through a doctrinal method and the use of interviews, this study suggests that 
revision must have two valid functions: (1) correcting factual errors in final judgments; 
and (2) maintaining the finality of a final court judgment. This study also offers ne bis 
in idem, to be the underlying doctrine in the design and the use of the revision system. 

In doing so, this study explains three levels of connection between ne bis in idem 
and the revision system, namely: regulatory; theoretical; and operational. In addition, 
this study explains that ne bis in idem is relevant to both detrimental and favorable 
revision.

Armed with all that, this study discovers that the various problems in the 
Indonesian revision system were caused by placing too much weight on the correction 
of error function. The function of revision to maintain the finality of the court’s decision 
has been disguised. The problems also occur because the elaboration of theories 
regarding the principle of finality and concerns for the fallibility of court’s decisions 
has been lacking. 

By elaborating the theories, and by approaching ne bis in idem as the underlying 
doctrine of the revision, this study recommends a new foundation for the revision 
system in Indonesia. Among the recommendations are the introduction of falsum into 
the material grounds and the emphasis on the role of the trier of facts (judex factie) in 
the procedures for revision
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